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Cu CONGRESS, }·

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.

L.t Ses8ion.

Ex. Doc.
{ No. ~u.

ANNUAL REPORT

THE BOARD OF REGENTS
OF '!'Mm

SMJTHSONJAN INSTITUTION,
SllOWIXG

TIIE OPERATimrn, EXPE'.\DITURES, AND CONDITION OF 'rHE INSTITUTION
FOR THE YEAR 1870.

WASHINGTON:
GO V E RN :i\1 EN 1' P R l N '.l' l N G O I•' FI CE.

1871.

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES, IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVE ,
FORTY-SECOND CONGRESS, FmsT SESSION",

April 19, lBiL

The following resolution, originating in the House of Representatives this day,
been concurred in by the Senate, viz:
_" Resolved, (f;he Senate concurring,) That twelve thousand :five hundred additio
copies of the report of the Smithsonian Institution for the year 1870 be print
twenty-five hundred of which shall be for the use of the Senate, :five thousand for·
use of the Honse, and :five thousand for the nse of the Institution: Proi:ided, That
ag;greg-ate number of pages of said report shall not exceed four hundred and :fif1r.
that there shall be no illustrations except tlwse furnished by the Institution."
Attest:
EWD. McPHER O~-.
Cler:

LETTER
FHO.:\I THE

SECRETARY OF THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION,
TRANSMITTIKG

The annual report of the Srnithsonian Institution for the year 187<1.

SMITHSONIAN lNSTI'I.'UTION,

Washington, March 1, 1871.
Sm: In behalf of the Board of Regents, I have the honor to submit
to the Congress of the United States the annual report of the operations,
e:;xpenclitures, and condition of the Smithsonian Institution for the year
1870.

I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient serYant,
JOSEPH HENRY,
Secretary Smithsonian Institution.
Hon. S. CoLF.Ax,
President of the Senate.
Hon. J. G. BLAINE,
.
Speaker of the House of Representatives.

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE STuHTHSONI ~N INSJITUTION FOR 1870.

.

This docnment contains: 1. The programme of organization of the
.
Smithsonian Institution. 2. The annual report of the Secretary, ginng
an account of the operations and condition of the establishment for the
year 1870, with the statistics of collections, exchanges, meteorology, &~
3. The report of the executive committee, exhibiting the financial affair
of the Institution, including a statement of the Smithson fund, the receipts and expenditures for the year 1870, and the estimates for 18,L
4. The proceedings of the Board of Regents. 5. A .general appendix.
consisting principally of reports of lectures, translations from foreign
journals of articles not generally accessible, but of interest to meteorologists, correspondents of the Institution, teachers, and others interested
in the promotion of knowledge.
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PROGRAMME OF ORGANIZATION
OF THE

SM ITHSONIAN INSTITUTIO ·N .
[PRESENTED IN THE FIRST ANNUAL REPORT OF THE SECRETARY, AND
ADOPTED BY THE BOARD OF REGENTS, DECEMBER 13, 1847.]

INTRODUCTION.
General considerations which should serve as a guide in adopting a Plan
of Organization.

t. W ILL OF SMITHSON. The property i.s bequeathed to the United
States of .America, " to fonnd at Washington, under the name of the
SnnTHSONIAN INSTITUTION, an establishment for the increase and diffusion of knowledge among men."
2. The bequest is ror the benefit of mankind. The Government of
the United States is merely a trustee to carry out the design of the
testator.
3. The institution is not a natiQnal establishment, as is frequently
supposed, but the establishment of an individual, and is to bear and
perpetuate his name.
4. The objects of the Institution are, 1st, to increase, and 2d, to diffu e knowledge among men.
5. These two obj ects should not be confounded with one another.
The fir t is to enlarge the exi~ting stock of knowledge by the addition
of new truths ; and the second, to disseminate knowledge, thus increased;
among men.
6. The will makes no restriction in favor of any particular kind of
knowledge; hence all branches are entitled to a share of attention.
7. Kflowledge can be increased by different methods of' facilitating
aml promoting the discovery of new truth s ; and can be most exten. ively diffu ed among men by means of the press.
. To effect the greatest amount of ·good, the organization should be
. uch a to enable the Institution to produce results, in the way of inereasing and diffusin g knowledge, which cannot be produced either at
all or o efficiently by the exi ting institntions iu our country.
9. The organization 1?hould also be such as can be adopted provisionally; can be easily reduced to practice; receive modifications, or be
abandon d, in whole or in part, without a sacrifice of the funds.
10. In order to co mpen ate in som e measure for the loss of time occa·ioned by the delay of eight years in establishing the Institution, a
con id rable portion of the interest which bas accrned should be adde,l
to the principal.
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11: In proportion to the wide :field of knowledge to be cultivated t b
funds are small. Economy should, therefore, be consulted in the co11
struction of the building; and not only the first cost of the edifice shoul/
·he considered, but also the continual expense of keeping it in r epai,
and of the support of the establishment necessarily connected \Vith' ir.
There should also be but few in&lviduals permanently supported by t 1
Institution.
' 12. The plan and dimensions of the building should be determjn
b,y the plan of the organization, and. not the converse.
13. It should be recollected. that mankind in gener.a.l are to be benefited by the bequest, and tllat, therefore, all unnecessary expenditure
on local objects would be a perversion of the trust.
14. Besi_d es the foregoing considerations, deduced immediately fro
tlrn will of Smithson, regard must be had to certain requirements of th
act of Congress establishing the Institution. These are, a library.•
museum, and a gallery of art, with a building on a liberal scale to contafo them.
SECTION I.

Plan of organization of the Institution in accordance with the foregoing
deductions from the will of Smithson.
To INC.REA.SE KNOWLEDGR. It is proposed1. To stimulate men of talent to make original researches, uy offerin~
suitable rewards for memoirs containing new trut4s; and,
2. To appropriate annualJy a portion of the income for particular researches, under the direction of suitable persons.
To DIFFUSB KNOWLEDGE. It is proposed1. To publish a series of periodical reports on the progress of t
different branches of knowledge; and,
2. To publish occasionally separate treatises on subject of gene
interest.
DETAILS OP THE PLAN TO INCREASE KNOWLEDGE.

I. By stim1 lat-ing researches.
1. Facilities afforded for the prodnction of original memoi r,
lmrn 'he· of h10wle<lge.
:!. The w e mo1r tlrn obtained to be publi ~bed in a ·erie · of Y Ju
fo a qrn rto form, aud entitled Smitll ouian Ooutribntio11 to ruowJ
:t . , ....om moil' on ,·uhj t of physical .cien · to be a e ptccl to l
Ji •ati n whi •h d . not fnrni ha po, itiv addition to hn111a11 kn "
ri 0 'iual r , ar •h; and all nrnnrifi c1 p •ulati n. t

, ·h m moir pr ._ ut <l t th n tituti n t b , u mitt
aruinati n t a orumi ·i u f p r on of r put. ti n for learuiug i
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l>rauch to which the .uemoir pertains; an<l. to be accepted for publication only in case the report of this commission is fa,Torable.
5. The commission to be chosen by the officerR of the Institution, and
the name of the author, as far as prnctica,ble, concealed, unless a favorable decision is made.
G. The v-olumes of the memoirs to be exchanged for the transactions
of literary a,11(1 scientific societies, and copies to be giYen to all the colleges and principal libraries in this country. One part of the remaining copies may be offered for sale, and the other carefully preserved, to
form complete sets of the work, to supply the demand from new institutions.
7. An abstract, or popular account, of the contents of these memoirs
to be giYen to the public through the annual report of the Regents to
Congress.
If. By appropriating a part of the income, annitally, to special objects of
research, itncler the direction of suitable persons.
1. The ol>jects and the amount_appropri::Lted, to be recommended by
counsellors of tl.Je fostitution.
2. Appropriations in different years to different objects; so that in
course of time each branch of knowledge ma.y receive a share.
·.
3. The .results obtained from these appropriations to be published,.
with the memoirs before mentioned, in the volumes of the Smithsonian
Contributions to Knowledge.
4. Examples of oojects for which appropriations may be made.
(1.) System of_ extended meteorological observations for solving the
problem of American storms.
.
(2.) Explorations in descriptive natural history, and geological,. mag,notical, and topographical surveys, to collect materials for the formation
of a physical atlas of the United States.
(3.) Solution of experimental problems, such as a new determination
of the weight of the earth, of tlle velocity of electricity, and of light;:
chemical analyses of soils and plants; colle~tion and publication of
scientific facts accumu1ateu in the offices of government.
(4.) Institution of statistical inquiries with reference to pl1y.sical,,
moral, and political subjects.
(5.) Historical researches, and accurate surveys of places.celebrated iu
American history.
(G.) Ethnological researches, particularly with reference to the differeut races of men in North America; also, explomtions and accurate·
urveys of the mounds and other remains of the ancient people o,t' our
country.
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DETAILS OF THE PLAN FOR DIFFUSINGt KNOWLEDGE.

I. By the _publication of a series of reports, gi'Ving an account of the neir
discoveries in science, an(,l of the changes rncide from year to year in.all
branches of knowledge not strictly professional.
1. These reports will diffu_;,p a kind of knowledge generally interesting, but which, at present, is inaccessible to the public. Som e of the
reports may be published annually, others at longer intervals, as th e
income of the Institution or the changes in the branches of ku owledge
may indicate.
2. The r eports are to be prepared by collaborators eminent in the different .branches of knowledge.
3. I~ach collaborator to be furnished with the journals and publications, dom eRtic and foreign, necessary to the compilation of bis report ;
to be paid a certain sum ,for his labors, and to qe named -on the titlepage of the report.
4. The reports to be published in separate parts, so tbat persons interested in a particular branch can procure the parts relating to it without
purchasing the whole.
5. These reports may be presented· to Congress, for partial distribution, th e r emaining copies to be given to literary and scientific institutions, and sold to individuals for a moderate price.
Tb e following are some of the subjects which may be embraced in the
reports:*
I. •PHYSICAL CLASS.

1. Physics, including astronomy, natural philosophy, chemistry, and
met eorology.
2 . .Natural history, including botany, zoology geology, &c.
3. Agriculture.
4. A pplication of science to arts.
H. )fORAL AND POLITICAL ' CLASS.

5. Ethnology, including particular llistory, comparative philology,
~.utiquities, &c.
.6. Statistics a nd political economy.
7. M ntal and moral philosophy.
A survey of the political events of the world ; penal reform, &c.
III. LITE RATURE AND TIIE FINE ARTS.
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II. By the pitblicat-ion of separa.te treatises on subjects of general interest.
1. These treatises may occasionally consist of valuable memoirs
trnnslated from foreign languages, or of articles prepared under the
<lirection of t11e Institution, or procured by offering premiums for the
be 't exposition of a given subject.
2. rrhe treatises should, in all cases, be submitted to a commission of
competent judges) previous to their publication.
3. As examples of these treatises, expositions may be obtained of the
present state of the several branches of knowledge mentioned in the
table of reports.
·

SECTION II.

Plan of organization, in accordance with the terms of the resolittions of the
Board of Bigents providing for the two modes of increa.sing and dijfitsing
knowledge.
1. The act of Congress establishing the Institution co.gtemplated the
formation of a library and a museum; and the Board of Regents,
including these objects in the plan of organization, resolved to divide
the income* into two equal ·p arts.
2. One part to be appropriated to increase and diffuse knowledge by
means of publications and resear,ches, agreeably to the scheme before
given. The other part to be appropriated to the formation of a library
and a collection of objects of n_ature and of art.
3. These two planf, are not incompatible with one another.
4. To carry out the plan .before described, a library will be required 1
consisting, 1st,, of a complett collection of the transactions and proceed- ·
ings of all the learned societies in the world ; 2d, of the more important
current periodical publications, and other works necessary in preparing
the periodical reports.
5. The Institution should make special collections, particularly of objects to illustrate and Yerif_y its own publications.
6. Also, a collection of instruments of research in all branches of ex-.
perirnental science.
·
7. With reference to the collection of books, other tltan those mentioned above, catalogues of all . the different libraries in the United
State should be procured, in order that the valuable books first · purchased may be such as are not to b~ found in the United States .
. Also, catalogues of memoirs, and of books and other materials,
should be collected for rendering the Institution a center of bibliographical knowledge, whence the student may be directed to any work which
he may require.
The amount of the Smitllsouiau bequest received into the Treasury of
the United tates is .............. _............. __ .. ____ . _. ______ . ____ $515, 169 00
Inter t on the same to J nly 1, 1846, (devoted to the ereotion of the building) 242 129 00
Annual income from the uequest ................. __ ... ___ . ___ . ___ ... __ __
910 14

~o:
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9. It is believed that the collections in natural history will increase
by donation as rapidly as the income of the Institution can make provision for thelr reception, and, therefore, it will seldom be necessary to
purchase articles of this kind .
. 10. Attempts should be made to procure for the gallery of art casts
of the most celebrated articles of ancient and modern sculpture.
11. The arts may he enconraged by providing a room, free of expense,
for the exhibition of the objects of the Art-Union and other similar
societies.
12. A small appropriation sllould annually. be made
models of antiquities, such as those of the remains of ancient temples, &c.
13. For the present, or until the building is fully completed, beside'
the Secretary no permanent assistant will be required, except one, to
. act as librarian.
14. The Secretary, by the law of Congress, is alone responsible to the
Regents. He shall take charge of the building and property, keep a
record of proceedings, discharge the duties of librarian and keeper of
the museum, and may, with the consent of the Regents, employ assist-

for

ants.
15. The Secretary and his assistants, during the session of Cong-res. ,
will be required to illustrate new discoveries in science, and to exllibit
new object.-s of art. Distinguished individuals should also. be invjted to
give lectures on subjects of general interest.

This programme, which was at first adopted provisionally, has become
the settled policy of the Institution. rrhe only material change is that
expressed by the following resolutions, adopted January 15, 1855, viz:
Resob.Jed, That the 7th resolution passed by the Board of Regents, on
the 26th of January, 1847, requiring an equal division of tbe income
between the active operations a11d the museum and library, when the
buildings are completed, be, and it is hereby, repealed.
Resolved, That hereafter the annual appropriations shall be apportioned specifically among the different oqjects and operations of tl1 •
In titution, in such manner as may, in the judgment of the Regent'". 1
JJece sary and proper for each, according to its intrinsic importance ru.
a rompliance in good faith with the law.

REPORT
OF

PROFESSOR JOSEPH HENRY,
SECRETARY OF THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION,
FOR 1870.

To the Board of Re_gents :
GENTLEl\1EN: The year 1870 may be ·considered almost an epoch in
the history of the Smithsonian Institution, since in this year Congress
commenced to recognize the propriety of making something like an adequate appropriation to relieve the Srnithson fu~d from at least a portion
of the burden to which it has frorp the first been subjected in the maintenance and care of the National Museum. During the last session of
Congress an appropriation of $10,000 was granted for the preserva,tion
and 'exh:iibition of the national collection, and also $10,000 toward the
preparation of the second story of the building for the ·better care and
display of the specimens, and an equa\ sum for each of these c,bjects has
beeu asked at the present session for the year 1871, and we are assured
by influentia,1 members of Congress that the request w·m be granted. It
cannot be otherwise than gratifying to the friends of science that Government has at length awakened to the importance of making provision
for the independent support of a National Museum, which we trust will
be worthy of the capital of the United States. The connection which
hus heretofore existed between the National Museum and the Smithsonian Institntion has been alike prejudicial to both, although more than
one-half of the income of the Smithson fund has been expended in maintenance of tbe museum; and notwithstanding that the Institution, in
the prosecution of its legitimate objects, has collected many thousands
of specimens mustrating the productions of the North American continent, the public muse11m hasnot;yet, owing to the inadequacy of means,
been such as might be expected from the reputation of the Insti-·
tution or the character of our Government.
'rhe National Museum was established previous to the acceptance by
the Government of tbe care of tlle Smithson bequest, and consisted at
:fir, t of the specimens of natural history and ethnology collected by the
Unit d State· exploring expedition under Admiral Wilkes. Unfortunat ,1y, from a mi conception of 'the terms of the will of Smithson, as now
generally recognized, Congress directed the appropriation of the income
of the fund principally to a museum, a library, a gallery of art, and
otb r local object , which, though important in themselves, did not
comport with the liberal spirit of the bequest, nor with the income of

•
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the endowment, which was scarcely more than sufficient to properl1
support any one of these objects. Had it not been for this misconce1i
tion, it is not improbable that before this _time CongreRs would ban
ma<le a more liberal provision for tbe support of the National l\Iusem.
and the scientific operations of the Institution which have made it fa,or.
ably knOWil throughout the World WOUld baYe been much more ex t endeo,
Froip the first the organic 13:w of Congress has, therefore, stood in tb1
way of the full development of the plan of active operations of the I n tJ.
tution; and it has only been by the gradual enlightenment of the publit
mind as to the true character of the will of Smithson and the importanct
of the plan of active operations, that, step by step, and after upward of
twenty years of continued effort, tlrn latter has now a fair prospect or
producing all the results which have been claimed for it.
As· stated in previous reports, the library of the Iustitution has been
incorporated, uuder certain conditions, with that of Uongress. The land
around the building presented to the Institution by the Government
and upon which at first' about $10,000 of the income of the fund wa~
expended, has been incorporated with tl.ie public reservation set a ide
for a park, and the cost of its keeping defrayed from the general appropriation for the maintenance of the public grounds. The establishmen
of a gallery of art by- the liberal endowment of l\fr. Corcoran obviates
the necessity of anything further being done in this direction by the
Institution.
·
Still the emancipation of the fund from local objects is not as thorough
as could be wished. It would be better, in my opinion, that the public
museum should be entirely separated from the Institution. T he
appropriations of Congress are frequently fitful, and the distinction
between appropriations for the museum and for the Institution is not
as manifest as is desirable. It is the wiser policy of the Institut ion to
ask no appropriations from -Congress for its own legitimate object in
order that it may be kept entir~ly free from political influence. \\e
must, however, be content, in the attainment of an object dependinu
upon legislative enactment, witu securing a part of what we wish, if-we
cannot obtain the whole.

Jakin rr th 1

()_U •

f

mitb , on . __ ... _....... _...... .
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Additions from sayings, &c., also in the United States
Treasnry, as a part of the original fund ................ $108, G.20 37
In Virginia State stock, $72,760, valued at ... - . . . . . . . . .
48,000 00
Cash on hand.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
21, 477 81
719,477 81

The income from the fund during the year 1870, including the premium on gold, was $4:3,363 12. Tllis amount is $6,152 08 less than
that for 18GB, due to the difference in the premium ou coin.
No interest has been received from the State of Virginia for 1869 and
1870. U p to 1870 the usual appropriation from Government for the
care of the National Museum was $4,000, but for the fiscal year commencing July 1, 1870, this amount was increased, as we have before .
stated t o $10,000. Of this sum $5,024 have been placed to the credit
of the museum; the whole expense, however, of keeping the museum,
irrespective of tlie interest on the bnil<liug, amounted to at least $ 15,000.
The rewainder of the income (exceptiug $508 16) was expended in
p ublications, exchanges, researches, salaries, &c., and nearly $ 5,000 for
repairs on t he building.
Congress 'also granted, as previously stated, an appropriation of
$10,000 toward fit ting up the large hall for the better preservation and
display of the collections; but of this nothing has been drawn during
the year, the plans and other preparations for the improvement of the
building not having been completed. From the foregoing stat ement it
will be evident that the Smithson funds are in a prosperous condition,
and that should Congress continue ann ually t o make an adequate support for the museum, thty would be sufficient on the part of the institution to extend its usefulness far beyond what it has yet accomplished.
As a part of the llistory of the Institution, and in justice to the generosity of one of its earliest friends, I may mention under the head of
finauce, that for many years during the contrm·ersy which exi~ted
between the regents and the con tractors in regard to the building,
James 1\L Carlisle, esq., of this city, acted as counsel for the Institution, and. bas subsequently given advice on points of law which have
arisen in condu cting t,b e various operations of the establish.m ent.
The ·e services, t he usual charges for which would amount to compara~iYe1y a large sum, h ave been gratuitously rendered to tlie Institution;
for whicll liberality I would recommend a special resolution of thanks
by the Board.
·

Publications.-The publications of the Institution are of three classesthe outributions to Know ledge, tlle Miscellan eous Collections, and the
Annual 'ports. The first consist of memoirs containing positive
additions to science resting on original resefl,rch; and which are gener-
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ally the ·result of investigations to which the Institution has in some
way rendered assistance. The Miscellaueous Collections are chiefly
composed of works inteuded to facilitate the study of certain l>ranches of
natural history or of meteorology, and are designed especially to induce
individuals to enga.ge in studies as specialties, to which in lei ure
moments their thoughts may recur, and by observations and collection.
in relation to which they may not only contribute to their o-wn pleasnre
but, also, advance the cause of science. The Annual Reports are published at the expense of the Government, with the exception of the
illustrations, which are furnishecl by the Institntion.
During the past year the sixteenth ,·olume of the Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge has been published and distribnted. It
contains 494 pages, and is illustrated with 73 wood-cuts and !O
plates. The several articles contained in this volume, which were al ·o
pn blisbed and distributed separately, are as fo11ows:
The Gray Substance of the Medulla Oblongata and Trapezium, by
Jolrn Dean, M. D. 4to, pp. 80. Sixteen plates, five wood-cnts.
Results of Meteorological Observations made at Brunswick, :i\Iaine.
between 1801 and 1859, by Parker Cleaveland, LL.D. Reduced aml
discussed at the expense of the Smithsonian Institution, by Cllarles ..:\...
Schott. 4to, pp. GO. Eight wood-cuts.
Results of Meteorological Observations made at l\Iarietta, Ohio, bet\\·een 1826 and 1859, inclusi,re, by S. P. Hildreth, l\f. D.; to wbfoll are
added Results of Observations taken at l\larietta, hy l\lr. Joseph Wood.
between 1817 and 1823. Reduced and discussed by the Smith onian
Institution, by Charles A. Schott. 4to, pp. 52. Fourteen wood-cut ·
On the Gliddon Mummy Case in the .l\1usenm of the Smitbsouiar.
Institution, by Charles Pickering. 4to, p. G. One I)late.
Tlie Orbit and Phenomena of a :Meteoric Fire-Ila1l, seen July ~o.
18G0, l>y Professor James 11. Ooffiu , LL. D. 4to, p. 5G. Two plate ·
two wood-cuts.
On the Transatlantic Longitude, by Benjamin ..A.ptborp Gould. 4t ·
pp.1-10.

Tlrn Indians of Cape Flattery, at the entnmce to the Strait of Fn ·
,v~l.'11ington Territory, by James G. SYrau. 4to, pp. 118. Forty-f
wood-cut ·.
The Seventeenth volnmc of Smithsonian Contribution ,, tbat for th
.Y ar 1, 71, has also l>een printed, is in the hand , of the binder an<l wil
. oon h 1 a<ly for di trihntion. It con i t8 of a ·ing-1 memoir of
<1narto pag·es, pre· 1tin°· the rc:nlt of an e1auornte original inn' ·ti,,, ti
h · L wi IL ::\I01·n-a11, e-q. of Io h :ter, ew York, on the 1 ·:t m
C 11. an rruiuity and Afliuit.r of the Iluman , amily.
Thi: 111 m ir of wbi ·11 an ace tmt ha,
n O'iv n in a pr Yiou · r
n ·i tinn- f rot · or J. II. :'\I ·Ih·. i
of rinc·•ton . . . wJ l" J.Wh
d c rtain ·llan o· ~ in tllC lll th
T
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presenting the subject. After these modifications had been i:nade, it
was submitted to the American Oriental Society, and was by it referred
to a special committee, consisting of Messrs. Hadley, Trumbull, and
Whitney, who, having critically examined the memoir, reported that it
contained a series of highly interesting facts, which, they believed, the
students of philology and ethnology, though they might not accept all ,
the conclusions of the author, would welcome as valuable contributions
to science.
·The investigations of Professor Newcomb, r.elative to a new orbit of
the planet Uranus, in continuation of those relative to the planet Neptune, an account of which was given in previous reports, have been temporarily interrupted by the visit of the author to Europe to observe the
total eclipse of last December: and~ to collect ancient observations for
correcting the mean motiori of the moon . . These investigations were
commenced as far ba~k as 1860, but Professor Newcomb had so little
time to SJJare from official duties, and had to d~pend so much upon himself on account of the methods to be employed, that four yea.rs elapsed
before even the first formulre for the perturbations were computed. The
best acceptecl elements of · the planets were first used, viz, those of
Bouvard for Jupiter and Saturn, and those of Pierce and Kowalski for:
Neptune. The calculated places of Ur.a nus and Neptune were found
from these data to differ so widely from the true ones given by observation as to show that the elements of these planets which had been '
adopted were not to be relied on; A re-investigation of their orbits.
therefore became necessary. That of Neptune was made exhaustive..
The magnitude of the corrections required in the old elements is shown by
the fact that the longitude of the perihelion of Neptune was changed
by about four degrees. This investigation was published by the Insti-tution in 1865, and the tables for predicting the position of the · planet
were immediately adopted by the nautical almanacs of England, Germany, and this country, and afterward by that of France, so that tha·
computations of Neptune's motion are now generally made from them ..
The elements of Uranus were next so far corrected by a preliminary
investigation; that, with the perturbations already computed, the moti.oil:
of the planet from the time of its discovery "in 1781 until 1862 was repre-sente<l within a very few seconds of arc. On collecting the perturbations of Saturn there appeared to be considerable discrepancy betwee11
the old ones employed in Bouvard's tables and those since computed
by Ilansen. As there could be little doubt of the correctness of the·
~atter, Professor Newcomb accepted them as the basis of a preliminary
1nvestigation of the orbit of Saturn, and obtained eMments which repre~ented its motion near enough for the purpose desired. The elements.
f Jupiter were found to be · sufficiently near the truth. The. old com.>ntatiou, · of the'' first-order" of pertmbations were then corrected, and to.
::mard again t the possibility of an error the perturbations were then
ecomputed b;y an entirely different method. AfteT long study and.lab@r
2s
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the author was enabled to devise a method more simple than any before
employed, of which the quantities pre-dously calculated furnished the
basis, and which has the great advantage qf being easily applicable to
the perturbations of the second order. The results of the two com put,.
tions have been found to agree very closely. ~l..1he more important terur
of the second order have been once computed, but will be gone owr
again to insure correctness. The. most difficult part of the work is now
completed. An appropriation has been made by the Institution for defraying the expense of the clerical labor which is required in preparing the
tables and performing the other laborious aritlnnetical calculation:
necessary in reducing the abstract ma,thematical results to practical n e.
Among the papers accepted for publication are three by :'IIajor
General J. G. Barnard, United Stat.e s Army. The :first of these relate:
to the "Precession of the Equinoxes and Nutation as identified. with the
phenomena of the Gyroscope." AH writers who explain the "Prece..sion" in a manner intend~d to be more or Jess adapted to popular comprehension, assume or demonstrate certain elementary facts which are
common to the general phenomena of the ''Precession," and the rnorements of the philosophic toy, the "Gyroscope." The intention of tbfr
paper is to identify the phe11omena, and to show tl.Jat a common analy i~
leads, when properly adapted to the different circumstances, to their
solution. As a matter of course, the introduction of the proper expre:sions for the external forces frito the general equations of rotating bodie:
will give the particular equations for the special cases. In the
Mecanique Celeste, arc thus derived the expressions for precession and
nutation; but the anal_ytical process is difficult, and the point of identification of the phenomena with those of the gyroscope is, in this point
of view, too remote to be interesting, In this paper, solutions primarily
obtained for the gyroscope are subsequently made use of to develop all
the facts of precession and nutation. By the methods employed it i incidentally sbowu that the phenomena of ''deviation" in rifled projectilt
mn y be explained.
.
Tbe second paper by General Barnard is on the motions of a "freely
Ruspendetl pendulum," and differs from other wen known discu ion
thi.· problem in giving, as a preliminary, a simple explanation of th
ori 0 'in of the forces which, on the nrface of the rotating earth can ·
prorrrc iY az imuthal motion of the plane of vibration; and furni. hin~
th analytical e,·pre sious for the e identical with those of Poi·
olJtain cl 1 y other prore .. e . These same e, pre sious xbibit for
\Yhich nor or I .~ •. e11.,ibly am rt all motion of matPrial bodie
r ll< ar th
, rth s . nrface, as e. g. the tidal current , the win
trnjc t ric•.1 of projrcti1e: & . The xprc ion obtaiued for
ucln]nm ar cl •v lop cl ,vith mu h gr rit r cl tail than ha. l n <1
in Ir Yion.1 w rk . Tho c1iill r .ntial _-pre ions for the Yibrati
of tit , - ·: 11 <l . p1wric, l pcndnlnm ar, int grat
uv v 1 pm
iut
xpr _..,i 11. , ppro. ·i11atr.l ::tccnrat
ht, ined fi r
1
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azimutbal motion of the apsides of the quasi-elliptical orpit. Inasmuch
as in all actual experiments with the freely ·s uspended pendulum the vibrations soon assume the "spherical" cliaracter, these latter expressions
are really important as corrections to the azimuthal motion properly due
to the earth's rota,tion, and may explain the small variations from the
latter which the experiments generally exhibit. It is believed that these
corrections have never before been applied, or indeed. actually put into
gimple analytical shape. It is further shown tlutt if ~t freely suspe.nded
pendulum is mafle to swing through a, great circle with very high velocity,
the plane of its orbit remains invariable in direction, in space, and tliat
in this plrnse the phenomenon is identical with that shown by a gyroscopic disk, as it was arranged by Foucault to exhibit the rotation of
the earth.
A. third paper by the same author is '' on t,he Phenomena of Precession and Nutation as affected by the internal structure of the earth,"
and is an attempt to corroborate the dictum of Sir -VVilliam Thompson,
that the phenomena of the precession and nutation do authorize some conclnsions-·very limited, indeed-concerning the internal structure of the
earth, inasmuch as it is proved that, the very commonly received geologic hypothesis of a thin crust enveloping a molten fluid is inconsistent with the actual phenomena as observed.
As the basis of the argument, the theorem is analyticallydem(:)nstrated
that an entirely fluid earth (i. e., entirely destitute of solid crust and
without internal viscidity) would exhibit neither precession nor nutation. In other words, that, the tilting effects of the solar and lunar
attractions would be exactly neutralized by the centrifugal forces due
to the tidal protuberances they develop. Pari ratione, if the figure of
the earth yields at all to the attractions, the precession and nutation
will be neutralized in exact proportion to the extent (as compared with
a perfect fluid globe) to which that yielding obtains.
Sir W. Thompson has proved that even an earth entirel;y ~olid must
yield, unless its rigidity to tbe depth of two or three thousand miles
greatly exceeds that of steel; a thin crust, say tllirty or forty miles
thick, such as geological hypothesis attributes to the tarth, if enveloping a fluid nucleus, would yielu nearly as much as if the earth were
entirely fluid. But the observed rates of precession and nutation conform almost exactly to the hypothesis of perfect rigidity. Hence, the
hypothesis of a thin crust is imtena.ble. Incidenta1ly the fallacy of the
experiment (with rotating spherical gla_ss shells, containing water) and
argument of M. Delaunay to invalidate the conclusions of Professor
Hopkins and Professor Thompson is exhibited, and the opinions of
Poisson concerning the internal structure of the earth are, according to
the author, shown to coincide better with observed facts than those of
any other physicist.
Another paper has been examined and accepted for publication
entitled '' The Secular Variations of the Orbits of the Planets," by John
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N. Stockwell. If but one planet revolved around the sun its pat,h in space
would be a true ellipse, which would always be the same in form and
position; but if se--rnral planets revolve at the same time around the
central body, their mutual attraction will disturb the regufarity of the
elliptical motion. The mutual action of the planets on each other produces two classes of disturbance, one of which consi~ts in a change of the
motion of each planet in its elliptical orbit, in some parts of its path
moving faster and in others slower than it would if undisturbed; the.
other consists of a change in 'the form and relative position of the
elliptical orbit. The first is called the periodlc inequalities, and the
second the secular variati9ns. They are, however, both periodical,
though the first runs through its changes in a short time, while the latter requires centuries to complete its cycle. The o~je_ct of the investigations of Mr. Stockwell is to determine the numerical value of the
secular changes of the elements of the orbits of the planets of our system. Several i,artial solutions of this problem have been obtained by
previous authors, but they have been approximations based upon <lata
less perfect than that whiclt is at present afforded in the discovery of
the new planet Neptune, and the better determination of the masses of
the other bodies composing our system.
The expense of the publication of this paper is defrayed by the liberal donation of $1,200 from a friend of science, who declines to allow
his name to be mentioned. We cannot, however, permit the fact to pass
unnoticed of this example of the high appreciation of the value of
abstract science since it does ho11or to the intelligence and liberality of one
of our citizens engaged in active business life, and may serve as an
example to stimulate other donations of a similar character.
In several of the previous reports mention has been made of a grammar and dictionary of the Choctaw language, in process of preparation
for the Institution by Dr. Byington, for many years a missionary among
the Choctaw Indians. This · work was finally submitted to the Institution for publication, but having l>een found on examination to require
corrections it was returned to the author in order that these might be
made. Before, ltowever, tllis work was completed, Dr. Byington died,
and his MS. ,vas given for revision to Dr. Brinton, of Philadelphia.
It was again submitted to the Institution and referred to a commi ion
for critical examination. Dr. Brinton, however, not sati fled with the
report of thi commission, withdrew the memoir, and pre nted it to the
American Philosophical Society, in who. e transi:lctions it has since b 11
pl'inted.
o objection wa made on the part of the In, titution to tbi
tran fer, in' it ha been from the fir ·t a part of it policy never t
.·p ncl < ny p rtion of it. fund in doing that which can be <lon by
th r mean .
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sissippi, mainly with a view to ascertain the geological age and mode of
occurrence of the rock-salt deposit of Petite .A.nse. In the absence of
definite data concerning the general gBology of Louisiana, his obserYations on the formations of the coast (an abstract of which was published
in the American Journal of Science, January, 1869) demonstrated, so
far as the salt deposit was concerned, onl,y the fact that in point of age
it was anterior to the drift. The impulse thus given to geological research in Louisiana, however, soon led to further explorations. By snb~cription, and a special appropriation obtained from tbe commissioners
of immigration of the Sta.te, the New Orleans Academy of Sciences
raised a fund for the purpose of enabling Professor Hilgard to make a
general geological reconn::1issance of Louisiana, which was executed in
May and·June, 1869. This enabled 11~m to communicate to the American
Association for the Advancement of Science, at its Salem meeting, a
general sketch of the geology of 1ouisiana. Almost simultaneously
with the organization of Professor Hilgard's second exploration, steps
were taken by the faculty of the University of Louisiana to secure legislative aid for a geological and physical survey of the State. The latter is
now in progress, and the second annual report on the work will soon be
published.
As regards the rock-salt deposit, Professor H ilgard's observations in
Northern Louisiana point to the conclusion that it is but one of a series
of cretaceous outliers, traversing the State in a northwest and sontbeast direction, and indicating the existence of an ancient ridge which
must have exerted an important influence upon the physical conformation of the Lower Mississippi Valley. The remarkable gypsum and
sulphur deposits of Calcasieu are likewise, in his opinion, referable to
the same age. Professor Hilgard has nearly completed a final memoir
on the geology of the Petite Anse region for publication by the Institution; the results of his simultaneous exploration of the Lower Mis;
sissippi and delta having been communicated to the American Assocition at the Troy meeting·, and subsequently presented to the American
·
· Journal of Science.
Dr. Horatio C. Wood, of Philadelphia, having completed an elaoorate
work on the fresh-water algre, principally of microscopic forms, presented it to the American Philosophical Society and also to the Academy
of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, but the expense of publication prevented ·either of these societ~es from undertaking it. It was therefore
offered to this Institution, and after a critical examina,tion has been
accepted for publication. As a systematic description of the freshwater algre of North America it will form a complement to the great
works on the marine algre, by Dr. Harvey, published. some :year:s ago
by the Smithsonian Institution. It will be copfously illustrated by
drawing , made principally under the microscope and will serve to illustrate an ob cure depa1·tment of botany, as well as to furnish the means
by which investigators of minute microscopic organisms ma,y make the
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· comparison of fossil and recent forms, a subject which is ·now -attract.ing much attention in Europe and America.
The eighth volume of Miscellaneous Collections contains the following
papers:
1. Monographs of the Diptera of North America. Part IV. Prepared
for the Smithsonian Institution by R. Osten Sacken. Sm, pp. 358.
Four plates and seven wood-cuts.
2~ Catalogue of the Orthoptera of North . America described previous
to 1867. Prepared for the Smithsonian Institution by Samuel H.
Scudder. 8vo, _pp. 110.
3. Land and Fresh-water Shells of North ..America. Part I. Pulmonata Geophila. By 1V. G. Binney and T. Bland. 8vo, pp. 328, and 544
wood-cuts.
4. Arrangement of Families of Birds. Adopted provisionally by the
Smithsonian Institution. 8vo, pp. 8.
5. Circular to Officers o_f t-:ie Hudson's Bay Company. 8vo, pp. 6.
6. Suggestions relative to Objects of Scientrfic Investigations in
Russian America. 8vo, pp. 10.
7. Circular relating to Collections in Archmology and Ethnology.
8vo, pp. 2.
8. Circular to Entomologists. 8vo, pp. 2.
9. Circular relative to Collections of Birds . from Middle and South
America. 8vo, pp. 2.
10. Smithsonian Museum Miscellanea. Pp. 88.
The ninth volume of Miscellaneous Collections contains1. Bil>liography of North American Conchology previous to the year
1860. Prepared for tlrn Smithsonian Institution by W. G. Binn Y·
Part II. Foreign Authors. ·8vo, pp. 302.
2. Ca,talogue of Publications of Societies and of Periodical Workbelonging to the Smithsonian Institution. Deposited in the Library of
Congress, 1866. 8vo, pp. 59G.
In accordance with the plan adopted by the Institution of fnrni bing
facilities and means of itlentitying specimens of natural hi tory in it
different departments, an arrangement was made with Profes·or D
Sau ure, of Geneva, Switzerlantl, the highest authority on tlrn cla ~~
in cts known as hyrucn0ptera, (of which the priucipal form ·· are w 'I ·
h e:, &c., ) to preparn a monograph of this part of entomology. L
oll ction' have been sent to him for the work, to which he ha d Y r
, ev ral y ar of rl'ratuitou ' labor. The first part of the manu cri t a
ompl' d in th . French 1augua ·e iu 1 G3, and for tran lation wa · pla ·
iu th hand. of a compet ut utomologist, l\lr. Ec.hrard ~'"ortou.
I•\ rmington Conn ·ticut, who volunt ered his r ice from a <le iI
a<lv~ H ·in°·. ·i u · . Thi.· part of the memoir wa. prepar d for tl..l 1>r
in 1 ' ·1. u a: . Ir.
rton wa · obliO' d to b ab, ut froru th
nu~
tli • priuti1w , ·a .
la · u until hi · r ·turn iu r •r
n 1 11'- h' 't · mi·· ht oc l>I' perl · corrcet •d. By t-hi tim : h
0
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so much new material had been collected it was thought advisable to
refer the work anew to Professor De Saussure, from whom it has again
been received, and after having been a second time revised by Mr.
Norton will soon be sent to the press.
The Institution in carrying out its original plan of the preparation of
manuals of natural history, bas thus made provision for publications
on the coleoptera, lepidoptera, neuroptera, dipt,era, orthoptera, and
hymenoptera. Of the few r emaining orders, a similar monograph of
the hem·iptera, by P.H. Uhler, esq., has been prepared, and will be published when the funds will permit.
For many years the Institution bas intended, in consequence of the
scattered nature of the accounts of the botany of the region west of the
Mississippi, and the absence of any text-book in which correct descriptions could be found, to publish a complete list of the plants, with all th~
synonyms and species. For a working botanist, engaged in the study of
our western plants, the search for what has been written takes more time
and labor than all the· rest of his wo11k, besides which there is always
the probability of overlooking some writings of importance. The design
has not heretofore been carried out, on account of the pressure of other
operations, but recent1y the great need of this aid to botanical research
having been urged on the Institution by some of the principal botanists
of the cqnntry, arrangements have been macle with Mr. Sereno Watson,
of New Haven, to prepare the work in question. The expense of prepa,ratiou will be borne by private subscription, the Smithsonian Institution
paying for the clerical labor and for the publication. Mr. ·watson is
esteemed highly competent for the duty intrustecl to him, and is favorably known from his labors as botanist of the exploration of the fortieth
parallP-1, under Clarence King, esq. Good progress has been made in
the work, and <luriug the year we expect the manuscript to be c0rnpleted.
In still further pursuance of the plan initiated by the Institution of
furnishing aids for the arrangement of collections, as illustrated by its
series of check-lists of specimens, au article by Professor Theodore Gill
i in process of publication, entitled ".An .Arrangement of the Families
of 1\follusks." His system has been adopted provisiona.lly as that bv
which the extensive collections of the Smiths·o nian shells are to be arranged
an<l has been app1·oved by some of the principal zoologists of the country.
To extend its benefits, and furnish a similar gui<le to other museums,·
the li t embraces families, recent, and fossil, accepted· by the best natumlist. · of the day, although embodying results of special investigations
made by Professor Gill and Mr. Dall at the Institution.
The Annual Heport for the year 18G9 w~s printed as heretofore, by
ortl ·r of Congress, but there was a reduction of one thous~d in the
numue1· of extra copies usually· furnished to the InstituLion. This reduction must have been the result of inadvertence, as we have longurg l upon Congress the great demand for the <locument as a reason
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for the increase of the edition, and lrnve been assnred by many Senau,
and Representatives that this would be made. The applications for ti\
report have become so numerous that it is impossible to supply all W-Oi
are entitled to receive it. In this connection the propriety should li
urged upon Congress of ordering new editions ·of such of the reports a,
have been stereotyped. The printing of these could be done at nr:
little expense, and would enaule the Institution to furnish volume. fo
which there is daily application from members of. Congress in behalf d
libraries and public institutions, to complete sets of tlrn series.
In addition to the report of the Secretary, giving an account of the
operations, expenditures, and condition of the Institution for the year
1869, and the proceedings of the Board of Regents, it contains the following articles : Memoirs of Kepler, Thomas Young, Augtrnte BravaL.
0. T. P. Von Marti us, and Stefano l\fa,rianini; an original paper on tha
chemistry of the earth, by T. Sterry Hunt; articles .on the electrical
currents of the earth ; phenomena of flight in the animal kingdom; tlle
northern seas; report on the traQ.sactions of the Societ.v of Physic.'J and
Natural Histor,y of Geneva; a,n original article relative to Coronado'·
march in search of the seven cities of Cibola, and a discussion of their
probable location ; social and religious condition of the lower races o
man; principles and methods of paJreontology; remarks on the Car,
Gigantesca of Yucata11; forests and their climatic influence; meteorites; remarkable forms of hail-stones in Georgia; eruption of tlle
volcano of Colima. It is proper to remark that the article on the f!igb . .
of birds was translated from the I?rench by Mr. W. H. Dall, who~e
name was accid<:m tally omitted at the head of the article.
For the purpose of forming a general map of the North American
Continent, exhibiting the plains, mountains, valleys, &c., the Smithsonian Institution lias collected a large amount of material relatfre to
altitudes, which has been placed in the hands of vV. L. :Nicholson, e q.,
topographer of the United States Post Office Department, to be di:
cussed [.md elaborated.
There must, however, still remain in the hands of individual and
cor1)orations records of an important charader, which would be o
gT<:>at ,;Talue in properly carrying out the euterprise. The corre pon<lent
of the Institution are requested to send to it printed. copic' _or 0ri~inal
nrnnn.·cripti::; of records, especially of plotted wofiles or m:ilps, pert, inine
to tu.i' subject.
In , tati ng the lle~ghts, as fnrnishe<l by surveys for railroad wb th r
a tually ·on 'trnctcd or only projected, it is desirable that the lernlin_
be r ,f'err:>d to som kuown 1wiut on connecting r inter. ctiu 0 • r a ·
or to the wat ·r-,'nrfo,cc (bi 0 ·h water, low water, or mean tide) of th
or of 011<· !,)f Ile g-r at J, k .·, or to th leY I of a, not <l :tag of ' • ~ ·
(hiuh 1· low) f ,·om rfrer. Th ·ro ~inn·, of th wat r-c:our "· ri L
a111l . .- 1m111it · ar partic:nlal'ly dc.·irt·d a:· well n · all
n i 1 raol
<:hara ·t •ri.· i · c:ha11rr
of 1 •v •I, gfrinrr wllcr mu ·h <liff•r n
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both grade-line and original surface; the levels of all intersections w_:ith
other roads are important as means of comparison, and for clteckmg
results. · Due credit will be given to all contributors to this work.

Exchanges.-The system of international exchanges, established by
the Institution, has been continued with unabated zeal during the past
year. The number of foreign establishments to which the Smithsonian
and other publications are distributed, and from which returns are
received now amounts to over seventeen hundred. It includes not only
all the first-class libraries and societies which have established a repu,
tation, but also a large proportion of the minor institutions of the Old
World. The following table exhibits the number of foreign institutions
jn each country with which the Smithsonian Institution is at present in
correspondence:
Sweden...... . .......... .
19 Turkey .................. .
10
Norway ................. .
11 Africa .................. .
14:
Iceland ................. .
2 Asia .................... .
30
·Denmark ................ .
25 Australia. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25
Russia ............. _.... .
154 New Zealand. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
10
Holland ................. .
59 Polynesia _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1
Germany ................ .
31
529 South America ...... _. . . . . .
Switzerla,nd ............. .
54 West Indies ......... ,. ...
6
Belgium . ................ .
119 Mexico...................
5
France .................. .
1
80 Central .A.merica..........
Italy .. ~ ................. .
27
141 British America. . . . . . . . . . .
Portugal ................ .
5 General..................
5
Spain . .................. .
9
Great Britain and Ireland ..
286
1,744
Greece . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6
--During tlle year 1870, 1,805 packages, containing many thousand different articles, were transmitted to foreign countries. These packages
were containe<l. in 121 boxes, h::;wing a cubical content of 1,189 feet, and
weighing 31,383 pounds. The parcels received at the Institution for
parties in this country numbered 3,705. The separate volumes contained in these parcels would largely in.crease the number, the Institution haviug receive<l. 5,182 articles for its own library. The war between
France and Germany, which commenced in July, affected, in some
degree, tbe number ~f packages received from these countries, and it is
probable that the result of this unfortunate conflict will be still more
marked in tbe <l.iminu~on of the number of scientific publications which
may be received from Europe; in tbe year 1871. The Smithsonian. package are passed through all the custom-l.10uses of the world free of duty.
The only exception which existed a~ the date of the last r eport ,vas
that of Italy, and through the iutervention. of the American minister,
Hon . 1\-lr. Marsh, the Italian government has since granted the same
privilege.
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As in previous years, the Institution has received great benefit from
the privileges of free freight for its packages, accorded by a large number
of steamboat and railroad lines of transportation. In this report~ a~ in
former ones, reference should be made to the liberality of the Pacific Mail
Steamship Company; of the Panama Railroad Company; of the Pacific
Steam Navigation Company; of the New Yo& aud Mexican Steamship
Line; of the New York and Brazilian Line; of the North German Lloyds:
of the Hamburg American Packet Company; of the French Transatlantic Company; of the Inman Line; and of the Cunard Line. I am happy
to announce that to the foregoing list is t·o be added the .Anchor Line of
steamers between New York and Glasgow, of which l\Iessrs. Henderson
& Brother are the New York agents; and I would recommend that an
official acknowledgment be made, on the part of the board, to these gentlemen for their courtesy in offering to the Institution the same privileges
accorded by the other New York lines. The Union Pacific ·Railroad
Company has granted free transportation, although thus far we have not
been able to avail ourselves of the privilege. The Adams Express Company also continues its liberal policy in regard to our freight. It would
be quite impossible for the Institution, without the aid thus liberally
afforded, to carry out, in its full efficiency, its system of international
exchanges, which, by facilitating the intercourse of scientific institutions
and of students throughout the world, constitutes one of ~ts most important features.
It is also my duty, as well as a great personal gratificatiou, to inform
you of the liberality of several of these companies, extended to myself
on the occasion of the visit to Europe which I made during the pa t
summer, in obedience to your authority; the agents of the North German Lloyds, Messrs. Schumaker & Co., of Baltimore, and Messrs. Oelrichs & Co., of New York, as well as Mr. O. G. Francklyn, the agent of
the Cunard steamers, having offered me a free passage across the ocean.

Library.-As in previous years, large accessions have been made to
the library of the Institution, principally through the system of interna·
tional exchange . The following is a statement of the number of book.::.
maps, and charts received during 1870, most of which have been depo ~·
itecl in tlle National Library in accordance witll tlle arrangement en·
tered into several years ago, and. fully explained in preceding report · :
Volumes:
Octavo or le.
uarto r larg r ............ _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

... ,
- - 1.113
1;

~

.

- i
- - 1. -
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Pamphlets:
Octavo or less .................................. .
Quarto or larger ........................... - .... .

27

Maps and charts ............................ - ..... - - ~

1, 764: _
302
- - - 2,066
179

'fotal receipts ........................ , .... -- . - - .

5,182

The following are some of the larger donations received in 1870:
From the ministry of the interior, Christiania, Norway, "Den Norske
Lods;" 2 volumes, octavo, and 71 charts.
From the Imperial Bot:rnical Garden, St. Petersburg, " Sertum
Petropolitarum seu ·icones et deseriptiones planta,rum qure in Horto
Botanico Imperfali Petropolitano :floruerent." Parts I and II, 1846;
III and IV, 1869. Folio.
From His Majesty the King of Prussia, '' Danzig und seine Bauwerke
in maleriscben Original-Radirungen mit geometriscben details und
text, Von Johann Carl Schultz;" volumes I-III, oblong folio.
From Dr. Koch, Berlin, 127 pamphlets, University Theses.
From the Royal Public Library, Dresden, "Riedel's Codex Diplomaticus Branden burgensis; ". 41 volumes, quarto.
.
From the Agricultural Association, Potsdam, " Zeitschrift;" volumes
III-XVIII 1 octavo. "Monatschrift," volumes XIX-XXIII, octavo;
and" Amtlicbes Vereinsblatt," 1869, quarto.
From the Austria,n government, "Reicbs-Gesetz-Blatt flir das Kaiser
thur. Oesterreich;:, 1849-18G9, quarto, 21 volumes.
From the Mu see de Douai, "Dictionnaire des Sciences Medicales; ''
volumes I-LX, quarto.
From the minister of public instruction, Florence, 11 :volumes "On
Education, Public and Private.i?
From the minister of public works, Florence, 25 volumes and 16
pamphlets. Hydraulics, Navigation, and Engineering, &c. .
From the meteorological office, London, "Daily Weather Reports,"
July 1, 1868, to Jnne 30, 1870, (4 volumes and 6 parts,) folio; and
'' Quarterly Weather Report," part I.
From William Blackmore, esq., Liverpool, '' Hoare's Ancient History
of Wiltshire,'1 ,olumes I and II, folio, beautifully illustrated with
maps and plates. '- The People of India: A series of photographic
illustrations, with de~criptive letter-press;" volumes I-IV, 1868, quarto.
" Tree and. Serpent Worship, or Illustrations of Mythology and Art in
India in the First and Fourth Centuries after Christ;" quarto; and
Yarions other works.
From the State of Illinois, State documents, 14 volumes.
The incorporation of the library of the Institution with that of Congress continues to be productfre of the results which were anticipated
from this union. The extensive series of trammctions of learned
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societies, the number of sets and volumes of which are constantly
increasing through the Smithsonian exchanges, is an important feature
of the National Library, while the use of the books on special subject
belonging to the Government greatly enlarges the facilities for in-rnstigation of the· collaborators of the -Institution; From the .first a harmonious co-operation has existed between the two establishments, and
on all occasions we have found Mr. Spofford, the accomplished librarian
of Congress, ready to consult the interests of the Institution, and insert
on his list of purchases any work which we might indicate as desirable
for scientific research. Professor Gill, formerly in charge of the Smithsonian library, and now one of the principal assistant,s in the Library of
Congress, still continues his connection with the Institution, and in
spending, as be does, most of, the hours unemployed in official duty in
scientific research at the Smithsonian building, affords the means of
constant communication:
The National Library is rapidly increasing in va.Iue, both in regard
to the n1.1mber and the characte,r o{tbe books which are annually added to
its collections. The sources of increase are, .first, the books purchased
by the liberal appropriation of Congress; second, the Smithsonian exchanges; and, third, the deposit of books in accordance with the copyright law. From this last source it has lately recefred a very large
addition of all the .American works secured by copy-right since the :fir t
enactment of the copy-right law, and previously in charge of the Secretary of the Interior. These books exhibit the phases of thought and
the progress of the mental activity of this country for nearly half a
century, and have, therefore, a special value independent of their literary
or scientific character.
.A.t the time of the organization of the Smithsonian Institution, Congress directed that in order to secure the right of authorship of a book
three copies of it should be deposited as evidenc of title, one in the
library of the Institution, another in that of Congress, and a third in
the office of the United States district court. In the case of a co tly
work, perhaps in several volumes, this was a -tax on the author or publisher for the protection of bis property which was not improperly nsidered oppressive. From considerations of justice, therefore, a well a
of a prudent regard to the cost of the care of these books, the mi h ·
nian Institution was the first to petition Congress that the law mi<rh l>
so modified that only two copies should be required to be depo. ited 3
evMen e of title, and these in the Library of Oongres . The propo ·.
tion , no-o-c. ted in this p titian wa adopted, and I beliern the law 0 a ted in accor lance with it now meet · with general approbation. It
i f m importance that thi fact should be mention d, becau
opi
of hool· ar . till o ca ionally ent to the In titution from a want f
know] 1g of h ,_·i. tino-1 w.
j 1 ' t11 <r n l'c l librar of tiie GOY :mm nt in th
apit l
v r. 1 f th bur au ha
•partm ut , a , 11 a
T
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cial library. When we add to these the Washington Library anci that
of the Young Men's Christian Association, the aggregate of the books
in the city of Washington must be greater than that in any other city
in the country in proportion to the population. Unfortunately, however, t.hese collections are not at present as readily accessible to the
public as could be dm,ired. The rapid increase, however, of the National Library will soon render the ei·ection of a separate building absolutely necessa,ry, and in the new arrangement which will result from
this, the different libraries can, perhaps, be brought into harmonious
relation, and while provision is afforded for the accommodation of a
much larger number of readers, the number ·of hours during which the
books are accessible may be increased.

Explorations and collections.-The Institution bas continued, during
the past year, as heretofore, to prosecute researches and explorations
in ethnology and natural history, both by detailing special agents for
particular work, and by co-operating with private individuals and
Government expeditions, in securing the desired result.
Among the more important of the first-mentioned class was an investigation among the mounds of Tennessee, under Mr. J. P. Stelle. This
gentleman spent a number of months in examining carefully several
groups of ancient mounds, and has furnished an interesting acco·u nt of
his researches, accompanied by topographical drawings of the localities,
and large numbers of specimens, obtained in tbe course of his explorations. The report of Mr. Stelle will be printed in the appendix to the
annual report of the Institution.
Professor Baird, llnriug his visit to Wood's Hole, in Vineyard Sound,
continued his investigations of previous years among the shell-heaps
of the coast, and added largely to the collection in archreology. He
also devoted much attention to· the study of the habits of the marine·
fishes of that part of the coast. Under the special direction of Professo1· H. E. Webster, a system of dredging was carried on in the same
locality, from which an iuteresting series of mollusca and other marine
animals was procured.
Captain Dow, of the Panama Railroad service, has furnished
important collections from Uentral America, among them the skulls
of what will peobably prove to be a new [!;pecies of tapir. Mr. Durkee,
of Wyoming Territory, has supplied a large number of specimens of
nests and eggs, with fossils and other objects from his locality,
ernl>racing several species not before in the collection.
The largest collections, howeYer, receive<l. during the year, are those
made by Professor Hayden, as United States geologist for the Territorir- . These, in accordance with the law of Congress making the Institution the <lepository of. all objects of nature and art, natural history,
etc., belonging to the United States, have been sent from time to time
to the Institution, forming an aggregate of about sixty boxes, and em-
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bracing large numbers of new species of fossil mammals, reptiles, run
fishes, with other interesting objects.
Mr. R. McFarlane, Mr. James Lockhart, and Mr. Strachan Jones, wb
have been extremely liberal to the Institution in previous years, ba'°i
again made important additions to its store of specimens, illustrativi
of the natural history of the region of the far northwest.
In accordance with the understanding between the Institution and
the Medical Department of ~he Government, the specimens of human
crania obtained by us have been transferred to the Army Medical Museum, which bas, in turn, sent to the Institution all other articles it
had received in ethnology and archmology. By this means a very
extensive and valuable series of specimens has been obtained by the
Institution during the past year. _,l full list of the additions thus made
will be found in the appendix to the present report .
. Another collection worthy of special mention was presented to the Institution by tbe Colonial Museum, at ·wellington, New Zealand. Thi
consisted of bones of the Dinornis, tbe skins and skeleton of the
Apteryx, skins of other birds, shem~, and ethnological specimens of
the country, and was partly in return for a valuable series of books
presented by the Institution to the colonial government.
The labors of Dr. Edw. Palmer, already well known in connection with
the ethnological museum of the Institution.., have been continued during
the present year, and large numbers of articles of Indian manufacture,
both ancie nt and modern, attest his zeal and success as a coHector. A
more detailed report will be made upon these when the entire collection
js received. Lieutenant Ring, of the Army, has continued his valuable
donations from Alaska, embracing specimeus of animals as well as
Indian relics of great antiquity. From Captain 0. 1\1. Scammon, of
the United States revenue marine, we have received a number of specimens and several important communications in refe.ren ce to tlrn seal and
whales of the Pacific coast. .A memoir submitted by this gentleman
to the Institution bas been published by the Philadelphia .Academy of
Natural Sciences, and is considered an important contribution to the
knowledge of the subject already existiug. Dr. G. l\f. Sternberg and
his brother, l\fr. 0. tr. Sternberg, have transmitted extensfre and rnlual>le collection of the tertiary fossil plants of Kansas, and other object::
of interest. The former have ueen found, on examination by ~Ir. )feek.
to contain a number of new species, which will shortly be de. criU ·
It will be remembered that an exploration of the I thmu of T ·
huantepec, by Profe or Sumichrast, has been in progre' for ·om
year. pat, under th direction of the Institution, the expe:n, of "hi
l fra · <1 in part by the K ntucky Univ r ity at L xiurrton Y
D t n o ·i y f ~ atural Hi tory, and by th Acad m · f ~·:itu
f hilad lpbia. The labor
f Pro~ or umi •bra t w
·lo lurinn- h pa. t urnm r, an<l v ral f th oJ a
In titu i 11 < re now ct w rl in im' . tigatin<T par'ti
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branches of the collection with a. view to prepare reports on them.
The birds of the collection are in charge of George N. Lawrence; the
insects, of Mr. Scudder,; the shells, of Mr. Bland; and the reptiles and
fish, of Mr. Cope. 'rhe ~eries is_very complete, and is believed to express
esseutia,lly the zoological character of an interesting portion of Mexico.
As specially noteworthy in this connection, is the donation by the
Imperial Zoological Museum of Vienna, of the skin and skeleton of the
European aurochs. This animal, according to Professor ~aird, is a
species of 'bison, and -very closely related to the American buffa.Io, if,
indeed, it be not, as some naturalists assert, the same. It was
formerly found in almndance in Europe, and is mentioned by Cresa.r,
Tacitus, and other classical writers. It has been almo'st entirely exterminated, existing at the present time only to. the number of a few head
in Lithuania and in the Caucasus. The European specimens are preserved. with jealous care by the Russian authorities, and severe penalties are iwposeu for killing or even injuring them.
Tlle number of donations to the collection of the Institution received
during the past year is so large that we find it impossible at this time to
give to each that special mention which it deserves. A list of them, however, with the names of the donors, will be found in the appendix to the
present report; and I embrace thifS opportunity to express the thanks
of the Institution to all who have thus a.ided in fnrthering its objects,
and to invite their kind co-operation for the future.
The 11snal statistics in regard to the number of specimens catalogued
during the year, and the extent to which the distribution of duplicates
ha,i. been made, will be found in the accompanying tables. It will be
seen that the average of the past yearshas been fully maintained, and that
as far as the material and force at the command of the Institution would
permit, the work has been faithfully carried on.

The m,u,sewn.- Oongress having made an appropriation for the better
display of the specimens belonging· to the. Government, it becomes a
matter of importance to carefully consider the character which is to be
given to the national museum. There is scarcely auy subject connected
with science and education to which more attention is given at the present day than that of collections of objects of nature and art, known under
the general denomination of museums. This arises from their growing
importance as ai<ls to scientific investigation and instruction. A.s they
art1 intended to subserve different ends they are of different characters.
There are, on the one hand, large central museums supported by Government appropriation s, and on the other, local museums which are
established and sustained by societies and voluntary iudi vidual aid.
1he. latter are established in almost all parts of'the Old World, and
are becoming somewhat numerous in this country. The special aim
of the directors of these should be to make full collections of all the
objects of natural history in their vicinity, not only for the instruction of
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the members of the society, and to diffuse a taste for the refined, intellectual pleasure, which is derived from the minnte observation of the natun1I
world, but also to furnish lists of local floras and faunas, and of mineralogical and geological localities which may serve to establish the area
of distribution of special objects of nature, and thus contribute to the
extension as well as the lliffusion of knowledge. ~I.1he directors of muse. urns of this character ought to be careful not to attempt to form general
collections, other, perhaps, th~1n a limited number of specimens for comparison, since it will soon be found that the cost and labor of the proper
care and exhibition of the local collections will equal the means which
can be eommand~d for this purpose.
Large museums or collections supported by Government appropriations are of different characters, fo accordance with the objects they are
designed to subserve. · They may be intended exclusively for scientific
research, and for tllis purpose consist of large numbers of specimens and
duplicates, as it were, of the raw materials of science, which have nenr
, been investigated, but which may serve for the study, of the productions of entfrely unexplored regions. It bas been the policy of this
Institution to make collections of this kind, to submit them to experts
for critical examination, and to publish such descriptions as would
render them subservient to tl.Je progress of scientific generalization. If
these descriptions were exhaustive, the original specimens would no
longer be req aired for .further scientific investigation; but, unfortunately,
the characteristics and peculiarities of the specimens are only p&rtial1.r
recognized and represented at any one period, and hence it become8
necessary from time to time to go over the same ground in order to
verify or disprove new and ingenious suggestions as to peculiarities and
relations not hitherto recognized; the specimens must tllerefore be preserved, especially if they are of such a character as cannot readily be
replaced. In making such collections the Smithsonian Institution ha
done, perhaps, more than any other establishment during the twenty-four
years of its existence. It might, however, have effected much more good
and extended its influence more widely if all the duplicate specimen
had been made up iuto sets and <listributed soon after they were collected. But this was impossible with the limited means at the command
of tbe In titntion and the assistance it could obtain from ,olnntar.r
unpaid o1Iaborators. Besides tbi , some advantages have re ult <l to
cien e from tl.Je retention in the In titution of a larg number f c-r ry
variety fa cla of pecimen . Thi ha enabled the naturali t tom. k
c mpari 011 . whicll would have been otherwi e impossible, to mark P uJiarit1e,' c rm ·t d with age, sex, food, 1imate, etc., and to ob · 1T th
li,· r ·i i · f fi rm and tructure duo to the varying condition. f 1if •
' au illu. trati n of tbi' r mark w may refi r t th re ult. wbi ·h P
fi . r air l lrn' b u na I d to arrive at frol1l the nnri·rnll cl pp rr ·
nit · whi h h ha bad in th xt n iv . coll ction f th In titntion.
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studying the relations of nearly sixty thousand specimens of the birds
of N ortll America.
'Ihe object of the collection we have just described is exclusively the
advance of science. The specimens require comparatively but little
pnce for use and preservation. Not being intended for public .exhibition
they need. not be. mounted, but may be kept in drawers, or packed away
in labeled boxes or casks until wanted for a special investigatiou.
Another class of large museums are of a mixed character, combining iu their object scientific investigation with special systematic and
collegiate instruction. Of this class is the great museum at Cambridge,
supported principally by the State of Massachusetts, and under the
direction of Professor Agassiz. This museum, which may be considerell a model of its class, embraces-first, an immense number of original specimens, in the study and description of which a number of_
accomplished naturalists are continuously employed; second, a series
of specimens which have been scientifically described, and so arranged
in accordance with their affinities as to enable the student in any
branch of natural history to obtain, with the least expenditure of labor,
a definite knowledge of what is known of the objects to which heis. .
devoting his attention; third, a series of specimens of genera so
arranged as to serve as illustrations of the courses of lectures to
the students of the university on such general principles of natural
history as form an essential part of a liberal education. This museum,.
therefore, afford_s ample means for the advancement of science by origi-nal investigation ·; for the special training of students who desire to,
devote themselves to natural history, and for collegiate instruction,.
_while the facilities which it is calculated to afford in these lines are only
limited by the funds which it can command.
·
Another class of museums supported at the public expense are those
intended almost exclusively for popular instruction and amusement~
Museums 'of this class have been established in several of the principa.il
cities of-Great Britain, and I doubt not that the beneficial effects they
are producing will induce otber cities to follow their example. Th.eHlO t important of these is the one at Liverpool, in wliich series of
generic specimens are admirably mounted and so arranged as to clearly
exhibit their relations and affinities. They are, moreover, all .distinctly
labeled, o tliat the visitor, almost without an effort, receives. definite
impre sions~ valuable in themselves, and which, by association of idea~
become. more important as centers around which other ideas, el:erived
from future reading and observation, may be clustered. The impres,...
·ions made through the ·eye are not only the most definite, but also, themo t indelible. Museums of this kind ought to be established at the
public expense in every city or community which can afford tbe means
for their support. So popular are collections of objects of natural his.tory and ethnology, that large establishments of mere heterogeneous
material are frequently sources of profit to those to whom thev belong.
3s
.,
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In some cases, in a better class of museums, a small admissio
fee·
demanded, and the whole proceeds of this expended iu sustain· ga,
enlarging the collections. As an example of this I may me
ou tb
public museum established by Mr. Woodward in San .F rancisco Wbie
is not only a source of continued amusement to the inhabitan ts ft~
eity, bdt also a means of adult education, since the specimens are "'en11
aUy well classified and properly labeled. Advantage should be takf
throG.gh museums, of a feature of the human mind essential t Pl\,
gress, the desire for 1iovelty, to lead t,he public to the employm utu.
the intellectual pleasure derived from the study and contempla i()n~
nature. It is truly surprising how tastes may be formed, bo\V o ~ect,
before disregarded may, when viewed as a part of. a na,tural fa,mih, ~
invested with attractions which shall ever after render them source o/
refined pleasure and unalloyed enjoyment.
While the Smitbsouian Institution should continue to devote a ]JOI·
tion of :its own funds to assist in explora,tions which have for their
object the advance of science, the public museum, with the care o'
which it is intrusted by Congress, should, in my opinion, without detrmt.ing from its scientific character, largely partake of the popular element
It is to be supported by the Treasury of the United States, and sbou.111.
therefore, be an object of interest to the large n nmber of visitors wli
are annually drawn to Washington by curiosity or otherwise, and wb
cherish a patriotic pride in whatever redounds to the reputation of thr
national capital.
Besides specimens properl,y labeled for study, especially of the con
tinent of North America, it should contain those to folly illustrate in
part, at least, the more prominent di visions of the animal, vegetable.
and mineral kingdoms. These should be so arranged, regard being bad
to artistic effect, as to exhibit the principleH of classification, the relation
of organs to one another and to those of their allies, the phases of their
organization, and other peculiarities relating to their habits and placein the economy of nature. To assist in this, models and pictorial illustrations of magnified smaller parts and of minute structures should be
supplied. In every instance the objects should be accompanied with
copious legible descriptions, and in no ·case should a group contain
, ino-1 pecimen more than is absolutely.necessary for the general purpo.:-- ·
Economy of space in a public museum should never be consulted at th
expen: of clearness of illustration. The national mu eum lI u1
ntain skeleton in the original, or casts in plaster, of all the lar"
fi ' ii animal - ·ection and cenic representation on a large c.- I
" I gical p l'iod , and modeled figure of thD different race of m
, n 1 .·p i of animal .
Tl.t' ,'p,
whi 11 i.· at pr · nt available in th
mith onian huil
fi r a 'll ral puulic mu eum con ·i t. of th following apartm ut :
1. u th fir t fl
fi et 1011°· and 50 f t wicle. ""'· .. n
-i :C t Ion°· · - fe
(T
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semi-circular projection at one end. 3. A connecting ~ange of 60 feet long
4. Iu the second story a single large room of 200 feet long
and 50 feet wide. The large room on the first floor is not well adapted to
tbe display of specimens, since it is occupied through its whole length
with two rows of colossal columns. 'fhe upper room, however, as well
as that in the west wing of the building, is entirel;y free from all hindrance to an arrangement with a view to the best exhibition of the
collec.tions. I have said that the rooms above mentioned constitute the
present availaole space for the accommodation of the museum. Wh~n,
however, more space is required, the eastern wing, now in part occupied
as a residence by the Secretary, can be employed for the purpose. T~e
floor and partitions ~hich separa.te the several apartments of this portion of the building are of a temporary character and can be readily
removed. The lower part of this wing and its basement are now used
for containing the exchanges and as store-rooms for duplicate specimens
of geology and mineralogy. In a~cordance with tbe views which have
been presented, it is intended to devote the whole of the large room in
the second story of the ma1n building to archreological objects with
skeletons, life-size drawings, and restorations of the larger mammals
contemporary with primitive man, especially on the continent of America.
Second, to appropriate the wall-surface and a part of the floor-space of
tlie western wing of -the building to mineralogy and geology. The portions of the extensive walls of this room can be covered on the east
side, which presents an unbroken ~urface above the top of the cases of
65 feet by 10 feet, with a geological sect.ion across the continent, and the
opposite wall with drawings of the characteristic fossils of the strata
,rllic11 are exhibited on tbe eastern wall. The side and mineral cases for
containing the specimens, besides exhibiting a characteristic series of
specimens, to represent general geology, mineralogy, and palreontology,
will be occupied with full sets of specimens to illustrate the geological
formation of ~ orth America, and especially the mineralogical resources
of thi country.
The collection of objects to illustrate anthropology now in poE;session
of the Inst,itution is almost unsurpa~sed, especially in those which
relate to tlie present Iuufans and tbe more ancient inhabitants of t he
American continent. An artistic and scientific exhibition of · these in
the large room we have mentioned, could not fail to be highly intere, ting to the general public, the student of ethnology, and especially to
the many intelligent foreigners who visit the capital of the United
State . There are also in the collection of specimens in charge of- the
ln titution full sets of all the rocks and minerals collected by the
several exploring expeditions which have been sent out by the General
Government, besides those which have been presented as free gifts
in exchange to the Institution from all parts of our continent. vVe can,
therefore, with scarcely any additional material, or only with such as
can be readily obtained, render the n:.-1:t.ional museum much more
by 37 wide.
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creditable to the Government and the Institution than it bas ever Ya
been. Such a coliection will tend to draw to itself numerous isolat~
collections, especially of anthropology, which, though tlrny may be·of
much interest to the individuals possessing them, are of comparatively
little value in the way of advancing a knowledge of tbe snbject to
which they pertain, and, in case of tbe death of the owners, are ger1er.
erally dissipated and frequently lost to the world. 11 be ouly way in
which they can become of real importance is by making them part ofa
general collection, carefully preserved in some pul>lic iustitution, whe1·e
they can be studied and compared -<,vith other specimens, and where, in
the course of the increasing light of seience, they may be. made to
reveal truths beyond present anticipation.

Herbarium.-An account of the transfer of• the extensive collection
of pfants of the Institntion to the care of the Department of .Agriculture
bas ueeu giveu in previous reports, but it is thought important to place
on record a more detailed llistory of this collection than has yet been
published, and I therefore present the following account of it from notes
furnished by Dr. Torrey.
The Institution having accumulated a large number of botanical
specimens collected in various parts of the world, most of t.llem brought
home by the Government e:x;ploring expeditions, others presented by
authors of botanical works, travelers or special collectors, the offer
was made by Professor ,Tohn Torrey to arrange, without compensation,
all these separate collections into one general herbarium. This offer was
gladly accepted on the part of the Institution, and all the specimens
on hand, and all that were subsequently received up to 1869, were
transferred to him. When he commenced the task, the specim.en.s,
especially those collected by the Institution, were still in bundles as
they were received, and all req aired to be poisoned to prevent their
destruction by insects, which had already commenced their ravage:.
The plan adopted by Dr. Torrey for the arrangement of the plants wa
of the most approved character. Each species, often represented by several specimens, and all the marked varieties, are fastened to a half beet
of strong white paper and labeled. All the species of a genus are laid
on one or more whole sheets of thicker tinted paper, on the lower lefthand corner of w'l1ich the generic name is written. The genera. are
ananged according to the naUf1'al system, following for the mo ~ part
the order of De Uandolle. .A -very large proportion of the pec1men
arc authentically named by the authors who have described them; and
a~ they are the type-specimens or originals of several importan t wor -~
are inrnluable for reference. Some of tlrn more valuabl portion
of the Smith onian her barium are the following :
1. Th plant' ollected by the e:q loring expe<litiou un<ler the command
of dmiral vYilke , during the year 1838 t 1 42. Uany countrie~ ·
vi it cl in thi -rn;rag ronu<l the world, and an xteu h"e llerb, ri
l
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brought home. The botanists of the expedition were. Mr. William Rich,
Dr. Charles Pickering, and Mr. W. I. D. Brackenridge. '_ro the lastnamed gentleman was assigned the description of the ferns, his report
on which was printed by order of Congress in a handsome quarto volume.
with a folio atlas, containing beautifully engraved figures of the new or
little-known species. After a very few copies of this work were dis- .
tributed, the remainder of the edition was destroyed by fire while in the
hand of the binder. The copper-plates, however, are still in the custody
of the Library Committee of Congress, a11d it would cost but little to
print a now edition of a work so much desired by a large number of
botanists. Jbe flowering plants, with the exception of those collected
in California and Oregon, were referred to Dr. Torrey; others were
partially studied by Mr. Rich, and then committed to Professor Asa
Gray for a more thorongll investiga,tion . Of this portion of the collection only one quarto volume of text, and a large folio volume of illmstration , have tlius far been published by Congress. For a number of years
the publication of the works relating to the exploring expedition was in
charge of the Joint Library Uommittee of Congress and Admiral Wilkes,
but it was impossible to procure a,p propriations to defray the large
expense of the uu<lertaking. At length all the materials were transferred to the Smithsonian Institution., provided it would publish for
di..c'tributioil an. edition of the whole. The limited ineome of the Smithsonian fnud <lid not permit the Institution to embark in so formidable
au undertaking, and plates, manuscripts, and printed matter are still in
po e "ion of the Committee on the Library o(Oongress. ·
Profe 'Sor Gray is ready to go on with bis work as soon as provision
i made for its pul)lication. Dr. Torrey's report has been long since
completed, and the illustrations drawn, engraved, and even printed.
At tlli' late clay, however, the report would. require revision; indeed, so
111:.rny new aud n1ire species described in it luwe since been found and
de ·eribcd by other botanists, that it may be snfficient to publish a very
l>ri f report, accompanied l>y the plates alluded to above. The . 1lfosses
were de ·cribed and . beautifully illustrated by W. S. Sullivant, esq., of
'olnmbu ·, Ohio. The text in quarto of his valuable report is also
print <1, but not published. He has, however, at bis own expense,
priuted for prirnte distribution a beautiful edition of it in folio. TlleAZgce
w r • committed to Professor J. W. Bailey, of WeRt Point, aml Professor
"\Y. li. liarvey, of Trinity College, Dublin, whose report on these plants,
with laborate illm;tration , is printed~ and has been, for ye:m,, stored
mn y in 'he ts awaiting to be bound up ancl published with Dr. Torrey's
report. The Harne may be said of Professor Tuckerrnan's account of the
Lichen·, c ml of the reports by Rev. 1\1. A. Curtis, of North Carolina, and
r ·v. Dr. Derkely, of England, on the Fungi.
:!. Th n~xt mo, t extensive and valuable portion of the herbarium is
th· ·oll ti n of plants made during the North Pacific exploring expedi·r command of Commanders H.inggold and H.odgers, from 1853
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to 185G, by Mr. Charles Wright, an accomplished botanist, who
panied the _Mexican boundary commissioners in their surveys, an
has also made extensive botanical explorations in Cuba. Ther
been no full report of the collections made ou the North Pacific e
tion, though, many of the new species have been published by Dr.
3. The naturalists who accompanied most of the surveying P
which made explorations
the route of a Pacific Railroad col e
large numbers of plants, many of which were new to the botan ist~
have been descri.becl in the published reports of these explorations4. Collections made in the Mexican boundary survey by Dr. C. C.
Parry, Dr. J. M. Bigelow, Mr. C. Wright, Professor George Tl.H1.r cir,
and Mr. Arthur Schott, are among the most extensive and valtu"Ible
portions of the herbarium. A full ,a ccount of them, by Drs. Gray, Engelmann, and Torrey, is contained in General Emory's report. The Cmtaicem, and one or-two smaller otders, were described by Dr. Engelman n;
the Compositm, Scrophulariacem, and one or two other orders, by Dr.
1
Gray; and the ferns, with their allies, by Professor D. C. Eaton. T e
remainiug Cryptogarnia are not included in the report, but most of the
new or rare ones have been published elsewhere. The grasses were to be
described in a separate memoir by Professor Thurber.
5. Large additions have been made to the North American portion or
/ the herba.rinm, chiefly from within the limits of the United States and
Territories, by contributions from the following places: New England.
by Mr. Oakes, Dr. Gray, Professor Tuckerman, S. T. Olney, esq., Professor D. C. Eaton, and others; New Jersey, by Mr. C. F. Austin, Professor Ec1ton, Dr. Torrey, and Dr. Kuieskern; New York, M.essrs. Austin.
L eRoy, Clinton, Torrey, and many others; Pennsy}vania, by Dr. Darlington, and Professor Thos. C. Porter; North Carolina., hy Rev. Dr.
Curtis; ·FJo:rida, by Dr. Chapman, (type-specimens of his flora of the
Southern States;') Alabama, by Professor Winchell; Kentucky, Dr. Short.
and Mr.· Sullivant; Texas and New Mexico, Messrs. Fen<ller, ErYendb erg, and others, besides what the botanists collected in the :'.\lexican
boundary surrny ; Rocky Mountains, Dr. Parry, Captaiu .}facom ·
and Dr. Newberry; Oregon, Mr. Geo. Gibbs, and others; ~ebn ·ka.
Dr. Hayden; Nevada, Mr. Stretch; California, Dr. H. 1\-1. Boland ·
General Fremont, Miss Davies, Th. Bridges, Mr. E. Samuel , Dr. T r and many others; Colorado, Dr. Anderson, Fremout, aud otller '- B, ·
tbese principal sour es of United States plants, very many pe ·i
haY been received from other places and person , ·which we b,n- ~
pace to numerat . From Bntish America, e pecially the ul>-a
portion.·, Dr. Kennicott, aud officers of the Hudson's Bay C rnpau · h
furni . h <l. r> cirn n.. Off rei crn plant , be. i<le those ollectcd in th
~uited tate. .·plorin°· ·p 'llitions ~dread) notic cl tll< h rbarium
.
'
.
t:1111.- , -~lnal I all'l larire c·oa ril>ntion, from Japan, l\fautchuria. 1
't<·., fr rn >r f ',",' r · H Ygel aud l\laxim ,·it •h, of th Imperial A · I
, f , , ·i 'll ·' f t. P •t •1-.·bm· an l tlic Imperial Botauiu .. nl n:

for
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large collection of Sandwich Island plants, (all type-specimens,) made by
J.Hr. Ilorace Mann, lately deceased: A collection of plants from M:ira,dor,
.l\Iexico, by Dr. Sartorius: Many specimens, with fleshy fruits in alcohol, collected ou the Panama Railroad, by the late Dr. Sutton Hayes;
others from the same region by :Fendler, in 1850: Plants from Jamaica,
especially ferns from Mr. Wilson; from Cuba, collected by Mr. Chas.
Wright; Venezuela, many beautifully dried ferns by Fendler; from
Texas and Northern Mexico, by Berlandier; Lower California, by Mr.
Xantus; Brazil and Paraguay, by unknown collector. :From Europe,
there is an extensive collection of Hungarian plants from l\fr. Arthur
Schott, and of Illyrian plants from Professor Thomasini, besides many
smaller collections from various parts of the continent. .Dr. Torrey has
contributed a large uumber of specimens from his own herbarium.
As to the disposition made of the duplicates of the collections, they
have been sent in the name of the Smithsonian Institution to learned
societirs, botanic gardens, and individuals, whenever they could be disposed of fort.lie adYauce of science. Full sets of duplicates were presented to the Royal Gardeu at Kew, near London, the botanic gardens
of Paris and St. Petersburg, besides smaller portions to individuals,
lyceums of natural history, and colleges. This collection of plants bas been transferred to the Agricultural Department, ori the conditions set forth in the following documents, of
which the originals are in tlle archives of the Institution and of the
Agricultural Department:
WASHINGTON, D. 0., January 1, 18G8.
In ordt>.r to tlle · harmonious co-operation of the Smithsonian Institution and the Department of Agriculture in their respective provinces of
advanciug science, they enter into the following agreement relative to
the disposition of specimens:
First. All the botanical specimens in possession of tbe Smithsonian
In titntion, about twenty thousand, and all that may hereafter be collected uy it, shall be transferred to the Agricultural Department on the
following terms :
1. 'rhat a competent botanist, approved by the Institution. shall be
appointed to have charge of the collection. ·
,
2. That the colleetion shall, at all times, be accessible to the public
f?r educational purposes, and to the Institution for scientific investigat10n, or for supplying any iuformation in regard to pla11ts that its corre pondeuts may ask for .
. 'I hat dne credit be given to the Institution in the report of the
A.grieultural Department for the original dt3posit, and for such additiou, a: may be 1 iaue to it, from time to time, by the Institution.
~ 'econd. That the Agricultural Department shall trausfer to the S~ithonian Institution any spceimens it may now have, or may hereafter obtain, tuat are uot necessary to illustrate agricultural economy; such as
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those of ethnology and of various branches of natural history.
credit to be given in this case .as is required in the former.

Similar

HORA CE CAPRON,

Oormnissioner of A_qriculture.
JOSEPH HENRY,

Becretary of the Smithsonian Instit1ttion.
'rhe following is au account of the more important additions which
have been made to the collection in the Agricultural Department by the
Institution since the transfer of the general herbarium in 1868:
1. A set of European plants, numbering about four hundred species, _
presented by Professor Paul Reintz, of Germany, in exchange, at bis
request1 for specimens of American plants.
2. A second very extensive collection of plants from tlle Imperial
Academy of St. Petersburg, in return for donations from the Institution.
This present, like all of those we have received from the Imperial Academy,
is of a most valuable character. It consists of eleven hundred species
from Russia, Siberia, West,e rn Europe, and J a.pan.
3. Another large co]]ection is from the widow of the Jate ::i\fr. James
McMinn, Williamsport, Pennsylvania, principally of plants from the
mountaiuous regions of Pennsylvania,, but also comprising specimens
from other part:::; of this couutry and different localities in Europe. l\fr.
McMinn was a civil engineer, and in the practice of his profession in
surveying lines for railways ~nd can1-tls "became interested in the variety
of plants which were presented to his notice, and as a means of recreation, as well as of intellectual improvement, commenced the study of
botany. It would appear from the examination of his berbarium, that he
Lad entered into extensfre correspondence with some of tlie priucipal
botanists of this country and Eu.rope, and. had enriched his co1lection
b y exchanges. His herbarium contained about firn thousall(l speeie ,
among which is an.interesting series of plants from the Alps. Tlie :::;pecial
thanks of.the Institution are<lue to Mrs. McMinn for thcjnlhciou ' di·po ition she has made of the results of the Jal)Ors of her lamented hu band, which we tru:::;t will be prese1T-c<l among the collection ' of the
Government, a: a permanent memorial of Lis devotion to cieuce and
of lwr enlightened liberality.
Be 1dc the foregoi ug there have been added sernral hundred bottle
of ample. of agricultural material ancl products, uurncrou ' pecimen
f · c.1.·, root·, fiber , fungi, sections of wood, &c.

ll'"ork done in connection with the collcctions.-Profe
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were from the manuscript notes of Dr. J. G. Cooper, of San Francisco,
'\\hile the descriptions are priucipally from specimens in tlle Smithsonian
collections. This -volume, in regard to its typography, illustrations, and
the character of its contents, does honor to the liberality of the State at
-whose expense it was published, as well as to the science of the cpuntry.
Professor Baird has also continued bis labors with Dr. Brewer, of Boston, on a work relative to the general ornithology of North A~erica ; in
this he lla8 been assisted by Mr. Robert Ridgeway, the zoologist
of the exploration of the fortieth parallel under Clarence King. To the
latter, free access bas also been given, in the preparation of his report
on the birds of Mr. King's survey, to all the ornithological specimens iu
the Smithsonian collections.
Mr. l\Ieek, the palreontologist, bas made a preliminary report on the
fossils collected by Dr. Httyden in his survey of Wyoming and contiguous Territories, and prepared lists of the same, with descriptions of
the new species. He has described and prepared drawings of a collection of cretaceous fossils, sent by Professor Mudge to the Institution,
from Kansas. He has made, Lesides several preliminar;y examinations,
a, final report on the fossils collected by Mr. King in tbe survey of the
fortieth parallel, with full descriptions and illustr::tti.ous of all tlle new
species. He has also investigated the invertebrate fossils collected by
the geological snrrny of Oh_io, ~ll(l prepared descriptions of tbe new
species for publication ; made a preliminary report, with descriptions of some uew species, on a collection of carboniferous fossils sent
hy Professor Stevenson from West Virginia; continued his work on the
illustrations of the monograph of the palrnontology _of the Upper
l\Iissonri. Ile has also identified collections of fossils, received from
time to time at the Smithsonian Institution from .collectors in various
parts of the country.
l\fr. Dall has been engaged in collating tbe extensive collecUon of
manuscript, notes of the Hndscm's Bay and other Arctic American colla.l>orators with whom the institution has been in correspondence for
more than fifteen years. The part of these notes which be has finished
relates to ornitholog-y, an<l comprises many thousand items descriptive
of the habits, distribution, and numbers of the birds of the regions
above referred to. Tllese will be used by Professor Baird aud Dr. Brewer
in their work on tbe birds of North America. The manuscripts also contain notes relatiYe to the mammals and other animals, as well as to the
ethnology of the same regions. When all these are collated and published they will form an interesting contribution to existing knowledge of
tlle natural productions and ethnology of the North American continent.
. . Ir. Dall lla.· also devoted considerable time to original investigations
rclatfr to the minute anatomy of the mollusca from specimens in the
collections of the Institution. llis principal labor, how:ever, has been in
th rearrangement of the very large series of shells from the west coast
of America an<l of the North Pacific, including many types of tlle new
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species of Gould, Carpenter, Cooper, Stearns, Pease, H. and A. Adams,
&c. 11hese have mostly passed through the hands of Dr. P. P. Carpenter, of Montreal, but still required to be placed in suita,b]e trays,
and provided with new labels and specially arranged for cabinet purposes. He has also llad charge throughout most of the year of the
record of additions to the museum, and the labeling of collections, especially tho~e of ethnology and osteology.

JJ1.eteorolog_lJ.-The s,ystem of meteorology of the Institution has been
kept up as usual du.ring the past year. The number of observers reporting to the Institution during this period is 515, and to the Medical
Department of the United States Army, to the records of which we have
free access 1 140. The value of these observations increases with the
num b(jr of observers and the time for which. the several series are continued . . But observations, however long-continued and extensh·e, are
comparatively of little value unless they are reduced and discussed; and
these operations can only be performed at the expense of great labor,
since thousands of figures ham to be tabulated and subjected to variou~
arithmetic~al processes in order to deduce the general results which con·
stitute approximate scieutific principles. As we have stated in pre-dous
reports, the discussion of the rain and temperature Irn,s been for some
years in charge of Mr. Uharles A. Schott. The results in regard to the
rain have been printe<l, and will form a part of the Smithsonian Contributions for the year 1871. A general account of these results wa
given in the last report, but in t,his it may be further state<l tbat the
principal deductions are ma<le from an original series of tables giving the
monthly rain-fall from the earliest periods from all sources in the United
States and adjacent countries <lown to 1867. From these general tables
a series of consolidated tables of means for seasons and years, for the
whole time, is deduce<l. It was thought advisable, on acconut of the
great expense, to publish for the present the consolidated table , and
to retain the others for reference or to answer special inquirie in
rrgar<l to the rain-fall of particular stations. The former have been kept
up to date, all the ne-w materials having been incorporated; and to.extend
the , y tem a large number of rain.gauges have been di tribnted to dif~
ferrut part of the couutry, an<l especially to the we tern State .
Th<1 t mperature recordH are still under investigation by l\Ir. Schott.
Th work wa, in part temporarily uspen<led during hi' ab, cnce in
]!,tll'Ol) n.' a member of the exp dition for oh erving tbe total e ·lip~' f
la: t I ec·<1mb r. ~ue fol!owing i. a ·tatemcut of the pre nt nclition
f th ' di,· •n, :iou.
The ·oll '<'tion of mat rial ha for the mo t part heen ompl t d down
th JH' . nt tim , , n<l · table of hourly, bi-hourly, ancl . mi-11 nrt'
b ·, rvation · < f t mp r, tnr )1, v be n prcparecl.
rom th ~ It.,.
h n cl· 1c · l t, hl · t
u cd fi r th
rre ·tion f c1ail · Yariati n
1h
f th • tmo ph ri t mp ra 1
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has been discussed, and tables giving the times of imnrise and sunset
for stations between latitU<1es 23° and 60°, to be used for corrections of
daily ,;-ariation, ha,ve been computed. The annual fluctuations of temperature have been in part discussed, and the tables of maxima and
miuima are iu an advanced state toward completion .
.All the observations relative to the winds, made under the direction
of the Institution, and under the Medical Department of the Army, and
all those which have been colleeted from other sources, have been
placed in charge of Professor J. H. Coffin, of Lafayette College, for
redu.ction and discussion. It was first intended to limit the investigation to the winds of North America, bt.1t it has since been considered
advisable to incorporate the whole in a memoir on the general direction
of the winds of the globe. To defray the cost of the extra labor, other
than that of Professor Coffin, in this investigation, an appropriation has
been made from the income of the Institution. · During the year, Professor Coffin has been pressing on this work, with a number of assistants,
as rapidly as the means at his command and his time would allow.
The Smithsonian meteorolqgical system was commenced in 1849, and
has continued in operation until the present time. Its efforts have been
directed in the line of supplementing and harmonizing other systems,
of a more limited character, with that of the more general one of the
Arllly of the United States, and in some measure with the system established in Canada. It has done good service to the cause of meteorology,
1, in inaugurating the system which has been in operation upward of
twenty years; 2, in the introduction of improved instruments after
discussion and experiments; 31 in preparing and publishing at its expense an extensive series of meteorological tables; 4, in reducing and
discussing the _m eteorological material which could be obtained . from
all the records from the first settlement of the country till witllin a few
;years; 5, in being the first to show the pra,cticability of telegraphic
weather signals; 6, in pt1blishing records and discussions made al . its
own expense, of the Arctic expeditions of Kane, Hayes, and McUlintock; 7, in <liscussing and publishing a number of series of special
records embracing periods of from twenty to fifty years in different sectjons of the United States, of great interest in determining secular
changes of the climate; 8, in the publication of a series of memoirs on
various meteorological phenomena, em bracing observations and discussions of storms, tornadoes, meteors, auroras, &c. ; 9, in a diffusion of a
knowledge of meteorology through its extensive unpublished correspondence and its priuted circulars. It has done all in this line which
its limited means would permit, and has urged upon Congress the establislunent, with adequate appropriation of funds, of a meteorological
department under one coruprehensive plan, in which the records should
be ent to a central <levot for reduction, discussion, an<l final publication.
An important step llas been made toward this desirable object in the
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establishment, during the last year, by Congress, of a system of practical
· weather reports unde_r the direction of the War Department, with ample
means for the purchase standard instruments, the pay of assistants, and
telegraphic dispatches. The results of this system in the way of prediction have been eminently successful, and have everywhere met with
popular favor. The organization and administration of the system by
General Myer, tbe director, has evinced great executive ability, and
his wisdom h~s been shown in selecting Profossor Abbe as his scientific
. assistant. It should be recollected, however, that the principles employed iu foretelling the weather are practical results previously arri\ed
at by the investigations of men of abstract science founded on simultaneous records ,v:ithout the aid of telegraphic communication. For the
discovery of the general laws 9f rneteorological phenomena, simultaneous
observations should be made o-ver large portions of the earth, and the
records of these collected at stated periods, say at tlle encl of every
month, at some central office, and submitted :first to preliminary reduction, and :finally to the critical study of men Jike Espy, Redfield, and
others, .fitted by education, experience, and mental peculiarities to
deduce from them the required generalizations. I would therefore suggest that a still larger appropriation be made by Congress to the War
Department for establishing, besides the reports for weather signals, a
series of intermediate stations, also furnished with compared instruments, to record daily observations to be transmitted to Washington
weekly or monthly, and also that provision be made for the support of
a number of competent persons to carry on the reductions and prepare
the results for .publication.
It bas been the policy of this Institution from the :firs.t to do nothing
which can be done as well or better by other means, and in ·accordance
with this policy the Institution would willingly relinquish the field of
meteorology, which it has so long endeavored, though imperfectly, to
cultirnte, turning over· to the Signal Office all the material which it ha
accumulated up to a given epoch. We would advise also a similar
course to be pursued on the part of tlle Medical Department of the
Army. All the deductions from tbe combined materials which barn
been collected up to the present time should be obtained an<l publi hed:
although since, they may be in many respects dcfectfre, tlley contain
the e. ential elem ent of long periods of meteorological changes and
ra commence with more precise iustruments and improntl
of ob ervation . From such a sy tern, however perfect it may
diate r sults are not to be expected. New and important d an carcely be obtained tmtil after a continuance of tb J 'V ral . car , a , for example, the accurate determiuatiou of
liei y which probably exi t in rerranl to the dronght of th
a ·t.
1
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Before closing this report it is proper that I should refer to a resolution adopted by your honorable board at its last session, granting me
leave of abseuce to visit Europe to confer with savans and societies
relative to the Institution, and making provision for the payment of my
expenses. Tho presentation of this proposition was entirely without
my knowledge, but I need scarcely say that its unanimous adoption was
highly gratifying to my feelings, arnl that I availed myself of the privilege it offered with a grateful appreciation of the kindness intended.
I sailed from New York on the 1st of June, returning, after an absence
of four aud a half months, much improved in health and with impressions, as to sdence and education in the Old World,. which may be of
value in directing the affairs of the Institution. Although limited as to
time, and my plans interfered with somewhat by the war, I visited
England, Ireland, Scotland, Belgium, parts of Germany and France.
But deferring, for the present, an account of my travels and the observations connected with them, I will merely state thaF, as your representative, I was everywhere kindly received, and highly gratified with the
commendations bestowed on the character and operations of the
Institution intrusted to your cai·e.
Respectfully submitted.
JOSEPH HENRY.
JANUARY, 1871.

APPENDIX TO THE REPORT OF THE SECRETARY.
Table showing the entries in the record-books of the Smithsonian JJ[u,seuni
·
in 1869 and 1870.
~ - - - - - - - - - -c_i_as_s_. - - - - - - - ''' ---------1--l-8_6__;____9._/__
18_1_0_._
Skeletons and skulls ......................................... .
J'liamrria.ls .....................................................
Birds ....................................................... .
Reptiles ..................................................... .
Fishes ...........................•••....... : ................. .
Eggs of birds ...................• _.......................... .
Crti8taceans. _........ . ...................................... .
1ifo11nsks . _................................................. .
Radiates .................................................... .
Annelids .......................... _.......•..................
Fossils ................................ ___ .....•.............
l1inera.Is ........... __ ....................................... .
Ethnological specimens ................................... : .. .
Plant8 ...................................................... .
Total .........•........................................

11,512
9,,7~

9, 7081
9,516
58,976
7,517
7, 885
15,500
1. 287
21,770
2,725
100
7,283

6},;!9
, , .135
7 897
15: 6il

1,2~7
22, 345
2,730
100
7,380
7,154

6,977

10,000

9,233
175
158,652 j

li5

164,709

Total entries duri_ng the year ...•....................... : .............. 6, 057

Of the above enumeration, 4,154 specimens of the birds and 500 of the
ma,mma.ls are mounted and on exhibition in the h::tll.
Approximate_ table of distribution of duplicate specimens to the end of 1870.
Distribution to the
end of 1869.

Distribntion in

Total.

1870.

Class.
Species. Specimens. Species. Specimens. Species. / Specimen .
Skeletons and skul1s.
Mammals ...........
l3ir<ls ...............
Reptiles ........ _...
Fislic
Egg. oi'°bi·r~1s·:::::: ~
.'Ji •lJs . .. .•.•• _.....
Radiate.
Crustac a~-·········
Marine inv rt~b~·;t~~
Plaut. ancl packages
of seed ..........
1-o: iL .................. ·--~ 1i1wrnL· ancl ro k ..
I~thnolotrical s1 im·n -·----··----In '('t ···--·--- ---I iatmua · ou artb.·
Total ........

154
885
12,9;')!
1,701
2,434
4,381
78,391
551
1, 02:3
1,83

78
593
60
76
1,706
31
18,906
3,564
2,200
40
40
2,830
1
5,210
1
2,074
4,6 3
11,711
5, 2:30
177,927
3,087
51
32
727
124
2,526
55
5,152 ·-··--- ..... ......... .-----

214
916
34,931
1,741
2,435
6,455
81, 17
5 3
1,07
1, 3 I

19,21
1,845
1,845
9,9 4 ·-·--·--- .....................
OD
7,774
750
1,154
2,

6

566

36
100

36

100
2

10,:n3

2 /
J

16,630 1 1:2; i

21.
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.A.DDITJO.NS TO THE COLLECTIONS O:F THE SMITHSONIAN
INS'rITUTION iN 1870.
A dams, P. 0.-Limestone rock, Virginia.
Agricultiiral Department United States,·. Hon. Horace Capron, Conuni8sloner.-Skin of monkey and parrot, South America; reptiles in akohol,
from Colorado, California, and t,h e East Indies; dry fish and crustacea
from China, and New York Harbor. (See elsewhere under other entries.)
Aiken, E . C.-Skins of Leucosticte tephrocot'is, Rocky Mountains.
A lbuquerque, Don Frederico.-Barrel of fish in alcohol, from Brazilia,n
river s.
A lden 1 Dr. C. H., United States Army, throu,gh the Army JJ[edical llfuseu.m.-Petrified wood, fossils and minerals, from Colorado Territory,.
Anderson, General, throitgh J. JJ1. Thompson.-Fresh heads, hoofa and
skins of the American bison, Kansas.
Anny Medical Museum, United Sfates; Dr. George A. Otis, DnUed
States Arrny, in cha,r ge.-Stone implements from Colorado Territory;
fossil teeth of mastodon, &c., Alabama. (See also under the names of
the med ical offi cers United States Army.)
B aird, Professor S. F.-Uarvings of northeastern Eskimo; arrowheads, relics from ancient shell-heaps on the coast of Massachusetts ;
fish and turtl es in alc.oho1, fin of thresh er shark, jaws and skeletons
of fish, from W ood's Hole, Massachusetts.
Bannister, H. M.-Arrow-heads, &c., Illinois.
Baurmeister, R ev. W.-Minerals, Indiana.
Balbach, A.-Fcetal mice in alcohol, New Jersey.
Baldwin, Charles S.-Archmological specimens, Tennessee.
Barker, T. S.-Shell adze and arrow-beads, Florida.
Bentley, Dr. E ., Assistant Surgeon United States Arrny, throiigh Army
Medicul Musewm.-Sto.ne implements, San Francisco Bay, California.
Berendt, Dr .-Turtles, fossil fish aud plants, from Mexico.
Berthoud, Ca,ptain E. L.-F1int-fla.kes and scrapers, Colorado Territory.
Bishop; N . H .-Cuban mocking-birds in alcohol.
·
B lackmore, William,-:-Model of Stonehenge aud flint implements,
Great Britain.
·
Boardman, George A .-Bird skin s, llests, and eggs, from Maine and
Florida; models of great auk egg, skulls of buffalo and gnu, South
Africa.
Bolander, Dr. H .-Ca.lifornian seeds.
Boucard, A.-Bird skins from Mexico.
Bowrncin, J. B .-Uollection of birds, and one mamrrial, from .Australia.
Brevoort, J. Carson.-Bones of the dodo, from Mauritius.
Bro1.cn, Solom on G.-Arrow-heads, District of Columbia.
Bryan, 0 . N.-Pottery, stone implements, arrow-heads, &c., Virginia.
Bryant, Cap tain Cha.rles.-Skins of the walrus and seal, from .1:\.laska.

,
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Burn, ,T. P.-Speeimens of rock from the Bospllorus.
Burr, ll'earing -Specimens from Massachusetts shell-hea.ps.
Burrough. J.-Nest and skin of mourning-warbler, New York.
Ca.meroii, John.-lvfask from an Egyptian sarcophagus.
Central Parle Commissioners, Ne-w York.-Cast of antique statue, Costa
Rica.
Chase, I'homas.-Stone mortar and i)estle, Virginia.
Coleman, N.-Insects from Ohio.
Collins, H.-Specimens from shell-heaps, Louisiana.
Condon, Rev. Thomas.-FoRsils from Oolmnbia RiYer.
Cooper, Theodore.-Shells from the Galapagos Islands.
Coues, Dr. Elliott, United States Army.--Bird-skins from North
Carolina.
Curtis, Dr. Jmdah.-Indian implements, pottery, &c., from Tennessee
and Georgia.
Dall, I?ei,. C. H. A.-Skull and horns of the buffalo of southern India.
Dall, W. H.-Specimens of mollusca and shells from various localities.
Dwnon, ·R.-Specimens of brachiopods from the European seas.
Dant, Thomas E.-Abnormal eggs of domes.tic fowl.
Davis, Henry.-Fossils from Iowa.
Day, Robert, jr.-Stone implements from Ireland.
Domeyko, Professor, Unirersity of OhiU.-Chilian minerals.
Dow, Captain J. 111.-Skulls and b01ws of tapirs from Central America;
yonng tapir in alcohol, and other alcoholic specimens, from Panama.
Dnrkee, H. R ,.:_Human remains and fossils from Wyoming Terri tor.,·
birds, eggs, and nests, with some osteological specimens, from the same
locality.
Evans, Abner G., by the Hon. W. Townsend.-Stonfj implements from
Pennsylvania.
F-inck, Hugo.-Stone antiquities from Mexico.
Fitzgerald, Dr. J. A., United States Ar.my, (by Dr. ,J. S. Billing
United States Army.)-Fossil teeth from Indian Territory.
Fliigel, Dr. Felix.-.A.Icobolic specimens, Europe.
Forema.n, Dr. E.-Fresh-water shells, Di~trict of Columbia.
Gardner, G. T.-Specimens from Maine shell heaps.
Gibbs, llir.-Box seeds, nuts, &c., Kansas.
Girard, Dr. Basi:l, United States Army, (through Army Medical
Mu enm.)-Fossils from W_yoming Territory.
Gleason, TV. T.-Glaciated rock, Connecticut.
Glover Lieutenant Russell, Un-ited ta-tes Revem1te 11la.rine. - pe •imen
of Acmcc a, te. twZinali8 and B ltenia clavata from the coa t of .:\Laine.
Grave, E. D.-Li<Tnit , enu ylvania.
Graves n. W.- ufu orial earth from :\-faine.
Guest Folli. (through Ilon. W. Townsend.)- tone impl ment p,n s h·, nia.
Hach nburg Dr.- al of 'burgeon.
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Hall, George E.-Specimens of grinding and building stone, Ohio.
Ha ll, John.-Indian crania and bones, San Francisco.
Haney, J esse H.-Indian silver ornament, Arkansas.
Hansen, Wa,lter.-Stone awl, Missouri. Apache basket1 from Ne.w
Mexico.
Hartman, Dr.-Oollection of insects, Pennsylvania.
Haskins, Jlfr.-Horned toad, California.
,
Hayden, Dr. F. V.-Beaver cuttings from the Rocky Mountains. (See
a1so Uni ted States Geological Surve.r. of Territor_y.
Heaton, L . D., (through Agricultural Department.)-Reptile from
Texas.
Henriques, Captain UJiited States Revenue Marine.-Etbnological and
botanical collections from Alaska.
Himes, Professor 0. ]?.-Bones from the Carlisle bone-cave, Pennsylvani::i .
Hinckley, J. R.-Fish and :fishbones, Massachusetts coast.
Hoover, H .-Fossils and arrow-heads, Pennsyh·ania.
Hoxie, Walter.-Eggs of Oathartes atrat-us, South Carolina.
Hoy, Dr. P. R.-Fish, &c., from deep dredgings off Racine, Wisconsin.
Hutchinson, Kohl ¢ Oo.-Seal-skins, walrus skull and volcanic sand,
Alaska.
Jackson, Hiiliday, (through Hon. W. Townsend.)-Stone implements,.
Penrn,ylvania.
•
·
Jacl~son, R . S.-Osteological and oological specimens from Louisiana..
Johnson , Eugene.-Indiau redstonc pipe.
Johnson, Lieutenant.-Specimen of an owl, District of Columbia.
Jones, R~v. 0. 1lf.-Nests of Arnmodromus maritimus and candacutus,.
Connecticut.
Jones , J no. P.-Oranium of mound build("r, Missouri.
Jones , Strachan, Hudson B ciy Oompany.-Oollection of birds and eggs,
Little Slave Lake, Hudson Bay territory.
Keenan, T. J . R.-Unionidm, specimen s of ethnolo.gy and natural history,
from Mississippi. Two specimens of continental currency.
Kellogg, Dr. A.-P lants from California.
King, Olarence.-Stone pestle, California. Minerals and rocks from
. . . evada.
Knapp, .Dr. James.-Oollection of fossils, Kentucky.
Knight, Jeremiah.-Piate of crystallized,quartz from Orange County,
~rw York.
Kohler, JIJr.-Seventy pound mass of silicate of zinc, union Lead
Vi ork , Virginia.
Lancaster, .Dr.-Mineral resi<lue from water of Alum Springs, Virginia..
Lartet, Professor E.-Bonc breccia from tbe bone-caves of Dordogne,
Fraile .
Latham , General G. R.-Skin of kangaroo, Australia .
.Latimer, George.-Oollection of birds, Porto _Rico.
T

4s

•
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Lami-ng, Dr. F.-Stone implements, Indiana.
Lewis, Dr. James-Fresll-water shells, Mohawk River, New Yor -.
Lirnpert, W. R .-Nests an.d eggs, Ohio.
LincecU1n, Dr. G.-.Alcoholic mammals and reptiles, Mexico. ·
Lindni, Charles.-Three bird-skins, New York.
Lockl~art, Ja1nes, H.u.dson Bay Company.-Birds and eggs, Fort Yu1oa
Alaska.
Long, Owen, Jlf., United States Consul.-Fish from Panama.
Ludclington, Colonel United States.Army.-Carvings from the Old Pe-Oli
Church, New Mexico.
Liipton, Professor N. T.-Indian stone relics, ·warrior River, Alabaiu
J11cElderry, Dr. H., United States Army, (through the .Army 1\1edical
Musenm.)-Fos~ils from Texas.
A.facfarlane, R., Hudson Bay Company.-Birds and eggs from th1
.Anderson River, Hudson Bay territory, being the collections for 1866.
ll.f.cilvaine, J. A.- fndian pottery from Pennsylvania.
JJfcilvaine, J. H.-Birds from Central .America.
McLa-in, R. T., United States Agricultitral Departnient.-Indian stone
implements from Maryland.
JJfadras, Govern11ient Jl1useum.-Skeleton of hyena, and collection of
East Indian birds.
1vlarch, William,· (by .Agricultural Department. )-Stone knives, Ohio.
Jlfartin H.-Eggs of Ectop'istes migratorict, from Michigan.
llfathews, Dr. vV., Un-ited States Army.-Bull-bo;1t used by Indians of
the Indian Territory, wooden mortar, matting, head of antelope with
deformed horns; ethnological specimens; same locality.
1l1echling, .Mrs. F . E. D., (through Agricultural Department.)-Reptile~
from Belize.
Merritt, JJJ. S.-fodian a,rrow-hea.ds, Long Islan<l.
JJferritt, J. 0.-.Arrow-heads from Long Island.
JJieulen, Lieutenant E. de, United States Army.-Plants from Cook·Inlet,· Alaska.
.
J.liUler, Dr. George, United StatesArmy.-Bir<l'seggs, Colorado Territory.
~11 ilne, Edwards, Professor Alphonse.-Cast of .&pyornis bone and
fo il bird ' of France.
Jllinor, Dr. T . T., United States Army.-Indian crauia from Yancouve ·
I land.
1lfoore, Carlton R.-Fish. anJ..1 coral from the coa t of Virginia.
Jfoore Janies IT.-Sulphate of ,·troutia, Virginia.
1l!oor N. B.-)founted tree-cluck, Loni iana.
•
1.\ a ntucket ...lthena.nmi. -S lrnll of killer whale.
N ll' Albany A 'ociety of Natural Jii ·tory.- a t of a Pl r I ,ar-b
fr m 1h motm l. , Indiana.
"l\r zcmrrn ,Jo,·. (b. ~ rrri nltural Department.)- ton im11 m nt ti
nth 'ar li11a.
1 Z a land
olonial illus um .n of IJinonzi. an l .. 1pt ru.
biI l . kin.·, and
n. from . . v. Z •a lnnd.
T
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Nickerson, George Y."-Antique soapstone inkstand, Cape Cod.
Rorthwestern University.-Fossils and skins of gar pike from Illinois.
Orton, Professor Ja,mes.-Tertiary fossils. from the Amazon.
Palmer,Dr . .E., (partly through the Agricultural Department.)-Large
and yaried collections of specimens in various departments of zoology,
botany, ethnology, and arcb::.eology from .Arizona, Utah, and··New J\foxico.
Passmore Lewis, (by the Hon. vV. Townsend. )-Stone implements,
Pennsylvania.
Pease; Horatio N.-Tooth of fossil cetacean, Gay Head, Massachusetts.
.
Pim, Geo. E., (by Hon. Vil . .Townsend.)-Stone implements, Pennsyl-vania.
Platt, L. W.-Indian clothing and ornaments, Nebraska.
Pourtales, L. F. de.-Marine invertebrates from Florida.
Price, J. D.-Orystallize<l calcite, Virginia.
Quatrefages, Professor.-Casts of osteological and other specimens
from the caves of Cromagnon, France.
Rankin, ..llfr.-Iuuian crania, Massachusetts coast.
Ransom, Go1,1ernor, (through Mr. Thos. Bland.) -Land shells from
Barbadoes.
Reed, Byron.-Ortyx Virginian its, Nebraska.
Rickseclcer, L. E.-Birds' eggs, Pennsylvania.
Ridgeway, Robert.-Birds from Illinois.
· Ring, Lieiit. F . .M., Unitecl Stcites Army.-Collections of birds, osteologica.l specimens, ethnology, archreology, &c., from Ala,ska.
Sacho, tI.-Sa,turnia ritbescens from Chili.
St. Petersburg Imperia,l Botanfo Ga-'rden.-Rnssian, Siberian, Japanese,
and other plants.
Salvin, 0.-Birds from the Falklarnl Islands.
Scammon, Capt. 0 . .1.ll., U. S. Revenue Jlfar,ine.-Baleen of Pacific sulphurbottom whale.
Schott, Dr. A.-Orystals of rock-salt, Texas.
Sclater, Dr. P. L.-Birds from Peruvian Andes and Buenos Ayres.
Scssion/J, Luther.~Birds' eggs, Connecticut.
Sharpless, P . P., (through Hon. vV. 1ownsend.)-Stone implements
f~·om Pennsy1vania.
Sherwood, Andrew.-Devonian fish remains from Pennsylvania.
&ibbeston, J., Hudson Bay Oompany.-Birds and eggs, I,'ort Yukon,
Alaska.
Spinner, General F. E.-Fresh specimen_of the copperhead snake, District of Columbia..
·
Stearns, R . E. 0.-Pottery vase and_beads from Chiriqui, Central
America.
Stelle, J. P.-Arch::.eological an<l ethnological specimens from Tennesee mound·.
Sternberg, 0. H. arid D1·. G. M.-Fossil plants from Kansas.
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Stevenson, ,l.-Mounted Neotorna, _W yoming Territory.
Stei,enson. J. J.-Stone implements, vVest Virginia.
Stiles, Hon;. Jno. D., JVL 0.-Specimen of iridescent hematite.
Streng, L. H.-Miscellaneous shells.
Stuart, 1Jfrs. R. L:-Stone pipe, Virginia.
Suniichrctst, Dr. Francis___..:Miscellaueous zoological collections, Isthrum
of Telrnautepec.
Thomas, Ezm, (through Hon. W. Townsend.)-Stone implement~
PennsJ·l rnrih~.
Thompson, R. 0.-Fossils and birds' skins from Missouri.
Thornson, ,j_ H.-Eggs of African ostrich, and of Oasuarius Bennettii
or " ·moo"ruk" from New Britain, and rocks cont~iniug garnets fron
New Bedford.
Tolma,n, J. W.-Birus' eggs, Illinois.
Townsend, Hon. lV.-Stonei mplements from Pennsylvania. (See al o
under other entries.)
Turner, G.-Flint implements, Illinois.
.
United States Geological · Si-tr1)ey of the Territories.-Dr. F. V. H ayden
,in charge. Large misceIIaneous zoological and paleontologica! collections from the Rocky Mountains.
Unknown.-Stone ax, Missouri? Stone implements and fossil corals
Canada? Box fossils, Missouri? Skeleton Pottawattomie Indian °I
Vickary, Dr. R. S., Assistant Surgeon, United States .A.rmy.-Arrowheacls and pottery, New Mexico.
Vienna, Imperial Zoological JJ!fuseum o.f.-Birds and skin and skeleton
of the aurochs, from Austria.
Verrill, Professor A. E.-M:iscellaneous radiates.
Wachsniuth, Ohas.-Fossil crinoids, Iowa.
Walker, Dr. Robert L., (through Agricultural Department.)-.Arrowheads from Virginia.
Weile, Chas., United States Oons-u l.-Repti1es from Guayaquil.
Weinlancl, Dr. D. F.-Land-shells from tbe Bahama and West India
I slands.
Wi,qgins, Will-iam.-Orys.talJized cinnabar in quartz, California.
lVill-iams, General A. D., (through Captain J. M . Dow.)-Pottery from
San Salvador, Central America.
TVilliams, Dr. H. 0.-.Arrow-beads, Virginia, and stone implement
from the same locality.
Trillrnuth, J. A . H.-Mouuted agouti, (Dasyprocta,,) South .Ameri ·, ·
throno-h Agricultural Department.
ll ilson, Ja, .-Stone implement. (through the Ilon. W. Town n
fr m
nu yJ·vauia.
ll il on .Dr. 1. W.-Fi rn amphiuma from G or 0 -ia.
Tritt r, a ·id JJ .-Fo;. iJ ancl ced , Iowa.
rag r H. E.-.......e t f Tyrannu Oarolinen is
w York.
rat . Dr. .1. . - n Jiau rani, from mound and ton m rtar
p 1 fr m alifi rnia.
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Packages received from pctrties in America, &c.-Oontin.ued.
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PIULADELPTIIA, PA.-Continued.
Girard College .............. - . - .. .
Hil:ltorical Society of P ennsylvania.
Pennsy1\·ani:1 House of Refnge .....
PenusvlvaniainstituteforDeaf and
Duui b ... - ........ . .. - - . - - . - - - ..
Society for Alleviation of Miseries
in Pnl.ilic Prisons ............... .
Wn,gner Free Iustitute of Science ..
Dr. Isaac Lea ......... - - ........ . .
Dr. G. H. llorn ................... .
F . Peale .......... ______ ...... -·-·

SPI.~INGl!'IELD, ILLINOIS.

1
19

25
25
25
113

36
3

1

PHCENIXVILLE, PENNSYLVANIA,

C. M . Wheatley ..... _ .. ____ ...... .

2

PORTLAND, MAINE .

Natural History Society . _________ .

65

PlUNCETON, NEW JERSEY.

Ezra Stockton_· - ____ ._. ___ ._. ____ .

3

Professor A. H. Worthen __ ... - .. - .

4

WASI-IIN"GTON, D. C,

Bureau of Navigation .... -.. - - - ..
Bureau of Statistics ...... - . - - - - .. .
Coh1mbia Institute for Deaf and
Dumb----·-···--- ·---·----· ---Medical Department United States
Army ..... - __________________ _
Nau fa cal Almanac Office ... _..... .
Treasury Department .. __ . ____ . __ _
United St,ates Coast Survey .... __ .
United States Agricalturnl Department ____ --··------ ____ ---· ....
United States Naval Observatory -United States Patent Office._ .... _
William H. Dall .. _______________ _
Dr. P. V.Hay<len ~---------------·
General J. A. Garfield._. ____ . ___ . .
T. Presche ----·- - ·-- ---- --------·
B. P. Po0re. _.. _. _. ___ . _. _.. _... _.

1
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PROVIDEKCE, RHODE ISLAND.

Dr. E . M. Sc. ow _. __ ....... __ ..... .
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SALEM, MASSACHUSETTS.

Essex Institute ... ·. __ .. ____ . ____ ...
Peal.Jody Academy of Science._. ___ .
Dr. A. S. Packard .. _....... _. ____ .
J<.,. W. Putnam ______ . _. _____ ... ___ .

WILMINGTON, DELAW AHE.

W. M. Canby_----·- _____________ _

iG5

WINNEBAGO, ILLINOIS.
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1

M. S. Bebb_ ··-· ____ ·--- ---· -----·
ADDRESSES UNI{NOWN.

ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA.

Minnesota Historical Society .. ___ ..

22

SOUTH TIA.NOYER, INDIANA.

F. H. Bradley _._ ... ______________ .

2

F. N. Hass"elquint .. ___ .. __ .. _. __ .
A. Zeno Shindler _______ . ___ . ___ ...
G. M. L ov ette ___________ . _______ .
l Jnknow11. _.. ___ _.. _. __ .. ______ _.

1

200
l

20
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Packages recei1)ed by the Smithsonian Institution from Europe, i
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11-- - - - - - - - - - - - - -BETHLEHEM,PENNSYLVA...'ITA-

ALBANY, NEW YORK;

Albany Institute ______ -----~ ..... .
Dudley Observatory ..... _____ .. __ .
New York State Agricultural Societv
New York State Library ...... ____.,_
New York State Medical Society ... .
New York State University ....... .
State Cabinet of Natural History .. .
Governor of the State of New York.
Hon. :Francis C. Barlow._ .•........
Professor James Hall ... _...... _.. _
Dr. Woolworth ................... .

6

Lehigh University ... - ..... - - - - - - -

20
31

27
1

BINGJHMTON, NEW YORK.

Institution for Blind ........ - - - - - -

5

6
1
1

BLOOi\UNGTO.N, ILLINOIS.

·

Illinois Natural History Society. - -

24

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS.

1

American Academy of Arts and Sciences ............. - - - -... -. - - - - ,
AMHERST, MASSACHUSETTS.
. American Christian Examiner ..... 1
Americ:m St,atistical Association ..
Amherst College_ ..... _. ___ ....... .
4 American Unitarfo,n Association. - .
Professor C. U. Shepard ........... .
2 Atbenreum ....... _.......... - . - - Board of State Charities .... .. - . - - .
ANNAPOLIS, MARYLAND.
Boston Cbristiau Register ........ Boston Society of Natural HistorJ7 •
St. John's College ....... ____ .... _.
1 Massachusetts Historical Society ..
State Library ................ ____ _
1 New Engl:md Historico-GenealogiUnited States Naval Academy .. ___ .
1
cal Society ...... . ......... - - - . North American Review ......... .
ANN ARBOR; MICHIGAN.
Pi;isonDiscipline Society ....... - - Public Library . ........... .. -. - _..
Observatory .... _......... _.. ·.... .
12 Staie Library ......... _........ - .
i
University of Michigan ________ ... .
1 Rev. W.R. Alger ... - ........ .... 3
· Major T. D. Brooks. __ ............ .
2 N. Apollonio ..................... - .
1
Professor A. Winchell ...... _..... _.
9
1
Rev. Caleb D. Brau lee ........... .
3
Dr. T. M. Brewer .... -- .......... .
APPLETON, WISCONSIN.
1
Mellen Chamberlain ............. .
1
Professor D. Cheever . ...... .... - .
Lawrence University ... _._ ... : ... _
1 Samuel G. Drake ... - ..... -... -- ..
1
1
Rev. Dr. Garnett. _____ .......... AUSTIN, TEXAS.
I
W . Lloyd Gtirrison .............. .
2
Dr. S. G. Howe .................. . 1
State Library .......... __________ _
2 Gardiner G. Hubbard .............
1
Texas Institution for D eaf and Dumb
1 Alpbeus Hyatt ................. - I
l
J. Norton ... .... ......... ..... .. .
llALTIJ\fORE, MAltYLAND.
:.
Francis Parkman .............. - . .
I
Captain P. W. Pen hallow_ ._.......
Maryland Historical Society .. ___ . _
7 Wendell Phillips .......... -..... ·
l
Peabody Institute _ .
2
'. '. llo,v .. _______ ··--- ---- ---- -A . P. Rockwell. ..... --·----······
1 Professor W. 13. Rogers ........ --..
R,·v. Edwin Dalryrup·i~ -· · · · · · · · · · ·
1 /:3 . II. Scudder ........ -·- .. - . -. ... .
Dr. E. l<'oreruau
·----- ·--·- ·
1 J . A. ' wan .........••...•... -··· ·
1
1 '\Valker, l-'11lll'l' & Co .. ------··· ··
1
~
~
1.
Dr. l'. It. bl •r - .. - - · - - - - · - - - - -- - - -·
Dr. T. II. Welib ....... -- ........ .
- - - ..... - - - - - - - - -- - - - - Hcury C. Wright ............. -.. .
1
DX
n, ::IIAINB.

1

1

~aiJ.i1r~i;to,{ ·: _-:::: :~:: ~::: _- ~:

I

Dr. A. '.Hamlin ______ ........... .

2

L nL iana. In titution fi r Deaf aud
1Jnu1li ...... ................... .

1

nn

OKLIXE, )f

.\ IIU ' ETIS,

'olon cl T. spin wall . ... _....... .
Pl'Of· · ·or T. Lyman .............. ·
BHOOKLY." ... ·r;w YOI:K.
Long I laud IIi. tori cl ci ty. -·.
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1
1
1
1
1

Ill~UNSWICK, MAINE.
Bowdoin College . - - - -.. - - - -- -- - •• Historical Society of Maine __ -• __ ..
BUFFALO, NEW YORK.
Buffalo Historical Society. ___ •. _. - .
BURLrnGTON, IOWA.
Mr. Engstrom ____ --· ______ . •.. _-- _
C. W achmuth _______ ..... - _.•.. -- 1:)URLli~GTON, NEW JERSEY.
W . G. Binney ____ -----· ______ ---·_
BURL! :rGTON, VERMONT.
City Clerk __ ____ - - - -·-··----- _____ _
University of Vormont . ________ . __
CAMDRIDGE 1 MASSACHUSETTS.
Arner icau Associa tion for Advancemen.t of Science ..... . ------ .... .
Astronomical J ournal . ____ .... _ . _..
Harvanl College . __.. _ .. - - - _ . _- .. - .
Her barium of Harvard College .. __ _
Museum of Comp arative Zoology ...
Obser vatory o.f Harvard College __ ..
Alexander Agassiz ....... ___ . - - _. - .
Professor L. Agassiz . _______ - .. __ . _
Professor Asa Gray .. - - - - . - . - - - .. - .
Professor J . G. Anthony _._ .. -- - - -- Dr. B. A. Gould .. ____ . _- . - - -- - - - . - -

~~lP~r1fe~~
~ ~
Profe sor B. Peirce _... _____ ____ . - .
1
.:::

~::: -_ ~:::: ~:::::

J . Perry ... ____ ___________________ .
Rev. T . B. Perry ._. _______ . ____ ....
Dr. J. Maack __ __________ _________ _
Dr. Stein<lachncr ... .. _. - - _·_- _- - _- .
Professor J. D. Whi tney ___ .. - - . __ .
Profc sor J. Winlock . __ . _.. _. ___ ..
Professor J . Wym an ...... ________ .

3
3

2

Georgia Institution for Deaf and
Dumb------·----·------------·

3

CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROLINA.
Charleston Museum---·------ ____
Elliott Society of Natural History_
Society Library . _- _- - . _- .... _- _- _
South Carolina Historical Society __
Dr. John E. Holbrook ____ ·- _____ ..

1
16

2

3
1

1

CHARLOTTESVILLE, VIRGINIA.

3
1

3

41
2

28
2
37
34
1
56
18
1
8

3
1
4
1
1
8
1
5
3
2

University of Virginia, ____________

4

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.
Chicago Academy of Sciences _____
Chicago College of Pharmacy. _. __
Board of Trade _____________ ._•• _. _
D earborn Observat.ory __ • ___ .. __ : _
Historical Society of Chicago . _._ ..
Insane Asylum. ______ . ____ . ______
Medical Times _______ . ___________
Andrew Bolter ____ . .. ______ . _____
S. A. Briggs. __ . ____ .. ____ . _. ____ ..
iL De la Fourtrie _____ . _____ . ____
T. H. Safford .. ____ ··--·· ____ ---- ·
Charles Sonnes. _______ . __ . ____ . __
Dr. W. Stimpson------,. ____

59
1
3
8
1

1
2
1
1
1
2

1
7

·cINCINNA,TI, OH:J:Q.
Am erican Preemason _______ . ____ .
American Medical College ________
Astronomical Observator y _.. _____
Hist orical ·and Philosophical Society
Mer cantil e Library Ammciation ____
City Clerk ____ . ____ . _____________
Dr. Clev eland Abbe _______ . _. ____
J. G. Anthony ______ ----· __________
Daniel Vaughan __________________

1
1
21
2

1
l
1

1
1

CLINTON, NEW YORK.

1

Observatory of Hamilton College __
Dr. C.H. F. Peters_···--· ________

CARLI LE, PENNSYLVANIA.
Dickinson College _.. __ . _ ..• _.. _...
Society of Literature __ ... __ . _. _. __

1

CHAPEL HILL, TEXAS.
Soule University ________ ------ -- -

CHARLESTOWN, NEW IIAM:PSHIRE.
1·
1 Dr. S. Webbe.r . _____ ------ ------ __

CANTON, NEW YOHK.
, t . Lawrence University __________ •

z~Pf

CAVE SPRING, GEORGI.A.

BROOKLY~, NEW YORK-Continued.
Dr. A. Bartbelmes .-- --- - -- - --· - -- Rev. H . W. Beecher . - - - - - - - - - - . - - .
J . Carson Brevoort. - - - - - ..,,. - - - - - - .
Henry C. Murphy . -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - D r. A.H. Smith - ----------·------.

o ~
~o
0~

·3
3

COALBURGH, WEST VIRGINIA.
2

2

W. H. Edwards ______________ .. ___

1
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COLUMBIA, MISSOURI.

Geological Survey of Missouri ..... .
University of Missouri ..... .. ..... .
Dr. G. C. Swallow................ .

2

2
1

EASTON, PENNSYLVANIA.

Lafayette College .. - - . - .. - - - - - - - Professor T. C. P~rter ....... - - - - - -

COLUMBIA, SOUTH CAROLINA.

South Carolina College ...... .. ... .
State Library .................... .

2

1

EVANSTON, ILLINOIS.

Northwestern University ... - - - - - -

COLUM.BUS, OHIO.

1

Institution for Deaf and Dumb .... .
Ohio State Board of Agriculture ... .
Leo Lesquereux .................. .

53
4

FAIRIBAULT, MINNESOTA.

Minnesota Institution for Deaf and
Dun1b ... _. _... - - - ... - - - - - · - - - - -

CONCORD, NEW HAMPSHIRE.,
FALL RIVER, MASSACHUSEITS.

New Hampshire Historical Society ..
State Lunatic Asy lurn ............ .

4

1

Niel .Arntzen ........ - ..... - -- - - - FLINT, MICHIGAN.

COUNCIL BLUFFS, IOWA.

1

Iowa Institution for Deaf and Dumb

Michigan .Asylum for Deaf and
Dumb ........ --·-,------------

DANVILLE, KENTUCKY.
FORT MACON, NORTH CAROLINA.

Kentucky Institution for Deaf and
Dumb···"·· ................... .

1

Dr. E. Cones ........ - - . -- --- - - - - FRANKFORT, KENTUCKY•

. DECORAH, IOWA.

3

Norwegian Luther College ........ .

-1

Geological Survey of Kentucky. - - FREDERICK, MARYLAND.

DELAWARE, _OHIO.

1

Maryland Institution for Deaf and
Dumb .............. .......... .

1

King's College ....... - - - - - --· · · · ·
Legislative Library ....... - -- --· -

Ohio Wesleyan University ........ .
DELAVAN, WISCONSIN.

FREDEJJICKTON, NEW BRU:{SWICK.

Wisconsin Institution for Deaf and
Dum_b _________-_________ ....... .
DES MOINES, IOWA.

FULTON, MISSOURI.

Gcologkal survey of Iowa .... _.... .
ov rnor of the State of Iowa ... _. .
State Library .. ___ .. _.. _.. _...... .

1
1
6

DETROIT, MICHIGAN.

Ii bigan fate Agricultural Society
D TICIIE TER, .fA

D "RU.DI

R v.

E."TRE,

GALE BURG, ILLIYOI .

8

12

o.·_._·E TIC T.

. I wler .... _.... __ ....... .

Lombard University ...... --··.:..
GALESVILLE,

ACIIU ETT •

r. Edward Jan·i .. _.•... ___ .....

Missouri .Asylum for Deaf and
Dumb· ... .. .. ..... --- -··-······

wrsco.. u-.

Gale ville Univer ity ... - - - --- · -· ·
G.llIDIER, OIIIO.

1

K nyon Coll g ...... - - - - --· · -·

1

1
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L.~DIANAPOLIS,

GE~EVA, NEW YORK,

Professor H. L. Smith_. -- - -- . --.. - .

1

Indiana Institute for Blind ....... .
Indiana, Institution for Deaf and
Dumb······-···········-······
Dr. W. W. Butterfield .. ~ ........ .

GEORGETOWN, D. C.

Georgetown College_ --- . - _ --..... .

nm.-Continued.
2

1

1

4
INMANSVILLE, WISCONSIN.

GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN,

Wisconsin Scandinavian Society ..

E. 0. Currier ... .. ................ .

1

1
IOWA CITY, IOWA.

GREENCASTLE, INDIANA,

Indiana Asbury University ....... .

Grand Lodge .................... .
Iowa State University ........... .
Professor G. Hinrichs ............ .
Dr. C. A. White ................. .

1

HALIFAX, NOVA SCOTIA,

Nova Scotian Institute of Natural
Sciences . ____ . ____ . _. __ .. _..... .
Professor George Lawson . _. ____ .. .

ITHACA, NEW YORK.

CorneU College .................. .
Dr. Wesley Newcomb_ ........... .
Professor Golclwin Smith ....•....

1

1
1

State Library ......•..........•..
J. S. B. Thacker ...•..............

HANOVER, NEW HAMPSHIRE.

1

4

2

HARRISBURG, P ENNSYLVANIA,

Medical Society of the State of P ennsylvanini ..........•. --·- ____ ... .
tate Library . _.................. .

Historical and Philosophical Society

2
2

2

2

2
1

KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE.

1
2
1
1
1

Tennessee School for Deaf · and
Dumb ........................ .

1

LEBANON, TENNESSEE.

IlUDSON, OHIO.

1

LEWISBURG, PENNSYLVANIA.

1

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA.

Indiana Ilistorical Society ........ .

1

!GNGSTON, CANADA.

Botanical Society of Canada •.... _
Queen's College ................. .

Cumberland University .......... .
"' estern Reserve College ......... .

1

KEYTESVILLE, MISSOURI.

American Asylum for Deaf and
Historical Society of Connecticut_._
In ane Asy1urn ... _............... .
Young 1en's Institute ............ _
'l'rinity eollege ...... -.. - ......... -

Illinois Institute for Blind ........ .
Illinois Institution for Deaf and
Dumb ........................ .

Charles Veatch .................. .

IIARTFORD, CONKECTICUT.

Dnmb ... _........ ·······-······

1
1

JEFFERSON CITY, MISSOURI.

IlAVANA, CUBA.

Professor F. Poey ................. .

1
1

JACKSONVILLE, ILLINOIS.

•

Dartmouth College ..... __ ... _.....

3

JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI.

IlAMPDKN SYDNEY, VIRGINIA.

Hampden Sydney College .. _...... _

1
1

2

HAMILTON, NEW YORK.

Madison University_·-··-· ____ --·Rev. A. C. Kendrick .. _........... .

1

21

University ..........•.•..........

1

LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY.

3

Rev:T. W. Coit ................. .

1
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LEXINGTON, VIRGINIA,

M. F. ]\faury .................•....
LITTLE ROCK, ARKANSAS,
Arkansas Institution for Deaf and
Dumb ......................... .
State Library ................•....
State University.·................ .

MONTREAL, CANADA-Continued.

35
2
3
1
9
1

Natural History Society .... .. ... .
0 bservatory .................... .
E. Billings ...................... .
Professor P. P. Carpenter ........ .
I Professor J. W. Dawson .......... .
1 Professor J. Sterry Hunt ......... .
.15 Sir William Logan ............. . .
4

I

8

2

NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE.
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY,

1 1
1 II
12 i

City Clerk ....................•...
GrandLodge ..................... .
University of Louisville .......... .
Historical Society of Kentucky ...·..

NEENAH, WISCONSIN,

Massachusetts Society of Natural
History ........................ .

1

MADISON, WISCONSIN,
5

1

16
1
1

NEW BEDFORD, MASSACHUSETTS,

.•

Geological Survey of New Jersey ..
Professor George H. Cooke ....... .

1

American Journal of Science anu
Arts. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
American Oriental Society.... . . . .
Connocticut Academy of A.rts and
Sciences ...................... .
NewHavcnMuseum..............

State Library ...... ___ ......... _. _
l\IO.. "TPELrnn, VEJU10NT.

Hi tori al and Antiquarian Society
fV rmont .................... _

, tat,,

ihrar;v ............. _...... .

r.All, r Ilacr•r. ..... ........ . .. .

4
1

NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT.
1

1

i:~1e~~;
-W, P:ni;ir·;:::~~: ~:::::
C. W.
0

l\IONTG0;\fERY, ALABAMA.

2

William Hathaway, jr ........... .

1

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN,
Increase A. Lapham .... _......... .

1

Historical Society of New J ersey ..

NEW BRUNSWICK, NEW JERSEY.

J',fiLLEDGEVILLE, GEORGIA.
State Library .................... .
University ..... .. ................ .

3

Sc:mdinavian Library Association.
NEWARK, NEW JERSEY.

1

MIDDLETOWN, CONNECTICUT.
Wesleyan University .......•...... .

NATCHEZ, MISSISSIPPI.
William P. Miller ............... .

LYNN, MASSACHUSETTS.

Emigranten ...................... .
Historical Society of Wisconsin ... .
State Lil>rary .................... .
Wisconsin State Agricuttmal Society
Dr. P. A. Chadl>ourne ............. .
Mr. I-Iill ......................... .

1
1
1

State Libmry ................... .
University of Nashville .......... .
Rev. Philip Lindsley ............. .

Hon.
Bradley............. .
1 Profe or W. II. Brewer... . . . . . . . .
Profe or G. J. Bru 11. .. . . . . . . ... .
Profo · or J. . Dana ....... .. ... - .
Profe ·or D. . Eaton.............
Pr0fc or E. Loom i . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3 Profo or . . Ly man . . . . . . . . . . . .
4 Profo or C. O. :Mar h. ... .. . . . . . ..
1 Proii s or H. A. Newton .......... .
r. Ji rmau _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Prof · r B. illiman. .. . . . . ... .. .
Profi or A. . Twining . . . . . . . . . .
7 Profo .·or . E .
rrill ........... .
2 I r ii• .. or W. . 1 liitn •y ........•
1 , Profc · ·or T. D. '\ ool cy ......... .

70

21
1
1

5

1
1
6

3.'l
l
1
3
4
i

l
I·
l
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A

NEW YORK,

NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA.

City Clerk ....................... .
New Orleans Acaclemv of Natural
Sciences ....... ... : . ........... .
University of Louisiana ........... .
Dr. Bennet Dowler ............... .
Dr. J. 0 . Noyes ................•...

1

48
1
6
2

NEW YORK, NEW YORK.

American Bureau of Mines ........ .
American Christiaa Commission .. .
American Ethnological Society .... .
American Geographical and Statistical Society ................. .
American J ourna,1 of Mining ...... .
American Journal of Obstetrics ... .
American Institute ............... .
American Microscopical Society ... .
American Museum of Natural History ................. . , ......... .
Astor Library ...............·..... .
Central Park Observatory ...•...... .
Columbia College ................ .
Cooper fostit.ute ................. .
Erlitor Rommopathic Sun ......... .
Editor Medical Gazette ........... .
ITerl>arium of Col umbia College ... .
Historfou.J Society ................ .
Institution for Im proved Instruction
for Deaf and Dumb ............. .
Lyceum of Natural History ....... .
Mercantile Library Association ... .
Metropolitan Board of Health ..... .
Mexican consnl . ................. .
New York Acaclem;r of Medicine ... .
·cw York Christian Enquirer ..... .
School ofMiues .................. .
Un~ted ~tates Sanitary Commission.
mvers1ty . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... .
Dr. F. A. P. Barnard .............. .
Re,. Dr. Bellows .·................ .
T. Bland ...... ................... .
Dr. W. Baeck ....... ..... .... .... .
Alexan<ler W . Bradford ........... .
Dr. C. F. Chandler ............... .
Dr. , '.Cutting .................... .
Dr. E. II. Darvis . . . . . ............ .
Captain J. 1. Dow ............... .
Dr. R. Drapn .... ................ .
Rr v. ,John P. Durbin ............. .
Dani elW.Fi k .. ................. .
Profe • or II. E ltigel . ............. .
Henry Grinnell ................... .
Dr. E. lfarri. ........ ............. .
Profo sor Waterhouse Hawkins .... .
E. A. Ilopkins ...... ............. . .
Profe or C. A.•Joy ............... .
Dr. J.P. I{iml>a11. .... .... ........ .
G ·orge ... La.wrcnco .......•..•....
T .

11-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - " " j - - -

1

16
14
30
4

N. Y.-Continued.

James Lenox: .................... .
C.Loosey, Consul General of Austria
Dr. B. W. McCracly .............. .
Dr. J. S. Newberry ............... .
Dr . .J. C.Nott ................... .
Baron R. Osten.Sacken ...... . . ~.:
Messrs. Parker & Douglas .......' ..
Brother Paulian, Manhattan College
Professor Charles Rau ........... .
Hon. S. B. Ruggles ... ..... . -.... .
E. G. Squier .................... .
F. R. Stallknecht ................ .
Professor John Torrey ......... " ..
Prosper M. Wetmore ............ .
E. C. Wines ........... : ......... .

1
1
1

7
3

1
5

1
1
11
7

1
1
1
1

1
13

1
2
9
2
2
2

1
1

NORTHAMPTON, MASS,

Clarke Institution for Deaf and
Du1nb ...•......•..........•...

1

NOTRE DAME, INDIANA.

Sister Angela Gillespie ........•...

1

OLATHE, KANSAS.

2
7

Kansas Institution for Deaf and .
Dumb ..•... .... ......... ......

2

OLYMPIA, WASHINGTON TERRITORY.

1

82
2
,1

i'
5
3
2
9
3

1
1
1
1
1
2

1
1
3
7

1
1
1
4
1
1
1

State Library ................... .

1

OMAHA, NEBRASKA.

Nebraska Institution for Deaf ancl .
Dumb ........................ .

1

OTTAWA, CANADA,

L egislative Library of Canada ....

2

OXFORD, OHIO.

Miami University ............... .

1

OXFORD, MISSISSIPPI.

University of Mississippi ..... _.. .
E.W. Hilganl .................. .

1
4

PEORIA, ILLINOIS.

Dr. F. Drnndel .......... .. _- ..... .

3

PIIILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA.

2

1
4

American Jonrna1 of Concho1ogy ..
Academy of Natural Sciences .....

3

177
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PHILADELPHIA,

Address.

PA.-Continued.

POUGHKEEPSIE, NEW YORK,

American Entomological Society ...
American Journal of Medical Science .... ------------ ______ ..... .
American Pharmaceutical Association .... - ......... - ..... - ..... _..
American Philosophical Society ... .
Board of'Oontrollers ofPublic Schools
Central High School. ............. .
Franklin Institute ............. a •••
Girard College ................... .
Historical Society of Pennsylvania.
House of R efuge--·-·· ...... ·---··
Library CompaJ?.y ................ .
Ma.gnetic and Meteorological Observatory ..................... : .
North American Medico-Chirurgical
Review ...........•.......... _..
Numismatic and Antiquarian Society ... _...................... .
Observa tory of Girard College .... .
Pennsylvania Institute for Blind .. .
P ennsyl vania Institute for Deaf and
Dumb . ... ______ ............... .
Wag ner Free Institute of Science ..
James Barclay ...... --·-.·- ____ ... .
R ev. E. R. B eadle·---·· .......... .
Professor H. Bigelow ......... . ... .
Lorin Bloclget .................... .
Dr. D. D. Brinton .. _..... ____ .... .
H. C. Carey ______ ................ .
J. Cassin ........... _............ .
G. W. Childs ______ ....... : ..... ___ _
Dr. B. H. Coates .................. .
'l'. A. Conrad .......... ....•..... _..
Professor E. D. Cope ............. .
Professor E. T. Cresson ........... .
Dr. I saac Hays ................... .
Dr. G. H. H orn ...... ______ ....... .
. P. J am es .......... - .... - . -. -.. .
Dr.Jsaac L ea ..................... .
Dr. J. L. L e Conte ............... .
Irofe ~or J. L eidy ....... ______ ... .
Prof<, or J. P. L esley ............. .'
Dr. J. A . 1ifeigs ................... .
J. . 1ilorr i ........ _. __ .. __ . __ . _..
.J. R dfiold ........ _.... _.. _...... .
r. J. II. f. Packard ............. .
\ V. ' l:HU wood ______ ............. .
orgo ·w. Tr.von, jr .............. _
r ofc or \ V. v;r ag u er ...... _. _. _. _.
I r. E . \ arcl .... • . _.... _ . .... _.. _.
M. Wh nt l y ............. .
P RTL

1

VaiSsar College .. _............... .

1

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY,

.28

121
1

2

College of New Jersey ........... .
All)ert D. Brown ................ .
Professor A. Guyot ............. ..

7
2

i

5

26

PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND.

1

12
1
3

2
7
2
3

4
1
5
1
1
2
1
4

Brown University ............... .
Registrar General of Rhode Island.
Rhode Island Historical Society .. .
John R. Bartlett ................ .
John Carter Brown .............. .
Professor Alexis Caswell ........ ..
Romeo Elton ................... ..
Dr. Edwin M. Snow-···-· ....... .
QUEBEC, CANADA,

1
2
5

1
1
1
3

1
3
2

2
2
2
6

1
1
1
1
9
3
8
2
G

1
1
1
1

R'.ALEIGH, NORTH CAROLINA.

North Carolina Institution for Deaf
and Dumb ................ . ... .
State Library ................... .

1

t r • . . .... . .............•. _. ___ .

30

2
1

ROCHESTER, NEW YORK.

University ............ ··-··· - -·· ·
SACRAMENTO, CALIF OIThTIA.

Geologi~al ~urvey of California . . .
State L1bra1y ..... . ....... - .. -.. .
ST. ANTHONY, .MTh"NE OTA.

ST. LOUIS, MIS OURI.

~?11~Ji !rafety· ·r" ·~;t;~;i ·Hi-~·

2

Historical Society of Virginia .... .
State Library ................... .
T. H. Wynne .................... .

University of Minnesota . ...... . . .

MAINE.

1
1

RICIIMOND, VIRGINIA,

6

2

1
10
1

Laval University ................ .
Literary and Historical Society ...
Observatory ... ~- ............... .

1
1

P IICE."IXVILLE, P E!-.' N YLVA TIA.

harl

9

Deutsch es Institut zur Beforderung
d rWi enchaften ........ . .. . ..
Catholic Institution for Deaf and
Dumb ................. -- ..... .
ity l rk ................ - . . .. -·
M dical and urg ical J ournal .. . . t. Loni Acad my of 'ci ,nc s ... .

1

•

LITERARY AND SCIENTIFIC EXCHANGES.
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Packages received from Europe, &c.-Continued.
<+-0

Address.

ST.

r/1

Q.)

bJ)

Address.

c::I

0~

z~Pol

11----------------1---

LOUIS, MO.-Continued.

University ....................... .
Ernst von Angelrodt .............. .
Dr. G. Baumgarten ............. - ..
Professor William Chauvenet ..... .
Dr. G. Engelmann ...........•.....
G.' F. Gauley ..................... .
Maurice Schuster ................. .

SWANTON, CANAD.A,

5
1
1
1
1
1
1

Dr. Perry ....................... .

1

TALLADEGA, ALABAMA,

Alabama Institution for Deaf and
Dumb ....•....................

1

TORONTO, CANADA.
ST. JOIIN, NEW BRUNS.WICK,

Lib.rary of Mechanics' Institute ... .
Natural History Society .......... .

1
1

ST. PAUL, M:INNESOT.A.

Minnesota Historical Society ...•••.
J. H. Kloos ...............•.......

7

Canadian Institute ........ _.... . .
Literary and Historical Society .. .
Ma.gnetic Observatory ........... .
Trinity College Library ... _... __ ..
University of Canada ........... .

15
1
9

1
5

TCSCALOOSA, ALABAMA.

4

University ...................... .

1

ST. TIIO:\US, WEST INDIES.
URBANA, OHIO.

Professor Krebs .................. .

1

University of Urbana ........ ~ ... .

1

SALEM, MASSACHUSETTS,
UTICA, NEW YORK.

Essex Institute ............. _..... .
Peabody Academy of Science ... _..
Dr. A. S. Packard ................ .
Professor F . W. Putnam .......... .
E. Morse ......................... .

62
35
9

American Journal of Insanity .... .
Coloriel E. Jewett._ ............. .

1
1

VANDALIA, ILLINOIS,

Tllinois Historical and Archreological Society .................•....

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA.

California Academy of Natural Sciences ...... .................... .
California Institution for Deaf and
Dumb ......................... .
James Behrens .•..•...............
II. G. Bloomer .................... .
Henry Bolander ... __ ............. .
R. E. C. Stearns ... _......•........
SAVANN.1UI, GEORGIA.

Historical Society of Georgia ..... .
SIIARON, CONNECTICUT.

John C. Smith .....•..............
SING 81 TG, NEW YORK.

Dr. G. J. Fisher .................. .
~PRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS.

Editor of Ma. onic Trowel. .. _..... .
Profes ·or II. A. Worthen._._ ....•..
STAUNTON, VIRGINIA.

Virrrinia Institution for Deaf and
Dumb ........•....•.....••.....

68 .

1
1
1

5
2

1

WASHINGTON, D. C.

American Annals of the Deaf and
Dumb ·........................ .
3 American Nautical Almanac ... _..
7 Bureau of Navigation ........... .
Bureau of Statistics ....... _..... .
Census Bureau .......... _..... _..
Department of Agriculture _..... .
2 Department of Education .... : . . .
Engineer Department ...........•.
General Land Office ...... __ ..... .
1 Hospital for Insane .............. .
Howard University ............ _..
Hydrogrnphic Office ....... _..... .
Interior Department ...... _. _.. _..
4 Library of Congress .......... _.. .
Light-House Board .•.......•.. _..
Mexican minister .... _..... __ ... _.
1 National Academy of Science .... ..
6 National Deaf'.-mnte College ...... .
Navy Department ............•...
President of the United States._ ..
Quartermaster General's Office ....
Ordnance Bureau .....•.... . ......
1· Secretary of the Navy ..••...•.•..

1
2
5
3
4

102
4
3
6

1
1
11
1

48
1
1

50

1
1
3

1
1
1

64

LITERARY AND SCIENTIFIC EXCHANGES.

Packages received from Europe, &c.-Continued.

Address.

ai

00

c+--1
0

4-<0

<l)

t.c

ot

o to
. d

Address.

zg

•

~

WASHDWTON, D.

c.-Continued.

Secretary of vV ar .... ·............. .
State Department ................ .
Surgeon General's Office . _........ .
Survey of North American Lakes .. .
Treasury Departmen~ ............. .
United States Boundary Commission ............................ .
United States Coast Survey ....... .
United States Nava.I Observatory .. .
United States Patent Office ....... .
Washington Public Schools ....... .
Professor S. l!'. Baird ............. .
Surgeon General Barnes .......... .
H. D. Barnard ................... .
S. M. Clark ...................... .
Professor J. H. C. Coffin .... _·..... .
·w. H. Dall. .. . ................... .
Admiral Davis ................... .
Dr. W. B. Drinkard .............. .
W. Ferrel ........................ .
W. Q. Force ...................... .
General J. C. Fremont ...•.........
Baron von.Gerolt ................. .
Professor T. Gill. ................. .
Dr. F. V. Haytlen ................. .
Dr. H::tyes ......... _.............. .
Professor J. Henry ............... .
]!.,_ B. Hough ..................·... .
Genera] A. A. Humphreys ......... .
Admiral S. P . Lee ................. .
L. W. Meech ................... ·.. .
F. B.Meek . ...................... .
Professor S. Newcomb ............ .
D. F. l\f. Otis ..................... .
Dr. G. A. Otis .................... .
Hon. Peter Parker ................ .
T. R. I eale ...................... .
Count de Ponrtales ............... .
Commodore Sands .....·........... .
Jo ph Saxton ................... .

~

11 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- i - - -

WASHINGTON, D.

6
3
95
1
1
l
48
97

c.-Continued.
l

Professor G. Schaeffer .. _........ .
Mrs. II. Schoolcraft .............. .
Cb:ules A. Schott ............. .'..
Hon. F. E. Spinner .............. .
Henry Ulke ..................... .
D. A. Wells ..................... .
Lieutenant Colonel Williamson .. .
Dr. J. G. Woodward ............. .

113

WATERVILLE, l\IAThTE,

.5
16

Waterville College •....... - ..... .

1
1
l

0~
,...., c:3

'7 0

2

2
1
5
•1
1
2

2

WESTERVILLE, OHIO.

3
5

Otterbein University ............ .

1
1
1

WEST POINT, NEW YORK.

1

1

URited States Military Academy ..

2

4
1

"\VILLIAMSBURG, VIRGIXIA.

5

Eastern State Lunatic Asylum ....

3°
1

1

WILMINGTON, DELA WARE,

28

1
1
1
1
15

3

W.M. Canby .................. ; ..
WINDSOR, NOVA SCOTIA.

1

Library ofKing'sCollege . .. : •.....

2

1
1
1
1

WL.'l"NEBAGO, ILL.lliOIS,

3

M. S. Bebb ................... -···

2

WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS.

1
2

American Antiquarian Society ..•.

Total adclres es of institutions ......... _............... _·_. _... :..............
Total addTC es of individuals ... _..... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

306
2Gl

=

Totnl 11nm l er of pa1 c ls to in titutions ......... _..... _..................... .. 2 ~ L•
Total numb r of parcels to individuals .......... ........................ - - -- -· ;--,
3, ; 05

LIST OF METEOROLOGICAL STATIONS AND OBSERVERS OF THE
SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION FOR THE YEAR 1870.
[B signifies Barometer; P, Psychrometer; T, Thermometer; R, Rain-gauge; N, no instrument.]
'.l3
,.:S

Station.

Name of observer.

ri,

·r.o

~
<l)

~

~~

a5

,..!::(s:::l

~bl)

.p t:l
a,.p

t:E
0

·a3

Q)

~

~

p:1

~

~

~

rfl

~-d

.:: <l)

0 p.

S'$
Q

•O

~

...

BRITISH AMERICA.

Stanbridge, Quebec . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Acadia College, Wolfville, N. S .
Ulifton, Ontario. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
St.John, New Brunswick.......
Winnipeg, Manitoba.... .... ... .

Gilmour, A.H. J'.... . ...
Hi ()'gins, Prof. D. F.. .. . .
J o~es, W. Martin. . . . . . .
Murdock, G.............
Stewart, J'ames.........

Feet.
222
TR
80 BP TR
. .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .
T
45 16 42
66 3 45
135 BP TR
49 52
97
650 BP TR
o
45 08
45 06

o
73
64 ~5

12
9

11

11
6

BERMUDA.

CenterSignalStation,St.George's RoyalEngineers,(inthe .............................. BPTR
Royal Gazette.)

12

MEXICO.

Mirador, Vera Cruz . .... ........ Sartorius, Dr. C ......•.. 19 15

96 25

3, 600 BP T R

12

87 15
87 10
87 41

300
TR
236 BPTR
500
TR

12
7
1
11
12

A.LAB.AMA.

Carlowville, Dallas Co ......... .
Selma, Dallas Co .. ............. .
Havana, Hale Co ... ............ .
Coatopa, Sumter Co ....... ..... .
:Near Elyton, Jefferson Co ...... .
Mobile, Mobile Co ............. .
Greene Springs School, Hale Co ..
Fish River, Baldwin Co ... ..... .

Alison, H . L., M . D ..... 32 10
Fahs, C. F., M. D . . . . . . . 32 30
Jennings, S. K., M. D ... 32 :10

~~r~
tff:M~~~·.l .~.::: :::::::::::: :88::::10::::::: ::::::
Taylor, L. B . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 41 34

TR
'l'R
TR
Tutwiler, H...... . . . . . . . 32 50
87 46
500 · TR
Vankirk, W. J' .. ................ ... ............. . .... . TR
14

2

12
12

ARKANSAS.

Mineral Springs, Hempstead Co. Bishop, H. ... .. . ........ 34
Fayetteville, Washington Co .... McClung, C. L .......... 36 2
Helena, Phillips Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . Russell, O. F. . . . . . . . . . . . 34 32 52

93
94 10
, 90 08 46

1,350

TR
TR
T

5
3

12

CALIFORNIA.

Visalia, Tulare Co ............. .
Monterey, Monterey Co . ....... .
Chico, Butte Co .. .............. .
Watsonville, Santa Cruz Co ... . .
Clayton, Contra Costa Co ..•.....
Benicia, Solano Co ............. .
Indian Valley, Plumas Co ... .. . .
Vacaville, Solano Co .. .... ..... .
Cab to, Mendocino Uo ..... ...... .

Blake, J . W .. ..... ~ ..... 36 35
119 17
......
Canfield, C. A., M. D.... 36
121 52
34
Cheney, W. F., M . D .... 39 44 45
121 44 37
150
Compton, A. J. M. D .... 36 56
. .. .. . . . . .. .
45
McClung, C. L ........ . . 37 56
121 40
76
Naval Hospital . ........ 38 06 19
122 15 19
2,954
Pulsifer, MaryE .. ............... .. ............. 3,280
Simmons, Prof. J". C ..... 38 21 21
121 58 23
175
Thornton, Dr. W. W .- . . . 40
125
1, 500

BPTR 12
BP TR .12
TR
11
TR
11
TR
4
B-T R
3
T
2
BT R
4
TR
12

COLORADO.

Denver, .Arapahoe Co ......•.... Byers,W.W.&S.T.Sopris 39 47

105 05

.

5, 350

TR

12

CO~"NECTICUT.

Ntrth Greenwich, Fairfield Co..
Sonthington, Hartford Co .. .... .
lfoldletown, Midcllesex Co......
Colebrook, Litchfield Co . . . . . . . .
Brookfield, Fairfield Co . . . . . . . . .
Col,runbia, Tolland Co . . . . . . . . . . .

Alcott, William P . . . . . .
And1·ews, L. . . .... . .....
J'ohnston, John . . . . . . . . .
Rockwell, Charlotte . . .
Roe, Rev. S. W. . . . . . . . . .
Yeomans, W. G... . .. . . .

41 5 30

73 41 40

300

.. .... ...... ............ ......
41 33
42
42 27
41 40

72
73
73
72

39
3
33
42

BT R
TR

205 B p TR
1, 210
TR
. 100
TR

3
9

TR

12
1i
12
12

TR
TR

12

T
TR

2
6

DELAWARE.

Dover, Kent Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bateman, J'. H.......... 39 10
Milior<l, Kent Co ........... .'... . Phillipps, Mrs. W. R.... 38 55

75 30
75 30

6

FLORIDA.

~te Spring, Ilamilton Co . ... . 1Adams, R. W .. ......... -·'··<··· ···· ............ ......
t. .Augustine, St John's Co..... Atwood, G. W. .• .•• . . . . 30
81 30
10

5s
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METEOROLO(HC.AL STATIONS AND OBSERVERS.
List of rneteorological stations and obser1:ers, <Jc.,for the year 1870-Continued.

·:=\

1
Station.

Nameofobserver.

!]

~]

~
FLORIDA-Cont'd.
Ja,cksonYille, Duval Co ........ .
Ocala, Marion Co ....... .. ...... .
Newport, Wakulla Co .......... .
Twelve miles north of Mosquito
Inlet, Volnsia Co.
Ora.nge Grove, Manatee Co ..... .
Manatee, Manatee Co .......... .
Port Oran~, Volusia Co . ...... .
Biscayne, lJade Co ........ ... .. .
Chattahoochee .Arsenal, Gadsden
Co.
Pilatka, Putnam Co, . .......... .

~;~t:;~j/~·.~:'.~:~::::

1;: ,~.;,.

i i!1

j

~

~

.~~.~<'_ . -~;. :. :~ ..

~

,z

-~e~~-- BPTTR1~

BC· eecber, Rev. C. . . . . . . . . 30 10
............. · · · ·
hamberlain, S. N . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
10

PTTRR
•

Clarke, W. J ............ 27 28
82 35
10
Coachman, B . .A ........ 27 30 ·
82 45
6
Hawks, Mrs. E. H .............................. ··- ·;·
1.,,
Hunt, W. H . . . . . . . . . . . . 25 45
80 16
Martin, M . ... . .. ····: ·· 30 48
84 4tl
180

TR
TR
T
TR
TR

Robinson, Gen'l G.D .... 29 36

81 37

152

I
1

PT R

5
5

g

1
6

11

GEORGIA.
St. Mary's, Camden Co ..........
Near Quitman, Brooks Co.......
.Atlanta, Fulton Co .... . ........
Columbus,Muscogee Co .... . ....
St. Mary's, Camden Co .. . . .. . . ..
Berne, Camden Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Penfield, Greene Co . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Barker, E .............. . 30 40 23
81 26 20
15
Cutt!'r, John L .......... 30 45
83 30 30
Deckner, F., and son . . .. 33 45
84
1,050
Fogarty,N'.J .............. .. ...................... . . .
Hillyer, H. L... . . . . . . . . . 30 50
81 40
25
Hillyer, H. L ............ . ........... . .......... - .... -Sanford, S. P .. ... ............ . ............... , ....... -

B

TR
TR
TR
TR
TR
TR
TR

1
1
3
9

12

ILLINOIS,
11
Elmore, Peorii Co ..... . ........ . A.clams, w. H · ·········· ·4·1··1·5······· ·8·9··1·5···· : ·· ··s50·
~
Pleasant Ridge, Bureau Co .. '. .. . .Aldrich, Verry . ... . . . . . .
4
Sandwich, De Kalb Co .......... .
Nd Eo 'X.. . . . . . . . 41 31
88 32
665 B
R
3
Elmira, Stark Co . ... ...... .. ... . B anc iar , ir . . . . . . . . . 41 12
90 1
B T
11
.Andalusia, Rock Isiland Co ..... . Bowa.ar, E . .,M.D . . .. 41 25
90 4
-·
12
440 -BPTR
Peoria., P eoria Co .............. . Bren e , F . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4Q 43
89 30
T
8
Stringfield, Sangamon Co ...... . rinkkr,rboff, G. W . ...... 39 48
89 33
T
1:.l
C ica~o, Cook Co ............... . B roo es, S . . . . • • . . . . . . . . 42
87
T
.Alto, Lee Co ... . .. . ............ . Carey, Daniel . . . . . . . . . . . 41 45
~
89
TR
1
Louisville, Clay Co ......... ... . . Chase, D. H., M. D ....... 38 40
88 30
TR
4
Havana, Mason Co ............. . Cochrane, J . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 20
89 50
475 T R
12
Decatur, Macon Co ......... : ... . Dudley, T....... . . . . . . . . 39 40
89 10
TR
H
:Mount Sterling, Brown Co . .... . Duncan, Rev. .A ........ . 40
91 15
'l' R
Golconda, Pope Co ............ •. Eldredge, W. V... . . . . . . . 37 41
88 46
TR
H9
735
5
Pana, Christian Co ............. .
T
Near South Pass, Union Co ..... .
Gramesly,
C
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
39
31
88
14
.
.
.... T R
Charleston, Coles Co ............ .
90 14 36
...... B)fT R 12
Manchester, Scott Co ........... . graff.t, J. and C. W ...... 39 33
1
Wapella, D e Witt, Co ........... .
H
Quincy, .Adams Co ............. . H~~r~!Jot.s_:::::::::: :~
Mattoon, Coles Co ...... ........ . H enry, W. E . . . . . . . . . . . . 39 29 10. 5 45 20 38
740 TR
1.
88 31
780
~a~enf<o' M_c Henry Co ......... . James, I. W ............. 42 13
3
a er oo, Monroe Co ........... . Jozefe,C.,M.D ... . ..... 38 30
90 30
··aoo.BfTR l:!
Chicago, Cook Co ............... . L:mgguth, J. G.... . . . . . . 42
87 30
R 12
Galesburg, Knox Co ........... . Livingston, Prof. W..... 40 55
90 25
··
l:.
570 · B/lR
Evanston, Cook Co ............. . Marcy, Prof. Oli-:ver . . . . . 42 1
87 38
p TR l:.
.Augusta, Ilancock Co ... ..... .. . Mead, S. B . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40· 10
91
TR
l:?
Ottawa, La Salle Co ............ . Merwin, Mrs. E. H . . . . . . 41 20
88 47
TR
1_
810
Bclvider , Boone Co . . . ......... . Moss,G.B ......... ... .. 4215
88 47
T
l:!
JI DD pin, Putnam Co ......... . Osl.Jorn, N ............... 41 30
89 20
TR
quawka, Ilcnderson Co ....... . Patt rson, H. N . . . . . . . . . 41 8
90 30
T R - ll
. ;; ear Wyanet, Bureau Co ...... . Pt'.lt~· E. S. and Miss 41 30
89 45

~fno1,

6

······

¥f

i~~~~a!·:J'.\f::::::::: .~~-~~-~~-·- .~~.. ~...... ......

~!

.Aurora, Kane Co ............... . Spaulding, .A. and Mrs.
E.D.
Dub is, Wa hington Co ........ . , pencer, W. C .. ........ .
EIIin_glrnm, Effingham Co ... .... . Thompson, W., M. D . . . .
Winn b, ~· "Winn bago Co . .... . Tolman, J. W. and Miss.
"\Vanmw, anc ck Uo .. ........ . Whitaker, B ............

41 45
38
39
42
40

14

3
17
20

l~"DW"A,

38 46
38 0
37 47

39 48

g~ gJ

88 22

~

:rn

1•
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METEOROLOGICAL STATIONS AND OBSERVERS.
List of meteorological stations and observers, <fc., for the year 1870-Contiuued.
:;l

~

,.ci"g
t:: ....

Name of observer.

Station.

c5

0

~

L,Dlli'\'A-Continued.
Knightstown , Rush Co ....... . . .
Merom, Sullivan Co .......... -..
Muncie, Delaware Co .......... .
Rensselaer, Jasper Co . . . . . . .. .. .
Columbia City, Whitley Co ... .. .
Merom, Sullivan Co ....... .... . .
La Fa.vette, Tippecanoe Co ..... .
Fort Wayne, Allen Co . .. ...... .
Kentland, Newton Co .. ........ .
.A.urorn, Dearborn Co ......... .. .
Harveysburg, Fountain Co .... . .
.Annapolis, Park Co ..... . .. ... . .
Indianapolis, Marion Co ... ... .. .

-~A

ct> c5
-'"i::l
...:,;:I
en...:,
Cl)

~

•

j

-+al

..cl

b,()

·a3
p::i

11
0'1
Feet.
39 46
85 24
800
39 05
87 40
40 12
85 16
725
40 56
87 13
41 10
85 30
39 05
87 40
.. . . ..
.. . . . . ..... . . .. .. . .... .. .. .. ..
41
85
800
40 56
87 12
725
39 5 54
84 54
509
39 55
87 40
-............... - - . . . . . . . . . . . .
39 47
87 6
698

00

A

.Q

s

0

Cl)

;:I

~

~

•

...:>'"i:;l

A C1l
p,-

s·$0

~~

·o

Deem, D ... ...•.....•....
Holmes, T. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Kemper, G. W. H., M . D
Lou~hridge, J. H., M. D
McCoy, Dr. F. and Miss
McHenry, B. F . ...... ...
Newton, J. W...........
Robertson, R. S..........
Spitler, D ........... . .. .
Sutton, G ........... .. ..
Williams, Mrs. B. C . .. ..
Williams, Mrs. B. C . - ...
·woolen, Dr. G. V., and
others.

BPTR 12
T R
9
TT RR
5
"
9
'I.' R
11
TR
2
BT R
TR
2
TR
2
BPTTRR 12
"
9
T R
2
BP TR 11

IOWA.

Boonesborough, Boone Co . .... .
Vawter'R Grove, Adair Co .... . . .
Mount Vernon, Li.nu Co .... .... .
Webster City, Hamilton Co .. .. .
Guttenherl{, Clayton Co .... . ... .
Near Algona, Kossuth Co ...... .
N~ar Newton, Jasper Co .. ..... .
Clinton, Clinton Co ..... . .. .... . .
Waukon, Iowa Co ............. .
Dubuque, Dubuque Co ... ...... .
West Union, Fayette Co ....... .
Near Fort Madi~on, Lee Co .... . ,
Grant Cit_y, Sac Co ....... ...... .
Monticello, Jones Co ........... .
Sac City, Sac Co .......... . __ ... .
Iowa City, Johnson Co ......... .
Waterloo, Black Hawk Co ..... .
Harris Grove, Harrison Co . . . . . .
Near Rolfe, Pocahontas Co .... . .
'.Mineral Ridge, Boone Co ....... .
Spring Grove, Hardin Co .... .. . .
The Woodlands, Floyd Co . ... .. .
Muscatine, Muscatine Co ...... .
Independence, Buchanan Co ... .
Nta; Independence, Buchanan

Babcock, E ......... . .. .. 42
93 14
Bryant, Mrs. J . A . . . . . . . 41 20
94 3)
Collin, Prof. A _. _.. . . . . . 42
91 30
Croft, Clayton I. ... _... ·. 42 30
94
Dickenson, J. P . . . . . . . . . 43
90 50
Dorweiler, P ............ 43
94 26
Failor, A ................ 42
94
:B'arnsworth,P.J .... .. .. 4147
9010
Hancock, E . M. . . . . . . . . . . ...... .. .. __ ...........
Horr, Asa, M.D - ·· ·· ··- 42 30
90 39 51
McClintock, F .... _. ... . 42 58
91 50
McCready, D . ...... _... _ 40 37
91 28
Miller, E . and R ......... 42 16
94 57 36
Moulton, M. M ....... .. _ 42 15
9115
Nelson,D.B ............ 42 20
95
Pai:vin,Prof.T.S ....... 413653
913010
Steed, T _. - - - .. - . . ... _. . . 42 30
92 30
Stern, Jacob F ...... .. _. 41
95
Strong, Oscar I.... . ..... 42 50
94 34
Sullivan, Z. T . . . . . . . . . . . 42 6
93 40
Townsend, N . _. .... .. _. 42 32
93 20

:;~~~~Ji<:::::::::::
!i 25
Warne, G., M. D .. -.... _ 42 25

iii92 0206

Wheaton, Mrs. D. B. _... 42 29 25

91 50 08

Whitesboro, Harrison Co . ..... . Witter, D. K. and M. E. 41 38
.Algona, Kossuth Co ........ .. .. . Warrcn,J.H ..... .... .. 43 05
Bow~n's Prairie, Jones CQ ...... . Woodworth, S .......... 42 15

TR
T R
T
T
690
T
1,500
'l'
TR
630, TR
. ... _, T R
666 BPTR
1, 300, BTTRR
1,160
1, 500

TR
800
TR
900
TR
...... BPTR
T
928
TR
1, 000
T R
1, 200
T R
T R

12
11
12
10
12
8
1
12
9
11
12
12
11
12
5
12

B
12
2
3

9
12

582
940

B~R
BT R
TR

800

B TR

12

TR
TR
TR

12
1
5

R
TR
TR
TR

5

95 40
94 15

TR

T

3

12
12

12
11

KANSAS.

Olathe, Johnson Co .....•........ Beckwith, W ..... .•·....
Near Ames, Story Co . ........... Cotton, J. M ·.. ... .. .....
Williamstown, Jcffurson Co ..... Cotton, J.M., and E.
Adams.
Burlington, Coffey Co ....... - ... Crocker, A ........ .. ... .
Crawfordsville, Crawford Co . _.. Daniels, P ..... .... ......
Neosho Falls, Woodson Co ..... . Groesbeck, Mrs. E.W ...
Atchison, Atchison Co ....••... . Ilorn, Dr. II. B. and
Miss 0.
Baxter Springs, Cherokee Co ... _ Ingraham and Hyland ..
D:ilass, Butler Co . ............ Lamb, Dr.W.M ..... ...
M
attan, Riley Co ..... • . ..... Mudge, Prof. B. I!' .••••..
Near Leroy, Cofl:ey Co._ ....•.... Shoemaker, J. G ... ... ..
Lawrence, Douglass Co .... __ ... Snow, Prof.F. H . ... ....
Lea,cnworth, Leavenworth Co .. Stayman, Dr. J ..........
Paola, Miami Co . ..........•.... Wal rad, L. D .....•......
Holton, Jackson Co .....• _...... _ Walter ,Dr. J ..........
Council Grove, Morris Co ........ Woodworth, A ..........

38 50
42
39

94 30
93 30
95 30

790

38 OB
37 53
37
39 42

95 27
94 85

825

--95-----···-- ------

37
37
39
38
38
39
38
39
38

03
33
12
06 28
55
20
30
27
40

1,000

94
97
96
95
95
94
95
95
96

37
03
40
27 39
15
33
30
10
30

TR
TR
BTR
BTR
850 BPTR
787
TR
TR
1,172
'l'
TR
1,300

5
4
12

12
6

12
4

12
12

12
12 ·
12

KEXTUCKY.

Danville, Bile Co .... : • . . . . . . . .
Louisville, ·efferson Co .........
PineGrove.ClarkCo . ...... . .. .
Arcadia, Lincoln Co.............
pringdale, Jefferson Co .........

Bic1alty, 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 37 40
84 30
900
Blackburn,Dr.C.B ........... ........................
Martin,Dr.S.D ........ 38 04
............ 978
Shriver, IL............. 37 34
84 30
900
Young, Mrs. L ...•.•.•.. 38 06 55
85 24 13
570

BT R
BPTR
BPTR
BP TR
B p TR

9
1

12
11
12
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METEOROLOGICAL STATIONS AND OBSERVERS.
List of meteorological stations and observers, <Jc., for the _year 1870-Continued.

Station.

Name of ebserver.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 11- - - - - - - - - - l - - - - - ~ - - - --!-- - - - - - LOUISIANA,
0

AnchoragePlantat:n,BossierPar
P onchatoula, Tangipahoa Par...
N ew Orleans, Orleans Par ... _...
Cheneyville, Rapides Par . __ ... _

Carter, J. H .....·........
Collins,, H. C __ .. ___. ___ .
Foster, Captain R. W ....
Jackson, R. S .... _... _.

I

Feet.

II

32 30
30 30

93 45
90. 20

T

II

.. _. - . B T R
_______________ ... _____ . _____ . BT R
31
92 20
T

ll
9

MAINE.

Houlton,.Aroostook Co. __. _____ _ Fernald, C. H . _. _.. __ . _. 46 07
Orono, Penobscot Co _______ .. __ . Fernald, M. C. ------ - - .. 44. 53 10
Gardiner, Kennebec Co ... _.. _.. Gardiner, R. H . . _.. ____ . 44 O 55
Cornish, York Co .. - _.. _____ . __ . Guptill, G. W. __. __ .. __ . 43 40
Lh•bon, Androscoigin Co. __ . __ _ Moore, Asa P. __ . ___ __ . . 44
Stan1lish, Cum ber1ancl Co. __ . ... _ Moulton, J. P _______ . __ . 43 45
Steuben, Washington Co. __ .. __ . Parker, J. D _..... ___ .· __ 44 31 21
Mount Desert, Hancock Co .. ... Parker,J.D ............ ____________
·wrniamsburg, Piscataquis Co._. Pitman, Edwin .. _.. _._ .. 45 21
Oxford, Oxford Co ... ___ __ .. _... . Smith, H. D . . __ . __ ____ __ 44 08
Surr.v, Hancock Co. - _........ __ . ~ipp, OscarH __________ ·44 30
est, Silas. ___ ....... _.. 43 33
Cornish, York Co ...... _.... : .. .
West Waterville, Kennebec Co .. Wilbur, Benjamin F _. _. 44 30·

67 49 24
68 38 57
69 45 50
70 44
70 4
70 30
67 37 34

470
T R
H
1:34 BP TR e
. _- .. - BP T R 1;!
800
TR
1:
130
TR
~
280
TR
1
50
'I.' R
4

........... . ______
69
70
68
70
69

71

33
30
50
46

59
78..

TR
T .R
TR
BT'I~R
TR

11

e

6
1:
1~

MARYLAND.

Fallston, Ha;i:forcl Co ..... __ .... .
Annapolis, Anne Arundel Co .. .
Frederick, Frederick Co . __ .. __ .
Emmittsbur_z, Frederick Co . . .. .
Woodlawn, cecil Co .. _.... .. . _.
St. Mary's Uity, St. Mary's Co ..
Woodstock College, Baltimore Co
MASSACIIUSETTS,

Curtis, G. G .... __ ..... _.
Goodman, W. R -- ------ ·
Hanshew, H.K. _.. _. ... _.
,Tourdan, Prof. C. H .. __ .
McCormick, J. O. __ .. _..
Stephenson, R ev. J ... _..
Valentine, A . X .. _. __ ...

39 30
38 58
39 24
39 40

39 38
38 10
39 55

76 29
77 26 30
77 20
76 04
76 30
76 52

300
TR
20 BPTR l:?
______ BTR
6
______ BPTR 1~
BTR I~
45
TR
400
TR
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METEOROLOGICAL STATIONS AND OBSERVERS.

List of inet,eorological stations and observers, jc., for the year 18?0- Continued.

~....... o5
Station.

Name of observer.

2

..

"S'n

§

06
.......
.._,
..., p

.a'g

t:-+"
0

~1::.0

W+>

"$
~

;;)

~

~

sp
~;:::.

H

(/)

.a .
~~
0;...

s·ol
<)

~8

- - - --

MINNESOTA.
0

Afton, Washingtou Co .. ... .... .
:llinneapolis, Hennepin Co ......
Madelia, Watonwan Co .........
St. Paul, Ramsey Co .............
White Earth Reservation, Becker Co.
KewUlm,Brown Co ...... ... .. .
Litchfield, Meeker Co ...... . ...
Beaver Bav, Lake Co .... .. . . .. ..
Sibley, Sibley Co . ... ... ........ .
Koniska, McLeod Co .... .. . . ....

I

Babcock, Dr.& Mrs. B.F.
Cheney, vVm ........ .. ..
Murphy, W. W . - - - . .. - .
Paterson, Rev. A. B . ....
Pyle,Dr. D . . ...........

44
44
44
44
47

Roos, Chas ............ ..
Wadsworth, H. L .... . .
Wieland, C ..... ... .....
Woodbury, C.W. & C. E.
Young,T.M .. . .... .... .

44
45
47
44
45

Abernethy, W. M .......
Bowden, L . A ..... .. . ...
Coleman, T . B .......... .
Florer, T. W., M. D .....
Jackson, R. S .. ..........
Keenan, Miss W . E . A . .Lull,Jas. S ...........•.

35
32 4:'i
34 40
32 25

II

50
48
54 46
50
46
12
12
31
10

0

I

II

Feet.

93
93 10
94 30
94 4 54
95

950
TR
856· BPTR

94 26
94 45
96 19
!J,1 25
!J4 20

821
657

90
89 15

434
550

800

7

N

TR
TR
T

12

TR
TR

12

12

3
6

TR

J2

TR
TR

12
11

TR
TR
TR

11

MISSISSIPPI.

Early Grove, Marshall Co .......
Philadel hia, Neshoba Co_ ......
Nearllo11lySrings, Marshall Co .
Marion, Lau erdale Co . ... .. ....
Clinton, Hinds Co .. _..... _. . . .. .
Near Brookhaven, Lawrence Co.
Columbus, Lowndes.Co .. ... .....
Natchez, Adams Co._ .. _. _......
Brookhaven, Lawrence Co .... ..
Grenada, Yalabusha Co .. .......
Grenada, Yalabusha Co ... . _. ...
Fellowship, Jasper Co ... ... .....

··----- -·-- ·----88 05
83
-- -------- -- "90"40··- --- -----31 34
::15 30

31 34
:~~;:?±1:::::::::::::
31 37
Payne, John S . ........ . 33 45

Ringgold, R. S., M. D .... 33 45 ·
Robmson, Rev. E. S ..... 32

88 29
91 24 42
90 15
90
90
85

TR

BTR
TR
227 BTR
BTR
430
'.rR
TR
TR
285 BPTR

1
7
4
1
12
12
5
7
6
1
11

:mssoum.
St. Joseph, Buchanan Co ........
Harrisonville, Cass Co ........ ..
Jefferson City, Cole Co_ .. . __ . ...
Allentown, St. Louis Co . .. . _. ...
Warrensburg, •Johnson Co __ ... _
Oregon, Holt Co ._ .. _. __. ..... __.
Cave Spring Academy, Greene Co
Corning, Ho! t Co .. _.... _... ... ..
Bolivar, Polk Co . _.. ___ .. __ .. __ .
Rolla, Phelps Co ... . _.. .... .... .
Kansas City, Jackson Co .... . ...
Hematite, j'efferson Cci. _. __ .. _..
St. Louis, St. Louis Co._ .........

Bullard, Rev. H ......... 39 45
Christian, J olm .... . ... . - - - - - - - ----DeWyl,N .. . .......... . 38 20
Fendler, Aug . . ... . .. __. 38 29
Hall,S.K . .... ... .. .... . 38 45
Kaucher, Wm .......... 39 58 40
McCord, R. H ........... 37 30
Martin, Horace .. ... . ... 40 20
Race, Jas. A . . .. ....... . 37 30
Rug~les, H ____ . ..•..... 37 38
Salisbury, S. W . .... . ... 39 5
Smith,John M .. .. .... . . 38 11
Stuntebeck, Rev. F. H . _ 38 37 28

94 53

--92-- -------90
93
95
93
95
93
91
94
90
90

45
40
10
30
30
20
33
40
37
15

... ----

TR
TR

BT
650
482 BPTR
600
B
1,100 BPTR
1,000
710
475
470

TR
TR
TR
TR
BT
TR
BP'.rR

6
9
12
12

1
12

1
6
1
12
11

12
12

MONTANA.

Missoula, Missoula Co .... __ ..... Reinhard, J. P., and J. 46 45
M. Menesin"er.
Deer Lodge City, Deer Lodge Co. Stuart, Granville........ 46 40

113 45

3,900

T

112 40

4,240

TR

3

12

NEBRASKA.

Richland, Washington Co ..... . .
X_ear Bellevue,.Sarpy Co ... . ... .
Lmcoln, Lancastel' Co .... ... - - . .
Blackbird Hills, Burt Co . ...... .
Nebraska City, Otoe Co ........ .

Bowen, John S ... ...... .
Caldwell, Mrs. E. E ... .
Goodrich, G. A ........ . .
Ilamilton, Rev. W ..... _
P ottenger, J.M., and P.
Zahner.
~e Soto, Washington Co _... . .. . Seltz, Chas . .. . ..... ... .
,: ewcastle, Dixon Co . .......... . Smith, L. II ..•. ..... . . . .

41
41
40
42
40

22
08
55
10
42

41 50
43

96
95
96
96
95

12

1,350

46
52

1,647

45

1,225

96
97 20

975

3
12
2
12
. 12

11
8

NEW ll.A.M PSHIRE.

Tamworth, Carroll Co .. ____ ....
." tratford, Coos Co . ~ _. . . . . . . . . . .
Dunbarton, Merrimack Co . . . . . .
~·alisbury, Merrimack Co .. __ ....
• nth Antrim, Hillsbol'o Co .....
Whitefield, Coos Co. __ .. ____ . . _.
."belburne, Coos Co ... _.. . . . . . . .
Concord, Merrimack Co ......•..

Brewster, Alfred. _.. __ ._ 48 48
Brown, Branch._ .... ___ . 44 40
Colby, Alfred .......... _ 43 06
Couch, E. D ... _......... 43 23
Ilur!in, Rev. W _....... _____ _.......
Kidder, L. D ___ ...... ___ 44 20
Odell, F. _.. _______ ...... 44 23
Wheeler, John T ... _.... 43 12

71 18
71 07
1, 000
71 35
730
71 20
500
__________ __ _____ _.
71 15
71 6
700
71 29
550

TR
TR
TR
T
N
TR
BT
T

12
12

rn

4
12
12
2

4

NEW JERSEY.

Chr. terTownsbip Burlington Co J3eans, Thomas J .. _..•.. 39 59
74 54
TR
Haddonfield, Camden Co .....•. _ Boadlo, J., andJ. L. Lip- _...•..•.. _..•. ___ ..•...... _.. PTR
pincott.

12
12
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METEOROLOGICAL STATIONS AND OBSERVERS.
List of meteorological stations and observers, g-e., for the yea1· 1870-Continued.

Name of observer.

Station.

- - - - - - - - - - - - -1-- - - - - - - - - l e - - - - - l - - - - - -l - - - - - - - ~

NEW JERSEY-Cont'd.
Paterson, Passaic Co .. ....... . .
South Orange, Essex Co .. .. ... _.
Trenton, Mercer Co .......... _.
Newfield, Gloucest er Co ..... . . .
Lesser Cross Roads, Somerset Co
New Brunswick, Middlesex Co ..
Vineland, Cumberland Co ..... .
Camden, Camden Co .. _........ .
N ew German town, Hunterdon Co
Rio Grande, Cape May Co ..... .
Greenwich, Cumberland Co . . .. .
Newark, Essex Co ............. .

Brooks, William __ ...•..
Chandler, W.J.,M_D ___
Cook, E. R ... _. __ ... _. _.
Couch, E. D .. __ .... __ . _.

I 40O

'

"

0

'

"

Feet.

55
40 44 25
40 14
39 30

74 10
60
TR
·-- -----··· · ·--- ·· PTR
74 46 30
60 B ~ R
74 50
lSO

42 40
39 16
39 20
40 45

74
74
75
74

ir1~;~:4.r::;;;; : ~ :: ::>::; ;:~; ~~J:,i

Noll,.A. B.:_·--··-··-·-·
Palmer, Mrs. J. R ... ___ .
Sheppard, Mi,;s R. C _. _.
Whitehead, W.A . ......

45
42
25
10

·-···- BTR
T R
30 B PT R
35 RTR

I

1:

ill~

NEW YORK.

73 53 22
180
T R
12
.Ardenia, Philipstown,Putnam Co .Arden, T. B...... . . . . . . . 49 20 22
... __. ··-··. 86
TR
12
Milo, Yates Co . .... ............ . Baker, G.D . . __. __ · · · ·- - 42 30
12
South Trenton, Oneida Co ..... . Barrows, Captain S . _.. . 43 10
74 56
835
1
77 26
32.7
11
Palermo, Oswego Co ........... . nartlctt, E. B. ..... _. ___ . 43 26
Mina ville, Montgomttry Co .... . . Bussing-,J. W--· ·--··--· 42 54
7415
TR
12
Lockport, Niagara Co .. .... .... . Clark,B. W _--· · ·. ··-. __ 43 9
79
'I..' R ·
5
:Fort Edward, Washington Co .. . Cooley, Prof. J. S. __ •. _. . 43 13
73 42
BBTTR
78 20
l, 500
12
Little Genesee, .Allegany Co ... . Edwards, D .. _____ . __ . _. 42 O 15
77 51
525 BTR
Rochester, Monroe Co .. - ....... . Fiske,W.M.L.,M.D_._ 43 8
Bannerville, Schoharie Co ...... . France,G. S ·---·· · ---·-- 42.38
·1·4--·1··--··-l,20960 BTTPR I 4
11
Newburgh, Orange Co ......... . Gardiner, J. H _... _. ___ . 41 30 53
76 3
350
T R
l:!
D epauville, Jefferson Co ....... . Haas, H - . - - - - . __ . __ . __. 44 10
Hudson, Columbia Co .......... . Hachde!1bkerg, G.P.,M.D 42 14
73 46
- · ---- PTTRR
I~
74 2
150
N ear Kingston, on the Hudson, H en no s, D. B . ... __ . _. 41 50
Ulster Co.
Nichols, Tioga Co .............. . Howcll,R. · --···-···-· - · 42.
76 32
·- ---·
T
12
North .Argyle, Washington Co .. Hunt,G. W. ····-·--··-- 43 18
72 29
290 B TR
1
73 21 3
400
T R
South Hartford, Washington Co. Ingalsbe, G. M . _• _____ . _ 43 18
Buffalo, Erie Co .... . ... . _...... . Ives, W -. -·-··- ·---······ 42 50
78 56
600 BT R
Newark Valley, Tioga Co . .. ... . Johnson,Rev.S.W-·-·· - ·-----····-- ···- · -·----- - - ---- Tlt
New York, New York Co .. .. . . . Joy, Prof~ C. .A _-· . . .. _.. 40 43
74 5
160 BP TR
Cooperstown, Otsego Co .. _. __ .. K eese, G. Pomeroy _.... _ 42 50
74 54
1, 200
TR
74 l 33
54 B TR
Flatbusb,Kings Co ··-··-·-··-- · Mack,E. T-·······---·-· 40 37 17
Brooklyn, Kings Co . __ ._._ .. _. __ Maille,1. P ... - ......... -- .. -- 40 40
73 56
125 B PTR l~
76 30
.
250 B TR
Oswego,Oswego Co···-- -···- ·-- Malcolm, W. S ___ .... __ . 43 28
New York, New York Co ... ___ . Marsh, Mrs. M. M _. _. __ . 40 42 ·
74 1 9
25 BP T n
6
Rochester, Monroe Co_ . __ .... . _.
Brooklyn, Kings Co.-·- - __ · ·-·-BPlR/
Leyden, Lewis Co. __ _._ .. _.. __. .
c __ ·---·-· 43 32' 30
75 24
__ :ioz" BJR
11
Farmingdale, Queens Co ... _- , -.
0
~ ~o 45
43.i
T
J:!
~hrog's Neck, Westchester Co_. M~~~:fs,'Mfs!nE_:::: ::: ::
73 56 30
165 IlPTR l:!
:New York, ew York Co--· -··· Mon-is, Prof. O. W -···-- 40 50 25
74 l
56 BT R
cw York, ew York Co. -· ···- Naval Hospital ....... __ 40 41 31l
CentralPark, New York Co . ....
orth Volney, Oswego Co __ .. _.
--·~~.BPf
;Joan ville, hoharie Co- __ .. _.. Potter,G.W .. . ........ _ 4241
7431
----·- TR
11__
75 29
13 TR
:rouv rucur, St. Lawrence Co __ . Rus ell, C. II _____ ...... _ 44 19
1
llrookhaven, Suffolk Co _...•.... Smith, E. .A., and 40 49
72 36
13 T R
daughters.
1:.
azrnovia, Madison Co .... _..... Soul , Prof. W . . . . . • . . . . 42 55
75 46
l, 260
B T
1:.
Ou i<la, Madison Co._ ..... __ . __ . pooner, Dr. S ....• _. ___ . 43 4
75 50
500
TR
<:aldw •ll,. ,Varrcn Co ...... _.... _ Strong, .A. M ...••• _.. • • • 43 24
'12 46
300
PT R.
Luzrrne, Wart·en o __ . __ ...... . trong,.A.M_ ........... --· -·--····- ··-·---·-··· -···-- BPTil 4
Ya,;. ar olJ " , Poughkeepsie, Swallow, Miss ... _.... ___ 41 40 50
42 55 33
BT r.
Dutc-h
o.
Waterhnf/.th, Tompkins Co _.. _. Trowbridrre, D _....... . . 42 30
n 15
ti<-a, On i<la 'o. -·. __... _. _. _•. William, J. Gilbert .... . 43 10
74 51
\\'hit Plains, W tch ste1· Co .. Willis,
O. R., and 41 5
73 40
claught rs.
W oster, C. .A ....•.•••• _ 44 30
75 41
Ya! , Walter D .... .... _ 43 40
75 3;.

:J f

I

ii
li
fg

:::t:;,~.i-~~:~:::::: -~~--~---·-· -~~-~~--·· · -·~~:cntf:r°i
!~ !i fg

g~;i::~'{;,o?,M:: ::: ::::: : -~~. ~~- ~~·--.~~- ~~-~~...
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METEOROLOGICAL. STATIONS AND OBSERVERS.
LiBt of meteorological stations and observers, cj·c., fo1· the yem· 1870-Continued.
j

·So
A

0

Station.

Name of observer.

..... 'O
-<" p

:rl""'
~

NORTH CAROLINA-Cont'd.
.Attaway Hill, Stanly Co . .......
Near Raleigh, Wake Co... ......
Chapel Hill, Orange Co . . . . . . . . .
Kenansville, Duplin Co ....... .

"'
..:::.
-+"'O

A

ai

a;,

fo
.Q.)

IJ:1

o
o , 11
Feet.
Kron, F. J. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35 25
80 ~
~~~
78 4v
Murr1ock, W. H..... ... . 36 37
Patrick, Prof. D. S ............................... - -.. .
Sprunt, Rev. J.M....... 34 53
75 3
40

sp
~

A

0

.

i::i
H

a;,

t>

!:I''"'a;,
<:.)

z;.,

•a;,

--- TR
R
T
BT

12
1
5
5

OHIO.
1,169
TR
83 45
Bellefontaiue, Logan Co ........ . Barringer, W .. ....... .. 40 23
961 BPTR
80 45
:Kew Lisbon, Columbiana Co ... . Benner, J. F., and W.R. 40 45
Smiley.
555
TR
40 30
82
Quaker Ridie, Morgan Co ..... .
82 40
660
TR
North Fairfield, Huron Uo . .... .
41 8
TR .
700
83 40
Bowling Green, Wooil Co ... ... . Clarke, J ............... 41 22
1,000 BPTR
Gambier, Knox Co ...... ...... . . Comptuo, F., and others 40 20 30
·----------555
Bethel, Clermont Co ............ : Crane, G. W . ........... 3[)
84
TR
Steubenville, J efferson Co ..... . Doyle, J oseph B . . ....... 40 45
BTR
80 47
600 BPTR
Little Mountain, Geauga Co .... . Ferriss, E. J ........... . 41 38
81 16
800
College Hill, llamilton Co . ..... . Hammitt, John W ...... 39 19
70 14 45
TR
Cinciunati , Hamilton Co ....... . Harper, G. W .. . ........ 39 6
84 29
------ BTR
l\resterville, F ranklin Co ....... . Haywood, Prof. ,J . ...... 40 4
BP TR
83
Springfield, Clark Co ........... . Hachenberg, G. P ., M. D. ----- -·------ BPTR
·si· i5····· ·. ---Oberlm, Loraine Co .. .......... . H errick, L ..... ... ...... 41 20
800
TR
Wooster, Wayne Co .......... . Hoover,W ............ .. 40 49
872
81 55
TR
Kelle_y's Island, Erie Co ........ . Huntingdon, G. C ....... 41 35 44
587 BTR
82 42 32
Cleveland, Cu.vahoga Co ....... . H yde, G. A . ... . ........ 41 30
80 40
B'l'R
Edgerton , Williams Co ......... . Knight, A . B ....... .... . 41 32
831
83 45
TR
Ox.ford, Butler Co .............. . McFarlan cl, Prof. R. W .. 39 30
950 13PTR
84 46
Ripley, Hm·on Co .. ... . . . ...... . Marah, Mrs. M . M ....... 41
965 BPTR
82 30
Ilillsboro, Ilighland Co ......... . Mathews, J. McD ....... 39 13
---· -- ···-·· ------ BP'l'R
UartLagena, Mercer Co . ........ . Muller, Dr. R ........... 40 28
84 33
------ BPTR
North 13ass Island, Ottawa Co .. . Morton, GeorgeR., M. D . 41 36
82 41 53
------ --- ----·
Gilmore, Tuscarawas Co ....... . Moore, S.M .... ........ . 40 18
1,180
8118
T
Margaretta Township, Erie Co .. Neill, Thomas ........... 41 27
82 46
----- - BPTR
Jacksonburg, Butler Co ........ . Owsley, J.B., M. D ..... 39 30
84 17
1,152
TR
Cincinnati, Hamilton Co . ..... . . Phillips, R. C . . ......... ............. ------------ ------ BTR
Salem, Columbiana Co .... .... . . Pollock, R ev. J.E . ...... 40 54
81
950
TR
Gallipolis, Gallia Co ............ . Rodfrs, Alexander P .. 39
82
600
TR
Kenton, llardin Co .. .......... . . Smit , C.H., M. D . ..... ---- ·--- -- -· -- -----·-··- 543
TR
.A~ams ~ills, Muskingum Co .. . Stillwell, C. A ........... 40 5
82
900 PTR
M1lnersv1lle, Guernsey Co . ... .. . Thompson, l{ev. D ...... 40 10
81 45
TR
New Birmingham, G1iernsey Co. Thompson, R ev . D ...... ............. ---· ·- ···--· ·-- --- TR
Toledo, LueasCo . .............. . Trembl'.7., ,J.B., M. D ... 41 38
83 30
BTR
Mount .Auburn, Hamilton Co .. . White, .II . ........... . -- ------ ---- --- ----·--- · 1,000 BPTR
Williamsport, Pi~lrnway Co .. .. . Wilkinson, J. R . ........ 39 37 4
83 7 30
TR
Urbana, Champawn Co ....... . . Williams, Prof. M. G .... 40 6
83 43
1,015 BTR
Wooster, Wayne Co . ...... .. ... . Winger,M ............. . 40 48 47
81 '55 37
872
TR

~:~~~::~i. ~: .f: :::::::::

6
3
8
12
10
11
12
12
. 12
12
10
12

5
11

2
12
12
2
12

5
12
4
12
5
12
12
12
12
8
12
7
4
8
6
12
6
12
6

OREGON.
Portland, Multnomah Co ........ Gilliland, S. W., & J. S. 45 31 15
Ried.
.
Eola, Polk Co . . . ................ Pierce, Thomas ......... 44 57
Astoria, Clatsop Uo ............. Wilson, Louis ...... ..... 46 11 28

122 26 6

45 BPTR

11

123 05
123 49 32

500
TR
52 BPTR

12
6

PENNSYLY ANIA.
P~ttsbu,r~, .Alleghany Co .... ... .
Tioga, I10ga Co ..... . .. ....... .
Carlisle, Cumberland Co . ...... .
Plymouth Meeting, Montgomery
Co.
Ashland, Schuylkill Co ... ...... .
Pocopson, Chester Co .......... .
Dyberry, Wayne Co .. .. .•..... .
Barrisuurg, Dauphin Co ..... .. .
Near Pennsville, Clearfield Co . .
Blooming Grov , Pike Co . ..... .
Fallsington, 13ueks Co ...... .. . .
'l'amaqua, cbuylkill Co .. ..... .
Hazleton, Luzerne Co .. .. ...... .
Mount ,Joy, Lancaster Co ...... .
Ashland, 'chuylkill (Jo ........ .
Brownsville, ll''ayctto Co . ...... .
L ewiilbu.rg, Union Co ....... ... .

Albrp,e, C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .
Bentlei, E. T ... . :. . . . . . 42
77
1, 000

T R
T R

10
12

g~~!~n, k:i/~::::::::: ·40.. 6·--·-- :::::::::::: :::::: fllR i~

Curtis, A............... ...... ...... .... .. ......
Darlington, l!' . . . . . . . . . . . 39 54
75 37
Day, Theot1ol'e. . . . . . . . . . 41 36
75 19
76 15
Egle, Dr. W. II . ........ 40 16
]'enton, E . .............. 41
78 40
Grathwohl, John........ 41 30
75
llaneo, E ....... ..... . .. 40 12
74 48
Itaworth, J . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 45
76
Haworth, J ... . ............... .'.............••..
lloil'er, J. R., M. D .. .... 40 8
76 32
Iloneyman, R ev. W. E .. 40 51
76 20
llubbs, J. Allen . . . . . . . . 40
80
J ames, Pl'of. C. S........ 40 58
76 58

.... ..
218
1,400
30
700
1 800
'
1,005
... •..
...•••

T
T R
'[' R
B TR
B '.r R
TR
B TR
T
T
BT
TR
T R
BP '.r R

8

12

8
7
12
11

12
10
1

8
5
12
12
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METEOROLOGICAL STATIONS .AND OBSERVERS.
List of mete.orological stations ancl obscn;ers, <Jc., for the year 1870-Continued.

I
Name of observer.

Station.

R
0

a5

..,;

~

::!

.1;,..c

-'tl

.o'tl

t;E
0

.0

2~

t~
.,

o:

,z·

::l

/;:q

-

H

I

PE:-."NSYLV.ANIA-Cont'd.

~

<l)

~

~

CJ

~

12;

f

a,
_.,,

I

·Sn

Eci

I

1
II
I
II
0
Feet.
O
I[
TR
450
75 28
itehall, _Lehi~h Co ... _. ....... K?l!ler, ~-- ............. 40 44
..
~ladelphia, Ph1ladelghia Co ... Kul,patrwk,
J. A ....... 39 'J7
7,>' 11
60
PT R J,l
Newcastle, Lawrence Co ........ McConnell, E. M .... .. .. 40
80 12
. . . . . . TR I 11
Westchester, Chester-Co. ....... Mitrtin, Dr. Georp:e . . . . . 39 57 31
75 36 3
4GO BP TR 11
Germantown, Philadelphia Co . ·_ Meehan, T ............................................ · /
T
12
Williamsport, Lycoming Co..... Mo.r er, H. C . . . . . . . . . . . . 41 19
81 3D
533
T
2
1 36 B TR
Philadelphia, P hiladelphia Co.. Naval Hospital ......... 39 56
75 10
12
Johnstown, Cambria Co ......... Peelor, D ........ , ... ... -.......... - ........... - 1,200 BP TRI 1~
Reading, Berks Co.............. Raser, J. Heyl .......... 40 20
75 57
.. . . . . T R
12
Greencastle, Frankli~ Co........ Rhode, S. w·. . . . . . . .. . . . 39 45
77 30
650
T R
3
Abington, Luzerne Co .......... · Sisson, R . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 41 30
75 45
. . . . . . TR
B
Cannonsburg, Washington Co ... Smith, Dr. Wm ......... 40 16 41
80 10
850 BT R
12
Moorel::.i,nd, Montgomery Co..... Spencer, Miss Anna .... 40
75 11
250 BP TR 12
Ephrata, Lancaster Co.......... Spera, W. H......... .. . 40 12
76 15
. . . . . . P ;.r' R / 12
12
Salem, Wayne Co........ .. ..... Stocker, J. D . . . .. . . . . . . 41 30
75 30
'I R
Connellsville, Fayette Co . . . . . . . Taylor, John .... _...... _ 40
79 36
. . . . . . TR
12
Beaver, Beaver Co. . ............ Ta,ylor, Rev. R. T _..... _, 40 43
80 23
. . . . . . TR
12
Franklin, Venang, Co .......... Toh:i:um, Rev. M. A .... -1 41 24
79 51
980
TR I 12
12
Germantown, .Philadelphia Co... Turner E., C. E . ....... . ........... - . - .. -...... - · · · · · · BT R
Fountain Dale, Adams Co . . . . . . Walker, S. C............ 39 44
77 18
1·-. --- P 'l' R 12

/n

~

I

1-- -·-

1

RHODE ISLAND.

I

.

Newport, Newport Co........... Barber, W. A........... 41 28 22
Newport, Newport Co ........... Crandell, Wm. H ........ 41 28 22

I

25
25

TR
TR

565

BT R
TR

12
4

T

4

71 21 14
71 2114

I

SOUTH CAROLIN.A.
Aiken, Barnwell Co.............
Evergreen, Anderson Co ........
BluffJon,
auiU
·ort_ Co 0.. . ........
G ow eysVl 1e, mon o . . .. . . . .
Fort Hill, York Co ..............

~f

Cornish, Rev. J. H......
Earle, E. S .............
PGuerar d, S. St. ,T., M. D.
ett,y, 0 has . . . .. . . . .. . . .
Springs, R. A.,jr ........

33
34
32
34
35

32
30
10
50

81 34
82 50
81
81 36
81

7
5

iii• ::

6O0

'fENNESSEE.
Lookout Mountain Educational
Institute, Hamilton Co.
Austin, 'Wilson Co ............. .
Greeneville, Greene Co ...... . .. .
Lagrani;e, Fayette Co .. ........ .
Memphis, Shelby Co ........... .
Trenton, Gibson Co ............ .
Elizabethtown, Carter Co ....... .
Knoxville, Knox Co ............ .
Clarksville, Montgomery Co ... .
McMinnville, WaITen Co -...... -

Bancroft, Rev. C. F. P... 35

2,200

81 5

12

BT

10
Calhoun, P. B ........................................ . TR
6
TTI,
Doa,k, S. S. & \V.S ...... 36 5
82 !51
6
462
TR
Franklin, W . E . .... .. . , 35 7 30
89 15 25
3
2G2 B PTTI,
Goldsmith , E . . . .. . . . . . . 35 8
90
JO
TR
Grig$by, Wm. T . . . . . . . . 36
89
12
1,500
TR
Lewis, C. IL . . .. . . . . . . . . 36 25
82 15
9
990 BPTR
Payne, Prof. J. K . . . . . . . 36
84
4 l BPT R 12
Stewart, Prof. W . . . . . . . 36 29
87 13
1,000
T
Wright, T. P ............ 35 42
85 57

TEX.AS.
Clarksville, Red River Co ...... . Anclrrson, R ev. J. .. . . . 33 40
..... ....... ..•...
T
51 1 T
Iloustou, Ilarris Co ............ _ Baxter, Miss E .......... 29 50
93 30
Pale tine, ArHl erson Co ........ .
Drcmoncl, Robertson Co ........ .
Dlufl'P. O., Fayette Co . ........ . Fietsam, J . .......... . . . 3~
9. 1 r,;l
""'J TR
N ar Gilmer, l'pshur Co ....... . Glasco, J. M . . . . . . . . . . . . 3"' 46
94 v
""'
Blue Bran h, Bnrle on Co ...... . Goode, W. JI............ 30 27
97 26
600
TR
Lavaca, alhoun Co . ...... _.... . Ileaton, L. D ............ 28 30
96 40
17
TR
an ntonio, Bexar Co ........ . Pettersen, F . . . .. . . . . . . . 29 28
9 24
56~ PT n
96
...... TR
Oakland, T xa 'o . .. .. ·-······ Simpson,l!' .. . .......... . 29 63
u. tin, Tra vis 'o . ........... . _ Van Nostrand, J .. ...... 30 29
97 46
6,; o
T n
lllu Branch , Burle. on Co . ..... . '\Vaile, F. S . . . . . . .. . . . . . 30 25
97 26
GOO
'l' R
, an!l Fl~-, Burle. on Co ......... . W a~le, F. · .............. . ci ......... . .r... . .. . . .. . .. . . .
'linto11, D " ' itt 'o . .......... . \Vl11t , lk A. C ........ ...,9
!!7 37
.....
•
Lockhart, Caldwell Co .... _.•.. _ Womlrntf, L ........... . .....•............... ·· ·1_..... '.l.' It

~~~~t:,·C:~_:::::::::::: -~~-~~---··· -~~-~~--···· .. ;~~- /;
I

I

1-

I

I

i:l:

5
11

1-.!
1
1-

uTAII.

Bullock, T . .............
,Joh~ Oil , ' . • • • • • • • • • . • •
Lc wr , Janw. . . . . . . . . . .
l'hcl1, , W. W...... . . . .

40
37 11
. ... _.......
40 43

j"•

111
GOO
114
. -· - · ·
. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .
111 ~6
1.. - - - -

T

1

3

;\

T

'i'

l
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METEOROLOGICAL STATIONS AND OBSERVERS.
List of meteorological stations and observers, .fc., for the yea1· 1870-Continued.

~

Name of observer.

Station.

<P
..... 'Cl
0

~'g
.......

.... p
~

0

.

VERMONT.

Panton , .Addison Co .............
Newport, Orl eans Co ............
Lunenburg, Essex Co .... ..... .
Woodstock, Windsor Co ........
outh Troy, Orleans Co ...... .. .
R~ndolt h, OrangE: Co .. ........ .
M1dcllc ury, Addison Co ... .....
Craftsbury, Orleans Co ......... .
Castleton, Rutland Co .... . .....
Charlotte, Chittenden Co .......

Barto, D. C. and M. E ..
Currier, J. M ...........
Cnttin1f H. A ... .. : - - ..
Doten, - ., &L.A. Miller.
Kcnned_y, J. C ..........
Paine, C. S ... ......... ..
Sheldon, H. A ..........
Wild, Rev. E. P ........ .
Williams, Rev. R. G .. . .
Wing, Minerva E .......

~

izi
0

I

II

44
44 55
44 28
43 36

2i=I

'S,.o

...... <P

0

....

I

II

74
72 20
71 41
72 35

------------ --------··-43 55
73 36

Q;,

~

~o

·a:;
.~

~

~

,:1

---

Feet.

----- -

TR

7:iO
TR
1,124 BPTR
TR
698

TR

650
TR
398 BPTR
73 10
1,100
TR
72 30
.....................
B P'.r;R,
..................... -------·-- -- . ......... TR
43 59
44 40 .

------------

,,,
~,d
i=I a;,
0 p-

s·al
~~
<:.)

-

12
11

12
12
1
12
6
12
12
12

VIRGINIA.

Mulbe5 Hill, Isle of Wight Co.
Vienna, <airfax Co .............
Wythe ville, W,ythe Co ..........
Lexington, Rockbridge Co ......
Staunton, Augusta Co ...... .. ..
Mt.Vernon Township, Fairfax Co
Cottage Home, Surry Co ..... .. ..
Mechanicsville, Fauquier Co . .. .
Near Lynchburg, Bedford Co . ..
Near J ohnsontown, Northamp.
ton Co.
Norfolk, Norfolk Co . . ... .. .. .. .
Near Markham Station, Fau.
quier Co.
Near Lexington, Rockbridge Co.
Hampton, Elizabeth City Co ....
Snowville, Pulaski Co .......... _
Powhatan Ilill, King George Co.
Near F airfax C.H., F airfax Co.
Near P iedmont, Fauquier Co ....
Vienna, Fairfax Co ........ .... .

Binford, R ..............
Bowman, J.B. and G. A.
Brown, Rev. James A ..
Cam~bell, Prof. J . L ....
Cove , ·J.C .......... . ..
Giilingham, C .. . .. . . .. .
Jones, B. W ....... .....
Martin, W. A ..... . .....
Meriwether, C. I-. .......
Moore, C.R .. ... .... . ...

36 50
38 53 39
36 55

76 50
77 11
81 4

38
37
38
37
37

77
76
78
79
75

100
400
2,400

·-------··· -----------f26i.
38 8
78 46
40
10
50
lR

22

15
46
19
46

Naval Hospital . . .... ... 36 25
Payne, L. E ...... ··· : · · 39

76 25
78

Ruffner, W . H . .... . .. ..
Sherman, J.M . .... . _...
Stalnaker, J. W., M . D ..
Tayloe, E. T ...... ......
Thrift, Miss L. R .. .....
Williams, F ............
Williams, H. C .........

79 22
76 20
80

37 4
37 5
37

·----------·
38 53 39
38 50
38 53

150

------- -- -800
40

TR
TR
BTR
BTR
BPTR
BTR
TR
TR
T
BTR

BTR
TR
. - . -- .
25

1,000
T .R
5
TR
1,800
T It
--77-------- · 60 TR
21
500
TR
78
900
TR
77 12
400 BPTR

7
5
12
3
]2
2

11
12
12

rn

12
2
8
12
6
12
7
12
12

W.ASIIINGTON TERRITORY.

Cathlamet , '\Vaukiakum Co .....
Tatoosh I sland Light.House,
Clallam Co.
Walla.W alla,, Walla.Walla Co ...
Lake Wa.shington, King Co .....

McCall, C ........ . ...... 46 15
123 30
45
Sampson, Alex. M . . .... ............ . .. .............. ···--Simmons, A. H .... __ ... 46 5
118 52
930
W.h itwortb, Mr. and Mrs. 47
------------ -- ---·
J.E.

T
TR

7
11

TR
T

1
7

Romney, Ilampshire Co ......... McDowell, W. H . ...... ·----------- ------------ ·----Weston. Lewis Co ...... . ....... Owen, Benjamin ....... _ 39
------ ----- .Ashland, Cabell Co ............. R offe, C.L .............. 38 30
82 16 .
600

T
T
TR

3
6
7

TR
TR

W EST VIRGINIA.

WISCONSIN.

Embarrass, Waupaca Co .... . .. .
Rocky Run, Columbia Co . . .....
::\Iad1son, D11,ne Co ............. .
Hollailll, Sbel,oygan Co .... . ....
New Lisbon, Jun eau Co . ....... .
.Appleton, Outagamie Co . .......
Milwaukee, Milwaukee Co ......
!Ianit<iwoc, Manitowoc Co ......
Waupaca, Waupaca Co .. .......
Plymouth, beboygan Co . ......
Mosinee, Marathon Co . .........
Tunnr·l City, Monroe Co . ... . . ..
tlgerton, Rock Co . ..... . ... _..
automa, '\V:mshar a Co . ... . .. .

Breed, E.E . . ...........
Curt is, W.W . ... . ......
D auiclls, Prof. W. '\V . ..
De Lyser, John . . .......
Dungan, J. L . .. : ... . ...
Foye. Prof. J.C . ....... .
L apham, I. a., LL. D _..
Li.ips, Jacob . .... . ......
l\fearl , IL C . ........... .
Moeller, G . . . ... . . . .... .
O'Dono~oe, J . . . . . . . . .
P egler, ,ev. G . . . .......
Shint z, J:l. J . ...........
Spaulding, J .. ..........
T ate, Andrew ..........
~![~~~: B;J~~~ ~ ~----.·_-_·.·.·.::: : Waite,
M . C .. . . .... . . ..
Bloomfi<·lr1, Wabash Co. ....... . . Whiting, W. II .........
'turgeon Bay, Door Co ......... Wright, R. M . ..........

44
43
43
4$
43
44
43
44
44
43
45
43
42
44

51
26
5
36
45
10
3
7
20
44
45
30

88
89
89
87
90
88
87
87
89
88
89
9l
89
89

37 30
19
24
54
35
56 10
45
11
7
30
40
20

------------ ·sg·15··i·· 43 27 1
- - - --- - ---- - ···------·-45
87 30

DEATITS OF OBSERVERS.

II . .A. Sheldon, Middlebury, Vermont.
G. Moeller, Plymouth, Wisconsin, March 14, 1870.

·--- --

T

ll
12
12
11
6
5
12
12

------

BTR
TR
TR
TR

3
12
8

·---- . .. . ..

1,068 BPTR
670
T
800
BT
604 BPTR
658 BTR
900
T

750
700
1, 700
1,200
·----·
920
600
647

~

T
TR
'I' R
TR

1

12

7
12
12
12

11
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METEOROLOGICAL STA. TIO NS AND OBSERVERS.

COLLEGES AND OTHER INSTITUTIONS FROM WHICH METEOROLOGICAL
REGISTERS WERE RECEIVED DURING THE YEAR 1870, INCLUDED E.'
THE PRECEDING LIST.
Location.

State.

Institution.

Nova Scotia ................. .

ti::~: ~i}l':i~~ s~ho~i:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::

:[;;;:i~e.
Pacific Methodist College......................... Vacaville.
Connecticut ...•.............
Georgia ..................... .
Illinois ..................... . Lombard University .............................. Galesburg.
Northwestern University .................... . ... . Evanston.

t1u~-~~t;_·_·_·_·_·.·_·_·.·.·.·.·.·.::::::

:::~!?.'3un¥:1:S!f;~t'.~: :: :::::::::::::.·: :::: :: :: ::: w12g~it~wn.

:::.;: :: ·• • •:• :• :• :t~tit!\}j;#• • •::• •:;i.i.•;.ii••ii. fit~rt~nMaryland ....... : ............ Mount St. Mary's College ......................... Emmittsbnrg.

Massachusetts......... . ..... f~t~~,!ic~oTi~~!~.e-::: .·::::::::::: .·::::::::::::::: f~~:~f~ County.
State Lunatic Hospital............................ Worcester.

;;;i/!LL> ; ;.;• {t~~~i\1t;,{/!!:!!UUL!!U. ~~lrw~
New York ...................

~~;~:~~ijf6g~~d~~y·:::: ::::::::::::::: ::::: :: ~~':b~~:k.

Oneida Conference Seminary...................... Cazenovia.
Rutgers Female College...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . New York.

North Carolina . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

~:i:t°e~r~:f

1;;t~- ::::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :

i~~~!!fif:.ie.

rr;ifhi~~:fst: ~ ~:: ~:: : : ~ ~ ~ ~:::::::::::::::: §;lil~~il .

Mount Auburn Young Ladies' Institute.......... Mount Auburn.

Pennsylmmm ... .............

f~i~Jiitt+<·•i•/(•ii\!!'.•

!~~-

Tennessee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . East Tennessee University . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . Knoxville.
Lookout Mountain Educational Institute . . . . . . . . . Ilamiltou County.
Stewart College. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Clarksville.

f;~in~:ti~

b.::::::::::::::::::: 1~~~f:_ville.

Texas. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
q.~~liiai~~cl i:ii:t~
Vel'mont ..................... · Normal School........ . ...........................
Virginia .................. ... Washington College ...............................
Institution for Deaf, Dumb and Blind ........... ·1
Wisconsin ................... Lawrenc~ U?~versity ..... .. ................. ... ..
State Umve1s1ty .... .... _..........................

Castleton.
Lexington.
Staunton.
.Ap{ilet~n.
Ma so .

MJ<}TEOROLOGICAL MATERIAL.

75

METEOROLOGICAL MATERIAL RECEIVED IN ADDITION TO THE REGULAR OBSERVATIONS.

Anderson, Bm-y.-Meteorological observations taken during a journey
of exploration to the interior, from Monrovia, Liberia, during the year
1868.
Barnes, Dr. G. W.-Summary of meteorological observations at Grass
Valley, California, during the months of June,.July, August, September, and October, 1870.
Barrreta, San Louis Potosi, Mexico.-Thermometrical curves (centigrade) during the :first half of April, 1870.
Benton, Rev. A, A.-Meteorological register kept a~ Kanea, Crete, by
Rev. l\'.fr. Benton, missionary·of the Protestant Episcopal Board, during
the years 1843 and 1844, (part.)
Berend~, Dr._H.-Newspaper cuttings on the climate of Belize, British
Honduras.
Board of Connn-issioners, Central Park, New York.-Thirteenth annual
report, contains general meteorological observations for 1869, and description of observatory.
Board1ncin, G. ~4.,-Notes on the storm of October 4th and 5th, 1869,
at Milltown, Maine.
Boerner, C. G.-Paths of meteors observed during the auroral display of October 24, 1870.
· Bruhns, Dr. C.-Meteorologische Beobachtungen, angestellt auf der
LeipzigerUniversitats-SternwarteimJahre1868. 18vo,30pages, 1 Table.
Bullock, T.-Summary of temperature observations at Coalville, Utah,
for the year 1869.
,,,
Carpenter, P. P., JJ1.ontreal, Canada.-Account of aurora observed
during September, 1870, at Montreal, by Thomas McGinn, (newspaper
slip.)
Cazalis, Dr. F.-~' Le messager agricole," Montpellier, France, December, 1867, containing meteorological observations made at Montpellier,
Departement de Herault.'
Cockburn, H.-Notes on British Honduras, (containing meteorological
records for Belize, rain-fan from 1862 to 1868 inclusive.)
Crocker, Allen, BurUngton, Kansas.-Diagram and description of remarkable l,alo seen February 5, 1870.
Curtis, A.-Meteorological summary for 1869 at Ashland, Schuylkill
County, Pennsylvania.
·
Daguin, 11.f.-Resume des observations meteorologiques faites a l'observatoire de Toulouse pendant l'annee 1867-'68, par M. Daguin. 8vo,
11 pages; 1868-'69, 8vo, 4 pages.
Daniels, Wrn.-Record of weather during the month of July, 1870, at
Peru, Miami County, Iudiana.
•
Deem, D.-Diagram of thermometrical and barometrical curves, and
snow and rain-fall, for February, 1869, at Knightstown Indiana. The
same for Novemb~r, 1869, at Mount Hope, Indiana.
'
.
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Dodd, Professor 0 . .1l1.-Record of anemometer (Robinson:s) at the
[ndiana State University, during November, 1869·.
Dudley, T.-Account of halo seen at Decatur, Illinois, February 5,
1870.
Ewing, 0. G.-Meteorological observations at San Francisco, California, during part of the year 1870. (Newspaper slips from Daily Alta
California.)
Foster, Oa;ptain R. W:-Notes made on a passage through the Straits
of Magellan, in the steamship City of Pittsburgh, in the year 1852.
Foster, Capt. R. W., New Orleans.-Journal of the voyage of the steamship Alabama from New Orleans to Vera Cruz in December, 1850.
French, J.B., .A.•gent.-Rain and snow fall record kept by the W. L.
C. & W. Manufacturing Company at Laconia, Bristol, and other places
in New Hampshire, during 1870.
Gesellschaftisis, Meissen.-Zusammenstellung der Monats- Uiid Jahresmittel aus den zu Meissen im J ahre 1869.
Government of Victoria, Aitstralia..:_Discussion of the meteorological
and ma,g netical observations made at the Flagstaff Observatory, Melbourne, during th~ years 1858-'63, by Geo. Neumayer, Ph.D. Mannheim, 1867. 4to, 202 pages.
Green, H. .A..-Record of weather at Atco, New ·Jersey. during 1870.
Hecord of thermometer at Atco, New Jersey, during November and
December, ·1869.
Ha,idinger, W. Ritter von.-Ueber das Regenbogen-Pbanomen am 28.
Juli, 1861. 8vo, 6 pages. ·
On the phenomena of light, heat, and sound accompanying the fall
of meteorites. By W. Ritter von Haidinger. (From Proc. R. S.,
No. 107, 1868.) 8vo, 6 pages.
Hou:land, L., United States · Oonsul.-Meteorological observations for
the month of May, 1870, at the. University of Valencia. (Printed slip.)
James, I. W.-Summary of observations at Marengo, Illinois, during
1870.
Jelinek, Dr. 0.-Ueber denjahrlichen Gangder Temperatur zu Klagenfurt, Triest, und Arvavalalja. Von Dr. C. Jelinek. Sm, 39 pages.
Ueber die taglicbe und jahrliche Periode der relativen Feuchtigkeit
in "Wien. Von Hans Wittek. Svo, 13 pages, 2 Tables.
U eber die jahrliche Vertheilung der Gewittertage, nach den Beobachtungen an den meteorologischen Stationen in Oesterreich und Ungarn.
Von Dr. C. Jelinek. 8vo, 9 pages.
Jei ell, J. Grey, 111. D., United States Consul Singapore.-:\IeteorologicaI
ob r ation at Singapore, British East Indies, during the month of
:Ofay, Jun , July, .... ugu t, September, October, November, and December, 1 60. By II. Q. andell, colonial urgeon.
K. K. G ntralanstalt fur JJfeteorologie itnd Erdmagneti nrns.-Beobachtun
au der . K. entralan talt fur Meteorologie und Erdmagneti. ·
mu.
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K. K. Sternwarte in Krakau.-Mittlere Temperatur zu Kraka11, nach40-jiihrigen Beobachtungen, 1826-1865. Von Dr. F. Karlinski. 4to, 14
pages, 1 diagram.
K. K. Sternwa,rte, Prag.-Magnetische und meteorologische Beobachtungen auf dcr K. K. Stern~arte zu Prag, im Jahre 1869. 4to, 170
pages.
Knapp, Geo. O.-1\Ieteorological register from January to April, _1869,
at Billis, Asia.·
Koninklijlc Nederlandsch Meteorologisch Institu·u t.-Nederlandsch meteorologisch Jaarboek vooP 1869. Oblong 4to, 262 pages.
Lander, Sam'l, President Davenport Female Oollege.-Meteorological
observations taken at the Davenport Female College, Lenoir, North
Carolina.
Latham, Dr. H. L.-Notes on the climate of Laramie Plains, Wyoming Territory.
Le 11:Jessager Agricole. Revue des associations et des interets agr-icoles du,
mid-i. Pitblie sous la direction cle JI{. le Dr. F. Cazalis.-Contains monthly
meteorological tables made at L'Ecole N ormale de Montpellier, departement de Eerault, France.
Loomis, Professor E.-Comparison of the mean daily range of the
magnetic <l.eclinations with the number of auroras observed each year,
and the extent of the black spots on the surface of the sun. By Elias
Loomis, Yale College. 8vo, 19 pages.
Macgregor, 0. J., M. A.-On the climatology of Stratford, Ontario.
8vo, 4 pages.
Nagnetic Observatory, Toronto.-Monthly meteorological registers,
(printed.)
.
!Jfapes, H. H.-Monthly manuscript notes on the weather at Oshtemo,
Kalamazoo, and other points in Michigan.
JJ,ferriam, 0. L.-Meteorological comparisons from records kept at
Locust Gro-ve, Leydeu, Lewis County, New York.
Meteorologische Centralanstctlt, Zurich.-Schweizerische meteorologische Beobachtungen.
Meteorological Institute of Norway.-Norske meteorologisk Aarbog,
1868, 2den Aargang. Christiania, 1869. Oblong 4to, 213 pages.
.Meteorological Office, London.-Report of th~ meteorological committee of the Royal Society for the year ending 31st December, 1869. 8:vo,
58 pages.
Weather reports from July l, 1868, to June 30, 1870. 3 volumes,
folio; 6 parts unbound.
Quarterly weather report of the Meteorological Office, with pressure
and temperature tables, for the year 1869. Part I January to March
.
'
'
1869. 4to, 73 pages, 36 plates.
llfeteorological Office, Oalcutta.-Report of the meteorological reporter
to the go rnment of Bengal. Meteorological abstract for the year
1869. By H. F. Blandford, meteorological reporter. Large Svo, 108
pages.

I
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111eteorological Rociety, Lonclon.-Proceeding·s.
11.1iller, Rev. Jas. N.-The true direction and velocity of the win· o~
served from ships while saiiing. By Rev. J. N. Miller. 8-vo, 18 pages,
Morris, Professor 0. lV.-Diagra.m of temperature, hmnidi ty.. aua
barometer, at Cooper Union, New York, during the month of June,
1870. Also summary of .meteorological observations for 1868.
.ZJJ
, o_ss, G. B.-Monthly manuscript summaries of meteorological ob er.
,ations at Belvidere, Illinois.
Newspaper slips relating to tbe meteorology of Northern Illinoi s .
Jlfuller, Dr. R.-Detailed descriptions of various meteorological pJJ.e.
nomena observed at the Theological Seminary, Carthagena, Ohio,
(Appendices to regular monthly reports.)
.
Natitrforschende Gesellschaft in Emden.-Das Gesetz der VVinde., abgeleitet aus dem Auftreteri derselben Uber Nordwest-Europa. Von D 1,
1\1. A. F. Prestel. Mit einer Karte. 4to, 26 pages.
Nelson, R. A.-Newspaper cuttings in reference to certain storms in
Massachusetts in the year 1870.
Newton, E. H.-,-Range of thermometer at l\fount Carmel, Oovington
County, Mis~issippi, latitude 31° 34', longitude 90° 20' 1511, during the
months of January and February, 1870.
Norslce 11feteorologislce Inst-itittet.-Temperature de la mer entre
l'lrlande, 1'.Ecosse et Ia Norvege, par H. Mohn, directeur de l'Institnt
Meteorologique de N orvege. Christiania, 1870. Svo, 16 pages, 5 charts.
Observatoire Imperiale, Paris.~Atlas meteorologique de l'Observatoire Imperiale, annee 1867. Large 4to.
Observatorio JJtf.arina de Ran F'ernanrlo.-.A.naies, seccion e observaciones meteorolqjicas, 1870. 4to, 32 pages.
Observatoire Meteorologique Central de 111ontsouris.-Bulletins.
Observatoire Royale de Bruxelles.-Annaies"" meteorologiques, 1869.
4to, 96 pages.
Paine, Dr. H.11£., Albciny, New York.-N ewspapcr slips giving accounts
of meteorological phenomena.
Pat·vin, Professor T. S.-Meteorolog:ical observations for the year
1860. (Printed slips.)
Peelor, D.-Records kept by self-registering barometer at Johnstown,
Cambria County, Pennsylvania. Also various notes on meteorological
phenomena, newspaper ·slips, &c.
Pettersen, F'.-=-Record of weather during the years 1868, 18GO, and 1 i ,
at an Antonio, Texas.
Plantamour, Professor E.-Resume meteorologique de 1 annce 1 lr'
pour eneve t le Grand St. Bernard. Geneve, 186 . 8vo, 350 pag ·
Pre tel .Dr.-Der Sturm warner und "\Vetteranzeiger, ein nach wi ~enchaf lich u rund iitzen au geJi.ibrte und <lurch Beobachtun«en uncl
abrt In. tmm nt zu Vorherbc timmung von turm nud
n r. J\f.
r t J.
lto, 55 page , 2 Table .
R. Accculemia delle cien"'e di Torino.-Bolletino meteor l gico
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astronomico <lel Regio Osservatorio dell' Universita di Torino. A.nno
IV. 1869. Oblong 4to, 43 pages.
Radcliffe Observatory.-Results of astronomical and meteorological
obserYations, 18G7. Oxford; 1870. Svo, 340 pages.
Rikatcheff, .M.-Marche diurne de la temperature a Barnaul et a
Nertcllinsk ; par M. Rikatcheff. 4to, 23 pages.
Rivett-Garnac, H.-The state of the weather and prospects of the cotton crop in the Central Provinces and the Bera.cs. Reported to the
secretary of the Ohambe~ of Commerce, Bombay, by Harry Rivett-Carnac, esq., cotton commissioner. Large 8vo, 15 pages. August, 1870.
Sawlcins, J. G.-Morithly tables of meteorological elements, deduced
from observations taken at the observatory, Georgetown, Demerara,
British Guiana, during eleven years, commencing January, 184G. By
Patrick Sancleman, observer. Small 4to, 275 pages.
Sawyei·, H., United States Oonsul.-Meteorological observations at
Paramaribo <luring the year 1869. (Newspaper slip.)
Scottish Meteorological Society.-J ournal of the Scottish Meteorological
Society.
Sheppard, Smiley.--Monthiy manuscript reports of the weather at
Hennepin, Illinois.
Simmons, A. H.-Photograph showing effect of southwest wind in
January, at Walla-Walla~ Wa,shington Territory, in the valley of the
Upper Columbia.
Simonin, J. B.-Meteorologie et climat du department de la Muerthe,
par J.B. Simonin, pere. Nanc;y, 1862. 8vo, 38 pages.
Stanley, J. H. S.-Monthly fu:anuscript reports of weather at Houston,
Texas.
Stewart, Professor W . .ll!.-A.ccount of storm at Nashville, Tennessee,
1870.
Strong, A. llf.-Registcr of meteorological observations 3;t Magnolia,
Flori<la, for April, 1870.
Weather recor<l. kept at St. Augustine and Jacksonville, Flori<la,
during the months of December, 1869, and January, :February, and March,
1870, by A. M. Strong and Judge Ellwood, of Iowa. Barometer record at
Magnolia by Mr. Trott.
Taylor, Horace.-Weather-table observations taken at Canandaigua,
New York, during the year 1869.
Trembley, Dr. J. B.-Annual meteorological synopsis for 1869, at
Toledo, Ohio. 8vo, 18 pages.
Universita di Torino.-Bolleti.no meteorologico ed astronomico del
Regio O 'ervatorio dell' Universita di Torino. Anno IV. 1860. Oblong 4to, 85 pages. Anno III. 1868. Oblong 4to, 20 pages.
Unit'ersitiits-Sternwarte, Leipsic.-Uebersicbt der Resultate aus den
meteorologischen Beobachtungen, angestellt auf den koniglich-sachsischen Stationen. 4to, 42 pages.
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University .of Ohile.-Observaciones meteorolojicas, hechas en el o~
servatorio meteorolojica de Santiago, i en el Faro <le Valparaiso, et
el ano de 1866. Por Jose Vergara. 8vo, 63 pages. 1867. 8vo, ~!
pages. 1868. 8vo, 60 pages.
·
Datos recajidos sobre el terremoto i las ajitaciones del mar, de!
·13 de .Agosto de 1868. Comunicacion de D. Ignacio Domeyko a, la
faculdad de ciencias fisicas i matematicas en su sesion del 15 de Non.
: embre <lel mismo afio. Santiago, 1869. Large 8vo, 43 pages.
Useful Knowledge Rociety, 111acolesfield.-Meteorological observations
taken at the Useful Knowledge Society rooms, Macclesfield, England,
(Printed slips from 1860-'69, inclusive.)
Videnskabsselskabet, Ohristiania.-Storm-A.tias, u<lgivet med Bestand
af Videnskabsselskabet, Christiania, af H. Mohn. Large folio.
Webster, W. Prentiss, United States Consul General, Franl~furt am
Main.-Notes on earthquake felt in Germany during the months of
October and November, 1869. (Through the Department of State.)
Whitcomb, G.-Meteorological report for 1869, by .Adam Miller, at
East Prairie, Mississippi County, Missouri.
Williams, Rev. R. G.-Hourly observations of barometer, psychro.meter, and thermometer, together with observations on magnetic variation.
(In addition to regular monthly observations on Smithsonian blanks.)
Wilson, L.-Summary of meteorological observations at .Astoria,
Oregon, for the years 1866-'70. Rain-fall from 1856-'70~ inclusive.
Monthly means.
Wing, JJfiss JJf. E.-Manuscript notes on the weather and meteorological phenomena at West Charlotte, Vermont.
Wislizenus, Dr. A.-Meteorological observations at St. Louis, Missouri, during Nornmber and December, 1869; together with the records
of atmospheric electricity, &c., from 1861-'69, inclusive.
Zantedeschi, Professor F.-La meteorologia del globo studiata a diversi
altitudini da terra. 8vo, 11 pages.
Zentralna,ia Fisicheskaia Observatoria, St. Petersburg.-Repertorium rrir
Meteorologie, herausgegeben von der K . .Akademie der Wissenschaften;
redigirt von Dr. H . Wild. Band I, Ileft I. 4to, 242 pages, 5 plate ·
VorschJage betreftend die Reorganisation des meteorologischen Beobachtungs-Systemcs in· RussJand. Bericht einer Commission der A..kademie. 8vo, 24 pages.

REPORT OF THE EXBCUTIVE COMMITTEE.
The Executive Committee of the Board of Regents respectfully submit tlie fo1lowing statement as their report in relation to the funds of
the Institution, the receipts and expenditures for the year 1870, and the
estimates for the year 1871.
Staternent of the fund at the beginning of the year 1871.

The amount originally received as the bequest of James
Smithson, of England, deposited in the Treasury of the
United States, in accordance with act . of Congress of
August 10, J846 .. _. _. _....... _...................... $515,169 00
The residuary legacy of Smithson received in 1865, depos- _
ited in the Treasury of the United States, in accordance
with the act of Congress of February 8, 1867 .._. . . . . . .
26, 210 63
Total bequest of Smithson , ................... _. _ 541,379 63
Amount deposited in the Treasury of the United Statr.s,
as authorized by act of Congress of February 8, 1867,
derived from savings of income and increase in value
of investments_ ............ - ......... - . - ...... - . - .. . 108,620 37
Total permanent Smithson fund in the Treasury of the
United States, bearing interest at 6 per cent., payable
semi-annually in gold . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . 650,000 00
In addition to the above there remains of the extra fund
derirnd from savings, &c., in Virginia State registered
6 per cent. bonds, at par value, $72,760, now valued at.
48,000 00
Total investments .. - - - .......................... .
Balance on hand January, 1871, of uninvested funds .. _..

698,000 00
21,477 81

Total of the Smithson fund, January, 1871.· ...... .

719,477 81

Receipts for 1870.

Interest for 1870 on $650,000, at 6 per cent. in gold ..... . $39,000 00
Premium on $39, 000 gold, at 11¾ and 10½ per cent. , .... .
4,363 12
Uash from a friend of science, in aid of publications .... .
1,200 00
ale of publications ............. _.................... .
360 52
Sale of u eless materials. . ............................ .
64 87
Repayment of expenses of explorations ....•............
68 40
Repayment of freight and postage ............. _....... .
432 47
Total receipts for the year ...................... .
6s

45,489 38
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l!Jtcpenditures for 1870.
I

$4,843 13

:;Building and furniture .•..................
General expenses ................... r •.•••
Publications and researches ............... .
Museum and exchanges .........._........ .

14,840 65
15,873 22
9,424 22

T_ot a l expen d1't ures ".eJ.Or th e year.................. .

44, 981 2!

Balance _.............. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

508 16

Besides this balance of $508 16, there was a balance of
$20, 969 65 in bank, at the beginning of 1870, which
makes the total uninvested and available balance mentioned in the general ~tatement of .......... _.......... $21_, 477 1

In addition to the receipts mentioned above, the Institut ion received
from and accounted to the Interior Department for $5,024, befog pan
of tbe $10,_000 appropriated _by Congress for the preservation and care
during the year ending June 30, 1871, of the specimens collected by
various exploring expeditions. This sum is not included in the account
of expenditures.
Statement in detail of expenditures~] 870.
BUILDING.

$860 12

·For reconstruction of parts of building ....... .
For gener al repairs of building .. . ... . ....... .
For furniture and fixtures, cases, carpets,
stoves, &c ............................... .

3,852 81
130 20
$4, 843 13

GENER.AL EXPENSES.

$178 25

For meetings of the Board of Regents ....... .
For lighting t h e building . . ... . ... . ......... .
For warmiug the buildin g ... . ........ . .....•
]~or po ta rr • . • - - • - - - - • ' • - - - • - - • • - • - • • - •• •••
.For tati n ry ... __ _____ .. ___ . .... _.. . ..... .
lank , circul ar , r c ipt , &c ... .
r rin in
i r
t ol , material for cleaning and incid ntal . ... _. ______ ...... . _.. . , . . . _. .. __. .
F r
f
r tary, cl rk and a i t-

355 42

1 566 2.:.1
770 98
.a10 19
3 0 13
47

16

1

1
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PUBLICATIONS AND RESEARCHES.

For publishing Smithsonian contributions, 4to. $6,986 57
3,065 37
For publishing miscellaneous collections, 8vo ..
283 45
For publishing Smithsonian reports, 8vo . .... .
For met eorology, salaries of clerk and compu3,119 00
ters, and for thermometers and rain-gauges ..
249 70
For apparat,us for researches ................ .
For explorations, natural history, and arch::eology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .
1, 414 13
Lectures . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
755 00
- - - - $15, 873 22
MUSEUM AND EXCHANGES.

For literary and scientific exchanges, through
agencies at Leipsic, London, Paris, Amsterdam, &c . .................. ~ .. -. . . . . •...... $4:,165 62
For museum, salary of assistant secretary and
assistants in museum, and for incidentals in
addit ion to the appropriation from Congress .
5,008 84
For purchase of books, periodicals, &c .... .. .. .
249,76
9,424 22
Expenditures during 1870 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

44, 981 22

===-=---=-----Estimated receipts for 1871.
From interest on Smithson fund, in Treasury of the United
States ........................ ............. _. . . . . . . . $39, 000 00
Probable premium on gold, 10 per cent. on the above
$39,000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3, 900 00
Sale of books, &c "... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . .
1,000 00
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

43, 900 00

E stimated appropriations for 1871.
For general expen ses. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $10, 000
For publications,' researches, &c. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20, 000
For exchanges ..... . ... . . . .........•.................. ·.
5, 000
For purchase of books and apparatus ........ - . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 400
For museum, (additional to congressional appropriation) . .
1,500
For steam heating-apparatus fund..... . ........ . .. ..... . .
5, 000
Total .. . .. ... ................ .. . . ........... . .. .

00
00
00
00
00
00

43,900 00

Besides the above estimated receipts, there is in bank, as before
tated in the general account, the sum of $21,477 81.
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The committee have examined six hundred and twenty-on recet
vouchers for payments made during the four quarters of t h Jeari
In every case the approval of the Secretary of the Institntiollist
on each voucher, and the certificate of an authorized agent of the
tution is appended, setting forth that the materials and p roJ)ert1
services rendered were for the Institution, and to be applied to the
poses stated in the account.
·
The quarterly accounts-current, bank-book, check-book and I~
were also examined and found to be correct, showing a cash balanlt
bank on January 1, 1871, of.$21,477 81.
All of which is respectfully submitted.
PETER PARKER,
JOHN MACLEAN,
.Executive Oomrnilttt,
JANUARY

26, 1871.

JOURNAL OF PROCEEDINGS
OF

THE BOARD OF REGENTS
OF THE

SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION.

W .A.SHINGTON, J}f.ay 23, 1870 .
.A. meeting of the Board of Regents was held this evening, at the call

of the Secretary. Present: Hon. L. P. Poland, Hon. L. Trumbull, Bon.
J . .A.. Gar.field, Hon. S. S. Cox, ~eneral Delafield, Hon. Peter Parker,
Rev. Dr. J. Maclean, and Professor Henry, the Secretary. · .
In t he absence of the Chancellor, Judge Poland was called to the
chair.
The Secretary presented the report of the expenditures on account of
the Government collections for the year 1869; and, on motion of General
Garfield, it was resolved that the Board of Regents apply to Congress
for an appropriation of $10,000 for the care of the Government collections during the year 1870.
Professor Henry stated that the resolution of the board adopted at
the meeting of February 3, 1870, authorizing him to Yisit Europe, had ·
been entirely unexpected to him, as he had received no intimation previous to its being offered that it was in contemplation; that he had concluded to avail himself of the resolution, and that he was making preparations for his departure on the 1st of June; that he intended to make
arrangements for the operations of the Institution which were to be
carried on during his absence; that he intended to settle all the accounts
which would be due at the time of his departure; to deposit checks for
the alaries accruing during bis absence, to be paid on the indorsement
of Professor Baird; and also to deposit to the credit of that officer $2,000;
to pay transportation and incidental expenses ; .that he had been much
gratified with the expressions of kind feeling which had been called
forth by the announcement of bis intended visit to Europe, and the
offer which he had received from the Cunard and Bremen lines of
steamers of a free passage across the ocean.
The board then adjourned.
WASHINGTON, January 18, 1871.
In accordance with a re olution of the Board of Regents of the Smith.
onian In titution, fixing the time of the beginning of their annual meet-
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ing on the third W ednes<lay in January of each year, the Board met tij
day in the Regents' room.
No quorum being present, the Board adjourned to meet on Thursdar1
January 26.

January 26, 1871.
A meeting of the Board of Regents was held at 7 p. m. in the Regents'
room. Present: Hon. H. Hamlin, Hon. L. P. Pola.nd, Hon. J. A.. Garfield, Hon. M. G. Emery, Hon. P. Parker, Rev. Dr. J. Maclean, and the
Secretary, Professor Henry~
In the absence of the Chancellor, Mr. Hamlin was called to the chair.
The minutes of the last meeting were read and approved.
The Secretary mentioned his visit to Europe, and stated the fact that
it bad been highly satisfactory in regard to the foreign correspondent'
of the Institution and the estimation in which the establishment is held
in the Old World.
Whereupon, on motion of General Garfield, he was requested at some
future meeting to give a detailed account of his tour, particularly in it~
relation to the operations of the Institution.
The Secretary gave an account of the operations of the Institution
since the last meeting of tne Board. He stated that in accordance with
the resolution of the Board adopted at the meeting of February 3, 1870.
he ba<l effected an insurance of $10,000 on the east wing and range of
the building, at 66i per cent. ; that Congress has appropriated $10,000
for the care of the Government collections for the year ending June 30,
1871, of which $5,024 has already been drawn; that Congress has al~o
appropriated $10,000 toward the completion of the upper hall, which
sum is to be expended under the direction of the Secretary of the Interior, who has directed the Architect of the Capitol (Mr. E. Clark) to
oversee the work.
The Secretary read a letter from the agents of the Anchor Line of
steamer , offering to carry the Italian exchanges of the Smith onian
In titution by their vessels free of charge.
On motion of General Garfield, the Secretary wa directed to pre en
the thank of the Board to the agent of that line, and al o to the agen ·
f th lin that had offered him a free pa, age to Europe.
r. facl an stated that the majority of the executiv ommitte ha
d i<l d t alter th ir report for 1860 to conform to th mod pr nou- Y
aclopt d.
Tb
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The Institution has now upwards of 1,800 foreign correspondents connected with the exchanges. It has 400 :regular meteorological observery.
It is in communication with almost all the colleges, libraries, literars,
and scientific societ.ies in America, besides being continually called _
upon by individuals in every part of the country for <information on
scientific subjects. It publishes annually upward of a thousand
printed pages, requiring much labor in correcting copy, reading proo~
and attending to the details of printing, binding, &c. Its system of
international exchanges, exclusive of the correspondence, involves a large
amount of time and labor in doing up and directing the separate pack~
ages sent away, and in receiving and distributing those from abroad.
Several thousand volumes are annually re~eived from foreign and
domestic exchanges, which are all recorded at the Institution previous
to being deposited in the Library of Congress. The arrangement of the
material constantly received from the meteorological observers, supply'7
ing them with blanks and instructions, occasions another draught on
the labors of the working corps of the Institution.
The continual repairs and care of the building are another item requiring supervision, besides the reconstruction of the parts of the edifice
destroyed by the fire. But above all, the entering and care of the thousands of spedmens which are constantly received, their assortment, and
distribution of duplicates, is sufficient to occupy the entire time of a separate corps of assistants. It may be said with truth that in no institution has more work been done with a smaller number of perso~s than
at the Smithsonian.
The difficulty in carrying on the operations of the Institution had been
increased since the last meeting of the Board by the resignation of Mr.
Rhees, who had held tbe position of chief clerk for seventeen years.
He had, however, lately learned that Mr. Rhees might be induced to ~eturn to his former position, to which the Secretary desired to recall hi~.
On motion of General Garfield, it was
Resolved, Tbat the Secretary be allowed to appoint a permanent assistant as chief clerk, at a salary not to exceed $175 per month.
General Ga,rfield presented a letter from General Delafield, tendering
his resignation as a Regent of the Smithsonian Institution.
·
Mr. Poland offered the following resolution, which was adopted unanimously:
Resolved by tlie Board of Regents, That they entertain the highest
appreciation of the services of General Richard Delafield as a member
of the Boa.rd, and especially as a member of the executive committee
and greatly regret the loss caused by his resignation, and desire to express to him, upon bis retirement, their strong personal regard.
Dr. Parker presented the report of the executive committee for 1870
which was read and accepted.
'
The board then adjourned to meet at the call of the Secretary.

'
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WASHINGTON, March 9, 1871.
A meeting of the Board of Regents was held this evening at 7 o'clock.
Present: Hon. H. Hamlin, Hon. L. P. Poland, Hon. S. S. Cox, Hon. P.
Parker, General W. T. Sherman, and the Secretary, Professor Henry.
Judge Poland was called to the chair.
The minutes of the last meeting were read and approved.
The Secretary stated that by joint resolution of Congress, Genera
William T. Sherman had been elected a Regent for the term of six
years, vice Richard Delafield, resigned.
On motion of Mr. Hamlin, the vacancy existing in the executive committee was filled by the election of General Sherman.
The Secretary called attention to the fact that the mayor of the city
of Washington was ex officio a Regent, but that under the new territorial government the office of mayor ceased, and suggested the propriety
of action by Congress to substitute the governor of the Territory as
the ex officio member of the board.
Messrs. Hamlin and Poland expressed their intention to bring the subject before Congress immediately, and anticipated no objection to the
passage of an act providing for the change contemplated.
The Secretary gave an account of the improvements now being made
in the building under the appropriation by Congress. The new b all
would soon be finished, and it was proposed to devote it mainly to ethnology. Mr. B. Waterhouse Hawkins had been employed to prepare
illustrations of extinct animals, &c., to decorate the walls.
The Secretary called attention to the books belonging to James Smithson, the founder of the Institution, and requested some action in: relation to the best manner of their preservation. It was thought proper
to preserve them in a metallic case with plate-glass front, open to the
view of the public, but not to be taken out by any one.
The Secretary presented his annual report for 1870, which was read
and accepted.
The board then adjourned sine die.

GENERAL APPENDIX
TO THE

SMITHS.ONIAN · REPORT FOR 1870.

The object of this .Appendix is to illustrate the operations of tbe Institution by reports of lectures and extracts from correspondence, as
well as to furnish information of a character suited especially to the
meteorological observers and other persons interested in the promotion
of know ledge.

EULOGY ON PROF. ALEXANDER DALLAS BACHE,
LATE SUPERINTENDENT OF THE UNITED STATES COAST SURVEY.

BY PROF. JOSEPH HENRY.

Prepared at the reqiiest of the Bom·d of Regents of the Smithsonian Institution, and also of
the National Academy of Sciences.

ALEXANDER DALLAS BACHE, whose life and character form the subject of the following eulogy, was the son of Richard Bache, one of eight
children of Sarah, the only daughter of Dr. Benjamin Franklin. His
mother was Sophia Burret Dallas, daughter of Alexander J. Dallas, and
sister of George M. Dallas, whose names are well known in the history
ofthis country, the former as Secretary o.f the Treasury, and the latter
as Vice-President of the United States, and subsequently as minister to
the Court of St. James.
The subject of our sketch was born in Philadelphia, on the 19th of
July, 1806. At an early age be became a pupil of a classical school,
and was distinguished by an unusual aptitude in the acquisition of
learning. Shortly before arriving at the age of fifteen he was appointed a cadet at the National Military Academy at West Point.
Here, though the youngest pupil, he soon attained a high grade of
scholarship, which he maintained during the whole of his course, and
was finally graduated in 1825, at the head of his class. His merit
was in this case the more conspicuous, inasmuch as the class is
shown to have been one of unusual ability, by having numbered no
less than four successful candidates for the honor of adoption into
the Corps of Engineers. It bas been mentioned as a solitary instance in the history of the Academy, noted for its rigid discipline,
that young Bache passed through the entire course of four years without having received a mark of actual .demerit, and, what is perhaps not
less uncommon, without having called forth the least manifestation of
envy on the part of his fellow-pupils. On the contrary, his superiority
in scholarship was freely acknowledged by e-very member of his class,
while bis unassuming manner, friendly demeanor, and fidelity to duty
s cured him the affection as well as the respect of not only bis fellowpupil , but also of the officers of the institution. It is also remembered
that bi cla smates, with instinctive deference to his scrupulous sense
of propriety, forbore to solicit his participation in any amusement which
in the slightest degree conflicted with the rules of the Academy. So
far from this, they commended his course, and took pride to themselves,
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as members of his class, in his reputation for high standing and exemplary conduct. His room-mate, older by several years than he was, and
byno means noted for regularity or studious habits, constituted himself,
as it were, his guardian, and sedulously excluded all visitors or other
interruptions to study during the prescribed hours. ]'or this selfimposed service, gravely rendered as essential to the honor of the crass,
he was accustomed jocularly to claim immunity for his own delinBut whatever protection others might
quencies or shortcomings.
require on account of youth and inexperience, young Bache needed no
guardian to keep him in the line of duty. Impressed beyond his years
with a sense of the responsibiJity which would devolve upon him as the
eldest of his mother's family, entertaining a grave appreciation of the
obligations involved in his education at the National Academy, he
resolved from the first to exert his energies tot.he utmost in qualifying
himself for the duties which he might be called upon to . discharge,
whether in professional or private life. Nor was he uninfluenced in this
determination by a consciousness that as a descendant of Franklin he
was, in a certain degree, an object of popular interest, and that on this
account something more than an ordinary responsibility rested upon
him. On a mind constituted like his an influence of this kind could
not but exert a happy effect.
The character which he established for gentleness of manner and
evenness of temper was not entirely the result of native amiability, for
when a child he is said to have been quick-tempered, and at later
peri.ods of his life, when suddenly provoked beyond his habitual power
of endurance, he sometimes gave way to manifestations of temper which
might have surprised those who only knew him in his usual state of
calm deportment. These ebullitions were, however, of rare occurrence,
and always of short duration. His marked characteristic was the control which he had acquired over his passions and feelings, and it was
this which enabled him to suppress all tendency to self-indulgence, to
pursue with unremitting perseverance the course he had marked out, to
obserye an undeviating regard for truth and justice, and to cheri h
habitually all that would tend to exemplify the kindlier affections of the
heart.
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read her letters to her son while at West Point, " nothing could be more
admirable than the way in which, amid pleasant gossip and family
news, she would inspire her son with high sentiments and encourage him
to persevering industry."
As an illustration of his persistency of purpose, it is related that, when
a recitation of more than common length or difficulty was to be prepared
for the morrow, it was no unusual practice of his to place himself on a
seat of unstable equilibrium, which by giving way when volition was
about to lose its power recalled his flagging attention to the allotted
task.
After graduating be was selected, on account of his scholarship, to
remain at the Academy as an assistant professor. In this position,
which gave him an opportunity to review his studies and extend his
reading, he continued one year; when, at his own request. he was
assigned to engineering duty under the late General, then Colonel, Totten, at Newport, Rhode Island. Here he remained two years, engaged
in constructing fortifications, devoting his extra hours to the study of
physics and chemistry, and, as a recreation, collecting and labeling the
shells of that region. But the most important event of this period of ·
his life, and that which, doubtless, contributed in a large degree to his
future success, was his becoming acquainted with and subsequent
betrothal to Miss Nancy Clarke Fowler, the daughter of an old and
highly-respected citizen of Newport. With the stinted pay of a lieutenant of engineers, out of which his mother and her younger offspring
were to be provided for, marriage was not to be thought of, excepting as
an event in the remote distance. Fortunately as unexpectedly, however, a change now took place in his circumstances which enabled him
to gratify the earnest wish of bis heart and to secure to himself a companion and helpmate who lavished upon him all her affections, and
through his life ardently devoted all her thoughts and energies to sustain, assist, and encourage him. The change alluded to, and which
opened to him an uninterrupted career of usefulness during the whole
of his active life, was the result of an invitation to the chair of natural
philosophy and chemistry in the University of Pennsylvania, at Philadelphia. He accepted the position with that unaffected diffidence which
jg the usual concomitant of true but untried merit, though, as might
have been anticipated, his eventual success was commensurate with the
indu try and ability which bad marked bis previous progress. Having already had some experience as a teacher, he the more readily gained
the entire confidence of the authorities of the university and the affecti n of hi, pupils. He did not, however, rest satisfied with the occupation of teacher, or with merely imparting knowledge obtained by
th labors of others, but sought to enlarge the bounds of science by
i coveries of his own. As auxiliary to this, he became a member of
th Franklin Institute, a society then newly established for the promoti n of the mechanical arts. This society, which still maintains a vig-
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orous ·existence, was well calculated to exhibit his talents and develop
his character. It brought him into intimate association with the principal manufacturers, engineers, and artisans of the city, and into
relations of friendship with a large nurn ber of young men destined, in
more advanced life, to exert an extended influence on public affairs.
He was appointed chairman of one of the most important of its committees, and was chosen as the expounder of the principles of the institute at its publi0 exhibitions. Facilities were thus afforded him for the
prosecution of science, which he could not have well commanded in any
other position. Workshops were thrown open to him, and skillful hands
yielded him ready assistance in realizing the conceptions of his suggestive mind. His descent from the illustrious statesman and philosopher
whose name the institute bears, and who is almost regarded a,s the tutelar saint of Philadelphia, no doubt contributed to a prepossession in his
favor, but the influence which he acquired and maintained was due to
his own learning·, industry, ability, and courtesy. To these he owed the
favor and distinction of having conferred upon him the principal directorship of the scientific investigations of the institute, and the opportunity which it afforded him of so greatly contributing to the usefulness
of the society and to the advancement of his own reputation.
For a full account of the labors in which he was engaged in bis connection with the Franklin Institute we must here be content with referring to the volumes of its journal from 1828 to 1835 inclusive. We may
pause a moment, however, to notice the investigations relat.ing to the
bursting of steam-boilers, of which he was the principal director. The
public mind had, at that epoch, been so frequently and painfully called
to this subject that the institute was induced to organize a series of
systematic researches in regard to it, the importance of which was soon
recognized by the General Government in the form of an appropriation
for defraying the attendant expenses. In the prosecution of these
inquiries a large amount of information relative to explosions, and sugge~tions as to their causes, was first collected by correspondence, and on
this was based a series of well-devised experiments, which were executed with signal address, and the results interpreted with logical discrimination. The conclusions arrived at were embodied in a serie of
pr position , which, after a lap e of more than thirty years, have not
be n up r eded by any others of more practical value. The mo t freuent cau e of explo ion wa found to be the o-radual heating of the
il r Y nd it.· power of re i tance · and n xt ;o thi , the udden g n' to b come too low, and it ubr a 1. n f ,,t am by allowing th water
u nt · nta t with th
verb ated m tal of th id and tber
f th
Th g n rati n f ga from th d comp ition
. 't r '
,u
f xpl ion wa di pr v d, a wa al th di P r1 n f wa r in h i rm f 'Il'c y thr ugh up rh
t d t am. Th e
x rim n ·· w r n una t n d wi h d n r and r uir d, in h ir
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nen t at almost every stage of the investigation; and in some instances ·
explosions were produced which alarmed the neighborhood. So true
is it that in the pursuit of science dangers are oftentimes voluntarily
encountered,exactingno less courage or firmness of nerve than that which
animates the warrior in the more conspicuous but scarcely more important conflicts of the battle-field.
1 The attention of Mr. Bache at this period was not exclusively devoted
to his labors in connection with the Franklin Institute. He was also a
member of the American Philosophical Society, and, as such, in association with Hare, Espy, and others interested in the pursuit of various
branches of physics and chemistry. He erected an obserYatory in the
yard of his dwelling, in which, with the aid of his wife and of his former pupil, John F. :Fraser, he determined with accuracy, for the first
time in this country, the periods of the daily variations of t,he magnetic
needle, and by another series of observations the connection of the fitful variations of the direction of the magnetic force · with the app~arance of the aurora borealis.
Again; in connection with his friend, Mr. Espy, he made a minute
survey of a :portion of the track of a tornado, which visited New Brunswick, in New Jersey, on the 19th of June, 1835, and trom the change of
place and relative position of the trees and other objects, as left by the
wind, he succeedeq in establishing the fact, in accordance with the
hypotheses of Mr. Espy, that the effects o( the storm were due to an
ascending and progressive column of air, by which all objects within
the influence of the disturbance, on either side the track, were drawn
inward, and not due, as bad been supposed, to a horizontal rotation at
the surface, which would tend to throw them outward by centrifugal
projection. In cooperation with Professor Courtenay, be also made a
series of determinations of the magnetic dip at various places in the
United States. Indeed, terrestrial magnetism was with him a favorite
subject, to which he continued to make valuable contributions at intervals during his whole life. The phenomena of heat likewise engaged
much of his attention, and he was the first to show, contrary to generally-received opinion, that the radiation and consequent absorption of
dark heat is not affected by color. His investigations in tbis line were
suddenly brought to a close by an accident, which we may be allowed
to mention as furnishing an illustration of his self-control and considerate regard for the feelings of others. After an expenditure of money
w~ich be could ill afford, and of time withdrawn from the hours due to
repo e, he had procured and arranged on a stand a series of delicate
instruments intended for a long-meditated experiment on radiant heat.
During his temporary absence his mother, in hurriedly passing through
t,he apartment, accidentally caught in her dress the support of the
apparatus arnl brought the whole to the floor, a mass of mingled fragm nt . The author of this disaster was so painfully affected by the
de ·traction, of which she had been the unintentional cause, as to be
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obliged to leave to his wife the task of breaking the unwelcome tidings
to her son. On receiving the information, he stood for a moment, perfectly silent, then hurried out into the open air to conceal his emotion
and tranquilize his feelings. After a short interval he returned, calm,
affectionate, and apparently cheerful, and neither by word nor look gave
any indication of the pain and disappointm.e nt he had so severely experienced.
It should not be forgotten that the labors to which we have alluded
~ere performed in hours not devoted to his regular duties as a professor
in the university. To these he was obliged to give three hours a day,
besides other time to the preparation of illustrations for his lectures,
while several evenings of the week were claimed by committees of the
Franklin Institute and the Philosophical Society. He was enabled to
execute these multifarious labors by a division of his time into separate
periods, to each of which was allotted its special occupation. By a
rigid adherence to this system he was always prompt in his engagements, was never hurried, and found time, moreover, to attend to the
claims of friendship and society. He was a zealous and successful
teacher, to whom the imparting ~f knowledge was a source of unalloyed
and inexhaustible pleasure. His pupils could not fail to be favorably
impressed by bis enthusiasm and influenced by his kindness. He
always manifested an interest not only in their proficiency in study, but
also in their general welfare. They regarded him with affection as
well as respect, and while in other class-rooms of the university disorder and insubordination occasionally annoyed the teachers, nothing was
to be witnessed in his, but earnest attention and gentlemanly deportment.
His success as an instructor affords a striking confutation of the fallacy which has not unfrequently been advocated in certain quarters, that
men devoted to original research and imbued with habits of mind
which it generates are not well qualified for the office of instructors.
So far is the proposition from having any foundation in fact, that it is
pr ci ely among the most celebrated explorers of science of the present
century that the most successful and noted teachers have been found.
In proof of this the illustrious names of Priestley, De Ca,D(lolle, Dalton,
Davy, Oer ted, Faraday, and a host of other , immediately occur. At
the am time it cannot be denied that it is qu tionable economy to
d ot to the drudgery of drilling youth in the element of knowledge
a mind w 11 qualified by nature and training to enlarg the boundaries
f h uo-bt and increa e the tor of knowledge. But it i qually
r th t th practice of teaching i , to a c rtain xt nt, not incompatiwi h h l i ur and concentration of mind r qui it for orifrinal
n th
r h · tha h latt r mu t in fa t act b n fl iall alik
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vathy, a portion of the enthusiasm of the master, and are stimulated to
exertions of which they would otherwise be incapable.
In 1836, when Professor Bache had just attained the thirtieth year of
his age, his attention and energies received a new direction, constituting, as it were, a new epoch in his life. This change was caused by a
movement on the part of the trustees of the Girard College for Orphans,
an institution munificently endowed by a benevolent citizen of Phila-1elphia. Preparatory to organizing this institution it was thought
desirable to select a suitable person as president, and to send him abroad
to study the systems of education and methods of instruction and discipline adopted in Europe. The eyes of the entire community were with one
accord directed to our professor as the proper man for this office. He
had, however, become enamored with the pursuit of science, and it was
with difficulty that he could bring himself to regard with favor a proposition which might tend to separate him from this favorite object.
The consideration of a more extended field of usefulness at length prevailed, and be accepted, though not without some lingering regret, the
proffered position. No American ever visited Europe under more favorab le circumstances for becoming intimately acquainted with its scientific
and literary institutions. His published researches had given him a
European reputation, and afforded him that ready access fo the intelligent and influential classes of society which is denied the traveler
whose only recommendation is the possession of wealth. It cannot be
doubted that he was also favored in this respect by the admiration
which in Europe still attaches to the name of his renowned ancestor.*
He was everywhere received with marked attention, and from his moral
and intellectual qualities did not fail to sustain the prepossessions in his
favor and to secure the friendship and esteem of the most distinguished savants of the Old World.
He remained in Europe two years, and on bis return embodied the
results of his researches on education in his report to the trustees of
Girard College. This report forms a large octavo volume, ·and is an
almost exhaustive exposition of the schola,s tic systems and methods of
in. truction in use at the time in England, France, Prussia, Austria,
Switzerland, and Italy. It has done more, perhaps, to improve the
theory and art of education in this country than any other work ever
I ubli hed; and it has effected this not alone by the statement of facts
derived fro1-;.. observation, but also by the inferences and suggestions
- The force of this sentiment was quaintly but strongly marked by a slight incident
-.. hicll occurred when he was in Germany. An elderly savant, on being introduced,
cl· :-sped him in his arms, saluted him with a kiss on either cheek, and greeted him with
he exclamation, "Mein Gott, now let me die, since I have lived to see with mine own
e. -ei an emanation of the great l!'rauklin !" 'fhis compliment was perhaps more flatring than agreeable, since the old professor in question was wont, after the fashion
of 1 i day, to stimulate bis laggiug faculties by frequent and profuse extractions
:f r ru the snuff-box.

7s
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with which it abounds. The accounts which are given of the different
schools of Europe are founded on personal inspection ; the results being
noted down at the time with the writer's habitual regard to accuracy.
After completing his report he was prepared to commence the organization of the Girard College, but the trustees, partly on account of the
unfinished condition of the building, and partly from a delay in the adjustment of' the funds of the endowment, were not disposed to put the
institution into immediate operation. In the mean time Professor
Bache, desirous of rendering the information he had acquired of
immediate practical use, offered his services gratuitously to the municipal authorities of Philadelphia, to organize, on an improved basis, a
system of public education for that city. This offer was gladly accepted,
and he commenced the work with his usual energy and with the cordi.al
support of the directors and teachers of the common schools. At the
end of the year, finding that the trustees of the college were still unprepared to open the institution, he relinquished the salary, but retainetl
the office of president, and devoted his time mainly to the organization
-of the schools. He was now, however, induced to accept from the city,
as the sole and necessary means of his support, a salary much less than
the one he had relinquished. The result of his labors in regard to the
.schools was the establishment of the best system of combined free education which had, at that time, been adopted in this country. It has since
generally been regarded as a model, and has been introduced as such
in different cities of the Union.
In 1842, having completed the organization of the schools, and Girard
College still remaining in a stationary condition, be resigned all con-nection with it, and, yielding to the solicitations of the trustees of the
university, returned to bis former chair of natural philosophy and chemistry, in order that he might resume the cultivation of science. Not that
it is to be inferred that in his devotion to the advancement of education
he had relinquished or deferred the scientific pur uits tow hicb the habit
of his mind ancl the bent of his genius continually impelled him, for
·during his travels in Europe he had been careful to provide himself with
a et of portable instruments of physical research, and, as a relief from
the labors imposed by the pecial object of his mi sion, he instituted a
,connect d series of observations at prominent points on the Continent
anu in Great Britain, relative to the dip ancl intensit of terrestrial magn ti rn. Tb s ob ervation were made ·with the view of a. certainin «
th relative direction and treng:th of the magn tic force in Eur P and
m ri ·a, by he ompari on of parallel eri of b rva.ti n in the t wo
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even in the midst of this labor we find our late colleague actively cooperating in the great enterprise of the British .Association to determine
by contemporaneous observations, at widely separated points, the fluctuations of the magnetic and meteorological elements of the globe. This
cooperation, in which no doubt a feeling of national pride mingled itself
with his ardor for the advancement of science, consisted primarily in the
establishment of an observatory, to which the trustees of Girard College contributed a full series of instruments, combining all the latest
improvements, and which was supported by the American Philosophical Society, and a number of liberal and intelligent individuals. The
observations which were here continued at short intervals, both by day
and night, for five years, form a rich mine of statistics, from which,
until within the last fow years of bis life, the professor drew a highly
interesting series of results, without exhausting the material. In addition to these observations, he made during his summer vacations a
magnetic survey of Pennyl vania.
He was not destined to remain long in his old position in the university. Before be had become fairly settled in it and had renewed
his familiarity with its duties, he was called in November, 1843, on
the occasion of the death of Mr. Hassler, Superintendent of the United
States Coast Survey, to fill the important sphere of public duty thus
rendered vacant. His appointment to this position was first suggested
by the members of the American Philosophical Society, and the nomination fully concurred in by the principal scientific and literary institutions of the country. In this movement he himself took no part, and
indeed regarded the position as one not to be coveted; for while it
opened a wide field for the exercise of talent and the acquisition of an
enviable reputation, it involved responsibilities and presented difficulties of the gravest character. Professor Bache was not one of those
who, abounding in self-confidence, imagine themselves equal to every
exigency, or who seek the distinctions and emoluments of office without
any regard to the services to be rendered or the duties to be discharged.
On the contrary, though early and continued success must have tended
t-0 increase his self-esteem, each new position to which he was called
was entered upon with feelings of solicitude rather than of exultation.
He rightly judged that the proper moment for self-congratulation is not
at the beginning of an arduous and precarious enterprise, but at the
time of its full and successful accomplishment. Nor can it be necessar:v
t add that this characteristic contributed largely to his success. I~
civil service as in the camp, the leader to whom all look with confidence
i not be who, with blind a~d arrogant self-reliance, disdains caution as
unworthy of courage, but he who, sensitively alive to the dangers to
be encountered, exerts every faculty in calling to his aid every resource
hich may tend to tiecure victory or facilitate retreat.
ith whatever mi givings Professor Bache may have undertaken
t eta ·k to which he was assigned, it may be truly said that no living
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man was so well qualified as himself to secure the results which the
nation and its commercial interests demanded. His education and
training at West Point, his skill in originalinvestigations, his thorough
familiarity with the principles of applied science, his knowledge of the
world, and bis gentlemanly deportment, were all in a greater or less degTee essential elements in the successful prosecution of the survey. It
would appear as if the training and acquisition of every period of his
life, and the development of every trait of his character, had been
especially ordained to fit him in every respect to overcome the difficulties of' this position. Besides the qualifications we have enumerated,
he possessed rare executive ability, which enabled him to govern and
guide the diverse elements of the vast undertaking with consummate
tact and skill. Quick to perceive and acknowledge merit in others,
he rapidly gathered around him a corps of men eminently well qualified for the execution of the tasks to which he severally assigned them.
The Coast Survey had been recommended to Congress by President
Jefferson as early as 1807, but it was not until ten years afterward that
the work was actually commenced, under the superintendence of Professor Hassler, an eminent Swiss engineer, whose plans had been previously sanctioned by the American Philosophical Society. Though the
fundamental features of the survey had been established on the most
approved scientific principles yet so frequent were the changes in the
policy of the Government, and so limited were the appropriations, that,
even up to the time of Professor Bache's appointment, in 1843, little more
than a beginning had been made. The survey, so f~r as accomplished:
extended only from New York Harbor to Point Judith, on the east coa t,
aud southward to Cape Henlopen. The new Superintendent saw the
necessity of greatly enlarging the plan, so as to embrace a much broader
field of simultaneous labor than it had previously included. He divided
the whole coast line into sections, and organized, under separate partie,
the es ential operations of the survey simultaneously in each. He comm need the exploration of the Gulf Stream and at the same time pro.J. ct d a eries of observations on the tide , on the magnetism of the earth
, ud th direction of the wind at different seasons of' the year. He
al in titnted a ucce sion of re earche in regard to the bottom of the
an within sounding , and th form of animal life which are found
th r , thu of£ ring new and un xp cted indications to the navigator.
II Ir ' cl into rvice, for th d t rmination of the longitude, the lecri · t 1 o-r ph; for th r a<ly r production of chart , photography; and
£ r mul ipl 1 iug opp r-plat :. engrin,i ng, tb new art of lectrotypinrr.
.
' th e vari d improvem nt .·
11 P1 nnm
nd irectin o- the x cuti n of
' hi h c • d · mu h ompr h n i ue in le. ign an<l minutene in
l t n, r f _, r Ba h wa ntir 1 , , u c , ful.
e wa qually fi rprin ipall • thr u h th mor l inf!. nc
f hi chara t r, in
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creditable prosecution. Not only was a Ia.rgely-increased appropriation
needed to carry out this more comprehensive plan, but also to meet the
expenses consequent upon the extension of the shore-line itself. Our
ea-coast, when the survey commenced, already exceeded in length that
of any other civilized nation, but, in 1845, it was still more extended by
the annexation of Texas, and again, in 1848, by our acquisitions on the
Pacific. Professor Bache was in the habit of answering the question
often propounded to him by members of Congress, "When will this
survey be completed i" by asking, '' When will you cease annexing new
t~mitory i" a reply not less significant at the present day than when it
was first given, and which may continue long to be applicable under
the expansive tendencies of our national policy.
When Professor Bache took charge of -the survey, it was still ·almost
in its incipient stage, subjected to misapprehension, assailed by unjust
prejudice, and liable, during any session of Congress, to be suspended
or abolished. When he died, it had conquered prejudice, silenced opposition, and become established on a firm foundation as one of the permanent bureaus of the executive Government. The importance of the
work, which was always highly appreciated by the mariner, became ·
trikingly obvious to the general public through the service which it
rendered during the late war, in furnishing accurate charts and sa,Uing
directions for the guidance of our squadrons along the southern coast.
Nor was this alone; an active participation was also borne by the officers
of the survey in the attack of the United States NaV)' on Sumter, Port
Royal, Fort Fisher, Mobile, New Orleans, and other strongholds, while
constant aid was rendered by them in the navigation of the inlets and
channels 1 and in the avoidance of hidden rocks or shoals with which
none could be more minutely acquainted. Though the value of the survey was signally conspicuous on these occasions, it needs but little
reflection to be convinced of its essential connection with the general
pro perity of the country. Whatever diminishes the dangel'. of departure from or an approach to our shores facilitates commerce, and thus
renders more valuable the products of our industry, even in portions
of our land most remote from the sea-board. But the survey should not
be viewed alone i.n its economical relations, since, as an enlightened and
liberal people, we owe it to the great community of nations and the
cause of humanity to supply the world with accurate charts of our precarious coast, as well as to furnish it with all the other aids to safer
navigation which the Mience and experience of the age may devise.
Professor Bache, with his enlighteneu. appreciation of the value of
ab tract science, kept constantly in view the various problems relative
to the physics of the globe, which are directly or even incidentally connected with the survey of the coast, and ever cherished the hope of
b ing permitted to complete his labors by their solution. Among these
wa a ntw determination of the ma.gnitude and form of the earth, and
the variation in the intensity of terrestrial gravity at various points on
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the continent of North America; the discussion of the general theory
of the tides; the magnetic condition of the continent; and the improvement of the general map of the United States, by determining its rela.
tion to the coast line, and the precise geographical positions of the most
important points in the interior. Though his hopes in regard to these
problems were not destined to be realized by himself, fortunately for
the cause of science they have been left in charge of a successor in the
person of his ardent friend and collaborator. Professor Peirce, to whose
genius and industry we may confidently look for that full exposition of
the work which, while it entitles him to the highest approbation of
the scientific world, will render ample justice to the labors and sagacity
of his lamented predecessor.
Besides having charge of the Coast Survey, Professor Bache was
Superintendent of Weights and Measures, and in the exercise of this
function directed a series of investigations relative to the collection
of excise duties on distilled spirits, and likewise superintended the
construction of a large number of sets of standard weights and measures for distribution among the several States of the Union. He
was also appointed one of a commission to examine into the condition of the light-hom;e system of this country, and to report upon any
improvements calculated to render it more efficient. In the investigations pertaining to this subject, involving, as they do, a knowledge of a
wide range of applied science, he took a lively interest, and rendered
important service in the organization of the admirable system which was
adopted and still remains in operation. This commission of investigation was afterward merged in the present Light-House Board, of which
he continued a member until the time of bis death.
In 1846 he had been named in the act of incorporation as one of the
Regents of the Smithsonian Institution, and by successive reelection
was continued by Congress in this office until his death, a period of
nearly twenty years. To say that he assisted in shaping the policy of
the establishment would not be enough. It was almost exclusively
through his predominating influence that the policy which has given
t he institution its present celebrity was, after much opposition, finally
adopted. '.rhe object of the _donation, it will be remembered, had been
expressed in terms so concise that its import could scarcely be at once
appreciated by the general public, though to the cultivators of science,
to which class Smithson himself belonged the language employed failed
'
..
not to convey clear and precise ideas. Out of· this state of things it is
not surprising that difference of opinion should arise respecting the
proper means to be adopted to realize the intentions of the founder of
the institution. Professor Bache with persistent firmness, tempered by
his usual moderation, advocated the appropriation of the proceeds of
t he funds principally to the plan set forth in the first report of the Secretary, namely, of encouraging and supporting original research in the
different branche of science. Unfortunately this policy could only be
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partially adopted, on account of the restrictions of the enactment of Con- .
gress, by which provision was to be made for certain specified objects.
He strenuously opposed the contemplated expenditure of a most disproportionate sum in the erection and maintenance of a co~tly edifice; but
failing to prevent this, he introduced the resolution adopted by the
board as a compromise, whereby the mischief which he could not wholly
av ert might at least be lessened. This resolution provided that the
t i me of the erection of the building should be extended over several years,
while the fund appropriated for the purpose, being in the mean time
invested in a safe and productive mannee, would serve in some degree
t o counterbalance the effect of the great and unnecessary outlay which
had been resolved on. It would be difficult for the secretary, however
u nwilling to intrude anything personal on this occasion, to forbear ment ioning that it was entirely due to the persuasive influence of the profe8sor that be was induced, almost against his own better judgment, to
leave the quiet pursuit of science and the congenial employment of
c ollege instruction to assume the laborious and responsible duties of the
office to which, through the partiality of friendship, he had been called.
::N"or would it be possible for him to abstain from acknowledging with
heart-felt emotion that be was from first to last supported and sustained in bis difficult position by the fraternal sympathy, the prudent, counsel, and the unwavering friendship of the lamented deceased.
His demeanor in the board was quiet and unobtrusive, and his opinions
sought no support in elaborated or premeditated argument; but when a
t opic likely to lead to difficulty in discussion was introduced, he seldom
failed, with that admirable tact for which he was always noted, to dispose of it by some suggestion so judicious and appropriate as to secure
ready acquiescence and harmonious action. The loss of such a man in
t he councils of the Institution, when we consider the characteristics
which it has been our aim to portray, must, indeed, be regarded as little
less than irreparable.
As a vice-president of the United States Sanitary Commission his
influence was felt in selecting proper agents, and suggesting efficient
means for collecting and distributing the liberal contributions offered
for ameliorating the condition of our soldiers during the war. But the
services which he rendered the Government during the recent struggle
were not confined to this agency, or to the immediate operations of the
Ooast Survey. He was called into consultations to discuss plans of
attack on the part of the Navy, and for its cooperation with the Army.
He acted also as a member of a commission to which various projects,
professing to improve the art of war, were referred, and in this capacity
it is not too much to say that bis judicious counsel contributed to save
t he Government millions of dollars by preventing tbe adoption of plausible though impracticable propositions from which nothing but failure
and loss could have resulted.
One of ·the last acts of his life was an exemplification of the devoted
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affection which he had always borne to bis native city, whither it was l1is .
cherished intention to return when he should be at last released from official duty. At the request of the governor of Pennsylvania, although overwhelmed with other public labors, he planned lines of defenses for Philadelphia, and to a certain extent personally superintended tbeir constructiou.
Unaccustomed for many years to direct exposure to the sun, this work
proved too much for his physical strength a-n d brought on the first indications of that malady which terminated bis life. Though apparently of
a vigorous constitution, and capable, under the excitement of official
life, of bearing an unusual amount of-bodily fatigue, yet be was subject
at intervals to '' sick headaches," a disease which seems to have been
·hereditary, and which perhaps conspired with other causes in terminating his useful and distinguished career. Previous to the war he had
spent tbe warmer part of each summer in a tent, at some point of the
primary triangulation of the survey, whence he directed the various
parties in the field by correspondence; and as the point was usually at
the top of a mountain, or at some elevated position, from which other
stations of the sm,rey could be seen, he di<.l not want for invigorating
air. With this, and the exercise of measuring angles be laid in a store of
health sufficient to enable him to carry on without interruption tl1e
arduous duties of the remaining portion of the year. But after the commencement of the war his presence was continually required in Washington to give advice and information as to military and naval operations, and to attend the meetings of the scientific commission to whic~
we have previously referred. He was therefore, no longer able to avail
'
.
himself of the recuperating influence of mountain air, and in view of th1s
his valuable life may be said to have been one of the sacrifices offered
for the. preservation of the Union. Tile first indicatiops of the insidious
disease which gradually sapped the citadel of life were numbness in the
:fingers of his right hand, and, on one occasion, for a short time only,
loss of memory. Though these symptoms gave him some uneasiness,
they did not diminish his exertions in the line of his duty. Other symptoms, however, exhibited themselves, which, though awaking anxiety,
did not much a,l arm his friends, until he was suddenly deprived, in a considerable degree, of the power of locomotion .and of the expression of
ideas; the result, it was supposed, of a softening of the brain. But th?ugh
the power of expression was paralyzed, his memory appeared to retam all
the impressions of the past and he evidentlv took much pleasure in baYmg recalled to him scenes and events of years gone by. For several months
he was very anxious as to the business of the Coast Survey, and it was
with difficulty he could be restrained from resuming in full the duties of
his office; but as the malady increased his perception of external objects
diminished. He took less and less interest in passing events, and finally
eemed to withdraw his attention from the exterior world, with which
he almo L ceased thenceforth to hold any active communication. It was
hoped that a voyage to Europe, through the excitements of shipboard
•
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and the revival of old associations, would be of service to him; but~ notwithstanding an occasional manifestation of his wonted spirit of social
and intellectual enjoyment at the encounter of a friend of former time~
or distinguished associate in the walks of science, be returned from a
soj0urn abroad of eighteen months without having experienced any permanent abatement in tbe progress of his malady. He lingered for a short
time longer, and finally resigned his breath at Newport, Rhode Island,
on the 17th of February, 1867, in the sixty-first year of his age.
It would be impossible to name an American distinguished on purely
scientific grounds to whom the enlightened sentiment of his own countrymen and of foreign nations has awarded more emphatic marks of admiration and esteem. The degree of Doctor of Laws was conferred on
him by the principal universities of this country, and few of our leading
societies were willing to forego the honor of numbering him among their
. associates. He was elected in succession president of the American
Philosophical S_o ciety, of the American Association for the Advancement
of Science, and, of the National Academy of Sciences established
by Congress. Nor were foreigners less forward iu acknowledging
his merit. He was a member of the Royal Society of London,
of the Imperial Academy of Sciences at St. Petersburg, of the Iustitute of France, the Royal Society of Edinburgh, the Royal and Imprria.l Geographical Society of Vienna., the Royal Academy of Tnrin, the
Mathematical Society of Hamburg, the Academy of Sciences in the
Institute of Bologna, the Royal Astronomical Society of London, and
of the Royal Irish Academy of Dublin. in addition to these testimonies
of appreciation, several medals were awarded to him by forejgu governments for his distinguished services in the Coast Survey and in the
cause of science generally.
The life we have here sketched is eminently suggestive, both from a.
philosophical and. a practical point of .view~ It presents an unbroken
series of successful efforts, with uo interruptiolils . in its sustained and
constantly ascending course; all parts follow each other in harmonious
continuity; and not only is each stage of its progress in advance of the ·
one which preceded it, but it furnishes tbe means of education for that
whieh succeeded. It is not merely curiosity, laudable as that might be,
but a sense of the importance of the inquiry, which prompts us to ask,
What were the mental and moral characteristics of the mind which produced such results~ And we say intentionally, the m,ind which produced
these results, for although it be true that accident has in many ca,s es a
determining influence on the fortunes of an individual, it will be clear
from what precedes, or we shall have greatly failed in the task which
we proposed to ourselves, that the element of casualty had but little to do
with the success which crowned the life to which the question at present
relates.
•
From long acquaintance with him and critical study of the events of
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his life, and the distinctive manifestations of his moral and intellectual
nature, we venture, though not without hesitation, to present the following analysis of the character of one who has performed so conspicuous a part, and in whose memory so many are deeply interested.
Alexander Dallas Bache possessed, or we may perhaps say originally
inherited, a mind of strong general powers, with no faculty in excess or
in deficiency, but, as a whole, capable of unusual expansion or development in any direction which early training or the education of life might
determine. He also possessed strong passions, which, instead of exerting an unfavorable effect on his character by their indulgence, became,
under the restraining influence to which they were in due season subjected, a reserved energy, as it were, ready to manifest itself spontaneously
and at any time in the vindication of truth and justice. He was likewise endowed with a power of will which, controlling all his faculties
and propensities, rendered them subservient to those fixed purposes
which had once received the sanction of his deliberate judgment. Eminent also among his characteristics, and perhaps most conspicuous of
all, was the social element of refined humanity, a regard for his fellow-·man, which craved as an essential want of his nature fraternal sympathy, not only with those within the wide circle of his daily associations,
but with those from whom he could expect no reciprocation of the sentiment, the entire brotherhood of mankind. These characteristics, with
a nice perception of right and a conscience always ready to enforce its
mandates, are, we think, sufficient to explain the remarkable career we
have described.
They were perhaps indicated by himself, though with an admission
not to be accepted without some reserve, in a conversation with the writer
of this sketch in reference to his entrance at West Point. "I knew," he
said, '·that I had nothing like genius, but I thought I was capable by
hard study of accomplishing something, and I resolved to do my best,
and if possible to gain the-approbation of the teachers, and, above all,
to make myself loved and respected by my classmates."
To illustrate the progressive development of the individual traits of
his character, we may be allowed to dwell for a moment on a few analytical details. The early period of bis life, including that which preceded his first call to Philadelphia, was almost wholly devoted to the
improvement of the mechanical, or the "doing" faculties of his mind,
a~<l but little attention was given to invention, or the exercise of origmal thought. His final examination at the Academy, perfect as it was
in its kind, only exhibited his capacity for the acquisition of knowledge
not the power to originate or apply it. When his efforts were first
turned iu the latter direction he evinced as I well remember, no especial aptitude for it that would indicate f'nture success; bnt in a short
fone, and under the stimulus of the associations into which be was
t~rown in Philadelphia, the faculties of investigation and of generalization were rapidly developed, and bad he not been partially turned aside
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from such pursuits, I doubt not but that he would have still more highly
distinguished himself in the line of experimental research. A.gain, the
change in the circumstances and relations of his life produced by bis
election to the presidency of Girard College introduced him to a familiarity with an entirely new class of ideas, which served to exercise and
expand another faculty of his mind, that, namely, which observes and
appreciates moral truths, though without impairing his aptitude for
physical research. In like manner, bis foreign mission with reference
to popular education, by bringing him into intimate and friendly association with minds of the first order in the principal cities of Europe, afforded
him an opportunity for enlarging the sphere of his sympathies, as well
as of studying men under a great variety of social and mental peculiarities.
Again, his long residence and high social position at the seat of Government, his intimate acquaintance and friendly intercourse with statesmen and politicians, imbued him with a thorough knowledge of the working of the Government, such as few have ever possessed, while bis exertions to sustain the Coast Survey and improve its condition served to
call into active operation bis power to appreciate character, to discern
motives, and, ther~fore, to convince, persuade, and control men. His
ability in this latter respect was remarkable; a personal interview with
an opponent of the survey scarcely ever failed to convert perhaps an
active enemy into an influential friend. His success in this respect
often astonished those who frequently harassed Congress with propositions
covertly designed to promote their own interest at the expense of public
utility; hence the exclamation was not unfrequently heard, "Bache is
certainly a wonderful manager." If that which is unusual constitutes,
an element of wonder, then the exclamation was not without truth,
though not in the sense of those by whom it was uttered, for be never
advocated any measure that was not just, expedient, and proper, either
as concerned the interests of the country or the welfare of his species.
On the whole, if we would sPek the real secret of his influence over
his fellow-men, it would be found, no doubt, to have consisted in the
singular abnegation of self which pervaded his whole conduct; bis
great practical wisdom, his honesty of purpose, and his genial though quiet
and unobtrusive manner. In the exercise of these characteristics, be
was so far from the least appearance of dissimulation, that no one ever
approached him without feeling that it was equally impossible to doubt
the purity of his intentions as it was to elude the penetration of his
quiet but thorough scrutiny. His calnrness served as a shield from
within and without; and as a guard against himself as well as a protection against others. It enabled him to weigh th8 motives and observe
the character of those who consulted him with the view of securing his
influence or gaining his patronage. His genial nature enabled him to
descend gracefully from the heights of science and to enter fully and
frau kly into the feelings of any company with which he might be
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thrown. In this he was aided by a playfulness of fancy and a quiet
humor which banished any reserve that might have been produced by
a knowledge of hh, superior talents and attainments. He was, though
by no means gifted with those attractions of person which influence at
. :first sight, a favorite with all ages, and particularly with the sex
whose discrimination of character is said to be least fallible. It seems
almost superfluous to say of such a man that bis friendship was open
and unwavering, that his confidence once bestowed could be shaken by
no mere difference of opinion or conflict of personal interests. Severe
to himself under the responsibility of duty, and in: the punctual observance of his engagements, his indulgence was reserved for the weak and
the erring. Though his outer life was free from disappointments or
reverses, and though he walked as it were in perpetual sunshine, all was
not so within. Besides the anxiety and solicitude incident to the responsible duties of his position, occasions of trial and profound sorrow were
not spared him. He was called to mourn the untimely loss of a beloved
brother, who fell a victim to his zeal for the professor's service in the
survey of the Gulf Stream ; of another brother, the youngest and last,
also an officer of the Navy, and a general favorite, who was drowned
on the coast of California; and lastly of a sister, whom he had adopted
and cherished as a child. In these seasons of affliction he found consolation in the steadfast convictions of religious faith. Nurtured in the
forms and principles of the Episcopal church, he was a devout worshiper in the sanctmuy, though not bigoted in bis attachment to the
peculiar ordinances of that communion. He fully recognized the union
of science and religion, and held with unwavering constancy the belief
that revelation, properly interpreted, and science, rightly understood,
must ultimately join in perfect accord in reference to the great truths
essential to the well-being of man.
As an evidence of bis high appreciation of abstract science derived
from original investigation, he left his property in trust to the National
Acad~my of Sciences, the income to be devoted to the prosecution of
researches in physical and natural science by assisting experimentalists
and observers, and the publication of the results of their investigations.
I here close thiR imperfect sketch, in which I am conscious of having
passed in silence many a<lmirable traits of character and condm;t, and of
having very inadequately portrayed others, with tLe remark that, though
o~r companion and brother bas departed, his works and his influence
still remain to us; that, sorrow as we must for his loss, we can still
recall with pride and satisfaction the example he has left us of all that,
in heart, in spirit, and in life, the true man of science ought to be.

The following is a list of the published scientific papers of Alexander
Dalla Bache, copied from the appendix to an address by Dr. Benjamin
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A. Gould, before the American Association for the .A. <l.vancement of
Science, Augnst 6, 1868.
1829-Feb.
lB~lO-May.
l--31-Mar.

lr.331-April.

11':H-Oct.
1832-July.
1 32-July.

1832-0ct.
1832-Nov.

1833-Mar.

1833-July.
1833-Jnly.

18:33-Nov.
1833-Dec.
18:{4-Jan.

18:34-Jan.

(
18:34-June.
1834-0ct.
H:l:34-Nov.

1834-Nov.
183:J-Jan.

On the specific b.eat of the atoms of bodies. Journ. Phila. A.cad. Nat. Sci.,
vi, 141.
On the inflammation of phosphorus in a partial vacuum. Amer. Joun1.
Sci., xviii, 372.
Report of the committee of the Franklin Institute, of Pennsylvania, appointed May, 1829, to ascertain by experiment the value of water as a
moving power. Journ. Frank. Inst., vii, 145; viii, ix, x, &c.
Safety apparatus for steamboats, being a combination of the fusible
metal disk with the common safety-valve. Jonrn. Franklin Inst., Yii,
217; Arner. Journ. SC'i., xx, 317.
Meteorological observations during the solar eclipse of February 12,
1831. Trans. Ame1·. Phil. Soc., iv, 132.
Translation of Berzelius's Essay on Chemical Nomenclature. Amer.
Joitrn. Sci., xxii, 248; Philadelphia, 1832.
Notice of experiments on electricity developed by ma,g netism. Jou1'11.
Franklin Inst., x, 66; .Arner. Joun,,. Sci., xxii, 409.
Alarm to be applied to the interior flues of steam-boilers. Joun,. Franklin Inst., x, 217.
On the diurnal variation of t h e magnetic needle. Trans. Amer. Phil. Soc.,
v, 1.
Elementary view of the application of analysis to reflection ancl refraction. An appendix to Sir David Brewster's treatise on optics. Philadelphia, 1833. pp. 95.
Translation of Avogadro's m emoir on the elastic force of the vapor of
mercury. Arner. Joiwn. Sci:, xxiv, 286.
Note of the effect upon the magnetic needle of the aurora borealis, nsible at Philadelphia on the 17th of May, 1833. Journ. Franklin I?ist., :s:ii,
5; Arner. Joun1,, Sci., xxvii, 113.
Attempt to fix the date of Dr. Franklin's observation, in relation to tlie
northeast storms of the Atlantic States. Joiwn. Franklin Inst., :s:ii 1 300.
Report of experiments on the navigation of the Chesa,peake and Delaware Canal by steam. Jmwn. Franklin Inst., xii, 361.
Observations on the disturbance in the direction of the horizontal neef1le,
during the occurrence of the aurora of July 10, 1833. Joun1 . Franklin
Inst., xiii, 1; Arner. Jom--n. Sci. 1 xxvii, 118.
Report of the managers of the Franklin Institute, in relation to weigh ts
and measures. Presented in compliance with a resolution of the house
.of representatives of the State of Pennsylvania. Jour11. Franklin Inst.,
xiv, 6; Philadelphia, 1834.
Analysis of some of the coals of Pennsylvania, (ma.de jointly with Professor H. D. Rogers.) Jonrn. Phila. Acacl. Nat. Sci., vii, 158.
On the variation of the magnetic needle. A.mer. Journ. Sci., xxvii, 385.
Observations to determine the magnetic dip at Baltimore, Philadelphia,
New York, West Point, Providence, Springfield, and Albany, (made
jointly with Profegsor E. H. Courtenay.) Trans. Amer. Phil. Soc.,
v,209.
Meteoric observations on and about Nov. 13, 1834. Amer. Journ. SC'i.,
xxvii, 3:35; Journ. Franklin Inst., xvi, 369.
Note relating to the hardening of lime under water, by the action of carbonate of potassa, &c., and to the hardening of carbonate of lime in.
the air, by potassa and soda. Jou1·n. Frank. Inst., xv, 6.
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1835-.Mar.
1835-May.

1835-May.

1835-Jnne.
1835-July.
i835-Nov.

1835-Dec.

1836-Jan.

1836-Jan.
1836-Jan.

1836-Feb.

18.'36-April.

1836-May.

1836-July.
1837-May.

1838-Aug.
1839-May.
1839-Nov.

Meteorological observations made during the solar eclipse of November
30, 1834. Trans. Amer. Phil. Soc., v, 237.
Experimental illustrations of the radiating and absorbing powers of surfaces for heat, of the effects of transparent screens, of the conducting
power of solids, &c. Jonrn. Franklin Inst., xv, 303; Amer. Joum. Sci. 1
xxviii, 320.
Replies to a cfrcular in relation to the occurrence of au unusual meteoric
display on the 13th of November, addressed by the Secretary of War
to the military posts of the United States, with other facts relating to
the same question. Amer. Jonrn. Sci., xxviii, 305; Journ. Franklin Inst.,
xvi, 149.
Experiments on the efficacy of P erkins's steam-boilers or circulators.
Joiwn. Franklin Inst., xv, 379.
On the comparative corrosion of iron, copper, zinc, &c., by a saturatetl
solution of common salt. Joiirn. Franklin Inst., xvi, 2.
Inquiry in relation to the alleged influence of color on the radiation of
non-luminous heat. Joiirn. Franklin Inst., xvi, 289; Arner. Journ. Sci.,
xxx, Hi.
Historical notice of a hypothesis to explain the greater quantity of rain
which falls on the surface of the ground than above it. Journ. Franklin Inst., xvii, 106.
.
Observations upon the facts recently presented by Professor Olmsted ll1
relation to meteors seen on the 13th of November, 1834. Joum. Framklin Inst., xvii, :33; Amer. JO'nrn. Sci., xxix, 383.
.
Historical note on the discovery of the non-conducting power of JCe.
Journ. Franklin Inst., xvii, 182.
Report of experiments made by the committee of the Franklin Institute
of Pennsylvania, on the explosions of steam-boilers, at the request of
the Treasury Department of the United States. Journ. Franlclin l'TI Bt.,
:x.viI, 1, 73, 145, 217, 289.
Remarks on amethod, proposed by Dr. 'l'homson,for determining the pro·
portions of potassa and soda in a mixture of the two alkalies; with the
application of a similar investigation to a different method of analysis.
Joiirn. Jilranklin Inst., xvii, 305.
Notes and diagrams illustrative of the directions of the forces acting at
and near the surface of the earth, in different parts of the Brunswick
tornado of June 19, 1835. Trans. Ame1'. Phil. Soc., v. 407.
Or the relative horizontal intensities of terrestrial magnetism at several
places in the United States, with the investigations of corrections for
temperature, and compa:risons of the methods of oscillation in full aul1
in rarefied air, (join Uy with Professor E. H. Courtenay.) Trans. Amer.
Phil. Soc., v, 427.
Proposed forms of diagrams for exhibiting to the eye the results of a
register of the direction of the wind. Journ. Franklin Inst., xviii, 22.
Corresponding magnetic observations, in connection with Profess?!
Lloyd of Dublin, to determine the relative magnetic intensity in Plnladelphia, Dublin, and Edinburgh. Proc. R. Irish A.cad., i, 71.
Note on the effect of deflected currents of air on the quantity of rain collected by a rain-gauge. Rep. Brit. Assoc. Adv. Sci., 1838, ii, 25.
Report on education in Europe, to the trustees of the Girard College for
Orphans. 8vo. pp. 666. Philadelphia, 1839.
Comparison of Professor Loomis1s observations on magnetic clip wi th
those obtained by Professor Courtenay and himself. Proc. Amer. Phil.
Soc., i, 146.
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Simultaneous magnetic observations, made in correspondence with Professor Lloyd of Dublin. Proc. R. Irish A.cad., i, 462; Arner. Journ. Sci.,
xli, 212.
1840-Mar.
Observations of the magnetic intensity at twenty-one stations in Europe.
1.•rans. Arner. Phil. Soc., vii, 75; Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc., i, 185.
1840-Nov.
Determination of the magnetic dip at Philadelphia and Baltimore.
Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc., i, 294.
184O-Dec.
On an instrument for measuring the changes in the vertical component of the force of terrestrial magnetism Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc., i, 311
1841-May.
Diagram of1the direction and force of the wiud, and amount and r ate of
rain-fall during the severe gust of April 2, 1841. Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc.,
ii, 56.
1841-July.
On observations of the magnetic dip, made at Baltimore by Mr. Nicollet
and Major Graham. Proc. Amer. Ph-il. Soc., ii, 83.
18Al-Nov.
Account of the formation of cumulus cloud from the action of a fire.
Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc., ii, 116.
1842-Mar.
Semi-annual report oft.he principal of the High School, and report to the
controllers of the public schools. Twenty-fourth Anniial Report of Con~
t1·ollers of Publfo Schools of Philadelphia, pp. 23, 50.
1842-.A.pril. On the application of the self-registering rain-gauge to registering the
fall of snow. Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc., ii, 164.
1842-July.
Report of the principal of the Central High School for the year ending
July, 1842. Bvo. pp. 120. Philttdelphia.
1842-0ct.
Address delivered at the close of the twelfth exhibition of American
manufactures, held by the Franklin Institute.
1842-Dec.
On a modification of Lloyd's induction inclinometer. Proc. Amer. Phil.
Soc., ii, 237.
1843-Jan.
On a new clew-point hygrometer. Proc. A1ner. Phil. Soc., ii, 249.
1843-May.
Results of two years' observations of the magnetic elements, and of the
temperature, pressure, and moisture of the atmosphere at the magnetic
observatory of Girard College. Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc., iii, 90.
1843-May.
Account of an instrument for determining the conducting power of
bodies for heat. Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc., i.ii, 132.
1843-May.
Account of observations at Philadelphia and Toronto, during the magnetic disturbance of May 6, 1843, and their bearing upon the question
of the kind of instruments anti observations appropriate to determine
such phenomena. Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc., iii, 175.
1845-Feb.
Report to the Treasury Department on the progress of construction of
standard weights and measures. Senate Doc. 149, 28th Congress, 2<t
Session.
1847:__Dec.
Description of a new base apparatus used in the United States Coa,st
Survey. Proc. Arner. Phil. Soc., iv, 368.
1848-Dec. On a new method of observing transits. Monthly Not. R. Astr. Soc., ix,
123; Bull. A.cad. Sci., Brussels, xvi, 313; Astr. Nachr., xxviii, 273.
1849-Aug. Comparison of the results obtained in geodesy by the application of tho
theory of least squares. Proc. Arner. Assoc. Adv. Sci., Cambridge, 1849,
p. 102.
1849-A.ug. On the progress of the survey of the coast of the United States. Proc.
Amer. Assoc., Cambridge, 1849, p. 162.
1850-Mar. Notes on the r esults of observations_of the direction and force of the
wind at the Coast Survey stations at Mobile Point and at Cat Island,
Gulf of Mexico. Proc. Amer. Assoc., Charleston, 1850, p. 50.
1850-Mar. Abstract of a communicatiou on the recent progress of the telegraphic
operations of the United States Coast Survey. Proc. Amer. Assoc.,
Charleston, 1850, p. 122.
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Method used in the Coast Survey for showing the results of current ,
observations. P1·oc. A.mer. Assoc., New Haven, 1850, p. 70; C. S. Rep.1
1850, p. 136.
H3;)0--Aug. Remarks upon the meeting of the American Association at Charleston 1
in March, 1850. Proc. A.-nier. Assoc., New Haven, 1850, p. 159.
1850-Aug. Notes of a discussion of t idal observations, in connection with the Coast
Survey, made at Cat Isbnd, in the Gulf of Mexico. Proc . .Amei'. .Assoc..
New Haven, 1850, p. 281 ; Arner. J01tr1i. Sci., xii, 341; C. S. Rep., 1851
p. 127.
18.51-May. Current chart of New York Bay, from observations in the Coast Survey.
Proc. A.mer. Assoc., Cincinnati, 1851, p. 43.
1851-May. Comparison of curves showing the hourly changes of 1i:Ja.gnetic declination at Philadelphia, Toronto, and Hoharton from April to August, and
from October t.o February, and for March and September. Proc. .A11wr.
Assoc., Cincinnati, 1851, p. 62.
18ful-May. On the determination of tte v,elocity of sound by the method of coincidences. Proc. A.nier. Assoc., Cincinnati, 1851, p. 75.
18Gl-May. Notes on the use of the zenith telescope in determining latitudes in the
Coast Survey by Talcott's method, and on the reduction of the observations. Proc. A.mer. Assoc., Cincinnat-i, 1851, p. 151 ; Amer. Jow;n. Sci.1
xiv, 191.
18Gl-Aug.
Additional notes of a discussion of tidal observations made in connection
with the Coast Survey at Cat Island, Louisiana. Proc. A.1ner. Assoc.,
Albany, 1851, p. 94; Ame1·. Joiirn. Sci., xiv, ~46; C. S. Rep., 1852, P· 111.
1851-Aug.
Notes on the tides a,t Sand Key, near Key ,vest, Florida. Proc. A.mer.
Assoc., Albany, 1851, p. 138.
.
165-1-Aug. Address on retiring from the duties of president of the American .A.sso·
ciati~n for the Advancement of Science. P;·oc. Amer. Assoc., Albany,
1851, p. 41.
1852-Mar.
Report on the harbor of Charleston, South Cruolina, (as chairman of a
committee.)
1Sr13-Jnly. On the tides at Key West, Florida, from ohscrv:itions made in connection
with the United States Coast Survey. Proc . .A.mer. Assoc., Cleveland,
1853, p. 32; A.mer. Journ , Sci., xviii, 305; C. S. Rep., 1853, p. 71.
1853- July. On the tides of the western coast of the United States, from observations
at San Francisco, Californi::i,, in connection with the United States
Coast Survey. Proc. A.mer. Assoc., Cleveland, 1853, p. 42; A.mer. Journ.
Sci., xxi, 1; C. S. Rep., 1853, p. 77.
1854-May. Preliminary determination of co-tidal liuoo on the Atlantic coast of the
United States, from the Coast Surn~y t.itlal observations. Proc. A.mer.
Assoc., Washington, 1854, p. 107 ; .1mcr. J01n-n. Sci., xxi, 14; C. S. Rep.,
1854, p. 147.
18i>4-May. Comparison of the di.urnal inequality of the tides at San Diego, San
Francisco, and Astoria, on the Pacific coast of the United States, from
observations in connection with the Coast Survey. Proc. A.mer. Assoc.,
Washington, 1854, p. 161 ; Amer. Journ. Sci., xxi, 10; C. S. Rep., 1854,
p. 152.
1 il4-May. On the distribution of temperature in and near the Gu1f Stream, off the
coast of the United States, from observations made in the Coast
Survey. Proc. A.mer. Assoc., Washi11gton, 1854, p. 134; A.mer. Journ.
Sci., xxi, 29; 0. S. Rep., 1854, p. 156.
•
1 J4--June. Second report on the harbor of Charleston, South Carolina.
1 f"i',-Fcb.
Discu sion of observations for the isoclynamic, isogonic, and isoclinal
curYcs of terrestrial magnetism, on and near the line of the boundary
survey between the United States and Mexico, made in 1849-1852,
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under the order of W. H. Emory, and combined with obser'1"ations at
San Francisco, California, and Dollar Point, (E. Base,) and Jupiter,
Texas. Mem. A.mm·. A.cad. A1·ts and Sci., v, 372.
1855-Aug. Approximate co-tidal lines of the Pacific coast of the United States,
from observations in the United States Coast Survey. Proo. Amer.
Assoc., Providence, 1855, p. 144; C. S. Rep., 1855, p. 338.
1855-Aug. Notice of the tidal observations made on the coast of the United States,
on the Gulf of Mexico, with type-curves at the several stations, and
their decomposition into the cur,es of diurnal and semi-diurnal tides.
Proc. Amer. Assoc., Providence, 1855, p. 152 j Arner. ,Tourn. Sci., xxi, 128;
C. S. Rep., 1855, p. 346.
, 1855-Aug. Notice of earthquake waves on the western coast of the United States
on the 23d and 25th of December, 1854. Proc. Amer. Assoc., Providence,
1855, p. 153 ; Amer. Jonrn. Sci., xxi, :J7 ; C. S. Rep., 1855, p. 342.
1855-Dec.
Report to New York harbor commissioners, on surveys of New York
Harbor.
•
1856-Jan.
Annual address before the American Geographical Society, being a paper
upon the Gulf Stream. Bu,lletin A.mm·. Geogr. Soc., ii, 94.
1856-Aug. Approximate co-tidal lines of diurnal and semi-diurnal tides of the coast
of the United States on the Gulf of Mexico. Proo. Amer. Assoc., Albany,
1856, p. 168; Amer. Journ. Sci., xxiii, 12; C. S. Rep., 1856, p. 252.
1856-Aug.
On the general distribution of terrestrial magnetism in the United States,.
from observations made in the United States Coast Survey and others,
(in connection with Mr. J. E. Hilgard.) Proc. Amer. Assoc., .Lll"f>any,
1856, p. 187; Amer. Jou1·n. Soi., xxvi, 1; C. S. Rep., 1856, p. 209.
1856-Aug.
Observations to determine the cause of the increase of Sandy Hook,·
made by the Coast Sutvey for the commissioners on harbor encroachments. Proc. Amer. Assoc., Albany, 1856, p. 171; Amer. Jouni. Sci:,
xxiii, 16; C. S. Rep., 1856, p. 263.
1856-Aug. Notice of observations to determine the progress of the tidal wave of the
Hudson River, made by the Coast Survey for the commissioners on
harbor encroachments. Proc. Amer. Assoc., Albany, 173; Arnei·. Journ.
Sci., xxiii, 17.
1856-Aug. Notes on the progress made i:a the Coast Sur~ey in prediction-tables for
the tides of the United States coast. Proc. Amer. Assoc., Albany; 1856,
p. 166; C. S. Rep., 1856, p. 249.
1856-Oct.
Anniversary address before the American Institute of the city of New:
York, during the twenty-eighth annual fair. New York, 1857, pp. 60.
1856-Pec.
Report to New York harbor commissioners on the progress of the survey
of New York harbor.
1856-Dec.
Notes on the winds of the coast of the United States on the G-alf· ot
Mexico. C. S. Rep., p. 272.
1856-Doo.
Report of Superintendent of Weights and Measures.
1857-Aug.
Notice of the determination of the longitude · of Fernandina, Amelia·
Island, Florida, by means of chronometer exchanges from Sn.vannahi
Georgia, (in connection with Mr. C. A. Schott.) Proc. Arner. Assoc.-, .
Montreal, 1857, p. 166; C. S. Rep. 1857, p. 314.
1857-Ang.
On the heights of the tides of the Atlantic coast of the United States,
from observations in the Coast Survey. Proc.- Amer. Assoc., Montreal,
1857, p. 175; Amer. Journ. Sci., xxv, 47; C. S: Rep., p. 342.
1857-Au·g. • On the winds of the western coast of the United States, from observa-tions in connection with the United States Coast-Survey. Proc. Arner.
Assoc., Montreal, 1857, p. 183; Amer. Journ. Sci., , xxv, 52; C. S. Rep.,
1857, p. 354.
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Notes on the measurement of the base of the primary triangulation of
the eastern section of the coast of the United States, on Epping Plains,
Maine. Proc. Amer. Assoc., Montreal, 1857, p. 160; Amer. Jouni. Sci.,
xxv, p. 58; 0. S. Rep., 1857, p. 302.
1857---Dec. R eport relative to the New York harbor survey. U.S. Senate Doc., 1858,
No.16 . .
On a supposed personal equation in the use of the zenith telescope, for
1858-May.
determining latitudes by Talcott's method. Proc. Amer. Assoc., Baltimore, 1858, p. 14; C. S. Rep., 1858, p. 184.
1858-Ma,y. On the tidal currents of New York Baiy, near Sandy Hook. Proc . .A:merAssoc., Baltimore, 1858, p. 80; Arner. Journ. Sci., xxvi, 334; C. S. Rep.,
1858, p. 197.
1858-July. Defense of Dr. Gould, by the scientific council of the Dudley Observatory, (jn connection with Professors Joseph Henry and Benj. Peirce.)
Albany, 1858, pp. 91.
Address before the Alumni Association of the Central High School. Phila1859-Feb.
delphia, 1859.
1859-June. Address in tribute to the memory of Humboldt. Tlie Pulpit and Ros.
tnim, No. 6.
General account of the results of the discussion of the declinometer
185~)-Aug.
observations, made at Girard College, Philadelphia, between the years
1840 to 1845, with special reference to the eleven-year period. Proc.
Amer. Assoc., Springfield, 18f>9, p. 248.
1859-Aug; Gulf-Stream explorations. Third memoir. Distribution of temperature
in the water of the Florida Channel and Straits. Proc. hner. Assoc.,
Springfield, 1859, p. 257 ; Amer. Jouni. Sci., xxix, 199; C. S. Rep., 1859,
p. 306.
18S9-Nov. Discussion of the magnetic and meteorological observations m·ade at the
Girard College observatory, Philadelphia, in 1840 to 1845, Part I.
Investigation of the eleven-year period in amplitude of the s?lar
diurnal variation, and of the disturbances of the magnetic declination.
pp. 22. Srniths. Contrib. to Knowledge, ,ol. xi, art. iv; O. S. Rep., 1859,
p. 278.
1860-Aug. Lecture on the Gulf Stream. Proc . .d~ncr. Assoc., Newport, 1860, P· xlix i
Amer. Journ. Sci., xxx, 313; C. S. Rep., 1860, p. 165.
.
1860-Aug. General account of the results of Part II of the discussion of the dechnometer observations made at the Girard College, Philadelphia, between 1840 and 1845, wit,h special reference to the solar diurnal variation and its annual inequality. Proc. Amer. Assoc., Newport, 1860, P· 74 i
.Amer. Journ. Sci., xxxi, 197.
1860-Aug. Abstract of a discussion of the influence of the moon on the declination
of the magnetic needle, from the observations at the Girard College.
Proc• .A.mm-. A.ssoc., Newport, 1860, p. 83; Amer. Journ. Sci., xxxi, 98.
1860-Sept. Observations of the solar eclipse of ]860, July 18, at the Coast Survey
station, Gunstock Mountain. Astron. Journ., vi, 157.
1862-June. Discussion of the magnetic and meteorological observations made at
the Girard College observatory, Philadelphia, in 1840 to 1845, Par~ TI.
Investigation of the solar diurnal variation of the magnetic declmation and its annual inequality, pp. 28. Smiths. Contrib. to Knowl., vol.
xiii, art. v; 0. S. Rep., 1860, p. 293.
1862-June. Discussion of the magnetic and meteorological observations made at th e
Girard College observatory, Philadelphia, in 1840 to 1845, Part !11.
Investigation of the influence of the moon on the magnetic declination,
PP· 16. Smiths. Contrib. to Knowl., vol. xiii, art. vi; O. S. Rep., 1860, P· 31~1862-Sept. Abstract of a discussion of the horizontal component of the magnetic
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1862-Dec.
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1863-May.
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force, from observations made at the Girard College observatory, Philadelphia, in the years 1840 to 1845. Arner. Journ. Sci., x.xxiv, 261.
Discussion of the magnetic and meteorological observations made at the
Girard College observatory, Philadelphia, in 1840 to 1845, second section, comprising Parts IV, V, YI. Horizontal force, investigation of
the ten or eleven year period, and of the disturbances of the horizontal
component of the magnetic force; investigations of the solar diurnal
variation and of the annual inequality of the horizontal force, and
the lunar effect on the same, pp. 78. Srniths. Contrib. to Knowl., vol. xiii,
art. viii; C. S. Rep., 1862, p. 161.
Abstract of an investigation of the eolar diurnal variation of the annual
inequality of the horizontal component of the magnetic force, from
observations made at the Girard College observatory, between 1840
and 1845. Amer. Journ. Sci., xxxiv, 373.
Abstract of a discussion of the influence of the moon on the horizontal
magnetic force, from observations made at the Girard College observatory, in the years 1840 to 1845. Amer. Journ. Sci., xxxiv, 381.
· Additional researches on the co-tidal lines of the Gulf of Mexico. C. S.
R6p., .1862, p. 126.
Eulogy on Hon. James Alfred Pearce. Annual Report of Regents Sniithsonian Institution for 1862, p. 100.
Abstract of results of a magnetic survey of Pennsylvania and parts of
adjacent States in 1840 and 1841, with some a,dditional results of 1 43
and 1862, and a map. Amer. Journ. Sci., xxx,f, 359; C. S. Rep., 1 62,
p. 212.

1863-Oct.

Records and results of a magnetic survey of Pennsylvania and parts of
adjacent States in 1840 and 1841, with some additional records and
results of 1834, 1835, 1843, and 1862, and a map, pp. 88. Smiths. Contrib.
to Knowl., vol. xiii, art. viii.
1864-May. Discussion of the magnetic and meteorological observations made a,t the
Girard College observatory, Philadelphia, in 1840 to 1845, third section, comprising Parts VII, VIII, IX. Vertical force. Investigation
of the eleven (or ten) year period, and of the disturbances of the vertical component of the magnetic force, and appendix on the magnetic
effect of the aurora borealis; with an investigation of the solar diurnal
variation, and of the annual inequality of the vertical force, and of
the lunar effect on the vertical force, the inclination and total force, pp.
72. Smiths. Contrib. to Knowl., vol. xiv, art. ii; 0. S. Rep., 1863, p. 156.
1865-Jan.
Discussion of the magnetic and meteorological observations made at the
Girard College observatory, Philadelphia, in 1840 to 1845; fourth section, comprising Parts X, XI, XII. Dip and total force. Analysis of
the disturbances of the dip and total force; discussion of the solar
diurnal variation and annual inequality of the dip and total force;
and discussion of the absolute dip, with the final values for declination,
dip, and force, between 1841 and 1845, pp. 44. Smiths. Contrib. to Knowl.,
vol. xiv, art. iii; C. S. Rep., 1864, p. 183.
1844 to 1863. Annual reports of the progress of the United States Coast Survey.
1844 to 1848. Annual reports of Superintendent of Weights and Measures.
1855 to 1863. 'I'ide tables for the use of navigators, prepared from the Coast Survey
observations, annually.
·

Also, the following reports concerning harbors, jointly with Messrs.
Totten and Davis :
1853-Mar.
1854-Oct.

Report upon Cape Fear River and harbor.
Report of Portland harbor oommission.
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Second report of the commissioners on Portland harbor.
Report of advisory council of the New York harbor commission. New
York Assembly Doc., 1856, No. 8.
1856-July. Report of the advisory council of the New York harbor commission,
recommending certain lines in the East and North Rivers, and in
Brooklyn. New York Senate Doc., 1857, No. 40, p. 107.
1856-July. Report of the advisory council of the New York harbor commission on
Gowanus Bay and its improvements. New York Senate Doc., 1857, No.
40, p. 118.
1856-Sept. Report of the advisory council of the New York harbor commission on
the Hell Gate Passage, r egarded as a channel of approach to New York
harbor. New York Senate Doc., 1857, No. 40, p. 137.
Secoud general report of the advisory council to the harbor commistR56-Oct.
sioners, on lines in New York harbor. New York Senate Doc., 18~7, N'J.
40, p. 81.
Report of the· advisory council to the commissioners on harbor encroach1856-Dec.
ments of New York, in regard to safe and commodious anchorages
in New York harbor, for the purposes of the quarantin~ of vessels.
New Yo1·k Senate Doc., 1857, No. 40, p. 132.
Report of the advisory council to the New York harbor commissioners
1856-Dec.
upon Harlem River and Spuyten Duyvil Creek. New York Senate Doc.,
1857, No. 40, p. 151.
Report of the advisorv council of lines for the East River, for the shore
1857-Feb.
of Long Island, and the east shore of Staten Island. New York Senate
Doc., 1857, No. 126, p. 9. ·
1857-Mar. Report of the advisory council to the New York harbor commissioner!'
upon the comparative map of New York Bay and harbor, and its approaches, prepared by the Coast Survey in March, 1857. New York
Senate Doc., 1857, No. 126, p. 12.
1860~Mar. Preliminary reports of commissioners on Boston harbor. Boston City Doc.,
1860, No. 37.
1860-Dec.
Second report of United States commissioners on the condition of Boston
harbor. Boston City Doc., 1860, No. 97.
1860-Dec.
Special report of the United States commissioners on Boston harbor, on
the relation of Mystic Pond and River to Boston harbor. Boston City
Doc., 1861, No. 12.
1860:-:0ec.
Report of the advisory council of the joint committee of the Massachusetts legh,lature on the subject of a ship-canal to connect Barnstable
Bay and Buzzard's Bay. Mass. Piib. Doc., 1864, No. 41.
1861--:-Sept. Fourth report of the. United St~tes commissioners on Boston harbor.
Boston City Doc., 1861, No. 62.
1861-Sept. Fifth report of the United States commissioners on Boston harbor. Boston City Doc., 1861, No. 63.
1863-April. Sixth report of the United States commjssioners on Boston harbor. Boston City Doc., 1863, No. 53.
1864-Mar. Seventh report of the United States commissioners on Boston harbor.
Boston City Doc., 1864, No. 33.
1864-M~r. Eighth report of the United States commissioners on Boston harbor.
Boston City Doc., 1864, No. 34.

1855-Mar.
1855-Dec.

LECTURE ON SWITZERLAND.

BY .ALEXANDER DALLAS BACHE.

[The following lecture on Switzerland, from the manuscript of Professor Bache, is
here published for the first time to illustrate in connection with the foregoing eulogy
his habit of observation and his facility of description. It presents, l 1 owever, a lively
sketch of one of the most interesting portions of the earth, whether considered from a
historical or physical point of view, and we · doubt not will be read with pleasure,
especfally by all who have been favored with a visit to the delightful region which it
describes. The original notes from which the lecture was prepared were taken during
the Professor's visit to Switzerland in 1837-'38. The foot-notes, exhibiting the present
condition of the country, have been kindly futnislied to us by the Hon. Mr. Hitz, Swiss
consul general in this city.-J. H.]

Travelers relate that in certain conditions of the atmosphere a spectator standing upon the shore at Reggio, and looking upon the smooth
waters of the Straits of Messina, sees suddenly rise before hjm, as; if by
magic, the walls, towers, palaces, domes, and streets of a city, in which
mimic life goes on, men and animals moving noiselessly to and fro. Tbe
illusion is as complete as if the waters of the bay were a foundation
upon which the genii of the lamp or of the ring had suddenly erected
their magic structures. This is an extreme case of the ordinary illusion
presented to those who, in a calm clear day, look at distant objects
across a wide expanse of bay or river. Familiar forms are strangely
distorted; level shores appear precipitous; the puny sloop swells into
the size of a frigate; the :fisherman's boat becomes a dismasted sloop,
and its occupant a giant. Just so it is when in mental vision we attempt
to look through an atmosphere disturbed by the habits and prejudices
to which we are accustomed. Unreal towers and walls appear, and
objects so lose their shapes. that ·the most familiar forms escape recognition. Every conntry has its prejudices resulting from education, from
all the influences, political, moral, social, and physical which .surround
and act upon its citizens. By these, in general, the observer of men
and things is biased, and he who through the mists of his national or
personal prejudices seeks to realize their just forms and proportions,
may mistake the pigmy for a giant, the shallop for a frigate.
In estimating the institutions of the Old World we are prone to forget
that the materials for our judgment are generally furnished by the opinions of those who are brought up under a totally different state of things
from that which exists around us. The conclusions which we thus form
may be the very opposite of those to which we would h;-we come ourselves, had our own prepossessions furnished the inferences from the
facts. In neither case, perhaps, would truth be arrived at, but in the
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former the result may be deeply injurious, because leading to modes
and habits of thought and action not in harmony with the peculiarities
of our country.
Impressed with the importance to Americans of judging independently of the institutions of Europe, I formerly took occasion in another
place to present a cursory view of the capital of Austria, as illustrating
the effects of institutions the very opposite of our own. I design on
this occasion to occupy your attention, without further exceeding the
limits of a lecture than is absolutely necessary, by a notice of men and
things in the only federated republic of Europe, Switzerland. I cannot
pretend to set before you a panoramic view, but merely a few detached
pictures in outline, so selected as to convey a tolerably fair idea of
republican Switzerland as it appeared to an American. By contemplating it we shall have an example of the practical working of republicanism in the Old World, under various modifications, and with the
disadvantages of being hemmed in on all sides by monarchies. We shall
thus see the power of this system to civilize and to enlighten.
In the course of these sketches we shall :find much bearing both
directly and indirectly upon the·objects which this Institute was established to promote. Upon the map of Europe Switzerland is so well
defined by its boundaries that there is no danger of its escaping the
sight on account of its small size. The Rhine constitutes nearly two
sides of'this boundary, from the point where the various streams from
the glaciers of the Grisons have met to form a river into the lake of
Constance, and from its exit thence to where the Jura Mountains turn
its course to the Northern Ocean.' The Jura separates Switzerland from
France, and with merely an outlet for the Rhone, the Alps take up the
line, dividing rugged Switzerland from the plains of Northern Italy.
The picturesque features of this country have furnished themes for the
poet, the painter, and tourist. Under the influence of its snow-capped
mountains, its shady and sequestered valleys, its rough glaciers, and its
placid lakes, common-place men have warmed into something approaching to poetic fervor, and men of genius have poured forth their inspirations in verse or lofty prose. It is impossible to call up even in memory
those scenes with all their attendant circumstances of romance-both
nature and life so different from that to which we are accustomedwithout feeling the heart and the imagination moved beyond their
wont.
'' Who first beholds those everlasting cloudsThoso mighty hills, so shadowy, so sublime,
As rather to belong to heaven than earth,
But instantly receives into his soul
A aense, a feeling, that he loses not;
A something, that informs him 'tis an hour
Whence he may date henceforward and forever."

But who shall dare to speak in plain prose of' scenes of which the muse
of Byron ha ung The rugged nature of the country within this bound-
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ary bas had its effect in determining the character of institutions as

Well as of individuals. Small tracts of country are as completely separated by mountains of difficult passage, as by distance, differ in the
modes and facilities of life, have different interests, and consequently
separate organizations. The character of the topography has divided
the country into many ·small states, and bas produced striking differences in language and manners, in religions, social and political organization, in a country of not more than one-third the extent of Pennsylvania, and with about the same population of that entire State.
The present Swiss confederation consists of twenty-two sovereign
states called cantons, the division of -which, according to geographical
position, includes also that of language.* Thus the north and middle of
Switzerland contains the sixteen cantons where a dialect of the German
is spoken, Zurich being the principal cauton on the north, and Berne
iu the middle. To the west and south of the middle are the mixed
German and French cantons of Neuchatel, Friberg, and Valais; to the
southeast the mixed Germa{i Romanic and Italian canton of the Grisons,
or gray league, subdivided into its little sovereign states. On the southwest a.re the French cantons of Vaud and Geneva, and on the south of
the middle the Italian canton of Tessin. "'\Vhile the language spoken
by these people is determined by their proximity to those who speak it
in its purity, their social, religious, and political institutions may almost
be said to be uninfluenced by this circumstance. These are the results
of other causes, many of which may be found in their history.
A Florentine scholar relating to me unpublished aiiecdotes of the
horrors enacted by members of the far-famed family of the Medici, with
Italian fervor broke out into this apostrophe: '' Happy your great country, which has not the chains of a dark history to biud it to the institutions and manners of a by-gone age. Beware how you meu of the 1>resent day sully the pure page which records the act~ons of your forefathers,
of your Adams, your Franklin, your Washington."
·
The condition of a country at a past day must assuredly in:flue.nee its
present state as the summer's sun upon the snow-covered mountains of
tbe Alps increases the autumnal flow of the river whose sources lie
among them, or as the accumulation of the winter's snow upon the
mountain's peak produces the summer's avalanche.
The history of the Swiss republics shows the circumstances which
prepared and the impulses which gave existence to each, and a glorious
history it is upon which to found progress in virtue and liberty.
Nearly in the center of Switzerland is a mountainous district which
the Romans never reached, into which the bands of Attila never penetrated, and where no ruins of feudal castles exist to show that iu the
.,. To wit: Zurich; Berne, Lucern°e, Uri Schwyz, Unterwa1den, (upper and lower,)
Glarus, Zug, Friburg, Solern·e, Basil, (city and country,) Schaffl..rnusen, AppcnzeJ, (both
Rhodes,) St. Gallen, Grisons, Aargan, Thurgan, Tessin, Vaud, Valais, Neuchatel, :md
Geneva.
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Middle Ages the inhabitants had a master. Divided, generally, by rocky
barriers into separate communities, the people are.in a degree united by
the beautiful lake of the Forest cantons. These people, from the earliest records, ha-ve been, and are now, poor and pastoral. They form the
democratic cantons of Schwyz, Uri, and Unterwalden, the nucleus of
Swiss confederation. As early as the twelfth century they had a representative at the court of the Emperor of Germany, then the titular sovereign of Switzerland. Rudolph of Habsburg, whose castle was near
the confluence of the Reuss and the Aar, the father of the founder of
the house of Austria., was elected the representative of these peasants,
and subsequently the family claimed the dignitary to be hereditary.
This claim was never admitted, and to its impolitic enforcement by
Albert of Habsburg, accompanied by circumstances of peculiar indignity
on his own part, and of great cruelty and oppression on the part of his
bailiff Gessler, was owing the revolution headed by Tell and his companions.
In pursuit of these same hereditary rights, Frederick of Austria, with
his armies, entered the Fores.t cantons by their mountain passes, determined to overrun and crush them. He was successfully resisted at the
pass of Morgarten by one thousand three hundred men, and nine thousand of his troops perished in this defeat. Thu~ was ueveloped that
fierce military spirit which has led the Swiss of every age to acts of the
most devoted heroism.
From their · wars with the dukes of Austria, the Swiss came out in
1412 with eight cantons recognized as independent. The appetite for
war had been whetted by this successful resistance to oppression, and
was carried to its height by the defeat of Charles the Bold of Burgundy,
and of his magnificent troops, at Grandson and at Morat. The spoils
of these great armies sm.ld.enly enriched the people. Labor was neg·
lected and fell into contempt, and the profession of arms alone considered worthy occupation for a Swiss. The nation was for a time debased
by a mercenary military spirit, and- it required two centuries of bloodshed to impress the lessons necessary to their re.generation. The wars
of the Reformation gave the last of this series of unhappy lessons, and
at their close left the several cantons confirmed in their attachment to
the same churches in behalf of which they had expended to no purpose
their blood and treasure. In 1712 the confederation had attained nearly
its present limits, but some of the present cantons were held as tributary provinces by the others. The Swiss spirit of former days burst
forth when republican France began to proselyte by force of arms, and
the coustitution of the new Helve.tic republic was presented at the point
of the word, and enforced by its edge. While the cantons of the plain
,vere held by the French armies, pleasantly occupied in appropriating
the avings of the aristocrats, and in giving liberty to the people by
d priviog tllem of their independence, the Forest cantons dared to
d ·clare that they had been free since the days of Tell, and Mclchthal,
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and Winkelried; that they required no lessons in self-government, and
would resist invasion of their civil and religious rights to the death.
Aloys Reding, a descendant of Hiudolph, who had defeated Frederick of
Austria at the pass of Morgarten :five hundred years before, occupied
again that Thermopylm of his country. The mode of warfare had
changed; personal ~trength has little advantage in contests wit,h :firearms; rocks and stones, though launched from mountain heights, are
imperfect substitutes for ca,nnon balls; numbers can no longer be counterbalanced by valor. Four thousand men, aided by their women and
children, held this pass two days against forty thousand, but at last
were forced to yield, and the For~st cantons received the constitution
which they could no longer resist.
The days of the J acobins passed; those of the First Consul and Emperor dawned, waxed, and waned, and Switzerland was the battle-ground
ou which the FrenclJ, Austria.us, and Russians contended, everywhere
desolating the country with :fire and sword. The pacification of Europe
put an end to the horrible scenes then enacted, and the republics of
Switzerland were left to reorganize themselves, ·affording in their rapid
recovery from their desolate condition a strong evidence of the energy
of the people. The organization then adopted, with sonie changes, exists
at present. Forty years of exemption from war have obliterated the
external marks of the misery of the country, but in the institutions of
the different States the influence of their past history is still entirely
visible.
The· rough sketches which I must pass rapidly before you, to girn
some idea of the present condition of the country, will ·be taken from
the French and German cantons-those which exercise the most influence upon Switzerland as it is, and as it will be.
Geneva, the oldest city of the confederation, is the frontier town upon
the south west. Its foundation dates before that of Rome itself. The
i;habitants were among those Helvetians whom the fortune of wa.r at
last put at the mercy of the Romans who occupied the city with thefr
legiqns. The Middle .Ages found it a place of importance under the sovereignty of the Duke of Savoy ; the see of a bishop, nominated by the
duke, who was the temporal as well as the ecclesiastical ruler. History
represents its moral and intellectual condition to have been low, its
commerce moderate. Under the preaching of Farel in 1535 the citizens
declared for the Reformation, and drove the bishop from their walls.
In 1536, Calvin, a native of Picardy, came among them, and by.his powerful preaching brought about a second reformation which changed
entirely not only the face of society, but the habits and modes of thought
and action of the people.
At a little distance from the water the shores of Lake Leman, or the
Lake of Geneva, rise abruptly, and qn this irregular ground, just where
the Rhone issues from the lake, the city is bunt. The natur0 of the site
thus divides Geneva iuto an upper and lower town. Below, arid ou the
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steep streets occupying the slope, are the houses and shops of the tradesmen, and on the hill are those of the more wealthy citizens7 once the
Genevese aristocracy. The suburb on the opposite bank of the Rhone is
joined by bridges to the old town, and rivals the hill-top, by its fine
houses. The town is surrounded by ramparts, once of use to resist enemies and now affording pleasant promenades. These ramparts often
protected the town in times gone by, but did not prevent its occupation by
the French in 1798, and must necessarily yield to any enemy which has
the means of bombarding the city. The conviction of their inutility has
led the liberal governments of Berne and Zurich to raze these ramparts
to the ground.*
The anniversary of an unsuccessful attempt, by the Savoyards, in 1602,
to surprise the city, is still celebrated. Under cover of a dark night, and
by the use of scaling ladders painted black the better to conceal them,
a party of the enemy's pioneers had mounted the walls and penetrated
into the town, when they were discovered by the careless watch. The
citizens were surprised but not daunted, and issuing from t,heir houses
with such arms as they could seize, fell upon the invaders. The first gun
fired from the ramparts carried away several of the scaling ladders, and
prevented succor. In the morning the people assembled in the venerable
church of St. Peter, when the pastor opened public worship by giving
out the 124th Psalm; and since, on every 12-t h of December, the same
sounds arise from the voices of many worshipers:
'' If it had not been the Lord who was on ·our side, now may Israel say :
" If it had not been the Lord who was on our side when men rose up against us."

The University of Geneva was founded by Calvin, in 1564, and has
always enjoyed a high reputation. In order to connect it advantageously with the grammar schools which prepare its pupils, the auditories
have been provided, in which the character of the studies, the modes of
teaching, and the discipline are intermediate between those of the scho?J
and of the university. Public instruction is under the control of the
council of state, but while the impress of the best minds in this intellectual city is upon its hi!rher institutions the common schools are not,
•
=
'
.
nor can they soon be made, what they ought to be. Like most of then·
fellow-republicans of the United States the Genevese began their educa.
'
.
t10nal edifice at the top. They have yet to learn that parsimony m
education under a popular government is waste; ·that unless instruction
be really public it is better left entirely in t,h e hands of individua1s;
that it is in vain to move the waters and then to pretend to say to the
rai ed wave, thus far shalt thou go and no farther. The Genevese youth
of families in easy circumstances find means of the best education: do
they on this account effectively control those t.o whom the so-caned repul>lic gives less light~ Witness the frequent revolutions in this city,
and these not always without bloodshed. The government is founded
"' The rampar ts here referred to h ave all been removed ancl Geneva at the present
d~te (1871) p resents no evidences of ever having 'been a fo;tified cit y.
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on a popular revolution, and all attempts to impede the progress of pop·
ular institutions must in the end prove futile. If the light of education
be denied to the people by their rulers, the revolutions wi11 be bloody;
and in no case can there be happiness or safety without the full exercise
of popular rights, by a thoroughly educated people.*
Calvin, as head of the consistory, whose members then formed one·
third of the council of state, governed Geneva, and impressed his own
austere character upon the laws and manners. Public amusements
were prohibited and private regulated. The number of guests to be
invited to weddings of the first, second, and third class, was made the
subject of municipal regulation. All dancing was interdicted, and
when it was found that if the violin were played people would dance,
the use of the instrument was prohibited. The absence of light amusements, together with religious feeling, naturally led to a greater use of
those relaxations deemed lawful, and to the more active pursuit of science
and literature by the better educated. Though times have changed in
Geneva, in regard to religious creed as well as to amusements, th~ im·
press of former days is still strong upon it, and those who term it" a
littlP- Paris" do not look beneath the surface.
·T here is a curious mixture of the ·traits, manners, and modes of life
of both France and England in this city, with a basis which is entirely
Genevese. No less than ten thousand strangers, including, however,
, . Swiss of other cantons, reside permanently in a town of thirty thousand
inhabitants, and the number passing through it in a year is reckoned to
be as great as the population itself. The influence of their manners is,
of course, considerable, notwithstanding the exclusiveness of Genev:ese
society. This exclusiveness is fostered among the ladies in the usual
way, and among the men by clubs, literary, scientific, for conversation
and mere amusement. It even begins among the children, who associa~e in little knots called Sunday societies, the members of which keep
up with each other the intercourse of cousins. Many Genevese enter
into commercial life abroad, and after accumulating wealth return to
their home, few (except those who have migrated to the United States)
1
becoming identified with foreign countries.
The most prominent business in Geneva is the manufacture of jewelry,
and of watches. Each part of the watch is the special occupation of
\ one class of workme11, Different portions of the works are made by
peasants, but the finishing and putting together of the whole, as
well as the manufacture of the ~ases, employ the artisans of Geneva.
Nearls: three thousand persons within . the town, about · one-fifth of
the men, are occupied in the jewelers' and watch-makers' business,
and twenty thousand watches are made annually. t The restrictive

l
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* The school system of Geneva has undergone a material change, and public schools
·
of all grades are liberally provided for.
t The census of 1870 show seven thousand persons engaged in watch-making, and
upward of 200,000 watch~s made per annum.
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duties laid upon these manufactures by neighboring countries, and
especially b France, have led to a reguiarly organized system of smug.
gling, from which the government agents appear to derive a private
revenue, and which is, therefore, very difficult to break up. It is said
that a prefect of police of Paris, having bought at Geneva jewelry
and watches to a considerable amount, the tradesman offered to deliver
them in Paris for an additional sum much below the cost of carriage
and the duties. The prefect made the agreement, and gave notice at the
frontier custom-houses, describing the articles, and requiring even more
than usual vigilance. The articles were, nevertheless~ delivered to him
according to contract, and on investigation he ·found that they had
passed the frontier in his own baggage. This is one of the devious
ways of trade which is, I fear, not peculiar to any natiou, and which
the better moral tone to be cultivated by associations like that which I
now address may and should correct. To elevate the watchmakers'
art, a society has been formed for the preliminary education of apprentices, and prizes for attainments in mathematics, drawing, and kindred
subjects, are awarded to successful competitors.
The political ch~nges in Geneva have been of an instructive kind.
The people declared for the Reformation, and threw off the authority of
the Duke of Savoy. Thus the popular will was the basis of the existence of the present government. The necessity for constant resistance
to enemies without produced an easy concentration of power in the ,
hands of a few, and by limiting the number of families from among the
members of which the rulers were chosen, the government was rendered
practically an aristocracy, not of rank, for the patricians of Geneva
have always refused even this title, but of wealth and intelligence. The
warfare of practice against principle has caused many revolutions, all
leading to an extension of popular privileges, and though likened by
the Emperor Paul, of Russia, to storms in a tumbler, their influences,
direct and indirect, have spread widely. Between the year 1535, when
the Bishop of Geneva was violently expelled from the city, and the year
1837, there had been five revolutions, and including two unsuccessful
but violent popular commotions, and seven attempts to alter the government. And thus it must be until the end of the chapter, until privileges anu rights are in harmony-until in other words, Geneva is a true
republic.
'
The chief points of dispute still are (unless recent events have set·tled
some of them) that the sovereignty of the people is not formally
acknowledged; that the representative council has no right to originate
laws, but only to discuss those offered to them by the Council of State;
that the right of petition is not recoo-nized and that the privilege of
voting is pos es e.d only by those wh~ pay~ certain amount of taxes;
t~~ amount being fixed so high as to exclude about two-thirds of the
citizen, who are over age from the polls.*
... .All this ha be~n changed by tho constitution adopted May 24, 1847, the provisions
whereof are essentially democratic.
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Take the agitation of this canton in connection with the fact that in
the eight cantons having a popular form of g·overnment, there were no
revolutions in 1830, the last marked period in the progress of these
governments, and the lesson becomes even more instructive.
How much do we not owe to our forefathers, who in establishing our
republican system threw off the trammels of the Old World, and removed
all such obstacles to our progress! How clear their view of republican.
institutions when compared with those of the men of Europe, even in
the present day!
One of the most important engines in the improv:ement of Switzerland is the '' Helvetic Society for public utility."* Its branches are scattered over the whole country, meeting frequently and maintaining a
correspondence with the parent society through the medium of committees. Delegates from the local associations meet in different parts
of the country in turn, and discuss questions connected with education,
political economy, and the general welfare of th~ country. The reports
made at these meetings and the information laid before them are
printed and dis_seminated through the confederation by the branch societies. Independently of the influence thus exerted upon and through
the reading community, the intercourse of enlightened men of different
cantons is beneficial to the country, and the congregation of great and
patriotic spirits has a good effect in the place of meeting. In the sum, mer of 1837 this society met at Geneva, and then for the :first time some
of the statesmen of the German cantons met their fellow-citizens of the
French frontier. The first meeting in the illuminated botanic garden,
the mornings in the representative hall dmroted to discussions, the general meetings for meals, the soirees and suppers, each served in their
place, (for the Swiss, like the English, Germans, and Americans, love
good cheer,) to promote the objects of the meeting. The subjects discussed in the council hall, show exactly the point to which the country
has advanced. They were the importance of agricultural schools, and
of schools for teachers, of saving-banks or funds, and the question
,whether those who in time of plenty (like the Pharaohs of old) hoard
up grain to sell it at an advance in seasons of scarcity should not rather
be considered benefactors of the public than objects of mob violence.
The influence of high ch.a racter was beautifully illustrated in one of
these morning meetings. .A. warm debate had arisen upon the report
of a committee-proposing to establish schools under the direction of the ;
society. The more the subject was discussed the further men's opinions appeared asunder. The keen politician of Geneva 7 with French
vivacity, had made his declamation and ended witli a phrase; thee11thn( siastic clergyman of Yaud, with somewhat of the old Calvin :fire, had
l
replied; the veteran philanthropist of St. Gall had laid down the doc- ·
trine by which he intended sturdily to abide. Union seemed impossiule
and discord probable, when there rose, near the president's chair, a man ·
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~eavy in countenance and in person, with an embarrassed air and awkward address, the words of his first few sentences of miserably pronounced French coming forth slowly, and almost by stammering. ThH
natural reflection of a stranger would have been, why does that stupid
man rise; what light can he expect to throw upon the question1 Not
so, thought his countrymen. They knew the mind that occupied this
unpromising exterior, and all listened with entire attention to Hess, the
burgomaster of Zurich, while by his own moderation be stifled theflame
which bad been burning so fiercely, and by his good sense united all the
friends of education on a common ground of conciliation and compromise. The denia~ of self shown by thus using a language which was
not familiar to him produced, also, doubtless a favorable impression,
Those who afterward heard the same speaker in his vernacular rousing
an assemblage by his eloquence, or moving them to laughter by his wit,
must have found it difficult to recognize in the accomplished orator the
embarassed speaker of the representative chamber.
The canton of Genm,: a contaim; fifty-six thousand inhabitants, thirty
thousand of whom live in the town: The adjoining canton of Vaud
presents a striking contrast in this as in other respects, out of one hundred and eighty thousand people, only fourteen thousand being inhabitants of Lausanne, the capital, and only considerable town in the
eanton.* The people of Vaud pride themselves upon their ultra-republicanism, their orthodoxy in religion, their present moral and social
condition, and the broad basis laid in their institutions for further
improvement; the carrying out of the cantonal motto of " liberty and
country." Their constitution declares the sovereignty of the people and
the equality of all citizens in the eye of t,he law, guarantees individual
liberty, the right of property, the inviolability of domicile, the freedom
of the press, and the right of petition. It provides for the separation
of the legislative, executive, and judicial authorities, a feature so
universal in our constitutions that we are surprised to find it generally overlooked by the framers of the Swiss. All citizens have a
right to vote at twenty-three years of age. The church is, as in
all these countries, connected with the state, and is styled in the
constitution the National Evangelical Reformed Church. Worship
according to the forms of the Romar. Catholic Church is guaranteed
to some of the communes, and there this church is also connected
with the state. The · voluntary church system as it exists with us is
almost unknown, and it would be difficult to imagine the first effects of
severing church and state among a people where the connection has
always existed; yet some of the clergy of Vaud look to the separation
as conferring a desirable freedom upon their church. As evidences of
the moral condition of Vaud may be mentioned that in 1836 there was
" 'Ihe cen n of 1 70 gives to the canton of Geneva a population of 89,416, whereof
about one-half live in the city proper. According to the same authority, the canton of
Va.ud has a population of 229,596, and Lausanne 2G,000.
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bnt one criminal for every one thousand seven hundred and eig-btv
inhabitants; while in Massachusetts, also an agricultural community,
there was last year one criminal in one hundred and fifty; and counting
only natives of the State, one in seven hundred and fifty. These people
have laid broad and deep the foundations of improvement in an
admirable system of public instruction, combining, as all are of one mode
'of faith, religious and intellectual culture. The law declares that the
happiness of a people is to be found in good morals and good instruction,
and that in a free country every citizen ~hould have put within his reach
an education fitting him for his rights and duties. It has not stopped
at any point in public education, saying you of a certain class shall have
such schools, and you such others, but has divided the schools according to the age and attainments of the children, and, for those on the
threshold of active life, according to .the probable future pursuit of the
individual. Thus they have elementary schools, middle or industrial
schools, a college, a university, and schools for male and female teachers.
In a canton where suffrage is universal, the legislature has had the
boldness to require that all children from the age of seven to sixteen
shall be under instmction, unless capable of passing a certain examination. Parents who neglect or refuse to send their children to school
are cited before tp.e authorities and fined; in case of a repetition of the
offense may be imprisoned, and thus deprived for a time of the rights
of citizenship. Whether this provision can be fully executed or not yet
remains to be seen; at present it i; a salutary stimulus to the negligent. The ground of its adoption is, that universal suffrage requires
universal education, and that as the law guarantees to citizens the one,
it has a right to demand of them the other. The middle or industrial
schools are colleges for lm~iness men preparing for the pursuit s of commerce and the mechanic arts, and bearing the same relation to these
pursuits that the colleges do to the professions of medicine, law, and
theology. The canton has a school for the deaf and dumb, and one for
the blind at Y verdon.
The prison discipline, like our own, puts in action the benevolent idea
of reforming the delinquents; but the liorror of solitary confinement
which appears to exist in the mind of every one allied, even remotely,
to the French has marred the system both in Lausanne and at Geneva.
Happily the care which is taken in collecting the statistics of the prisons
must gradually lead to a change. Finding that there are as many cases of
recommitment now as under the old arrangement, they will see that
with the gregarious system, even with work, there can be no reform.
This canton wa1:; the last scene of the labors of the great reformer in
education, Pestalozzi. A.t Yverdon, on the shores of Lake Neufohatel,
in a castle erected for war, but turned to purposes of peace, he terminated his active, beneficent, but stormy life. He was the Bacon of
education. Adhering rigidly to the laws of induction, he changed the
very basis of the sciences. He combined those extraordinary qualities
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of the German character, simplicity, enthusiasm, rationalism, and its
opposite, mysticism. As a practical teacher he has been surpassed by
many of his followers, but he was undoubtedly the founder of a new
school in education. Restless, and always dissatisfied with \he results
of his efforts, he began many times afresh, and to the last, with
renewed hope of entire success. U nquali:fied to manage pecuniary
matters, his mind was al ways oppressed with the details of the economy
of his schools as so·o n as they became large. Prussia owes the present
improved condition of her burgher or citizen schools-for her "schools
for the poor"-are poor indeed to th~ precepts and examples of those
who drew both from Pestalozzi. A school nominally conducted upon
his principles is still kept up in the old castle, but resembles much
the deformed copies from the same model which we have seen in this
country. ·
·
Before leaving the southern part of Switzerland, let us pass for a few
minutes into the canton of the Valais and among the .Alps, not to admire scenery but to observe Swiss enterprise. Railroads are out of the
question in such a country, and places for canals are rarely to be found,
but improvements peculiar to the country take their places, and require
both skill and originality.
In one of the narrow valleys of the Valais, a tributary to the Dranse
(itself a branch of the Rhone) takes its rise in the meltiug snows of
the glacier of Getroz. This mass of snow an<l ice is formed by the
accumulation of snow upon two 1~onntain flanks, which, descending and
uniting in the gorge, are slowly pushed forward into the valley, melting
as they advance, and feeding with innumerable rills the turbid Dranse.
In the sprh1g of 1818 the waters of the stream were very low, and as
this circumstance had preceded a dreadful inundation of the valley of
Bagnes in 1595, the peasants taking alarm moved up the valley to
ascertain the present cause. They found that the fall of large blocks of
ice from the glacier of Getroz, and of avalanches from the mount~iu
sides, had completely dammed up the waters of the Dranse. . The 1cy
barrier is described to have been four hundred feet high, six hundred
feet wide at the top, and tb.'ree thousand feet at its base; the lake
behind it was a mile and a quarter long, and at the barrier some fift,y
fathoms deep. The waters in this basin rose at the rate of two feet per
day, and it was almost certain tbat finally, rising .to a height capable of
bursting the wall of ice which held them in, they wonld in their mighty
rush sweep the valley to the very banks of the Rhone. The engineer
of the canton, M. Venetz, made a bold attempt to prevent this disaster,
which, if it did not entirely succeed, greatly diminished the dreaded
devastation. A"tunnel through the ice was commenced ·at a sufficient
height above the swelling waters to prevent their reaching the laborers
before its completion. Two sets of work1:qen labored day and night for
uearly a month in its formation. When first :finished it was not of sufficient size to preveut the rise of the lake, but widening and deepening
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from the flow of water through it, in thirty-two Lours it_ had drained
off teu feet in depth of the lake, and in twenty-four hours more, twenty
feet. More than one-third of the water had thus escaped when the
action of tbe issuing cataract upon the l>ase of tlle rnoun<l had so for
weakened it by detaching large rnaKses of ice, that the barrier waH suddenly lmrnt asunder. vVith a drea,dfnl noise the liberated waters took
their way down tlrn valley in one 'mountain wave, cartyiug before them
enol'mous rocks, the forest and hill-side, fields, fruit-trees ~rnd fences,
briuges and chCdets, and furrowing or covering tbe low grounds witli
the d e.bris of the mountains. The destrnction is represented to 1.ia,·e
been terrible, in all but that of life approaching that of tho predous
catastrophe. Tile energies of tllis simple people were l>ut for a time
paraiyzed lJy tliis dire misfortune, and means were almost immediately
ta.ken to repair its effects and prevent its recurrence.
Captain Hal1, who visited the sceue just after the disaster, and again
after an interval of fifteen years, thus speaks of the first appearance
and of the change which industry had wrought during the interval:
'" vVe said io ourselves, that no time could ever restore their town (l\1artigny) to prosperity, or reclot,he tlleir fields with yerdure. Yet, only
fifteen years afterward, when I again Yisited ·this scene of utter, and,
as it seemed, hopeless desolation, I could sca.rcely uy any effqrt of tl10
imagiuation recall the spot to my mind, or be persuacle<l that it rea11y
was tlle same ground I had seen laid waste.
;"
*'
*
*
The fields were all again thickly matted with verdure; the hedges and
dividing walls appeared never to ha Ye been disturbed; flower-gardens
and kitcheu-gardens aud grass-plots smiled on every side of this llappy ·
Yalley; apple-trees, laden with fruit, and rows of tall poplars marked
out many lines of new and better roads than before, leading from new
bridges which formerly had no existeuce.n The date of the first disaster was found inscribed upon a beain in one of the chalets, ar,cornpanied
by a set of letters; the whole may be thus paraphrased: M. 0. E. I
1595. I W. B. \V. D. B. I T. G. 0. 0. TlJc puzzle has l>een thus deciphered by a Swiss Monkbarns: Maurice Olliet erected, 159,5, wlleu
Bagnes was destroyed by the glacier ot Getroz.
Friburg lies between Vaud on the south and Berne on the north.
It was the ninth canton admitted into the confederation. From ba;dng .
been the most aristocratic of all-some sixteen families governing
seventythousancl people-it is nowaJmostas liberal as Vaud. Suffrage
is universal and the press is free. The religion of the state is Roman
Oatholic, the bishop still retaining the title o~ Bishop of Lausanne a.ud
Geneva. Party spirit, probably, run higher in this canton than in any
other. The old aristocracy bas its friends, though in the minority. The
republicans, who triumphed in the rmTolution of1830, excluded the clergy
from the councils, but their influe;1ce still maintains a party there, aud
the church itself is divided between tbe rival influences of the Cordeliers
and of the Jesuits. Tllere are nine convents in the canton, a lyce 1 nn
9s
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or co11e.ge and a boarding-school, in tbe capital. The clergy ltaYe not
abandoned the claim, tllough deprived of the power to direct the secular
1
irn:;truction of the people, to license and displace their teac!1ers. rbe
struggles of these parties and influences keep up a constant political
excitement.
It is difficult for a stranger who approaches the town of Fribnrg
from the Freuch can tons~ on a <lay when the weekly fa.ir is held, to believe that a scene of real life is before :U.im. The olu battlemented walls1
with their towers, carry us back to the <lnys of arquebusses and culverins,
or even to those of cross bows a nd catapults. Tlle collection of peasants
in the square, clad in the varied an d picturesque costumes of the adjoining districts; k eeps up the illusion. I t is easy to rea1ize that such looking people should sing and dance, tut that tbey should. buy and sell in
earnest is not so easily credited. There is some poetry left yet in tbo
exterior of life, at least iu th ese countries. This thongllt was agaill
awakened ou finding myself in th e cell of a monk in the convent of the
Cor<leliers. The v:1u1ted ceiling, grated door, bare walls, the pallet bed
and rude ta,ble., with missal aud crucifix , the occnpant 'clothed in coarse
b.1a.ck serge, tlle cord of his oi.·der pa,ssi ug around his waist, produced a
most singula,r effect. There ·was notlting in the manners and conversation of t~te venerable Father Girard to dispel any illusion ·created by
t~1e circumstances around him, unless the faintest possible tinge of the
world, such as he may Lave got wbile snperintending the schools of his
canton just after the reYolution of 1814. Hoping to dull the edge oi
party spirit which he supposed attacked the schools because a Oor<lelier
was at the head of them, he retired into voluntary exile for ten years,
and returned, at the age of seventy-two, to die, as he said, at home,
when bis years would be an apology for not mingling in public affairs.
He bad returw:<l to find his schools in incompetent hands, almost in
u.eca,y, and liis normal school, frorn a similar cause, on the point of
being abolished. Im bue<l. with the spirit of Pestalozzi, Father Girard
gives to the languages as instruments for intellectual training the part
wllich the great master assigned to the sciences ; for economy's sake lie
adopted the monitorial· system, b!tt hoped to see the time wben it migllt
give place to a better. In his retirement his influence with the interngent
men of Switzerland was very great, and was exercise<l to forward the intellectual progress of his -country. " I love a.11 men with Christian hearts,
th?n~h th ey may not be orthod.ox in formulary; such is my profession of
faith,'' was tbe catholic sentiment of this truly good man, reminuiog
me of the beautiful lines of Wordsworth, written at Friburg:
"Doom'd as we :ue our native dust
To wet with man y a bitter shower,
It m befit s us to di sdain
The altar, t o deride the fane
\Vh ere patient s ufferers bend, in trust,
To win a happier honr.

*
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" "\Vhere'er we roa.m, along the brink
Of Rhine, or by the S\rnepiug Po,
Throngli Alpine vale, or cbampa,ign wideWlrnto'er we look upon-at our side
Be charity-to bid as thiuk,
And feel-if we would know."

Tbe situation of Friburg has afforded opportunity for two pieces of
cliaracteristic enterprise. The channel of tlrn river Sarine forms almost a loop at the town, inclosing it on three sides, and flowing in a
deep sandstone valley. The town occupies the top and sides of the
promontory thus formed, and on the steep slope the tops of the houses
below are on a level with the pavemeut of the ~treets above. Into this
Yalley the road to Berne formerly descended, and mounted a predpitous
hill on the other side of the stream, occupying, with its windiugs and
the s1ow pace by wbicb it was necessarily traversed, an hour, and to pass
from one si<le of the valley to the other, a distance in a straight line '--'f
some three hundred yards. A beautiful suspension bridge now connects
the upper plateau of the town with a point equally high on the opposite bauk, tlJe suspending cables of wire being firmly fastened in the
massive rock on either side, an<l passing over .two neat piers of Jura
limestone.. This bridge was planned by an engineer of Lyons, hut executed by Swiss workmen, and entirely with Swiss materials. The roadway is eight hundred and ninety-six feet in length between th e piers,
or two and a half times as long as the elegant structure of the same
kind DO\Y erected over the Schuylkill at Philadelphia, and once aud a
lrn,lf as long as the celebrated chain bridge o\Ter the Menai Strait iu
Wales. The roa,d-way is suspended at the height of one hundred and
seventy-four feet above the Saarine, and looking np from the valley the
curved ,virc ropes which support the whole resemble mere cords projected against the sky, ,vhile the upright wires by which the platform
hangs appear li1re cobwebs. The trials to which this structure was subjected by the authorities before receiving it were many and severe, the
hardest that of marching across it two thousand people keeping step to
music, the measured cadence producing a continually increasing vibration, and trying the strength to the utmost.. 'Ille successful completion
of this work and .its durability have led to the erection of a second of
the same kind at another point of the valley; so that this little town of
nine thousand inhabitants may now boast of two of the most beautiful
bridges in the world.
Berne, the capital of ilhe largest arnl most popu1ous canton of the
Swiss confederacy, is, in appearance, thoroughly a Swiss town of the
old school. Its site is a bold promontory, like that of Friburg, nearly
surrounded by the Aar, a tributary of the Rhine. The appearance of
Berne is very quaint. Entering it from the south, three gateways are
passed in S\lCcession, at intervals from ea.ch other, beneath towers which
mark so many epochs in the extension of the walled town. ~efore the
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use of artillery Berne was a place of great strength, the site llaving been
selected in the twelfth century for its military properties, by Berthold.
of' Zahringen, the founder of the city. The fronts of the Louses in tht
principal streets, as in tlle Italian towns of the Middle .Ages, rest npo1.
arcades, which form covered walks for passengers. The heavy pierso!
the arcades render the shops cfork, bnt this incouvenience is more than
counterbalanced by the protection from the winter's snow in a to11n
almost among the Alps, and at an elevation of sixteen hundred feet
above the sea. The streets are proviued· at intervals ,vith fountains of
curious devices and rud·e execution, in wbich, besides the figtire of the
bear in various "arinor an<l attitude," are warriors an<l goddesses, and
remarkable above all, tbe terror of children, the great Kinder-fresser, or
ogre, who, with the head and shoulders of one poor innocent in his gaping mouth, in the ver.y act of swallowing, has a bag fnllof similar choice
1,noutbfuls about his neck, apparently struggling to escape the fate of
their comrade. In one of' the towers is the ·famous clock of kindred
taste ,Yith the ogre. Before each hour a cock flaps his wings and crow
a warning. A figµre representing Father Time reverses Lis hour glass,
and opens his mouth as if to cry aloud to the careless. At noon is the
grand procession of the bears, who, marshaled. by knights an<l soldiers,
issue to the sound of music and pass before the tigme of Time first 011
an fours, then half erect, and finally rampant, figuring thus · the different conditions of the town of which they are the patrons. The figure
now raises a wand and strikes the hour upon a, mimic bell, keeping time
with the striking of the clock; the cock again flaps his wings, and for
twenty-four hours the bears have rest. TLe regard for bruin in Berne
has been the growth of ages. The accidental killiug of a bear by the Duke
of Zahringen on the day of founuing the city placed tlrn effigy upon the
wat of arms, and perhaps gave name to tbe infant cit~T, for Berne signifies bear in the Swabian dialect. The effigy of the hear was connect~<l
with the conquei!\ts of the ·warlike burghers, and the living animal kept
to amQse the people by his antics. A whimsical ·old lady left a hand8Dme estate to the town to maiutain a family of bears, forever, aud in
l ms the animal becarne associated with the misfortunes of the canton
as it ha<l been with its rise and prosperity. The savin gs from tlie estate
of the bears shared the fate of those of the canton; when the French
armies appropriated the thirty millions of specie iu .the vaults of tbe
treas ury. The bears themselves were removed from their ditch an<l
transported to P aris, the huge cage containiug the father of the family _
haYing upon it tue insulting inscription, not yet forgotten by the people
of Avoyer (President) of Berne. One only live<l to return to bis borne
at the general restoration of the spoils of Europe, but the bears of the
pre ent generatjou appear to have forgiven or forgotten the sorrows o
their 1mre11ts, and, nll unconscious of their own present dependent state,
are as tliligent in climbing poles, auu as active in begging and quarreling for uut:s and gingerbread as if the present bear-ditch bad ahrn~--
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1:>~en the abode of both parents and cubs. How difficult it must oe for
tbe men of Berne among the scenes of the Middle Ages, and ·_with history and tradition both fettering them, to keep 1,1p with the progress of
the times; and yet they have done so iu a very great degree, as a glance
at the institutions of the republic will sl10w.
·
In 1785 there were but two bundrecl and thirty-six families, the
members of which were eligible to the grand council, the governing
lJody of a canton of three hundred thousand inhabitants, and of its
tributaries, Vaud inclusfre. These were the descendants of the original
burghers or" Berne, and of those whom they had admitted from time to
time into their fraternity. l\fany of them were members of one of the
:five guilds, the bakers, butchers, tanners, smiths, and carriers, originally
~n aristocracy of working men. Of the two lmmlrecl and thirty-six ·
families onl_y seventy-six were eligible to the execnfrrn or lesser council,
and twenty of these, by the preponderance of numbers, governed the
Sta.te. In 1796 there were twenty-two persons of tlrn name and family
of Steiger in the grand council, fift~en of ,vatwyJ, and so on. It was
certainly no easy task to undo the Gordian knot of such institutions,
but the French iU"vasion sundered it, and the complete separation of
social and political ties which followed prevented a firm reuuion of the
parts . . A feeble aristocratic government was restablished un<ler the
protection of Austria, after the French occupation ceased, and was
continue<l until 1830. At this time the revolution of the tllree days in
Paris gave a new impulse to popular institutions by tlle support whieh
it promised to hold out to their friends. The people of thp country
partB of Berne met in their arrondissements and petitioned tlrn government for an extension of popular rights. They were answered by prohibifo1g their assembling. They continued to meet, and the government onlerecl out the militia to suppress these meetings, and collecting
their most trustworthy troops in the town, closed the gates and prepared the cannon upon the ramparts for action against · the peasantry.
The militia refused to turn out; the troops in the town dP-clared their
nnwillingness to act against their . cotmtrymen. No attack wa.s made,
lmt the government wisely determined on alJdication, declaring that on
a certaiu day tliey would cease their functions if such was the will of
the people. This was all that was <lesired. "An assembly was called to
frame a constitution, and without any violent shock, in October, 1831, the
old aristocratic government gave place to tlle new republican, in wllicb
although there is some leaveu of the former aristocracy, it is not sufficient to Jea\'"en the lump. This is a trne bh,tory of a Swiss republican
revolution. The new constitution declares the sovereignty of the people,
the liberty of the press, tlle right of the representative couucil to originate measures, toleration of religion with an established national chnrcb.
Every citizen is an elector of the first grade; and every hundred of
them chooses an elector of the second grade, who votes for the representative council. As in the other cantons, with few exceptions, the
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powers of government are mingled, and what strikes an American as
even mor·e strange, while the representative council is elected for six
years, the judges chosen by them are elected but for :fl ve.
One of the first steps of the new government was to reorganize and
renovate public instrnction. A visit to the normal school established
by them must inspire bright anticipations of fnture improvement for
the country. Patriotism, religious and moral feeling, and intelligence,
are developed by precept and example in those who are hereafter to
have the training of the Bernese youth. The industrious life of these
future teachers, eleven hours being spent in the school-roorn, in,rcceiving or imparting instruction, their frugal fare, meat of any kind being
placed before tbem but twice in each week, and their coarse clothing, areall
shared with them by the director of the institution. Severe exercisein
the open air, through the gymnastics so popular in Germany and Switzerland, counteracts, in a degree, the effect of this sedentary life upon their
health. In addition to the branches usually cultivated in our schools,
music is made a part of the teacher's educatfon, that he may, in turn,
give instruction in it to all his pupils. The effect produced by the deep
toned and well tuned voices of the young teachers in this normal school,
engaged in singing, con wnvrc, some of the patriotic songs of their
country, was one of the most moving that I ever experienced. Wbata
:flue material for republicans! was the remark of the counsellor of state
who accompanied me, the echo of tl.ie very feeling which was thrilling
through me. Close by this school is Hofwy I, the celebrated institution
of Emmanuel Fellenberg. R'.1t to venture within it1:i precincts would
oecupy you far longer than I am privileged to do. The system of tbi
establishment, for it is not one school, but is composed of several schools
of different grades, has served, in a degree, as a model for that of the
canton, aH~ has exerted a greater influence in and out of Switzerland
tllan any other single institution in the ·world.
The new government ltas reorganized and improved many of the public establishments of the canton, and created new ones; Thus the two
orpha,u houses of the city have already felt its favorable influence; a
school for the <leaf and dumb, and one for the bliud, bas been establislied under its patronage, and a new penitentiary has been erected for
tlie introduction of the modern improvements m prison disciplin e. In
18H) women condemned for crimes swept the streets of Berne, and now
the goYernmeut is nearly prepareJ to adopt the Pennsylvania system of
prison discipline. Surely· the progress of this people has been worthy
of, if not above, all praise.
On the eastern.side of the town the bank of the Aar is~uite precip·
Hous, and from the parapet which crowns it a O']impse is ltad jnto that
fairy-land, the Oberland of Berne. The p eaks of its snow-clad hills, "'itll
th ir bold outline, cut sharply ae-ainst
the skv
r)resentin b)
O' in t.be cour e
u
~'
of a clear day, a beautiful variety of aspect, from the dark shadows ca~t
IJy the ri ing sun, and the brilliancy ofI mid-day ) to the delicate hue at
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sunset, and the ashy and almost ghastly paleness of the evening. One
of the few things which cannot disappoint is a visit to the Bernese .AJps.
::Nature presents itself not only upon a grand scale, but in unusual aud
varied forms. Lofty and precipitous mountains, rugged with rocks,
and ice, and snow; glaciers pushing their way from the steep monutah
sides into the valleys; a,;alanches tumbling headlong from the heights,
and with a roar like distant thunder burying their ice and snow in tho
deep gorges ; cascades pouring from precipices so lofty that the water
is dispersed in dust-like spray, in mid-air, or tumbliug from rock to
rock in foaming sheets; pine-clad hills, aud valley~ green with grass;
all these, iu turn, rejoice the siglJt, while the mrnc<mstomed modes
of Alpine traveling iuvigorate the frame, and the spirits rise until
they create ~ world of enjoyment of their own. The works of man
lend themselves to nature, to add to the picturesque character of these
regions; for the Swiss cottage, with its roof weighted with stones, its
projecting ea-ves and out-door galleries, is uulike a farm-l10use elsewhere,
and the chalet, with its stable, dwelling, and dairy, a11 under one roof,
yet separated with scrupulous regard to neatness, is as unlike a peasant's lmt. The costume of the people, too, puts them to the eye of a
stranger in constant masquerade, and the vocal music, with its cnrious
falsetto toues, and the instrumental upon tlle wooden tube, or Alpine
born, are unlike what is to be heard. in other countries.
The Yalley of Grinuelwald is itself more than three tlrnusaud feet
abo,e the level of the sea, and from it the Faul110rn rises three tllousantlr more. Tbe ascent of this mountain is by ,. \'inding paths, along
the base or on the brink of high rocks, by the siue of ponds formed bythe melting snow, through the suo,vs themselves, to the very apex.
Then the whole district of the lakes of Brientz and Tlrnn is stretched out
before and far below you, the lake of Lucerne and its m'?m:itains, the
valleys of Lauterbrannen nnd Griudel wa,ld, the Alpine heights of the
Eiger, tl:l.e Monk, tbe Jungfrau, and others of this chain, far across to the
r-nountaius where the Rhine and the Rhone both have their sources.
Above the region where tlle white hill-clouds of summer are formed arnl
rest, when they occur spreading a <leep shade o,er the valleys below, the
top of the Faulhorn is in the full blaze of the sun, and the eye ranges from
it upon tbe expanse of the tops of the white clouds, as over a vast plain
of snow thrown into ri<lges by the wind, a, mimic ocean of suow with the
forms of waves witeout tlleir motion. Life in a chalet upon such a mountain is very little like tllat in an inn down in the valley. The whole mountain-top will hardly give elbow-room to the twenty or thirty people who
come up on a fine summer's day, much less will the chalet give rooni for
exclusiveness in eating, dri.nking, or sleeping. Then, further, to break
down reserve, the sunset is to be seen by all, an<l then the moo1~, at rising
or setting, puts the whole sleeping household in motion, and again all are
out .t o see the sun rise over the· distant Alps.
There are some traits b,y which one may infallibly recognfae our coun-
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trymen, an<l. in this cha.let with us was an undoubted American. n~
talked to every one who could speak his vernacular, and spoke to eYmy
one ,vho would gi ,·e his broken French an answer. His meals WPl'I·
bolted down iu liaste. He fidgeted lest he should lose an_ythiug of tlw
IDoon or sun rise, and actually turned ont to witness the former in regular Kickapoo style, wrap peel in a blanket. He was restless to au exce~s.
and talked all the time that others were absorbed in sentiment; forgetting his unpresentable condition, be even adclressed some young
English ladies, who had certainly offered no special encoura.gement to thf
a,ppronch of aiiy fellow-traveller, even in full costume. He was off
among the first in tl:ie morning, and after the day's journey w~ met him
in the evening at M:eyringen, still tailkative as ever, and his tones certi(ying that he came from the east of the Hudson ; so far, the very beauideal of the American figurect ·by tourists . Here, however, be piqued my
curiosity by the very un-America.n act of abusing tlle supper, as well a~
by some peculiarity of expression; and, entering into further conYcrsation with him, I found that this iinrloiibted Au1erican was last from Thread
and Needle street, had been born and bred in the o1<l country, an<1 had
not eveu trodden our republican soil. So much for national characteristics, wbich, like family peculiarities, may sometimes lcau us to mistake the father for the sou.
·
On the way from the Oberland to Lucerne we pass a work of irnpro,ement well worthy of notice. At the foot of the Brunjg Mountain, ou
the north 8ide, is the small bke of Lungern, draining the slopes of a
basin of moderate extent, -and having originally no outlet It is separated by a rnQunta,in ridge from the lake of Sarnen, w bich communicates witli the lake of Lucerne. Lake Lungern is some four hundred feet higher. than Lake Sarnen, so that by establishing a communication between tllem the former might he drained to ally required amount, and arable land be thus gained upon the lake shore.
A tunnel to establish this connection was begun in 1788, and after many
delays was completed in 183G, at the cost of $25,000, and nineteen thouRand <lays' work by the peasants. The winter season, when the lake i
lowest, was cllosen for completing the tunnel by breaking through a
rocky barrier into Lake Lungern. The undertaking succeeded, and rn
ten <lays the water fell to the level of the mouth of the tunnel. A new
and unforeseen danger now threatened the people of the village on the
lake shore. The bank, no longer supported by the water, and expo. ed
to the action of the frost, begau to crack, and the earth separating from
tlrn underlying rock, threatened to precipitate the church and part of
the village into tbc lake. In fact a slide diu take place., but ouly to a
limited extent, and by cutting the sllores in terraces the progress of the
evil has been stopped, aud th~ gain of about flrn hundred acres of arable land may be considered as permanent.
The town of' Lucerne, the capital of the canton of the- same name, and
formerly in rotation with Berne an<l. Zuricll, the seat of the sessions of the
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Swiss Diet, is beautifully situated on the lake of the Forest cantons,
on a level piece of ground, at the point where the Heuss issues from the

lake to join tbe Limmat in its course to the Rhine. Lucerne, ou a gala
day, presents an interesting ·s ight to tile stranger. When I saw it, the
people in holiday dress were collecting from all quarters to the lake
side; the long wooden bridges wllicb join the different parts of the town,
and the stone-lined quays along the Reuss, were thronged with people
pressing toward tlrn same point. The women from the country wearing
the hair plaited on the crown of the head, or ulack caps with mohair
lace wings, and long plaits of hair and black ribbons falling down the
back, accompanied uy men in plain attire, all speaking the harsh patois
derived fro1n the Southern German. Even the bridge from the Abbey
had its passengers, though now few indeed in numbers, and a few Cordeliers were seen mingling with the throng. The windows of the tall
houses near tlrn wharf presented an array of the notables of Lucerne,
and even some members of the diet might be pointed out "to the stranger.
The bells were ringing at intervals, a,nd cannon pointed toward the
la.ke were prepared for a salute. The American smiles complacently
when told the cause of all this circumstance. The first steamboat, navigating the lake is expected on its first return trip from Altdorf, and
even 110w may be seen rounding a neighboring point. The excitement
increases as the wonderful boat approacbes, and we are carried in imagination back to the clays of 1807, when New York poured out its population to greet the return of the first ad ,;;enture of the great Fulton.
No doubt now mingles, as then it did, with expectation, ancl amid the
hoarsenoiseof loud German exclamations and burrahs, and the discl.1::1,rge
of artillery, the boat approaches. It is wonderful to see how at once
the art of managing the vessel lrns been acquired! How imitative a
creature man is! Tlrn captain is mounted upon the wheel-guard directing
the pilot and engineer with his hand. The headway is checked judiciously, and now the boat nears tbe wharf. With what precision and
skill this manamvre is executed for the first time! The thought is hardly
complete; when rising loud and clear above the hoarse gutturals of the
mob, comes to do away all mystery, to explain the whole, in good homespun English, the well-known cry of "Stop her!" The engine ,vas
built in Englarn.1, put up by Englishmen, and is now managed in its first
trial by them; and thus the mechanics and manufacturers of that great
nation lay not only Switzerlaud, but all the continent of Europe, under
contribution, as a return for the money.spent abroad by her travelers.
The Swiss Confederacy is, politically considered~ even a weaker government than ours was under the old ..c\.i·ticies of Confederation; at all
events weaker for every purpose not n:i.erely military. The act of confederation now in force dates from 1815, and all the attempts made
since its adoption to modify it so as to produce a stronger government,
by cementing the union more closely, have failed. The cantonal spirit
resists the least encroachments upon its independence. The act of con-
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federation guarantees to each canton its liberty, its indepeudence, it
safety from foreign aggression, and peace an~ tranquillit.y within. To
maintain this guarantee and to preserve the armed neutrality of Switzer.
land, a contingent of 83,000 men and $140,000 is required from the cantons in proportion ·to their population and othe1~ circumstances,
The modified constitution declared every Swiss to be a soldier, expres:i11g only what is the fact, the military spirit being kept constantly
alive from the belief that it is essential to the indepenuence of the country. In caRe of the invasion of a canton, or of violence against tlrn
actual government, the confederation is bound, upon a summons, to
an armed intervention; and, in case of necessity, a neighboring canton
may lend its ail1. This provision llas been a fertile sour·ce of difficulty,
for on the one hand the cantons claim the right of revolution, and, on
the other, the diet that of intervention. The cantons baye no right to
form leagues with each other. No privileged classes may be esta blislled
in any of them. The transit of articlES of merchandise and manufactures, and of the necessaries of life, through the different cautons is
guaranteed. Such are the leading articles of the constitution.
The diet is the highest authority of the confederacy, and consists of
deputies from the twenty.two cantons, wbo vote, unless . specially invested with discretionary power, according to instrnctions derived from
the cantonal goYernments. Each canton has one vote in the diet. The
regular meetings of this body are held yearly, and the senior deputy of
the cauton where the meeting is held presi.des. Executive power during
the recess of the diet may be vested in the authorities of the canton
where the meeting of the year is to be held, or in a spedal executive
council. The diet declares war and makes treaties of peace and alliance;
such measures requiring a majority of tbree.fonrths of tbe votes.>X'
In the summer of 1837 the diet met at Lucerne. The stormy session
of the year before at Berne, in which they had borne themselves so gal·
laritly in opposition to the demands of France, was still fresh in the
recollection; but with the adjustment of the difficulties the excitement
pro<luced hy tllem had subsiued. On that occasion it was said that
Switzerlaml had spoken even in a boasting tone, or, in the langnage of
the l?rench jo1unalists, as if she were a first-rate power instead of a
fourth . The national feeling wbich dictated this tone may be explained
an<l felt by the remark of Professor Monnard, of Vaud, by whom the
" Tbe foregoing remarks apply to tho politicn,l condition of the Sn-iss Confederation
previous to tho 12th of September, 1848, when tho revised federal constitution now in
force was adopted. TlJis instrument is very similar to that of the United States, onl;
paying somewhat more deference to states rights, and vesting the executive power in
a cabinet (federal council) elected by congress in joint session, tbe cbairruan whereof
being denominated President of l:\witzerland. Tho logis]ativo authority is vested in a.
federal assembly, ( congrrss,) composed of a national council (house of representative )
and a 1:1tacnclerath or States council, (senate;) tho supreme court and executive authority being both elected by the feueral assembly or congress, in joint session, in whish
is vested the supreme power of the land. Berne is tho permanent capital.
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tlireatening language was spoken, "we cannot recognize a first-rate and
a second-rate national honor."
There is still something of the" feudalism of democracy," as a distinguished author has called it, in the ceremonies of the diet, walking
in procession to their hall where their deliberations take pface, wearing
cloaks embroided witli the arms of their cantons, and even of more than
one color, received by double rows of guards, and deliberating with
swords by their si<les. Tbe antiquated costumes are destined to disap})ear with many feudal forms, but the delegates from those cantons, the
democratic; where the least change has taken place in their institutions,
are wedded· to their old garments as well as to the old constitution. In
the hall of meeting twenty-one seats are arranged about an oval table
for the senior representatives, the president having his seat at tlle one
extremity of the table, and the. consulting deputies occupying small
tables in the rear. The members do not rise when addressing the chair,
which has an a,wkward effect, and must be embarrassing to the liYely
delegates of the Italian and French cantons; but all minor embarrassments yieltl to that of the use of three different languages, the French, German, and Italian, by members from the different cantons, while a majority of the deputies understand but one. A glance at these reptesentatives will illustrate tbe difficulties of forming a Swiss union. vVh_at has
the man of Tessin really in common with him of Geneva, The one is a
Roman Catholic, the other a Calvinist; the one a republican of the most
democratic school, the other an aristocrat by principle, and perhaps by
birth; the one is from a rough pastoral or agricultural district, the other
from a city where the more refiued mechanic arts flourish; the one from
a smaH community, all the mcm bers of which are nearly equal in the
means of life and in education, the other from a town where wealth and
education are very unequally distributed; the one in speech an Italian,
the other a Frenchman. Again, what bas the educated and polished
professor of Lausanne, or the merchant and banker of Basle, in common
with the peasant of Appenzele or the sbepberd of Uri, With all these
diversities they are brought together in part by a sentiment-the love
of liberty; in part by a necessity-tllat of mutual defense. The progress
of the cantons in education and the arts of life will doubtless draw their
bonds gradually closer, and. to have attempted a union iu 1832 is to
have laid t he oasis for it at some other time. Meanwhile tbe confederatiou, if it <loes not directly aid the cantons in their career of improvement, at least goes far to guarantee the continuation of that peace which
is essential to progress.
Let us tum our backs upon the mountains, to glance merely, for that
is all that can be attempted, at Zurich, one of the cantons of the plain,
if any part of Switzerland can be called a plain; one of the farthest
advanced of all in the mechanic arts, manufactures, education, and good
government. Here the republican change was brought about in 1830,
by a simple change of administration, the council not being required to
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abdicate as at Berne, and up to this time a struggle for power goes on
hetween the partisaus of a, former order of things and. the clergy against
tbe new order, and, from time to time, one or the other influenee pre.
vails. The canton, meanwhile, steadily adYa.nces. Sufti.·age is uni,er.
sal; the right to vote beginning at twenty years of age.
The progress of the canton since the new order of things may be best
illustrated by a few facts. The press is free, the legislative, executive,
and judicial <lfpartments have been separated, public instruction ha.
been set forth ~s 011e of the first duties of the state, and inrnsion of
domicile bas been decla,red unlawful. To these intellectual improrements may be added physical or material ones; good roads bare been
made throughout. the canton and stage coaches put upon them, so that
instead of ten or tweke people leaving Zurich, or entering it, per day,
there are now one hundred and ten. The poor tax is at tue rate of but
5 cents per annum for each citizen inhabiting the canton; the church
rate 18 cents; and the expem;e of the civil list 20 cents. Finally the
revenue in 1832 exceeded the expenditure by $100,000, and this surplus
bas been devoted to the cause of material and intellectual improvement.
From the hasty and imperfect glance which we lrnve now taken together of republican Switzerbncl, what conclusion may we draw as to
the capacity of the principle wl1ich connects these people, to prod.nee
their happiness, their moral, intellectnaJ, and physical irnprovementi
In the distance which separates us from them the ininuter shades of
character are lost. We do not discern the men of Gene-va, of Vau<l, of
Berne, and of Zurich, but the men of Switzerland. Standing out from the
picture, like the lofty summits of their own mountain chains, are the
prominent characteristics of the people. Frugality, perseverance, hardy
enterprise, high moral and religious feeling, lofty patriotism; these are
the characteristics of the Swiss nation.
How far these noble qualities are the result of their political institutions, or whether the institutions owe their origin to these very qualities
of the people,_it is needless to inquire, since wb~tt greater praise can be
awarded than the truth, that .the institutions of Switzerland are in harmony with the free spirit of the people, and the spirit of the people with
their noble republican institutions.
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ON A PHYSICAL· OBSERVATORY.
BY PnoF. JOSEPH HENRY.

Si\nTHSONI.AN INSTITUTION,

Washington, Decernber 29, 1870.
l\fy DEAR .Sm: Yours of the 28th of November was duly received, but
I delayed answering it until the pressure of business which accumulated
during my absence should have somewhat subsided, and, also, that I
might receive the plans which you mention. I am now gratified in
being able to inform you · that my visit to Europe was both pleasant
and profitable,. n,nd that I have returned much improved in health and
with enlarged ,·iews as to the present state of science in the Old World.
While abroad I gave special· attention to physical observatories, of
which there are. several in England and on the continent, although
there is no·oue which folly realizes my idea of what such an establishment ought to be.
A phy8ical observatory is one the ·p rimary object of which is to inYestigate the physical phenomena of the earth and the heavenly bodies
in contraclistiuctfon to an ordinary astronomical observatory, which is
prineipaUy clevote<l to the observation and discussion of the q.otions of
the planets, and the determination .of the relative positions of the fixed
stars. Of the latter kind but one ·or two are needed in auy country,
and as these require a numerous corps of observers and computers they
can only be supported by appropriations annually from a national government. . The United States Observatory at Washington is of this
character, and, including all expenses, requires an annual appropriation
of at least $50,000. The labors of such an observatory are indispensable to the advancement of the science of theoretical astronomy, and its
application to geodesy and geography.
The establishment I would a(l-vise you to found is of the character of
the one first mentioned, namely, a physical observatory, the principal
object of which would be, as I lla,c indicated, to investigate the nature
and changes of the constitution of the heaYenly bodies; to study the
various emanations from these in comparison with the rmmlts of experiments, and to recorcl and investigate the different phenomena which are
included under the general term of terrestrial physics.
A wide field has been opened for the study of the nature of tbe sun
and other heavenly bodies by the application of the spectrrn;;cope, different modifications of the telescope, and other lately invented appliances.
\Ve now know thatthesunis undergoingremarkable changes, the clrnracter of which can only be ascertained by the results of accurate obser·vations compared with those of experimental investigation. The observer
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should divide his a.ttention between the phenomena revealed by n, critical and continued examination of the sun and the production of simila1
pb_euomena in the laboratory. In this ,vay European inYestigators ba,e
arrived at most interesting results.
Again, we know that the emanations from the sun, and probabl~·
from the stars, differ essentially in character. There is, first, tile ema
nation known as light, which of itself consists of various rays, wlticb
general1y indicate the incandescence of substances, whieh give the
sensation of different colors, and those which, in tlieir ordinary condition,
are imperceptible to the eye, but which may be perceived by that organ
after they have passed through certain liqui<ls; next, the· heat emanation, which is also of different kinds; then the cbemica1 emanation, bJ·
whieh photographic impressions are produced.; and, lastly, the phosphorogenic emanation, which abounds also in the electric discharge, and
which produces the glow of the diamond and tbe luminosity of the compounds of lime, barium, and other substances with sulphur. To study
these or other emanations as they may appear in the fixed stars, or are
reflected from the moon and planets, or as they may be found in the
aurora borealis, the zodiacal light., and hi shooting-stars orlarger mete
ors, requires peculiar instruments, and such as are not found, at present,
in ordinary astronomical observatories. For example, the celestial phe·
nomena which address themselves to the sense of sight are studied hs
means of refracting telescopes, as are, also, those of the photographic
ray, although this requires a peculiar form of lens, while the beat-ray
of lowe1.:'intensity and the phosphorogenic my are not transmitted bS
glass; the former is readily converged. to a focus by a lens of rock-salt,
and the latter by one of quartz. They may all, however, as in the caso
of light, be concentrated into foci by metallic reflectors.
In regard to terrestrial physics: the phenomena are also various, arnl
the forces by wllich they are produced are constantly changjng both in
intensity and, in some cases, in direction. "\Ve now know that the
magnetism of the earth scarcely remains the same from one moment to
another, an<l that these changes al'e connected with the appearance of
the aurora borealis and electrical discharges iu the atmosphere. They,
alsoi in all probability, may ultimately be referred to disturbances produced by external influcnees, such as tuose from the sun, moon, and
planetf::. l!'urthermore, we may now consider the whole earth as an
immense conductor charged with negative electricity, of wbich the
intenoity is in a continued state of change, an<l of which a, knowledge of
the laws, as well as those of the changes of magnetism, is highly desirable. For the proper study of these, continuous self-recording instrument arc necessary.
,
'Ihere is also au important field. of observation in regard to ordinary
meteorology, such as the changes of the pressure of the atmosphere
and it connection with otller phenomena; of the normal and abnormal
wir:.<l. ·; isobted current of the a.tmosphere, and. especiall,y tl10 . . c of a.
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-vertical <.lirection; the radiation of beat from clouds and different terTestria l surfaces; the variation of its intensity in ascending above and
J)enetrating belo'>T the surface of the earth, &c. In sbort, th~ field is
almost boundless, and every year re,eals new facts in terrestrial and
celestial physics, which never fail to furnish neti' points for investigation
to those who are qnalified by education and endowed by~ nature ·for
their proper appreciation.
The con.ductor of an observatory, such as I have mentioned, to be
successful, must ha·rn peculiar characteristics. He must possess a
minute knowledge of a.U the latest discoveries in physics, a keen eye to
detect new appearances, imagination to suggest hypothetical causes,
logical power to deduce consequences from these to be tested by observation or experiment, and ingenuity to devise apparatus for verifying
or disproving his deductions. When such a man is found 110 should be
consecrated to science and fully furnished with all the implements
necessary for the prosecution of his researches, tl.10se of physics as well
as of astronomy, and himself and family placed beyond all anxiety as to
tile supply of their necessary wants. It ma.y not be amiss to combine
"\\ith his studies aud duties, in the way of research, a smrill amount of
lecturing-just enough by sympathetic communication with admiring
pupil s to fan, as it were, his enthusiasm, and to impart a portion of it to
others. He should also bave at his command a skillful ,Yorkman, wlrn,
'n nder his direction, could construct the tPmporary apparatus which are
constantly required in original research. It is also important that he
be ai--,sociated with the faculty of a well-endowed college or university,
to which he will bi=>come an important acquisition both in regard to the
r eputation which he will give to tlrn institution, aml the effect he will
ha.-v e on the other members of tbe faculty in tl10 way of stimulating
tllem to higher efforts. In such ~1,n association he can call for the cooperation of the professors, and especially that of 'the physicist, the
chernist, and the mathematician.
One of tho most important points, perhaps, to which I should call
your attention is that of the building to be erected, since, from the tendency to error in this lice, more · injury has resulted to public institntions in tllis country than from any other cause. It should be recollected
that "money is power;" tha,t every dollar pof;Jsesses a definite amount of
potential energy, ns it were, which can always command intellectual or
physical labor. But money aR a powei' is nnlike all other kinds of power,
in that it is, by judicious inYestment, capable of j ielding a constant
supply of energy, in the way of interest, without diminishing the original amount. 1t is, therefore, in tlie highest degree injudicious in the
founding of an establishm.e nt to exhaust the source of its power by
arcllitectural displaJs not absolutely required, and which may forever
involve a continual expense from the remaining funds to keep them in
repair. As a general rule, the buildings of ·educational or scientific institutions should be graduallj evohTed from the experience and wants
7

1
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of the establishment, and not, as is too frequently the case, from o.,1Jrior,
misconceptions of those who have no adequate idea of the uRes to which
the structure is to be applied. It should be impressed upon the public
that buildings do not constitute an institution, and that reputation and
usefulness in science do not flow from visible and tangible manifesta.
tions, but are the immaterial fruit produced by the spirit of an org;anization. I trust tllat millions of huma,n beings yet unborn wm be familiar
with the intellectual results of ·y our observatory, although a single inquiry may never be made as to the style of the building in which these
results have been produced.
My advice, tbeu, would be: first, if possible, that the right man be
procured for director; secondly, that the principal instruments be constructed under his supervision; and, thirdly, that the operations be commenced in an inexpensive wooden building, which will be found better
in many respects for physical and astronomical observations than one
of stone ~.ncl brick. The instruments could be insured, I shonl<l think,
at a, small premium, and in that case, jf destroyed by fire, might be replaced by others embracing the improvements which may have be1!ll
suggested in the mean time.
As an illustration of wbat I have just said in regard. to the building,
I may rn@ntion that in a Yisit to Mr. Lockye1~ I found him carrying on a
series of observations which have challenged the admiration of the world
iu :1 temporary_ structure made of rough troards, unplastered, and
scarcely including a space of fifteen feet square .
.A.s to the location of _your observatory, yoi1 will infer from what I
have said that I think it important to connect it with some well-endowed
'
aucl well-established college or university.
JOSEPH IIENRY,
Secretary Smithsonian Institution.

To---·.
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THE HISTORY OF MY YOUTH : AN AUTOBIOGRAPIIY OF FRANCIS ARAGO.

[To keep up the series of publications of eulogies of distinguished men, wbich has
been a speciai feature of the Appendix to tbe Smithsonian Reports, the following autobiography and the eulogies of Herschel and Fourier are copied from the volume, now
out of print, of the translations by the late Admiral Smyth, the late Rev. Baden
Powell, and Prof. Grant, from the works of Arago.-J. HJ

I have not the foolish vanity to imagine that any one, even a short
time hence, will have the curiosity to find out how my first education
was given, and how my mind was developed ; but some biographers,
writing off.hand and without authority, having given details on this
subject utterly incorrect, and of a nature to imply negligence on the part
of my parents, I consider myself bound to put them right.
I was born on the 26th of February, 178G, in the commune of Estag£>1,
an ancient province of H,oussillon, (department of the Eastern Pyrenees.)
My father, a licentiate in law, had some little property-in arable land 1 in
vineyards, and in plantations of olive trees, the income from which supported his numerous family.
I was thus three years old in 1789, four years ol<l in 1790, :fi rn years
in 1791, six years in 1792, and seven year~ old in 1793, &c.
The reader has now himself the means of judging whether, as has
been said, and even stated in print, I had a hand in the excesses of.our
first revolution.
My parents sent me to the primary school in Estagel, where I learned.
the rudiments of reading and writing. I received, besides, in my
father's house, some private lessons ·in vocal music. I was not otherwise
either more or less advanced than other children of my age. I enter
into these details merely to show how much mistaken are those who
have printed that at the age of fourteen or fifteen years I had not yet
learned to r~ad.
Estagel was a halting place for a portion of the troops who, coming
from the interior, either went on to Perpiguan, or repaired direct to the
army of the Pyrenees. My parents' house was therefore constantly full
of officers and soldiers. This, joineditt>.- the lively excitement which the
Spanish invasion had produced within. me, inspired me with such decided military tastes that my family wa,s, obliged to have me narrowly
watched to prevent my joining by stealth toe soldiers who left Estagel.
It often happened that they caught me at a league's distance from the
village, already on my way with the troops.
On one occasion these warlike tastes hau nearlv cost me dear. It was
tho nigbt of the battle of Peires-Tortes. The Spanish troops in their
retreat had partly mistaken their road. I was in the square of the vil10 s
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la.ge before daybreak. I saw a brigadier and ·five troopers come up,
who, at the sight of the tree of liberty, called out, '' Sornos perd-idos!'
I ran immediately to the house to arm myself with a lance which had
been left there by a soldier of the lei,ee .en rnc1,sse, and placing myself in
ambush at the corner of a street, I struck with a blow of this weapon
the brigadier placed at the head of the party. The wound was not dan.
gerous. A cut of the saber, however, was descending to punish my
hardihood, when some countrymen came to my aid, and, aru~ed with
forks, overturned the five cavaliers from their saddles, and made them
prisoners. I was then seven years old.*
My father having gone to reside at Perpignan, as treasurer of the
mint, all the family quitted Estagel to follow him there. · I was then
placed as an outdoor pupil at the municipal college of the town, where
I occupied myself almost exclusively with my literary studies. Om
classic authors had become the objects of my favorite reading. But the
direction of my ideas became changed all at once by a 8ingular circum.
stance which I will relate.
Walking one day on the ramparts of the town, I saw an officer of engineers who was directing the execution of the repairs. This officer,
M. Oressac, was very young. I had .the hardihood to approach him and
to ask him how he had succeeded in so soon wearing an epaulette.• "I
come from the Polytechnic School/' he answered. "What school is
th:1t,'1 "It is a school which one enters by an examination.''. "ls much
expected of the can.d idates "?" " You will see it in the programme which
the government sends every year to the departmental administratiQn ;
·you will find it moreover in the numbers of the journal of the school,
which are in the library of the central school."
I ran at once to the library, and there, for the first time, I read the
programme of the knowledge required in the candidate~..
From this moment I abandoned the classes of the central sch'~where
I was taught to admire Corneille, Racine, La Fontaine, l\foliere,intd
attended only the mathematical course. This course was intrusted to
a retired ecclesiastic, the Abbe Verdier, a very respectable man, but
whose knowledge went no farther than the elementary course of La
Oaille. I saw at a glance that M. Verdier's lessons would not- be sufficient to seenre my admission to the Polytechnic School; I therefore
decided on studying by ~yself the new~st ·works, which I sent for from
Paris. These were those of Legendre, Lacroix, and Garnier. In going
through these works I often met with difficulties which exceeded my
powers; happily, strange though it be, and perhaps without example in
all the rest of Fra.nce, there was a proprietor at Esta gel, M. Raynal, who
made the study of.the higher mathematics his recreation:. It was in hi
kitchen, while giving orders to numerous domestics for the labors of
* With such precocious heroism it is l>y no mea.ns so clear that the author might not
have had a hand in the revolution, from which he endeavors above to exculpate himself.
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the next day, that M. Rayna! read with advantage the" Hydraulic ArcbL
tecture" of Prony, the ":\,1ecanique Analytique," and the" Mecauique
Celeste.'' This excellent man often gave me useful advice; uut I must
say tL.at I found my real master in the cover of M. Garnier's "Treatise
on Algebra." This cover consisted of a printed leaf, on the outside of
·which blue paper was pasted. The reading of the page no1; covered
1mule me desirous to know what the blue paper hid from me. I took off
this paper carefully, having first damped it, and was able to read under11eath it the advice given by d' Alembert to a young man who communicated to him the difficulties which p.e met, with in his studies: "Go on,
sir, go on, and conviction will come to ·you.''
This gave me a gleam of light; instead of persisting in attempts to
comprehend at first sight the propositions before me, I admitted their
trµt,h provisionally. I went on farther, and was quite surprised, on the
morrow, that I comprehended perfectly wba.t over-11ight appeared to me
to be encompassed with thick clouds.
1
I thus made myself master, in a year and a half, of all the subjects
_contained in the programme for admission, and I went to Montpellier
to undergo the examination. I was then sixteen years of age. M. Monge,
jr., the examiner, was detained at Toulouse by indisposition, and wrote
to the candi<lates assembled at .l\fontpellier tllat he would examine them
iQ Paris. I was myself too unwell to undertake so long a journey, &,nd
I returned to Perpignan.
Th~e I listened for a moment to the solicitations of my family, .who
pressed me to renounce the prospects which the Polytechnic School
opened. But my taste for mathematical studies soon carried .the day.
I increased my library with Euler's "Introduction a !'Analyse Infinites1male," with the 4 ' Resolution des Equations Numeriques/' with-Lagrange's
"Theorie des Fonctions Analytiques," and" Meeanique Analytique-," and
finally with Laplace's" Mecanique Celeste." I gave myself. up with great
ardor to the study of these books. From the journal of the :Polytechnic
School, containing such investigations as those of M. Poisson on Elimination, I imagined that all the pupils were as much advan<;.ed. ~s this
geometer, and that it woula be necessary to rise to thi.s .b·~ igbt. to succeed.
From this moment I prepared myself for the artillei'y ·service, the
aim of my ambition; and as I bad heard that an officer ought to understand music, fencing, and dancing, I devoted· the first hours of each day
to the cultivation of these accomplishments.
The rest of_tbe tim_e I was seen walking in the moats of the citadel of
Perpignan, seeking by more or less forced transitions to pass from one
question to another, so as to be sure of being able to show the examiner
how far my studies had been carried.*
"Mecbain, member of the Academy of Sciences and of the Institute, was charged
in 1792 with the prolongation of the measure of the ar~ of the meridian in Spain, as far
as Barcelona.
During his operations in the Pyrenees, in 1794, he had known my father, who was
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At last the moment of' examination arrived, and I went to Toulon
in company with a candidate who had studied at the public college. It
was the first time that pupils from Perpigna.n had appeared at the competition. My intimidated comrade was completely discomfited. Whe
I repaired after him to the board, a very singular conversation took
p]ace between M. Monge, the examiner, and me.
"If' you are going to answer like your comrade, it is useless for me
to question you.''
"Sir, my comrade knows much more than he has shown; I hope I
shall be more fortunate than he; hut what you have just said to me
might well intimidate me and deprive me of' all my powers."
"Timidity is always the excuse of' the ignorant; it is to save you
from the shame of a defeat that I make you the proposal of not examining you."
·
"I know of no greater shame than that which you now inflict upon
me. Will you be so good as to question me, It is your duty."
"You carry yourself very high, _sir; we shall see presently whether
this be a legitimate pride."
"Proceed, sir; I wait for you."
M. Monge then put to me a geometrical question, which I answered
in such a way as to diminish his prejudices. From this he passed on to
a question in algebra, to the resolution of a numerical equation. I bad
the work of Lagrange at my fingers' ends; I analyzed all the known
methods., pointing out their advantages and defects; Newton's method,
the method of recurring series, the method of depression, the method
of continued fractious; all were passed in review; the a:Qswer had
lasted an entire hour. Monge, brought over now to feelings of great
kindness, said to me, " I could, from this moment, consider the exam·
ination at an end. I will, however, for my own pleasure, m,k you two
more questions. What are the' relations of a curved line to the straight
line which is a tangent to it,,, 1 looked upon this question as a particular
' oue of the a<lministrators of thedepartment of the Eastern Pyrenees. Lnter, in 1 C3,
when the question was agitated as to the continuntion of the measure of the meridian
line as far as the Balearic Islands, M. Mecbain went again to Perpignan, and came to
pay my father a visit. As I was about settin g off to undergo the examination for admission at the Polytechnic School, my fatller ventured to ask him whether l1c could
not recommend me to M. Monge. "WiHingly," answered be; "but,, with the frankness which is my characteristic, I ought not to l eave you unaware that it appears to
me improbable that your son, left to himself, can have rendered himself complett:ly
master of the subjects of which the programme consists. If, however, he be admitted
1 t him be uestined for the artillery or for the engineers. The career of the science of
which you have talked to me is really too· d-ifllcult to go through, and, unless he_batl
a pecial calling for it, your son would! obl!J fiud it deceptive." Anticipating a little
th onler of t1atc , let ns corupare this advice with what occurred. I went to Toulou , underweut the examination, and was admitted . One year ancl a half afterward
I fill <1th situation of secretary at the Observatory, which had become "acant by tbe
r ignatiou of M. Mechain's son. One year and a half later, that is to say, four yea
after the Perpjgnan "horoscope," associated with M. Biot, I filled the place, in Spain,
of th~ celebrated academician who had died there, a victim to bis labors.
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ca.s e of the theory of osculations which I had studied in Lagrange's
"' Fonctions A.ualytiques." "Finally," said the examiner to me, "how
do you determine the tension of the various cords of which a funicular
U1achine is composed," I treated this problem according to the method .
expounded in the '' Mecanique A.nalytique." It was clear that Lagrange
bad supplied aU the resources of my examination.
I had been two hours and a quarter at the board. M. Monge, going
f'rom one extreme to the other, got up, came and embraced me, and sol_~ mnly declared that I should occupy the first place 011 his list. Shall I
~onfess it¥ During the examination of my comrade I had heard the
Toulousian candidates uttering not very favorable sarcasms on the
pupils from Perpignan_; and it was principally for the sake of reparation
to my native town that M. Monge's behavior and declaration transported me with joy.
Having entered the Polytechnic School, at the end of 1803 I was
placed in the excessively boisterous brigade of the Gaseous and Britons.
I should have much liked to study thoroughly physics and chemistry,
of which I did not even k11ow the first rudiments; but the behavior of
my companions rarely left me any time for it. A.s for analysis, I bad,.
already, before entering the Pol,ytechnic School, learned much more than
was required for leaving it.
I have just related the strange words which M. Monge, jr., addressed
to me at Toulouse in commencing my examination for admission.
Something analogous occurred at the opening of my exarni11atio11.
in mathematics for passing from one division of the school to another.
The examiner, t,h is time, was the illustrious geometer Legendre, of
whom, a few years after, I had the honor of becoming the colleague and
the friend.
I entered his study at the moment when M. T--, who was to undergo
his examination before me, having fainted away, was being carried out
in the arms of two servants. I thought that this circumstance would
have moved and softened M. Legendre; but it had no such effect.
"vVhat is your name," he said to me sharply. "Arago," I answered.
"You are not French, then," "If I was not French I should not be
before you; for I have never heard of any one being admitted into the
school unless bis nationality had been proved." "I maintain that he is
not French whose name is Arago." '' I maintain, on my side, that I am
French, and a very good Frenchman, too, however strange my name
may appear to you." "Very well; we will not discuss the point farther;.
go to the board."
I had scarcely taken up the chalk, when M. Legendre, returning to
the first subject of his preoccupations, said to me: "You were born in
one of the departments recently united to France P "No, sir; I was
born in the department of the Eastern Pyrenees, at the foot of the
Pyrenees." "Oh! why did you not tell me tha.t at once? A.II is now
explained. You are of Spanish origin are you not?" "Possibly; but
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in my humble family there are no authentic documents preservefwhich
could enable me to trace back the civil position of my ancestors. Each
one there is tbe child of his own deeds. I declare to you again thatl
am French, and that ought to be sufficient for you."
The vivacity of this last answer had not disposed M. Legendre in my
favor. I saw this very soon; for, having put a question to me which
required the use of . double integrals, he stopped me, saying: "The
method which you are following was not given to you by the professor.
Whence did you get it 1" "From one of your papers." "Why did
yon choose it 1 Was it to bribe me 1" "No; nothing was farther from
my thoughts. I only adopted it because it appeared to me preferable."
"If you are unable to explain to me the reasons for your preference.
I declare to you that you shall receive a bad mark, at least as to
character."
I then entered upon the details which established, as I thought, that
the method of double integrals was in all points more clear and more
rational than that which Lacroix bad expounded to us in the amphitheater. From this moment Legendre appeared to me to be satisfied,
and to relent.
Afterward, he asked me to determine the center of gravity of a spherical sector. "The q nest.ion is easy," I said to him. "Very wel1; since
you find it easy, I will complicate it; instead of supposing the density
constant, I will suppose that it varies from the center to the surface
according to a determine<l function." I got through this calculation
Yery happily; and from this moment I had entirely gained the favor of
the examiner. Indeed, 011 my retiring, he addressed to me these wortls,
which, coming from him, appeared to my comrades as a yery fayorable
augury for my chance of promotion: "I see that you have employed your
time well; go on in the same way the second year, and we shall 'Part
,· ery good friends."
In the mode of examination adopted at the Polytechnic School in 180J
which is always cited as being better than the present organization, room
was allowed for the exercise of some unjustifiable caprices. Would it
be believed, for example, that the old M. Barruel examined two pupils
at a time in physics, and gave them, it is said, th e same mark, which
wa3 the mean between the actual merits of the two~ For my part, I
was associated with a comra<le full of intelligence, but who bad not
tudied this branch of the course. We agreed that he should leave the
answering to me, and we found the arrangement advantageous to both.
A I have been led to speak of the school as it was in 1804, I will ay
that its faults were less those of organization than those of personal
management; for many of the professors were much below their office,
a fact which gave rise to somewhat ridiculous scenes. The pupils, for
in ' tance, having observed the insufficiency of lVI. Hassenfratz, made a
<lemon tration of the dimeusions of the ra.iubow, full of errors. of calculation, but i11 which the one compensated the other so that the final
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result \V'as true. The professor, who had only .this result whereby to
judge of the goodness of the answer, when he saw it appear on the board,
did not hesitate to call out,'' Good, good, perfectly good!" which excited
s11onts of laughter on all the benches of the amphitheater.
When a professor has lost consideration, without which it is impossible
f"or him to do well, they allow themselves to insult bim to an incredible
extent. Of this I will cite a single specimen .
.A pupil, M. Leboullenger, met one evening in company this same M
Hassenfratz, and had a discussion with him. Wben he reentered the
school in the morning, he mentioned this circumstance to us. "Be on
sour guard," said one of our comrades to him; "you will be interrogated
t his evening. Play with caution, for the professor has certainly pre. pared some great d ifliculties so as to cause laughter at your expense."
Our anticipations were not mistaken. Scarcely had the pupils arrived
in the amphitheater, when M. Hassenfratz called to M. Leb01illenger,
who caµie to the board.
'' M. Leboullenger," said the professor to him, "you have seen the
moon~" "No, sir." "How, sir! you sa.y that you have never seen the
moon~" "I can only repeat my ans,~er-no., sir." Beside himself, and
seeing his prey escape him, by means of this unexpected answer, M.
Hassenfratz addressed himself to the inspector charged with the observance of order that day, and said to him, "Sir, there is M. Leboullenger,
who pretends never to have seen the moon." "What would you wish
me to do~" stoically replied M. Le Brun. Repulsed on this side, the professor turned once more toward M. Leboullenger, who remained calm
and earnest in the midst of the unspeakable amusement of the whole
amphitheater, and cried out with undisguised anger, '' You persist in
maintaining that you have never seen the moon~,, "Sir," returned the
pupil," I should deceive you if I told you that I had not heard it spoken
of, but I have never seen it." "Sir, return to your place."
.After this scene, M. Hassenfratz was but a professor in name; his
teaching could not longer be of any use .
.At the commencement of ·the second. year I was appointed "chef de
brigade." Hatchette bad been professor of hydrography at Oollioure;
his frien<ls from Roussillon recommended me to him. He received me
with great kindness, and even gave me a room in his lodgings. It was
there that I had the pleasure of making Poisson's acquaintance, who
lived next to us. Every evening the great geometer entered my room,
and we passed entire hours in conversing on politics and mathematics,
which is certainly not quite the same thing.
In the course of 1804 the school was a prey to political passions, and
that through the fault of the government.
They wished forthwith to oblige the pupils to sign an address of congratulation on the discovery of the conspiracy in which Moreau was
implicated. They refused to do so on the ground that it was not for
them to pronounce on a c3,use wLich had been in the bands 0 ~ j';:.~,tice.i
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It must, however, be remarked, that Moreau had not yet dishonored
himself by taking service in the Russian army, which had come to attack
the :French under the walls of Dresden.
The pupils were invited to make a manifestation in favor of the institution of the Legion of Honor. This again they refused. They knew
well that the cross, given without inquiry and without control, would
be, in most cases, the reeompense of charlatanism, and riot of true
merit.
The transformation of the consular into the imperial government gave
rise to very animated discussions in the interior of the school.
Many pupils refused to add their felicitations to the mean adulations
of the constituted bodies.
General Lacuee, who was appointed governor of the school, reported
this opposition to the Emperor.
"M. Lacuee," cried Napoleon, in the midst of a group of courtiers,
who applauded with speech and gesture, "you cannot retain at the
· school those pupils who have shown such ardent' republicanism; you
will send them away.:' Then, collecting himself, be added, "I will first
know their names and their stages of promotion." Seeing the list the
next clay, he did not proceed further than the first name, which was the
first in the artillery. "I will not drive away the first men fa advancement," said he. ''Ah ! if they had been at the bottom of the list! M.
Lacuee, leave them alone."
Nothing- was more curious than the seance to which General Lacuee
came to receive the oath of obedience from the pupils. In the vast
amphitheater which contained them, one could not discern a trace of
the gravity which such a ceremony should inspire. The greater part,
instead of answering, at the call of their names, "'I swear it," cried out,
'' Present."
All at once, the monotony of this scene was interrupted by a pupil,
son of the Conventionalist Brissot, who called out in a stentorian yoice,
"I will not take the oath of obedience to the Emperor." Lacuee, pale,
and with little presence of mind, ordered a detachment of armed pupils
placed behind him to go anu arrest the recusant. The detachment, of
which I was at the head, refused to obey. Brissot, addressing himself
to the General, with the greatest calmness said to him, " Point out
t he place to which you wish me to go; do not force the pupils to ·dishonor themselves by laying hands on a comrade who has no desire to
resi t ."
The next morning Brissot was expelled.
About thi time, M. Mechain, who had been sent to Spain to prolong
t he meridional line as far as Formentera, died at Castellon de la Plana,
Hi on, ecretary at the observatory, immediately gave in his re ignation. Poi son offered me the situation. I declined his first propo al.
I did not wish to renounce the military career the object of all my predilections, and in which, morever, I was assdred of the protection of
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J\,farshal Lannes, a friend of my father's. Nevertheless I accepted, on
tTial, the position offered me in the observatory, after a visit which I
U1ade to M. de Laplace in company with M. Poisson, under,the express
condition that I could reenter the ·a rtillery if that should suit me. It
--was from this cause that my name remained inscribed on the list of the
IJupils of the school. I was only detached to the observatory on a
special service.
I entered this establishment, then, on the nomination of Pois1mn, n,yfriend, and through the intervention of Laplace. The latter loaded me
-with civilities. I was happy and proud when I dined in the Rue de
Tournon with the great geometer. My mind and my heart were much
disposed to admire all, to respect all, that was connected wit,h him who
had di~covered the cause of the secular equation of the moon, had found
in the movement of this planet the means of calculating the ellipticity
of the earth, had traced to the laws of attraction the long inequalities
of Jupiter and of Saturn, &c., &c. But what was my disenchantment
when one day I heard Madame de Laplace, approaching her husband,
say to him, -'.Will you intrust to me the key of the sugar."
Some days afterward, a second incident affected me still more vividly.
M. de Laplace's son was preparing for the examinations of the Polytechnic School. He came sometimes to see me at the obserYatory. In .
one of h1s viRits I explained to him the method of continued fractions,
by help of which Lagrange obtains the roots of nmnerical equations.
The young man spoke of it to his father with admiration. I shall never
forget the rage which followed the words of Emile de Laplace, and the
severity of the reproaches which were addressed to me, for having patronized a mode of proceeding which may be Yery long in theory, but
which eviu.ently can in no way be found fault- with on the score of its
elegance and precision. Never had a jealous prejudice shown itself
more openly, or under a more bitter form. "Ah!" said I to myself,
"how true was the inspiration of the ancients when they attributed
weaknesses to him who nevertheless made Olympus tremble by a frown."
Here I should mention, in order of time, a circumstance which might
have produced the most fatal consequences for me. The fact was this:
I have described above, the scene which caused the expulsion of
Brissot's son from the Polytechnic School. I bad entirely lost sight of
him for several months, when he came to pay me a visit ·at the obser
vatory, and placed me in the most delicate, the most terrible position- ·
that an honest man ever found himself in.
"I have not seen you," he said to me, '' because since leaving the
school I have practiced daily firing with a pistol; I have now acquired
a skill beyond the common, and I am about to employ it in ridding
France of the tyranhvho bas confiscated all her liberties. My measures
are taken ; I have hired a small room on the Carrousel, close to the
place by which Napoleon, on coming out from the court, will pass to
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review the cavalry; from the humble window of my apartment will the
ball be fired which will go through his head."
I leave it to be imagined with what despair I received thiR coufidence.
I made every imaginable effort to deter Brissot from llis sinister project:
I remarked how all those who had rnshed on enterprises of this nature bad
been branded in history by the on.ions title of assassin. Nothing sue.
ceeded in shaking his fatal resolution; I only obtained from liim a
promise on his honor tliat the execution of it should be postponed for a
time, and I put myself in quest of means for rendering it abortive.
The idea of announcing Brissot's pr~jcct to the authorities did not
even enter my thoughts. It seemed a fatality which came to smite me,
and of which I must undergo the consrn1uenees, however serious they
might be.
I counted much on the so1icitations of Brissot's mother, already so
cruelly tried during the revolution. I went to her home, in the Rue de
Conde, and imploreu her earnestly to cooperat,e with me in pre,entiug
her son from carrying out his sanguinary resolution. "Ah, sir," replied
this lady, who was naturally a model of gentleness, "if Sil vain" (tllis
was the name of her son) "believes that he is accomplishing a patriotic
duty, I have neither the intention nor the desire to turn him from his
project."
It was from myself that I must henceforth draw all my resources. I
had remarked that Brissot was addicted to the composition of romances
and pieces of poetry. I encouraged this passion, and every Sunday,
above all, when I knew that there would be a review, I weut to fetch
him, and drew him into the country, in the environs of Pa.ris. I listened
then complacently to the reading of those chapters of liis romance
which he had composed during the week.
The first excursions frightened. me a little, for, nrmed with his pistols,
Brissot seized ev'e ry occasion of showing bis great skill; arnl I reflected
that this circumstance would leau to my being considered as his accomplice, if he ever carried out his project. At last, his pretensions to
literary fame, which I flattered to the utmost, the hopes (though I had
none myself) which I led him to conceive of th,e success of au attachment of w};!ich he had confided the secret to me, madP him recei-rn with
attention the reflections which I constantly rna<le to him on his enterprise. He determined on making a journey beyond the seas, and thus
relieved me from the most serious auxiety which I have experienced iu
all my life.
Eris ot died after having covered the walls of Paris with printed
handbills in favor of the Bourbon restoration.
I had scarcely entered the observatory, when I became the fellowlaborer of Biot in researches on the refraction of gases, already commenced by Borda.
While engaged in this work the celebrated academician and I often
conver ed on the interest there would be in resuming in Spain the
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measurement interrupted by the death of Mechain. We submitted our
project to Laplace, who received it with ardor, procured tlle necessary
funds, and the government confided to us two thts important mission.
M. Biot, I, and the Spanish commissary Rodriguez departed from
Paris in the commencement of 1806. We visited, on our way, the
stations indicated by Mecbain, w~ made some important modifications
in the projected triangulation, and at once commenced operations.
An inaccurate direction given to the reflectors established at Iviza,
on the mountain 0ampvey, rendered the observations made on the continent extremely difficult. The light of the signal of Campvey wns
very rarely seen, and I was, during six months, ii;i the Desierto de lus
Palmas, without being able to see it, while at a hiter period the light
established at the Desierto, but well directed, was seen every evening from
Campvey .~- It will easily be imagined what must bet he ennui experienced
by a young and active astronomer, confined to an elevated peak, having
for his walk only a spac/3 of twenty square meters, and for diversion
on_ly the conversation of two 0arthusians, whose conYent was situated
at the foot of the mountain, and who came in secret, infringing the rule
of their order.
At the time when I write these lines, old and infirm, my legs sca.rcely
able to sustain me, my thoughts revert involuntarily to that epoch of
my life when, young and vigorotts, I bore the greatest fatigues, and
walked day and night, in the mountainous countries which separate tile
kingdoms of Valencia and Catalonia from the kingdom of Aragon, in
order to reestablish our geodesic signals which the storms had overRet.
I was at Valencia toward the middle of October, 1806. One morning
early the French consul entered 1:i:ly room quite alarmed: "Here is sad
news," said M. Lanusse to me; "make preparations for your departure;
the whole town is in agitation; a declaration of war against France
has just been published; it appears that we have experienced a great
~isaster in Prussia. The Queen, we are assured, has put herself at the
head of the cavalry and of the royal guard; a part of the .French army
has been cut to pieces; the rest is completely routed. Our lives would
not be in safety if we remained here; the French ambassador at Madrid will inform me as soon as an ~.l\.merican vessel now at anchor in the
'Grao' of Valencia can take us on board, and I will let you know as
soon as the moment is come." This moment never came; for a few
days afterward the false news, which one must suppose had dictated
the proclamation of the Prince of the Peace, was replaced by the bulletin of the battle of .Jena. People who at first played the braggart
and threatened to root us out suddenly became disgracefully cast down;
we could walk in the town, holding up our heads, without fear henceforth of being insulted.
This proclamation, in which they spoke of the critical circumstances
in which the Spanish nation was placed; of the difficulties which encompassed this people; of the safety of their native country; of laurels,
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and of the god of victory; of enemies with whom they ought to fightdid not contain the name of France. They arn.iled themselves of thi'
omission (will it be believed 1) to maintain that it was directed against
Portugal.
Napoleon.pretended to believe in this absurd interpretation; but from
this moment it became evident that Spain would sooner or later be
obliged to render a strict account of the warlike intentions which she
had suddenly evinced in 180G; this, without justifying the events of
Bayonne, explains them in a very-natural way.
I was expecting 1\11. Biot at Valencia, he having undertaken to bring
some new instruments with which we were to measure the latitu<le of
Formentera. I shall take advantage of these short intervals of repose
to insert here some details of manners, which may, perhaps, be read
with interest.
I will recount, in the first instance, an adventure which nearly cost me
.
my life under somewhat singular circumstances :
One das, as a recreation, I thought I could go, with a fellow-count.ryman, to the fair at Munriedro, the ancient Saguntum, which they told
me was very curious. I met in the town the daughter of a Frenchman
resident at Valencia, Mdlle. B--. All the hotels were crow<led;
Mdlle. B-- invited us to take some refreshments at her grand·
mother's; -we'accepted; but on leaving the house she informed us that
our visit bad not been to the taste of her betrothed, and that we must
be prepared for some sort of attack on bis part; we went directly to an
armorer's, bought some pistols, and commen·ced our return to Valencia.
On our way I said to the calezero, (driver,) a man whom I had employed for a long time, and who was much devoted to me:
"Isidro, I have some reason to believe that we shall be stopped ; I
warn you of it, so that you may not be surprised at the shots which
will be fired from the caleza,'' (vehicle.)
Isidro, seated on the shaft, according to the custom of the eountry,
auswered:
.~
"Your pistols are completely useless, gentlemen; leave me to act;
oue cry will be enough; my mule will rid us of two, three, or even four

men."
Scarcely one minute bad elapsed after the calezero had uttered the e
words, when two men presented themselves before the mule and seized
her by the nostrils. At the same instant a formidable cry, which will
never be effaced from my remembrance-the cry of Oapiiana/-was
uttered by I sidro. The mule reared up almost vertically, r aising up
oue of t he men, came down agafo, and· set off at a rapid gallop. The
j olt which the carriage made led us to understand too well what had
ju t occurred. A long silence succeeded this incident; it was only
interrupted by t he. e words of the calezero, "Do you not think, gentlemen, that my mule is worth more th an any pistols 'i"
The next <lay t he Captain General, Don Domingo Izquierdo, related
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-to me that a man had been found crushed on the road to Murviedro.
l gave him an account of the prowess of Isidro's mule, and no more
was said.
One anecdote, taken from among a thousand, will show what an
ad-venturous life was led by the delegate of the Bureau of Longitude.
During my stay on a mountain near Cullera, to the north of the
mouth of the river Xucar, and to the south of the Albufera, I once conceived the project o·f establishing a station on the high mountains
which are in front of it. I went to see them. The alcaid of one of the
neighboring villages warned me of the danger to which I was about to
expose myself. "These mountains," saiu be to me, "form the resort of
a band of highway robbers." I asked for the national guard, as I l1ad
the power to do so. My escort was supposed by the robbers to be an
expedition directed against them, and they dispersed themselves at
once over the rich plain which is watered by the Xucar. On my return
I found them engaged in combat with the· authorities of Cullera.
Wounds had been given on both sides, and, if I recollect right, one
alguazil was left dead on the plain.
The next morning I regained my station. The following night was a
horrible one; the rain fell in a deluge. Toward night there was knocking at my cabin door. To the question "Who is there°?" tbe answer
was, "A custom-house guard, who asks of you a shelter for some hours."
.l\1:y servant having opened the door to him, I saw a magnificent man
enter, armed to the teeth. He laid him~elf down on the earth, and went
to sleep. In t.b'e morning, as I was chat.ting with him at the door of my
cabin, his eyes flashed on seeing two persons on the slope of the mountain,
the alcaid of Cullera and bis principal alguazil, who were coming to pay
me a visit. "Sir," cried he, "nothing less than the gratitude whieh I
owe to you, on account of the service which you have rendered to me
this night, could prevent my· seizing this occasion for ridding myself,.
by one shot of tllis carabine, of my most cruel enemy. Adieu, sir!''
And be departed, springing from rock to rock as light as a gazelle.
On reaching the cabin, the alcaid and bis alguazil recognized in the
fugitive tbe chief of all the brigands in the country.
Some days afterward, the weather having again become very bad,
I received a second visit fr<.lm the prete_nded custom-house guard, who
went soundly to sleep in my cabin. I saw that my SP-rvant, an old soldier, who bad heard the recital of the deeds and behavior of this man,
was preparing to kill him. I jumped down from my camp bed, and,
seizing my servant by the throat, "Are you mad~" said I to him .; "are
we to discharge the duties of .police in this country 0? Do you not see,
moreover, that this would expose us to the resentment of' all those who
obey· the orders of this redoubted chieH and we should thus reuder it
impossible for us to terminate our operations."
Next morning, when the sun rose, I bad a conversation with my guest,
which I will try to reproduce faithfully.
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"Your situation is perfectly known to me; I know that you are not
a custom-house guard; I have learned from certain information that~'ou
are the chief of the robbers of the country. Tell me whether I have any.
thing to fear from your confederates."
"The idea of robbing you did occur to us, but we concluded that all
your funds would be in the neighboring towns; that you would carry
no money to the summit of mountains, where you would not know what
to do with it, and that our expedition against you could have no fruitful
resnlt. Moreover, we cannot pretend to be as strong as the Kiug of
Spain. The King's troops leave us quietly enough to exercise our industry, but on the day that we molested an envoy from the Emperor of
the French, they would direct against us several regiments, and we
should soon have to succumb. Allow me to add, that the gratitude
which I owe to you is your surest guarantee."
"Very well, I will trust in your words; I shall regulate my conduct
by your answer. Tell me if I can trav.el at night; it is fatiguing to me
to move from one station to another in the day under the burning
influence of the sun."
"You can do so, sir; I have already given my orders to this purpose;
-they will not be infringed."
Some days afterward I left for Denia; it was midnight, when some
horsemen rode up to me, and addressed these words to me:
'' Stop there, senor; times are hard; those who have something must
aid those who have nothing. Give us the keys of your trunks; we will
only take your superfluities."
I had already obe,yed their orders, when it came into my bead to call
out, "But I have been told that I could travel without risk."
'' What is your. name, sir,"
~, Dou Francisco Arago."
"Hornbre ! vaya usted con Dios," (God be with you.)
And our cavaliers, spurring away from us, rapidly lost themselves in a
field of" algarrobas."
When my friend the robber of Cullera assured me that I bad nothing to
foar from his subordinates, be informed me at the same time that his
authority did not extend north of Valencia. 'rhe banditti of the northern part of the kingdom obeyed other chiefs, one of whom, after having
been taken, was condem~ed and hung, and his body divided into four
quarter , which were fastened to posts on four royal roads, but not without their having previously been boiled in oil, to make sure of their
louger preservation.
This barbarous custom produced no effect, for scarcely was one chief
de troyed before anotlier presented himself to replace bim.
Of all these brigands those bad the worst reputation who carried on
their depredations in the environs of Oropeza. The proprietors of the
three mule' on which M. Rodriguez, I, and my servant were riding one
eveuing in this neighborhood were recounting to us the "grand deeds
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of these robbei~s, which, even in full daylight, would have made the hair
<Jf one's head stand on end, when, by the faint light of the moon, we
~>erceived a man hiding ·himself behind a tree. ~re were six, and yet
-this sentry on horseback had the audacity to demand our purses or our

Jives. My servant at once answered him, "Yon must then believe us to
oe very cowardly; take yourself off, or I will bring you down by one
shot of my carabine." '' I will be off," returned the worthless fellow,
"but you will soon hear news of me." StiU full of fright at the remembrance of the stories which they ha,d just been relating, the three "arie- .
ros" besought us to quit the high road and cast ourselves into a wood
which was on our left. We yielded to their proposal, but we lost our
way. "Dismount," said they, "the mules have been obeying the bridle,
and you have directed them wrongly. Let us retrace our way as far as
the high road and leave the mules to themselves; they will well know
bow to find their right way again." Scarcely had we effected this maneuver, which succeeded marvell!msly well, when we beard a lively discussion taking place at a short distance from us. Some were saying,
"We must follow the high road, and we shall meet with them." Others
maintained that they must get into .the wood on the left. The barking
of the dogs, by which these individuals were accompanied, added to the
tumult. During this time we pursued our way silently, more dead than
alive. It was two o'clock in the morning. A.11 at once we saw a faint
light in a solitary house; it was like a light-house for the mariner in the
midst of the tempest, and tbe only means of safety which remained to
us. Arrived at the door of tbe farm, we knocked and asked for hospitality. The inmates, very little reassured, feared that we were thieves,
and did not ,h urry themselves to open to us.
Impatient at the delay, I cried out, as I bad received· auth_ority to do
so, "In the name of the King, .open to us." They obeyed an order thus
given; we entered pell-mell, and in the greatest baste, men and mules
into the kitchen, which was on the ground floor; and we hurried to extinguish the 'lights, in order not to awaken the suspicions of the bandits
who were seeking for us. Indeed, we heard them, passing and repassing
near the house, vociferating with the whole force of their lungs against
their unlucky fate. · We did not quit this solitary house until broad
day, and we continued our route for Tortosa, not without having given
a suitable recompense to our hosts. I wished to know by what providential circumstance they happened to have a lamp burning at that
unseasonable hour. " vVe had killed a pig," they told me, '' in the course
of the day, and we were busy preparing t.he black puddings." Had •he
pig lived one day more, or had tllere been no black puddings, I should
certainl;r have been no longer in this world, and I should not have the
opportunity to relate the story of the robbers of Oropeza.
Never could I better appreciate the intelligent measure by which the
constituent assembly abolished the ancient division of France into provinces, and substituted its division into departments, than in traversing
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for my triangulation the Spanish border kingdoms of Catalonia, Valen.
cia, and Aragon. The inhabitants of these three provinces detested
each other cordially, and nothing less than the 'bond of a commonhatml
was necessary to make them act, simultaneously against France. Such
was their animosity in 1807 that I could scarcely make use at the same
time of Uatalonians, Aragons, and Valencians, when I moved with my
instruments from one station to another. 'rhe Valencians in particular
were treated by the Catalonians as a light, trifling, incon~istent people,
They were in the habit of saying to me, "En el reino de Valencia la ca.me
es verdura, la verdurci agua, los h01nbres mugeres, leis miigeres nada," which
·may be translated thus: "In the kingtlom of Valencia meat is a vegetable, vegetables are water, men are women, and women nothing."
On the other hand, the Valencians, speaking of the Aragons, used to
call them "schuros."
Having asked of a herdsman of this province who had brought some
·goats near to one of my stations what was the origin of this denomination, at which. his compatriots showed tbemselrns so offended:
"I do not know," said he, smiling cunningly at me, "whether I dare
·answer you." "Go on, go on," I said to him, '' I can hear anything
without being angry." "Well, the word schuros means that, to our great
shame, we have sometimes been governed by French kings. The sovereign, before assuming power, was bound to promise under oath to
respect our freedom, and to articulate in a loud voice the solemn words
lo Juro! As he did not know how to pronounce the J, he said schuro.
Are you satisfied, senor'" I answered him," Yes, yes; I see that vanity
and pride are not dead in this country."
Since I bave just spoken of a shepherd, I will say that in Spain the
class of individuals of both sexes destined to look after herds appeared
to me always less further removed than in France from the pictures
which the ancient poets have left us of' the shepherds and shepherdesses
in their pastoral poetry. The songs by which they endeavor to while
awa~· the tedium of their monotonous life are more remarkable in their
form and substance than in the other European nations to which I have
had access. I never recollect without surprise that, being on a mountain
situated a.t the junction-point of the kingdoms of Valencia, Aragon, and
Catalonia, I was all at once overtaken by a violent storm, which forced
me to take refuge in my t ent, and to r emain there Rquatting on the
ground. When the storm was over and I came out from my retreat, I
,,beard, to my great astonishment, on an isolated peak which looked down
u,on my station, a shepherdess, who was singing a song, of which I only
recollect these eight lines, which will give au idea of the rest:
*

A los qne am(?r no saben
Ofreces las dulzuras
Y a mi l as amargnras
Que s'e lo que es amar.
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Las gracias al me certe
Eran cuadro <le fl.ores
Te ca.ntaban amorese
Por ha,certe callar.

Oh! how much sa.p there is in this Spanish nation! What a pity
that they will not make it yield fruit,
In 1807, the tribunal of the Inquisition existed still at Valencia~ and
at times performed its functions. The reverend. fathers, it is true, di<l.
not burn people, but they pronounced sentences in which the ridiculous .
contem1ed with the odious. During my residence in this town, the
holy office had to busy it.self about a pretended sorceress; it doomed
her to go through all quarters of the town ast.riu.e on an ass, her face
turned toward the tail, and. naked down to the waist. Merely to obserrn tbe commonest rules of decency, the poor woman bad been plastered with a sticky substance, partly honey, they told me, to which
adhered an enormous quantity of little feathers, so that, to say the
truth, the victim resembled a fowl with a bnrnan head. Tile procession, whetl.ler attended by a cro,vd I leave it to be imagined, stationed itself for some time in the cathedral SfJ.uare, where I lived. I was
told that the sorceress was struck on the back a certain number of blows
with a shovel; but I do not venture to affirm this, for I was absent at
the moment when this hideo11s procession passed before my windows.
vVe thus see, however, what sort of spectacles were given to the
peop1G in the commencement of the nineteenth century, in one of tbe
vrincipal towns of Spain, the seat of a celebrated university, and the
native country of numerous citizens distinguished by their knowledge,
their courage, and their virtues. Let not the friends of humanity aud
of civilization disunite; let them form, on the contrary, an, indissoluble
union, for superstition is always ou the watch, and waits for the
moment again to seize its vrey.
I have mentioned in the course of my narrative that two Carthusians
often left their convent in the Desierto de las Palmas, and came though
prohibited, to see me at my station, situated about two hundred meters
higher. A few particulars will give an idea of what certain monks
_w ere, in the Peninsula, in 1807.
One of them, Father Tri vulce, was old ; the other was very young.
The former, of French origin, bad playeu a part at Marseilles, in the
counter-revolutionary events of which this town was the theater, at the
commencement of ~mr :first revolution. Bis part had been a very active
one; one might see the proof of this in the scars of saber cuts which.
furrowed b.is breast. It was he who was the first to come. When he
saw his young comrade march up, he hid himself; but as soon as the
latter had fuliy entered into conversation with me, Father Trivu]ce
showed himself all at once. His appearance ha.d the effect of Medusa's
head. " Reassure yourself," said he to his young compeer ; " only let
us not denounce each other, for our prior is not a man t o pardon us for
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having come here and infringed our vow of silence, and we shon1d both
receive a punishment, the recollection of which would loug remain."
The treaty was at once concluded, and from that day forward the two
Carthusians came very often to converse ·with me.
The youngest of our two visitors was an .Aragonian; bis family bad
made him a, monk against his will. Ile related to me one clay, before M.
Biot, (then returned from Tarragon, where he bad taken refuge to get
cured of his fever,) some particulars ,vhich, according to him, proYed
that in Spain there was no longer more than the ghost of religion,
These details were mostlv borrowed from the secrets of confession. M.
Biot manifested sharply the displeasure which this conversation caused
him; there were even in his language some words wbich led the monk
to suppose that M. Biot took him for a kind of spy. .As soon as this
suspicion ha,d entered his mind, he quitted us without saying a word,
and the next morning I saw him come up early, armed with a light gun.
The French monk bad preceded him, and had whispered in my ear'the
danger that threatened my companion. "Joiu with me," he said, "to
turn the young Aragoni.an monk from his murderous project." I need
scarcely say that I employed myself with ardor in this negotiation, in
which I had the happiness to succeed. There were here, as must be
seen, the materials for a chief of giterilleros. I should be much astonished if my young monk did not play his part in the war of independence.
The anecdote which I am about to relate will amply prove that religion was, with the Carthusian monks of the Desierto de las Palmas, not
the consequence· of elevated sentiments, but a mere compound of superstitious practices.
The scene with the gun, always present to my mind, seemed to make it
clear to me that the Aragon monk, if actuated by bis passions, would
be capable of the most criminal actions. Hence, I had a very 'disagreeable impression when one Sunclav
J' havinO'0 come down to ·bear mass,. I
met this monk, who, without saying a won], conducted me by a series
of dark corridors into a, chapel where the daylight penetrated only bra
very small window. There I found Father Trivulce, who prepared lnmse1f to say mas~ for me alone. The young monk assisted. All at once,
an instant, before the consecration, Father Trivulce, turning toward me,
said these exact words:· "We have permission to say mass with white
wine; we therefore make use of that which we gather from . our own
vines; tliis wine is very good. Ask the prior to let you taste it, when
on leaving this you go to breakfast -with him. For the rest, you can asSure yourself this instant of the truth of what I say to you." .And be
presented ·me the goblet to drink from. I resisted strongly, not only
b~cause I considered it indecent to give this invitation in the mid<ll c;
~f tllc mas., but because, bcsiues, I must own I conceived tbe though t
for a moment that the monks wjshed, by poisoning me, to r ,eng
tbcmsclvc on me for M. Biot ha,iug insulted tllem. I found that I wa
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mistaken, that my suspicions had no foundatioc. ; for Pa,ther Tri vu lee
went on with the interrupted mass, drank, and drank largely, of the
wlJit~ wine contained in one of the goblets. But when I had got out of
the Lands of the two monks, and was able to breathe the pure air of the
country, I experienced a lively satisfaction.
The right of asylum accorded to some churches was one of the most
obnoxious privileges ari10ng those of which the revolution of 1798 rid
France. In 1807, this rjght still existed in Spain, and belonged, I ~elie,-e, to all the cathedrals. I learned, during my stay at Barcelona, that;
there was, in a little cloister contiguous to the largest church of the
town, a brigand-a man guilty of several assassinations, who lived
quietly there, guaranteed against all pursuit by the sanctity of the place.
I wished to assure myself with my own eyes of the reality of the fact,
and I went with my friend Rodriguez in"to the little cloister in question.
The assassin was then eating a meal which a woman had just brought
him. He easily guessed the object of our visit, and made immediately
such demonstrations as convinced us that, if the asylum was safe for
the robber, it would not be so long for us. We retired at once, deploring that in a country calling itself civilized there should still exist such
crying, such monstrous abuses.
In order to succeed in our geodesic operations, to obtain the cooperation of the iuhabitants of the villages near our stations, it was desirable
for us to be recommended to the priests. We went, therefore-M.
Lanusse, the French vice-consul, l\L Biot, and. I-to pay a visit to the
Archbishop of Valeucia, to solicit his protection. This archbishop, a
man of very tall figure, was then chief of the Franciscans; his costume,
more than negligent, his gre:y robe, covered with tobacco, contrasted
with the magnificence of the archiepiscopal ·palace. He received ns
with kiu<lness, and promised us all thP- recommendations we desired ;
hut, at the moment of taking leave of him, the whole affair seemed to
be spoiled. M. Lanusse and M. Biot went out of t,he reception-room
without kissing the hand of his grace; although be had presented it to
each of them very graciously. The archbishop indemnified himself on
my pobr person. A movement, which was very near breaking my teeth,
a gesture which I might justly call a blow of the fist, proved to me that
the chief of the Franciscans, notwithstanding his vow of humility, had
taken offense at the want of ceremony in my fellow-visitors. I was going to complain of the abrupt way in which he had treated me, but I
bad the necessities of our trigonometrical operations before my eyes,
and I was silent.
Besides this, at foe instant when the closed fist of the arc~bishop was
applied to my lips, I . was still thinking of the bei;tutiful optical experiments which it would have been possible to make with the magnificent
stone wbich ornamented his pastoral ring. This idea, I must frankly
declare, hau preoccupied me during the whole of the vh,it.
M. Biot having at last come to seek me again at Valencia, where I ex·
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pected, as I ba-ve before said, some new instruments, we went on to
Formentera, the southern extremity of our arc, of which place we determined the latitude. M. Biot quitted me afterward to return to Paris1 '
while I made the geodesical junction of the island of Mrijorca to Iviza!
and to :Formentera, obtaining thus, by means of one single triangle, the
measure
an arc of paraEel of one degree and a hai'f.
I then went to Majorca, to measure there the latitude and the azimuth,
At this epoch, the political fermeutation , engendered by the entrauce of
the French into Spain, began to invade the whole Peninsula and the
islands dependent on it. This ferment had as yet in :Majorca only
reached to the ministers, the partisans, and the relations of tbe Prince
of Peace. Each <:vening I s::i.w, drawn in triumph ii1 the square of
]:alma, the capit.a,l of the island of Majorca, on carriages, the effigies in
flames, sometimes of the minister Soller, another time those of tbe
bishop, and even those of private individuals supposed to be attacbed to
.the fortunes of the favorite Godoi. I was far from suspecting then that
my turn would. soon arriv-e.
My station at Majorca, the Clop de Galazo, a very high mountain,
was situated exactly over tlie port where Don Jayme el Conquistator disembarked wben be went to deliver the Balearic Islands from the Moors.
rrhe report spread itself through the population that I had estatlished
myself there in order to favor the arrival of tbe French army, nnd that
evet'y evening I made signals to it. But these reports had nothing
menacing until the moment of the arrival at Palma, the 27th of Niay,
1808, of an ordnance officer from Napoleon. This officer was l\'.L Berthcmie; he carried to the Spanish squadron , at :Mahon, the order to go
in all haste to '.roulon. .A general rising, which placed tbe life of this
officer in danger, followed the news of his mission. The Captain General ViYes only saved his life by shutting him up in the stro11g cast,le
of Belrnr. They then bethought tllemselvcs of the Frenchman established on the Clop de Galazo, and formed a popular expedition to go and
seize him.
1\1. Damian, the owner of a small kind of vessel called a mistic, which
the Spanish government had placed at my disposal, was beforebaud
with them, and brought me a, costume by means of which I disguisecl
myself. In <lirecting myself toward Palma, in company with this
l>rave seaman, we met with the l'ioters, who were going in search of me.
Thcy-tli<l not recognize me, for I spoke l\fajorcan perfectly. I strougly
eucourngcd the men of this detachment to continue tlleir route, an<l I
pur ~ued my ,vay toward Palma. At nigllt 1 went on board the mistie,
comman<led by Don Manuel de Yacaro, wllom the Spauish government
had placed nuder my oruers. I asked this officer if he woul<l conduct
me to Barcelona, occupied by the French, promising him that, if they
made any attempt t keep him there, I would. at once return an<l surr nder myself a vri oner.
Don Manuel, who up to this time had shown extreme obsequiousness
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towarJ me, bad now no words but those of rudeness and distrust.
There occu.rred on the pier where the mistic was moored a riotous
moYement, which V:icaro assured me was directed against me. '' Do
not be uneasy," miid he to me; ''if they should penetrate into the ,essel, you can hhle yourself in this trunk." I made the attempt, hut the
chest which he showed me was so small that my legs were entirely outside, and the cover could not be shut down. I understood perfectly
what that meant, and I asked M . Vacaro to let me also be shut up in
the castle of Belver. The order for inca,rceration having arri.,-ed from
the captain general, I got into the l)Oat, where the sailors of the mistic
received me with emotion.
At the moment of their crossing the harbor, the populace percei ,ed
me, commenced a pursuit, and it, vvas not, without much difficulty that
I reached Belver safe a,nd souncl. I had only, indeed, received on my
way one slight wound from a dagger in the thigh. Prisoners have
often beeri seen to run with all speed from their dungeon; I am the
first, perhaps, to whom it has happened to do the reverse. This took
place on the 1st or 2d of J uue, 1808.
The governor of Belver was a very extraordinary personage; if be is
still alive, be may demand of me a certificate as to llis priority to the
modern bydropatllists. The grenadier captain maintaineu that pure
water, suitably administered, was a means of treatment for all illnesses,
even for amputations; b)r listening very patiently to his theories, and
never interrupting liim, I won his good opinion. It was at bis request.,
and from interest in our safety, that a Swiss garrison replaced the
Spanish troop wlricb, until then, bad been employed as the guard of
Be.Iver. It was also through him that I one day leairned that a monk
had proposed to the soldiers who went to bring my foou from the town,
to put some poison into one of the dishes.
All my old :M°Djorcan friends had abandoned me at the moment of my
detention . I had had a very sharp correspondence wit,h Don Manuel
de Vacaro, in order to obtain the restitution of the passport of safety
which the English admiralty bad granted to us. M . Roclriguez alone
ventured to visit me ill' full daylight, a,nd bring me every consolation
in his power.
·
The excellent M. Rodriguez, to while away the monotony of my
incalcera,tion, remitted to me, from time to time, the journals which
were then published at <lifferent parts of the Peninsula. He often sent
them to me ,vithout reading them. Once I saw in these journals the
recital of the horrible massacres of which the town of Valencia--! make
a mistake, the square of the bull-fights-had been the theater, and irl
which nearly the whole of the French .established in ~his town (mcrJ
than- three hundred and fifty) had disappeared under the pike of the
bull-fighter. Another journal contained an article bearing this title,
'' Relacion de la, ahorcadura del Seiior Arago e del Sefior Berthemie"literally, ''Account of the Execution of M. Arago and 1\1. Berthemie."
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This account spoke of the two executed men in very different terms,
M. Berthemie was a Huguenot; he had been deaf to all exhortations;
he had spit in the face of the ecclesiastic who was preseat, and even ou
the image of Christ. As for me, I had conducted myself with much
decency, and had allowed myself to be hung without giving rise to any
scandal. 11he writer also expressed his regret that a young astronomer
had been so weak as to associate himself with treason, coming under
the disguise of science to assist the entrance of the French army into
a friendly kingdom.
After reading this article, I immediately made my decision. '' Since
they talk of my death," said I to my friend Rodriguez, " the event will
· not be long in coming; I should prefer being drowned to being bung.
I will make my escape from this fortress; it is for you to furnish me
with the means."
Rodriguez, knowing better than any one how well founded my apprehensions were, set himself at once to the work. He went to the captain
general, and made him feel what would be the danger of his position if
I should disappear in a popular riot, or even if he were forced to gire
me up. His observations were so much the better comprehended, as
no one could then predict what might be the issue of the Spanish revolution. "I will undertake," said the captain general Vives to· my colleague Rodriguez, "to give an order to the commander of the fortress,
that when the right moment arrives, he shall allow M: Arago, and even
the two or three other Frenchmen who are with him in the castle of
Belver, to pass out; they will then have no need of the means of escape
which they have procured. But I will take no part in the preparations
which will become necessary to ena,ble the fugitives to leave the island;
I leave all that to your responsibility."
Rodriguez immediately conferred secretly with the brave commander
Damian. It was agreed between them tbat Damian should take the
command of a half-decked boat which the wind had driven ashore; that
lie should equip it as if for a fishing expedition; that he should carry
us to Algiers, after which his reentrance at Palmas, with or without
fish, would inspire no suspicion. All was executed according to agreement, notwithstanding the inquisitorial surveillance which Don l\fanu~l
<le Vacaro exercised over the commander of his "mis tic."
On the 28th July, 1808, we silently descended the bill on which Belver is built, at the sa,me moment that the family of the minister- Soller
entered the fortress to escape the fury of the populace. Arrived at the
shore, we found there Damian his boat and three sailors; we embarked
' had taken
' the precaution of bringmg
.
at once, and set sail. Damian
with us in this frail vessel the in struments of value which he had carried off from my station at the Clop de Galazo. The sea was unfavorable; Damian thought it prudent to stop at the little island of Cabrera,
de tiueu to become, a short time afterward, so sadly celebrated by the
· imfferiug which the soldiers of the army of Dupont expcriencecl after
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the shameful capitulation of Baylen. There a singular incident was very
near compromising all: Cabrera, tolerably near to the southern extremity of l\fajorca, is often visited by fishermen coming from that part of
the island. M. Berthemie feared, justly enough, that, the rumor of our
escape having spread about, they might dispatch some boats to seize
us. He looked upon our going into harbor as it opportune; I maintained that we must yield to the prudence of the commander. During
_this discussion, the three seamen whom Damian had engaged saw that
M. Berthemie, whom I had endeavored to pass off as my serv-ant, maintained bis opinion against me on a footing of equality. They then
addressed themselves in these terms to the commander:
''We only consented to take part in this expedition upon condition
that the Emperor's aid-de-camp, shut up at Belver, should not be of tbc
number' of those persons .whom we should help off; we only wished to
aid the flight of the astronomer. Since it seems to be otherwise, you
must leave this officer here, unless ;you would prefer to throw him into
the sea."
·
Damian at once informed me of the imperative wishes of his boat's
crew. M. Berthemie agreed wit,h me to suffer some abuse, such as
could only be tolerated by a servant threatened by his master: all the
suspicions disappeared.
Damian, who feared also for himself the arrival of l\fajorcan fishermen, hastened to set sail on the 20th of July, 1808, tlie first moment
that was favoral>le, and we arrived at Algiers on tl.le 3d of August.
Our looks were anxiously directed toward the port, to guess what
reception might await us. We were reassured by the sight of the tricolor~d flag which was flying on two or three buildings; but we were
mistaken, these buildings were Dutch. _Immediately upon our entrance,
a Spaniard, whom, from his tone of authority, we took for a high functionary of the regency, came up to Damian, aud asked him, "vVhat d.o
you bring," "I bring," answered the commander, "four Frenchmen."
"You will at once take them back again; I prohibit you from disembarking." As we did not seem inclined to obey his order, our Spaniard, who was the constructing engineer of the ships of the Dey, armed
himself with a pole, and commenced battering · us with blows; but
immediately a Genoese seaman, mounted on a neighboring vessel,
armed biruself with an oar, and stri.1ck our assailant both with edge
and point. During this animated combat, we mauaged to land without
any opposition. We had conceived a singular idea of the manner in
which the police act on the coast of Africa.
We pursued our way to the :French consul's, ·M. Dubois Thainvi1le;
he was at his country house. Escorted by the janissary of the consulate, we went off toward this country house, one of the ancient residences
of the Dey, situated not far from the gate of Bab-azoum. The consul
and bis family received us with great amity, and offered us l.Jospita,lity.
Suddenly transported to a new continent, I looked forward anxiously
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to the rising of the sun to enjoy all that Afric: might offer of interest
to a European, when all at once I believed myself to be engaged in a
serious a<lventure. By the faint light of the dawn, I sa.w an animal
moving at the foot of my bed. I g,we a kick with my foot; all movement ceased. After some time, I felt the same movement under my
legs. A sharp j erk made this cease quickly. I then heard the fits of
laughter of tl.Je janissary, who lay on a couch in the same room a.s I <lid;
and I soon saw that he had simply placed on my bed a large lledgehog
to am use himself by my unea siness.
The consul occupied himself the next <lt1y in procuring a passage for
. ns ou board a vessel of the Regency which was going to Marseilles. M.
Ferrier, the chancellor of the French consulate, was at tbe same time
consul for Arn;;tria. He procured for us two false passports, which
transformeu us-1\'L Bertbemie and me- into two strolling merchants,
the one from Schwekat, in Hungary, tbe other from Leoben.
The moment of departure had arrived; tb.e 13th of August, 1808, we
were on board, but our ship:s company was not complete. The captain,
whose title was Ra'i Braham Ouled J\1ust.1pha Goja, having perceived foat
the Dey was on his terrace, and fearing punishment if he should tlelay
to set st1il, completed his crew at the expense of the idlers who "·ere
looking on. from the pier, and of whom the greater part were not sailors.
rrhese poor people begged as a favor for permission to go and inform
tbeir families of this precipitate departure, and to get some clothes.
The captain remained deaf to their remonstrances. vVe weighed anchor.
'l'he ,essel _b elonged to tbe Emir of Seca, uirector of tlle mint. The
real commander was a Greek captain, named Spiro Calligero. The cargo
eorn,isted of a great number of groups. Amoug the passengers there
were five members of the famil)T which the Bakri had succeeded as
kings of tbe Jews; two ostrich-feather merchants, Moroccans; Captain
Krog,.from Bergben in Norway, who had sold his ship at Alicant; two
lions sent by the Dey to the Emperor Napoleon, and a great number of
monkeys. Our voyage was prosperous. Off Sardinia we met wit.h an
American ship coming out from Cagliari. · A cannon-shot (we were
armed with forty pieces of small power; warned the captain to come to
be recognized. He brought on board a certain number of counterparts
of passports, one of which agreed perfectly with that which v.-e carried.
The captain ueing thus all right, was not a little astonished when I
ordered him, in the name of Uaptain Braham to famish us with tea,
'
.
coffee, and sugar. The American captain protested;
he called us bngauds, pirates, robbers. Captain Braham admitted without <lifficnlty all
. the e qualifications, and persiste<l none the less in the exaction of sugar,
coffee, and tea.
The American, then driven to the last stage of exasperation, addresr.ed him 'elf to me, who acted as interpreter aud crieu out ''Oh! rognr.
'
' your head.'
of. a. renegade! if ever I meet you on holy ground
I will break
"Can you then suppose,
answered him, "that I am here for my
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riieasure, and that, nothwithstanding your menace, I would not rather
go with you, if I could f'' These words calmed 1nm; he brought tbe
sugar, tbe coffee, and the tea claimed by the :Moorish cbief and we again
set sail, thcugh without having exchanged the usual farewell.
We Lad already entered the Gulf of Lyons, aml were approaching
]forseilJes, when on the 16th August, 1808, we met with a Spanish corsair from Palamos, armed at the prow with two24-pounders. vVe made
full sail; we hoped to escape it: but a cannon _sho t,, a hall from which
,vent through our sails, tanght us that she was a much better sailer tban
we were.
·
vVe obeyed an injunction thus expressed, and awaited the great boat
from tlie corfair. The captain decl~red that he made us prisoner~,
although Spain was at peace with Barbary, under the pretext that we
were violating the blockade which had been lately raised on an the coasts
of France; he added tlrnt he intcn<led to take us to- Rosas, and that
there tlrn authorities would decide on our fate.
I was in the cabin of the H'ssel; I had the curiosity to look furtiyeJy
at the crew of the boat, and theie I verceiYed, with a dissatisfaction
which may easily be imagined, one of the saHcrs of the H mistic," commanded by Den Manuel de Vacaro, of the name of Pablo Blanco, of Pal:i.mos, who had often acted as my sen_ynt during my g-eodesec operationP.
My false passport would become from this moment useless, if Pablo
should recognize me. I went to bed at once, cov-ere<l my head with a
counterpane,and lay as stil1 as a statue.
During tl.Je two days which elapsed between our capture and our
entrance into the roa<ls of Rosas, Pablo, whose curiosity often brought_
him into the rocm~ used to exclaim, "There is one passenger 11hom I
have not ;yet managed to get a sight of."
"'Then we arriwd at Rosas it was decided that we should be placed
in quarantine iu a dismantled windmill, situated on tLe r·o ad leading to
Figueras. I ,vas careful to disembark in a boat to which Pablo did n ot
belong. The corsair departed for a: new cruise, and I was for a, moment
freed from the harassing thoughts "TT'hicll my old servant had caused me.
Our ship was ricbly laden; the Spanish authorities were immediately
desirous to declare it a lawful prize. They pretended to believe that I
was the proprietor of it, and wished, in order to hasten things, to interrogate me, even without awaiting the completion of the quarantine.
They stretched two cords between the mill and the shore; and a judge
placed himself in front of me. As the interrogatories were made from
a. good distance, the numerous audience which encircled us took a direct
part in the questions and answers. I will endeavor to reproduce this
dialogue with all possible fidelity:
·
'' Who are you~"
" A poor roving merchant."
" Whence <lo you come?;'
"From a country where you certafoly never were."
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"In a word, what coun'try is it~"
I was afraid to answer, for the passports, steeped in vinegar, wereln
the hands of the judge-instructor, and I bad forgotten whether I -was
from Schwekat or from Leoben. Finally I answered at all hazards:
· ,
" I come from Sch wekat."
And this information happily was found to agree with that of the
passport.
·
"Yon are as much from Schwekat as I am," answered the judge.
"You are Spanish, and, moreover, a Spaniard from the kingdom of
Valencia, ·as I perceive l>y your accent.n
·
"Would you punish me, sir, because nature has endowed me with
the gift of lan guages~ I learn with facility the dialects of those countries through which I pass in the exercise of my trade; I have learned,
for example, the dialect of I viz a."
'' Very well, you suall be taken at your word. I see here a sol<lier
from Iviza; you shall hold a conversation with him."
'' I consent; I will even sing the goat song."
Each of the verses of this song (if verses they b~) terminates by an
imitation of the l>leating of the goat.
I commenced at once, with an audacity at w bich I really feel astonished, to chant this air, which is sung by all the shepherds of the island:
Ah graciada seTiora.
Una canzo bouil canta
Be, ue, be, be.
No sera gaira pulida
Nose si vos agradara

·Be, be, be, be.
At once my I vizaeani upon whom this air had the effect of the ranz
des vaches on the Swiss, e,1eclared, all in tears, that I was a native of
.I·dza.
1 then said to the judge that if be would put me in communication
with a person knqwing the French language, he would arrfre at just as
embarrassing a result. An ernigre officer of the Bourbon regiment offered
at once to make the experimeut, and, after some phrases interchanged
between us, affirmed without hesitation .that I was French.
The judge, rendered impatient,, exclaimed, "Let us put an end to
these trials which decide nothing. I summon you, sir, to tell me who
you are. I promise tba.t your life will be safe if you answer me with
sincerit,J-·"
"My greatest wish would be to give an answer to your satisfaction.
I will, then, try to do so; but I warn you that I am not going to tell
you the truth. I am the son of the innkeeper at Mu.taro/' "I know
~hat innkeeper; you are not liis son." "You are right. I announc~d
to you that, I shoulu vary my answers until one of them should suit you.
Ir tract then, and tell you that I am a titiretero (player of marionettes)
aucl that I practiced at Lericla."
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A lond shout of laughter from the multitude encircling us greeted
this answer~ and put an enct to the questions.
"I swear by the d--1," exclaimed the judge," that I will discover
sooner or later who you are!"
And he retired.
The Arabs, tb e Moroccans, tbe Jews, who witnessed this interrogatory,
understood nothing · of it; they had only seen that I had not allowed
myself to be intimidated. At the close of the interview they came to
kiss my hand, and gave me, from this moment, their entire confidence.
I became their secretary for all the individual or collective remon- ·
strances w.hich they thought they had a right to address to the Spanish
government; and this right was incontestable. Every day I was occupied in draw.ing up petitions, especially in the name of the two ostrichfeather merchants, one of whom called himself a tolerably near relation
of the Emperor of Morocco. Astonished at the rapidity with which I
filled a page of my writing; they imagined, doubtless, tha,t I should write
as fast in Arabic characters, when it should be requisite to transcribe
passages froni. the Koran; and that this would form both for me and
for them the source of a brilliant fortune, and they besought me, in the
most earnest way, to become a Mahomedan.
·
Very little reassured by the last words of the judge, I sought means
of safety from another quarter.
I was the possessor of a safe-conduct from the English admiralty; I
therefore wrote a, confidential letter to the captain of an English vessel, the
"Eagle," I think, which had cast anchor some days before in the roads
at Rosas. I explained to him niy position. "You can," I said, ~, claim
me, because I have an English p~ssport. If this proceeding should cost
you too much, have the goodness at least to take my manuscripts and
to send them to the Hoyal Society in London."
One of the soldiers who guarded us, and in whom I had fortunately
inspired some interest, undertook to deliver my letter. The English
captain came to see me; his name was, if my memory is right, George
Eyre. We had a . private conversation on the shore. George Eyre
thought perhaps that the manuscripts of my observations were contained in a register bound in morocco, and with gilt edges to the leaves.
When he saw that these manuscripts were composed of single leaves
covered with :figures, which I had hidden under my shirt, disdain succeeded to interest, and he quitted me hastily. Having returned on
board he wrote me a letter which I could find if needful, in which he
said to me, "I cannot mix myself up in your affairs; address ypurself
to the Spanish government; I am persuaded that it will cto justice to
your remonstrance and will not molest you." As I bad not the ·same
persuasion as Captain George Eyre, I chose to take no notice of bis
advice.
I ought to mention that some time after having related these particulars in England" at Sir Joseph Banks's, the conduct of George Eyre ·was
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severely blametl; but when a man breakfasts and dines to the sound o!
b::trmonions music, can he accord his inteTest to a poor devil sleeping
on straw and nibbled by vermin, even though be have manuscripts under
his shirt~ I may add that I (unfortunately for me) had to do witha
captain of an unusual character. For, some <lays h1ter, a new vessel, the
Oo1ossus, having arrived in the roads, the Norwegian, Captain Krog!
although 110 had not, like m~, an admiralty passport, made an application to the commander of this new ship; he was immediately claimed
and relieved from captivity.
The report that I was a Spanish deserter and proprietor of the vessel,
acquiring more and more credit, and this position being the most dan. gerous of all, I resoh.,.ed to get out of it. I begged tLe cornmamlant of
tbe place, M. Alloy, to come to receive iny declaration, and. I announced
to him that I was French. To prove to him the truth of m,y words I
invited him to send for Pablo Blanco, the sailor in the serYice of the
corsair who took us, and who had· returned from· his cruise a short time
before. This ,vas done as I wished. In disembarking, Pablo Blanco,
who had not been ·warned, exclaimed with surprise, "vVbat! you Don
Francisco, mixed up with all these miscreants!" The sailor gave the
governor circumstantial evidence as to the mission which I fulfilled with
two Spanish commissaries. My nationality thus became proved.
That sa.me day Alloy was replaced in the comm,md of the fortress by
the Irish colonel of the Ultonian regiment; the corsair left for a fresli
cruise, taking away Pablo Blanco; and I became once more the roviug
merchant from Schwekat.
From the windmill where we underwent our quarantine, I could see
the tricolored flag flying on the fortress of Figueras. Tl.le reconnoitering
parties of the cav;;iJr,y came sometimes within five or six hundred meters;
it woulu not then have been difficult for me to escape. However, as the
regulations against those who violate the sanitary laws are very rigorous in Spain, as they pronounce the penalty of death aga.inst him who
infringes them, I only dctermineu to make my-escape on the eve of our
admission to pratique.
The night being come I crept on all-fours along the bria-rs: and I shouhl
soon have got beyond the line of sentinels who guarded us. A noisy
uproar which I heard among the Moors made me determine to reeuter,
and I found these poor people in an uuspeakallle state of uneasiness,
thinking themselves lost if I left; I therefore rerrn1ined.
The next day a strong picket of troops presented itself before the
mill. The ma,nelwers ma<l:e by 1t inspired all of us with anxiet.Y, bnt
•r-;pecial1y Captain Krog.':{< " What will they do "-ith us ~" he cxc1aiuicd.
"Alas! you will see only too soon," replied tlrn Spanish officer. Tbi s
ai~swer made every one belkwe that they were going to shoot us. "\Vlrnt
rn 10·ht have :treugthened me in this idea was tbe obstinacy " ·ith -which
"Thi. appears to be an oversigllt, as in :1 preceding page }l. Ar~tgo (kscril>ecl tlle fortunate release of Captaiu Krog from tlliu ca:rtivity.
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Captain Krog and two other indfridnals of small size bid themselvPs
1>ehind me. A handling of arms made us think that we had but. a few
seeonds to Ii ve.
In analyzing the feeHngs wlli_c h I experienced on this solemn occ:1sio11,
I ba ve ·come to the conclusion that the mau who is led to death is not as
nnhappy as the pnblic imagines him to be. Fifty j-deas presented themselves nearly simultaneously to my mind, and I did not rack my brain
for any of them; I ot1y recollect the two following which lrnYe remained
engraved on my- memory. On turning my head to the right, I saw the
uationa_l flag flying on the bastions of Figueras, and I said t.o myself,
'If I were to move a few hundred meters I should be ~urrounded by
comrades, l>y friends~ by fellow-citizens, who would receive me affectionately. Here, without their being able to impute any crime to me, I am
going to suffer death at twenty-two years of age." But what agitated
me more deeply was this: looking toward the Pyrenees I could distinctly
see their peaks, and I reflected that my mother, on the otber side of the
chain, might at this awful moment l>e looking peaceably at them .
The Spanish authorities, :finding that to redeem my life I would not
dec1a.re myself the owner of the vessel, bad us conducted without further
molestation to the fortress of Rosas. Having to file thi·ough nearly all
the inhabitants of the town, I lrnd wished at first, through a false feeling
of shame, to leave in the mill the remains of our week's meals. But M.
Bertbemie, more prudent than I, carried over his shoulder a great quantity of pieces of black bread tied up with packthread. I imitated him.
I furnished rn:yself famously from our old stock, set it on my shoulder,
and it was with this accoutrement that I made my entrance into the
famous fortress .
They placed us in a casemate, where we bad barely the space necessary for lying down. In the windmill they used to bring us, from time to time, some provisions which came from our boat. Here, the Spanish
government purveyed our food. We received every day some bread and
a ration of rice; bnt as we had no rnea.ns of dressing food, we were in
reality reduced to dry bread.
Dry bread. was very unsubstantial food for one who could see from
his casemate, at the door .of his prison, a sutler selling grapes at two
farthings a pound, aud cooking, under the shelter of half a cask, bacon
and herrings; but we bad uo money to bring us into connection with this
merchant. I then decided, though with very great regret, to sell a
,rntch which my father ha<l given me. I was only offered about n, quarter
of its value; but I might well accept it since there were no competitors
for it.
As possessors of sixty francs, M . Berthemie and I could now appease
the hunger from which we had long suffered; bnt we did not lil{e this
return of fortune to be profitable to ourselves alone, ancl we made some
presents, which were .v ery well received by onr companions in captivity.
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Though this sale of my watch brought some comfort to us, it was doomed
at a late~ period to plunge a family into sorrow.
The t,o wn of Rosas fell into the power of the Freneb after a courage.
ous resistance. The prisoners of the garrison "·ere sent to France, ant\
naturally passed through Perpignan. :My father went in c1uest of nell's
wherever Spaniards were to be found . He entered a cafe a,t the moment
when a prisoner officer drew from his fob the watch which I bad solcl
at Rosas. My good father gaw in this act the proof of my death, anu
fell into a swoon. The officer had got the watch from a third party,
and could give no account of the fate of the person to whom it had originally belonged.
The casemate having become necessary to the defenders of the fortress,
we were taken to a little chapel where they deposited for twenty-four
hours those who bad died in the hospital. There we were guarded by
peasants who had come across the mountain from various villages, and
particularly from Cadaques. These peasants, eager to recount a11 tbat
they had seen of interest during their o:oe day's campaign, questioned
me as to the <l.eecls and behavior of all my companions in misfortune.
I satisfied their curiosity amply, being the only one of the set ·who could
speak Spanish.
·To enlist their good will, I also questioned them at length upon the
subject of their village, on the work that they did there, on smuggling,
their principal sources of employment, &c., &c. They answered my
questions with the loquacity common to country rustics. The next day
our guards were replaced by some otben:; who \\'ere inhabitants of tlte
same village. '' In my business of a, roving merchant," I said to these
last, " I have been at Cadaques ;" and then I began to talk to them of
what I bad learnt the night before of such an individual, who gave himself up to smuggling with more success than others, of his beautiful
residence, of the property which Ile possessed near the village; in short,
of a number of particulars which it seemed impossible for any but au
inhabitant of Cauaqnes to know. My jest produced an unexpected
effect. Such circumstantial details, our guards said to themselves, cannot be known by a roving merchant; this personage wh.om we have
found here in such singular society, is certainly a natfre of Caclaques;
and the son of the apothecary must be about bis age. He bad gone to
try his fortune in America; it is evidently he, who fears to make himself
known, having been found with all his riches in a, -vessel on its way to
France. The report spread, became more corn;;istent, aJ1d reached the
ears of a sister of the apothecary establh;becl at Rosas. She runs to
me, bclieYe she recognizes me, and falls on my neck. I protest against
the i<lentity. "Well played!" said she to me; "the case is serious, as
yuu have been found in a vessel comino- to France· persist in your
b
'
. l .
d nm,
; c1rcnm:tanccs may perhaps take a more favorable turn, and I
shall profit by them to insure your deliverance. In the mean time, my
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dear nephew, I will let you want for nothing." And truly every morning M. Berthernie and I received a comfortable repast.
The church having become necessary to the garrison to serve as a
magazine, we were moved ou the 25th of September, 1808, to a Trinity
fort, called the Bouton de Rosas, a citadel situated on a little mountain
at the entrance of the roads, an<l. we were deposited deep under groun<l,
where the light of <lay did not penetrate on any si<le. vVe did not long
remain in this infected place; not because they had pity upon us, but
because it offered shelter for a part of the garrison atta~ked by tbe
French. They made us descend by night to the edge of the sea, and
then transported us on the 17th of October· to the port of Palamos.
VVe were shut up in a bulk; we enjoyed, however, a certain degree of
liberty; they allowed us to go on land and to parade our rnis!:'ries and
our rags in the town. It was there that I made the acquaintance of the
dowager Duchess of Orleans, mother of Louis Phillippe. She had left
the town of Figueras where she resided, because, she told me, thirtytwo bombs sent from the fortress bad fallen in her house. She was then
intending to take refuge in Algiers, and she asked me to bring the captain of the vessel to her, of whom, perhaps, she would have to implore
protection. I related to my "rafa" the misfortunes of the princess; he
was moved by them, and I conducted him to her. On entering he.took
off his slippers from respect, as if he had entered within a mosque, and
holding them in his hand,· be · went to kiss the front of the dress of
Madame d'Orleans. The princess was alarmed at the sight of this manly
:figure, wearing the longest beard I ever saw; sbe quickly recovered herself, and the interview proceeded with a mixture of French politeness
and oriental cour.tesy.
The sixty francs from Rosas we.re expended. Madame (l'Orleans
would have liked mnch to assist us, but she was herself without money.
All that she could gratify us with was a piece of sugar-lJread. The
evening of our visit I was richer than the prineess. To avoid the fury
of the people the Spanish government sent those Ii'rench who had
escaped the first massacres back to France in sligh.t boats. · One of the
ca,rtels came and cast anchor by the side of our hulk. One of the unhappy emigrants offered me a pinch of snuff. On opening the snuff-box
I found there "ima onza de oro," (an ounce of gold,) the sole remains of
his fortnne. I returned the snuff-box to him, with warm tbanks, after
having shut qp in it a paper containing these words: "My fellow-countryman who carries this note has rendered me a great service; treat
him as one of your children." My petition was naturally favorably
receiYed; it was by this bit of paper, the size of the onza de oro, that
my family learnt tlrnt I was still in existence, and it enabled my mother,
a model of piety, to cease s~tyiug masses for the repose of my soul.
Five days afterward, one of my hardy compatriots arrived at Palamos, after havir:ig traversed the line of posts, both French aud Spanish,
carrying to a merchant wllo had friends at Perpiguan the proposal to
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fnrnish me with all I was in need. of. The Spaniard showed agreat
inc1ination to agree to tbe proposal; but I did not profit by Lis good
wil1, because of the occurrence of events which I sha11 relate presently.
The obserrntory at Paris is very near the barrier. In my youth,
curious to study the manners of the people, I used to wa1k in sight cf
the public houses, which the desire of esca,ping pa,yment of the duty has
multiplied outside the walls of the capital. On these excursions I i"l'as
often humiliated to see men <lispnting for a piece of bread, just as animals might have done. My fee1ings on this subject haYe very much
alte~ed since I have been persona1ly exposecl to the tortures of hunger.
I have discovered, in fact, that a man, whatever may have been bis
origin, bis education, and bis llabits, is governed, under certain circumstances, much more by bis stomach than by his intelligence and his
heart. Here is the fac t which suggested tpese reflections to me:
To celebrate the unhoped-for arfrrnl of una onza de oro, M . Bertbemie
and I had produced an imrnense dish of potatoes. The ordnance officer
of the Emperor was already devouring it with his eyes, when a l\!Ioroccmi,
who was making his ablutions near us with one of his companions, accidentally filled it with dirt. .M. Bcrtbemie could not control his anger,
Le darted upon the clumsy .Mussulman, and inflicted upon him a rough
punishment,.
I remained a passive spectator of the combat, until the second l\Ioroccan came to the aid of his cornputriot. The party no longer being equal,
I also took part in the conflict, by seizing tbe new assailant by the
beard. The com bat ceased a,t once, because the Moroccan would not
raise his hand against a man who could write a petition so rapidly.
This conflict, like the struggles of which I bad often been a witness outside the barriers of Paris, had originated in a dish of potatoe~.
The Spanianls always cherished. the idea that the sbip and.her cargo
might be coufiscated; a commission came from Girone to question UR,
It was composed of two civil judges and one inquisitor. I acte<l. as
interpreter. ,vhen J\1. Bcrthemie's tnrn cnme, I went to :fetch him, and
said to him, "Pretend that yon can only talk:' Styrian, and be at ease;
1 will not compromise you in translating your answers.''
It was done as we had agreed; unfortun~tely the language spoken hy M.
13Prthemie had bnt little variety, and the 8acrement dcr Tei,fel, ·which lie
had leamctl in Germany, wlrnn he was aide-de-camp to Ilautponl, pre<lomina.ted too rnneh in his discourse. Ile that as it mny, tb0 judges obS3rvcd that tl1ere was too great a, conformity between his answers and
tbose whieh I had made m;yself to render it necessary to continne an intcnogatol'y, :vhich l may say~ by the way, disturbed me rnneli . The wish
to terminate it \Yas still more <l.ccidr<l 0:1 tho part of the judges, when
it ame to the turn of a sailor named l\fohemct. Instea<l of making him
swear on the Koran to tell the truth, tho j_ud.ge was tletermine<l to make
him 1>lace lfr·~ thumb on the fore-finger so as to represent the cross. I
warnc.;d him that great offense would thus be girnn; antl, accor<ling1y,
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when Mebemet became aware of tbe meaning of this sign, he began to
spit upon it with ineonceirnble violence. The meeting ended at on~e.
Tlrn next day things had wholly changed their appearance; one of
the judges from Giro~e came to declare to i.1s that we were free to depart~
and 1o t2:o with our ship wl1never we chose. What was the cause of
this sudden ·<~hange 0? It wa~ this:
During our quarantine in the windmill at Rosas, I had written, in the
name of Captain Braham, a letter to the Dey of Algiers. I gave him
an account of the illegal arrest of his vessel, and of the death of one of
the liorn~ which the Dey had sent to the Emperor. Tllis la8t circmnst.ance transported the Africn:n monarch with rage. He sent immediately for the Spanish consul, M. Onis, claimed pecuniary damages for
his dear lion, and threatened war if his ship was not released directly.
Spain bad then to do with too many difficulties to undertake wantonly
any uew ones, and the order to release the vessel so anxiously coveted
arrived at Girone, and from thence at Palamos~
This solntion, to which our consul at Algiers, M. Dubois Thainville,
bad not remained inattentive, reached us at the moment when we least
expected it. vVe at once made preparations for our departure, and on
the 28th of N ornm ber, 1808, we set sail, steering for l\Iarseilles; but, as
the l\Iussulmen on board the vessel declared, it was written above that
we sl10nld not enter that town. v-Ve could already perceive the white
buildings which crown the neighboring hills of Marseilles, wllen a gust
of the " mistral," of great violeuce, sent us from the north towards the
south.
I do not know what route we followed, for I was lying in my cabin,
overcome with sea-sickness; I may, therefore, though an astronomer,
avow without shame, that at the moment when our unqualified ·p ilots
snpposed themselves to be off the Baleares, we landed, on the 5th of
December, at Bongie.
There, they pretended that during the three months of winter all
communication with Algiers, by means·of the little boats named sandalis,
would be impossible, and I resigned myself to the painful prospect of so
long a stay in a place at that time almost a desert. One evening I was
making these sad reflection~ while pacing the deck of the vessel, when
a, shot from a gun on the coast came and struck the side planks close to
which I was passing. This suggested to me the thought of going to
Algiers by land.
I weut next day, accompanied by M. Berthemie and Captain Spiro
Calligcro, to the UaYd of tlrn town: "I wish," said I to him, "to go to
Algiers by land." The man, quite frightened, exclaimed, '' I cannot
allow you to do so; you would certainly be killed on the road; your
consul would make a complaiut to the Dey, and I should have my head
cut off."
"Fear not on that ground. I will give you an acquittance."
12 s
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It was il.lJmecliately clrawu up in these terms:
~, We, the undersigned, certify that the Cai.id of Bougie wished to di£
suade us from going to Algiers by land; that he has assured us that
we shall te massacred on the road ; that notwithstanding his representations, reiterated twenty times, we h a,ve persisted in our prc.ject. We
beg the Algerine antllorities, particularly our consul, not to make hin
responsible for this event if it should occur. We once more repeat that
the voyage has been undertaken against his will.
"ARAGO AND BERTHEl\UE."

t

Having given this declaration to the CaYd, we considered ourselves
quit of this functionary; but he came up to me, undid, without saying
a word, the knot of my cravat, took it off, and put it into his pocket.
All this was done so quickly that I had not time, I will add that 1 had
not even the wish, to reclaim it.
At the conclusion of this audience, which had terminated in so singular a manner, we made a bargain with a l\fahomedan priest, who prom·
ised to conduct us to Algiers for the sum of twenty "piastres fortes"
and a red mantle. The day was occupied in disguising ourselves, well
or ill, and we set out the next morniug, accompanied by several Moorish
sailors belonging to the crew of the ship, after having shown the Mahomedan priest that we had nothing with us worth a son, so that if we
were killed on the road he would inevitably lose all reward.
I went, at the last moment, to make -my bow to the only lion that
was still alive, and with whom I had lived in very good harmony; I
wished also to say good-bye to the monkeys, who during nearly five
months h:.d been equally my ·companions in misfortune.* These mon·
keys during our frightful misery had rendered us a service which I
scarcely dare mention, and which will scarcely he guessed by the
fohahitants of our cities, who look upon these animals as objects of
diversion: they freed us from the ·rnrmin which infested us, and showed
pa,rticularly a remarkable cleverness in seeking out the hideous insects
which loclgeo. themselves in our hair.
Puor animals ! they seem to me very unfortunate in beiug shut up in
the narrow inclosure of the vessel, when, on the neighboring coast, other
monkeys, as if to bully them, came on to the branches of the trees,
giving innumerable proofs of their agility.
At the commencement of the day, we saw on the road two Kabyls,
similar to the soldiers of J ugurtha whose harsh appearance powerfully
allayed our fancy for wandering. 'rn the evening we witnessed a fearful
tnm1.11t, which appeared to be directed against us. We learnt afterward
"+ On my return to Paris I hasten ed to the J ardiu des Plantes to pay a, visit to the
lion, lmt b e received me with a very uuamiable gnashing of the teeth. Think, then, of
the_ m~rvclous history of the Florentine lion, the subject of so many engravings,
~\•hich is offered on tho stall of every print-seller to tho eyes of the moved and aston1sl1ed pa ·sers by.
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that tile l\fahomedan priest had been the object of it; that it originated
witli some Kabyls whom he had disarmed on one of their journeys to
Bougie. Tllis incident, which appeared likely to be repeated, inspired
us for a moment with the thought of returning; but the sailors were
resolute, and we continued our hazardous enterprise.
In proportion as we advanced, our troops uecame increased by a certain number of Kabyls, who wislled to go to Algiers to work there in the
quality of seamen, and who dared not undertake alone this dangerous
journey.
The third day we encamped in the open air, at the entrance of a forest.
The .Arabs ligllted a very large :fire in the form of a circle, and placed
themselves in the middle. Toward eleven o'clock I was awakened by
the noise ·w hich the mules made, all trying to ureak their fastenings. I
asked what was the cause of this disturbance. They answered me that
a "seba.a" had come roaming in the neighborhood. I was not aware
then that a "sebaa" was a lion, and I went to sleep again. The next
day, in ·traversing the forest, tile arrangement of the caravan was
changed. It was grouped in the smallest space possible; one Kabyl
was at the head, his gun ready for service; another was in the rear, in
the same position. I inquired of tlle owner of the mule the cause of
these unusual precautions. Ile answered me that they were dreadinoan attack from a "sebuli," and that if tllis should occur, one of us would
be carried off without having time to put himself on tlle defensive. "I
w6uld rather be a spectator," I said to him," than an actor in the scene
you describe; ' consequently, I will give you two piastres more if you
will keep your mule always in the center of the moving group." My
proposal was accepted. It was then for the first time that I saw that
my Arab carried a yatagan under his tunic, which he used for pricking
on the mule the whole time that we were in the thicket. Superfluous
cautions ! Tlle '' sebM," did not sllow himself.
Each village being a little republic, wllose territory we could not
cross without obtaining permission and a passport from the l\Ial10medan
priest presiclent, the priest who conducted our caravan used to leave us
in the fields, and went sometimes ·a · good way off to a village to solicit
the permission, without which it would have been dangerous to continue
our route. He remained entire hours without returning to us, and we
then had occasion to reflect sadly on the imprudence of our enterprise.
We generally slept among habitµ,tions. Onc8 we found the streets
of a village barricaded, because they were fearing an attack from a
nejghboring ':illage. The foremost man of our caravan removed the
obstacles; but a woman came out of her house like a fury, and belabored
us with blows from a pole. We remarked that she was fair, of brilliant
whiteness, and very pretty.
Another time we lay down in a lurking-place dignified by the beautitiful name of Oaravanseray. In the morning, when the sun rose, cries of
"Roumi ! Roumi ! " warned us that we had been discovtred. The sailor,
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Mehemet, he who :figured in the scene of the oath at Palamos, entered
in a melancholy moo<l. the inclosure where we wer~ together, and made
us un<l.erstand that the cries of" Roumi F' vociferated under these circumstances, were equivalent to a sentence of death. "Wait," said he;
"a means of saving you has occurred t.o me." Mehemet entered some
moments afterward, told us that his means had succeeded, and invited
me to join the Kab,yls, who were going to say prayers.
I accordingly went out and prostrated myself toward the east. I imitated minutely tbe gestures which I saw made around me, pronouncing
the sacred words, La elah il Allah! oua Mahommed rcu;oul Allah! It was
the scene of .Mamamouchi of the "Bourgeois Gentilhomme," which I
had so often seen acted by Dugazon, with this one difference, that this
time it did not make me laugh. I was, however, ignorant of the conseq;1ences it might have brought upon me on my arrival atA1giers. A.ftcr
having made the profession of faith before Mahomedans, There is but one
Go 1l, and MaJwniet is his prophet, if I had been informed against to the
multi, I must inevitably have become Mussulman, and they woulcl not
hav'. · allowed me to go out of the regency.
I ~ nust not forget to relate by what means Me hem et .h ad saved us
from inevitable death. '' You have guessed rightly," said he to the
~alJyls, "there are two Christians in the caravansary, but they are
Mahomedans at heart, and are going to Algiers to be adopted by the
mufti into our holy religion. You will not doubt this when I tell you
that I was myself a slave to· some Christians, and that they redeemed
me with their money." "In cha Alla,h !" they exclaimed with one voice.
And it was then that the scene took place which I have just described.
We arriveu in sight of Algiers the 25th December, 1808. We took
leave of the Arab owners of our mules, who walked on foot by the side
of us, and we spurred them on in order to reach the town before the
closing of the gates. On our arrival we learnt that tbe Dey, to whom
we owed our first deliverance, had been beheaueu. The guard of the
palace before which we passed stopped us and questioned us as to
whenGe we came. We replied that .we came from Bougie by land. "It
is uot possible," exclaimed
the janissaries at once, "the Dey himself would not venture to undertake such a jouruey." "We acknowledge that we ha,e committed a great imprudence, that we would not
undertake to recommence the journey for millions; but the fact that we
have just declared is the strict truth."
·
Arrived at the consular house we were, as on the first occasion, ,ery
cordially welcomed. We received a visit from a di:agoman sent by the
Dey, who asked whether we persisted in maintaining that Bougie had
been our point of <leparture, and not Cape l\fatifou, or some neigh boring
part. We again affirmed the truth of our recital· it was confirmed the
'
next clay on the arrival of the proprietors of our mules.
At Palamos, during the various interviews which I had with the dowager Duchess of Orleans, one circumstance had particularly affected me.
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The princess spoke to me unceasingly of the wish she had to go and rejoin one of her sons, whom she believed to be alive, but of whose death
I had been informed by a person belonging to her household. Hence I
was anxious to do all that lay in my power to mitigate a sorrow which
she must experience before long.
,
At the moment when I quitted Spain for Marseilles, the duchess confided to me two letters which I was to forward in safety to tlrnir addresses. One was destined for the Empress-mother of Russia, the other
for the Empress of Austria.
Scarcely had I arrived at Algiers when I mentioned these two letters
to l\f. Dubois Thainville, and begged him to send them to France by the·
first opportunity. "I shall .do nothing of the sort," he at once answered.
'' Do you know that you have behaved in this affair like a young inexperienced man, or to speak out, like a blunderer ! I am surprised that
you did not comprehend that the Emperor, with his pettish ~irit, might
take this much amiss, and consider you, according to the contents of
the two letters, as the promoter of an intrigue in favor of the exiled
family of the Bourbons." Thus the paternal advice of the French con- ·
sul tang!.:: a.-e that in all that regards politics, however nearly or remotely, one cannot give himself up, without danger, to the dictates of
the heart and the reason.
I inclosed my two letters in an envelope bearing the address of a
trustworthy person, and gave them into the hands of a corsair, who,
after touching at Algiers, would proceed to France. I have never known
whether they reaGhed their destination.
The reigning Dey, successor to the beheaded Dey, had formerly filled
the humble office of" epileu,r"* of dead bodies in the mosques. He gov:erned the regency with much gentleness, occupying himself with little
but his harem. This disgusted those who had raised him to this eminent post, and they resolved upon getting rid of him. We became
aware of the danger which menaced him, by seeing the courts and vestibules of the consular house full, according to the custom under such
circumstances, of Jews, carrying with them whatever they had of most
rnlue. It was a rule at Algiers that all that happened in the interval
comprised between the death of a Dey and the installation of his successor could not be followed up by justice, and must remain unpunished.
One can imagine, then, why the children of Moses should seek safety in
the consular l10uses, the European inhabitants of which ha.cl the courage
to ·a rm themselves for self-defense as soon as the danger was apparent,
and ,Yho, moreover, had a janissary to guard them.
While the unfortunate Dey '' cpileur" was being conducted toward
the place where he was to be strangled, he heard the cannon which announced his death and the installation of his sfrccessor. "They are in
great baste," said he, "what will you gain by carrying matters to ex-i. An " 6pileu1·" is n. person who r emoves superfluous hairs.
vVe ha,ve been unn.ble to
ascertain what office of this kind is performed in Mohamedan funerals.
·
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tremities 1 Send me to the Levant; I promise you never to return. What
have you to reproach me with¥" "With nothing," answered his esc01t
"bnt your insignificance. However, a man cannot live as a mere prirnte
man, after having been Dey of Algiers." And the unfortunate man
perished by the rope.
The communication · by sea between Bougie and Algiers was not so
difficult, even with the" sandalas," as the 0a1d of the former town wished
to assure me. Captain Spiro had the cases landed which belonged to
me. The Ca'id . sought to discover what they contained; and having
perceived through a chink something yellowish, he hastened to send the
news to the Dey, that the Frenchmen who had come to Algiers by land
bad among their baggage cases filled with zechins, destined to revolutionize the Kabylie. They immediately had these cases forwarded to
Algiers, and at their opening before the minister of naval affairs, all the
phantasma,goria of zechins, of treasure, of revolution, disappeared at
the sight of the stands and the limbs of several repeating circles in
copper.
We are now going to sojourn several months in Algiers. I will take
advantage of this to put together some details of manne:~·; which may
be interesting a.s the picture of a state of things anterior to that of the
occupation of the regency by the French. This occupation, it must be
remarked, has already fundamentally altered the manners and the
habits of the Algerine population.
I am about to report a curious fact, and one which shows that politics,
which insinuate themselves and bring discord into the bosom of the
most united families, had succeeded, strange to say; in penetrating as
far as the galley-slaves' prison at Algiers. The sla.ves belonged to three
nations; there were in 1809 in this prison, Portuguese, Neapolitans, and
Sicilians; among these two latter classes were counted partisans of
Murat and those of Ferdinand of Naples. One clay, at the beginning of
the year, a dragoman came in the name of the Dey to beg M. Dubois
Thainville to go without delay to the prison, where the friends of the
French and their adversaries had involved themselves in a furious
combat; and already several had fallen. The weapon with which they
struck each other was the heavy long chain attached to their legs.
Each consul, as I said above, bad a janissary placed with him as his
guard; the one belonging to the French consul was a Uandiote; he had
been surnamed The Terror. vVhenever some news unfavorable to France
was announced in the cafes, he came to the consulate to inform liimself
as to the reality of the fact; and when we told him that the otller janissaries had propagated false news, be returned to them, and there, yata
gan in hand, he declared himself ready to enter the lists in combat
again 't tho e who should still maintain the truth of'the news. .As tllese
continual threats mio-ht endanger him (for they had no support beyond
bi.· mere animal courage) we h"ad wished to render him expert in the
handlin o- of arm by giving him some lessons in fencing; but he could
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not endure the idea that Christians should touch him at every turn with
. foils; he therefore proposed to substitute for the simulated duel a real
com bat with the yatagan.
One may gain an exact idea of this .savage nature when l mention
that, having one day heard a pistol-shot, the sound of which proceeded
from bis room, people ran and found him bathed in his blood ; he had
just shot off a ball iuto his arm to cure himself of a rh eumatic pain.
Seeing with what facility the Deys disappeared, I said one day to our
janissary, "With this prospect before your eyes, would you consent to
become Dey~" "Yes, doubtless," answered be. "You seem to count
as nothing the pleasure of doing all .that one likes, if only even for a
single day !"
When we wished to take a turn in the town of Algiers, we generally
took care to be escorted by the · janissary attaclrnd to the consular house; it was the only means of .e scaping insults, affronts, and
even acts of violence. I have just said it was the only means. I made
a mistake; there was one other; that was, to go in the company of a
French "lazarist" of seventy years of age, and whose name, if my
memory serves me, was Father Joshua; he had lived in this country
for a half a century. This man, of exemplary virtue, had devoted himself with admirable self-denial to the service of the slaves of the regency,
and bad divested himself of all considerations of nationality; the Portuguese, Neapolitans, Sicilians, all were equally his brethren.
In the times of plague he was seen day and night carrying eager help
to the Mussulmans; · thus his virtue had conquered even religious
hatreds; and wherever he passed he and the persons who might accompany him received from multitudes of the people, from the janissaries,
and even from the officials of the mosques, the most respectful salutations.
During our !:.m g hours of sailing on board the .A.lgerine vessel, and
our compulsory stay in the prisons at Rosas, and on the hulk at Palamos,
I ga.t bere<l some ideas as to the interior life of the Moors or the Ooulougous,
which, even now when Algiers has fallen under the dominion of l!"rance,
would, perhaps, be yet worth preserving. I shall, however, confine
myself to recounting, nearly word for word, a conversation which I had
with Ra1s Bra.ham, whose father w~s a " Turc fin," that is to say, a Turk
born in the Levant.
'' How is it that you consent," said I to him, "to marry a young girl
whom you have never seen, and find in her, perhaps, an excessively
ugly woman, instead of the beauty whom you bad fancied to yourself¥"
"We never marry without having obtained information from the
women who serve in the capacity of servants at the public baths. The
Jewesses are, moreover, in these cases very useful go-betweens."
"How many legitimate wives have you 1"
"I have four-that is to say, the number authorized by the Koran."
"Do they live together on a good understanding~"
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''Ah, sir, my house is a hell. I never enter it, wjthont finding theru
at the step of the uoor, or at the bottom of the stairs; then each wants
to be the first to make me listen to the complaints wbich slle has to
bring against her companions. I am about to utter bfa,spbemy, but!
think tllat our holy religion ought to prohibit a plurality of wfres t&
those who are not rich enough to give to each a separate habitation."
'' But since the Koran allows ;yon to repudiate eYen legitimate wives,
why do yon not send back three of them to their parents 1"
"Why 1 Because that would ruin me. On tlle day of the marriag(l
the father of the young woman to be married stipulates for a dowry, and
the half of it is paid. The other half may be exacteu the day that the
woman is repudiated. It would then be three half-dowries that I should
have to pay if I sent back three .of my wives. I ought, however, to
rectify one inaccuracy in what I said just now, that my four wives had
never agreed together. Once they were agreed among themselves in
the feeling of a common hatred. In going through the market I .bad
bought a young negress. In the evening, when I retired to rest, I perceived that my wives bad prepared no bed for her, and tlrnt the unfortunate girl was extended on the ground. I rolled up my trowsers and
laid them under her head as a kind of pillow. In the morning the
distracting cries of the poor slave made me run to her, and I founu her
nearly sinking under the blows of my four wives; for once they understood each other marvelously well."
In February, 1809, the uew Dey, the successor of the "epileur," a
short time after having entered on his functions, claime<l. from two to three
hundred thousand francs-I do not remember exactly the sum-which he
pretended was due to him from the French government. M. Dubois
Thainville answered that he had received the Emperor's orders not to
pay one ·centime.
Tile Dey was furious, and decided upon declaring war against us. A
declaration of war at Algiers used to be immediately followed by putting
all the persons of other nations into prison. Tllis time matters were not
pushed to this extreme limit. Our names might be figuri11g on the list
of the slaves of the regency; but, in fact, so far as I was concerned, I
remained free in the consular house. By means of a pecuuiary guarantee, contracted with the Swedish consul, M. Nordcrling, I was e·rnn
permitted to live at his country-house, situatc<l near the Emperor's
fo~
.
'.rhe most insignificant event was sufficient to modify the ideas of
these barbarians. I had come into the town one <lay, and was seated
at table at 1\1. Dubois Thaiuvi11e's, when the English consul, JUr. Blankley, arrivc<l in great haste, announcing to our consul the eutraucc iuto
the port of a Freuch prize. "I never will uselessly add," said lle, gcnerou ·l , '' to the evcrities of wa,r; I came to announce to you, my col- ·
1 agu , that I will give up your prisoners on a receipt ·wbich will insure
me be <leliverance of an equal numbP-r of Englishmen detained in
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France." "I tlia.nk: you," answered l\1. Dubois Thainville; "but I do
not the less deplore this event tliat it wilJ retard, indefinitely perhaps,
the settlement of tbe account in which I am enga,ged with tbe Dey."
During this conversation, armed with a telescope, I was looking
through the window of the dining-room, trying to persuade myself at
least that the captured vessel was not one of much importance. But
one must yielcl to evi<lence. It was pierced for a great number of guns.
All at once, the wind having displayed tlle flags, I perceived with surprise the French flan·
:fl.a.!!.
I communicated what I
b over the Eno-lish
.::,
.._,
obseryed to .M:r. Blankley. He answered immediately, '' You do not
surely pretend to observe better with your bad telescope than I did with
my Dollancl ?"
"And you cannot pretend," said I to him in 1ny turn, "to see better
than an astronomer by profession? I am sure of my fact. I beg M.
Thai_n ville's permission, and will go this instant to visit this mysterious
prize."
ln short, I went there; and this is what I learnt :
' General Duhesme, Governor of Barcelona, wishing to rid himself of
the most ill-disciplined portion of his garrison, formed the principal part
into the crew of a vessel, the command of which he gave to a lieutenant
of Baba,stro, a celebrated corsair of the Mediterranean.
There were among these improvised seamen a hussar, a dragoon, two
veterans, a miner with his long beard, &c. The vessel, leaving Bar_
celona. by night, escaped the English cruiser, and got to the entrance
of Port i\1ahon. An English" lettre de marque" was coming out of the
port. The crew of the French vessel boarded her; and a furious combat on the deck ensued, in which the French got the upper-hand. It
was this "lettre de marque" which had now arrived at Algiers.
Invested with full power by M. Dubois Thainville, I announced to the
prisone;__-s that they were about to be immediately given up to their
~onsul. I respected even the trick of the captain~ who, wounded by
several saber cuts, had contrived to cover up his head with his principal
flag. I reai;;surcd bis wife; but my chief care was especially devoted to
a passenger wliom I saw, with one arm amputated.
·
" ,vhcre is the surgeon," I said to him, ~, who operated on you 1"
" It was not our surgeon," he answered. "He basely fle<l. with a part
of the crew, and saved himself on land."
" Who, then~ cut off ;rour arm 1 "
"It was tlrn hussar whom you see here."
"Unhappy man! I exclaimed, "what could lead you, when it was not
your profesRiou, to perform this operation 1"
"The pressing request of the wounded man. · His arm had already
swollen to au enormous size. He wanted some one to cut it off for him
witl..l a blow
a lrn,tcl.tct. I told him that in Egypt, when I was in l10spi tal, I had seen several amputations made; that I would imitate what
1 had seen, an<l might perhaps succe~rl That at any rate it would be
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better than the b!ow of a hatchet. All was agreed;_ I armed myse1f with
the carpenter's saw, and the operation was done."
I went off immediately to the American consul to claim the assistance
of the only surgeon worthy of confidence who was then in Algiers. Mr.
Triplet-I think I recollect that that was the name of the man of the
distinguished art whose aid I invoked-came at once on board the vessel, examined the dressing of the wound, and declared, to my very lively
satisfaction, that all was going on well, and that the Englishman would
survive his horrible injury.
The same day we had the wounded men carried on litters to Mr.
Blankley's house; this operation, executed with somewhat of ceremony,
modified, though slightly, the feelings of the Dey in our favor, and his
sentiments became yet more fa,o:.·able toward us in consequence of
another maritime occurrence, although a very insignificant one.
One day a corvette was seen in the horizon armed with a very great
number of guns, and shaping her way toward the port of Algiers; there
appeared immediately after an English brig of war .i n full sail; a combat
was, therefore, expected, and all the terraces of the town were covered with
spectators. The brig appeared to be the best saUer, and seemed to us
likely to reach the corvette, but the latter tacked about, and seemed
desirous to engage in battle; the English vessel' fl.eel before her; tlle
corvette tacked about the second time, and again directed her course
toward Algiers, where, one would have supposed, she had some special
mission to execute. The brig in her turn now changed her course, but
held herself constantly beyond the reach of shot from the corvette; at
last the two vessels arriv'ed in succession in the port, and cast anchor, to
the lively disappointment of the Algerine population, who had hoped to
be present without danger at a maritime combat between the "Christian
dogs," belonging to two nations equally detested in a religious point of
view; but shouts of laughter could not be repressed when it was seen
that the corvette was a merchant vessel, and that she was only armed
with wooden imitations of cannon. It was said in the town that the
English sailors were furious, m1d had been on the point of mutiny against
their too prudent captain.
I have very little to tell in favor of the Algerines; hence I must do an
act ofjnstice by mentioning that the corvette departed the next day for
the Antilles, her destination, and that the brig was not permitted to set
sail until the next da,v but one.
Bakri often rame t~ the French consulate to talk of our affairs with
M. Dnbois Thainville. "What can you wanU'' said the latter; "you are
an Algerinc; you "-ill be the first victim of the Dey's obstinacy. I ha-ve
already written to Livoroo that your families and your goods arc to be
Reizrd. When the vessels laden with cotton, which you have in this
port, arrirn at Marseilles, the,y will l>e immediately confiscated; it is for '
you t ,iudgc whrther it would not better suit yon to pay the sum which
the Dey claims than to xposr yourself to tenfold and certain los ."
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Such reasoning was unanswerable; and whatever it might cost him,
Bakri decided on paying the sum that was demanded of France.
Permission to depart was immediately granted to us; I em barked the
21st of June, 1809, on board a vessel in which M. Dubois Thainville and
his family were passengers.
The evening before our departure from Algiers, a corsair deposited at
the consul's the Majorcan mail, which he had taken from a vessel which
he had captured. It was a complete collection of the letters which the
inhabitants of the Baleares had been writing to their friends on the.
Continent.
Look here," said l\L Dubois Thainville to me, "here is something to
amuse you during the voyage, you who generally keep your room from
sea-sickness; break the seals and read all these letters, and see whether
they contain any accounts by which we might profit how to aid the unhappy soldiers who are dying of misery and despair in the little island
oi Cabrera."
Scarcely bad we arrived on . board the vessel, when I set myself to
the work, and acted without scruple or remorse the part of au official
of the black chamber, with this sole difference, that the letters were
unsealed without taking any precautions. I found among them several
dispatches iu which Admiral Collingwood signified to the Spanish government the ease with which the prisoners might be delivered. Immediately on our arrival at Marseilles these letters were sent to the minister of naval affairs, who, I believe, did not pay much attention to them.
I knew almost every one at Palma, the capital o(Majorca. I leave it
to be imagined with what curiosity I read the missives in which the
beautiful ladies of the town expressed their hatred against las malditos
cavach-ios, (French,) whose presence in Spain had rendered necessary
the departure for the Continent of a magnificent regiment of hussars;
how many persons might I not have embroiled, if under a mask I bad
found mys~lf with them at the opera ball !
Many of the letters made mentio.n of me, and .were particularly interesting to me; I was sure in this instance there was nothing to constrain
the frankness of those who had written them. It is an advantage wbicb
few people can boast having enjoyed to the same degree.
· The vessel in which I was, although laden with bales of cotton, had
some corsair papers of the regency, and was the reputed escort of three
richly laden merchant vessels which were going to France.
We were off Marseilles on the 1st of July, when an English frigate
came to stop our passage: "I will not take you," said the English captain, " but you will go towards the Hyeres Islands, and Admiral Collingwood will decide on your fate."
"I have received," answered the Barbary captain, "an express commission to conduct these vessels to Marseilles, and I will execute it."
"You, individually, can do what may seem to you best," answered the
Englishman; '' as to the merchant vessels unrler your escort, they will
4
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· be, I repeat to you, taken to Admiral Collingwood." And he immediately garn orders to tllose vessels to set sail to the east.
The frigate had already gone a little <lisfance when she perceired
tlu1,t we were steering toward l\farseilles. Having then learnt from the
crews of the merchant vessels that we were ourselves laden with cotton,
she tacked about. to seizr. us.
She was ,~ery near rcaclling us, when we were enabled to enter the
port of tlrn little island of Pomcgue. In the night she put her boats to
sea to try to carry us off; but the enterprise was too perilous, and she
did not dare attempt it.
·
The next morning, 2d of July, 1800, I disembarked at the lazaretto.
At the present day tlley go from Algiers to Marseilles in four days;
it had taken me elff\en mouths to make tlle same voyage. It is true
that here and there I had made involuntary sojourns.
My letters sent from the lazaretto at Marseilles were considered by
my relatives and friends as certificates of resurrection, they having for
a long time past supposed me dead. A.. great geometer had even proposed to .the Bureau of Longitude no longer to pay my allowance to my
authorized representative; which appears the more cruel inasmuch as
this representative was my father.
The first letter which I received from Paris was full of sympathy and
congratulations on the termination of my laborious and perilous adventures; it was from a man already in possession of an European reputation, but whom I had never seen: M. de Humboldt, after what he llad
heard of my misfortunes, offered me his friendship. St;ch was tlle first
origin of a connection wllich da,tes from nearly forty-two years back,
without a single cloud ever having troubled it.
1\1. Dubois ~hainville had numerous acquaintances in Marseilles; his
wife was a native of that town, and her family resided there. They
reccfred, therefore, both of them, numerous dsits in the parlor of the
lazn,retto. The bell which summoned them, for me alone was dumb;
and I remained as solitary and forsaken, at the gates of a town
peopled with a hundred thousand of my countrymen, as if J ha<.~ been
in the heart of Africa. One day, however, tlle parlor bell rang three
times, (the number of times correspomliug to tlie number of my 1100m ;)
I thought it must be a mistake; I did not, however, allow this to appear.
I traversed pron<l.ly under the escort of my guard of health the long
space which separates the lazarctto, properly so cal1cd, fi'om the parlor,
and there I fouml, with Ycry liYely satisfaction, l\L Pons, .the director
of the obscrnttory at l\Iarseilles, and tlle 1post celebrated discoyerer of
comets of whom the annals of astronomy ba,ye e,er ha<l to register the
success.
At any time a visit from the excellent 1\1. Pons, whom I have since
s cu director of the observatory at Florence, would ha··rn been ·rnry
agre ·able to me; bnt during my quarantine I felt it unapprcciably
valuabl . It 11roved to me that I had returned to my native soil .
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Two or three davs before our admission to freedom, we experienced a
loss which was de~ply felt by each of us. To pass away the heavy t.ime
of a sm-·ere quarantine, the little A.lgerine colony was in the habit of
going to an inclosure near the lazaretto, ,Yhere a v·ery beautiful gazelle,
belonging to 1\1. Dt~bois Thainville, was confined; she bounded about
there in full liberty with a grace wliich excited our admiration. One of
us endeavored to stop this elegant auimal in her course; he seized Iler
unluckily by the leg, and broke it. We all ran, but only, alas! to witness a scene which excited the deepest emotion in us.
The gazelle, lying on her side, raised her lJ.ead sadly; her beautiful
eyes (the eyes of gazelle!) shed torrents of tears; no cry of complaint
escaped her month; she produced. that effect upon us wllicli is ah,ays
felt when a 11erson who is suddenly struck by an irreparable misfortune,
resigns himself to it, and shows his profound anguish only by silent
tears.
Having ended ·my quarantine, I went at once to Perpignan, to the
bosom of my fhmily, where
mother, the most excellent aud pious of
women, caused numerous masses to be said to celebrate my return, as
she had done before to pray for the repose of my soul, when she tliought
that I had fallen under the daggers of the Spaniards. Bnt I soon quitted my native town to return to Paris; and I deposited at tbe Bnreau
of Longitude and the Academy of Sciences my obsen-ations, whicll I had
succeeded in preserving amidst the perils and tribulations of my long
campaign.
A few days after my arrival, on the 18th of September, 1809, I was
nominated an academician in the place of Lalande. There were fiftytwo voters; I obtained forty-seven voices, l\:f. Poisson four, and l\f. Nouet
one. I was then twenty-three years of age.
A nomination made with such a majority would appear, at first sight,
as if it would give rise to no serious difficulties; but it proved otherwise.
The interventjon of M. de Laplace, before the day of ballot, was active
and incessant to have my admission pm;tponed until the time when a
vacancy, occurring in the geometry section, might enable the learned
assembly to norniuate M. Poissou at the same time as me. The a.utllor
of the JJfeccinique Celeste had vowed to the young geometer an unbounded
attachment, completely justified, certaiuly, by the beautiful researches
wliich science already owed to him. M. de Laplace could not support
the idea that a youug astronomer, younger by five :rears than 1\1. Poisson,
a pupil, in the pr~sence of his professor at the Pol_ytechnicSchool, shon:d
become an academician before him. He proposed to me, tlrnrefore, to
write to the Academy that I would. not stand for election until tlicre sllould
be a second place to give to Poisson. I answerG<l by a formal refusal,
and giving my reasons in these terms: "I care little to be nominated at
this momeut. I have decided upon leaving shortly with l\I. de Ilnwboldt
for Thibet. In those savage regions the title of member of the Institute
will not smooth the difficulties wliich we shall have to encounter. But

a
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~ .would not be guilty of any rudeness toward the Academy. If they
were to receive the declaration for which I am asked, would not the
savans who composed this illustrious ·body have a right to say to me:
''How are yoa certain that we have thought of you t You refuse what
. has not yet been offered to you.'"
On seeing my firm resolution not to lend myself to the inconsiderate
course which he had advised me to .follow, M. de Laplace went to work
in another way : he maintained that I had not sufficient distinction for
admission into the Academy. I do not pretend that, at the age of
three-and-twenty, my scientific attainments were very considerable, if
estimated in an absolute manner; but when I judged by co1npctrison, I
regained courage, especially on considering that the three last _years of
my life had been consecrated to the measurement of an arc of the meridian in a foreign country; that they were passed amid the storms of the
war with Spain; often enough in dungeons, or, what was yet worse, in
the mountains of Kabylia, and at Algiers, at that time a very dangerous
residence.
Here is, therefore, my statement of accounts for that epoch. I make
it over to the impartial appreciation of the reader:
On leaving the Polytechnic School, I J;iad made, in conjunction with
M. Biot, a,n extensive and very minute research on the determination of
the coefficient of the tables of atmospheric refraction.
We hau also measured the refraction of different gases, which, up to
that time, had not been attempted.
A determination, more· exact than had been previously obtained, of
the relation of the weight of air to the weight of mercury, bad furnished
a direct value of the coefficient.of the barometrical formula which served
for the calculation of the heights.
I had contributed, in ·a regular and very assiduous manner, during
nearly two years, to the observations which were made day and nig~t
with the transit telescope and with the mural quadrant at the Paris
Observatory.
I had undertaken, in conjunction with M. Bouvard, the observations
relating to the verification of the laws of the moon's libration. All the
calculations were prepared; it only remained for me to put the numbers
into the formulrn, when I was, by order of the Bureau of Longitude,
oNigeu to leave Paris for Spain. I had observed various comets, and
calculated their orbits. I had, in concert with 1'1. Bouvard, calculated,
according to Laplace's formula, the table of refraction which has been
published in the Recueil des Tables of the Bureau of Longitude, and in
the Oonnaissance des Te1nps. A research on the velocity of light, made
with a prism placed before the object end of the telescope of the mural
circle, had proved that the same tables of refraction might serve for the
un and all the stars.
Finally, I had just terminated, under very difficult circumstances, the
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grandest triangulation which had ever been achieved, to prolong the
meridian line from Franoe as far as the Island of Formentera.
M. de Laplace, without denying the importance and utility of these
labors and these researches, saw -in them nothing more than indications
of promise; M. Lagrange then said to him explicit!y:
"E ~~n you, l\f. de La1::.~ace, when you n1tcred r.ne .AcadbirJy, La.d don~
uothiug brilliant; you only gave promise. Your grand discoveries did
not come till afterward."
Lagrange was the only man in Europe who could with authority
address such an observation to him.
M. de Laplace did not reply upon the ground of the personal question,
but he added, '' I maintain that it is useful to young savans to hold
out the position of member of the Institute as n, future recompense, to
excite their zeal."
"You resemble," replied M. Halle, "the driver of the hackney coach,
who, to excite his. horses to a gallop, tied a bundle of hay at the end of
his carriage pole; the poor horses redoubled their efforts, and the bundle
of hay al ways flew on before them. .After all, his plan made them fall
off, and soon after brought on their death."
Delambre, Legendre, Biot, insisted on the devotion, and what they
termed the courage, with which I had coml.mted arduous difficulties,
whether in carrying on the observations, or in saving the instruments
and the results already obtained. They drew au animated picture of
tue dangers I had undergone. M. de Laplace ended by yielding when
he saw that all the most emiuent men of the .Academy had taken me
under their patronage, and on the day of the election he gavff me his
vote. It would be, I must own, a subject of regret with me eveu to
this day, after a lapse of forty-two years, if I had become member of the
Institute without having obtained the vote of the author of the 1.llecaniqiie
Celeste.

The members of the Institute were always presented t() the Emperor
after he had confirmed their nominations. On the appointed day, in
.company with the presidents, with the secretaries of the four classes,
and with the academicians who had special publications to offer to the
Chief of the State, they assern bled in one of the salooilS of the Tuileries.
When the Emperor returned from mass, he held a kind of review of
these savans, these artists, these literary men, in green uniform.
I must own that the spectacle which I witnessed on the day of my
presentation did nc b edify me. I even experienced real displeasure in
seeing the anxiety e,1 inced by members of the Institute to be uoticecl.
''You are very young," said Napoleon to me on coming near me; and
without waiting for a flattering reply, which it would not have been
difficult to find, he addecl, '' ·what is your name 1" . A.ml my neighbor
on the right, not leaving me time to answer the simple enough question
just addressed to me, hastened to say:
'' His name is Arago.''
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"What science do you cnlti;ate 1"
My neighbor on the left immediately replied-

" He cultiva,tes astronomy."
"What have you done 0?"
My neigbbonr on the right, jealous of my left hand neighbor for
having en~:::-oacbed on his rights at the second question~ now hastened to
reply·, and said :
"He has inst been measuring the line of the meridian in Spain."
The Emperor, imagining doubtless that be had before him either a
dumb man or an imbecile, pass'ed on to another member of ~be Institute.
This one was not a novice, but a naturalist well known through his
beautiful and important dis~overies, it was M. Lamarck. The old man
presented a book to Napoleon.
"What is that," said the latter, "it is your absurd meteorology, in
which you rival Matthieu Laensberg. It is this 'annuaire' wllich dishonors your old age. Do something in natural history, and I should
receive your productions with pleasure. As to this volume, I only take
it i11 consideration of your white hair. Here I" And he passed the
book to an ai<le-de-carnp. .
Poor M. Lamarck, who, at the end of each sharp and insulting sentence
of the Emperor, tried in vain to say, "It is a work on natural history
which I present to you," was weak enough to fall into tears.
The Emperor immediately afterward met with a more energetic antag·
onist in the person of M. Lanjuinais. The latter bad advanced, book in
hand. Napoleon said to him, sneeringly:
"The entire Senate; then, is to merge in the Institute~" "Sire,"
replied Lanjuinais, "it is the body of the state to which most time is left
for occupying itself with literature."
The Emperor, displeased at this answer, at once quitted the chil
uniforms, and busied himself among the great epaulettes whicll filled the
room.
Immediately after my nomination I was exposed to strange annoyances
on the part of the military authorities. I had left for Spain, still holding
the title of pupil of the Polytechnic School. My name could not remain
on the books more than four years; consequently I had been enjoined
to return to France to go through the examinations ne~essary on quitting the school. But in the meantime Lalande died, and thus a place
in the Bureau of Longitude became vacant. I was named a~sistant
astronomer. These places were submitted to the nomination of the
Emperor. M. Lacuce, dire_c tor of the conscription, thought that, through
thi latter circumstance, the law would be satisfied, and I was authorized to continue my operations.
M. Matthieu Dumas, who succeeded him, looked at the question from
an entirely different point of view· he enJ·oincd me either to furnish
.
a sub t1tute,
or else set off myself' with the contingent of the twelfth
arrouuissement of Paris.
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AU my remonstrances and those of my friends having been fruitless,

1 announced to the honorable general that I should present myself in
the Place de l'Estrapade, whence the conscripts had to depart, in the
costume of a member of the Institute; and tllat thus I should march on
:foot through the citJ of Paris. General Matthieu Dumas was alarmed
at the effect which this scene would produce on the Emperor, himself ~t
member of the Institute, and hastened, under fear of my threat, to confirm the decision of General Lacuee.
In the year 1809, I was chosen by the "conseil du perfectionnement ''
of the Polytechnic School to succeed M. Monge, in his chair of analysis
applied to geometry. 'rhe circumstances attending that nomination
have remained a secret; I seize the first opportunity which offers itself
to _me to make them known.
M. Monge took the trouble to come to me one day, at the observ:atory,
to ask me to succeed him. I declined this honor, because of a proposed
journey which I was going to make into Central Asia with M. de Humboldt. "You will certainly not set off for some months to come," said the
Ilnstrious geometer; '' you could, therefore, take my place temporaTil~<"
"Your proposal," I replied, '' flatters me infinitely; but I do not know
whether I .ought to accept it. I have never read your great work on
partial differential equations; I do not, therefore, feel certain that I
should be competent to give lessons to the pupils of the Polytechnic
School on such a difficult theory." '' Try," said be, "and you will .find
that th!,t theory is clearer than it is generally supposed to be." Accordingly, I did try; and M. Monge's opinion appeared to me to be well
founded.
The public could not comprehend, at tbap time, how it was that the
. benevolent M. Monge obstinately refused to confide the· delivery of his
course to J\1. Binet, (a private teacher under hjm,) whose zeal was well
known. It is this motive which I am going to reveal.
There was then in the" Bois de Boulogne" a residence named the
Grey House, where there assembled around M. Coessin, the high-priest
of a new religion, a number of adepts, such as Lesueur, the musician,
Colin, private tP,acher of chemistry at the school, M. Binet, &c. A repoi t
from the prefect of police had signified to the Emperor that the frequenters of the Grey House were connected with the Society of Jesuits. The
Emperor was uneasy and irritated at this. " Well," said he to M. Monge,
"there are your dear pupils become disciples of Loyola!" And on
Monge's denial, "You deny it," answered the Emperor; "well, then,
know that the private teacher of your course is in that clique." Every
one can under3tand that after such a remark, ~onge could. not consent
to being succeeded by M. Binet.
Having entered the Academy, J'oung, ardent, and impassioned, I took
much greater part ili the nominations than may have been suitable for
my position and my time of life. Arrived at an epoch of life whence I
examine retrospectively all my act.ions with calmuess and iin_partiality,
13 s
0
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I can render this amount of justice to myself, that, excepting in three
or four instances, my vote and interest were always in favor of the most
deserving candidate, and more than once I succeeded in preventing the
Academy from making a deplorable choice. Who could blame me for
having maintained with energy the election of Ma]J1s, considering tbat
his competitor, lVI. Girard, unknown as a physicist, obtained twenty-t~o
votes out of :fifty-three, and that an addition of :five votes would hare
given him the victory over the savant who had just discovered the
phenomenon of polarization by reflection, over the savant whom Europe
would have named by acclamation, The same remarks are applicable
to the nomination of Poisson, who would. have failed against this same
M. Girard if four votes had been otherwise given. ]Joes not this suffice
to jmitify the unusual ardor of my conduct, Although in a third trial
the majority of the Academy was decided in favor of the oome engineer,
I cannot regret that I supported up to the last moment with conviction
and warmth the election of his competitor, M. Dulong.
I do not suppose that, in the scientific world, any one will be disposed
to blame me for having preferred M. Liouville to M. de Pontecoulant.
Sometimes 'it happened that the government wished to influence the
choice of the Academy; with a strong sense of my rights I invariably
resisted all dictation. Once this resistance acted unfortunately on one
of my friendii-the venerable Legendre: as to myself, I had prepared
myself beforehand for all the persecutions of which I could be made the
object. Having received from the minister of the interior an in~tation
'to vote for M. Binet against M. Navier on tbe occurrence of a vacant
place in the section of mechanics, Legendre nobly answered that be
would vote according to his soul and his conscience. He was immediately
depri-ved of a pension which his great age and his long services rendered
duP- to him. The protege of the authorities failed; and, at the time, this
result was attributed to the activity with which I enlightened the members of the Academy as ·to the impropriety of the minister's proceedings.
On another o~ca8ion the King wished the Academy to name Dupuytren,
the eminent surgeon, but whose character at the time lay under gra,e
imputations. Dupuytren wa,s nominated, but several blanks protested
against the interference of the authorities in academic elections.
I said above that I had saved the Academy from some deplorable choice ;
I will only cite a single instance, on which occasion I had the sorrow of
finding myself in opposition to M. de Laplace. The illustrious geometer
wi hed a vacant place in the astronomical section to be granted to 1\1.
Nicollet-a man without talent. At the close of a contest, which I
maintained undisgui edly, notwithstanding the danger which might
::follow from thus braving the powerful protectors of 1\1. Nicollet, the
Academy proceeded to the ballot; the respected M. Damoiseau, who e
el ction I had supporte<l, obtain cl forty-five votei out of forty-eight.
Thu. 1\1. .... icoll t bad collected but three.
"I ee," aid 1\1. de Laplace to me, "that it is useless to struggle
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against young people; I acknowledge that the man who is called the
great elector of the Academy is more powerful than l am."
"N0/7 replied I; "M. Arago can only succeBd in counterbalancing
t.he opinion justly preponderating for M. de Laplace, when the right is
found to be without possible contradiction on his side."
I would warn those savants, who having early entered the Academy,
might be tempted to imitate my example, to expect nothing beyond tbe
-satisfact ion of their conscience. I warn them, with a knowledge of the
c ase, that gratitude will almost always be found wanting.
The elected Academician, whose merits you have sometimes exalted beyond meai:mre, pretends that yon have clone no more than justice to him; that you have only fulfilled a duty, and that be therefore
owes-you no thanks.
Delambre died the 19th Augu~t, 1822. After the necessary delay,
they proceeded to :fill his place. The situation of perpetual secretary is
not one which can long be left vacant. The Academy named a commission to present it with candidates; it was composed of Messrs. de Laplace, Arago, Legendre, Rossel, Prony, and Lacroix. The list presented
was composed of the names of Messrs. Biot, Fourier, and Arago. It is
not necessary for me to say with what obstinacy I opposed the inscription of my name on this list; I was compelled to give way to the will of
my colleagues, but I seized the :firnt opportunity of declaring publicly
that I had neither the expectation nor the wish to obtain a single vote;
that, moreover, I had on my bands already as much work as I could get
through ; that in this respect M. Biot was in the same position ; and
that, in short, I should vote for the nomination of M. Fourier.
·
It was supposed, but I dare not flatter myself that it was the fact,
that my declaration exercised a certain iufl.uence on the result of the
ballot. The result was as follows: M. Fourier received thirty-eight
votes, and M. Biot ten. In a case of this nature each man carefully conceals his vote, in order not to run the riskof future disagreement with
him who may be invested with the authority which the Academy gives.
to the perpetual secretary. I do n0t know wheth~r I shall be pardoned
if I recount an incident which amused the Academy at the time.
1\1:. de Laplace, at the moment of voting, took two plain pieces of paper; hi~ neighbor was guilty of the indiscretion of looking, and saw
distinctly that the illustrious geometer wrote the name of Fourier on
both of them. After quietly folding them up, M. de Laplace put thepapers into his hat, shook it, and said to this same curious neighbor:
"You see, I have written two papers; I am going to tear up one; I shall
put the other into the urn; I shall thus be myself ignorant for which
of the two candidates I have voted.'-'
All went on as the celebrated Academician bad said ; only that every
one knew with certainty that bis vote had been for Fourier; and "the
calculation of probabilities" was in no way necessary for arriving at
this result.
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After having fulfilled the duties of secretary with much distinction,
but not without some feebleness an<l. negligence in consequence of bi;
bad health, ~ourier died the 16th of May, 1830. I declined several timei
the honor which the Academy appeared willing to do me, in naming me
to succeed him. I believed, without false modesty, that I had not the
qualities necessary to fill this important place suitably. When thirty.
nine out of forty-four voters had appointed me, it was quite time thatl
should give in to an opinion so :flattering and so plainly expressed. On
the 7th of June, 1830, I, therefore, became perpetual secretary of the
Academy for the Mathematical Sciences ; but, conformably to the plea
of an accumulation of offices, which I had used as an argument to support, in November, 1822, the election of M . Fourier, I declared that I
should give in my resignation of the professorship in the Polytechnic
School. Neither the solicitations of Marshal Soult, the minister of war,
nor those of the most eminent members of the Academy, could avail in
persuading me to renounce this resolution.

IIERSCHEL.
BYM.ARAGO.

WILLIAM HERSCHEL, one of the greatest astronomers that ever lived
in any age or country, was born at Hanover, on tbe 15th of November,
1738. Th~ name of Herschel has become too illustrious for the world to
neglect searching back, along the stream of time, to learn the social
position of the families that have borne it. Yet pardonable curiosity
on this subject ha1S not been entirely satisfied. We only know that
Abraham Herschel, great-grandfather of the astronomer, resided at
M:ahreu, whence he wa~ expelled on account of his strong attachment
to the Protestant faith; that Abraham's son Isaac was a farmer in the
vicinit,y of Leipzig; that Isaac's eldest son, Jacob Herschel, disappointed
llis father's earnest desire to see him devote himself to agriculture, that
he determined on being a musician, and settled at Hanover.
Jacob Herschel, father of vVilliam, the astronomer, was an -eminent
musician, not less remarkable for the good qualities of his heart than for
those of his mind. His v·ery limited means did not enable him to bestow
a compfote education on his family, consisting of six bo,ys and four girls,
although; by his care, his ten children all became P-xcellent musicians.
The eldest, Jacob, even acquired a rare degree· of skill, which procured. for him the appointment of master of the band in a Hanoverian
regiment, which he accompanied to England. The third son, William,
remained under his fatper's roof, and, without neglecting the fine arts,
took lessons in the Prelil.ch language, and devoted himself to the 1;itudy
of metaphysics, for which he retained a t:1ste to his latest clay.
In 1759 William Herschel, then about twenty-one years of age, went
over to England, not with his father, as has been erroneously stated,
but with his brother Jacob, whose ·connections in that country seemed
likely to favor the young man's opening prospects in life. But neither
London nor the country towns afforded him any resource in the beginning, and the first two or three years after his expatriation were marked
with cruel privations, which were, however, manfully endured. A fortunate chance finally raised the young Hanoverian to a better position ;
Lord Durham engaged him as master of the band in an English regiment
which was quartered on the borders of Scotland. From this moment
he began to acquire a, reputation as a musician that was graduall~?
extended, until in 1766 he was appointed organist at Halifax, (Yorkshire.) The emoluments of this situation, together with those of giving
private lessons both in the town and the country around, afforded him
the means to remedy, or rather to complete, bis early education. It was
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then that he learned Latin and Italian, though without any other M
than a grammar and a dictionary, and that he also acquired som,
knowledge of Greek. So great was the desire for knowledge with white
he was inspired that while residing at Halifax he found means to continm
bis philological exercises, and at the same time to study deeply the learned
but very obscure mathematical work of Smith on the theory of music.
This treatise, either explicitly or implicitly, supposed the reader t(
have · a knowledge of algebra and geometry, which Herschel did not
possess, but of which he made himself master in a very short time.
In 1766 Herschel obtained the appointment of organist to the Octagon
Chapel at Bath. This was a more lucrative post than that at Halifax,
bnt it also devolved on him new obligations. He had to pfay incessantly either at the oratorios, or in the rooms at the baths, at tbe
theater, and in the public concerts. Besides this, from among his patronti
in the most fashionable circle of England, he could not refuse to take
numerous pupils who wish ed to be instructed in his art. It is difficult to
imagine how, among so many duties, so many distractions of various
kinds, Herschel could continue the studies, which even at Halifax had
required so much resolution and perseverance, with a very uncommon
degree of talent. We have seen that it was by music that Herschel
was led to mathematics; mathematics in their turn led him to optics,
the principal and fertile source of his illustrious career. Tl.le time
finally arrived when his theoretic knowledge was to guide foe young
musician into a laborious application of principles quite foreign to bi'
habits; and of which the brilliant success, as well as the excessire
temerity, must excite reasonable astonishment.
•
A telescope-a simple reflector, only two English feet in length falls
into the hands of Herschel during his residence at Bath. This instrament, however imperfect, shows him a multitude of stars in the
sky that the naked eye cannot discern; shows him also enlarged known
objects, under their true dimensions; reveals forms to him that tbe
richest imaginations of antiquity had never suspected. He is tran ·
ported. with enthusiasm, and resolves, without delay, to have a similarin·trument but of larger size. 'l,he answer from London is dela,yed for
ome days. These few days appear to him as years. ,Vhen the answer
arrives, the price that the optician demands pr:oves to be much. beyond
the pecuniary resources of a mere organist. To any other man thi,
woul<l have been an unsurmountable obstacle. This unexpected difficulty, on the contrary, inspired Herschel with fresh energy. He canno l>ny a tele. cope; then he will construct one with his own hand ·
Th' mu iciau of the Octagon Chapel rushes immediately into a, multitn<l
f e ·periments, on metallic alloys that re.fleet light with tb
gr , t t inten ity, on the means of giving the parabolic figure to the
mirror , on the cau:es that iu the operation of poli bing affect the
r 'gnlarity of th r •f:l.ection, &c. So rare a degree of perseYerance at la t
1 ,. iv · its reward.
In 177-1 llerschel has tl10 happiness of being
1
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able to examine the heavens with a Newtonian telescope of five English
feet focus, entirely made by himself. This success tempts him to undertake still more difficult enterprises. OtMr telescopes of seven, of eight,
of ten, and even of twenty feet focal distance, crown his efforts. As if
to answer in advance those critics who would have accuseci him of a,
superfluity of apparatus, of unnecessary luxury, in the large size of the
new instruments, and his extreme minutire in their execution, Nature
granted to the astronomical musician, on the 13th of March, 1781, the
unprecederited honor of commencing his career of observation with tlle
discovery of a new planet, situated on the confines of our solar system.
Dating from that moment, Herschel's reputation, no longer in his
character of musician, but as a constructor of telescopes and as an
astronomer, spread throughout the world. George III, a lover of
science, and much inclined besides to protect and pat~onize both men
and things of Hanoverian origin, had Herschel presented to him. He
was charmed with the simple yet lucid and modest account that the
astronomer gave of his repeated endeavors; he caught a glimpse of
the glory that such a~ observer might reflect on his reign; granted µim
a pension of three hundred guineas a year, and furnished him with a residence near Windsor Castle, first at Clay Hall an·d then at Slough. The
anticipations of George III were completely realized. We may confidently
assert, relative to the little house at Slough, that it is the place of all
the world where the greatest number of astronomical discoveries have
been made. The name of that village will never perish. Science will
transmit it religiously to our latest posterity.
I shall avail myself of this opportunity to rectify a mistake,. of which
ignorance and idleness wish to make a triumphant handle, or, at all
events, to wield in their cause as an irresistible justification. It has
been repeated to satiety that at the time when Herschel entered on bis
astronomical career he knew nothing of mathematics. But I have already
said that, during his residence at Bath, the organist of the O~tagon
Chapel had familiarized himself with the principles of geometry and
algebra; and a still more positive proof of this is, that a difficult
question on the vibration of strings loaded with small weights having
been proposed for discussion in 1779, Herschel gave it a solution which
was thought wo:cthy to be inserted in several scientific periodicals of the
year 1780.
The adveuturous life of Herschel is here closed. The great astronomer will not quit his observatory any more, except to submit the sublime
results of his laborious vigils to the Royal Society of London. These
results _are conta.ined in his memoirs; they constitute one of the principal
riches of the celebrated collection known under the title of Philosophical
Transactions.
Herschel was even elected as a membei· of the principal academies of
Europe, anu about 1816 he was named a Knight of the Guelpbic Order
of Hanover. According to the English custom, from the time of that
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uomination the title of Sir vYilliam took the place, on all his memom
already honored with so much celebrity, of the former appellati.iJ.
of Doctor William. He ha<f been named a doctor of laws in tb
University of Oxford in 1786. This dignity, by special favor, was cot
ferred on him without any of the obligatory formalit.ies of examination.
disputation, or pecuniary contribution, usual in that learned corporation.
I should wound the elevated sentiments that Herschel professed all
his life, if I were not here to mention two indefatigable assistants that
this fortunate astronomer found in his own family. . The one -was .Alexander Herschel, endowed with a remarkable talent for me·chanism.
always at his brother's service,~and who enabled bi.m to realize without
delay any ideas that he had conceived;,;:, the other was Miss Caroline
Herschel, who deserves a still more particular and detailed mention.
Miss Caroline Lucretia Herschel went to England as soon as her
brother became special astronomer to the King. She received the
appellation there of Assistant Astronomer, with a moderate salary.
From that moment sh<t unreservedly devoted h~rself to the service of
hen brother, happy in contributing night and day to his i·apidly increasing
scie'D;ti:fic reputation. Miss Caroliue shared in all th~ night-watches of
her brother, with her eye constantly on the clock, and the pencil in her
hand; she, without exception, recorded all the observations; she afterward made three or four copies in separate registers; coordinated,
classed, and analyzed them. If the scientific world saw with astonishment how Herschel's works. succeeded each other with unexampled
rapidity during so many years, they were specially indebted for it to the
ardor of Miss Caroline. As.tronomy, moreover, has been directly
enriched with several comets by this excellent and respectable lady.
After the death of her illustrio~s brother, she retired to HanoverJ· to the
house of Jahn Dietrich Herschel, a musician of high reputation, and
the on}y surviving brother of the ~stronomer.
William Herschel died without pain on the 23d of August, 1822, aged
eighty-t)lree. Neither fame nor fortune ever changed in him the fund of
infantine candor, inexhaustible benevolence, and sweetness of character
with which nature had endowed him. He preserved to the last both
his brightness of mind and vigor of intellect. For some years before
bis death he enjoyed with delight the distinguished success of bis only
son,t Sir John Herschel. At his last hour he sunk to rest with the
plea. ing conviction that his belove<l son, heir of a great name, would
uot allow it to fall into oblivion, but would adorn it with fresh luster,
" When age and infirmit ies obliged Alexander Herschel to givo up his profession as a
ian, ~c quitted Bath and returned to Hanover, very genero~sly provi<led by •~ir
William with a comfortabl~ intlcpendence for life.
t ir W. IIer'ch el ha<l man:ied Mary, the widow of John Pitt, esq., possessed of a couhi,lerahlo joiutur , and the nu ion proved a remarkable Mcession of domestic happi.Ileus,
This la~ly urvived ir William by several years. They had but this son.-TRff ' L..-\-
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and that great discoveries would also honor his career. No prediction
of the illustrious astronomer has been more completely verified.
In the English journals an account is given of the interesting means
adopted by the family of Sir William Herschel for preserving the remains
of the great telescope of thirty-nine feet focus, constructed by that celebrated astronomer.
The metal tube of the instrument, carrying at one end the recently
cleaned mirror of four feet ten inches in diameter, has been placed llorizontally in the meridian on solid piers of masonry, in the midst of the
circle where formerly stood the mechanism requisite for maneuveri'ng
the telescope. The 1st of January, 1840, Sir John Herschel, his wife,
their children, seven in number, and some old family-servants assembled
at Slough. Exactly at noon the party walked several times in procession around the instrument; they then entered the tube of the telescope,
seated themselves on benches that had been prepared for the purpose,
and sung a requiem, with English words, composed by Sir John Herschel
himself. After their exit, the illustrious family ranged themselves around
the great tube, the opening of which was then hermetically sealed. The
day concluded with a party of intimate friends.
I know not whether those persons who can only appreciate things
from the peculiar point of view from which they have been accustomed
to look, may think there was something strange in several of the details
of the ceremony that I have just described. I affirm, however, that -the
whole world will applaud the pious feeling which actuated Sir John
Herschel, and that all the friends of science will thank him for having
consecrated the humble garden where his father achieved such immortal
labors by a monument more expressive in its simplicity than pyramids
or statues.
'
CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE OF THE MEMOIRS OP WILLIAM HERSCHEL.*

)

1780. Philosophiccbl Tram,sactions, vol. lxx.-Astronomical observations on the periodical
star in the neck of the Whale.-A.stronomical observations relative to the lunar
mount&ins.
1781. Phil. Trans., vol. lxxi.-Astronomical observations on the rotation of the planets
on their axes, made with a view to decide whether the daily rotation of the earth be
al w:tys the samc.-On the comet of 1781, afterward called the Georgiurn Sidus.
1782. Phjl. Trans ., vol. lxxii.-On the parallax of the fixed stars.-Catalogue of douule
st::trs.-Description of a famp micrometer, and the method of using it.-Answers to the
<loubts that might be raised to the high magnifying powers used by Herschel.
1783. Phil. Trans., vol. lxxiii.-Letter to Sir Joseph Banks on the name io be given
to the new planet.-On the diameter of the Georgium Sidus, followed by th~ description ,
of a micrometer with luminous or dark disks.--On the proper motion of the solar system,
and the various changes that have occurred among the fixed stars since the time of
Flamsteed.
·
1784. Phii. Trans., vol. lxxiv.-011 some remarkable appearances in the polar regions
of Mars, the inclination of its axis, the position of its poles, and its spheroidal form.-

* These titl es are copied direct from the Philosophical Transa(!tions, instead of being rc-trn,nslated.T RANSLATOR's
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Some detai.ls on the real diameter of Mars, and on its atmosphere.-Analysis of some
observations on the constitution of the heavens.
1783 . .Phil. Trans., vol. lxxv.-Catalogue of double stars.-On the constitution of the
heavens.
1786. Phil. Trans. , vol. lxxvi.-Catalogue of a thousand nebulre and clusters of
stars.-Researches on the cause of a defect of definition in vision, which has been attributed to the smallness of the optic pencils.
1787. Phil. Trans., vol. lxxvii.-Remarks on the new comet.-Discovery of two
satellites revolving round George's Planet.-On three volcanoes in the moon.
1788. Phil. Trans., vol. lxxviii .-On George's Planet (Uranus) and its satellites.
1789. Phil. Trans., vol. lxxix.-Observations on a comet.-Catalogue of a second thousand new nebuhe and clusters of sfars.-Some preliminary remarks on the .constitution
of the heavens.
1790. Phil. Trans., vol. lxxx.-Discovery of Saturn's sixth and seventh satellites;
with remarks on the constitution of the ring, on the planet's rotation round an axis,
on its spheroidal form, and on its atmosphere.-On Saturn's satellites, and the rotation
of the ring round an axis.
1791. Phil. Trans., vol. 1:s:xxi.-On the nebulous stars and the suitableness of this
epithet.
1792. Phil. Trans., vol. lxxxii.-On Saturn's ring, and the rotation of the planet's
fifth satellite round an axis.-Mixed observations.
1793. Phil. 'l'rans., vol. lxxxiii.-Observations on the planet Venus.
1794. Phil. Trans., vol. lxxxiv.-Observations on a quintuple band in Saturn.-On
some peculiarities observed during the last solar eclipse.-On Saturn's rotation round
an axis.
1795.-Phil. Trans., vol. lxxxv.-On the nature and physical constitution of the
sun and stars.-Description of a reflecting tel escope forty feet in length.
1796. Phil. Trans., vol. lxxxvi ....:..Methocl of observing t he changes that happen to the
fixed stars; remarks on the stability of our sun's light.-Catalogne of comparative
brightness, to determine the permanency of the luster of stars.-On the periodical st.ar
a Herculis, with remarks tending to establish the rotatory motion of the stars on their
axes; to which is added a second catalogue of the brightness of the stars.
1797. Phil. Trans., vol. lxxxvii.-A third catalogue of the comparative brightness of
the stars; with an introductory account of an index to Mr. Flamstecd's observations of
the fixed stars, contained in "the second volume of the Historia Crelestis, to which are
added several useful results derived from that index.-Observations of the changeable
bright,ness of the satellites of Jupiter, and of the variation in their apparent magnitudes; with a determination of the time of their rotary motious on their axes, to which is
added a measure of the diameter of the second satellite, and an estimate of the c.omparative- size of the fourth.
1798. Phil. Trans., vol. lxx:xviii.-On the discovery of four additional satellites of the
Georgium Sidus. The retrograde motion of its satellites announced; and the cause of
their dieappearance at certain distances from the planet explained.
1799. Phil. I'l'ans., vol. lxxxix.-A fourth catalogue of the comparative brightness of
the stars.
1800. Phil. I'l·ans., vol. xc.-On the power of peuetrn.ting into space by telescopes,
with a comparative determination of the ex.tent of that power in natural vision, an cl
in telescope of various !lizes and construction; illnstrated by select observations.-Investigation of the powers of the prismatic colorR to heat and illuminate objects; with
r marks that prove the different refrangibility of radiant heat; to which i added an
inquiry into the method of viewing the sun advantag ously with telescopes of large
ap rtnre and high magnifying powers.-Experimcnts on the r cfrangibility of the invi ·ihl ray of the sun .-Experimcnts on the solar an<l on the terrestrial ray that occasion h •at; with a comparativ view of the laws to which ligbt and h eat, or rather the
rays whith occa ion th m, are suhjcct, in order to determine whether th y arc the same
or 11iffPrcnt.
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1801. Phil. Trans., vol. x:ci.-Observations tending to investigate the nature of the
sun, in order to find the causes or symptoms of its variable emission of light and heat;
with remarks on the use that may possibly be drawn from sola.r observations.-Additional observations tending to investigate the symptoms of the variable emission of the
light and heat of the sun; with trials to set aside darkening glasses, by transmitting
the solar rays through liquids, and a few remarks to remove objections that might be
made against some of the arguments contained in the former paper.
1802. Phil. Tra,is., vol. :x:cii.-Observations on the two lately discovered celestia1
bodies, ( Ceres and Pallas. )-Catalogue of 500 new nebulm and clusters of stars, with remarks on the construction of the heavens.
1803. Phil. Trans., vol. xciii.-Observations of the transit of Mercury over the disk of
the sun; to which is addeu an investigation of the causes which often prevent the
proper action of mirrors.-.Account of the changes that have happened during the last
wenty-five years in the relative situation of double stars; with an investigation of
the cause to which they are owing.
1804. Phil. Trans., vol. xciv.- Continuation of an account of the changes that have
happened in the relative situation of double stars.
1805. Phil. Trans., vol. x:cv.-Experiments for ascertaining how far telescopes will
enable us to determine very small angles, and to distinguish the real from th.e spurious
diameters of celestial and terrestrial objects; with an application of the result of these
experiments to a series of observations on the nature and magnitude of l\fr. Hardingj!
lately discovered star.-On the direction and velocity of the motion of the sun and solar
system.-Observation on the singular figure of the planet Saturn.
1806. Phil. Trans., vol. xcvi.-On the quantity and velocity of the solar motion.Observations on the figure, the climate, and the atmosphere of Saturn anu its ring.
1807. Phil. Trans., vol. xcvii.-Experiments for investigating the cause of tho colored
concentric rings discover.eel by Sir Isaac 'Newton bet.ween two object-glasses laid one
upon another.-Observations on the nature of the new celestial body discovered by
Dr. Olbers, and of the comet which was expected to• appear last January, in its return
from the sun.
1808. Phil. Trans., vol. xcviii.-Observations of a comet, made with a view to investigate its ma.guitude and the nature of its illumination. To which is added an account
of a new irregubrity lately perceived in the apparent figure of the planet Saturn.
1809. Phil. Trans., vol. xcix.-Continuation of experiments for i,nvestigating the
cause of colored concentric rings and other appearances of a similar nature.
1810. Phil. Trans., vol. c.-Supplement to the first and second part of the p aper of
experiments for investigating the cause of colored concentric rings between objectglasses, and other appearances of a similar nature.
1811. Phil. Trans., vol. ci.-.Astronomical observations relating to the construction
of the heavens, arranged for the purpose of a critical examination, the result of which
appears to throw some new light upon tho organization of the celestial bodies.
Hll2. Phil. Trans., vol. cii.-Observations of a comet, with remarks on the construction of its different p~rts.-Observations of a second comet, with remarks on its construction.
1814. Phil. Trnns., vol. civ.-Astronomical observations relating to the sidereal part
of the heaven1,;, and its connection with the nebulous part; arranged for the purpose of
a critical examination.
1815. Phil. Trans., vol. cv.-A series of observations of the satellites of the Georgian
Planet, including a passage through the node of their orbits; with an introductory account of the telescopic apparatus that has been used on this occasion, and a final exposition of some calculated particulars deduced from the observations.
1817. Phil. Trans., vol. cv.ii.-Astronomical observations and experiments tending to
investigate the local arrangement of the celestial bodies in space, and to determine the
extent and condition of the Milky Way.
1818. Phil. Trans., vol. cviii.- .Astronomica,l obser-ni,tions and experiments selected
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for the purpose of ascertaining the relative distances of clusters of stars, and of investigating how far the power of telescopes may be expected to reach into space, when
directed to ambiguous celestial objects.
1822. Mernoits of the .Astronomical Society of London,__..:On the positions of 145 ne11
double stars.

The chronological and detailed analysis of so many labors would
involve numerous repetitions. A systematic order will be preferable,
since it illore distinctly fixes the eminent place that Herschel will never
cease to occupy in the small group of contemporary men of genius, while
his name will reecho to the most distant posterity. The variety and
splendor of Herschel's labors vie with their extent. The more we study
them the more we must admire them. It is with great men as it is with
great movements in the arts: we cannot understand t,hem without studying them from various points of view.
Let us here again make a general reflection. The memoirs of Herschel
are, for the greater part, pure and simple extracts from his inexhaustible
journals of observations at Slough, accompanied by urief remarks. Such
~ table would not suit historical details. In,.these respects the author
has left almost everything to his biographers to do for him. And they
must impose on themselves the task of assigning to the great astronomer's predecessors the portion that legitimately belongs to them out
of the mass of discoveries which the public, we must_ say, are in the
habit of erroneously referring too exclusively to Herschel.
At one time I thought of adding a note to the analysis of each of the
illustrious observer's memoirs, containing a deta.iled account of the
improvements or correct.ions to which tlrn progressive march of science
has led. But in order to avoid an exorbitant length in this biography, I have been obliged to give up my project. In genera.I, I shall
content myself with pointing out what belongs to Hersche1 7 -referring to
Arago's Treatise on Popular Astronomy for the historical details. The life
of Herschel had the rare advantage of forming an epoch in an extensive
branch of astronomy; it would require us almost to write a special
treatise on astronomy to show thoroughly the importance of all the researches that are due to him.
IMPROVEl\tIEN'l'S IN 'l'HE ME.ANS OF OBSERV.A.TION.

The improvements that Herschel made in the construction and management of telescopes have contributed so directly to the discoveries with
which that observer enriched astronomy that we cannot hesitate to
bring them forward at once.
I find ~he following passage-in a memoir by Lafande, printed in 17S3,
au d formrn g part of the preface to Volume VIII of the Ep bemerides of the
Cel stial l\Iotions :
' Each time that Herschel undertakes to polish a mirror (of a tele,· ·one) he condemn. him elf to ten, or twelve, or even fourteen hours of
con.-tant work. He doe not quit his work hop for a minute, not e,en to
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eat, but receives from the bands of bis sister that nourishment without
which one could not undergo such prolonged fatigue. N otbing could
induce Herschel to leave his work; for, according to him, if he did so
it would be to spoil it."
The advantages that Herschel found in 1783, 1784, and 1785, in employing tele~copes of twenty feet and with large apertures, made him
desire to construct one much larger still. The expense would be considerable; the King provided for it.· The work, begun about the close of
1785, was finished in August, 1789. This instrument bad an iron cylin. drical tube, thirty-nine feet four inches in length, and four feet ten
inches in diameter. Such dimensions are enormous as compared with
those of telescopes previously made. They will appear but small, however, to persons who have heard the report of a pretended ball given in
the Slough telescope. The propagators of this popular rumor must
have confounded the astronomer Herschel with the brewer JUeux, and a
cylinder in _which a man of the smallest stature could scarcely stand
upright, with divers wooden vats, as large as a house, in which beer
is made in London.
Herschel's telescope, forty English feet,x, in length, allowed the realization of an idea, the advantages of which wQuld not be sufficiently
appreciated if I did not here recall to mind some facts.
In any telescope, whether refracting or reflecting, there are two principal parts: the part that forms the aerial images of the distant objects,
and the small lens by the aid of which these images are magnified just
as if they consisted of radiating matter. When the image is produced
by means of a lenticular glass, the place it occupies will be found in the
prolongation of the line that extends from tlie object to the center of
the lens. The astronomer, furnished with an eye-1,iece and wishing to
examine that image~ must necessarily place himself beyond the point
where therays that form it have crossed each other; beyond, let us carefully
remark; means farther off from the OQject-glass. The observer's head,
cannot then interfere with the formation or the brightness of the image,
however small _may be. the distance from_which he may have to study it.
But it is no longer thus with the image formed by means of reflection.
For the image is now placed between the object and the refle(',ting mirror, and when the astronomer approaches in order to examine it, he
inevitably intercepts, if not the totality, at least a very considerable
portion, of the luminous rays, which would otherwise have contributed
to give it great distinctness. It wi11 now be understood why, in optical
instruments where the images of distant objects are formed by the reflection of light, it has been necessary to carry the images, by the aid
of a second reflection, out of the tube that contains and sustains the
* Conforming to general usage, and to Sir W . Herschel himself, we shall allude to
this instrument as the f01·ty-foot telescope, though M. Arago adheres to thirty-nine feet
and drops the inches, probably because the Parisian foot is ra.ther longer pha,n the
English.-'l'RANSLATOR'S NOTE.
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principal mirror. When tbe small mirror on the surface of which the
second reflection is effected is plane and inclined at an angle of 45° to
the axis of the telescope; when the image is reflected laterally through
an opening made near the edge of the tube and furnished with an eyepiece; when, in a word, the astronomer looks definitively in a direction
perpendicular to the line described by the luminous rays coming from
the object and falling on the center of the great 'mirror, then the telescope is called Ncwtonictn. But in the Gregorian; telescope the image
formed by the principal mirror falls on a second mirror, which is very
small, slightly curved, and parallel to the first. The small mirror reflects the first image and throws it beyond the large mirror, through an
opening made in the middle of that mirror.
Both in the one and in the other of these two telescopes, the small
mirror interposed betwee:rt the object and the great mirror forms relative
to the latter a sort of screen which prevents its entire surface from contributing toward forming t~ image. The small mirror also, in regard
to int~usity, gives some trouble.
.
Let us suppose, in order to clear up our ideas, that the material of
which the two mirrors are made reflects only half of the incident light.
In the course of the :first reflection, the immense number of rays that the
aperture of the telescope had received may be considered. as reduced to
half. Nor is the diminution less on the small mirror. Now, balf of a half
is a quarter. Therefore the instr.u ment will send to the eye of the observer only a quarter of the incident light that its aperture bad received
If these two causes of diminished light did not exist in a refracting telescope, it would give, under parity of dimensions, four times more* light
than a Newtonian or (iregorian telescope gives.
Herschel did away with the small mirror ·in his large telescope by
placing the large mirror obliquely in the tube which causes the images
to be formed, not in the axis of the tube, but very near the circumference or edge of the outer mouth, as we may call it. The observer might
therefore look at them <lirectly merely by means of an eye-glass. A
small portion of° the astronomer's head, it is true, encroaches on the tube,
forms a screen, and interrupts some incident rays. Still, in a large telescope, this loss does not amount to half as much as it would inevitably
do if the small mirror were tbere.
Those telescopes in which the observer, standing at the anterior extremity of the tube, looks directly into it, turuing bis back to the objects,
were called by Herschel front-view telescopes. In Volume LXXVI of the
Philo ophical Transactions, he says that the idea of this construction
occtrr1· c1 to him in 1776, and that he then applied it unsuccessfully to a
ten-foot telc cope; that during the ytcar 1784 he again made a frui.tles.
trial of it in a twenty-foot telescope. Yet I :find that on the 7th of Sept mb r, 1784, he recurred to a, front view in observing some nebulrn and
group of stars. Ilowev r discordant these dates may be, we cannot
.. It would be more corr ct to say four times a.CJ 11iuch ligbt.-Tn,\.r
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without injustice neglect to remark that a front-view telescope was
already described in 1732, in Volume VI of the collection entitled ''Machines and Inventions approved by the Academy of Sciences." The author
of this innovation is Jacques Lemaire, who has been unduly confounded
with the English Jesuit, Christopher Maire, assistant to Boscovitch, in
measuring the meridian comprised between Rome and Rimini. Jacques
Lemaire, having only ·telescopes of moderate dimensions in view, was
obliged, in order not to sacrifice any of the light, to place the great mirror so obliquely that the image formed by its surface should fall entirely
outside the tube of the ~ustrument. So great a degree of inclination
would certainly distort the image. The front-view construction is admissible only in -very large telescopes.
I find in the Transactions for 1803 that, in solar observations, Herschel
sometimes employed telescopes~ the great mit ·or of which was made of
glass. It was with a telescope of this kind, seven feet long, and six inches
and three-tenths in diameter, that he ob-served the transit of Mercury
on the 9th of November, 1802.
Practical astronomers know how much the mounting of a telescope
contributes to produce correct observations. The difficulty of a solid
yet very movable mounting ·increases r~pidly with the dimensions and
weight of an instrument. We may then conceive that Herschel had to
surmount many obstacles in mounting a telesc9pe suitably of which the
. mirror alone weighed upward of 1,000 kilograms, (a ton.) But he
solved this problem to his entire satisfaction by the aid of a combination
of spars, pulleys, and ropes, of which a correct idea may be formed
by referring to the wood-cut given in Arago's Treatise on Popular
Astronomy, (Vol. I.) This apparatus, and the different stands that
Herschel devised for telescopes of smaller dimensions, assign to that
llustrious observer a distinguished place among the most ingenious
mechanics of our age.
The public in general-I may even say t~e greater p'a rt of astronomers
-know not what was the effect that the great forty-foot telescope bad in
the labors and discoveries of Herschel. Still, we are not less mistaken
when we suppose that the observer of Slough always· used this telescope
than in imagining, with Baron von Zach, (see Monatliche Oorrespondenz,
January, 1802) that the colossal instrument was of no use at all; thatit
did not contribute to any new discovery; that it must be considered as a
mere object of curiosity. These assertions are distinctly contradicted
by Herschel's own words. In the volume of Philosophical Transactions
for the year 1795 (p. 350) I read, for example: "On the 28th of August,
1789, having directed my telescope (of forty feet) to the heavens, I discovered the sixth satellite of Saturn, and I percei vecl the spots on that
planet better than I bad been able to do before." (See also relative to
this sixth satellite the Philosophical Transactions for 1790, p. 10.) In
that same volume of 1790 (p. 11) I find: "Th~ great light of ms fortyfoot telescope was so useful that on the 17th of September, 1789, I re-
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marked the seventh satell~te, then situated at its greatest western
elongation.''
The 10th of October, 1791, Herschel saw the ring of Saturn and the
fourth satellite, looking in at the mirror of his forty-foot telescope, with
his naked eye, without any kind of eye-piece.
Let us acknowledge the true motives that prevented ·Herschel from
. oftener using his forty-foot telescope. Notwithstanding the excellence
of the mechanism, the maneuvering of that instrument required the
constant· aid of two laborers, and that of another person charged
with noting the time at the clock. Besides this, during nights when the
variation of temperature was considerable, this telescope, on account of
its great mass, was al ways behind the atmosphere in thermometric
changes, giving rise to a difference of density in the air within and
without the tube very injQ.rious to the distinctness of the images.
Herschel found that in England there are not above a hundred hours
in a year during which the heavens can be advantageously observed
with a telescope of fortJ feet, furnished with a magnifying power of a
thousand. This remark led the celebrated astronomer to the conclusion
that to take a complete survey of the heavens with his large instrument,
though each successive· field should remain only for an instant under
inspection, would not require less than eight hundred years.
He explains very clearly the rare occurrence of the circumstances in
which it is possible to make good m,e of a telescope of forty feet, and
of very large aperture.
A telescope does not magnify real objects only, but magnifies a1so
the apparent irregularities arising from atmospheric refractiomi; now,
all other things being equal, these irregula,rities of refraction mnst be
· so much the greater, so much the more frequent, as the stratum of
air is thicker through which the rays have passed in going to form the
image.
Astronomers expressed ext~eme surprise when, in 1782, they learned
that Herschel had applied linear magnifying powers of a thousand, of
twelve hundred, of two thousand two hundred, of two thousand six
hundred, and. even of six thousan<l times, to a reflecting telescope of
seven feet in length. The Royal Society of London participated in this
surprise, and officially requeste<l Herschel to give publicity to the
means he had adopted for using such amounts of magnifying power
in his telescopes. Such was the object of a memoir that he inserted
in Volume LXXII of the Philosophical Transactions; and it dissipated
all doubt . No one w·m be surprised that marruifying
powers, which it.
b
would 1::1eem ought to have shown the lunar mountains as the chain of
:\lout Blanc is seen from Ma~on, from Lyons, and even from Gene·rn,
w re not ea, ily believed iu. They did not know that Herschel had
nev 1· u eel magnifying powers of three thousand and six thousand
time., xcept in observing brilliant stars; they had not remembered
th a light reflected by planetary bodies is too feeble to continue di tin ct
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under the same degree of magni(ying power as the direct light of the
fixed stars does.
Opticians had given up, more from theory tha.,n from careful experiments, attempting vigh magnifying powers, even for reflecting telescopes.
They thought that the image of a small drcle cannot be distinct, cannot
be sharp at the edges, unless the pfmcil of rays coming from the object
in nearly parallel lines, and which enters the eye after having passed
through the eye-piece, be sufficiently broad. This being once granted,
the inference followed that an image ceases to be well defined when it
does not strike at least two of the nervous filaments of the retina with
which that organ is supposed to be ornrspread. These gratuitous
conditions, grafted on each other, vanished in presence of Herschel's
obser·rntions. · After having. put himself ou Lis guard agai·m,t the effects
of diffraction-that is to say, against the scatteriug that light undergoes
when it passes ~he terminal angles of bodies-the illustrious astronomer
proved, in 1786, that objects can
seen well defined by means of pencils of light wliose diameter does not equal frve-tenths of a milli:ueter.
Herschel considered the almost unanimous opinion of the double-lens
eye-piece being preferable to the single-lens eye-piece as a very injnrious
. prejudice to science, since experience proved to him, uotwithstanding all
theoretic deductions, that, with equal magnifying powers, in reflecting
telescopes, at least (and this restriction is of some consequence), the
images were brighter and better defined ·with single than with double
eye-pieces. On one occasion this latter eye-piece could not show him
the bands of Saturn, while by the aid of a single lens tliey were perfectly
visible. Herschel said: '~The double ey·e-piece must be left to amateurs,
and to those who, for some particular object, require a large field of vision."· (Philosophical Transactions, 1782, pp. 94 and 95.)
·
It is not only relative to the comparative merit of single or double
eye-pieces that Herscl.Jel differs in opinion from opticians generally.
He thinks, moreover, that he has proved, by cl.ecisive experiments, that
concave eye-pieces (like that used by Galileo) surpass the convex eyepiece, both as regards clearness and definition.
Herschel assigns the <late of 1776 to the experiments which he made
to decide this question. (Philosophical Transactions, year 1815, p. 297.)
Pl~no-concave and double-concave lenses produced similar effects. In
what did these lenses <lifter from the double-convex lenses al In one
particul:1r only: the latter received the rays reflected by the large mirror of the telescope after their union at the focus, whereas the concave
lenses received the same rays before that union. When the observer
maue use of a conv~x lens, the rays that· went to the back of the eye to
form an image on the retina bad pi·eviously crossed each other in the air:
but no crossing of this kind took place when the observer used a eoncaye lens. Holding the <louble advantage of this latter sort of lens
over the other as quite proved, one would be inclined, like Herschel,

be
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to admit "tb,:i,t a certain mechanical effect, injurious to clearness and
<lefinition, would accompany the focal crossing of the mys of light."*
This idea 0f the crossing of the rays suggested an experiment,
the result of which deserves to be recorded. A telescope of ten
l~nglish feet was · direeted toward an advertisement covered with very
small printing, and placed at a sufficient distance. The convex lens
of the eye-piece was carried, not by a tube, properly so called, but by
four fine rigid wires, placed at right angles; this arrangement left
the focus open in almost every direction. A concave mirror was then
placed so that it tbrew a very condensed image of the sun laterally
on the very spot where the image of the advertisement was formed.
The solar rays, after having crossed each other, finding nothing
on their route, went on and lost themselves in space. A screen,
however, allowed the rays to be intercepted at will before they united.
This done, having applied the eye to the eye-piece, and directed all his
attention' to tbe telescopic image of the advertisemen.t, Herschel did
not perceive that the taking away and then replacing the screen made
the least change in the brightness or definition of the letters. It was,
therefore, of no conRequence, in this instance as well as in the other,
whether t lrn immense qua.ntit,y of solar rays crossed each other at the
very place where, in another d,irection, the rays united t.lrnt formed the
image of the letters. I have marked in It:ilics the words that especially
show in what this curious experiment differs from the previous experiments, and yet does not entirely contradict them. In this instance, the
rays were of different origin, those coming from the advertisement and
those from the sun crossed each other, respectively, in an almost rectangular direction; w bile in the comparative examination of the stars with
convex and with concave eye-pieces, the rays that seemed to have a mutual
influence had a common origin, and crossed each other at very acute
angles. There seems to be nothing, then, in the results at which we
need to be much surprised.
·
Herschel increased the catalogue, already so extensive, of the mysteries of vision, when he explained in what manner we must endeavor to
distinguish separately the two mem hers of certain double stars very
close to each other. He said, "If you wish to assure yourself that r;
Coronm is a double star, first direct your telescope to a Geminorum, to
t;. A.qnarii, to 11. Draconis, to p Herculis, to a Piscium, to e Lyrre. Look
at tl10 e ·tars for a long time, so as to acquire the babjt of observing
uch objects; then pas8 on to f; Ursre majoris, where the closeness of
the t,vo member is still greater. In a third essay select c Bootis,
l

,,. On omparing the assegrain telescopes, with :1 small convex mirror, to the Gre·
?oria~ telescopes, with :1 small concn.vo mirror, Captain Kater found that the former
m win ·b the luminous ru.ys do not cross each other before falling on the small mirror
po.·
, as to intensity, a ruarkccl ::idvantage over the latter, in wbicb tllis cro sing
tak . place.
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(marked 44 by Flamsteecl and i in Harris's maps,)* the star that precedes a Orionis n of the same eom,tellation, and J'OU will then be prepareu for the more difficult observa.tion of "f/ Corona). Indeed, "f/ Oorome
is a sort of miniature of i Bootis, whi_c h may itself be considered as a
miniatnre of a Geruinorum.'' (Philosophical Transactions, 1782, p. 100.)
As soon as Piazzi, Olbers, and Harding had discovered three of the
numerous telescopic planets now known, Herschel proposed to himself
to determine tlleir real rnagnHndes; but telescopes not having then been
npplie(1 to the measnrement of excessively small angles, it became requisite, in order tG avoid any Hlnsion, to try some experiments adapte~ to
giving :;1, scale of the powers of those instruments. Of the labor of our
indefatigable astronomer in this line, I am going to give a condensed
account.
The author relates first, that in 1774 he endeavored to ascertain experiment.ally, with the naked eye, and at the distance of distinct vision,
what angle a circle must subtend to be <listinguished by its form from
square of similar dimensions. The angle was never smaller than 2' 17";
therefore, at its maximum it was about one-fourteenth of the angle subtended by the diameter of the moon.
Herschel did not say of what nature the circles and squares of
paper were that he used, nor on what background they were prqjected.
It is an omission to be regretted, since in those phenomena the intensity
of light must be an important feature. However it may have been, the
scrupulous observer, not dadng to extend to telescopic vision what
he had discovered relative to vision with the naked eye, he undertook to
do away with all doubt by direct observations.
On examining some beads of _pins, placed at a distance in the open
air, with a three-foot telescope, Herschel could easily discern that those
bodies were round when the subtended angles became, after being
magnified, 2' 19". This is almost exactly the result obtained with the
naked eye.
When the globules were darker-when, instead of pins' heads, small
globules of sealing-wax were.used-their spherical form did not begiu to
be distinctly Yisible till the moment wben the subten<led magnified
angles-that is, the moment when the natural angle multiplied-by the
magnifying power-amounted to five minutes.
In a subsequent series of experiments, some globules of silver, placed
very far from the observer, allowed their globular form to be perceived,
even whe~ the magnified angle remained below two minutes.

a

;, In the selection of i Bootis as n, test, Arago has faken the precaution of giving its
corresponding dcnominat,iou in other catalogues, and Bailey appends the following note,
No. 2052, to 44 Bootis: "In tho British Catalogne this star is not denoted by any· Jetter,
but Bayer calls it i, and on referring to the earliest MS. catalogue in MSS. Vol. XXV,
I find it is there so designa,ted; I have therefore restored the letter." (See Bailey's
edition of Flamstccd's British Catalogue of Stars, 1835.) The distance between the
two members of this double star is 3".7, and position 230_5_ (See Bedford Cycle.)TRANSLATOR.
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Under equality of subtended angle, then, the telescopic vision ,-iith
st.rong magnifying powers showed itself superior to the naked-eJTe vision,
Tbis result is not unimportant.
If we take notice of the magnifying powers us·e d by Herschel in these
laborious researches-powers that often exceeded five hundred times- it
will appear to be established that the telescopes possessed by modern
astronomers may serve to verify the round form of distant objects, the
form of celestial bodies, even when the diameters of those bodies do not
subtend naturally, to the naked eye, angles of above three-tenths of a
second; and 500 multiplied by three-tenths of a second give 2' 30".
Much still remained to be learned in regard to refracting telescopes;
even when they already served to reveal brilliant astronomical phenomena; the result was due rather
chance than to <lefiuite theory. Their
theory, as far
it depended on geometry and optics, had made rapid
progress. These two early phases of the problem leave but little more
to be wished for; it is not so with a thinl pbase, hitherto a good deal neglected., connected with phJ7siology, and with the action of light on the
nervous system. Therefore, we should search in vain in ol<l treatises on
optics and on astronomy for a stdct and complete discussion on the
comparative effect that the size and intensity of the images ti.lat the
magnifyi11g power and the aperture of a telescope may have, by night
and by <lay, on the visibility of the faintest stars. This lacuaa. Herschel
tried to fill up in 1799; such waR the aim of the memoir entitle<l '' On
the Spac~-penetrating Power of Telescopes."
This memoir contains excellent things; still it is far from exhausting
the subject. The author, for instance, entirely overlooks tl1 e observations made by <lay. I also find that the hypothetical part of the discussion is not perhaps as distinctly separated from the rigorous part as
it might be; tl~at doubtful numbers, though given with a degree of
precision down to the smallest decimals, do not contrast well as terms
of comparison with those which, on the contrary, rest ·o n observation
bearing mathematical evidence of correctness.
·whatever may be thought of these remarks, the astronomer or tlrn
physicist who would like again to undertake the question of. visibility
with telescopes will find some important facts in Herschel's memoir,
and some ingenious observations, well adapted to serve them as gnide ,.

as

to

LABORS IN SIDEREAL ASTRONOMY.

The curiou phenomenon of a periodical change of intensity in certain
·tar very early exciteu. the earnest atteution of Herschel. The fir t memoir by that illu ·trious observer, presented. to the Royal Society of London, and. in rted in the Philosophical Transactions, treat ei:;pecially
of tli ~ change of inten ity of the , tar o in the ucck of the Whale.
Thi, m m ir wa dateu from Bath, ~fay, 1780. Eleven year afterward
in th , month of Decemb r, 1791, ll r. chel communicated a s cond time
to that celebrated Eugli. h ociety the observations that he had ~adc by
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occasionally directing bis telescopes to this mysterious star. At both
those epochs the observer's attention was chiefly directed to the absolute
values of the ma,.xim,ci and minima of iii.tensity.
The changeable star in the Whale was not the only periodical star
with which Herschel occupied himself. His observations of 1795 and of
1796 proved that a Herculis also belongs to the category of variable
stars, and that the time requisite for the accomplishment of all the
changes of jutensity, and fo:i. the star's return to any given state, was
sixty days and a quarter. When Herschel obtained this result, about
tf,n changeable stars were already known; but they were all either of
v~ry long or very short periods. The illustrious astronomer considered
that by introducing between two groups that exhil>ited very short and
very long periods a star of somewhat intermediate conditions-for instanGe, one requiring sixty days to accomplish all its variations of intensity-he had a<lvanced the theory of these phenomena by an essential
step; the theory at least that attributes all to a movement of rotation
which the star:a may undergo round their centers.
Sir William Herschel's catalogues of double stars offer a considerable
number to which he ascribes a decided green or blue tint. In binary
combinations, when the small star appears very blue or very green, the
large one is usually yellow or red. It does not appear that the great
astronomer took sufficient interest in this circumstance. I do not find,
indeed, that the almost constant association of two complementary colors
(of yellow and blue, or of red and ·green) ever led ·h im to_suspect that
one of those colors might not have anything real in it, that it often might
be a mere illusion, a mere result of contrast. It was only in-1825 that
I showed that there are stars whose contrast realiy explains their apparent color; lmt I have proved b·e sides that blue is incontestably the color
of certain insulated stars, or stars that. have only white ones, or other
blue ones, in their vicinity. Red is the only color that the ancients ever
distinguished from white in their catalogues.
Herschel also endea-vored to introduce nmnbers in the classification of
· stars as to magnitude; he bas endeavored, by means of these, to
show the comparative intensity of a star of the first magnitude with one
cJf second, or one of third magnitude, &c.
lu one of the earliest of Herschel's memoirs, we find that the apparent
s11.lereal diameters are proved to be for the greater part factitious, even
when the best telescopes are used. Diameters estimated by secondstha(i is to say, reduced according to the magnifying power-diminisl?- in
certainty as the magnifying power is inr.reased. These results are of the
greatest importance.
.
In the course of his investigation of sidereal parallax, though without
finding it., Herschel made an important discovery-that of the proper
motion of our s,ystem. To show distinctly the direction of the motion of
the solar system, not only was a displacement of the sidereal perspective
required, but profound mathematical k~owledge, and a peculiar tact.
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This pecu1ia.r tact Herschel possessed in an eminent degree. Moreover,
the result deduced from the very small number of proper motions known
at the beginning of 1783, has been found almost to agree with that found
recently by our best astronomers, with the application of subtile
am lytical formulffi, to a considerable number of exact observations.
The proper motions of the ·s tars have been known for more than a
century, and even Fontenelle used to say, in 1738, that the sun has probably a similar motion. The idea of partly attributing the displacement of the stars to a motion of the sun had suggested itself to Bradley
and to Mayer. Lambert especially had been very explicit on the subject.
Until then, however, there were only conjectures and mere probabilities.
Herschel passed t~ese limits. He proved that the sun himself positively moves, and that in this respect that immense and dazzling body
must also be classed among the stars; that the apparently inextricable
irregularities of numerous sidereal proper motions arise in great
measure from the displacement of the solar system; that, in short, the
point of space toward. which we are annually advancing is situated in
the constellation of Hercules.
These are magnificent results. The discovery of the proper motion of
our system will always be accounted among Herschel's highest claims to
glory, even after the mention that my duty as historian has obliged me
to ma,ke of the anterior conjectures of Fontenelle, of Bradley, of Mayer,
and of Lambert.
By the side of this great discovery we should place another, that seems
likely to be expanded. in future. The results which it allows us to hope
for will be of extreme importance. The discovery bere alluded to was
announced to the learned world in 1803; it is that of the .reciprocal dependence of several stars, connected the one with the other, as the
several planets and their satellites of our system are with the sun.
Let us to these immortal labors add the ingenious ideas that we owe
to Herschel on the nebulffi, on the constitution of the Milky Way, on the
universe as a whole-ideas which almost by themselves constitute tbe
actual history of the formation of the worlds-and we cannot have too
c.leep a_reverence for that powerful genius that notwithstanding the
play of an ardent imagination scarcely ever erred.
LABORS RELA1'IVE TO TIIE SOLAR SYSTEM.

Herschel devoted much time to the sun but only relative to its physical
.
constitution.
The observations that he' made on this subject, and t h e
consequences that he deduced from them equal in interest the most
.
.
'
mrremon discoveries for which the sciences are indebted to him.
In hi important memoir in 1795 the great astronomer declare him'elf ·onvin · d that the ·nb taucc' by the intermediation of which the
, nn , hine. ·auuot be ither a liquid or an ela tic fluid. It mu be
analoo· n,· o ur ·loud·, and float i1 the transparent atmo phere of that
b tly. Th, ' Un ha:, according to him, two atmospheres, endon-ed with
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motious qnite independent of each other. An elastic flni<l of an unknown
na.ture is being constantly formed on the dark surface of the sun, and
rising np, on account of its specific lightness, it forms the pores in the
stratum of reflecting clouds; then, combining with other ga,ses, it prodn c~~s the strim in the region of ]uminons clouds. When the ascending currents are powerful, they girn rise to the nuclei, to penumbrce, and
the facitlre. If this explanation of the format10n of solar spots is well
founded, we must expect to find that the sun does not constantly emit
equal quautities of light and heat. Recen~ observations have verified
this conclusion. But large nuclei. large peuumbrrn, strim, facuhe, do
they indicate an a,lmndant, luminous, and calorific emission, as Herschel
supposed i That would be tbe r~sult of his hypothesis ou the existence of very a,ct,ive ascending currents, bnt direct experience seems to
contradict it.
The following is the way in which a learned physicist, Sir David
Brew1:,ter, appreciates this view of Herschel's: "It is not conceivable
that luminous clouds, ceding to the lightest impulses and in a, st}1te of
constant change, can be the source of the sun's devouring flame and of
the dazzling light which it emits; nor can we admit, besides, th:1,t the
feeble barrier formed by planetary clouds would shelter _.the objects
that it might cover from the destructive effects of the sn perior elements."
Sir David Brewster imagines that the non-luminous rays of caloric,
which form a constituent part of the solar light, are emitted by the dark .
nucleus of the suu; while the visible colored mys proceed from the
luminous matter by which the nucleus is surroun<icd. "From thence,"
he says, "proceeds the reason of light and beat always appearing in a
state of combination; the one emanation ca,nnot be obta.ined without
the other. With this hypothesis we could readi]_y explain why it is
hottest when there are most spots, because the beat of the nucleus would
then reach us without having been weakened by the atmosphere tba,t it
usually has to tl·averse." But it is far from being an ascertained fact
that we experience increased heat during the apparition of solar spots;
the inverse phenomenon is more probably true .
. Herrnhel also studied the physical constitution of the moon. In 1780,
he sought to measure the height of the mountains of our satellite. Tlle
conclusion that be drew from his observations was, that few of the lunar
mountains exceed 800 meters, (or 2,600 feet.) More recent selenographic observations give conclusions different from this. Tl.Jere is
reason to remark, on this occasion, how much the result presented by
Herschel differs from auy tendency to the extraordinary or tbe gigantic,
that bas been so unjustly assigned as the characteristic of the illustrious
astronomer.
At the close of 1787, Herschel presented a memoir to tbe Royal Society, the title of which must have made a strong impression on the popular minrl.. The author therein relates that, on the J!)th of .April, 1787,
he had observed in the non-illuminated part of the moon- that is, in
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the then dark portion-three volcanoes in a, state of ignition. Two of
these volcanoes appeared to be on the decline, the other appeared to be active. Such was his conviction of"the reality of the phenomenon, that the
next morning be m:1de the following record : ,. The volcano burns with
more violence than last night." The real diameter of the volcanic light
was 5,000 meters, (16,400 English feet~) Its intensity appeared vGry
superior to that of the nucleus of a comet then in apparition. He
further added: "The objects situated near the crater are feebly illuminated by the light that emanates from it;" and concludes thus: '· In short,
this eruption Yery much resembles the one I witnessed on the 4th of .
May, 1783."
How happens it, after such exact observations, that few astronome~s
now admit the existence of active volcanoes in the moon 1 I will explam
this singularity in a few words.
The various parts of our satellite do not all equally reflect light. Here,
it may depend on the form, elsewhere, on the nature of the materials.
Those who have examined the moon with telescopes know how vc.ry
considerable the difference arising from these two causes may be, bow
much brighter one point of the moon sometimes is than those around
it. Now, it js quite evident that the relations of intensity between the
faint parts and the brilliant ones must continue to exist, whateyer be
the origin of the illuminating light. In the portion of the lunar gl9be
that is i1lurninated by the sun there are, everyone knows, some _points,
the brightness of which is extraordinary compared to those around them;
those same points, wlien they are seen in that portion of the moon that is
only 1igbted by the earth, or in the ash-colored part, will stil1 predominate
over the neighboring regions by their comparative intensity. Thus we
may explain the observations of the Slough a,stronomer, without recurring to volcanoes. While the observer was st-q.dying iii the non-illuminated portion of the moon the supposed volcano of the 20th of April,
1787, his nine-foot telescope showed hirn in tn~th, by the aid of the
secondary rays proceeding from the earth, even the darkest spots.
Herschel did not r ecur to the discussion of the supposed actua11y
burning lunar volcanoes untii 1701. In the volume of the Philosophic:J-1
Transactions for 1792, he relates that in directing a twenty-foot telescope,
magnifying three hundred and sixty times, to the entirely eclipsed moon,
on the 22<1 of October, 1700, there were visible, over the whole face of
the satellite, about a hundred aud fifty very luminous red points. The
author declares that he will obserYe the greatest reserve relative to the
nature of all these poiuts, their great brightness, and their remarkable
color .
. Y ti not red tbe u sual color of the moon when eclipsed, and when
it ha.· not entir ly di ·a,ppeared i Could the solar rays reaching onr
~at llit Y th ff ct of refraction, and after an ausorption experienc d
m th · 1 w t 'tr ta of th t rr .·trial atmosphere receive any otb r tint·
l1 r not m
. b moon, when fr eh' illuminatetl,
'
and opposite t the
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sun, from one to two hundred little points, remarkable by tbe brightness
of their light~ Would it be possible for these little points not to be
a1:;;;o disti~1guisbable in the moon when . it receives only the portion of
solar light which is refracted and colored by our atmosphere~
Herschel was more successful in his remarks on the absence of a lunar
atmosphere. During the solar eclipse of the 5th September, 1703, the
illustrious astronomer particularly directed his attention to the shape
of the acute born resulting from the jntersection of the limb8 of the moon
and of the sun. He deducecl from his observation that if tmrnrd the
point of the horn there had been a deviation of only one second, occasioned by the . refraction of the solar light in the lunar atmosphere, it
would not have escaped him.
He also made the planets the object of numerous researches. Mercury was the one to which be gave least attention; he found its disk
perfectly round 011 observfag it during its projection- that is to say, in
astronomical language, during its transit over the sun, on the 9th of
November, 1802. He sought to determine the time of the rotation of
Venus as early as 1777. He published two memoirs relative to l\iars,
the one in 1781, the other iu 1784, and we owe to him the discovery of its
being flattened at the poles. After the discovery of the small planets,
Ceres, Pallas, Juno, and Vesta, by Piazzi, Olbers, and Harding, Her
schel app1ied himself to measuring their angular diameters. He concluded
from hi"s researches that those four new bodies did not deserve the name
of planets, and he proposed to call them asteroids. This epithet was
subsequently aclopted, though bitterly criticised by a historian of the
Royal Society of London, Dr. Thomson, who went so far as to suggest
that the learned astronomer "' had wished to deprive the first obsen ers
of those bodies of all idea of rating themselves as high_ as himself in the
scale of astronomical discoverers." I should require nothing further
to annihilate such an imputation than to put it by the side of the following passage, extracted from a memoir by this celebrated astronomer,
published in the Philosophical Transactions for the year 1805: "The
specific difference existing between planets and asteroids appears now,
by the addition of a third individual of the latter species, to be more
completely established, and that circumstance, in, my opinion, bas added
more to the ornament of our system than the discovery 9f a new planet
could have done."
·
7

Although much has not .resulted from Herschel's investigations in
regard to the physical constitution of Jupiter, astronomy is indebted to
him for several important results relative to the time of that planet's
rotation. He also made numerous observations on the distances and
comparative magnitti.de ·of its satellites.
The compression of Saturn, the duration of its rotation, the physical
constitution of this planet and that of its ring, were, on the part of
Herschel, the object of numerous researches which ha·v e much contributed
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to the progress of planetary astronomy. But on this subject two important discoveries especially addecl new glory to his uame.
Of the five known satellites Qf Saturn at the close of tho seventeenth
century, Huygens had discoYered the fourth; Cassiui tbe others.
Tlie ~eld seemed to be exhansted, when news from Slough announcell
that this was a mistake.
On tlle 28th of August, 1789, the great forty-f'oot telescope revealed
to Herschel a satellite still nearer to the ring than the other fl ve already
observed. According to the principles of the nomenclature previously
.
ought to have been called
adopted, the small body of the 28th . .i\..ugust
the first satellite of Saturn; the numbers indicating the places of the otller
five would tllen ha,ye been each increased by a unity. But the fear of
introducing eonfusion into science by these continual changes of denomination irn1uced a preference for calling tlle new satellite the sixth.
Thanks to the prodigious powers of tlle forty -foot telescope, a last
satellite, tho seYentb, showed itself on the 17th of September, 1789,
between the sixth a,nd the rfog.
·
This se"l:enth satellite is extremely faint. Herschel, howe,Ter, .succeeded in seeing it whenever circumstances were very favorable, e,en
by the aid of the twenty-foot telescope.
Tlle discovery of the planet Uranus, and the detection of its sate11ites,
will al ways occnpy one of the highest places among those by which
modern astronomy is honored.
On the 13th of March, 1781, between ten and eleven o'clock at night,
while Herschel was examining the small stars near H Geminorum with a
seven-foot telescope, bearing a magni(ving power of two hundred and
twenty-seven times, one of these stars seemed to have an unusual
diameter, and it was, therefore, thought to be a comet. It was under
this denomi1rntion that it was discussed at the Royal Society of London.
But the researches of Herschel and of ,Laplace showed later tllat the
orbit of the new body was nearly circular, and Uranus "'as consequently elevated to the ra.n k of a planet.
The immense distance of Uranus, its small angular diameter, and the
feebleness of its light, scarcely allowed the hope that, if tu at l>ody had
satellites, tliey coul<l be perceived. from the earth. Herschel was not
a man to be deterred by such tliscouraging conjectures. Therefore, since
powerful telescopes of foe ordinary construction-that is to say, with
two mirrors conjugated-had not enabled him to <liscoYer anything, be
substituted, in tlle beginning of January 1787 front-view telescopesthat is, tel scopes throwing much more li~bt o~ the objects, the smallmirror being tllen suppressc<l and with it oue of the causes of loss of
'
] 1.1.,- l1t i.. got rid of.
Dy tlti ·· mean., with patient labor and obsen.. ation · reqnirintI a rare
I>t'r:-;cvNa11cc, Il(•1-.·chel ma.de (from the 11th of January, l'il"i, to the
2 'th of •cbr m·.r 17!)4) th di 'CO \' ry of the six satellite of hi· planet
ancl thn, c mpl t (1 th .·y:tem. of '1"orlds that b long, entirely t llim,· ]f.
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There are several of Herschel's memoirs on comets. In :7"nalyzing
them we shall see that this acute observer could not touch anything
without making further discoveries in regard to it.
He applied some of his fine instruments to tlle study of the physical
constitution of a cornet discovered by Mr. Pig·ott, on the 28th September,
1807. The nucleus was round and well-determined. Some measures taken
.on the day when the nucleus subtended only an angle of a single secorrd
gave as its real diameter 1 ~0 of the diameter of the earth.
Herschel saw no phase at au epoch when only -to of the nucleus could
be illuminated by the sun. The nucleus then must shine by its own
light.
This is a legitimate inference in the opinion of every one. who will
allow, on the one hand, that the nucleus is a solid body, and on the other,
that it would baye been possible to observe a phase of / 0 on a disk whose
apparent total diameter did. not exceed one or two seconds of a degree.
Very small stars seemed to grow much paler when they were seen
throngh the coma or through the tail of the comet.
This faintness may have only been ~pparent, aud might arise from
the circumstance of the stars being then projected on a luminous background. Such is, indeed, the explanation adopted by Herschel. A
gaseous medium: capable of retlecting sufficient solar light to efface that
of some stars, would appear to him to possess in each stratum a, sensi ble quantity of matter, and to be, for that reason, a cause of real diminution of the light transmitted, though nothing revea,Js the existence of
such a cause.
This argument, offered by Herschel in favor of the system which
trausforms comets into self-luminous bodies, has not, as we may per~ei \~e,
much force. I might venture to say as much of several other remarks .
by this great observer. He tells us that the comet was distinctly visible
in the telescope on the 21st of February, 1808; now, on that day, its distance from the sun amounted to 3.7 times the mean radius of the terrestrial orbit; its distance from the observer was 2.D: '' What probability
Wollld there be that rays going to such distances, from the sun to the
comet, could; after thri.r reflection, be seen by an eye nearly three times
more distant from the comet than from the suu al"
It is only numerical determinations that could give v-alue to such an
argument. By satisfying himself with vague re~1soning, Herschel did
not even perceive that he was committing a great mistake by making
the comet's dista,nce from the observer appear to be au element of visibility. If the comet be self-luminous, its intrinsic splendor (ih, brightness for unity of surface) will remain consta,nt at any distance, as long
as the subtended angle remains sensibJe. If the body shines by horrowell light, its.brightness will vary only according to its change of dis-·
ta.nee from the sun; nor will the distance of the observer occasion any
change in the visibility; always, let it be understood, with the restriction
that ti.le apparent diameter shall not be diminished below certN,in limits.
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Herschel :finished llis observations of a comet that was visible in Ja,nuary, 1807, with the following remark: ·
'' Of the sixteen telescopic comets that I lrnxe examined, fourteen bad
no solid body visible at their center; the other two exhibited a central
light, very ill-defined, that might be termed a nucleus, but a light tllat
certainly could not deserve the name of a disk."
The beautiful comet of 1811 became the object of bis conscientious
· labor. With large telescopes he saw, in the midst of the gaseous
head, a reddish body of planetary appearance, which bore strong
magnifying powers, and showed no sign of phase. Hence Herschel
concluded that it was self.luminous. Yet if we reflect that the planetary
body under consideration ,rns not a second in diameter, the absence of
a phase does not appear a conclusive argument.
'fhe light of the head had a bluish-green tint. Vvr as this a real tint,
or <lid the central reddish body, only through (}ontrast, cause the surrounding vapor to appear colored t Herschel did not . examine the
question from this point of view.
The -head of the comet appeared to be enveloped at a, certain distance,
on the side · toward the sun, by a brilliant narrow zoue, embracing
about a r:;emicircle, and of a yellowish color. From the two extremities
of the semicircle there arose, toward the region away from the strn, two
long luminous streaks which limited the tail. Between the brilliant
circular semi-ring and the head, the cometary substance seemed dark,
very rare, and very diaphanous.
The luminous semi-ring always presented similar appearances in all the
positions of the comet; it was not then possible to attribute to it really the
annular form_:._the shape of Saturn's ring, for example. Herschel souglit
whether a spherical semi-envelope of luminous matter, and yet diaphanous, would not lead to a . natural explanation of the pbenomeuon. In
this hypothesis, the visual rays, which on the 6th of October, 1811, traversed a thickness of matter of about 39n,OQO kilomet.e rs, (248,000 English
miles,) while the visual rays near the bead of the comet did not meet above
80,000 kilometers (50,000 miles) of matter. As the brightness must be
proportional to the quantity of matter traversed, ther_e could not fail to
be an appearance around the comet of a semi-ring :five times more lnminou. than the central regions. This semi-ring, theu, was an effect of
projection, and it has revealed a circumstance to us truly remarkable in
the phy ical constitution of comets.
Tbe two luminous streaks that outlined the tail at its two limits may
be explained in a similar manner· tbe tail was not flat, as it appeared
. had the form of a conoi<l,' with its sides of a certain thicknes~.
to b ; it
~rhe -vi. ·trnl line which traver cd those . sides almost tang ntially e~i(1 •n 1 • m t much m re matter than the vi ual lines pas ing aero, ·
Thi: rnaximnm f matter could not fail of being r pre ·euted by a maxim nm f lirrbt.
Th· lmuiu u.
mi-rin(T appea,red one . day to be u pended in the
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diaphanous atmosphere by which the head of the comet was surrounded,
at a distance of 518,000 kilometers (322,000 English miles) from the
nucleus.
This distance was not constant. The matter of the semi-annular en·~elope seemed even to be precipitated by slow degrees throngh the
diaphanous atmosphere; finally it reached the nucleus; the earlier appearances vanished ; the comet was reduced to a globular nebula.
During its period of dissolution, the ring appeared sometimes. to have
several branches.
The luminous shreds of the tail seemed to undergo rapid, frequent,
and considerable variations of length. Herschel discerned symptoms of
a movement of rotation both in the comet and in its tail. This rotatory motion carrie_d uiiequal shreds from the center toward the border,
and reciprocalJy. On looking from. time to time at the same region of
the tail-at the border, for example- sensible changes of length mu~t
have been perceptible, which, however, had no real existence. Herschel
thought, as I have already said, that the beautiful comet of 1811 and
that of 1807 were self.lumiuous. The second comet of 1811 appeared to
him to shine only by borrowed light. It must be acknowledged that
these conjectures did not rest on anything demonstrative.
In attentively comparing the comet of 1807 with the beautiful comet
of 18~1, relative t.o the chmi"ges of distance from the sun, and the modifications resulting thence, Herschel put"it beyond doubt that these modifications have something individual in them, something relative to a
·special state of the nebulous matter. On one celestial body the changes
of distance produce an enormous effect; on another the modifications
are insiguificant.
OPTICAL LABORS.

I shall say very little as to the discoveries that Herschel made in physics, since every one is familiar with them . '11hey are to be found in all
elementary works, and are given in verbal instruction; they must be considered as the startlng-point of a multitude of important labors with
which the sciences have been enriched during later years.
·
The chief of these is that of the dark radiating beat which is found
. mixed with light.
_
In studying the phenomena, not with the eye, as Newton did, but ·
with a thermometer, Hersehel discovered· t~at the solar spectrum is prolo_n ged on the red side far beyond. the visible limits. The thermometer
sometimes rose higher in the <lark region than in the midst of brilliant
zones. The light of the sun, then, contains, besides the c~lored rays so
well characterized by Newton, invisible rays, still less refrangible
than the red, auU whose warm'i.ng power is very considerable. A world
of discoveries has arisen from this fundamental fact.
The <lark ray emanating from terrestrial objects more or less heated
also became the subject of Herschel's investigations. His ·work contained
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the germs of a large number of beautiful experiments more fully developed in our own day .
By successively placing the thermometer in a11 parts of the solar
_spectrum, be determined the illuminating powers of the various prismatic
rays. The general result of these experiments ma.y be thus enunciated:
The illuminating power of t.he red rays is not very great; that of the
orauge rays surpasses it, and is in its tnrn surpassed by the power of
the yellqw rays. The maximum power of illumination is found between
the brighest yellow and the palest green. ~rhe yellow and tbe green
possess this power equally. ~t\.. like a,ssimilation may be laid down between the blue and the red. finally, tbe power of illumination in the
il'.l.digo rays, and above all in the violet, is very weak.
The memoirs of Herschel on Newton's colored rings, though contai'ning a multitude of exact experiments, have not contributed much
to advance the theory of those curious phenomena. I have learned,
from good authority, that he himself held the same opinion. He
said that it was the only occasion on which he had reason to regret
ba,v ing, according to his constant custom, published. his labors immediately as fast as they were performed.

LIFE AND LABORS OF ummY GUSTAVUS JHAGNUS.

[FROM THE AHCIUVES DES SCIE1'-CES PHYSIQUES ET NATURELLES, GE.NEVA.]

Translcttecl Joi· the Smithsonian Report.

The processes of scientific investigation have never been reduced to
definite rules, and frequently methods are adopted of the most opposite
character. Sometimes, impelled by the impulse of his genius to achieve
immediate distinction the scientist discards beaten tracks and attempts
to explore new regions by assays almost without a definite plan in a
predetermined direction, and although the results of his trials in most cases
are of a negative character, yet he occasionally lights upon facts rich in
the indications of scientific principles. Sometimes, less a lover of novelty than of precision of kriowledge, he prefers the critical examination of some region previously traversed. by others in order to give it
that minute investigation required in every part of the domain of
modern science, and thus unostentatiousl,y contributes essentially· to
the advance of science. 'rhese two methods are both fruitful aud
should not be entirely separated. The :first, perhaps the more brilliant,
requires an undaunted spirit, a creative genius. The second, more
modest, bnt also more sure, requires extensive erudition, a critical miud,
and great talent for experimentation.
The scientific career we are about to portray belonged essentiaIJy to
the latter class. The part of Magnus was less to discover ne\v phenomena than to reinvestigate and render more definite those already
known . Such was the precision of his · researches that he was frequently enabled to draw new truths from subjects apparently exhausted,
and, in some cases, even to transform entirely, propositions generally
admitted as truths. He valued little bold conceptions and even ingenious hypotheses when not supported by rigorous demonstration, while
a fact apparently the most insignificant he would freqm~nt1y regard as
of the highest importance, provided it was fully estal>lished. _Exact and
conscientious in the extreme, he concentrated his efforts upon the minufae of his investigations, removing with the greatest care every
cause of uncertainty. Of cautious ·a nd candid judgment he was not
ready to find his scientifi9 colleagues in error; arid when a disagreement
occurred between bis results and those of another, his first impulse was
to look for a mistake in bis own experiments. Essentially modest.,
loviug science for its own sake, and forgetful of self, he did not shrink
1
from the most arduous labors, from investigations apparently the most
nnremunera,tive, aud in this way, without ostentation, almost unconsionsly he gained a solid and lasting reputation.
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Henri Gustaye Magnus was born in Berlin, May 2, 1802. He belonged
to one of the most honorable families of that city. From llis e:1rliest
infancy he manifested peculiar aptitude for the exact sciences and preferred study to the ordinary amusements of childhood. He passed
through all the grades a,t the academy of Berlin, and received the degree
of Doctor in 1827. His :first researches were made in the laboratory of
Mitscherlich; he next pursued his studies under Berzelius at Stockholm,
where he passed the year 1828. Thence he went to Paris where, in the
laboratory of Gay Lussac he prepared · llimself for the iuteresting
experiments which he undertook a few vears later. Returning to his
native city he soon obtained a reputati~u as an instructor, which he
ever after sustained with great distinction and unflaggiug zea1. He
entered upon this· career as private tutor; was nominated in 1834 extra
professor, and in 1845 ordinary professor of physics and technology in
the university of which he became one of the brightest ornaments: He
exercised an important influence in <leveloping a taste for the study of
physics, as well as in irnpurting a knowledge of its principles in their
most varied applications. For the illustration of tlrn subjects of his
lectures he formed the physical cabinet of the university, which was
enriched after his death by the va,luable collection of apparatus belonging to himself.
His :first labors were devoted to· physical chemistry. In 1825 he contributed to this branch of science, through the Annales de Poggendorff, an
interesting memoir, on the property which iron; cobalt, and nickel, :finely
divide<l by a, reduction of their oxides in a current of hydrogen, possess
of taking :fire spontaneouslyfo the air at the ordinary temperature. He
did not confine himself to the mere discovery of the fact, and to showing that it was an especial attribute of these three metals, but explained
it on the principle of De Saussure, of the absorption of gas by porous
substances, such as charcoal, and by sbowiug that substances of tllis
, character, in consequence of their porosity, condense oxygen and enter
into combination with it so energetically as to prod.nee incandescence.
In 18~8 he discovered the compound which has been called, in compliment to ltirn , the green salt of Magnus. This is formed of the elements of chloride of platinum and of ammonia, and. was the first of n.
series of combinatious of the same substances. In an investigntion in
common with Ammermiiller, he discovered. tlle periodic acid, also the
ethionic and istheonic acids, analyzed. a large number of minerals, and
ob erv <1 the remarkable property which certain crystallized silicate
po, e , of losing by fusion a con i<.lerable portion of tlleir weiglit.
W cannot top to enumerate all the investigations of Magnus in thi
bran ·11 of , ci nc ; we mu t ha t n on to his numerous and beautiful
re· arch , in ph;y ic , whicll con. titute bis true claims to renown. These
:pcci 11 ' d Yoted to mol 'cular ::rncl calorific pb nomcna. Ili fir t
,; rl on r>h ',·i
ntitl d '' e.:earch on Capillarity," i rather a tu<ly
of th fl w f diff~r ut ga , through minute crack in gla ve · el....
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He throws new light on this subject, and shows the remarkable fact that
there is an immense difference in the rapidity ·of the escape of hydrogen
in comparison with other gases.
He published later some interesting observations upon eyaporation in
ca.pillarv tubes which he found most rapid in the narrowest tubes, and
upon the boiling of mixed liquids. In regard to the latter, he showed,
as theory indicated, that this boiling takes place at the temperature when
the sum of the tension of the mixed vapors is just sufficient to overcome the pressure of the atmosphere, consequently at a temperature a
little lower than the boiling-point of the more volatile liquid. He observed that this condition is never realized when the more volatile liquid
is placed below the other; the m_ixtnre in th::it case becomes overheated ,
and commences to boil suddenly 'with a violent explosion.
It was also at tllis period of his life, in the commencement of his~
career as professor, that l\fagnns made his interesting experiments upon
the gases contained in the blood. This subject has since been further
. developed, but the honor will always be his, of having materially enlarged the views entertained in regard to one of the most important
functions of animal life. The theory of respiration most generally received before his day, was that of Lavoisier, according to which, thecombustion of the blood takes place at the moment when it comes in contact with the air in the lungs. This theory was, in fact, the only one
then possible, since the presence of gas in the blood, emitted by expil:ation, ha<l not been shown. Magnus found in arterial as well as venous blood
considerable quantities of oxygen, nitrogen, and carbonic acid. The sum
of these three gases was. in bis experiments, efjual to the eighth part of
the entire volume of gas. He found that in arterial blood the oxygen
was.from one-third to one-half; of the carbonic acid in the venous blood
only one-fourth to one-fifth. From this he concluded that the oxygen
does not combine immediately in the lungs with tlle carbon of the blood,
but absorbed by the arterial blood it is carried into the capillary vessels,
where it is employed in, the combustion of the debris of the organisms. Carbonic acid is iu this way produced, which is also absorbed ·
and transported by the venous blood, and is breathed out at once on
reaching the lungs. This theory is now generally adopted.
.
The researches of Magnus, which perhaps more than any other tested
his talents for experimentation, are those upon the coefficient of tlrn
<lilatation of gases. It bad been generally admitted that this coefficient
was the same for all gases, and that between 0° and 100° Q. their
volume increased for each degree 0.375 of their volume at 0, This
law of Gay Lussac, confirmed by Dulong and Petit, had passed into
the domain of undisputed fact~, when, four years . after the publication of the works of the French savant, a Swede, Rud berg, revived the
investigation of this question, and found as value of the coefficient of
the dilatation of air 0.3646. It was important that a quantity so continually applied in physical science should be positiYely determined,
15 s
L
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and simultaneously two of the most skillful experimenters of the time
took up tllis important subject. Magnus communicated the results of
his experiments to the Academy of Berlin November 25, 1841, and :i
few days after, December 13, 1841, 1\1. Hegnault gave to the scientific
Academy of Paris his researches upon the same suQject. These memoirs are master-pieces. Magnus says, in the opening of his~ "l
decided to take up the study of this important question, knowing well
that I should gain very little, if any, distinction by the .work, however
long or laborious it might be, since its ohject was only to confirm one
of two figures already known." This, the dictate of his excessive modesty, is the only error of his memoir. Contrary to his opinion, the work
, was one of his strongest claims to renown.
Repeating first the experiments of G:1:y Lussac, which consist in observing the dilatation under constant pressure· of a certain quantity of
air contained in a glass globe, by meails .of a small globule of mercury,.
which rises and falls according to the dilatation in the slender neck of
this globe, Magnus soon discovered that there were ·sezeml causes for
uncertainty, bnt found as mean result of his experiments the figure
0.369 instead of 0.37G, probabl.v on account of the greater dryness of the
air. He then tested Rudberg's method. His ;;1,pparatus consisted of a
tubular reservoir of glass, communicating with a manometrical apparatus, a_n d inclosed in a triple envelope of sheet iron , in the interior of
which any constant temperature desired could be maintained. By increase of pressure the volume at 1000 was reduced to what it had been
at 0°. A very· simple equation resulting from the law of l\!Iariotte garn
the coefficient of dilatation with the difference of pressure observed.
The value of the coefficient thus obtained for the atmosphere was a very
little greater than that found by Rud berg. Not conteut with tbis important numeral, l\fognus experimented with different gases, and found
for hydrogen a coefficient of dilatation less than that of the atmosphere,
,iz, 0.3G5G5D,; for carbonic and sulphurous t1cids, on the contrary, coefficients of dilatation greater than that of the atmosphere; for the former,
0.369087; for the latter, 0.38GG18. The hLw of Gay Lnssac was but an
approximatio1uto the truth. Magnus proved that gases did not dilate
equall,y, as had been until then generally admitted.
1\1. Regnault had .made four series of experiments. The first two, in
which he changed at tlle same time both tbc 1"olume aml the pressure,
gaNc him two coefficients for the atmosphere, both eqnally sure, 0.3GG23
aud 0.?GG33. The third and fomtb gave, with the volume constant and
the pre · ' nre Yarie<l, 0.36G7D and 0.3GG50 as coefficients of dilatation for
tue atmo pb re. 'While op rating on different gases, he bad arri,ed at
re ·ult: very n arly identical with those of :\Iagnu . The two ~xperimeuter. con ·ludccl to eplace tb old coefficient 0.375 by the figure
< .~3GG for the atmo phere, and decided that the different ga e dilated
unrqnally.
Tll • ·au:
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on one hand, and by Rudberg, Magnus, and M. Regnault, on the other,
was that upon the interior surface of the vessel in which the dilatation
of the air was observed, .t here was a stratum of humidity which passed
into the gaseous condition when the reser·voir was l'.lea.ted to 100°, and
thus inerea~ed the dilatation. It was evident that an effect of the same
kind might be produced uy the condensation of the gas itself, on the
surface of the vessel. To prove the fact Magn1:1s ascertained two
measures of the coefficient of dilatation of ti single and the same gas,
sulphurous acid, increasing greatly in one case the extent ·of ghtss surface in proportion to tbevolume of gas coming in contact with it. This was
effected, by introducing a number of globules of glass iuto the reservoir ·
containing the sulphurous acid. He obtained as coefficie·n t of dilatation ,
a value greater than by the ordinary process without the globules of
glass, and while confirming the fact that gases condense at low temperatures upon solid bodies, gave at the same time the measure of this
condensation.
After his researches upon the dilatation of the air at high temperatm:es
and upon the tension of st~am, :finding himself again in competition
with M .. Regnault, Magnus left the field to be explored by the illustrious
French savant, with far greater resources than he coulcl command, resuming, however, at intervals, his favorite study of gases and vapors.
In 1860 and 1861 he published. a very important article upon the transmission of heat through gases in the d Juble aspect of concluctibility
and radiation. Placing a thermometer in a glass vase heated moderately and fillerl successively with different gases or vapors, he found
that the thermometer was heated differently in different gases, and
indicated a lower temperature in any one of them than in a vacuum.
He concluded from this that gases transmit Yery little if any heat by
conductibility, and absorb a considerable portion of radiant heat. Only
one gas, hydrogen, he declared an exception to tbisrnJe, atleastasregards
the first point; the thermometer rises higher in this gas than in a
vacuum, notwithstanding, as he also observed, that it absorbs radiant
heat in the same proportion as the atmosphere, azote, an<l. oxygen.
The thermometer rose higher when the gas was more dense; which
seemed to indicate that gases conduct heat like the metals. This wa8
one proof more in confirmation of the theory, making a metal of hydrogen, which has since been fully established by t,b e beautiful experiments
of Graham. This conductibility of hydrogen is well exhibited when it
is surrounded by a non-conducting substance such as eider down or
cotton, so that the currents produced in it may not be disturbed:
.As we have said, all gases, without exception, absorb radiant heat, and
in greater proportion as the pressure is greater. Those which absorb the
least are the atmosphere, nitrogen, ariu. oxygen, and, almost to the same
degree, hydrogen. .Among colorless gases, ammonia first, then olefiant
gas, arrests most readily the ra,diations of heat. 'fiie difference in the
transmission of radiant heat through. different gases Yaries with the
1
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sources of heat employed. The most marked differences are obtained
from a source of black heat at 1000 C. As to the vapor of water contained in the air Magnus observed that it was appreciably absorbent
onl;y when in the condition of a transparent gas. This subject gave ri~e
to a, long controversy between Magnus an<l. Mr. Tyndall.
The English savant had undertaken the study of this interesting subject and gave the results of his investigations in a discourse before the
Royal Society only a few days before Magnus communicated his to the
Academy of Berlin. The two savants agree<l. upon all points, except
upon the transmission of radiant heat through damp air. _Contrary to
l\fagnns, Mr. Tyndal found that the vapor of water -contained in the air
absorbed radiant heat fortj~, fifty, and even sixty times more than the
air itself; and yet this result was obtained, not with air absolutely
saturated with moisture, but with ordinary open air or with that of bis
laboratory. The want of accord between the two experimenters in this
particular remains, in spite of repeated efforts to discover the cause in their
different modes of operating. Magnus accounted for the enormous absorption obtained by Mr. Tyndall by the condensation of the vapor upon
the interior surface of the tube used, or upon the plates of rock-salt
which closed the extremity of this tube. The English savant repeated
his experiments with the greatest care, but al ways with the same rcsnl!i.
The error, on whichever side it exists, remains un<liscovered, and some
idea may be formed of the difficulty of this question when two such
skillful e:xperimenters fail to solve it.
Magnus made other interesting experiments upon radiant beat, ·especially upon the variation in the emissive power of a body with the
degree of polish of its surface, and he showed that the increase of this
emissive power in an unpolisheu body is greater, not because the superficial stratum is less dense, but on account of its discontinuity. He
also observed that the increase in the emissive po,-ver of platina. wa
confined to the radiations of red or nearly red heat. He discovered, also,
the property which sylvine or chloride of potassium possesses, in com·
mon with rock-salt, of being almost entirely diatherma.l and of transmitting equally beat proceeding from very different sources. It wa ·
interesting to fin<l a uew analogy between these two substances, which
in many of their properties, as well as in their chemical compo ·ition,
a.re completely identical. In respect to the remarkable diatbermality of
rock- alt, we shall see. how entirely he modified the theory of l\1elloni,
which had been generally adopted.
Sllortl · before hi death l\1agnus published a memoir upon th emi ·
:ion, ab orption, and reflection of heat by bo<lies at low temperature:.
Thi.· articl , girnn ntire in the Archive , bow.-. that <lifferent bocli
'mit nb orl>, and r fl ct, at temperature, in the neighborhood of 100::)
'., Pry cliffi r nt cal rifi radiation ; o that were our y
capable of
') re· ·iY in rr th l'adia, i n · of black h at, the l>0clie
xpo etl t th ID
wonld appear t u. of Y ry cliff rent color,, as i the ca 'e wb n the· ar
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submitted to luminous radiations. According to Magnus, rock-salt is
not in the least athermochroic, that is to say, diathermal, under any
kind of heat; it is, on the contrary, monothermal, emitting and absorbing
only a very limited number of simple radiations; just as incandescent
sodium emits only a few of the yellow radiations and excludes all other
kinds of light. This result, certainly very curious and unexpected, ,
should be inYestigated in regard to other bodies.
Magnus, as w·e have said, especially applied himself to the study of
heat, but he enriched other branches of science witll numerous observations, all of which bear the imprint of bis acute and accurate understanding. We will say a few words only upon his r~searches in thermoelectricity. Taking up the experiments of M. Becquerel, who attempted
to show that in an homogeneous circuit heated at one point,, electricity is
produced because the heat (-\mitted on both sides of this point differs in
quantity, Magnus demonstrated that the production of electricity in
the connected wire 1,hould not be attributed to the unequal transmission
of heat in the t,vo porUons of this wire, but to an alteration in its molecular condition. After ha,ring confirmed the fact announced by Matteucci,
that there is no production of electricity when two masses of mercury
are brought in contact at different temperatures, he showed that an
abrupt change of diameter, either in a column of mer·c ury, or ·in a perfectly homogeneous wire, does not necessarily give rise to a current of
electricity, but on the other hand, electricity may always be excited by
heating tlrn point of contact of two heterogeneous portions of a single
wire, for instance, when one part is hammer hardened, and the other
annealed.
This sketch would be incomplete without some notice of the num erous
articles publislled by Magnus in the memoirs and rponthly issues of the
Academy of Berlin, and also in the Annales de Poggendor.ff, .many of
which have reappeared in the "Archives,'> either translated or r eviewed.
We must, however, confine ourselves to a mere mention of his researches
upon the movement of liquids; upon the deviation in the rotary motiou
of projectiles; upon the temperature of the earth at great depths; upon
the t ension of mixed vapors; upon the electrolysis; upon the action of
the brace of magnets, and upon the diffraction of light in a vacuum. Such
were some of the various snbjects which engaged his attention and which
he pursuetl with unceasing· accuracy and care.
But it was not only by his numerous and laborious investigaitions that
Magnus advanced the cause of science; he filled the office of .Professor;
was, in fact, the leader of the university. He loved youth, aml knew
how to make himself beloved while imparting a taste for that science to
whicbhehad consecrated his life; and .we may, without exaggeration, say
tuat lie exercised an important influence upon the scientific gene1'ation
which has succeeded him. He received many testimonials of the confidence he in spired in the young men of the uniYersity; among others, we
may mention, that in the troubles of 1848, to him, a man preeminently
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devoted to order and duty, was confided tho command of the unirnrsity
regiment.
His lectures, continued without interruption until near the close of
the long and pa.infnl illness which ended his life, always attracted a large
arnl attentive audience, which he captivated by the eloqueuce of his die.tion a,u d the solidity of his instruction. A. large number of young
\ '. physicists frequented his laboratory, and learned of him judgment and
\method in the application of scientific principles. He also deUghted to
assemble them ·w eekly at his house, and in familiar intercourse call upon
each for some scientific contribution, l.10wever small, to be submitted to
the criticism of his colleagues; thus training them in exposition and discussion. Se-veral of his pupils have since become distinguished savauts,
and all remember, with lirnlj, gratitude, his°ii:ind, welcome, and generous
hospitality in the laboratory of the Kitpfcrgraben.
Magnus preserved to the end his activity and indefatigable zeal for
science. At the close of the sun.1mer of 1869 be was first attacked by
-the malady of which he died a few months later. He endured with fortitude grea,t suffering, continued his work and his lectures, and abandoned his post only when strength absolutely failed him. His death
occurred on the 4th of April, 1870. His decease excited universal regret,
and his name will ever retain a high and honorable place in the history
of science.
4

SKENJH OF TIIE LIFE OF PROF. CHESTER DEWEY, D. D., LL. D.,
Late Professor of chemis 1ry and natural histo1·y in the Unil'crsity of Rochester, anrl for many
yeal's a correspondent of the Smithsonian lnstitutio11.

BY MARTIN

B. ANDEHSOX, LL. D., President of the Unirersity of Rochester.

Chester Dewey, D. D., LL. D., at the time of his death emeritus
professor in the University of Rochester, was in two respects a, representative man. He was not only a, typical teacher, but he also held a
distinguished position among the few who at an early day cultivated and
organized the study of natural science in America,. In these two relations we propose to speak of his life and labors .
. Dr. Dewey was born in Sheffield, Berkshire County, l\fassacbi1setts,
October 25, 1784. H is father ·was .a man of strong character and clear
head, ,Yho seems to have had the will and the capacity to give his son
a most symmetrical traiuing, both moral and intellectual. In this work
the father was aided by a wife of siugular piety, cbeerfnlness, and moral
excellence. It was doubtless to these early formative influences that Dr.
Dewey O\ved much of that moral completeness which adorne<l the whole
of his subsequent life. After a youth spent in alternate labor on the
farm, and study in the common school, he fitted him8elf to enter the
college at Williamstown, Massachusetts, in his · eighteenth year. He
graduated. in 1806, taking rank as a Rcholar among the first in his. class.
During his residence in college he became the subject of those deep
religions convictions, by which he eve·r after ordered his entire life. In
1807, he was licensed to preach by th e Berkshire Congregationalist Association. After teaching and preaching for a few montlJS at Stockbridge
and T_yringham, Massachusetts, be was appointed a tutor fa vVilliams
Uollege. After two years' service in this capacity, he was elected (at
the age of twenty-six) professor of mathematics and natural philosophy.
He held this position till 1827, a pe1iod of seventeen years. Dming
this time the college was poor, and struggling for life. Of necessity, a,
heavy burden of lal)or and responsibility rested upon the officers of
instruction. Among these, Dr. Dewey bore a distinguislle<l part. In
times ·of confusion and iutemal disorder, bis influence oYer the students
is said to have been most salutary and powerful. According· to the
custom of the time, his department of instruction included uot only
mathematics and physics, but the wl1ole range of chemistry and the
natural sdences.
He entered upon the work of accumulating and organizing the
apparatus and collections requisite for the study of chemistry an<l nat,n-
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ral history with great zeal and enthusiasm; while he was equally
· earnest in giving instruction in the sernrer portions of the broad department for whose cultivation in tlle college lrn was made responsible. He
:fitted np a laboratory, and commenced making collections for the illustration of botany ' rninera.log,,
'rhis was accorn plished
.
J' and boseolo,.,.-u
t,,r.
· mainly by personal labor and exchanges with -those engaged iu similar
pursuits in our own and other countries. These labors ga-ve the initial
impulse to "tbe cultivation of the na,turnl sciences iu Williams College,
mid laid the found;;,tious of its now large and valuable illustrative collections.
.
In 1827, Dr. Dewey resigned the chair which he bad so long hel<l.
The friends of education in ·western Massachusetts had been impressed
with the necessity of proYiding more systematic and vigorous instruction
for young men preparing for college and immediate business pursuits.
An opportunity for public service of this sort of more immediate usefulness, as it seemed to him, than was afforded by his college chair, was
found in the establishment of a gymnasium at Pittsfield. He removed
to Pittsfield, where he had previously been engaged as professor of
chemistry in the Medical College, ancl became principal of this institution.
Ile remained in Pittsfield nine years, at the same time occupying the
chair of chemistry in the medical colleges iu Pittsfield and in Woodstock,
Vermont. At the end of this period he removed to Rochester, New
York, and took charge of t.lle collegiate institute in tha,t city. This
institntion, in connection with Professor N. W. Benedict, he conducted
with high success for fourteen years. In 1850, at the establishment of
the University of Rocllester, lie was elected professor of chemistry and
natural history in that institution, aul continued to discharge the
duties of that, chair for a litt le more than ten years. He retired from
active duty at th e ripe age of seventy-six. It was dnring the period of
bis connection with the uni\·ersity that I first became acquainted witll
Dr. Dewey personally and iu the work of instruction.
In attempting an estimate of the services and worth of our venerated
friend, we arc naturally led first to speak of him as a teacher. In his
chosen profession he was an enthusiast. Eis whole life was absorbed in
obtaining knowledge and imparting it to otllers. In the street, in the
social circle, in the professor's chair, he was always the teacher. No
per on could come within the sphere of his iuflueuce without carryina
away ome new fact or thougllt, or being io.oculated with new love for
moral or natural truth. In accuumlatiug kumvlcdge lte seemed alway
to haY in mind tlrn idea of irnpartiug it to otllers. In his rniucl new
trntli. e m d to fall pontaneously into the form be t adapted for
pr ' 11tation to the learner. Ile alwnys conceived of uature an<l wau a.
h l ngfon- o, ommon ,'.)"t m, related to each other in very part and
<le:ign ,(l to illu~trnt a ·ommou moral purpo e. Thi· uatura11.r 1 d him
t > • tim, t u •w inY ,'ligation.· and lliscoYeri · to be important mainl,\·
a: they 'Crv ,<1 t ., • f r b. th, lllOl'al dignity of mau, to promote hi ·
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happiness, and elwrnte his character. · His intellectual life was a beautiful commentar;y on the remark of Gibbon, that "it is a greater glo1;-y ·
to sdence to develop and perfect mankind, than it is to enlarge the boundaries of the known uni verse." He appeared to study nature, not so
much for the reputation which knowledge or discovery would secure to
him, as from a tender affection for her various forms and aspects considered as exhibiting a grand connection of benevolent uses, means, and
ends, rernaling the goodness and wisdom of tlie Almighty. · Hence, he
was utterly-free from those petty jealousies which so often manifest
themselves among scientific men. Be rejoiced in scientific progress, to
whomsoever it was due, and was always most generous in his estimate
of the achievements of others. Every discovery which developed new
elements in the Divine plan was to him a matter for personal rejoicing.
Whittier's verses, cleseribing St. Pierre·s sympathizing relation to nature,
are more strictly applicable to Dr. Dewey than to the brilliant Frenchman:
"She laicl her great heart bare to him,
Its loves and sweet accords-lie saw
The Leauty of her perfect law.
*

*

*

*

And thus he seemed to hear t,he song
That swept of old the stars along,
Ancl to his eyes the earth once more
Its fresh and primal beauty bore."

To his mind there was no broad separation between the ,moral and
the material order. But he was intensely averse to that false philosophy
which seeks unity at the expense of reducing all thought and volition ·
to dynamics, making no <listinction between man arnl a crystal. To bis
mind, the whole scheme of material things was ever throbbing and
quivering with divine life, benevolence, an<l power. This profound
recognition of God in the modes in w hicll He has revealed himself, rounded
and completed his moral and inte11ectual life, and made him, 1.Jy way ot'
eminence, the Good Teacher.
His scientific attainments were supplemented )Jy various and thorough
knowledgein the department of critical scholarship. This gave~1, breadth
and many-sidedness to his mind, which is so conspicuously wanting
in many of the scientific men of our tinw. In the lecture-room, Dr.
D ewey was exact and brief in bis statements of principles; clear and
full in bis illustrations of difficulties; sympathetic with the dull in intellect, and patient with the wayward and inattentive. As a colleague,
he was uniformly unselfish and courteous, bearing his share of all common burdens, ready to receive suggestions, never taking offense at trifles,
exllibiting always that rare combination of natural qualities and acquired
habits which distin guishes the Christian g·entleman . He loved his
work, continued in it during bi s whole actiYe life, and neitller sought
nor wished for auy other employment. It was his lot to kwe been
connected with schools and colleges which have been recently founded
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or were in the process of formaitfon. Ii'or this reason llis lab(Jrs were
the more self-denying.
He also represents two departments of the teacher's profession. He
went from a college chair, iu which be bad been eminently successful.
into an academy, and from an academy back again to a college
cbair, simpl,r at the call of duty, apparently without a thought that dignity or r)osition was in the slig·btest deoTee
affected by
either transfer.
b
'-'
His only desire was to ascertain the position in which he could be most
useful to his fellow-men. In view of these facts in our friend's career, I
cannot forbear to note the lesson which they convey to our p-rofession.
As teachers, we should al ways bear in mind that we belong to a brotherl10od laboring in a common work for a common end; that rank a nd dignity among us do not depend upon the accidents of position, but upon
high attainments and faithful services, no matter where those attainments are made or those services rendered. In this respect the legal
profession gives us a worthy example. From the Chief Justice of the
United States to the Yillage attorney, all lawyers, as members of the
profession, are brethren, and equal. Let us frown upon any attempt to
separate our profession into sects and orders, on the false assumption
that there are, or can be, rival dignities or clashing interests among
those engaged in tbe high and benevolent work of training the minds
~ml characters of the young.
As a man of science, Dr. De,vey belongs to a class whose abilities and
public services are liable, in our time, to be overlooked or underrated.
l refer to those men who were pioneers in the work of cultivating and
popularizing natural science in our country. When Amos Eaton, Parker
Cleaveland, Robert Hare, Benjamin Silliman, Edward Hitchcock, and
Chester Dewey began their labors, the natural sciences, as they am now
understood, lrnd in this country hardly an existence. Since that time the
discoveries and investigations upon which they rest have, in great part,
been made or matured.
D1·. Dewey left college in ·1806. Just about this period that remarkable i~pnlse was given to scientific inquiry, resulting in an. almost
simultaneous development of chemistry, zoology, crystalograpby, botany,
and geology, which rendered the first half of the nineteenth century so
supremely illustrious. vVhat are now elementary truths, :finding a place
in every text-book, were then either undiscovered· or new and strange,
waiting the time of their acceptance or verification. The yery year of
Dr. Dew y's graduation, Davy made his discovery of tbe metallic ba es
of the alkalie , and promulgated the eiectro-chemical theory by extending and applying the cliscovehes of Galvani and Volta. A fow years
pr vion. Lavoi ·ier and hi ~a· ociates ·had published their new s tern of
h mical uom nclature. In 1807. Dalton· law of chemical equivalent
and d finite proportion wa fir ·t g;i,.. n to the world. Hauy, W i and
Mo~, publi. bed th ir new vi w., 0 crj- talography from 1 00 to 1 09.
wlnl Berz liu and th r. w re at the ame time de eloping the ch mL
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ica.l system of mineralogical classification . The natural system of botany,
founded by the younger Jussieu, was, during t~if? period, sfowly making
its way to publie favor. Cuvier's "Fossil Bones," which first raised
geology to the rank of a science, was not published trn 1812. The ''.A. uirnal Kingdom," whicl1 rendered a similar service to systematic zoology,
appeared in 1817. vVilliam Smith, who, in England, was learning to
describe strata in different parts of the island, and to identify them by
their fossil remains, gave his results to the public about the same period,
his most important work having ueen published in 1815. Many other
facts in th·e history of science, which will occur to those who now Lear
me, illustrate the fact that our scieutific pioneers labored under the disadvantage of having begun their career with the infancy of the sciences
which they cultivated. They grew intellectually with the growth of
natural knowledge, and their active lives stretched over the whole period
during which these sciences were born and reached maturity.
The scientific attainments of these men were not made like those of
young naturalists in our time, by the study of a, body of coherent and
established truths, or by the accumulation of new facta which take their
places naturally under laws a.lread,y verified, or fall into cla:ssifications
already fixed. and nameJ.. Their attainments were made amidst sudden
and almost violent reYolutioils in method and changes in fundamental
ideas, which were startling to the timid and bewildering; to the weak.
It required no ordinary courage and manliness, no ordinary faith in the
universalit5-- and coherence of the Almighty's plan in the universe, to
accept aml promulgate ideas which seeme(l subversive of all established
opinions-utterly superseding and setting at naught the '' wisdom· of the
aucients."
The facilities for the acquisition of new facts, and the testing and
verification of the new hypotheses, were inadequate in the extreme.
Laboratories and apparatus were to be created or invented. Cabinets
of minerals were meager, and collections of fossils were almost unknown.
A single illustration in point we g ive from ari article in Sillirnau's Journal for 1865. It will be borne in mind that ~rofessor Silliman, senior,
was appointed professor of chemistry and natural history in Yale College in 1805. The college was then over a century old, and under the
presidency of Dr. Dwight. We are told that "not only the chemical
laboratory, but also the cabinet of minerals, owed its existence to his
[Professor Silliman's] energy. * * * About the time when Mr. Silliinan was appointed a professor, the entire mineralogical and geological
collection of Yale College was transported to Philadelphia in one small
box, that the specimens might be named by Dr. Adam Seybert, then
fresh from Werner's school at Freiberg, the only man in this country
who could be regarded as a mineralogist sufficiently trained for that
work." TLis illustrates the facilities for the study and illustration of
natural seience at Yale Colleg;e, and we can readily infer the discouraging circumstances under which Dr. Dewey began his work and collec-
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tions in Williamstown. Such facts ought to impress the present generation with an idea of the zeal, energy, and ability of men who, in such
a state of things, could deYote themselves to scientific pursuits.
It should be r ecollected, also, that these pioneers in science ·were not
left free to devote any considerable portion of strength and time to i1ffestigation and the accumulation of specimens. They were generally orerburdened with the work of giving instructions in subjects now distributed
into three or four departments. Transactions of learned soeieties were
procured with difficulty. Scientific journals were few, and in onr country
unknown. Communication with Europe was slow and expensive. The
languages of modern Europe had not then been introduced intotuecourses
of public educatfon, and few, comparatiYely, could command tlle time or
means to acquire them, or to travel abroad for the purpose of obsenation
ancl study. These sciences, themselves, being in a formative state, were
not differentiated, nor their limits marked out. These men, of necessity,
studied nature in the mass, meeting often the unclassified snQject-matterof
several sciences in a single investigation. They constantly encountered
the difficulties resulting from faulty and incoherent terminology. Their
memories were burdened in keeping abreast with the changes of names
v-.1 hich rapid scien tific progress made necessary. Classes as well as names
were in a state of constant flux, for we all kuow that an adequate terminology always follows and nevet precedes the knowledge of systems
and laws. Their experience confirmed the maxim of the li'rench savan,
that "science est .u n langue bien fait." The tax upon time and memory,
requisite to keep abreast of the rapid movement of thought and discovery,
was enormous. Their mental experience became a register of the mass
of the false hypotheses, blunders, changes, revolutions, discoveries, and
generalizations which make up the brillfant and varied history of modern
science. They were obliged to acquire au equal facilit,y in learning and
unlearning. 'fhe task of laying aside what bad. been painfully acquired,
and which some brilliant discovery lia<l suddenly proved to be us-eless or
erroneous, was severer t_h an the acquisition of what was new.
Iu addition to all this, they were obliged to make a place in an alrea<ly
occupied curriculum of college study, for tlleir farnrite studies, and to
vindicate t<?_ the public miud their dignity and. value. Like the early settlers of our unbroken forests, they were obliged to remove obstacles,
and forui ll a career for those ,-vho were to come ~fter tllem. It i not
· trauge, then, that the atta,inmcnts of snch me n were affected and modified by th conditio~ of their cicntific ]ife-tliat their knowledge wa
le. ' , P ·ific in it. · form, lcs , methodical in its arraiwement than that of
1 .
t:,
'
t JC~1r •_n ·ce:~.'or at the present day. It i noL tnrng that in the pr ·
,'"?ltation of, nbject tll y <lid not take note alwayi-, of tho 'ru tc and
b nm<l. · which the a cumulat <l thong lit of half a century luv set upha tlwir m ntal furnitur wa.· cnc_yclopm<lic and mp ndi u rath r
than minut
·la:. ifi
a nu xlian 'ti v . Th imm 11se raiw of ei"
Hatnral ·i nc ·, now ha th• work of ,·olntiou ha · b n o far m-
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pleted, makes specialization in study a necessity. But it mny he carried
too far, both iu the neglect of general culture in the scientific investigator himself, and in the failure to attend to branches of science cognate to
that specially chosen for cultivation . . vVe belieYe that in the end nothing is gained to science by the neglect of tl10se elements of scholarship
which belong, by common consent, to liberal education, hi order to concentrate the activity of an entire life, from boyhood to age, upon a, particular branch of science. Ag-a.inst such a course the whole example and
precept of our scientific fathers ,vas directed. There is, in our own time,
a tendency to confound the spheres of professional and general education,
and to sacrifiQe liberal culture to special attainment. This seems to me
an evil which should be resisted. A distinguished chemist remarked,
not long since, that it was a cause for constant regret that his students
in analytical ch3mistry came to him so often without liberal culture and
discipline in letters, and general scientific knowledge and method.
We may also question whether the disposition to specialize, among
investigators and professional scientific _men, ma,y not be carried to excess. May not what is gained to science in the more rapid accumulation
of facts, through exclusive devotion to some narrow range of inquiry, be
more than lost through the result.i ng deficiency in breadth of view "! A
ma,n who carries specialization to extremes, will become intellectually
purl)lind, and fail utterly in an adequate comprehension of the material
and moral cosmos, considered each as parts of one yast whole, finding
its unity in the mind of God. Said a great 1Jaturalist, the other day:
'' I am more and more convinced of the solidarity of the sciences. I am
mo:r"e and more inclined to distrust the observations of a man ,vho is
familiar with but one narrow· branch of inquiry." Does uot knowledge,
b,y such specialization, grow faster than wisdom, breadth, a:nd power?
The effect of extreme dh;ision of labor, in manufactures and trade, in
diminishing general capacity, intellectual aud physical, has beon often
noted by economists. The guardians of public education, as well as of
scientific progress, may well be warned of an analogous danger. "The
more deeply the sciences are investigated," says a great historian, "the
more cleai~ly is it seen that they are all connected. They resemble a
vast forest, every tree of which appears, at first sight, to be isolated and
separate, but, on digging beneath the surface, their roots are aU found
interlaced with each other." Whatever advantage comes from a broad
survey of the field of scientific inquiry, accrued to our scientific pioneers
from the very necessities of their position. The bro~d, catholic sympathy of these men with all brancues of science, stands in sharp contrast
to that narrow scientific sectaria,nism ·which bas too often disgraced
scientific associations on both Rides of the Atlantic.
At a time when scientific men of certain sympathies and opinions
speak of r eligious men as obstac1es to scientific progress; it is well to
bear iu mind the fact that the fathers of American science were, almost
to a man, earnest believers in the divine authority of Christianity. The
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institutious of learning i11 which, and through which, they labored, were
all of them founded., eu<lowed, a,nd sustained through the efforts a~d
sacrifices of religious men, and. especia.1ly of the clergy. The paPsmts
of physical science are superficially thought unfavorable to moral and
religious growth. But so long as we can recall the elevated spiritual
life of such men as Silliman, Hitchcock, and Dewey, we need no other
refutation of such an idea.
In connection with his Ia.hors in giving instruction in colleges, medical schools, and academies, Dr. Dewey was not unmindful of his obligations to make some additions to the sum of scientific knowledge. He
was for forty years a constant contributor to Silliman's Journal. He
always studied with pen iu band, aud was a constant writer on scientifi~
subjects for the nmvspaper press. He became early in life an enthpsiastic student of botany, and contributed .very largely to the scientific
knowledge of the carices. Dr. Asa Gray, our great botanist, classes
Dr. Dewey with Schweinitz and Torrey, and speaks of his writings on
caricograpby as an '' elaborate monograph, patiently prosecuted through
more than forty years." He further says that, in connection with the
two botanists above mentioned, "be laid the foundation and insured
the popularity of the study of the sedges in this country." Unfortunately,
Dr. Dewey did not write any systematic treatise on this subject, but his
numerous short articles represent the progress of his own observations
and studies, and give a history of the progress of ·tbu.t department of
botanical science. Dr. Dewey wrote a History of the Herbaceous Plants
of Massachusetts, which was pu blisbed by the State. He contributed,
also, the article "Oarices," to Wood's Botany. Up to the last year
of his · life, onr friend's mind showed the vigor and enthusiasm of his
early years., and be was constantly writing on scientific topics. His last
publications of any length were t\Vo review articles, orie entitled "The
true place of man in zo6lo.gy ;" the otLer, "An examination of some reasonings against the unity of mankincl.i' These articles were read first
before a, literary association in Rochester, of which the Doctor was a
member. They displayed a full and inte1Hgent familiarity with all the
most recent discoveries and speculations bearing upon these difficult
and complicated questions. His discussions were conducted with ftll
ability, clearness, and learning which, at JJis age, were surpri:ing. Bis
indu try in study was unremitting_, and np to the yery last year of bi
life his mind was open to examine, with utter freedom from prejudi ·e, any u w discovery or speculation which was worthy of attention.
Ili. la t labor were the orderly arrangement of his large collection of
• cl ', which had been for so many ;yeal's accumulating on his hands; and
opying out bi meteorological journal. Ju t before hi cleatL whil
U'7'a<,·c,(l up011 hi.- jour.nal, Li~ hand became unable to bold Li.' peu, an<l,
calliu f r tb , aid of Li, clan o·htrr, be placidly rem< l'ked that tlli,' woulcl
h • hi.- la.'L r •port to th
mi L. oniau In titution. H <lied alluly, of
o'd ag' nth 15th f Dec ml>er, 1 G7, in bi .. igllty-tl.lird y ar. Ile
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bad the control of his faculties to the last, sustained by an unfaltering
trust in the blessed life hereafter.
A few remarks further, and we close. All who knew Dr. Dewey were
impressed with the freshness and vigor of his mind even ap to the latest
period of bis life. I have often asked myself this question: How did
Dr. Dewey retain so fully Lis mental activity, and g-row old so gracefulJy "? Tllisresult seemed to me due, in tlie first place, to his coustant
effort to keep abreast with the movement of modern discovery' and
thought. He never was satisfied. with falling back on past experience
or old attainments. He believed that morally, intelJectually, and physically, man is making progress. He held it to be his duty as long as
he li'ved. to contribute to that progress, and to be himself a vital part of the
movement. He was al ways at work; al \mys acquiring new ideas. Morally and scientifically, his mind and sympathies were with the future,
and not with the past alone. Hence, Lis brain never became inaetive;
the currents of bis intellectual life never grew stagnant and dull. His
topics of conversation were always of the present and the actual, or of
some new application, modification, or adjustment of the old and the
tried.
Again, he kept up, in a wonderful degree, commui1ion and sympathy
with the young. With them he established friendships and intimacies.
In these intimacies, his stores of knowledge and ripened wisdom were_
poured out freely, while the yonng gave back to him the cheerfulnesR,
confidence, and hope natural to their time of life. He was always a
guide and helper to young and struggling men of talent. ':l1he number
of such who, by his impulse, advice, and encouragement, were led to
honor arid success, was very great. No ;young scientific laborer ever •
failed to find a wise and sympathetic friend in Dr. Dewey. Nothing
gave him grea~er joy than the rising tfo.;tinctfon of some protege whom
he bad started on tbe road to fame. His beautiful old age most emphatically belied Horace's oft-quoted description of the aged man :
" Difficflis querulus laudator temporis acti
Se puero, castigator censorque minorum."

No one was rr.ore warmly welcomed in society, by old and young,
than he.
He kept his youth, too, through the simplicity, purity, and elevation
of bis moral and religious life. Hi.s trust in the moral order was as
habitual and as firm as it was in the law of universal gravitation.
rrhis gave steadiness to bis moral action, and so abated the ordinary
friction and annoyances of liie, that he seemed, to a casual observer,
almost iuseusible to their action. For fifteen yea.rs I was favored with
the frien<lship of Dr. Dewey. A large part of that t.rnrn I met him daily
a8 a colleague. I was associated with him during the period (always
tryiug to an old m[rn) when, at the age of seventy-six, Le ceased to discharge tlrn active dutie.s of bis chair; and I can say, with perfect sincerity, that to me and his colleagues ,he seemed incapable of injustice
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or bigotry, of mranness or mali ce, of envy or suspicfon. We all honored
him as a sage; we Joyed him as a father. I have never yet met a man
who so completely, as he, illustrated the moral elevation and spiritual
beauty of the Gteat Teacher's Sermon on the Mount. What he :was to
his family and friends, he was to the multitude who knew him but partially and indirectly. To the whole population of Rochester his presence in the streets was a, benediction

THOUGHTS ON THE NATURE AND ORIGIN OF FORCE.

BY vVILLL\.M:

B.

TAYLOR, OF vVASHINGTO:N".

The great generalization of our age-the continuity or indestructibility of force-confirmed as it is b_y a, constantly accumulating series
of inductions, contradicted as it is by no adverse fact, comes gradually
to impress itself upon our ·convictions almost with the positiveness of an
axiom. And yet a slight consideration will show us that it is really but
a corollary from the particular constitution of matter presentell con- ·
stantly to our observation. Had we any example of an incompressible
substance wholly devoid of elasticity-that is, possessiug no molecular or
atomic repulsion, (to adopt the conception entertained by Newton and his
followers,) but endowed with only cohesive and gravitative attractionsthen for such matter the theory of the conservation of force would not
be true. VVere two _equal balls of such a material to meet in space with
equal and opposite velocities, at the moment of impact there would be,
with the arrest of motion, the actual destruction of the entire living
force tliey jointly possessed. Not only would there be no rebound, but
t here would be no internal molecular work effected, and no heat gene- ·
rated to represent a surviving or transformed energy.
The doctrine of the correlation and cons-ervation of forces depends
t herefore upon the coexistence in all matter of two opposing t endencies,
namely, those of attraction and repulsion; and from the ceaseless play
and struggle of these opposing tendencies are derived ultimately all
the varied phenomena of the visible uni verse.
The most ordinary and obvious manifestations of force are those exhibiting motion; as in the whirlwind and the cataract, the volcano a nd the
earthquake, the steamship and the locomotive train. There lrn s accordin gly been a very general tendency to confound force and motion; and
this fallacious confusion has not · unfrequently vitiated the reasonings
of even intelligent writers.
To distinguish, however, motion from force on the one h and, it may
be remarked that theynever have a common measure; and to distinguish
force from motion on the other hand, it only necessary to consider tlie
fact that we are snrronnded by a vast array of statical forces, continually resisting the most energetic solicitations to motion.
First, as to the absence of a common measure: It is found tlrnt tlie
rat e of motion follows only the law of the square root of tb e fo rce origin ating it. A double consumption of fuel will not double t he speed of
a locomotive-engine. On the contrary, (as is well known to tbe @gineer,)
four times the quantity of fuel is necessary to attain this duplication _of
16 s
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effect. So if a pound of gunpowder will impel a cannon-ball with a
given velocity, it will require four pounds of powder to double that
velocity. The conservation of force, however, is maintained in the fact
that the penetrating power of .the cannon-ball is directly proportional
to the energy expended in its propulsion; or, in other words, to the square
of its velocity. Or, to express the distinction in the established formula,
2
while m x v represents the quantity of motion in a moving body, m x v
represents its quantity of force.
Secondly; in regard to static force : Every one who has ever attempted
to hold aloft a heavy weight as motionless as possible will have had a
realizing sense of the expenditure of energy required, not to produce,
but to prevent motion. The Suspension Bridge at Niagara, safely upholding its thousands of tons of loaded cars and human freight over the
frightful chasm peneath, may be cited as one among an infinite number
of examples of statical force, or of power in repose.
The avalanche, hurtling down the mountain side with destructive violence, overwhelming a village and its inhabitants, is but expending a
force stored up a year or years before, by the sun, when it lifted the
mass, molecule by molecule, to its position of latent or potential energy.
Every pound of coal possesses a static or potential force of ten million
"foot-pounds." That is to say, the power expended by the sun in raising the pound of coal from its low estate of chemical combination, or a
satisfied affinity, to the higher plane of isolation and capacity for chemical reunion, was a power capable of lifting one thousand pounds of
water to the height of ten thousand feet. And, conversely, the pound
of coal thus chemically raised has itself received the power of mechanically lifting that immense weight to that enormous height.
It must be borne in mind, however, that when the sun actually does
lift a thousand pounds of water to the height mentioned, it does not
raise it bodily as water; it performs the vast additfonal labor of tearing
asunder the entire mass, molecule by molecule, in opposition to the
statical force of an intense cohesive attraction: a work of more than
ten thousand "foot-pounds;'' an expenditure of energy greater than
that required to grind the same weight of ice (one thousand pounds) to
the most impalpable powder. Deducting, tlrnrefore, this expenditure
(a little over ten thousand "foot-pounds") we should find that the pound
of coal represents, in a static form, an invested power e11uivalent to
the lifting of one thousand pounds of water a little more than one foot,
in addition to the task of evaporating the whole amount.*
Matter in motion being thus merely a vehicle of force, it follow tbat
wherever dynamic or kinetic energy is transformed into potential ener ·y
(a. in pumping up water into an elevated reservoir,) there motion i to
thi xtent d ·tr y d; wherever potential or static energy i tran
form dint dynami ,(a inthedi chargeofaloadeclpi tol,)theremotioniN
" This f our · do not include any actual heating of th water.
uc nound of
c al will rai thirtc n thousand pound of water 10 · which i qnivaleut to ouly ,nty-two l}Ouncls of ice-cold water (32°) rai eel to th; boiling point, (212<'.)
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created. A very striking exa~ple of the continual transformation back
and forth of these two conditions of force is presented in planetary
movements, especially in those of considerable eccentricity. Taking
-the case of a cometary orbit, for example, whose greatest elongation
should extend beyond the distauce of ~eptune, while its perihelion
should lie far within the orbit of Mercur.v, we should find that the body,
rushing or falling· toward the sun with accelerated rapidity, would
finally acquire a velocity of a hundred or two hundred miles per second;
when its accumulated momentum would suffice to hurl it off as a projectile to its remote aphelion, where its velocity would be reduced to
two or three miles per second, and the body be again in a condition to
repeat its mighty oscillation. ..A_nd this majestic pendulum, occupying
some three-quarters of a century in its excursion, while exhibiting successively so enormous an ahsorption and alternate generation of motion,
would at the same time illustrate th~ constancy and indestructibility of
its force, in its t,ransformation from the latent -to . the actual, and vice
versa; the vis-vii,a of its lowest speed, plus its co-existing potential of
gravitation at highest elevation, being exactly equal to those of its
highest speed and lowest fall.
And yet, obvious as these truths appear, an acute and comprehensive thinker in an admirable exposition of the doctrine of evolution, has devoted a· chapter to the unfortunate fallacy of the
'' Continuity [or indestructibility] of Motion." If it be once admitted
that motion can be transmuted into any other form of force, then of
necessity it cannot exist also as motion. The loose brick balanced on
the chimney top, ready at a sudden gust of wind to topple and to strike
a passer-by to earth, has a potential force, imparted to it perhaps fifty
years ago by the hod-carrier and the brick-la,y er who raised it and
placed it in its seat of power. During all these fifty years it has Iain
there quiet. True, it has partaken of the earth's rotations and revolutions; true, it has responded faithfully to all the varying, never-ceasing
vibrations of summer-heats and winter-colds; and in all this passive
acquiescence it has but illustrated its inertia. But this is manifestly
altogether foreign to what we are considering. Whence, then, the motion
that, commencing with the fall from the chimney, hurled back the brick ·
to the earth from which it bad so long before been lifted t The blast
that tilted it was but the trigger which set free its latent power. Shall
we sa.y that the original motion imparted to it was also latent during
all these years, Such an expression as "latent motion" iR but a senseless contradiction of terms. The cap-stone of the great pyramid, e]evated to its dizzy height with much effort and labor, might possibly
remain there unmoved forever.
The simple truth is, that so far from our having any warrant for the
· assumption that the sum of all the motions in the universe is a constant,
the repeated creation and destruction of motion is on the contrary necessarily involved in the indestructible transmutability of force.
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These ·considerations, of course, apply equally to all the various kinds
of molecular movement, such as those of light, of heat, and of electrical
currents. It is familiar to all that we can create heat, as when we kindle a fire in the stove, or pass an electrical cu.rreut through an imperfect conductor, or simply rub two sticks together. It is equally familiar
that we can destroy heat, as when we employ steam-power for welding,
forging, rolling, or swagfng iron, and measure the effective work per-\
formed in these operations by the amount of heat abstracted from the
steam, and forever destroyed as heat. In brief, whenever heat or other
movement has produced a changed effect in matter, either internally or
externally, there and to tb,at precise extent has the motion (whether
molar or molecular) entirely disappeared.
It is true that we still hear the convenient term " latent heat" frequently employed; but while holding in all honor the researches of Black,
who first unfolded to us the curious phenomena grouped under this title,
we now know by the clear light of the dynamic theory tbat there is no
such thing a.,s latent heat; that if heat be not sensible, · or actual,. it is not
heat at aU. We now know that the 142° necessary to liquefy melting
ice without any increase of temperature, and the 9650 absorbed in effecting the evaporation of boiling water, haye had to overcome great molecular resistances; and that the internal work thus performed in raising
the water to a, higher potential is e:Kactly measnrecl by the amounts of
heat respectively thus ex:pended and consumed. When, true to the
eternal law of conse\'vatiou, pr"ecisely similar amounts of beat are obtained by a reversal of the several processes, these temperatures are as
much a new creation or tran sformation as when we ignite the carbureted hydro,g eu a,t our gas-burners, or the anthracite in our grates.
No one would think of s<1yiug (excepting metaphorically) that we
were releasing the lig,bt and heat stored up-in the one case at the
retorts of the gas-factory, and in the other :in the carboniferous labora.tory of the solar actinism~a million years ago. Heat latent in coalfields which may perchance have lain immediately beneath colossal
glaciers for thousands of years ! As well might we speak of the blaze
emitted. by the petroleum lam1) as original sun-light which has been
latent all these millenniums.
Undoubtedly tbe more accurate designation of the fact is, that when
motion ha r~sulted in static condition, the motion is absolutely de, troyec.1; when from that condition a succeeding motion is e olved a
n w_ motion has. been a.' absolutely created; that when one · kind of
mot10u ha 'been trau formed into another kind of motion, the equivalenee
of h two b · no 1 eau involve the identity of the two.
Among· he multitu<linou · m tamorphose of force presented to our
ob· r,·ati n w • fi d uot uufre ,uent examJ.)le of motion ri ing hio-her
than it.
urc . Th ' a e · ma , llo ver all be likened to th familiar illn tration f a lar ·c w i(l'ht ~11 the hort end of a 1 v r lifting
r1ght r w ight n th th 'r I->nd a. ma11y tim a, high ; r to the I n.r-
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allel instance of a considerable body of water by its momentum raising
a smaller quantity to a higher level in the hydraulic ram. Similar instances of water-power oceur in nature, as at the mouths of rivers, and
at estuaries, where the contracting channel transforms a large mass
movement in'to the potential of elevation. A magnificent example of this
is furnished in the Bay of Fundy, where a, huge tide of seventy feet is
derived from an ocean-wave probably not exceeding two feet in height.
As in visible or mass motion, the matter may be either falling to a
lower state of power, (as in the descending ·weight of a clock or the
falling water of Niagara,) or rising nuder a, superior external propulsion
to a higher state of power, (as in a clock being wound t)p or ocean-water
being evaporated · by the sun,) so in, molecular movements, the matter
may be either running down, (as in combustion, or in the decomposition
of quaternary or ternary compounds into more stable binary compou,nds,)
or the matter may be raised to higher power, (as in the vegetable deoxidation of carbon by the sun's rays, or in the building up of animal
substance to more complex and unstable conditions, by the power derived
from other matter running down.)
Now, in all these wondrously varied and complex transmutations of
force, while it is certain that the sum of all the static and kinetic forms
of energy in the universe is a constant, which the human race with all
its endless appliances of machinery can no more increase or diminish
than it can add to or subtract from the quantity of matter, yet it is
equally true that the store of the former, or the potential in Nature, is
being in the aggregate diminished by transfer to the condition of the
latter or the dynamic; and that in this transfer the general tendency is
to a form of temperature of greater diffusion, and less capability of further transformation. So that solar and planetary systems a.re constant1y running down to a lower plane of power-the former by the
radiation of high heat, the latter by the radiation of low beat-into
empty celestial spaces.* There is on the whole, therefore, as Professor
Sir William Thomson has well designated it, a "Dissipation of Energy."
In a paper" On a Universal Tendency in Nature to the Dissipation of
Mechanical Energy," presented to the Royal Society of Edinburgh, .April
19, 1852, Professor Thomson arriv8s at the conclusions, that "there is
at present in the material world a universal tendency to the dissipation
of mechanical energy;" and that " within a :finite period of time past
the earth must have been, and within a finite period of time to come
the earth must again be, unfit for the habitation of man as at present
* The whole ::i,mount of solar energy incessantly expended on our earth may be estimated at the amount of 208 billion, 498,027 million "horse-power"-a horse-power
being equal to 550 foot-pounds per second. But :is was shown by the illustrious Dr.
J. R. Mayer in his _Beitriigc zur Dynamik clcs Hfanniels, (Hoilbronn, 1848,) the amount
solar heat intercepted by the earth fo to the whole .amount radiated into space "as 1
is to 2,300 millions." .( On Celestial Dynainics. Tra.nslated by Dr. H. · Debus, L. E. D
Phil. Mag., ·April, 1863, Vol. XXV, p. 245.)
•
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constituted; unless operations have been or are to be performed which
are impossible under the laws to ·w.hich the known operations going on
at present in the material world are subject."* And in a communication
to the British Association in September, 1861, on" Physical Considera,
tions regarding the Possible Age of tbe Sun's Heat," Professor Thomson repeats, that "although mechanical energy is indestructible, there
is a universal tendency to its dissipation, which produces gradual augmentation and diffusion of beat, cessation of motion, and exhaustion of
potential energy, through toe material universe."t
. In glancing thus cursorily at the nature of force, and its more striking manifestations, it is hardly necessary to allude to the now recognized
correlation of the organic and so-called " ."ital'' forms of power with
the purely physical and kinetic. It has been reserved to our own day
to see established in all its fullness the grand dynamic equation" Oausa cequat effecturm.;' It has been shown by the most varied series
of experiments and observations that physiological, like mechanical
processes, are possible only on the sufficient consumption of fuel; that
growth, and development, and muscular movement are derived from the
oxidation of carbon and of tissue, whose products may be accurately
measured; and are all but phases of the ever-changing, never-dying
energy of Nature.
'
Perhaps each one who should consult his "c·onsciousness" alone (that
witness so important to the metaphysician) would feel a conviction that
when he strikes a blow he is exerting an original and self-derived
power. And yet it is certain tha,t the will of au Alexander, a Bonaparte,
or a Bismarck, would be as impotent to move a grain of sand without
an adequate supply of pre-existing external force placed at its disposal,
as to launch the Gteat Eastern from its ways without a similar supply.f
* L. E. D. Phil. Mag., October,.1852, Vol. IV, p. 304.

t Report of Thirty-first Meeting, &c., Notices and Abstracts, page 27. (Republished
in the L. E . D. Phil. Mag., February, 1862, Vol. XXIII, p. lGB.)
t It is proper to notice here a caution which has been suggested, that the will, though
admitted to be merely a starter or director of the animal store of material force, rouSt
still exert and therefore originate the power, however small, necessary for such initi:i,tion. Sir John Herschel, in an essay" On the Origin of Force/I remarks: "The actu~l
force necessary to be oi·iginated to give rise to the utmost imao-inable exertion of ammal power in any case may be no greater than is required to :Cmove a single material
m?l cule from its place through a space inconceivably minute; no more in comparison
with the dynamical force disengagecl directly or indirectly by the act than tho pull of
a hair-trigger in comparison with the force of tho mine which it explodes. But without the power to make some material disposition, to originate some movement, or to
chang , at least temporarHy, tho amount of dynamical force appropriate to some one or
more material molecules, tho mechanical results of human or animal volition are inconc n-nbl · It matters not that we are ignorant of the mode in which this is performed.
I . u~ccs to bring the origination of dynamical power, to however small an extent,
witlrin the domain of acknowl clg d per ona.lity.' 1 (The Fortnightly Review for July 1,
1 G-, Vol. I, p. 439.)
Thi dir cting capacity of the animal will, like that directing impulse which pre icle
ov r t~ ntir domain of organic volution, lades all analysis, ::mcl n6DC ha no
r gn1z d dynamic eqnivnl •nt. "\ ilhout attempting to discu h ro this very abstruse
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A. demonstration of this is seen in the case of motor-paralysis, (which
may be likened to·the state of a steam-engine with the cylinder-valrns
locked in position, or detached from the eccentric,) or in the case of
that extreme prostration which follows a low fever or prolonged illness,
(which may be likened to the condition of an engine whose head of
steam is insufficient to overcome the inertia of the pi13ton.)
But not only the animal processes of nutrition, growth, and movement
are maintained ab extra,, but those more subtle and mysterious processes
of thought, emotion, reason, are alike the product of material metamorphosis; and their activities may be determined by the urea and the
phosphates, and even phosphoric acid, eliminated by the kidneys. A
large-brained man sitting idly in his easy-chair, with eyes closed to external impressions, and indulging in pleasant revery, might seem to be
the very impersonation of self-contained and self-originating action.
But apart from the chemical tests alluded to, which would demon- .
strate the fact of matter potential, undergoing a descent, we may
employ the more direct and delicate indicator, a thermo-galvanometer, in connection with the back part of the dreamer's head, and we
shall observe the needle to quiver and to :fluctuate with the current of
the varying thought. Let a knock be heard at the door, and though no
movement of the face, no tremor of the closed eyelid. betrays to the observer a consciousness of the sound, yet this tell-tale needle (sensitive
to the two-thousandth part of a degree Fahrenheit) will attest by a
deflection of many degrees of arc the aroused attention involuntarily
excited through the action of the auditory nerves.* Here, then, we
point, it may be remarked that our faith in the doctrine of the constancy of force need
not be shaken by this sole outstanding difficulty, or apparent limitation of its universality; and th.at however unable we may now be to explain or suggest tlre how-this
last residuum, "will-power," ( admittedly very small relatively to the product of voluntary force,) as well as that organic-power which determines that from the equal stores
of force laid up in the two eggs of a duck and of an alligator, or of a dove and of a serpent, the one shall be directed to evolve a bird and the other a reptile-may yet be here-.
after referred to the magazines each serves to unlock, or else to a principle entirely
outside of mechanical force .
.,. In an interesting account of "Experiments on the Relation of 1foat to Mental
Work," by Professor J. S. Lombard, M. D., of Harvard University, employing a galvanometer capable of indicating about the five-hundredth part of one degree Fahrenheit
it is stated that the ordinary variations observed resulting from mental action <lid not
amount to more than about the fiftieth of a degree, though quite marked. '' Pursuing
these experiments further, it was found that anything that aroused the attention was
capable of causing a greater or less rise of temperature on the part of tho l1ead, over
and above that of the body." With the exercise of the higher reasoning powers, "the
highest rise not.iced did not exceed the twentieth of a degree," ( about one-eleventh of a
degree Fahrenheit,) while "the temperature of the extremities fell." "The most striking
effects of all were produced by the reading aloud or the recitation of poetry." "Reading or reciting to one's self gave similar results, and often even in a more marked degree." "In the last-mentioned series of observations, it was not unfrequently found
that the temperature of the forehead fell, while that of the back of tho head rose; but
for what reason, I have not yet been able to determine." ( The New York Meclical Journal
for June, 1867, Vol. V. pp. 198-205.)°.
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would seem· to have almost the germ of a phrenometer, as if in defianc
·of the protestation that '' thought cannot be measured." It is but ju.~
however, to ad~it that this (although in some sense a phrenoscope)i·
not properly a phreno rneter, since the effect determined is really on!;
a resultant of the mental activity, and not its measure. Tile therrna'
indication represents (if the expression may be allowed) merely the fric
tion of the mechanism.
On comparing the modes of derivation of force in machines (especiall~
in those kno~n as heat-engines) and in animals, we find that the trans·
. fer is ma<le in substantially the same way. Matter previously raised to
a chemical state of power is oxidized, and, in runnin~ down by thl
process of c·ombustion, (whether slow or rapi~,) evolves a molecular activity, which is absorbed and utilized in various ways, according to the
exact seat of the transfer. Where deoxidized metals are the source of the
power, (as in the galvanic battery,) tbe process is very similar. In t~is
case, and in mechanisms operated by springs or weights, the potential
force is first imparted by human labor.
The source of power, therefore, in machinery, as in the animal economy, is derived almost entirely from the vegetable kingdom; in which,
matter which has been largely exhausted of its store of force by the engine and the animal, and discarded ~s carbonic acid, water, and other
burned products, is raised again by the action of the solar energy to its
static plane of chemical potentiality. And it is an interesting and significant fact that the two gTeat vegetable staples consumed by the dead
and by the living mechanisms respectively arr, identical in composition; that the cellulose, which is the principal food of the engine, is chemically isomeric with the starch which is the principal fuel of the animal.
And the cellulose of the one, equally with the starch of the other, may,
as is well known, be converted into sugar. It is hardly necessary to
explain in this connection that foe mineral coal so largely utilized, is itself
but a metamorphosed cellulose; whose hydrogen and oxygen, (the elements of water,) expelled by geologic heat, have left rema.ining the carbon almost in a state of isolated purity.
Nor does it detract from the value of this parallelism between the diet
of the inorganic and organic worker, that the latter (the animal) has not
been so organized as to be capable of availinriitself directly of the stored
force in woody fiber; equu,l though it be fo that which it has been
adapted to assimilate.
It i important that we should endeavor to form some conception
(however inadequate) of the physical mode of action and of derivation of the arious forms of force presented to us. When a bell i truck
wi h a hammer, the metal beneath is carried by the mo men tµm or the
is-viva of the blow, be:-vond its .condition of equilibrum due to the
:i i lit or molecular adh . ion of the materbl; and then in tautly recoilrnn- thu ' , t up a vibrc ti n counting ten , hundr d ~ r thou 'and
to th
c nd, accordiuO' t th inertia, or the 1!1a
et in m ti n · which
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oscillatory motion is finally destroyed only by external and internri,l resistances. In a ma.nne.r somewhat analogous to this, the molecules of
all matter balanced between opposing attracfrve and repulsive tendencies are forever ringing (so to speak) in response to continual disturbances, though with a rapidity inconceivably greater than any
known as sonncl. Thus, when a gas-jet has its surface of contact with
the atmos1;here smitten with a spark or blaze, the molecules of . oxygen
and those of hydrogen and carbon rushing or falling together under the
impulse of an attraction known as chemical affinity, with a violence so
great as to impinge severely on their several spheres of ruolecular repulsion, set up a vibration whose velocity or pitch is measured by hundreds
of millions, in 'tiie millionth part of a se~ond.
When we examine other occasions of heat or molecular movement,
we find the actions not dissimilar. Thus, in the case of friction, it is
evident that the more prominent particles, pre~sed by either side between the rubbing surfaces, (not indeed by actual contact, but by
what is equivalent, their repulsive spheres,) momentarily forced back
within their repulsions and thereby compressing others, rebound with
a vigor proportioned to the pressure ; and thus, like a spring, continue
an oscillation, strengthened and accelerated by the duration of the
raspings. So, when a body is subjected to percussion, we see bow a
vibration must be started, intense in proportion to the violence of the
blow, as well as to the reinforcement of repeated action. In the- :firesyringe, the volume of air already possessing a quantity of molecular
motion due to the ordinary temperature, suddenly compressed into a
very small space, must of necessity have the velocity of its particles
greatly increased, and· consequently the frequency and violence of the
repulsive collisions correspondingly aggravated and intensified.
A similar conception may be extended to the thermal, chemical, and
magnetic effects of electric currents, whether excited by frictional or by
chemical disturbance, although the precise nature of the molecular movements is undoubtedly wrapped in great obscurity.
As has already been indicated, all applications of animal power may
obviously be regarded as derived (either directly or indirectly) from the
static chemical power of the vegetable substance by which the various
organisms a~d their capabilities are sustained; and this power, in turn,
from the kinetic action of the sun's rays.
Winds and ocean currents, hail-storms and rain~ sliding glaciers, flowing river~, and falling cascades, are .the direct offspring of solar heat.
All our machinery, therefore, whether driven by the wjnd-mill or the
water-wheel, by horse-power or by steam-all the results of electrical
and elec~ro-magnetic changes-our telegraphs, our clocks, and our
watches, all are wound up primarily by the sun/*
The tides, with all their lifting power, (to which the largest ocean* The elder Stephenson, some fifty years ago, n,ppears to have been the first to form
the conception that his locomotive ongines were really driven by solar power.
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ships are as feathers,) and all their wearing action upon coast and ri,er
shores, are due partly to the sun's attraction, .but in a much larger
degree to that of the moon, an outlying portion of the earth's former
equator.*
Not pausing to notice the various theories-more or less plausible-of
chemical or of aqueous agency in earthquake waves and in volcanic
ejections, we may, for the wesent purpose, regard these occasional _outbreaks as the readjustments and vents of wide-spread pressure, from
insensible settlings by the shrinkage of the earth's crust, resulting from
the extremely slow cooling of the interior mass: the hardened' envelope of stone or rock, .a poorly conducting material, ac_ting as a blanket
which almost arrests the escape of the internal heat. And this heat,
again, may be regarded but as a feeble residuum of that cosmical activity still notable in the sun and other stars.
Finding thus from observation that the sun is the great source of
energy-static and kinetic-in almost all terrestrial phenomena, from the
meteorological to the geographical, from the geological to the biological,
we can only conclude that in the expenditure and convers1.on of m.olecitlar movenients, derived from the sun's rays, must-be sought the motive
power of all this infinitely varied phantasmagoria. Thus, especia.lly in
the great store of organic force existing in the vegetable world, we
must suppose that these subtle actinic vibrations, several times finer
and higher even than those recognized as heat, have such relation to
the rnolecula.r masses and inertia as by "forced" vibrations to overcome
the powerful attraction of chemical affinities, and fairly to shake the
particles into isolation, at the same time that other motions, photic and
thermal, are expended in occluding in the plant structure the carbon
thus deoxidized and divorced.
Tracing back these potent quiverings through the ninety-one and a
half millions of miles of ethereal highway, along whose inconceivable
* Mayer, in his remarkable Dynamik cles Hirnmels, discussing the retarding effect of
the tidal wave on the ea,rth's rotation by reason of friction, calculates that this is sufficient to have l engthened the day, .within the last two thousand five hundred years,
by one-sixteenth of 11 second. On the other hand, since the globe must have cooled
somewhat within this period, (estimated at one-fourteenth of a degree Centigrade, or
abou~ one-eighth of a degree Fahrenheit, for the whole mass,) this would involve a contraction of the earth's radius ( or a depression of its surface) amounting to about fourteen
~c t ~inc inch s. Such a diminution of the equatorial leverage of rotation necessarily
implies au acceleration of tho motion, or a shortening of the day, very nearly eqnal to
the opposite tendency, and counterbalancing jt. '' When our en.rth was in its youth its
vel~city of rotation must havo increased to a very sensible degree, on account of th0
ra,pid coolin"' of its very hot mass. This accelcratincr causo crradually diminished, ao d
a tho r tarding pre suro of tho tidal wave remain; nearlybconstant, tbe latter mu t
finally pr P. nd rat , and tho velocity of rotation, th refore, continually deer a_ e."
(L. E. D. Phil. Mag., 1 63, Vol. XXV, pp. 409 aucl 427.) During the bi torical period,
accordingly it :tpp ar that th len"'th of the day has reached its minimum, and ha '
b n s n ·ibly c n taut or uniform, h rota ion havin"' greatly increased in the di tant
pa t, as it mu t a greatly d crea in th distant future.
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essence they have so swiftly sped without the slightest loss,* we a.re
brought at once to the great problem which has lately been so actively
pursued-the origin of the sun's rays.
Assuming matter originally endowed with molecular attractions and
repulsions, (regarding gravitation as resident in the primitive atom,
though infinite in range,) and assuming such matter created in a state
of power-that is, of extreme diffusion, or with its attractions wholly
unsatisfied-we have all that is necessary to explain dyna1nically the
existing order of nature. The great difficulty we have in forming satisfactory ·theories of the constitution of matter lies in the apparent complexity of the forces displayed. Thus we have at least five distinctly
marked kinds of molecular attraction, each so characteristic that it cannot be converted into or mistaken for either of the others; and there
are probably as many forms of repulsion. But starting with the idea
of matter converging or falling together, we see bow the encroachment
of such a condensation on the repulsive spheres must give rise to a violent agitation; in short, to a heat vibration far more energetic or intense
than any purely chemical action, by as much as the space-potential
of gravity exceeds that of affinity; far more intense, indeed, than any
temperature now probably existing in the sun.t
Here, then, in moleculai· gravitative attraction-as the ultimate resort,
are we forced to accept the primum 1nobile-the origin of the power
which has not only evolved and molded our solar family of worlds, but
which bas sustained our terrestrfa 1 economy in all the wondrous changes
of its eventful career throughout the geologic ages. Beyond this fundamental conception of mysterious '' attractions" forever resident in
material elements, it does not appear probable that scientific research
will be able to carry back the parentage or genesis of force. And yet
there have not been wanting numerous hardy attempts to frame explanations and hypothetical antecedents oft.hese postulated affect.i ons of atoms,
or to replace them .b,r dynamical agents or actions; while really leaving
the problem of derivation as unsolved, or more insoluble than ever.
A laborious and ingenious French-Swiss physicist, Georges Louis
Le Sage, about a century ago, devised the hypothesis that all space was
occupied with extremely minute bodies, denominated by him " ultraniundane corpuscles," moving in continuous- right lines in all: possible
directions, with inconceivable but uniform velocity, and without collision
* The question is sometimes raised whether the light and heat of the sun and other
stars may not be somewhat enfeebled or absorbed in passing through the celestial
spaces. The doctrine of conservation of force teaches'us that any absorption of either
]igbt or heat implies a proportionate amount of work being done, the consequenceof
wbfoh would be a beating of space itself!
t A. pound of coal falling to the sun from tho distance of Neptune (which planet must
be r egarded as an ancient landmark of equatorial drift) would reach it with a velocity
not very far short of four hundred miles per seeoncl ; and the arrest of this motion
would generate a beat vibration ma11y thousand times greater than could he obtained
from the combustion of the same pound of coal.
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or interference; the total resultant of whose impacts on gross matter
constituted gravitation. A single particle or mass of matter equally
impressed on all sides by these unh,ersal projectiles would, of course, remain in perfect equilibrium. But two or more such bodies in space,
screening each other on their facing sides, would be subjected to unbalanced impacts from these infinitely minute but powerful '' corpuscles,"
and would thus be always urged toward each other in the directions
joining their centers. No explanation of the origin of the enormous
living force assumed in these winged motes was attempted. Although
t~e law of the inverse square of the distance could be mathematically
deduced from the assumption, the law of mass ratio was unfortunately
not so well represented by it.
Sir John Herschel remarks upon this abstract speculation : "The
hypothesis of Le Sage, which assumes that every point of space is penetrated at every instant of ti-me by material particles, sui generis, moving
in right lines in every possible direction, and impinging upon the material
atoms of bodies, as a mode of accounting for gravitation, is too grotesque
to need serious consideration; and besides will render no account of the
phenomenon of elasticity"*
More recent speculators have supposed that motion · explains everything; and they accordingly suggest the probability that all force-including gravitation-is a form of vibration. Observing the remarkable
extensiou of the undulatory theory, first to light, and subsequently to
heat, and perhaps mindful of the radiant law of diminution with the
square of distance, they seem to have been led from this analogy) t-0
overlook the consideration that no vibration is possible without two
opposing forces ; and so in substitutio; or in explanation of that which
is itself simple they proffer a duplex causation. All · such hypotheses
have been projected under the impulse of the ancient a priori dogma,
that "matter cannot act where it is not," or of the equjvalent. proposition, that action upon a distant body is "inconceivable ! "t
Professor Faraday entertained a somewhat indefinite idea (borr~wed
from Boscovich's abstract centers of force) that matter must be eontinuous, or everywhere present, in order that forces may be transmitted
by virtual contact. He says : " Doubtless tho centers of force vary in
their distance one from another, but that which is truly the matter of

*" On the Origin of Force."

Fortnightly Review, Vol. I, p. 438.

t H may bo asserted in reply to this, that no scientific theory is final until its ultimate
postulato is "inconcei v:;i,blo." "For if tho successively deeper interpretaitions of nature
which _constitute udvancing knowledge arc merely successive inclusions of special
truths m general truths, and of general truths in truths still more general, it obviou ly
follo_ws t~n.t tho most general truth, not admitting of inclusion in any other, does not
admit of mt rprotation. Manifestly as the most general cognition at which we arrirn
cannot bo r clucecl to a, more gen ml one, it cannot be understood. Of necessity, therefor.' xpla.na.tion mu t v •utuallybringus down to the inexplicable. The cleepe t truth
wlnch Wl' can get at mu t b ' una.cconntablc." HEnm;;nT P.E.'CER, First Principles,
(s •concl edition,) Pnrt I, ha.p. IV, p. 73.
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<me atom touches the matter of its · neighbors. Hence matter will be
continuoiis throughout; and in considering a mass of it, we have not to
suppose a distinction between its atoms and any intervening space.
The powers.atonnd the centers give these centers tbe properti~s of atoms
of matter; and these powers again, when many centers by their conjoint forces are grouped into a mass, give to every part of that mass
the properties of matter."·1e And yet, in his earlier speculations, he
says in regard to electrical action in a vacuum, "Suppose it possible
for a positively electrified partide to be in the center of a vacuum an
inch in diameter, nothing in my present views forbids that .the particle
should act at the distance of half an inch on all the particles forming
.the inner superficies of the bounding spbere."t This, as Dr. Miiller has
remarked, is certainly an admission of the dreaded actio in distans; but
whether this view was subsequently modified is not very clear. Nor is
it clear that Faraday, in affirming the presence of matter wherever it
acts, had any other conception tllan that usually entertained by those
who accept the atomic theory. To assert tllat onr moon ''touches" the
earth, nay, that it embraces Neptune, notwithstanding its perfectly
determinate boundary of material surface, is only to employ words in a
wholly unintelligible sense. To affirm an infinitude of material interpenetrations is simply to ask the ado_ption of a new term instead of " matter," to represent that bounded something, or congeries of somethings,
which all experimental research attests to be impenetrable.
Professor J. Challis, of the University of Cambridge, England, has
propos~d "A Theory of ::\Iolecular Porces," which he has presented
iu a refined mathematical <'xposition, in a series of essays published
in the Philosophical JJfagazi;~c, from 1859 to 1871 ;t and which, assuming
the molecules of matter to be surrounded by a continuous ethereal
medium of uniform elasticity pervading all space, resolves all forms
of force into the pressu.re of this ether; each atom being the center
of vibrations propagated from it equally in all direetions.
Dr. Balfour Stewart, in au essay on "The Dynamical Theory of Heat,"
appears inclined to favor a somewhat similar view. He remarks: "Till
. we know what the ultimate nature of matter is, it will be premature to
speculate as to the ultimate nature of force; though we have reason to
believe that it depends upon the diffusion of highly attenuated matter
throughout space."§
Professor Frederick Guthrie, in a paper read before the Royal Society
of London, in 1870, "On Approach caused by Vibration," detailing some .
very interesting experiments showing small converging aerial currents
resulting from tuning-fork vibrations, (in perfect accorda,uce with the
* L. E. D. Phil. Mag., Pebruary, 1844, third series, Vol. XXIV, p. 142.
t Experimental R esearches in Electricity. Reprinted from the Phil. Trans., 1831-i°838.
Series ~iii, sec. 1616, Vol. I, p. 514.
1L. E. D. Phil. Mag., fourth series, Vols. XVIII, pp. 321 and 442; XIX, 88; XX, 280,
431; XX.I, 65, 92; XXII1, 313; XXVI, 280; XXXI, 459; and XLI, 280.
~ North British Review, F ebruary, 1864; (Vol. XL, pn,ge 22, American edition.)
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mathematical the~ry of hydrodynamics,) thinks he finds in these phe,
nomena an explanation of force in general, including that of gravitation.
He observes: "In mechanics-in nature, there is no such thing as a
pulling fo.rce. * * * The line of conclusions here indicated tends t-0
argue that there is no such thing as attraction in the seuse of a pulling force, and that two utterly isolated bodies cannot influence one
another. If the ethereal vibrations which are supposed to constitute
radiant beat, resemble the aerial vibrations which constitute radiant
sound, the heat which all bodies possess, and which they are all supposed to
radiate in exchangP, will cause all bodies to be urged toward one another."*
Supposing that such resulting ethereal currents could have any sensible influence on planetary masses, it seems to be entirely overlooked
that such currents would be of the most variable and fitful character.
Every sun-spot would derange the planetary orbits; planets when cloudclad would affect each other very differently from those having tra~sparent or diathermanous atmospheres; and no resource of mathematics
could ever predict an occultation or eclipse.
Were it necessary to discuss the question whether gravitation is
either a form or a result of motion, the fact that its action is instantaneous, that it requires no sensible lapse of time to be felt by the most
distant planet, is perhaps the most direct evidence bearing on the point.
V\T ere any interval of time occupied in the transmission of this influence
from the sun to a planet, there would result a phenomenon of " aberration" (similar to that of light) by the amount of orbital motion occurring during the time of its transit, the cousequence of which would be
an acceleration and extension of tbe radins-rnctor, or a spiral itnwinding
and final dispersion of all the planets and t!rnir satellites. In general
terms, the stability of a planetary system, or the conservation of mean
distances, depends upon the absolutely radial and immediate action
of the central attraction. St~pposing, in the case of our ea,rth, that
gravity occupied even so short a time as the hundredth part of one second
in passiug over the ninety-one and a half million miles from the sun-during this interval (of the one-hundredth of a second) the planet would
ha·r n traveled about one thousand feet in its orbit·, and the resulting displacement or "aberration': of directive force would be about the twentyfi.ve-hun<lredth part of one second of orbital arc. It bas been shown
that even this small deviation would have been noticeable in the
two thousand years separating us from the time of Hipparchus. Arago
ha e timated that any possible velocity of gravitation must be, at lea t,
fif Y million times that of light !t
~a-vitation, ther fore, is not a motion; nor i it the product of any
m ti n. W are forced to the conclu 'ion however '' unable to concei, .,
~h. fac~, that it i · r ally an actio in dista1: , and that ad infinitum,; tha
1 1•a f r
, faint r flex f it .Author, instantaneously oninipresent.
*,L,,· E. D. Phil. Mag. for - ornmber 1
p ....
0

l'opula,· A8tro11omy ' ngli h c,liti n

,o, Vol. XL, p. 354;
ol. II p. 4 9.

anc.l June 1 71 Vol. XLI,
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In the peculiar phenomena of magnetism, we have reason to believe
that the attraction (as in the cases of gravitation, cohesion, and affinity)
is resident in the ultimate molecules, if not in the constituent atoms.
However minutely we may subdivide a magnetic bar of steel or nickel,
(cobalt or mangan~se,) we cannot separate the poles-the attractive from
the repellant. However small these :fissiparous segments, each is itself
a perfect magnet, with equal opposite polarity.
It is evident that the arrang·ement of the molecules in a magnetic bar,
all axially accordant in direction, must be one of constraint, sjuce
although a single line of such particles would :find a stable equilibrium·
in that uniform direction of polarity which should satisfy the attractions
of all their contacts, yet a second adjacent line, similarly directed, would
constantly present to the :first line the antagonism of connatural or
homogeneous poles. Hence, to secure a general stability of equiiibrium,
the supposed lines of molecular magnets should be alternately reversed.
But such an arrangement would result in . a complete neutralization of
the attractive and repulsive forces, and the mass or bar of metal thus
constituted, possessing no internal differential resultant, would exhibit
no traces of integral polarity or magnetism.
Assu~ing (as we have :i:eason from various considerations to believe)
that in all solids the constituent particles, however :firmly locked by
their cohesive forces in their :fixed relations of distance and position,
are yet capable of rotation within their magic spheres, without affecting
· their solidarity, we can easily perceive how, under the attractive induction of a powerful external magnet, a bar of iron constituted as just
suggested would have at once its constituent molecules polarized in
. direction, and thus become a sensible magnet, while it would as quickly
relapse from this condition of restraint on the removal of the controlling
agency. The actual behavior of iron is exactly conformable with such
an organization. The entire efficiency of the electro-magnet for the
purpose of telegraphy depends upon this property of facile molecular
rotation in the iron magnet, whereby it instantly becomes spontaneously
depolarized on the suspension of the electric current.
Under the quaquaversal disposition of the molecular axes, thus shown
to be the ·n ormal condition of equilibrium, it follows that the magnetism
of matter, however powerful, should remain forever latent, and all its
manifestations in abeyance, did not some potent interference disturb
this neutrality.
If, however, we further assume that in very rare cases, as in that of
nickel or of hardened steel, a considerable amount of adhesion (the
nature of which we are unable to comprehend) exists between the constituent particles, preventing their easy rotation, then we can perceive
that the presentation of a powerful external magnet to such a bar
would. not easily o~ at once induce a sensible magnetization. If, however,
the solicitation of the attracting magnet were sufficiently powerful, and
sufficiently continued, to overcome the resistance of this molecular.,
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adhesion we can also perceh·e that the particles, when once brougk
'
. '
into a common
polarization, would be likely to maintain their constrarnet.
axial position permanently, provided that the adhesive resistances 0:
the molecules should exceed their magnetic resistances. Such a behar
ior we find presented by hardened steel, to which habit the name
"specific coercitive power" has been given.
There is obviouslv no transfer of virtue from the magnetizing to the
magnetized body. On the contrary, the former is actually strength~ned
by its evolution of the manifestation in the latter-a result in perfect
accord with the supposition of a reaction of 11iutual preexisting attractions.
It is familiar that by holding a bar of steel in the , direction of the
earth's magnetic pole, or rather of its magnetic dip, and giving the end
of the bar a-few taps with a hammer, we can at once induce the magnetic condition. Here obviously the molecular vibrations from the blow
have facilitated the rotations necessary to bring the particles into axial
accord.
The work expended t,h erefore in de-v~loping the magnetism of steel
bar, whether by the mechanical passes of an artificial magnet, the longcontjnued induction of the terrestrial polarity, or the molecular disturbance of an eletrical coil, is simply that required to overco_µie tlrn original
resistances to the·changed c011<lition. The magnetic force, or dual forces,
mu, t l>e regarded as primitive, constant, unchangeable attributes of the
ultimate particles of matter· as incapable of increase of diminution, or
'
'
oi. trau fer, as gravitation itself.
.A.nd the notable discovery
of clianiagneti m, by Faraday, leads us to believe that all matter has this polar
quality
indelibly stamped upon it in varyinO'
degrees·' the molecules of
.
b
mtro 0 ·en possessing it in the smallest degree of any known element.
Analogical reasoning would appear to justify the conclusion that
electrical attraction and repulsion (capricious, ephemeral, and mysterious
a.· th Y appear) belong to the same category of original aud unalterable
m 1 n1ar properties, although it is by no means easy to give so rational
an ac ·ouut of the phenomena observed as in the case of magnetism.
1:h' fa t that both are polar forces, exhibiting a duplex action; that in
h th ·a.,e.· imilar states or poles repel each other and opposite states
>r pol ' a tract each other· that these conditio~s of attraction and
· pul.·_ion apply equally or indifferently to either pole; and .that an
1 1> 0 ·_' 11 w ~>olarity ma,y be induced by approach in other matter, would
· •rtaml~· tn<licat a very imilar nature and seat of influence.
uth·app·r·uttr·n
.r
h ow ever, of electricity
· · by couLact or a·1 charg·e•
.
'
' 1 1er,
• nd
·
·
·
·
t·
. lJl th. n ·ntral
' •qm·1·b
1 num immediately resultino- there 1s an ac ion
IH f/lll ,-1 . . a. 'll '( . ·t
.
bl
.
1
,
f j
· ' · J lll 1 · mamfe tatiou as a differential of chenuca 01
0
1 1
t . mal a<'li ~itic• '- In the mutual reactions of the magnet and the
1
.'c· w·al <"lll'I' ut .-till more puzzling ph nomena are pre ented : and
it 1II u att ·m1)tin<r t
1·
r.
< ,.·cu
Ampere', in<renious theory of the :o I ·
1 1- 1 .
1
' h ·
· •n· ·cl fa ·t that ach <loe exhibit a tor ional or taugeutial
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action upon the other is one which has no parallel or analogue in any
other of the known natural forces. In the quasi-magnetic behavior of
electrical currents, whatever the vehicle or electrode, occurs a further
. extension of the same peculiarity.
·
Notwithstanding all these difficulties, and the intimate relations of
"dynamic" with so-called "static electricity," a more comprehensive
and rational theory of this most abstruse subject may hereafter establish
as radical.a <listinction between the molecular movements constituting
electrical currents, and the molecular capacities of polarity, or of electrical
attraction and repulsion, as has been found to exist between light or
heat and chemical affinities or molecular repulsions.
Nor is the inference here suggested affected by the fact that Joule, in
1843, derived bis first approximation to the mechanical equivalent of
heat from experiments" on the calorific effects of magneto-electricity,"*
any more than it is by the fact that we accept terrestrial gravity, at the
earth~s surface, .as the standard of comparison for all forms of energy.
It was seen at the outset that the conclitions of antagonistic molecular
attraction and repulsion, such as we find in the actual constitution of
matter, were essential postulates to the theory of the conservation or
persistence of force. We have been led to the conclusion that these
same antagonistic principles constitute equally the real, efficient origin
of force. And though we are provided with no general term to embrace
these primordial, indestructible, immutable, statical ~enters of force, and
to distinguish them from those other derivative, evanescent, and convertible forms of energy, exhibited either in the potential of constrained
position, or in the actual of changing position, yet the two classes appear
to be so essentially diss1milar that it may well be doubted whether the
language very frequently employed. by writers to express the correlations
and transformations of material forces is really an accurate statement of
the fact.
If it be true that all phenomena of energy may be traced back ultimately to molecular attractions and repulsions as their primeval parents,
and if these same attractions and repulsions are found to be persistent,
ever-present, and unexchangeable, however frequently matter in its protean character may be shifted (so to speak) from the active dominion of
the one to that of anothei', it would seem to be exceedingly improbable
that, conversely, any form of molecular attraction or repulsion can be.
produced or derived from motion, or from the ordinary manifestations
of dynamic energy.
If this be so, we are not warranted in speaking of the correlations of
gravity, of cohesion, of chemical affinity, and of magnetism, in the same
sense in which we apply the term correlation to the secondar,y or con- ,
vertib1e forms of force, as among themselves, and as connected with
their primaries.
* Mr.Joule's paper, read before the British Associatiou, August, 1843, was published in
the L. E. D. Phil. Mag. of that year, Vol. XXIII, pages 263,347, and .435.
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INDUCTION AND DEDUCTION.
A DISCOURSE BY JUSTUS BARON VON LIEBIG.
DELIVERED IN THE ROYAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES, MUNICH.

( Translated for the Smithsonian Institution.)

' The ideas of the generality of men respecting the nature of scientific
research are so imperfect and erroneous that it will not, perhaps, be
without interest to many if I attempt to elucidate and complete t~e
views which I advanced on this subject in a former discourse on Francis
Bacon, of Verulam.
Philosophers pursue in general two methods of inquiry in regard 0
the phenomena or laws of nature, induction and deduction; they are ~n
effect but different processes, while their object is the same; the distinction between them depends upon the point of outset; the deductiYe
method sets out from generals, the inductive from particula.rs; in the
combination of the two induction precedes deduction.
The nature of induction, according to-Aristotle's view of it, may perhaps be best illustrated by the example which he himself giyes of an
inductive conclusion:

!

Man, the horse, the mule, &c., live long.
Man, tbe horse, the mule, &c., have little gall.
Therefore, all animals that have little ga.11 live long.

This mode of conclusion, if so we must call it, is a yery easy one to
the inquirer; but what is here styled a conclusion is ouly the obserrntion of the juxtaposition of two phenomena; scarcity of gall is a fact
which accompanies long life; it is part of a whole, and the conclusion
no syllogism, including in itself the reason of the dependence of longe,·ity on the paucity of the secretion in question. We need only substitute in the middle term, instead of gall, any other simultaneous fact
peculiar to certain animals, for instance:
Horses, mules, &c., live long.
(have little gall.
Horses, mules, { have glyco~e in_ ~heir mns~ular tissues.
have no unc acw, (llm·nsaura.)
have
(Ilippursiiura)

in order at once to perceive that the connection of these with longedty
is pure~y arbitrary and rests on no operation of the understaiHling-.
The philo opher, for the explanation of a phenomenon of natnre or of•
proc · , eek to a ign a connection between the part thereof wllich
llaY_e_ ome und r lli: b. ervation, aud firi;;t of all ct. ont with th "'up1>0 ·ition, a regard two facts which constantly accornpauy tbc phenorue-
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non or process, that they postulate one another, or that one is dependent on the other; but this is merely an i<lea having no real basis for its
support, but simply a perception which may or may not arise in the
mind of any one.
Aristotle denoted induction as being the .passage from particulars to
generals, since, in physical inquiry, our first concern is witll the knowl.
edge of the phenomenon and afterward with its explanation; but in this
sense it is clear that he regarded induction not
a method, but as a rule
of investigation.
·
It is plain that if all the forces of nature and their laws were known
to us, if we knew all things in their nature, action, and properties, the
investigation of a particular process and its explanat_ion would be a simple deductive problem; each single case would tben be soluble through
a conclusion of the understanding. Suppose, for instance, that the rusting of iron in the air were the point to be explained; the previous examination of rust has determined that it contains iron, oxygen, and water;
the composition of air is also known; the elements, therefore, for explaining the process of rusting are before us, but further inquiry shows
us that iron in oxygen in the presence of the vapor of water does not
rust; there mi.1st, then, be some constituent principle of the air, besides
oxygen and vapor, 1n· order that iron should undergo the process of
rusting; now we know that the air actually contains a very small portion
of carbonic acid, and examination shows that a mere trace of carbonic
acid suffices, with sufficient access of oxygen, to convert a large mass of
iron into oxide; but the rust itself contains no carbonic acid.' The ·
question then is: What part does this acid play in the process 1 .Another
known fact now suffices to complete the explanation; this is the action
of the oxidulated carbonate of iron; in damp air it attracts oxygen and
is converted into the higher oxide which enters not into combination with
carbonic acid; it is by the rusting of the metal that the lower oxide first
originates, and this combines wit_h carbonic acid, which through the
passage of the oxidulate into free oxide becomes capable of exerting in
· a hundredfold degree its original action on the metal, so that gradually
the whole piece is throughout converted into iron-rust. Inquiry further
establishes that there is a special case where iron in damp air, even
without the presence of carbonic acid, is thus rusted, when the air,
namely, contains ammonia; but that in that case the rust does not
extend, and that, lastly, an electrical process is cooperative with the
rusting.
To this class of investigations belongs also that of the production of
<lew by Dr. Wells. That dew is a watery precipitate produced by
refrigeration admitted of no doubt, nor that the modes of refrigeration
were only two. The problem only turned upon the question, whether
the conditions of the cooling were dep.endent on conductfon or on radiation, which point was susceptible of determination by experiments
guided by known laws.
·

as
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To inquiries of this sort no exterior difficulties oppose themselves, and,
for conducting them, knowledge and the correct appreciation of relations
abundantly suffice; they rarely occur, because the physical inquirer, for
most of bis problems, does not.find ready p~·epared the thought-material
Tequisite for bis mental process; ·it should also be remarked that by these
our insight into the nature of phenomena is indeed rendered clearer and
more thorough, but that the boundaries of science are not thereby
enlarged.
· In the great number of other inquiries, the inquirer is confronted by
obstacles which, with the whole stock of knowledge furnished by science
and with the most perfect powers of discrimip.atiori, he cannot remove,
and these are new facts or phenomena which pertain to unkuown laws,
which are not accessible to thf3 understanding from a deficiency of the
intervening facts necessary to his ideas. For this class of inquiries there
must cooperate, in the case of the philosophic.al inquirer, something
which essentially characterizes his mind, and that is the force of imagination.
The sum of what we know respecting nature and its forces is, in fact,
so small when compared with what we do not know respecting them,
that the physieists of our times find themselves, in a majority of cases,
precisely in the condition of those of the sixteenth century as regards
those things which to them were unintelligible but to us are easy; there
is for us, as there was fOT them, a defect of clearly comprehensible facts
essential to the deductive process; in the failure of a single one of these
the intellect stands before a chasm which it cannot fill tip; ·in that earlier time the force of imagination was called in aid to an e~tent which
we rega.rd now as wholly inadmissible. The advantage we have over
the early inquirers rests therefore not on increased intellectual powers
or on the superior delicacy and penetration of our senses, but on a
greater affluence of facts or experiences, that is, on an accumulation of
materia~s for the operations of the un<lerstanding. Hence there is no
uoubt to be raised respecting our relative position; and yet there are
but few who have a clear idea of the sources from which the constantly
increasing store of these materials for thought is derived. ·
If we cast a glance backward on the hi8tory of the so-called inductive
sciences, we at once recognize that for centuries they had the character
of au art. Until Newton, astronomy and mechanics were arts; the same
were physics until the time of Galileo; and chemistry up to that of Bergmann. Brerhaaye defines .chemistry as the ars docens exercere certas

physicas operationes. ·
Art and scieuce are es entially distingui bed from one another by
th ir different aim . * That of art is the search for or the .finding
of fact ; that of ci nee i the explanation of them. By art, of
coun, , w d not h re mean any of the fine arts. The artificer seek to
attain an d ct; th xr rimental artificer seeks a thing. From particu; that of science the di covery of principle '
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lars he would construct a whole. The man of science, on the other hand,
seeks a reason or principle. From the whole he proceeds by its parts, even
to the roots. As the artificer knows nothing of a principle, and a principle would be of no help to him, it will be understood that the process
going on in his mind is no intellectual operation. The intrinsic character of bis thought resides in this, that he thinks of sensible phenomena. As the understanding examines ideas, measures, as it were,
determines an<l fixes their import, so that they become serviceable for
deductive operations; just so does -the inductive artificer proceed. He
probes the phenomena with all his senses, and while he applies bis
faculty of perception, with all the tension of llis will, to one property
of a substance or one pecularity of a phenomenon after another, to
the present exclusion of all others, his imaginative power acquires a
sharp and definite image of the whole thing, which, like an abstract
idea, includes in itself the entire essence of the substance or phenomenon.
A blue, black, or yellow color, or the existence of a white precipitate
which is soluble or insoluble in a certain acid or alkali, calls up in the
mind of the chemist the idea of iron, iodine, kali, magnesia, sulphurio
or muriatic acid, &c., an ideal iron, iodine, &c., altogether different from
the conception which men in, ordinary life connect with those substances.
The understanding arrives, through the combination of exact ideas,
at conclusions whose truth is only intellectua11y discernible; the mental
combinations of the artificer, on the other hand, are material or capable of being represented to the senses.
In this peculiar mental process, in which the .imaginative power
plays the principal part, consists essentially the idea which I should be
disposed to connect with the word in<!,uction, and I do not think that it
is in conflict with that of Aristotle.
It is not easy to convey a clear idea of the nature of the mental operations of the experimental artificer, which, ·as already said, depend on
a combination of facts or phenomena standing in a similar relation to
one another, with the logical ideas which guide the understanding in
its conclusions; from the facts or reactions known to him he detP-rmines
respecting the existence of a new one before unknown; his conclusion
.is again a fact or a reaction; perhaps it is to the peculiar faculty of the
musical composer, who thinks in sounds, that the process of chemical or
physical thinking may be most closely compared.
In exact research, the logic of the explanation of a phenomenon or
demonstration of a problem, rests on facts, which bang together as by
the links of a chain, or as by hinges, and whoever will take the trouble
to revise a chemical or physical investigation, will at once perceive that
a majority of the facts which serve the philosophic inquirer for an
explanation or demonstration, do not offer themselves in nature, but
that they are first excogitated or devised by the inquirer himself; he is
necessitated to seek out the facts which are want.ing to his mental 9p~r-
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ation or deduction by means of induction, that is, through the combin·
ation of his conceptive or imaginative faculty ; and his labor consist
in this, that, in conformity with the rules of experimental 21,rt, he shaL
call into action the mediums or the substances which seem adapted to bi.
purpose, and from the reactions or phenomena which come to light,
draw a conclusion as to the existence or non-existence of the fact sought
for·; he contrives, it may be said, a series of trials, which, in their fina'.
result, give the direction to his deduction.
The difficulty lies for him herein, that the route to the fact he is seek'ing is to him completely unknown ; for were it known, the conclusion·
of the understanding would lend themselves to his aid. He is, therefore, necessitated to abide entirely by the phenomena which his tenta. ti ves furnish him, since these are the characters which guide his imaginative power in its combinations.
The remarkable discovery of ozonized oxygen in a chemical way by
Schonbein, affords one of the simplest examples of inductive processes.
Schonbein had foun<l. that, by the transmission of electrical sparks, the
atmospheric air acquires new properties, of wllich the most remarkable
consists in a powerful combination facu~ty of its oxygen, till then
unknown; in such air a number of bodies (silver, for instance) are
oxydize<l., on which the oxygen in air not electrified is without any
influence. Now, how came Schonbein to conclude thereupon, that phosphorus, by being slowly burned in air, would bring about the same
con<l.ition in the air as did the electric spark ~ This conclusion "as
based. upon .the fact that the air after electrification and after contact with phosphorus smelled precisely alike ; the scenting principle
in the air, at the same time, had been found by Schonbein to produce the same effects. The similarity of a sensible property, of a scent,
led therefore to the inference of the oriP'in and existence of a like substance, ozone, in two processes in thei; nature entirely different. In
this combination of ideas, had the guidance been left to the nuderstanding, it is highly probable that the discovery would have been irupe<leJ
by it; for to the understanding the fact of the origin of a substance
endued with the highest ox_ydizing powers, through or near a body
whi h, like phosphorus, is in the highest degree oxydizable, would b.aYe
app ared wholly improbable.
One of the most important of Faraday's discoveries furnishes au
example of a more complex induction.
Oer ted had, through an electrical current induced magnetism iu
metallicconuuctors; the problem which Farada; proposed to himself wa ·
the revcr.::e, to generate by means of a m:1 o-net an electrical current:
it ,Ya. directed to the production of a phc1:ornenon, and since it law
n the w c Yto it ' di ·co very were unknown could only be solved in the
.
' The phenomenon one
-p l'lment,
1, tbat i:, in the inductive manner.
ku ' n in all it r ,Iation , could then fir t become the subject f •
dc<.lu ·tivc ·rutiny, and the contra. t of the indncti e labor of Far, day
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and the deductive labor of Weber is here quite appa,rent. Faraday
sought, if we may use the expression: the thing; Weber the principle or
the law. Ihaveheard mathematical physicists regret thatFaraday's treatises on such subjects were, in point of style, nearly unintelligible and
scarcely readable, and that their tenor much resembled an extract from
a day-book; but the fault was in themselves. Upon physidsts who
have advanced by the way of chemistry to physics, Faraday's treatises
make much the impression of wonderfully fine music.
The discovery of the electrical machine, the e}ectrophore, the Leyden
- jar, the voltaic pile, as well as of the three laws of Kepler, has been
achieved through the combinations of the imaginative power; and so it
is also with the procedures ·for the extraction of metals, which, as that
of iron -from iron-stone, of silver from the lead ores, and of copper from
the copper ores, are among the most complicated of processes. The conversion of iron into steel, of copper into brass, the transformation of
bide into leather, of fat into soap, of common salt into soda, and a thousand similar important inventions, have been made by men who bad no
idea, or a wholly false one, of the proper nature of the things or processes to which thr,y directed their powers of ideal combination.
The understanding bas not the least to do with the combinations of
ideas which have carried the manufacturer of glove leather to the towers of the city in order to collect for bis purposes the white excrement
of daws and rooks, or which have led the dyer to employ that of the
cow for fixing on stuffs his mordants and colors, or which, on the lofty •
plains of America, so poor in combustible material, prompted the miner
to the singular expedient of obtaining silver in the wet way. All this
will undc,ubtedly appear remarkable enough when it is remembered that
until a few years past, the proper nature of glass, soap, and leather was
uuknown, and that researches are still daily made to determine precisely
the reactions which take place in the melting-oven during the soda,
process.
As a last example of the inductive procedure in technical processes
I will _selE;ct the lately discovered art of produch1g light-images-processes, however, which have not yet found an explanation. The facts
which lie at the foundation of photography are two : The one that the
salts of silver (the chlorine, bromine, iodine of silver) are rendered black
by the light; the other that the unblackened combinations of silver are
soluble in sub-sulphurated natron, ~ that the blackened and the unblackened may be separated from one another by means of this salt.
These two facts formed the starting point of the experiments of Daguerre in Paris and of Talbot in London ; the first sought to produce
images on silvered copper-plates, the other on paper. When, in the
camera obscura, an image of a tower or of a house, for instance, is
thrown on paper overspread or saturated with chlorine or iodine of silver, there arises in Talbot's experiments, after some hours' exposure to
the operation of the light, a corresponding image; the more lustrous
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places become, in proportion to th~ strength of the light, blackene? in'.
correspondino· shadows· the obscure places remain white or lmmno
·
The sashes
ofo a window,' for instance. throw less light on tlrn _paper th'
the glass panes ; a dark stone less than the bright stones. t Wh~te;
is dark in the object appears bright; the bright, dark. There 18 rn:
pressed on the paper a so-called negative image. If the paper be no
washed with a solu.t ion of sub-su1phurated natron, so much of the chk
ride of silver as is unchanged by the light is removed; had this remaine1.
on the paper the image would by degrees become black, under the op~
ration of the light, and again disappear. The salt mentioned is therefore the medium through which it becomes fixed.
The first images presented by Talbot were very imperfect; as their
production required a loni exposure to the operation of the light, only
the images of perfectly immovable objects ·could be obtained. The experiments of Daguerre gave occasion to the perfecting of Talbot's procedure, but in a singular manner. Daguerre exposed his silvered plates
to t];le influence of the vapor of iodine, and in this way gave them an
extremely thin coating of silver of iodine; but from this resulted no
image in the camera obscura. Months of trials, varied in all manner of
wa~ s, afforded no results. At length hazard, in the most proper sense,
came to.his
aid; Daguerre had put aside a number of the plates which
11
had serYed for his experiments in an old press, where they remained for
weeks without further attention. Happening on some occasion to take
• one of them out, he saw, to his utmost surprise, an image traced upon
'it, of the greatest distinctness to the minutest particulars. No idea had
he how it was produced, but, of course, there must be something in the
press wllich had brought to light the image on the plate. Now, there
were all sorts of things therein: Utensils, apparatus, chemical reagents:
and, among the rest, a vessel containing quicksilver. Daguerre proceeded to remove one article after another, overlooking, however, tl.le
quicksilver; and he still procul'ed images whenever he allowed one of
the plates, on which he had thrown an image in the camera obscura, to
remain some two hours in the press·. Of the quicksilver he <li_d not
think; the old p:i:ess bad b.egun to appear to him an enchanted press.
At last it occurred to him that the image must proceed from the quicksilver, and it turned out to be wllat may be called a breath picture. If
a drawing be made with a wooden pencil on a clean glass plate, the
sharpest sight will fail to disco-ver the lines, which neverthele ~s become
di tingui bablo when the places marked by the pencil are breathed upon.
Ther exi t , in effect, in these places and other parts of the gla an
un qual condensation of the watery vapor which is deposited thereon in
fine clr p .
In thi manner Daguerre's images originated. Quick il...-er i ·rnlatile
and it vapor bad be n diffu ·ed through the pr s and ettled iu minute
clr P on the plate , taking effect more trougly on the more illuminat d
part ,
that the outline and shading of all object were render d
1
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clearly visible. I do not propose to .enter here into the improv:ement of
the optical apparatus, nor to explain how the fugitive images of Daguerre were, by gilding in a chemical way, rendered stable and unalterable, but I return to the images on paper and will first speak of the influence which the Daguerrean discoveries had upon Talbot's undertaking.
Daguerre had found that the effect of the light exerted for a second
on his prepared plates sufficed, through eva_porization wit,h quicksilver,
to bring out an image. As Talbot had on his _paper the same preparation as Daguerre on his plates, he inferred that on the paper also, by a
second's illumination in the camera obscura, the sun must haYe produced an impression; he was convinced tbat ap. image was present on
the paper, though not a trace of it was to be seen. This conviction impelled him to seek for some medium through which the figure might be
brought out; there must be something 1 he thought, by which this could
be effected. Now, how came Talbot to employ a solution of gallic acid
for this purpose 1
lvlost persons, perhaps, would be disposed to allege here, as in Da- ·
guerre's case, the intervention of hazard, but the choice of ga.Jlic acid
was no accident. Daguerre had placed the vessel containing .quicksilver in the press with no dew· to experiments; his images were produced through no agency of his. Talbot, on the other hand, applied
himself to the research f~r means of acct'rmplishing a definite object, and.
among so many thousand substances his imaginative faculty naturalJy
rejected a11 those which stood in no relation to that object, nnd dwelt
only on those which produce an effect similar to that of light. Now,
light and warm ga.1lic acid blacken the salts of silver; the effect of both
is identical, but that of gallic acid much the stronger. The sun's light
had, in the camera obscura, pro<;luced an effect on the prep;.:i,r ed paper,
but one too weak to be perceptible; perhaps it might, as he argued, be
brought out and strengthened by gallic acid. The trial succeeded, and
the correctness of the induction was thereby vindicated.
From these examples the nature of induction onght to be intelligible
to every one. It will be remarked that an acquaintance with the principle of the processes, how liglit and gallic acid properly act upon the
salts of silver, whereon the solution of these salts in sub-sulphurated
natron depends, was for Talbot's as well as for Daguerre's purpose perfectly indifferent.
lfor those persons who have no acquaintance with the ideal combinations of the imaginative power, they naturally do not exist, and such
are for the most part prone to ascribe to chancg discoveries which proceed from the most sagacious inferences of the faculty. Chance bas indeed its own part therein, since the elements for the determinations of
the understanding are so frequently offered to it by so-called accidental
circumstances. But tbe fact that experimentation must be learned;
that it has its rules and is an art, and that their results presuppose a
very wi<lely ranging acquaintanceship-with facts or sensible phenomena,
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teaches us that it re·sts on a properly intellectual labor, in which tlie:m·
derstanding participates as a useful counsellor and assistant, but without guiding it and without its being dependent thereupon.
In science, as ,-vell as in common life, the operations of t he mind are
executed not according to the rules of logic, but the conception of a
t ruth, the idea of a process or the cause of a phenomenon, generally
precedes the demonstration; the conclusion is no~ reached through the
premises, but the conclusion goes before, and the premises are then first
sought out as proof. In a conversation with a celebrated French mathematician, on the part which the imaginative faculty bears in scientific
labors, he expressed himself to the effect that by far the greater number
of mathematical truths· are obtained, not by deduction , but through
the inventive or imaginative power, and in this he had a view even to
the properties of the triangle, the el],ipsis, &c., which is saying little
else than that the mathematician, as well as the physicist, can do nothing for his science without artistic endowment.
· It is scarcely necessary to say that for deducti-ve as well as inductive
research, if any results are to follow, a certain extent of information is
prerequisite; for the deductive research, a well-grounded knowledge of
laws already discovered, to which previous reading and books are contributary; for _inductive, a comprehensive acquaintance with mate;rial phenomena which is to be acquired in cLemical, physical, and physiological laboratories. As schools, these last are a modern creation, and
their influence in the development of all departments of physical science is, to the reflecting observer, a thing not to be questioned.
To an acquaintance with sensible phenomena or the knowledge of the
nature and action of things, must ·bQ united in the case of the inductive
inquirer, if he would duly resolve the problems presented to him, a mem·
ory for sensible phenomena, a memory, it might be said, of sight, taste,
and smell_, together with a certain degree of artistic expertness and dex·
terity. The broader and more comprehensive his knowledge of facts
and phenomena, or, as it is usual to say, the greater his experience, so
much the more will his labor be lightened ; an experienced man makes
much fewer experiments than the inexperienced, who mi1st make himself acquaintr.d with many phenomena which to the other are already
familiar ; to the former, indeed, for the attainment of many ends, numerous experiments would be superfluous, since the combination of pro·
ce ses and facts already within his knowledge, abundantly suffices.
the solution of their respective problems the deductive and induc. In mquirer
.
' like the other, starts
tive
begin in the same manner· the one
'
f rom a compl x idea of the understanding or the ' imaginative power, of'
which in g<>neral only a part is true while the other parts rest on erron on inf rences or combinations. Tbe deductive inquirer tests and exp riment with intellectual conception in order to find tlie truth, ju ~
a: th inductive inquirer does with sensible ideas in order to find the
thing onght f r; both, in the prosecution of their inquiries, strip away,
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by testing.and improving, what is false, and detect the parts which are
wanting to complete the idea submitted to examination. The idea from
which they set out is not unfrequently wholly false, and the trl!e is first
sprung in the course of the investigation. Hence, the doctrine bf many
of the greatest inquirers that the labor is everything, and that any
theory may lead to truth, provided it gives the impulse to toil.
In deductive inquiry,' it is the conviction of the correctness of a concluding idea, (schluss-idee) which stimulates the understanding of the inquirer to its appropriate activity; and so with the experimental artificer, the conviction of the existence of a thing is the :first and most
efficacious incitement to the movements of the imaginative power ; the
discovery of a new fact or reaction, to which the idea of something
before unknown, something useful or important for industry or life, attaches, is sufficient to awaken the conviction of its exjstence in many
individuals, and it not unfrequently happens tllat it is in reality simultaneously discovered by several.
Understanding and imagination are alike necessary to our knowledge,
/:l,nd in science are alike authorized; they both have an allotted part in
all problems of physics and chemistry, of medicine, of public econom:y,
history and philology, and comprise each a certain space in its appropriate proYince. The part in which the imaginative faculty bears sway
is proportionately wider and more comprehensive, as the positive knowledge with which the understanding circumscribes it is more iudeterminate and indistinct. Progress consists in this, that with the increase
of knowledge, the conceptions which have sprung from the imagination
vanish, and while in the :first periods of science this faculty bad undisputed ascendancy, at a later stage it subordina,tes itself to the understanding and ~ecomes to the latter a helpful and willing servant. ·
Induction under the guidance of the imagination is intuitive and creative, hut vague and extravagant;, deduction under the guidance of the
understanding analyzes and limits, and is def1nite and measurable.
One of the most essential characters of deductive inquiry in science
is measu,re, and the ultimate aim of all its labors is directed to an unalterable numerical expression for the properties of things, for processes
and phenomena. Imagination compares and discriminates, but measnres not, for measurement implies a, scale, and that is a product of the
understanding.
By the introduction of science into an art accrues an advantage,
scarcely enough appreciated_; that science abolishes art as such, and .
what is individual irl it, while resolving it into rules which may be
taught and learned; through a knowledge of which rules even the unproficient in business, industry, husbandry, and teclmics, is invested
with the power of the most proficient, most skillful, and most experienced practitioner, who attains his aims by the shortest, surest, and
most economical means. .What before was proper to the individual bebecomes thenceforth the joint property of all.

ADDRESS ON THE RELATION OF FOOD TO WORK, A.ND ITS BEARING OJ
MEDICAL PRACTICE.

BY REV. SAMUEL HAUGHTON, OF DUBLIN,

MR. PRESIDENT .A.ND GENTLEl\IBN: Man, like other animals, is bor~,
grows, comes to maturity, reproduces his like, and dies, passing in lns
lifetime through a cycle of changes that may be compared to a secul_ar
variation, by a metaphor borrowed from the science of astronomy; while
in his daily life he passes through a smaller cycle of changes that may
be called periodic.
From the time of the publication of Bichat's celebrated Essay on Life
and Death, it has been admitted that man and other animals possess a
double life, animal and organic, presided over, respectively, by two distinct though correlated centers of nervous force; of these, one thinks,
moves, and feels; the other merely cooks, receiving the food supplied,
changing and elaborating it in t.o elements suitable for the use of the
animal life. In the lower forms of animals the organic life becomes
almost coextensive with the whole being of the creature, which simply
digests, assimilates, and excretes, but barely feels or moves; in the
higher forms of animals, and more especially in ·man, the animal life
dominates over the organic life, which becomes its slave, and exhibits
tl1e remarkable phenomena of mechanical force, of geometrical iustinct,
of animal cunning, and, finally, in man himself, produces intellectual
work, rising to its highest form in the religious feeling tllat recognizes
its gr~~t Creator, and bows in humility before Him. It i8 a simple
matter·)of fact, and of e--rnry-day observation, that all these forms of
animal work are the result of the receDtion and assimilation of a few
cubic feet of oxygen, a few ounces of ~ater, of starch, of fat, and of
fie.sh.
The general question of the relation of food to work would iuvolve a
consideration of the possibility of throwing a bridge across the gulf that
sepa!.'ates the organic from the animal life so as to connect the product
of nutrition (taken in its widest sense) ~ith tlie work of every kiutl
accornp1i heel by the animal life, whether mechanical or intellectual.
\Ver emble tlle pider of the heather on a summer morning, that fl.oat
th ir 0'0.' amer threads into the air from the summit of a branch, in the
h ~ that om 'tray breath of wind may fa ten them to a ueighborinc,
tuft, and cual>l the hungry peculator to extend the range of hi rambl ·: and hi. chance f food . Already a few f eble thr ad connect th
·h mi r of ur f od with th mechanical work done by our mu cl ·
,,h ·u the · llall ha, 1) u ecur lv
fa tened ' frnm
th hio·her
-vantage
~
~
0
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ground thus acquired, our· little bridge of knowledge may possibly be
extended to embrace the phenomena of the geometrical instinct of the
bee, or the cunning of the beaver, and our successors may even dare to
speculate on the changes that converted a crust of bread or a bottle of
wine, in the brain of Swift, Moliere, or Shakespeare, into the conception
of the gentle Glumdalclitch, the rascally Sganarelle, or the immortal
Falstaff. At present such thoughts· would be justly regarded as the
dreams of a lunat1c, and I must crave your indulgence for having mentioned them. The history of science is, however, filled with such
dreams-some never realized, others converted by time into realities so
commonplace that the genius of their originators is habitually forgotten
or underrated.
During childhood and youth the food that we eat is used. for the
double purpose of building up the tissues of the bones, muscles, brain,
and other organs of the body", and of supplying the force necessary for
work done, whether mechanical or intellectual. In adult life the first
use of food almost disappears, for the bones, muscles, brain, and other
organs have already reached their full development, and act simply as
the media of communication between the food received and the work
developed by it.
Let us take, as illustrations, the muscles and brain, regarded as the·
organs by me.a ns of which mechanical and intellectual work is done.
These organs resemble the piston, beam, and fly-wheel of the steamengine, and, like them, only tmnsmit or store up the force communicated
by the steam in one case, and by the products of the food conve,yed by
the blood in the other casg. The mechanical work done by the steamengine must be measured by the loss of heat experienced by the steam
in passing from the boiler, through the cylinder, to the condenser, and
not by the loss of substance undergone by the several parts of the
machinery on which it acts. In like manner, the mechanical or intellectual work done by the food we eat is to be measured, not by the
change of substance of tlle muscles or brain employed as the ageiits of ·
that work~ but simply by the changes in the blood that supplies these
organs, that is to say, imdergoue by the food used in its passage
through the various tissues of the body, before it is finally discharged
in the form of water, carbonic acid, or urea.
.
The Divine Architect bas so framed the animal machine, that moves
and thinks, that the same blood which, by its chemical changes, prodnces movement and thought, also repairs the necessary waste of the
muscles and brain, by means of which movement and thought are posengine were able, without the
sible; just as if the steam that works
aid of the engineer, to repair the wear and tear of its friction and waste
spontaneously; but no grea,ter mistake is possible in physiology than to
suppose that the products of the changes in the blood by which
mechanical or intellectual work is done are themselves merely th~
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result of the waste of the organs, whether muscles or brain, on the
exercise of which that work depends.*
The ancients, who <lerived all their knowledge from observation, and
not from experiment, were well aware of the double duty imposed upon
food in early life-of produ1cing both the secular and the periodic variations of the l>ody, or, in other words, of promoting growth, and of
developing work. Their practical knowledge is summed up by Hippocrates in the aphorism, "Old men bear want of food best; next those
that are adults. Youths bear it least, more especially children, and of
these the most lively are the least capable of enduring it."
The food consumed in twenty-four hours, including air and water,
undergoes a series of changes of a chemical character before leaving the
body, in the form of one or other of its excretious. Some of these changes
develop force, and others expend force~ but the algebraic sum of all the
gains and losses of force represents the quantity available for work.
This work must be expended as follows :
1. The work of growth, (secular.)
2. The work of maintaining heat, (periodic.)
3. Mechanical work, (periodic.)
4. Vital work, (periodic.)
During childhood and youth the work of growth is positive, for acertain proportion of the food used is employed in building up the tissues
of the body instead of being expeuded in actual work ; it is, in fact,
"stored up" in the body, as vis viva is stored up by the fly-wheel of
machinery, and constitutes a reservoir of force that may be called upon
at an emergency requiring sudden expenditure of force, as in case of
illness, or to supply the gradual wasting of old age. In adult life and
in old age, the vrnrk of growth ceases completely, except so far as js
necessary to repair, from <lay to day, the small wastes of the organs
employe<l in work; so that nearly the whole of the food employed is
expended on the periodic work of the body. Hence we can readily see
the reason for the aphorism which asserts that food is more necessary
for the young than for the old, and more required by those of a lively
di po ition, either of mind or body, than by others.
,. The very skill with w bich provision is made for the repair of tho waste of the organ
u ed as the in trument of work may mislead the ouserver into supposing that the work
it elf may ue measured by the waste of ~ts instrument. Thus, it has been shown by
:Mr. A. Macali ter, of Dublin, that the heart, which bas imposed upon it the necessity
of workin"' clay and night without ceasing, during life, is furnished with double tho
u ·ual upply ofulood through the coronary artcri s, which arc injccteu. twice for every
6ino-lc b at of the heart. If, indeed, it were possible to assume that all muscles wasted
equally for qnal qnantitie of work, and also to measure separately the products of
that wa ·t , we mirrht then a . ume the waste of the organ as the measure of its work.
~either of th ca sumptions, howev r, can be admitted, for it can be shown that diffi·rent nm · ·l • a.ct und ·r different conditions more or less advantagcou ·ly, so that equal
wa t · woultl rcprc cut unequal works; and, also, it i impo. siblc to s pa.rate in practice the product of wa to of mu cles from those of the general changes of the blood.
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HIPPOCRATIC DOCTRINE OF INNATE IIE.A.T.

Hippoc.rates was well aware of the connection between food and
animal heat, although he erroneously regarded the animal heat as an
innate property of the body that caused an appetite for food, instead of
being itself produced by food; if we transpose his cause and effect,
niutatis rnutandis, all his maxims as to animal heat are true. Thus, he
says:
"Growing animals possess most innate heat, hence they require most
food;
. but the old have least heat, and therefore require
the least fuel."
"The cavities of the body are naturally warmest in winter and spring;
. in these seasons therefore most food must be given; and
since there is more innate heat, more nourishment is required; as may
be seen in youths and athletes."
These maxims, when translated into modern language, express the
well-known fact that the chemical changes of food that take place in
the body produce animal heat, and that the necessity for food to supply
mechanical work is greatest with the young and active, while the necessity for the production of animal h eat is greatest in the cold seasons of
the year. The direct connection of food with mechanical work is
expressed in the following maxims:
"There should be no labor when there is hung·er ;" and its converse,
"Let labor precede meals."
On principles such as those just given, the training of the athletes
was conducted; and they were compelled to undergo a regular course,
commencing with blood-letting and active purgation, and consisting
of systematic muscular exercise suited to the nature of the contest in- ·
t ended, accompanied by a dietary, of which the chief ingredients consisted
of biscui~s 3:nd pigs' kidneys, washed down by a minimum of water. It
is truly not much to be wondered at that those who survived the train- .
ing were formidable in the boxing-ring or race-course.
The relation of animal heat to respiration is referred to by Bip_pocrates
in a remarkable maxim:
"Those persons have the loudest voices who have most [innate]
h eat, for they inspire the largest quantities of the cold air; and tue product of two great quantities must be itself great."
·
Galen believed the heart to be the center of'' innate heat," but he was
well aware that increase or diminution of respiration caused increase or
dimi1;mtion of heat, and was iutimatel,r connected with it. Thus be says :
"Since, therefore, the heart is, as it were, the hearth and fom1tain of
the innate heat with which the animal is pervaded," &c.
"The necessity for respiration is tho greatest an<l. most imperious
guard of the innate heat."
"Those persous in whom the innate heat has been much cooled breathe
but little and slowly."
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LAVOISIBR'S THEORY OF ANIMAL HEAT.

The doctrine of "innate" beat, taught by Hippocrates and Galen, ruled
in medicine for fifteen hundred years after Galen's death, until it received
its death-blow from the genim, of Lavoisier, who demonstrated in his
celebrated memoir read before the French Academy of Sciences in 1783,
that the source of animal heat is to be found in the combustion of tbe
carbon of the body by the oxygen of the air received into the lungs by
respiration. Lavoisier's experiments were repeated and confirmed in
1822 by Dulong· and Despretz, and have formed the starting-point for
all modern investigations on the relation of foo<l to work. As already
stated, the work done by food in the body may be divided, into1. The work of growth.
2. The work of animal heat.
3. Mechanical work.
4. Vital work.
Lavoisier arranged his experiments so· as to exclude almost all the
foregoing kinds of work except that of animal heat. A Guinea' pig
was placed under a bell-glass inverted over a surface of mercury, and a
. current of fresh air was allowed to circulate through the apparatus,
being passed at its final exit through tubes containing caustic potash,
wllich arrested the carbonic acid produced by thi13 animal. In this
manner it was easy to ascertain the carbonic acid excreted by the
increase in weight of the tubes of caustic potash during the experiment.
Lavoisier found that his Guinea pig, in ten hours, burned, on the
average, 3.333 grams of carbon; and this quantity of carbon he estimated, from other experiments, as capable of melting 326.75 grams
of ice at the freezing temperature. The same Guinea pig was then
placed in an ice-calorimeter, and left in it for ten hours, during which
time the heat of its body was found to have melted 402.27 grams of ice
at the freezing temperature.
If we use, instead of the coefficient of com bus ti on of carbon employed
by Lavoisier, that now generally adopted from the experiments of Favre
and Silbermann, the quantity of melted ice represented by 3:} grams of
carbon would become 364.78 grams instead of 32G.75 grams. We are,
therefore, entitled to say that tlle heat of combustion of expired carbon
determined by Lavoisier is equal to
3G478
_ = 90.68 per cent.
402 27
of the animal beat developed, which is regarded as 100 parts.
Two y ar later, in 1785, Lavoisier laid before the Royal Society of
Medicine of Pari,, an account of further experiments, also conducted on
h r athiug.of Guinea pig , by wllich he showed · that of 100 parts of
ox g n ab orbed by tho e animal , 81 only reappeared in the form of
carbonic aci , and 10 part di appeared altogether. Lavoisier conside1·ed hat the e 19 part of oxygen were employed in the body in the
combu ·tion of hJ <lrogen, the product of such combustion bei11g water.
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If we use Lavoisier's data just given, and the known atomic weights
of carbon, oxygen, and hydrogen, we shall have, for 81 parts of oxygen
in the form of carbonic acid, and 19 parts of oxygen in the form of

water, the following quantities of carbon and hydrogen consumed by
the respiration of his G~1inea pig in the same time:
6 X 81
Carbon =
; hydrogen = 19

8

16

Multiplying these numbers by the heat-coefficients of Favre and Silbermann, we :find6 X 81
Heat produced by carbon =
x 8080

16

Heat produced by hydrogen

=

19

8

x 34462

It has been already shown that the heat developed by the combustion
of carbon in Lavoisier's experiment amounted to 90.68 per cent. of the

heat emitted by the animal; hence the heat produced by the combustion
of the hydrogen will amount to-

1

>

90 68
19 X 34462 X
16
= 30 9.4
'
X
8
.
6 X 81 X 8080
.~
Br adding together the heats due to ·the carbon and hydrogen, we find
that Lavoisier's experiments, when fairly interpreted by the data of
modern science, give the following Tesults:
Heat produced by the combustion of carbon and hydrogen_... 120. 92
Animal heat .. _..... __ . _.... _....... _.................... ~ 100. 00
Finally, in 1789, Lavoisier published further experiments, .by which
he showed conclusively that the consumption of oxygen by the body is
notably increased by three causes1. By a lowering of the external temperature.
2. By the act of digestion.
3. By muscular exercise.
The experiments of Lavoisier were repeated in 1822 by Dulong and
J)espretz, and their results, when corrected, like those of Lavoisier, by
using the modern heat-coefficients of carb~n and hydrogen, are as follows:
The mean of Dulong's experiments on sixteen animals and birds is
90.6 per cent. of the animal heat given out; the lowest number, 85.5, .
helonging to a kitten sixty days old; and the highest number, 99.4,
belonging to a puppy :fifty days old.
·
M. Despretz obtained an average of 92.3 from sixteen mammals and
birds; his highest number being 101.8, derived from an old female rabbit; and his lowest number being 84.2, derived from four owls.
The foregoing experiments left no doubt remaining in the minds .of
men of science as to the substantial truth of Lavoisier's doctrine of animal heat; and led immediately to a number of supplementary experiments, among the most remarkable of which were those of Regnault
and Reiset.
18 s
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Regnault directed his attention especially to the distribution of thi
oxygen absorbed by animals, between the· carbon and hydrogen of their
blood or tissues, which had been laid down by Lavoisier in the 'propor,
tion of 81 to 19. He found that the proportion was not a :fixed one, but
varied with the food in a -very instructive manner.
The average of his experiments on fourteen animals, including worms,
1izards, an<l insects, as well as birds and mammals, wasOxygen combined with carbon ... ~ .............. ·. 81. 7
Oxygen combined with hydrogen. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19. 3
a result nearly identical with that found by Lavoisier. The highest
proportion of oxygen combined with hydrogen occurred in the case of
chickens fed on meat, and amounted to 32 pei" cent.; and the lowest
proportion occurred in the case of rabbits fed on bread and oats, ancl
amounted to 1 per cent. only.
.
Still more recent experiments, made with improved apparatus and
methods by Pettenkofer and Voit, in Munich, show, like those of Regnault, that the proportion of the oxygen employed in forming carbonic
a~id to the whole oxygen absorberl varies with the food, ranging in the
case of a large dog from 52.4 to 148.2, according as the animal was kept
altogether without food, or fed upon a mixed diet of meat and sugar.
These investigations have also shown that, under ordinary con~itions,
it is probable that a dog consumes nearly an the oxygen absorbed in
the formation of carbonic acid.
Before leaving the su~ject of animal heat, it is worth while to estimate
its amount in a manner that will bring it into comparison with ordinary
mechanical work.
In Lavoisier's experiment with the Guinea pig, 402.27 grams of ice
were melted in ten hours; from this fact we find, assuming the latent
l1eat of ice at 142° F., and 772 aR Joule's coefficient for converting British heat-units into foot-pounds,
Mecha,nical work-equivalent to the q.aily aninial heat of Lavoisier's Guinea
pig=

402.27 X 24 X 142 X 15.432 X 772
'>33310 f' t
d
7000 x 10
=-"'
oo -ponn s.

As the average weight of a Guinea pig is four pounds, the preceding
amount of work, representing animal heat, would be sufficient to raise
the weight of the animal through a vertical height of233310

.

4 x 5280 = 11.05 mlles.
anke ha shown, by experiments made upon himself, under various
conditions of food and fasting, by means of Pettenkofer and Voit' a.ppara u , that hi daily excretion of carbonic acid varied from 660 grams to
8 g ram sh win rr < m an of 760 gram . IIi weight wa 67 kilogram
1 whi ·hf
< n 1th as umption that an Eogli. h mile i · 1,600 meter ,
m 1 yin g the on tant already gi n, tb height through
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which the combustion of 760 grams of carbonic acid would raise the
weight of 67 kilograms in 24 hours-

=

760 x 6 x 8.080 x 423 = 6.609 miles.
22 X 07 X 1600
The extreme values of the carbonic acid excreted, viz, 660 grams and
Soo ·grams, would correspond to the heights of 5.74 miles and 7.48 miles,
respectively.
Dr. Edward Smith has estimated the daily excretion of carbon from
the lungs, in the case of four persons, as follows:
Body weight.

Carbon.

6. 735 ounces.
Mr. Moul ....·... . . . . . . . . . . 173 pounds.
7. 85 ounces.
Dr. E. Smith .. " . . . . . . . . . . . H)6 pounds.
5. GO ounces.
Prof. Frankland. . . . . . . . . . . 136 pounds.
6. 54 ounces.
Dr. Murie . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 133 pounds.
In order to convert the preceding data into vertical miles through
which the body weight is lifted, we must multiply the ounces of carbon
by the following coefficient, and divide the product by the body weight:
ff = 8080 X 9 X 772 = 132 _91
rnx5x5280
oe . ·
log (coeff.) = 2.1235473
We thus obtain, for the heights through which the carbon consumed
would lift the observersMr. MouL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5. 17 miles.
Dr. E. Smith. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5. 32 miles.
Prof. Frankland .. . ......................... 5. 47 miles.
Dr. Murie. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6. 53 miles.
Pettenkofer and Voit succeeded in producing a range of carbonic acid
excreted by a large dog, weighing 33.3 kilograms, from 289.4 grams to
840.4 grams; the m:i:iiimum corresponding to the 10th day of fasting
from solid food, and the maximum c_orresponding to a diet of 1,800 grams
of meat, 350 graqis of fat, and 1,410 grams of water.
It may be easily shown, by a calculation similar to the foregoing, that
these excretions of carbonic acid correspond to the mechanical works of
lifting the weight of the dog through vertical heights of 5.03 miles and
14.G2 miles, respectively.
Combining together the preceding results, and expressing them an ·m
the natural units of the weights of the animals lifted through a height,
we:findC

Worlc due to animal heat.
MAN.

1. Dr. Ranke, (fasting) ..... : ................ 5. 74 miles.
2. Dr. Ranke, (well fed) ..................... 7. 48 miles.
3. Mr. Moul ................. _. _......... _. . 5. 17 miles.

•
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,4. Dr. E. Smith _. __ ..... _.................. 5. 32 miles.

5. Prof. Frankland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5. 47 miles.
6. Dr. Murie ..... __ ......... __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6. 53 miles.
Mean . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5. 952 miles.
This result agrees very closely with the calculation already made from
760 grams of carbonic acid, in the case of Dr. Ranke, viz, 6.609 miles.

Work due to animal heat.
.A.NIM.A.LS.

1. Guinea pig ........................ - - - - . 11. 05 miles:

2. Dog, (fasting) ...... ~ ................·.. . 5. 03 miles.
3. Dog, (overfed) ..... , .................. . 14. 62 miles.
Mean. __ ... . ............ _..... " ..... 10. 233 miles.
SOURCE OF MUSCULAR WORK.

As soon as it was satisfactorily established by Lavoisier and his successors that the natural combustion of carbon and hydrogen in the blood
was sufficient, or somewhat more than sufficient, to account for the animal heat, it became a matter of great interest to physiologists to ascer- ,
tain, if possible, how much of the work developed in the blood by chemical changes is employed in producing animal heat, how much in
mechanic~l work, external and internal, and how much in vital or mental
operations.
·
At the outset of this inquiry, it received a misdirection from the conjecture thrown out by Liebig, that the excretion of nitrogen (in the form
of urea) gave necessarily the measure of the wear and tear of the muscular tissues themselves, which are composed of proteinic or nitrogenous
compounds. This conjecture led to Liebig's celebrated classification of
food in.to heat-producing and flesh-forming foods, which has been unhe_sitatingly received until lately, in this country, by physiologists and
phy icia.ns. Before investigating the truth or falsehood of Liebig's
theory, it is worth while to ::;tate the most recent re::;ults obtained as to
th mu cular work per day of which man is capable.
.i
From 1mmerous observations, of which some were made by myself, on
the dai1y labor of hodmen, paviors, navvies, and pedlars, I have obtained
th following mean:
Daily labor of man= 358.75 foot-tons= 109549 kilometers.
Thi quan ity f work i. th xact equivalent of the work done by a
men of 50 pound · w ight in climbing through one mile of vertical 1
h igh an l i. a I hav , already . hown, about on - ixth part of the
w rk .·p nd
in r du foo- and maintainino· animal heat.
I wa. 1 to h Jiev from inv tigation, mad to clet rmin th quan-
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tity of urea excreted in various diseases, that a certain minimum quan-

tity, equivalent to 2 grains per pound of body weight, was excreted
quite ·independently of muscular exertion, and I proved that death was
preceded in many chronic diseases by a fall in the urea excreted to 2
grains per pound. These investigations were made chiefly on patients
dying of advanced kidney disease, in which the excretion of albumen
had nearly or altogether ceased, and of patients dying of phthisis.
Pettenkofer and Voit found that th3 excretion of urea in a dog reduced
from. 33.3 kilograms to 29 kilograms l>y 10 days' fast, became 8.6 grams .
.A..nd, since29 kilograms = 63.8 pounds.
8.6 grams
= 132. 7 grains.
Excretion of urea= 2.08 grains per pound of body weight.
Ranke obtained a precisely similar result from observations made upon
himself, after long fasting, continued for several days.
If these views be well founded, it is plain that part only of the urea
excreted can be regarded as due to muscular exertion, for 2 grains per
pound (or 300 grains for a man weighinc; 150 pounds) must be set aside
as a constant due to vital work, independent of muscular work altogether.
lience it would follow, supposing the muscular exertion to be measured
by the increased excretion of urea produced by it, that the urea will not
increase as fast as the muscular exertion, but it ought to increase regu, larly, although at a slower rate. With a view to settle this important
q_uestion, I devised the following observations upon myself in the month
of July, 1866, which prove conclusively that an increase of rnm;cular
exertion, amounting to fourfold, is not accompanied by any corresponding increase in the excretion of nitrogen in the form of urea.
I had previously ascertained by repeated experiments, extending from
1860 to 1865, that my excretion of urea (under ordinary conditions as to
exercise, which never amounted to five miles per day) ranged from465. 09 grains per day, to
537. 47 grains per day.
501. 28 mean.

This quantity of urea I regarded as my natural physiological average,
and it was so well established that I thought I should obtain,, an important result by comparingitwith the average found from severaldaysofunusual muscular exertion. I accordingly walked for .five consecutive days
in the hilly districts of Wicklow, noting carefully the horizontal distance
traveled each day, and the vertical height traversed up and down. The
vertical heights.were reduced to horizontal distances, on the assumptions
(which are well founded) that 20 is the proper coefficient for convert,i ng
one into the other, and that the work of descent is half the work of
a cent.
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During the five days of observation the work done,_expressed in horizontal miles of walking, was as follows:

First day.

Miles.

Miles walked .................................. - - 11. 4
Height ascended._ ... _........... _.... 1,800 feet= 10. 2
21. 6

Second day.
Miles walked . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12. 0
. Height ascended ....... ................ 2,400 feet = 13. 7
25.7

11hird day.
Miles walked. . . . . . . ........... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11. 6
Height ascended ....... ___ .... _....... 1,400 feet = S: 0

19.6
Fourth day.
Miles walked ..... - . . . .. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Height ascended ......... ___ .......... 1,400 feet =

9. 3
8. O

17.3
Fifth day.
Miles walked ................ _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10. 4
Height ascended ...................... 1,600 feet= 9.1
19.5

From the preceding statement it follows that the average work doue
eachdaywas20.74 miles of horizontal walking, the r esult of which upou
the urea excreted was to be compared with the result already mentioned
as a ph;ysiological con. tant, determined un<ler circumstances in which
th <laily muscular work never exceeded five miles of horizontal walking.
In order to determin tbe urea, I collected each day all the urine passed,
and kept one-fifth part of it; and at the close of the fifth <lay exawined
tbe mixtur formed from the five da,Ys' urine. It was found to coutain
5 1.16 grain~ of urea per day-a result practically identical with the
ph ·iolo foal quantity pre-dou ly found by me under totally different
c n 1litiou:, viz 501.~ grains. I wa, much surprised at this result, for
I bad pr 'Yi u ls b lieved in tbe theory laid down by Liebig, which attribnt •cl th xcr tion f urea to the disiutcgratiou of mu cular ti uc.
bj ' ·t d t the preceding rea ouing· that tlie ·ombu. -tiou
mp u<l · r pr nted by 501.28 grain. of urea e ·cret d is
0
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actually sufficient to produce the mechanical force necessary to maintain
the muscular exertion of walking 20 or 21 miles per day.
1. The urea excreted bears to the proteine consumed the proportion
of 24 to 79, as appears from their chemical compositions, viz:
Urea ... ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 02 H4 N 2 02 ... , . . 60
Proteine ....................... 036 H21 N 4 012. . . . . . 395
2. In 100 parts of proteine there are 53. 7 parts of carbon, and 7 parts
of hydrogen; the total heat due to the combustion of 1 gram of proteine is, therefore,
Heat-units.

0. 537 gram of carbon. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4. 3389
0. 070 gram of hydrogen. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2. 4123
6.7512

This number, 6.7512, represents the maximum quantity of heat-units*
that could be produced by the combustion of 1 gram of proteine; but
the term depending on hyd1;ogen in it should be reduced to five-ninths
of its amount, in consequence of the hydrogen already combined with
oxygen in the proteine. Hence we find-

Combustion of one gram of proteine.
Heat-units.

Carbon ....................... . ...... _. . . . . . . . 4. 3389
Hydrogen ... ·......................... . ....... . 1.3402
5. 67!)1

3. In 100 parts of urea there are 20 parts of carbon, an:d 6-H- parts of
hydrogen; the total heat, therefore, due to the combustion of 1 gram
of urea is:
Heat-units.

0. 20 gram of carbon ........ _..... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. 6160
0. 067 gram of hydrogen .. _............. ., . . . . . . 2. 3089
3.0249

The term depending on hydrogen, in this result, should be reduced
to one-half, in consequence of the hydrogen already combined witlJ. oxygen
in the urea.
Hence we findCombustion of one gram of urea.
Heat-units.

Carbon ................. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. 6160
Hydrogen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. 1;'544
2.7704
#Heat-unit = 1 kilogram of water rais~cl 1o C.
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4. From the three preceding st3:tements it is easy to see that, for
every gram of proteine consumed, 0.8416 heat units are contained in
the urea excreted; so that·
The digestion of 1 gram of proteine gives out 4.8375 heat-units.
It is easy to see that 501.28 grains of urea excreted correspond to
1,650 grains of proteine in the food, or to 106.92 grams; and the total
work due to the digestion of this quantity of food may be found by multiplying it by the ''digestion coefficient" already found, and by 423, which
is Joule's coefficient for converting heat-units into kilogram-meters.
Hence we have1Vork due to production of 501.28 grains of urea
= 106.92 x 4.8375 x 423 = 218786 kilogram-meters= 704 foot-tons.
This amount of theoretical work produced by nitrogenous food is
double the work actually done during the walking excursion.
The average work was 20.74 miles horizontal per day, which may be
considered as the exact equivalent of lifting my weight (knapsack and
clothes included= 150 pounds) through one mile of vertical height.
Hence the work actually done by me was150 X 5280
= 354 foot-tons.
2240

This amount of muscular work accounted for almost .exactly half the
whole theoretical work supplied by the food that goes to form urea, viz,
704 foot-tons. · But it has been already shown that 2 grains of urea per
pound of body weight is required to maintain the vital work, including
circulation and respiration; this would give (since I weighed 128 pounds)
256 grains of urea, required for vital work, or almost exactly half of the
501.16 grains excreted, so that one-half of the available work might be
considered as expended on vital work, and the other half as expended
on external muscular work. This supposition, however, requires us
to believe that the muscles act without loss by friction. This is not
admissible, for I have elsewhere endeavored to show. that there is a loss
in the force applied by the muscles of various animals, in consequence
of the friction of their tendons, amounting on the average, in man, to 35
p r cent., and in the mastiff, to 41 per cent.
II nee it may be regarded a certain that the available force repre' ented by 501 grains of urea is not sufficient to account fully both for
vital work and for the external mechanical work expended by me during
the r-xperiments just de cribed.
Th for going ob ·ervation and calculations were made in the month
f July, 1 GG, bnt I did not then publi h them, as I found afterward
that I ha lb en anticipat d y Dr. 1ick and Dr. Wislicenus, of Zurich,
in a pap r pnbli heel in ,June in th Philo opbical Magazine, on the urea
·.·er t d during an a nt of th 1 aulhoru. Profe or Frankland, in a
ap r publi. h c.l in th•, am journal in S ptember, 1 66, corrected ome
rr n u · r a nin that £ uu<l it way into Fick and Wi lie nu '
ap r, and furt r uppli c.l fr m ir t exp riment, th digestion coejfi-
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eient of proteine, which had been obtained by me from calculation. The
a.ctual value of _this important constant was found by him to beActual value of digestion coefficient of proteine . . 4. 3155
Calculated vahrn ... .. ...... , ................... .. 4. 8375
My only object in now publishing an account of the independent experiment and calculation made by myself is to confirm the certainty of
the important fact first proved experimentally by Fick and Wislicenus,
that the force due to the urea excreted in a given time is not sufficient
to provide the actual work that may be done by the muscles in the same
time.
Liebig and his followers, misled by a preconception of the simplicity
of nature, assigned to nitrogenous food the duiy of providing the force
necessary for the production of muscular work, by supplying the waste
of muscular tissue; while they supposed the farinaceous and fatty foods
to provide the amount of animal heat required by the body.
The opponents of Liebig have fallen into the opposite error, and deny
that nitrogenous food contributes any portion of the force employed in
muscular work.
The truth, as is usual, lies between the two extreme hypotheses, and
we are now compelled to admit that a given development of force, expressed in animal heat, muscular work, and mental exertion, may be
the effect of several, perhaps many, supposable supplies of digested
food, farinaceous, saccharine, fatty, and albuminous.
Just as a, given algebraical function may be .equated to a given constant, by the use of a certain definite number of values of its -variable
quantity, so may a given effect of work in the animal body be produced
by certain definite though very different combinations of various kinds
of· food, the digestion of which.follows each its own law, and develops
its own amount of force. The number of roots in our equation of life
increases the difficulty of solving it, but by no means permits the. acceptance of the lazy assumption that it is altogether insoluble, or reduces a
sagacious guess to the level of the prophecy of a quack.
Lavoisier supposed in his earlier investigations that animal heat was
de-veloped by the corn bustion of carbon and hydrogen in the lungs; just
as in earlier times it was supposed to be produced spontaneously in the
heart, which was imagined to be so hot as even to burn the hand that
should imprudently venture to touch it.
In like manner, Liebig and his followers supposed the muscular work
to be developed in the substance itself of the muscles that were its instruments.
Both of these doctrines are now justly repudiat~d by physiologists,
and the view proposed in 1845, by Dr. Mayer, ·of Heilbronn, and recently
developed with much ability by Mr. C. W. Heaton, of Charing Cross
Hospital, in the Philosophical Ma.gazine for May, 1867, that the blood
it elf i the seat of all the chemical ~hange~ that develop force in the
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body, has gained favor among physiological chemi\gts, and also met with
acceptance among practical clinical observers.
Thus the human mind revolves in cycles, and the physicians of the
nineteenth century are preparing to sit at the feet of Moses, and learn
that the blood of an animal r·eally constitutes its life; while South African theologians are disposed to reject his authority, because he happened
to confound a rodent with a ruminant.*
Whatever be the kind of food employed, its effect in · the production
of force must be ultimately measured by the quantities of carbonic acid
and water produced by its combustion, and there is no more convenient
measure of the production both of carbonic acid and water than urea,
so far as it goes. I shall prove shortly that every four grains of urea
excreted reprnsent .five tons lifted through one foot; and I have shown
by the precea.ing investigation that the work represented by urea is uot
sufficient to account for vital and external work, much less for animal
heat. The investigations of Dr. Edward Smith, on the excretion of
carbonic acid, enable us to show tha,t the carbonic acid alone is sufficient
to account for both vital and external work, and also for the production
of animal heat. This may be proved as follows:
Dr. Smit1! has given results, from which may be deduced the qua,ntities of carbonic acid excreted per minute during the four following
conditions:
1. Lying jn the horizontal position, and nearly asleep.
2. Fasting, and in sitting posture.
3. Walking at two miles per hour.
4. Walking· at three miles per hour.
5. Working on the tread-mill, ascending at the rate of 28.65 feet per
minute.
Caruonic acid per min.

·

1. Sleep and rest. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

5. 522 grains.
2. Sitting.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7. 440 grains.
3. Walking at two miles per hour. . . . _. . . 18. 100 grains.
4. Walking at three miles per hour. . . . . . . 25. 830 grains.
5. Tread-mill .. . ........ _............... 44. 973 grains.
The foregoing quantities of carbonic acid per minute may be converted
into vertical miles per hour for the bo<ly weight, by multiplying them
by the following coefficient: t
60 X 6 X 8080 X

f) X

772

_

22 X 1U6 X 5~8U X 5 x 7000 -

9.

0.0""

5263

log= i40420
.ft To reasoual>lo per ·011 can fail to perceive tlie ignorance of the great lawgiver who
mll appl~· to him the t · t first proposed by wift for IIomcr; Moses, like tho author
of th Ilia<l, wa. profonn,11 · nnacquainted with the discipline and doctrines of the
Church of Eu«Ian<l.
t Dr. 'dwa.rcl mitb' w i~bt was 106 pounds.
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performing this calculation we findCarbonic Acid.

Body weight lifted
through miles.

L....... . ... _..........

5.522 grains.
0.1400 mile.
7.440 grains.
0.1887 mile.
3. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18.100 grains.
0.4591 mile.
4. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25.830 grains.
0.6551 mile.
5 ........................ 44.973 grains.
1.1406 mile.
is easy to calculate that the external work done in the cases 3, 4,
as as follows :
2 .......... __ ·. . . . . . . . . . . .

I
5,

External work.

No. 3. Walking two miles per hour ....... . 0.1000 mile.
No. 4. Walking three miles per hour ...... . 0.1500 mile.
No. 5. Tread-mill, .......... ... ..... - ... - · - 0.3256 mile.
Subtracting these amounts of work from the applied work, due to the
production of carbonic acid, we find, as the quantities left for vital
work, including circulation and respiration, and for the production of
animal heat, per hour:
Vital work and
animal beat.

No. 3. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . v.3591 ·mile.
No. 4 .... -~............ . ................. 0.5051 mile.
No. 5. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.8150 mile.
As I have already shown the work due to animal heat per day to be
5 Illiles, it follows that the work of animal heat per hour is 0.2500 mile.
Deducting this amount from the foregoing, we find :tbr the vital work
done, under the three different conditionsVital work.

No. 3. Walking at two miles per hour ..... . 0.1091 mile.
No. 4. Walking at three miles per hour ... . 0.2551 mile.
No. 5. Tread-mill work ................... . 0.5650 mile.
This result proves, in a striking manner, the great disadvantage under
-w-hich an increased amount of muscular work is done in a given time;
and it is quite in accordance with other results obtained by me from
total1y different experiments.
No two classes of animals can well differ more from each other than the
cats and ruminants, one of which is intend.eel by nature to eat the other.
They differ in all respects as to food, the cats requiring a supply of fresh
meat and blood for their health, and the ruminants being exclusively
vegetable-feeders; yet in both classes we find a great development of
muscular powelf, and of rapid. actiou of muscles, qualities alike necessary
to the pursuer a,n d to the pursued. There can be no doubt that muscular
work is developed in the cats from the combustion of flesh, and in the
ruminants, mainly, if not exclusively, from farinaceous food. It is, however, worthy of remark, that the muscular qualities developed by the
two kinds of food differ considerably from each other. The hunted deer
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will outrun the leopard in a fair and open chase, because the work supplied to its muscles by the vegetable food is capable of being given out
continuously for a long period of time; but in a sudden rush at a near
distance, the leopard will infallibly overtake the deer, because its fleshfood stores up in the blood a reserve of force capable of being given out
instantaneously in the form of exceedingly rapid muscular action.
In conformity with this principle, we find among ourselves an instinctive preference given to farimiiceous and fatty foods, or to nitrogenous
foods, according as our occupations require a steady, long-continued, slow
labor, or the exercise of sudden bursts of muscular labor continued for
short periods. Thus chamois-hunters setting out for several day's chase
provide themselves with bacon fat and sugar; the Lancashire laborers
use flour and fat, in the form of apple-dumplings; while the red Indian
of North America almost transforms himself into a carnivore by the
exclusive use of flesh-foou; he sleeps as long and can fast as long as the
puma and jaguar, and possesses stored up in his blood a reserve of force
which enables him, like a cat, to hold bis muscles for hours in a rigid
posture, or to spring upon his prey, like a leopard leaping from a tree
1
upon the back of an antelope.
If the preceding view of the muscular qualities developed by the two
kinds of food be correct, important inferences suggest themselves as to
the food that should be employed in relation to several kinds of work.
Of these inferences I shall select two examples:
1. The nurses of one of our Dublin hospitals were formerly fed chiefly
upon flesh-food au.d beer, a diet that seemed well suited to their work in
ordinary times, which was occasionally severe, but relieved by frequent
intervals of complete rest. Upon the occasion of an epidemic of cholera,
when the hospital duties of the nurses became more constant, although
on the whole not more laborious, they voluntarily asked for bacon fat
and milk, as a change of diet from the flesh-meat and beer; this change
was effected on two days in each week with the best results as to the
health of the nurses, and as to their power of discharging the new kind
of labor imposed upon them.
2. I have been informed, on competent authority, that the health of
th Cornish miners break down ultimately from failure of the action of
the heart an<l its consequences, and not from the affection of the lungs
call d "miners' phthisis." Tbe labor ·of the miner is peculiar, and his
food appear to me badly suited to meet its requirements. At the close
of a bard day'' toil, the weary miner has to climb by ·vertical ladders
through a height of 100 to 200 fathoms b fore he can reach bis cottage,
wher he naturally look for hi · food and leep. Thi climbing of the
la der · i. perf rmed ha tily, almo t as a gymnastic feat, and throw a
h ·av-y ·train (am unting from ne- ighth to one-quarter of the wboletlay'
worl ) u 11 th mu. cl ' f th tired min r, during the half hour or hour
that · 11 -lu<l hi ail· toil. A fl ·h-fed man (a· a Red Indian) would
r · lik , cat, n. ing the . tore f force alr ady in re" rve
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in his blood; but the Cornish miner, who is fed chiefly upon dough and
fat, finds himself greatly distressed by the climbing of the ladders-more
so indeed than by the slower labor of quarrying in the mine. His heart,
overstimulated by the rapid exertion of muscular work, beats more and
more quickly in its efforts to oxidate the blood in the lungs, .and so supp1,y the force required. Local congestion of the lung itself freq uent1y follows, and lays 'the foundation for the affection so graphically, though sadly,
described by the miner at forty years of age, who tells you that" his other
works are very good, but that he is beginning to leak in the valves."
vYere I a Cornish miner, and able to afford the luxmy, I should train
myself for the "ladder feat" by dining on half a pound of rare beefsteak
and a glass of ale from o:ne to two hours before commencing the ascent.
The excretion of nitrogen by the cats and rumiuants is very different,
as might be expected from their food. I have ascertained that the urea
discharged by a Bengal tiger and a sheep daily is as follows :
Bengal tiger .. ___ ·_.... _...... __ . _. 4,375 grains of urea.
Sheep ..... . .. _............. _ . _. _. . 256 grains of urea.
It is worthy of remark, and serves to throw light on the meaning of
the excretion of nitrogen from the body, that causes but slightly counected with muscular exertion in ruminants increase amazingly the
excretion of urea. Thus I have found the following excretion of urea from .
a ram during the rutting season: .

Ram, (rutting season) .. _.......... 1,493 grains of urea.
This amounts to a sixfold increase of urea, which ca~not possibly be
accounted for by the food consumed at the time, but requires us to assume
a certain storing up of force, represented by nitrogenous compounds,
which has been going on for a considerable period previous to the rutting
season. A similar and equally remarkable storing-up of phosphates and
carbonates takes place, previous to the rutting season, in the ruminants that shed their horns, which, in the Oervus megaceros, often weigh
·90 pounds.
These remarkable phenomena remind us of the maxim of the wise
Hippocrates, who recommends moderation in the use of the gifts of the
Golden Venus as well as in those of Ceres and Bacchus: "D6vol, cmia,
r.oTti, fnrvor, acppoufow 11erpw," with which may be compared its converse i.n the
Latin proverb: "Sine Oerere et Ba,ccho, friget Venus/' or, as the old
proverb says, "When the wolf comes in at the door, love flies out at the
window."
.A.PPLIC.A.'l'ION OF THEORY TO DISEASED CONDITIONS OF BODY.

The relation of food to work, complicated enough in health, becomes
more so in disease, and the problem to be solved by rational theory
becomes still more difficult. i' cannot attempt even to sketch an outline
of this part of my subject considered in general, but shall content myself
with asking your attention to three remark~ble examples of disease which
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illustrate the principles I have attempted to lay down. These diseases
areA. Typhus fever.
B. Cholera asiatica.
C. Diabetes mellitus.
A. T.1Jphus jever.-In typhus fever a promin~nt symptom is the remarkable elevation of temperature, accompanied by an increased excretion of
urea and ca,rbonic acid by the kidneys and lungs, indicating (as no food
is taken) ari increased morbid metamorphosis of the blood and tissue8.
Tbe temperature commonly rises to 104° F., representing an increase of
upward of 5° F. above the normal temperature.
If we knew the cause of this increase of temperature, or, rather, of the
increased metamorphosis of which it is the sign, we should know the .
cause of typhus fever, and learn to combat the disease on rational grounds.
At present the cause i.rs unknown, and, therefore, the physician is forced
to treat the symptoms as they appear, instead of attacking the cause of
the disease. Let us examine for a moment the terrible ._ siguificance of
the symptoms.
Your patient lies for nine or ten days supine, fasting, subdelirious,
the picture of weakness and helplessness, and yet this unhappy. sufferer
actually performs, day by day, an amount of work that might well be
envied by the strongest laborer in our land.
The natural temperature of the interior of the body is 100° F., while
the temperature of the corresponding parts in typhus fever is at least
105° F. This Mems at first sight a small increase-only 5 per cent. of
the whole-but it is in reality 2½ times as great as it appears, · and
actually amounts to 12½ per cent., or one-eighth part of the total animal
heat; for the total quantit_y of heat given out by the heated body is proportional (from Newton's law of coolbg) to the elevation of its temperature above the temperature of equilibrium, toward which it tends. If
we suppose this equilibrium temperature to be 600 F., then the quantities of animal heat given out in typhus fever and in health will be in
proportion of 45 to 40, showing that the animal heat of typhus exceeds
that of health by one-eighth of its amount.
W have already seen that the work due to animal beat would lift the
body through a vertical height of six miles per day; and it thus appears
that au additional amount of work, equivalent to the body lifted through
n arly one mile per day, is spent in maintaining its temperature at fever
beat.
If yon could place your fever patient at the bottom of a mine twice
th <1 pth of th d epe t mine in the duchy of Cornwall, and compel the
wr t h <l ,· nIB r r to ·limb it ladders into open air, you would subject
him t 1e.· torture fr m mu cnlar exertion, than that which he undergoe · at h han
f natur , a he lies before you, helpless, tossing, and
cl liri i. ,
hi.· fev r ou h.
h tr atment of thi formidabl di ea e in former times consisted of
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pueging, vomiting, and bleeding tbe patient, with the view of eliminating
an imaginary poison, and so helping nature to termin~tc the disease.*
In modern ti.mes, thank God, the physician either does not interfere
at 11 or adopts the rational process of retarding the disintegr~tion of
the tissues consumed to supply the fever heat, by furnishing in their
stead fnel, in the form of wine anJ beef-tea, sufficient to ma.intain the
iu _ ~ease of temperature imperiously required.l This practice may be
justly considered ratiom1l, because the condition of the circulation admits
of ·+s application; and it is considered good, because it has been rewarded
with success iu the hands of the skillful clinical physician. In concluding
this sketch of the prominent symptom of typhus fever, and as an illustr .. tion of the eagerness with which every possible combustible in the
, body is made use of, I ma,r mention, on the high authority of Dr. Stokes,
of Dublin, that the very urea excreted by the kidneys is not permitted
to leave the body without :first paying its tax to fever, by being burned
ill.to carbonate of ammonia, thus rendering the urine of an advanced case
of bad typhus fever eminently alkaline.
B. Asiatic cholera.-This remarkable disease presents, as every one
tnows, three distinct stages, viz:
1. -The premonitory stage of diarrhrea.
2. The stage of collapse.
3. The stage of consecutive fever.
The stage of collapse exhibits the following symptoms: Vomiting or
, purging; muscular cramps; suppression of bile and urine; lowering of
<.

" N ovac,1v <f>{•au:r t17Tpoi.-EPID. vi, Sect. v, 1.
t It is not intended by this to assert that a high temperature, 104° to 108° F., must be
ma.intained in order that the disease may terminate favorably, for•the very contrary
is the fact. The blood, in typhus, as in other pyrexies, is a fluid possessed of greater
oxidizing power than it has in health; in consequence of this, an increased metamorphosis of tissues takes place, accompanied, of course, by an elevation of temperature,
w bicb measures precisely the oxidizing power of the blood, and the risk to life in typhus
is directly proportional to the rise in temperature. The indications of the sp bygmograph
are similar to those of the thermometer, a" full d-icrotic" pnlse ·corresponding to a temperature of 10:3° F., and the pulse of "cleath agony," with the heart's first sound gone,
corresponding to a temperature of 109° F. There is no cas.e on record of recovery from
2, condition marked by such a pulse and temperature.
The effects of alcohol, administered in fever, when the temperature does not exceed
105° F., are twofold-immediate and secondary. The immediate effect is to supply a
hydrocarbon to the blood, which is decomposed by it in preference to the body tissues.
The secondary effect of alcohol is to change the blood itself, which thus loses its oxidizing qualities; in consequence of which the temperatnre falls, the hyp; rdicrotic character
of the pulse disappears, and the destructive metamorphosis of the tissues becomes lessened. The statement here given of the effects of alcohol given in typhus, to the exact
amount required by the condition of the blood, in narcotic doses, is borne out by clinical
ob. ervation, and is independent of any theory as to the cause of typhus.
It is not at all improbable that the theory of contagious disease, that each such
. disease owes its existence to a special living organism and not to au organic poison,
may ultimately prove to be correct.
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body temperature to 95° F.; extreme prostration of strength; extremities pulseless; and face hippocratic.
.
When death oc'curs during collapse, the following symptoms are usually
found on careful examination of the corpse: The temperature rises to
1030 F.; the muscles give out their characteristic susurrus COO, and
exhibit spontaneous movements; fae whole train of symptoms producing
the effect of a ghastly attempt at resurrection.*
In this disease we have phenomena respecting animal heat the very
reverse of those found in typhus fever; the body performing one vertical
mile short of its daily work, instead· of one mile in excess. The prostration of strength resulting from this deficient combustion is so great that
death is often caused by bringing the patient to hospital in a cab instead
of upon a stretcher, by his walking up a dozen steps into his ward, and
sometimes even fatal results have followed a sudden effort to sit up in
bed to vomit.
The rise of temperature after death, and the continuance of muscular
susurrus and motion, tend to prove that the impeded circulation, which
is the prominent symptom in cholera, collapse, is <lue to constriction
(probably vasomotor-nervous) of the capillaries, in consequence of which
the muscle8 are deprived of their supply of freshly oxidized blood, the
result of which is necessarily contraction and cramp, which produces the
excessive agony that characterizes this disease .
.All authorities on cholera, whether their object be to "impede" or to
'' assist" nature, are agreed that medicines, whether astringent or purgative, are not only useless, but dangerous, in the stage of collapse.
It is useless to give alcoholic fnel to restore the loss of animal heat, for
there is no circulation to cause the oxidation of the hydrocarbons.
It is equally useless and more dangerous to give opium, to check the
remaining purging that exists; for if vomiting have ceased, your acetate
of lead and opium pills lie as if in the stomach of a corpse, and at the
termination of collapse, your patient enters upon the consecutive fever,
with perhaps a dozen grains of opium in his stomach, placed there like
an explosive shell by your ill-timed zeal, and rapiq.ly passes into a comato e condition, from which he never for a moment rallies. His death is
alway accredited by the registrar to cholera morbus and not to opium.
urgatives and emeticst in cholera collapse effect tbe same object as
opium, but with greater rapidity. In the stage of · blue collapse, the
han
of life and death are almost exactly equal, and the slightest
additional lo of force turn the wavering beam on the side of death.
Thr ff<'ct. of a ri k purgative or emetic (if they act) upon a patient, ·
nna 1 t fon a doz n teps, or it up for a quarter of an hour, without
- It, is , fartliog, on making a post-mortem examination of a cholera patient alone and
h_y candl -li rht to witne s, on tbe first free incision of the scalpel, the band of th~ corpse
ri. e slowly from it side and placed quietly across its breast.
t When mustard i used, its conservative effects as a stimulant sometimes counteract
it cl tructive effect a au metic.
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fatal syncope, may be easily imagined; and tbe use of them cannot be
jn ti fled by any arguments borrowed from right reason.
A remarkable though transient improvement takes place in cholera
collapse by the injection of warm water (b1~ought to the specific gravity
of serum by the addition of mineral salts) into the veins or bowels; the
pa.tient loses the cramps, feels that he is about to recover, speaks to his
friends, and often tra.nsacts whatever business is necessary; but speedily
falls back into collapse. 'fhe improvement in his condition is altogether
dite to the temperature of the flujd inj ected, which supplies for a brief
p~riod the deficient animal heat, permtts a partial oxidation of the blood,
restores the capillary circulation in the muscles and so destroys their
era n.1 p, and, by supplying the deficient work required, removes for the
moment the fatal prostration of strength. Auy one who bas witnessed
th.e remarkable effects of warm liquids thus inj ected. in cholera collapse
must feel that recovery would be certain if the improvement could by
my possibility be made permanent.
0 Lu hopes for the f~~ture, as to the treatment of cholera, lie, as I
believe, in the direction of supplying to the body directly its lost animal
heat. I liave witnessed the happiest results from an iujection of warm
salt water into the bowels, assisted by hand friction of the surface with
tarpentine and chloroform, and the application of bags of hot salt along
tl1e spine; in cases treated in this manner, we may expect to witness
cessatfon of muscular cramp, restoration of perspiration to the skin, with
increase of capillary circulation, and finally, to reward our efforts, a
' return of the excretions of urine and bile; when these reappear, all
vomiting and purging cease, and our patient is almost cured.
After recover·y, the contrast between the cholera and fever patient is
as great as it was during sickness. 'fhe fe,~er patient has been overworked for nine or fifteen days without a - suitnible supply of food, and
when convalescent experiences a cornplelie exhaustion ·of strength that
lasts for many weeks. The cholera patient, on the other band, has beP.11
pre-v-ented from working by constriction of the capillary vesseh;, caused
by the absorption of the cholera poison/ and feels, on recovery, much
like a man that has been half drowned, while the fever pati~nt re.sembles
a, rn an that has been half starved; the one is able to return to bis work
~n. the course of a few days, the other only after the lapse of as many
weeks.

There a,re two popular superstitions prevalent among medical men
respecting nature, which yearly slaughter hecatom bs of victims, viz,
that nature is simple in her operatious, and beneficent in her intentions;
she is often both simple and beneficent, but at other times she is unq
·tionably both complex and malevolent.
An Egyptian fable informs us that the votaries of goddess Nature
·wer divideu. in opinion as to ,vhether she was transcendently beautiful

ue.

_.. '\"hatever t his mn,y be, its period of incubation is 49 hours; that of strychnine is 22
m1.nutes.
S
·
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or hideously ugly; a.nd that, in order to keep up this difference of opinion
which snits her purpose, she al ways wears a, thick veil over her face.
"For, with a veil that wimpled eYerywliere,
Her head ancl face were bid, that mote to none a,ppear;
That some do say was so by skill devised,
To h ide the terror of her uoconth hu e
From mortal eyes that should be sore :1grised;
For that her face did like a, lion show,
That eye of wight could not endure to view;
But others tell that it so beau1eons was,
Ancl round about such beams of splendor threw,
That it the sun a thousa.nU times did pass,
Nor could be seen but like an im age in a glass."

Before trusting nature in the matter of cholera, and proceeding to
help her, it would be well to inquire whether she intends to cure the
patient by her evacuations or to pnt him -into his coffin. For myself, "I
greatly mistrust her, anu. would wish to ask, previous to assisting her,
whether she is really my mother or only my stepmother. Our experience
in Dublin has shown that no more effectual mode of shortening life coul<l.
be devised in cholera. than the" eliminant" treatment; and it was accordingly abandoned as soon as tried in that city.
It is much to be regretted that an authority so deservedly held in
high repute as that of Sir Thomas Watson can be now quoted in favor
of the treatment of cholera,, by the rna,xim, sim:ilia similibus citrcmtur.
So far as Dr. Watson bas informed us, his change of opinion rests upon
the statements of others, and not upon his own experience. H e has
suddenly become an advocate of the castor oil, rhub3-rb, calomel, and
eliminant, treatment of cholera,, and writes as follows :
'' When I last spoke on this subject in these lectures, I stated that
the few recoveries which I had witnessed had all taken place under large
and repeated doses of calomel, but I could not venture to affi.rm that the
caloruel cured them. At present, I am much disposed to believe that by
it: cleansing a:~tion the calomel may have helped the recovery; and after
all that I have siuce seen, heard, read, and tl10ught upQn tbe matter, I
must confess that in tbe cYent of rn;r lla,:ing again to deal with the disorcl r, I ·llould fe.el bound to adopt,, in its generality, the eyacuant theory
aud 1nactice."
~ ir Thomas Watson omits to add that tbe cases here referred to
w r only , ix in num lJcr, of whom three died and three reco,,ered,
which i: xactl~ what might ham been expected if he had not interfered
at Hll.

•
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atth.e same time, an examination of its phenomena explaius satisfactorily
theregimen and diet which has been fouud, by experience, most suitable
tobe diabetic patient. I slrnll illustrate the disease by a case which
was placed under my control, by Dr. Stokes some years ago.
1 young man (ret. 20) named l\1nrphy suffered from feyer (enterie ?- )
in . . ~ ovemoer, 1830, and on recovering became diabetic; he was admitted in to the l\feath Hospital in October, lSGO, wllere he remained nnder .
my bservation until his death, on the 12th January, 1861.
rr-e was allowed, for nine weeks, to eat as much as he liked of cer~ain
kin · s of food, which were varied, week by week, to suit his wants, my
object being to obtain, if possible, the natural constants of the disease,
nncli sturbed by external interference; the 011ly medicine used by Dr.
Stokes's order being opium, to produce sleep, and a little creosote occasionally, to promote digestion. As the d~tails· of this experiment. ha.Ye
beea fully published, I shall confine myself to the final results. His
food and excretions were analyzed from week to ·week, so as to determine
(he total quantities of sugar-forming and urea-producing food, as "-el]
as the sngar and urea actually excreted.
During six of the nine weeks, the sugar excreted was in excess of the
sug-ar ingested; and the meaus of the whole nine weeks' daily excretion
and ingestion of sugar wereGrains.

Sugar excreted. ___ ..... _........... _... .. ______ . 9, 773
Sugar ingested . __ ...... ______ . _. ___ . _ . .. _. ____ 9, 321
Difference .. _... __ .. __ ... _. ___ .. __ . ____ .. _.

452

During two of the nine 1.'7eeks of observation, the urea excreted was
in excess of tlle urea ingested; and the means ~f the whole nine weeks'
(h\.ily excretion and ingestion of urea, wereGrains.

U rca excreted ____ . " _.. __ . _" ...... _, . _.. ____ . _. . I, 182
Urea ingestecl. __ . _. __________ . __ .... __ .. _. _.... _ 1, 340

The foregoing fa cts illustrate.strikingly one of the prominent symptoms
of diabetes, viz, the canine appetite; the quantity both of sugar-producing and urea-forming food consumed is more than double what is
necessary to maintain a. vigorous laborer in perfect health. An examiuation of the excretions explains the other prominent symptom of dia~etes, viz, the complete prostration of strength in the patient, notwithstanding the great amount of food consumed.
In a state of health, food produces three excretfons only, viz, urea,
earbonic aci<1, and water; in diabetes, the farinaceous foods appear in
the ex~retions as sugar, and not as carbonic acid and water; and the
work necessary to maintain animal heat must be provided altogether at
the expense of flesh food, which is the very form of food least fitted to
maintain it.
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The diabetic patient resembles a racing steamboat on the lVIississippi
whose supply of coals is exhausted, and whose cargo furnishes nothing
better than lean pork hams to throw into the furnace to maintain the
race. It cannot be won<lerecl at that our poor patient, under such disadvantageous conditions, fails to keep in the front.
Let us compare together the minimum of work necessa,r y to keep
Owen Murphy alive, with the work actually supplied to him by the food
digested.
·
1. I have already stated that Dr. Ranke found 660 grams of carbonic
acid excreted daily, in the extreme fasting condition, when he weighed
67 kilograms. Now, since660 grams
= 10185.35 grains,
67 kilograms =
147.71 pounds,
,
we find 69 grains per pound of body weight as the minimum excretion
of carbonic acid consistent with continued life.
This quantity of carbonic acid represents a work generated by its
production that would lift its corresponding pound of body weight
through a height of6
9
772
69 x -2 X 8080 x - x - - - - - = 5.716 miles.
~

5

7000 X 5~80

Under ordinary conditions, the greater part of this carbonic acid and
work is produced by the digestion of farinaceous food; but since, as we
have seen, the farinaceous food is excreted as sugar in the diabetic
patient, and, therefore, does no work at all, the whole of the foregoing
work must be done by the digestion .of other kinds of food.
I have already shown that it follows, from Lavoisier~s experiments,
(confirmed in a remarkable manner by those of RegnauU,J that the work
done by the combustion of caruon in the body is to the work done by
the combustion of hydrogen in the proportion of 9068 to 3024, almost
exactly 3 to 1; hence we ha,ie the work done by Owen Murphy, as a
minimum in healthMiles.

Due to carbon .......................... ·_. . . . . . . 5. 716
Due to byrlrogen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. 005
7.G21

Thi re ult is somewhat in excess of the truth, for the same reason
that th · al ·ulated digestion co~tficient of proteinc is in excesR of that
f un
' 'rankland from xp riment; for the combnstion coefficients of
· rb n ,rnd hy<lrorr n in organic compound are li ghtly lcs than wben
If w ar p rmitt cl t r due 7.G21 mile in tlrn ame proportion
a · in th • li 'ti n f prot .in , Yiz, 48 to 43, we hall :findw n . . Iurph · minimum of work con i t of body w ight lifted through
6.. mil .·.
L
011 ar thi · minimum with the worl a tually p rformed
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bf him when suffering from diabetes, by the digestion of flesh food and
production of urea.
2. I have already shown that the work prodnced by the formation of
501.28 grains of urea is 704 foot-tons by calculation from the composition
of proteine and urea. This result should be reduced in the proportion
of 48375 to 43155, in order to obtain the work given by Professor Frankland's experiments. Making this reduction, we find that 500 graius of
urea correspond to 626.3 foot-tons of work, or 100 grains urea to 125.26
foot-tons; or, iu other words, every four grains 9f iirea excreted correspond
to Jive tons lifted through one foot.
Owen Murphy excreted, on an average, 1,182 grains of urea daily
during nine weeks, which, by the foregoing rule, are equal to1475 foot-tons= l\forphy x x
•
wbm~e x represents in miles the height through which the patient could
be lifted by the work done per day, and is equal tox

1475 x 2240 = 6 _69 miles.
gJ.5o x 5iso

This result is almost exactly equal to that already found as the minimum consistent with continued life, and explains in the most satisfactory

ruanner the complete prostration of the patient, notwithstanding the cousumption and digestion of more than double the usual quantity of flesh
,. food.
In corroboration of the foregoing conclusion, I may mention that
~1nrpby's temperature was found to be constantly 2° F. below that of
other patients (chronic) placed in the same ,vard, and, in other respects,
under similar conditions.
'
His unfavorable symptoms (so long as bis powers of digestion were
not, impaired) were invariably alleviated by the free use of flesh food
and fat, the latter being -instinctive}y preferred by him; so much so,
that. during the delirium that preceded his death for twenty-fo11.r hours,
he raved incessantly a.bout "fat, roasted fat, which the angels of heaven
were preparing for him."
I have studied many other cases of diabetes rnellitus, and found similar
results in all; but I feel it to be.unnecessary to describe them, as one
well-ascertained train of phenomena, carefully observed and recorded,
is quite sufficient to establish the order of nature.
CONCLUSION.

I have, now, lVIr. President and gentlemen, to apologize for the length
of time <luring which I have spoken, and to thank you for the patience
with which you have listened to me. I am ·well aware how much I am
indebted to your kindnes~, for I labored under two serious disadyantages
in addressing you-in the first place, I had undertaken a task beyond
my streugtlt; and again, my address is made shortly after you had,
like myself, been charmed and instructed by the luminous, learned, and
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eloquent oration of Professor Rolleston. I felt confident, however, that
I possessed one advantage that he did uot; I was a stranger iu Oxford,
and believed that my faults in matter and .3tyle would be leniently criticised; in this expectation, I am happy to say I am not disappointed;
and again I thank you for yonr kindness. Two other advantages I share
with him, which have contributed to his address as much as to my owna profound respect and re·v erence for all honest laborers in search of truth,
whether they have preceded us by twenty years or by two thousaud
years; and an unwavering confi<leuce and faith in the future that lies
l>efore the science of medicine. vVe traverse a sea mappecl with imperfect charts, but assured of a safe guide in our compass and stars; but
we ca11not afford. to neglect a single rock or shoal, buoyed for us by the
~kill and care of those that have prececled us. Let us follow their
example, and mark with conscientious care, for our successors, the clangers we ourselves discover and escape.
Assembled, as we are, within the halls of the University of Oxford,
the center aud· heart of all that is intellectual and religious in the life
of Englan<l-a university that borrows its accurate logic, as well as
its refined ethics, from the lips of Aristotle; that reverences Euclid as
the fouutain and soul'ce of its elegant geometry; and sits at the feet of
Homer, Pindar, and Eschylus, to learn its poetry--we need not fear that
Hi1n1ocrates and Galen will ever want admirers and students; but the
Oxford of to-day bas taught us, what many did not anticipate, that she
is equally ready and skillful, as she has proved herself to be in cultivating literature, to devote her vast intellectual energies to the encouragement and development of the natural sciences, based upon the solid
and only permanent foundation of mathematical research. The efforts
made within the last few years by Oxford to encourage wjthin her .walls
the mathematical and natural sciences, have won for her the respect,
and warmed toward her the hearts, of all that search for truth in the
sLn<ly of nature. Oul' brotllers in Oxford, like the Athenians-at Syra·n,·e, lmve gone on bqard the fleet, while we watch them from the shore,
~yrnpathizing in the sea-fight; a they win, we shout; when they fail,
we· weep.
Lon°· may the union of the far distant, but never to be forgotten, past,
with the living present, that now exists iu Oxford, continue. No science,
no profe · ion, can benefit so much by it a that of medicine.

HYDROGEN AS A GAS AND AS A METAL.

BY DR. J.

E:\rnRSON REYNOLDS .

Notes of a lect1irc delivei'ed in the tl1eater of Uie Royal Dublin S ociety.
I

- hen the programme of tbis course of lectures was published , it
became evident t.hat the subject of the present one was, by a singular coincidence, closely connected with that of tw o of the earlier lectures of
th ~e rieR. I refer to the discourse of Mr. Stoney on '"Meteoric Shower· .,
and of Professor Bc1ll on "Nebulm." In t he latter lecture, we
learn e d that many of the thin mists observable in the heavens are not
sta r c lusters, as they were long supposed to be, but are enormous masses
of g a 8eons matter in a state of intense iguitiou. The examination of
th.e light emitted by these nebulm enables us to state with certainty that
at least one elementary bod.r well known upon this earth is present
itt all of them as a principal constituent, and that element is one which
che mists ca,11 hydrogen. In 1\1:r. Stoney's lecture on ·' Meteoric Showers,"
be p ointed out that some of tlrnse strange vi"sitors to our globe, the met P.G de stones, are found to contain pent up within them a certain gas,
whic h gas has been shown by analysis to be hydrogen. We find, then,
thi s hydrogen in enormous quantities throughout space, and at so great
a. distance from our plai1et that the human m5.nd is unable to appreciate
the interval which separates us from even the nearest of those mighty
g aseous oceans. Again, we find this hydrogen canied to our planet l>y .
those strauge wanderers of interstellar space, the meteors. And, finally,
,ve ha Ye 1t on this earth, not in the free state, it is true, but as au essent i a l constituent of one of the most important components of this globe,
Yiz, water.
·
Our object in this lecture, then, is to study this remarkable element,
h y drogen, as we meet with it here, to determine some of its ehief propertie s, and to ascertain its nature.
It lrns been already sai<l. that our chief storehouse of hydrogen on
t his earth is water, but we find it in many other well-known bodies; for
instance, in the dreaded "fire-clamp" of our coal mines we have the hydrogen combined with another element, carbon. Ag,:tin, common coalga · contains a large proportion of hydrogen; and I have only to mention that this same body is au essential constituent of the bread we eat,
the sugar we mix witll our tea, the clothes we wear, of our fle.:;11 anu.
bloo<l. too, in order to show that this is one of the most widely <liffnscd
of that class of bodies kuowp_ to chemists as elementary forms of matter. But though we find hydrogen in all the snl>sta,nces mentioned just
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now, and in many more besides, for the purpose of the present lecture
we shall confine our attention to one of its most remarkable arnl widely
diffused compounds, viz, water.
Water, in whatever condition we find it in nature, whether solid, liqui<l,
or gaseous, (as steam,) is a compound. body, being ma.de up of two sim
ple forms of matter-the one called oxygen, the principal constituent·
of the air we breathe, and the other hydrogen. Chemists are acquainted
with several modes of breaking up the compound water into its two
elementary components; but one of the most convenient methods wr,
can employ for effecting this analysis of water is to make electricity
tear asunder its two constituents. When water is made part of a galvanic circuit, by plunging the two poles of a galvanic battery into a
vessel of the liquid, we find that bubbles of gas are evolved at each
pole. By a very simple arrangement, we can collect the gases given
off at each terminal of the ba,ttery, and we then find, on testing the
productR, that two colorless gas0s are obtained, possessi,ng widely different properties. We observe that the gas liberated at the end of tbe
wire connected with the platinum plate of the galvanic battery (the
positive pole) is colorless, heaYier than atmospheric air; and that when
a glowing wooden match is dipped jnto a vessel filled with the gas, the
wood burns with great brilliance, though the gas does not itself take
fire . Tbis peculiar gas is therefore a powerful supporter of combustion,
t hough incombustible itself, and is called oxygen. We now turn our
attention to the gas given off at the negative pole of the battery, i. e.,
at that connected with the zinc plate. This is also found to lrn a colorless gas, but vers much lighter than air, and incapable of supporting
the combustion of a burning taper plunged into it; but though not a supporter of combustion iu the ordinary sense of the term, it possesses the
remarkaple property of burning itself with a pale lambent blne flame.
This is the gas hydrogen-the remarkable body whose chief properties
•
we ha,Te now more especially to study.
fOther modes of liberating hydrogen from water were shown, and the
leading propertief1i of the gas demon8trated.]
When hydrogen burns in air, its sole product of corn bust.ion is water;
hence the name of this remarkable substance, signifying "water-producer.'' But oxygen and hydrogen can also be made to combine aud
produce water when presented to each other in conditione nasccnti, or at
th mom nt of liberation from otlrnr forms of combination. Theimportanc f knowing thi , fact will be apparent further on.
The be, ntiful re. earchei:; of the late Professor Faraday have made us
familiar with the fa<'t that many of the ga e known to chemi t ' are
m ,r •ly th vapor.· of extremely Yolatile liquids ; for, on ubjecti11°·
th ' · 0 ·, • • • t Y ry great pr ,: ·nre and to int"nsc cold in man Tca. ·
.
'
liqnicl: m· bt in an<l V<'ll 'Olid.·, which, ou removal of the pre sur
nnd r which h · w 1· • prodnc <l, r um t:10 o·a ous condition a rdi·(lro rr u ha· l> .n likewi8e subj cc <l l>y tlle I arn <l
11
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Dr . .Andrews, of Belfast, to enormous pressures, and to ex tremely :ow
temperatures, but without exhibiting the slightest tendency to condensation. Hence it has gen-erallJ7 been cpnsidered a perm anent gas ; but
receut investigations, condnct~d by tbe master of the British Mint, the
learned and distinguished Professor Graham, tend strongly t o show
tbat hJrclrogen gas, as we meet with it under ordinary circumstances, is
really the, ,vapor of a h,ighly volcitile rnetal.
It may be now generally stated that when a solution containing a
metal and a non-metallic body is decomposed by a galvanic current, the
metal is usually deposited on the negative pole, and the lion-metallic
body on the positive electrode. If, for instance, we take a solution of
common ulue vitriol, or sulphate of copper, and plunge the poles of a
battery into tbe liquid, we find that immediately metallic copper is deposited on the wire forming the negatire pole, while the sulphuric acid (a
non-metallic body) appears at the positive end. If now we plunge the
two poles into plain wa,ter, which, as we have already seen, is a compound of hydrogen and oxygen only, the hydrogen appears at the negative
pole and the oxygen at the opposite one. We learn, then, in applying
the galvanic test, tha,t hydrogen arrays itself on the side of nietals, and
this fact is completely in accord ,vith the view of its nature referred to
above.
Again, it is a well-known fact that metals are capaule of uniting with
each other so as to form compounds called alloys; t hus, brass is an alloy
resulting from the fusion of the two metals copper and zinc in suitable proportions. But it is not, alwa,y s necessary that the two metals
should be heated together in order to make them combine ; for, if we
take a slip of gold and plunge it into some of the liquid metal,
mercury, or quicksilver, as it is called, the gold and mercury combine
with each other to form ar1 alloy or -~ amalgam," possessing a . strong
metallic luster. To go just one step further: if we convert this metal,
mercury, into a colorless, invisible gas, which we can do by applying
sufficient heat, and if into a vessel filled with this mercury gas we
plunge a slip of gold, we find that the two metals combine or amalgamate nearly as easily as under ordina,r y circumstances. If, then, we
can accomplish so much with the mercury gas, whose metallic irnture is
certain, why may we not make hydrogen gas alloy with some metal also 1
By the very beautiful and interesting discovery that certain metals
possess the power of absorbing enormous quantities of hydrogen without loss of metallic appearance, Professor Graham has greatly strengthened the evidence in favor of the metallic nature of hydrogen, and has
even gone so far as to calculate the density of the metal, which be calls
"llydrogeuiurn ."
P rofessor Graham found that certain metals- palladium and platinum
more particularly-possess the extraordina,ry power of absorbing large
volumes of hydrogen gas, anJ retaining it in some kind of com bi nation.
I n order to demonstrate this, it is only necessary to take a plate of pal-
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ladium foil, and, having connected it by a wire ·with the zinc end of a
galYanic cell, to immerse the plate in acidulated water, the positive pole
being connected with a plate of. platinum likev;ise immersed in the liquid,
hydrogen is immediately set free at the palladium surfact•, and oxygen
at the platinum end. The latter gas is given off in bubble~ from the
pl:.l:tinum, whereas tlle hydrogen is absorbed by the palladium.
Tb.e pa11a.<lium is capable of thus absorbing about nine hundred Mmes
its Yolumc of hydrogen, and this enormous absorpti~n or condensation
hydrogen within the pores of the metal takes place withqut auy material alteration in the color of the palladium, the latter retaining its metallic
appearance. This, among other circumstances, induced Professor Graham
to r egard the charged palladium as being a true alloy of palladium with
the metal hydrogeniwn ). for it has been found tllat when two metals
unite, the compound reimlting retaius the characters of a metal, wliereas
this is not the case when a metal and a non-metallic body combine. In
order to exhibit this absorption on a large scale·, I bave arranged tlle
followiug experiments:

ot

e

'

-· :-~-- ~
~E

A

A i-;ma1l glass cell is partially :filled with ,niter, slightly nci<lulated with
sulphuric acid. Into thi:::; "TT"ater a, bar of metallic tin is <lipped; this bar
is of tlle size ·hown at T, Fiµ;. 1, and is supported in a horizontal
po:ition by means of a vamishcd wire clampe<l to the side of t l1c glass
cell witb the aid of a binding- ·crew. HaYing secured Tin its position,
\\"C now take a lip of rather stout pal1aclinm foil, about four inches long,
and a qnmter of an inch wide, aml coil it as sllown at P; to the cud
within the spiral i now attached a fine fib,.,r of glass by means of a
miunt qna11tit.- of cem ut, and tllii:-i is so ad.jnsted that the glass shall
act a: a 11<' <11c-indicator, a" ·l1ow11 in the diagram. The palladium i.s
tll •u atta ·lw<l to th edge of th glas , cell by mean , of a bindiug-scre,Y
ancl nm1i. 1 cl wire. "\Vb n tb cell, o arranged, i placed at D, Fig.
2 • th ima~c i: project d on the Rcrren, a8 in Fig. 1.
Tli i., p rnj 1·ction 1 1ay 1H' mo t c:onvcni ntly cifcc'"ccl l,y mc::wn of tltc n.pparntus howu
in · P<·t"on: Fi g .~ :mcl which wa~,arra.ngecl for me by Mr. Yeates, of Dul>llll . At A we
han tlw front of a lantern with the ob,i 1•ct-glas!!r fl rcmoYcd, th o li~ht oxyhydrogcn,.
o.·yc·all'ium or any other. havin~ to paim ouly throngll thC' conclc11scn1. Aft •r pa : i11g
tb, cond ·11 •r · tli · ray · fall on au onlinary ru.irror, ll, snital>ly iuclinccl to tllc l>o:u.:..1 of
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Without disturbing the apparatus, we now connect, by means of the
bi1Hling-screw and a copper wire, the palladium spiral with the ziuc
phtte of a galrnnic battery-one or two cells are sufficient-and the tiu
rocl is connected with the opposite plate of the battery. Irmnediate1y
ou making coutact, the water is decomposed lJy the electric current, hydrogen being liberated at the surface of the palladium, and oxygen on
th tin . The latter gas is set free iu bubbles, but the hydrogen, instead
of being liberated in the gaseous form, is absorbed by the palladium ;
the volume of the metal is thereby incr~aseu, and the C<?il opens ont as
if endued with vitality. In doing this tho ~'lass n eedle is made to traYel
over several feet on the screen, aml assumes tlte position represented by
the <lotted line b.
In this wa-:y we are able easil~- to 8how the expansion of the palladium
then clu1rged with hydrogcu; but, it is obvious that, on the removal of
th.e hydrogen, the needle should return to its original position. In
or<.l.er to take ~Lway the hydrogen from the palladium, we have simply to
reYerse the poles of the battery; that is to say, we now connect the tiu
bar with the negative wire, arnl the palladium with the other pole.
Kow, on passiug the current, oxygen is set free at the surfaee of the
palladium spiral, and hydrogen on the tin. T.h e oxyg·en, liberated in
jt1.:xtaposition with the liy<lrogeuized pallauinrn, unites with tllc hydr9gen, and forms water, no material amount of oxygen appearing at the
surface of the palladium until all the hydrogen has b een reruo\Ted from
the latter.
1
If we watch the effect of the change produced in this way on the
screen, we find that, according as the hydrogen is removetl from the
palladium, the need.le begins to move from the position it assumed at b,
w·hen the spiral was charged with hydrogen, or alloyed with hydrogeninm, if we prefer the term, until it returns to the starting-point a.
lnsten.d of resting there, ~.sit ought to do, however, it travels on steadily
nn til it reaches the position c ; thus demonstrating the singular fact
tha,t the contraction of the palladium on losing its cha,rge of hy<lrogen
is clouble the amount of its previous expansion. Professor Graham
aceouuts for this singular phenomenon by supposiug that the particles
of the metal slide over each other in a lateral direction , so tha,t the band
of the palladium is unusually shortened, though its density is not in1 ight, so that tho latter may be reflected in a vertical direction, as indicated by the
dotted line. Immediately above this mirror is placed on a wooden support the flat
gla.· cell D, about an inch in depth, and of any req uired size. ALove this vessel is
placed a double convex: l ens, E; the height at which this must be placed a.bove D will
depeo(1 on tho focus of the lens, and is readily found by ascertaining the point at
w hicb the image of the object placed in D is most clearly defined on the screen. The
rays rrflected from the first mirror, B, and having passed through D and B, now fall
ou a s~cond mirror, C, by which means they are projected on to the screen, and, when
the f~cus is properly adjusted by shifting E, a well-defined image of any object placed
at D lll bho wn erect on the sheet.
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creased, since reduction in length is accompanied by a proportional
increase in other dimensions.
It is found that this palla~lium foil charged with hydrogen possesses
most.powerful reducing properties; that the hydrogen within it is just
as capable of reducing silver salts as a metallic layer of zinc would br.
As illustrating this point, we may cite an experiment : A plate of palladium foil was charged with hydrogen, as a,Love described, and then
immer::-ied in a solution of corrosive sublimate; almost immediately a
white precipitate of calomel made its appearance, and, when the action
proceeded a little further, mercury was reduced. On repeating this
experiment with a slightly alkaline solution of nitrate of silver, the
metal was quickly thrown down on the palladium plate, and, when an
alkaline solution of gold was used, the metal was likewise precipikted.
These precipitates were obtained under circumstances in which the ordinary hydrogen gas or palladium foil alone would have been quite ineapable of effecting reduction.
We have already seen that hydrogen can be liberated from the charged
palladium by presenting to it oxygen in conditione nascenti, but it can
a1so be set free by heat, or by reduction of the pressure of the atmosphere surrounding the charged plate. If a palladium wire be made to
absorb as much hydrogen as it can take up, and if the tip bf the wire
be heated in the flame of a spirit-lamp, hydrogen gas is liberated, and
bums on the surface of the palladium, the flame continuing until all the
gas has been set free. Again, if a similarly charged wire be placed
under the receiver of an air-pump and the air exhausted, the hydrogen
i completely liberated in its or<l.inary gaseous condition.
In order to complete this account of hydrogenium, it is on1y necessa1·y to mention that its deusity is stated to be nearly 2, or about equal
to t,h e specific gravity of the metal magnesium; but the means by which
Profe sor Graham has arrived at this result, though very ingenious, are
so unsatisfactory that we must take this estimate as being a mere approximation to the truth. In all probabflity we must _wait for the accurat determination of the specific gravity of bydrogenium until the metal
it.,elf will have been isolat tl in a pure condition.
Thu., in the cour e of tbi, lecture, we have liberated hydrogen, '' as
a ga8," from water, and in this condition have studied some of its properti · Ao-ain, we have made this remarkable element alloy itself with
pallaclinm; and when thu · appearing in the guise of" a metal," we have
11 t cl the chief pheuomeua it give rise to.
And now, like the bird
from it · cage, we ,vill .'et free thi. hydrogen from its prison-hou of
pallaclium a11 let it mingl with the mighty aerial oceau in ,vhich we
li\· au 1 m ,~ .

A LECTURE ON THE IDENTIFICATION OF THE ARTISAN AND ARTIST.·
BY CARDINAL "WISEMAN.

[In the sprino· of 1852 an association was formed bv the Catholics of Manchester and
Salford, in England, to raise funds for the educati01; of the poor. The committee, in
aid of this purpose, invited Canlin:11 vViseman to deliver an ac1dress upon some literary
subject of general popular interest. The invitation was accepted, and the following
admirable address, for a copy of ,,hicl1 we are indelJted to a friend, was deliYered in the
Corn Exchange, Manchester. ,Ve have thought that a more general diffusion of it
would be acceptable to those who are interested in the establishment of schools of art
in this country, and accordingly have given it a place in this report.-J. H.J
LADIES AND GENTLEMEN:

I ought certainly to commence my address

to you by thanking you for the extremely kind manner in which you
have been pleased to receive me; but I feel that I must not waste your

tlme in mere expressions of a personal character, feeling rather that I
sha,11 lrnYe to tax yonr time and your attention to a considerable extent.
I will, therefore, enter at once upon the proposed subject of my address,
which bas already been communicated to you by my old aud excellent
friend, the Bisltop of Sa,lford. A.ud I am sure I ne~d not say, for he
already ba~ well expressed it to you, that it is a tof>ic which at the moJUent has engaged its foll share of public attention, as drawing to itself
the interest of a.Uthe educated classes, and it is in fact a topic connected
with important questions, the solution of which may have to exert an
important influence not only on our social but likewise on our moral
progress.
The topic on which I have to address you, then, is the CONNEC'l'ION
OR RELATION BE'l'WEEN THE ARTS OF 1~RODUC1'ION AND 'l'HE ARTS OF
DESIGN.

By the arts of production, I mean naturally those arts by which what
is a raw material assumes a form, a shape, a new existence, adapted for
some necessity or some use in the many wants of life. Such is pottery;
such is carving in its various branches, whether applied to wood or to
stone; such is the working of metals, whnther of gold or silver or brass
or iron; such is the production of textile matters, of objects of whatever
sort. and for whatever purpose; such is construction in its different
branches. commencing with the smallest piece of furniture, and ascend .
ing to a great and majestic edifice. By the arts of design, I understand
those which represent nature to us in any form, or which bring before
us beauty, whether in form or in color.
~ow, these arts ought, as every one agrees, to be in close harmony
one with the other; but tbat harmony which I wish to establish betweeri
them mu t be an honorable union, an equal compact, a noble league.
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There is not to be one the servant, and the other the master; each mmt
be aware of the advantages which· it can receive as well as those which
it can confer. Thus the arts, for instance, of design, will have to give
elegance of form, grace -o f outline, beauty of ornament, to that which is
pro<1uced by the other class of a,rts; and they in their turn have to trans·mit and multiply and perpetuate the creations of the arts of design.
Now, it is agreeu on all hands that as yet this complete harm0113T does
not exist; that we have far from arrived at that mutual application of
the one class to the other which gives us a satisfactory result. It is
unnecessary, I belie,~e, to bring evidence of this. As we proceed, I
trust that opportunities will present themselves of bringing before you
authorities for that assertion. But I may say, at the very out~et, that
the report which is published by the department of practical art is
a lmost based upon the acknowledgment tha,t as yet we have not attained
that application of the arts of design to the a,r ts of production which we
desire, and which is most desirable to the arts of production to obtain.
It acknowledges t,he existence of a necessity for much more instruction
t han has yet been given. It allows that for several years- thirteen
years, at least- of the existence of schools of design they have not been
found fully to attain their purpose, and a new organization and a new
system has now begun to be adopted. No one can appreciate, I trust,
more tllan I am inclined to do myself, the advantages wh ich must result
from the multiplication of these schools of design as applied to manufactures, and other great. improvements which they have already begun .
to confer, and will continue, no doubt, still more to bestow upon the
irnlustria l classes. I believe it most important to propagate to the
ntmost t he love of science, the love of art. I believe it rnost itsefitl to accustom, every chilcl to its first riidiments, its elernentary stcites. I think, if
,ve can make drawing a part of universal education, a great deal will be
gained. But this, certainly, cannot l)e enough . I am willing to grant
that we shall lia"'e a great improvement upon what we have produced
in the form of art. I belie·rn that we shall see bet.ter designers; men
with better imaginations; men who understand t he harmony an<l combination of colors better, and who can give to the arti ans patterns
whid1 will greatly improve every department of our industry. But, I
a k, i that sufficientt W ill this bring art up to what we dcsire1 This
L· the 0 Tea,t question. This is the subject of which I am going to treat.
It appear. to me that there i a very simple mode of looking at it; and
i i:-; th' one, conse()_uently, which I shall a<lopt. It is a question partly
of xperienc . It i.· a le ,on much of "hich history can teach u'; and
Id ·ir' t o ln'iuo- before you uch fact, a seem to me to bear upon the
qn 'stion and to enable u ~ to come to a practical and satisfactory conIn.·i n. I will ndea,·or o . tate the quc tion under a very simple but,
i may app ar uot a v .r Tpractical form.
i 1:ow a great <l . ir t form, not only in th capital, but al o
r a.t citi . , h r indu try pre ails mu. eum., wllich houl 1
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contain a.11 the most perfect specimens of art autiqnity in ·eYery age has
left us of beauty in design and elegairne in form. ·wc wish that our
artisans should have frequently before them what may be considered not
merely .actual models to copy, but likewise such objects as may g-r:H.1ually
imp-:.·ess their minds with feelings of taste. Now, I should like to hnso
the construction, the forming, of such a museum. And, in tlescrilJing
it, I will confine myself entirely to one small department-that of cbssic::tl art, classical antiquity-lwcause I know, that, for a museum intended to be practical to tlle eyes of artisans, there is a ·far ,-rider range
of collection to be taken than that to which I will confine myself. "\Vell,
now I imagine to myself a haU at least as large as t~is, a;id of a more
elegant and perfect architecture. I will suppose jt to be formed itself
n pon classical models; and around it shall be ranged, not merely plaster
casts, but .real marble statues and busts collected from antiquity. I
woul<l. range them round the throne so that each could be enjoyed at
leisure by the student. There should be room for the dra.ugbt,srmm to
take a copy from any side. In the center I would spread out a beautiful
mosaic, such as we find in the museums, for inst;-mce, of Rome, a pavement in rich colors, representing some beautiful scene, which should be
most carefolly railed off, that it might not be worn or soiled b,y the profane tread of modem men. There should be cabinets in which there
should be-but inclosed carefully with glass, so that there would be 110
danger of accidents-the finest specimens of the old Etruscan vases, of
every size, of ever_y shape, plain and colored, enri(~hed with those beautiful drawings upon them which give them such rich chanicters, and at
the same time such price.; and on one side I would have collected for you
some specimens of the choicest products of the excavations of Herculaneum. There should be bronze vessels of the most elegant form and the
most exquisite carving, and there should be all sorts even of household
utensils, such as-are found there, of most beautiful shape a,Il{l exquisite finish. On the walls I would have some of those paintings whfoh ltaH~ yet remaineu almost unharmed after being buried for so mauy hundred of years,
and which retain their freshness, and would glow upon your walls, and
clothe them with beauty, and at the same time with instructi"on. And
then I ·would have a most choice cabinet, containing medals in' gold and
silver and bronze, of as great an extent as possible, but chiefly selected
for the beauty of their workmanship; a.nd engraved gen1s likewise,
every one of which should, if possible, be a treasure. Now, if such n,
museum could be collected, you would say, I am sure, that so far as
classical antiquity goes-classical art-you have everything that yon
could desire, and you have as noble, as splendid, as beautiful a, collection
of artistic objects as it is within the reach of modern wealth and influence
to collect. In fact, yon would say, if you could not make artists now by
the study of these objects, it was a hopeless matter, because here was
eYcrything that antiquity bas given us of the most beautiful.
Now, I am. afraid that, while you have been :following me in this
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formation of an ideal museum, you have thought it required a great
stretch of imagination to suppose it possible th:1t such a collection could
be made in any city of England. I will ask you, then, now to spread
your wings a little more, and fly with me into even a more imaginary
idea tlrnu this. Let us suppose that by some char,ce all these objects
which we have collected were at some given pe.riod, in the first century
of Christianity, collected together in an ancient Roman house; and let
us suppose that· the owner of the house sud<lenly appeared among us,
and bad a right to claim back all these beautiful works of art which we
so highly prize, which we have taken so much trouble, and ]aid out so
much money, to collect. Now, what ·does he do with them when he has
got them back, What will he do with these statues which we have been
copying and drawing and admiring so much 1 Pliuy finds great fault, is
very indignant with the people of his age, because he says · they have
begun to form galleries, pinacothecas; that such a thing was · unknown
before; tlta,t no real Roman should Yalue a statue merely as a work of art,
but that it was only as the statue of his ancestors that he ought to yalue
them. Auel thus that Roman looks at them as· nothing else. He takes
them back; he puts the best of them, not in the center of a room where
it may be admired; but to him it is ~ piece of household furniture, and
he puts it with all its fellows into the niches from which they have been
taken, aud where they are, perhaps, in a very bad light. It is exceedingly probable that if the statues were not of his ancestors, he would,
jnstead of allowing them to remain in the beautifnl hall prepared for ·
them, , encl them iuto his garden, into his villa, to stand out in the open
air, and receive a,11 the rain of heaven upon them. The mosaic which we
have valucu so much, anu which is so wonderful a piece of work, he will
put most probably into the parlor of his house to be trodden uuder foot
by en•ry i:;lave that comes in and goes out. And now be looks a,bout
him at that wonderful collection of beautiful Etruscan vases which ,rn
l1ave got together, and he recognizes them at once: '' Take that to tlie
kitchen; that is to hold oil:" "Take that to the scullery; that is for
watrr : '' ' Take these plates .and drinking-cups to the pantry ; I shall
want them for dinner." Aud those smaller, those beautiful vessels, wllich
Y t retain as they do the very scent of the rich odors wltich were kept .
in th ·m, "Take them to the dressing-rooms; those are what we want
on our toilet, Thii:; is a washing-basin which I barn been accustomed to
u' · What ha\T they been making of all the e thiugs, to put tlrnm under
gla .,. a111l treat them a wonderful works of art." And of tho e beautiful l>ro11ze Ye el·, orne b long again to the kitchen, o't11er belong to
l1l' fnrui . h d apartm •ut ·; but m-ery one of them i a mere hou eholcl
pi, · of furniture.
ncl h n h e look into t110 bcautifol cabin t; and
11 .·c,ll<l: h ·
x m't
ID ,' iuto hi room , to be worn by hi fa,mily,
a: n1inar.· rin.,._.,
nc1 -our 0 ·olcl me al allcl ·ilv'r m dal · and bronze
m•clal:h qni•tl. - pnt:int lli:pur, ;for,toltim,tll :arccommonmon ~
w th ·11 h r' w • lrnx mall a collection of magui.ilc ut produ ·tiou
1
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of art,· a.nd in realitv
these were all the fruits of the arts of produc.,

t.ion.
Now, what are we to say to this-0/ We are to say that therewasaperiod

Rome, ·and there were sini·i lar periods in other countries rit different times,
when there was no distinction between the arts of production and the
art of design; but those y~ry things, whieh to us now are objects of admiration as artistic work, were then merely things made and fashioned
as we see them for the ordinary uses to which we adapt other things of
perhaps similar substances, hut of a very different form. For, in fact,
if you had these.-vessels, you would not know what to do with them.
We could not cook a dinner in them. "\Ve certainly could not adapt
them to our common wants. But to the Romans they were the very
objects which were used for those purposes; and although now, in readia.g the old writers, and trying to make out the dreadfully bard names
by which all these different pieces of pottery are called, yet, learned and
classical as all that may be, wllen we come to translate these highsounding Greeks names into English, we get very modest results-pipk.ins and basins and ewers an<l. flagons, and such homely names as these.
~ow, where is the art there~ Is · it that these were designed, do you
think, by some man of great reputation; and then that they were all carefully copied, exactly imitated, from his design~ Oh, certain1y nothing of
the sort. The art that is in these beautiful things is a part of themselves;
is bestowed upon them in their fabrication. You may take the Etruscan
vase, and you may scratch away from it, if you please, every line which
llad been traced by the pencil of the embellisher upon it; and, after that,
the seal of beautiful design, grace, and the elegai1ce of tme art are
so stamped upon it, that, if you wish to remove them, you must smash
the -vase. It is inherent in it; i£ was created with it.
Then what I fancy is desired is, tlutt we should bring art back to that
same state in ~hich the arts of design are so interwoven with the arts .
of production that the one ·cannot be separated from the other, but
everything which is made is by a certain necessity made beautiful. And
this can only be when we are al>le to fill the minds of our artisans with·
true principles, until really these have pervaded their souls, and until
the true feeling of art is at their .fingers'-ends. You will see, I think, from
the example which l have given you, what is the principle at which I
am aiming ; which I wish to establish. It is this: That at any period in
which there has been a really close m1ion between tbe arts of pr_oduction
and the arts of design, this has resulted from the union in one person of the
artist and the artisan.
Such now is the principle that I am going to develop; and in doing
so I will distinguish betwem art~ of production belonging to two distinct classes. There are those in which necessarily there is manipulation-the use of the hand., or of such implements as the band directly
employs ; and there are those in which mechanical ingenuitJr is employed
in tbe art of production. It is clear that these two must be treated.
di tinctly; and I will begin with the first, which affords the greatest
20 s
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number of illustrations and examples, in proof of that principle which I
have laid down.
I will begin :first, then, with illustrations from metal work. Now, the
period in which there was the greatest perfection in this sort of work,
as is universally acknowledged, is from about the fourteenth century1300, I think to 1600, or at least after 1500. It is singular that, in that
period, five at. least, very probably more-but we have it recorded of five
of the most distinguished sculptors whose works are now the most highly
prized, that they were ordinary working goldsmiths and silversmiths.
This is given us in their respective biographies: Benvenuto Cellini, Luca,
della RoDbia, Lorenzo Ghiberti, Brunelleschi, and Baccio Bandinelli, all
of whom were goldsmiths and workers at, first, developed most extraordinary talent as sculptors. How was this done, Can we conceive a
person who is merely a workman, working upon such plate as is put
before him, becoming a man of high first-class character in art, There
ha~ve been examples, but they are rare. Bnt here we have five men, in a
limited period, becoming most eminent. Now, what was the reason of
that, It was because the jeweler, the silversmith, who worked with his
hands, was educated·, not only as an artist, but an artist of the highest
class; and Vasari observes, in the life of Bandinelli, that in those timeR
no man was reputed a good goldsmith who was not a good draughtsman,
and who could not work as well in relief. We have a principle then
established, that the person who did the material work in the :finer works
was an artist, who could not only draw, but model, and did the same with
the metal itself; for that is the nature of that class of work of which I
have spoken.
Now, take the life of Cellini. Here was a man who originaUy was put
to a totally different employment. His father had no higher ambition
conceming him thau that he sho11ld become a great player upon the
flute; and he teased him during all the last years of his life because he bad
no taste for this, and would run after gol<lsmitbs and others, and learn
the different branches of their profession. He led the most wonderful
lite. He was to day at Rome; next day at Florence; then be was at
~ a ple..: ; then at Venice ; then in France; then back again : that be could
luwe done any work, in fact, seems incredible to any one wllo reads bis
Ii£ · And he did not travel by train or any public conveyance which
c uld take on his luggage. He traveled on horseback each time, from
om all the way to Paris . . He had no luggage; Ile was a poor man,
and wh ,nev r he came and started his shop, he began by making bis
own t 1 ; and 11 worked with hi cholars, who were generally young
m n th, t e , cn them lv eminent in the profes ion, in a little open
h
1 oki t th tr ct; th re he him elf hammered and carved and
c tan hap d nd did what ver el e wa neces ary for the work. He
w, · n a tual w rking old i h; and the beauty of hi s work con i t ·
in tl i · hat h y h Y the im r
f geniu o marked upon th rn that
h v
ul h v b en d . igned by on p r on and x cuted b, an-
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other. TJiere is as much art in the :finish by his own hand, in every
enamel, in the setting of every stone, as there is in the entire design ;
nor does he ever dream of talking ofhimselfin any other way; and yet bow
he went on from step to step, until at length he produced the most magnificent works, on the largest scale, in marble and in bronze! He describes
how he constructed his own Perseus. He went to buy his own wood,
and saw it brought; and when he was casting that most exquisite statue
of Perseus, which is stilt one of the wonders of art, he bad every sort of
misfortune. His furnace blew up, the roof was blown off, and the rain
came in torrents upon the fire just the moment that the metal was going to
be poured in. By his ingenuity, his extraordinary contrivances, he baffled,
it might appear, the whole chain of accidents, and brought out, almost
without a flaw, that most perfect piece of workmanship. You may
imagine to what a state he was reduced, when, the very moment that
the metal was ready for pouring out, the explosion took place. He bad
no other resource but to run to bis kitchen, as he says, and to take every
piece of copper, to the amount of two hundred porringers and different
sorts of kettles, and throw them into the fl.re; and from these that splendid statue came forth. There was genius.
As a curious instance.of the most extraordinary ingenuity, he tells us
that on one occasion a surgeon came into his shop to perform an operation on the hand of one of his pupils. Upon looking at his instruments,
he found them, as they were in those days, so exceedingly rude and
clumsy, that he said, "Ityou will only wait half an hour;I will make you a
better instrument;" and he went into his workshop, and took a piece of
steel, and brought out a most beautifully finished knife, with which the
operation was successfully performed, Now this man, at the time you
see him thus working in his shop as a common workman, was modeling
in the most exquisite manner in wax; spending his evenings in the private apartments of the Grand Duke, modeling in his presence, and assisting him with a hundred little trifles which are now considered treas~res
of art. Aud so wherever he was, and under all circumstances, he acted
as an artist, but at the same time as a truly laboring artisan. It was the
same with others in the same profession. He was not the only man, b,v
any means, whose genius was so universal; because we find him telling
us repeatedly that the moment he heard of some goldsmith (and in those
days a goldsmith was really an artist, as I have already said) who excelled
in any particular branch of art, be determined to excel him. Thus it
was that he grew to rival the medals of one, theenamelsof another, the
peculiar manner of putting foil to precious stones of another; and, in
fact, there was not a branch of art which he did not consider it his dutv
to excel in. With this spirit, is it wonderful that men of really great taste
should have been produced~ men who, you observe, looked upon ev€ry
branch of productive art as really a branch of the higher art of design ;
and thus in their own persons combined that art with the power of the
tool; were artists as well as artisans.
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There is another celebrated jeweler·of that time, whom he mention~
frequently, of the name of Antonio Foppo, a Milanese, who is better
known in the .history of art by a name which he received in derision
in Spain, the name oi Capodursa., ·which means a bear's face, and which
he is known by, commonly, in works of art. Cellini describes to us
the processes-by which he produces his works; and they are so careful,
and require such accurate knowledge of art, that his knowledge must
have been very superior indeed in the arts of design. As an instance of
what was the latitude and the extent of art, and how really a jeweler
or goldsmith in those days was not above work which in our clays no
one would da,r e offer to a person of such a profession, we have a case
recorded in the history of one of the painters, Pierino del Va.ga, by
Vasari, speaking of a very particular friend of Pierino"s, a goldsmith.
When the Grand Duke of Tuscany was building his palace, he gaYe to
this man a commission to make the metal blinds for the ground floor
of that palace; (and it is considered a great pity that a work of so
homely a nature should have perished, beeause there can be no doubt
whatever that it was a work of exquisite· beauty.) So that, even upon
what would be considered the lowest' stage of common production,
the artist did not feel it was beneath .him to design; not to give a design to others, but to execute it himself. We have in the collections,
particularly of .Italy, in the palaces., evident proofs of the g-reat extent to
which this oom bination of various arts must have been carried, in works
exceedi.ng1y complicated, extremely beautiful, and at the same time
necessarily requiring a great deal of ability to execute. Those are the
rich cabinets in which may be found, mixed together, work in marble,
and in ivory, in wood, in metals, in enamel, and in pain ting, all combined together by one idea, and all executed by one uand, but of the
authors of which it seems impossible to find any g-ood trace. They
probably were produced by those men called goldsmiths, and who, as J
said before, could work as well Ut}on any of those substances, and thus
bring them harmoniousJy to form one beautiful whole.
~ ow, proceeding· from what is most p.recious in art to what is more
homely, let us i-etnm for a momeut to a subje0t on which I llave already touched. I hav·e spoken of the beauty of the productions of an-tiquity in metal, which were. found in the excavation particularly of those
tw buried um eums, as. wo may call them, of antiqn:ri;y, Pompeii and
II rcnlaneum. The collection of these is chiefly in Naples. Except
wh r pr nt have been made to othor countries, they have been
j al u ·l kept tog th r.
ow, the e different objects have not been
<luO' nt f t 1uple r out f palac . , but they haYe b en taken out of
or
f' hou -~hou ·
vidently belonging to the citizen an 1 I hiuk · u may
that th ,r i not on iu that eollectiou which
t1 · u imm diet l arr t th
y both by the beauty of form and bJ
i · ~· nkit fan ·
1,\u, f th ru hav b en ngra (1 in he publi atiou 'c 11 1th . . I 1
.,orhoui · . 'th B urbou ,. lu nm th Mu Lttn
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of Naples; and I think very just1y the remark is made by the editor in
the :fifth volume, that the whole modern civilized world, however vast it
may be, and however it may labor in so many arts and so many trades,
does not and cannot exhibit e,Ten a small proportion of that elegance
and ornament, varied in a thousand ways, and in innumerable most
fantastic modes, _which are to be admired in the remains of fm;nitnre
found in Pompeii and Herculaneum-two cities which occupied so insignificant a place in the ancient world. Tbat is quite true. Now,
what a.re we to infer from this~ There can be no doubt, as I ha·rn said,
on examining these beautiful objects, that they have beeR for common
use. There are scales, steelyards, which can only have been made
to weigh provisions; the chains are most delicately worked; the weight
is frequently a· bead with a helmet, most beautifully chiseled; and so
genuine and true are these, so really intended for every-day use, that
one of them has stamped upon it yet, the authentication made at the
capitol of the weights being just. This was a steelJ'ard which was in
the kitchen, and it was for the ordinary purposes of the house. There
are other large vessels which must hav~ served for culinary purposes,
and of which the handles and the rings and the different parts are finished far beyond what the finest bronzes that are made :µow in Paris can
equal. What are we to conclude'? You do not suppose these were the
designs of the Flaxmans and the Baileys of that day. Who ever heard of
a great artist in Pompeii and Herculaneum 1 .And how can you imagine
that every house furnished itself with what were considered exquisite
and extraordinary specimens of art for the use of their every-day life 1
And then, where are their common utensils, if these are not they1 If
these lamps were not what they burnt, if these candelabra were not the
shafts u·p on which they were hung, if these vessels were not those in
which they prepared their viands, where are those 1 Were they carried
away in the flight? But the most precious would surely be carried
away, and the commoner be left behind. Nothing of the sort. One ·
may see here everything is to be found; and _everything is beantiful in
shape, and generally in fiiti.sb. What are we to conclude? . Why, nothing less than that the braziers who made these things were able to
make them. They came from the hands of the brass-founder: thev
have been chisel~d in the workshop; they have been. finished, not t~
be put up in cabinets, but in order to be knocked about by servants.
Then here we ha,yo a state of art in which the producer, the man who
makes, who manipulates, who handles the object of manufacture which
he produces, was able to do what now defies almost our most superior
workmen.
Now let us go to another part of the world, and come to a later
period. Nur~mberg, during the time which I have specified-between
1300 and the middle of 1500-was a center of art and especially
'
. all metal work. There is an observation of Hoffman,
m
a German
writer, that Nuremberg was the city in which the artist and the crafts1
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man walked most harmoniously hand in hand; but I think he does not
go far enough; he ought to have said that it was a city in which the artisan and the artist were the most perfectly conibined. At a very early period,
that is, as early as 1355, there was produced a piece of work such as is at
this day the admiration of all artists. And what was itf It was a mere
well, a fountain in the public square; ''the beautiful fountain," "the beautiful well," as it is to this day most justly called. Now, this was made entirely by the designer, by the artist himself, Hofer, who united in himself
these two qualities; ~nd it is acknowledged that in the treatment of the
metal work, and in the beauty of the religious images which surround this
fountain, but few steps have been made in art since that time. And he,
as I observed, was a mere workman; he did his own work. At a later
period-at what is considered the third period of art, in Nurembergtbere is another remarkable piece of metal work; and I am glad to
find that in the last report just published by the department of practical art, Mr. Smirke has introduced a letter in which he begs that this
piece of workmanshjp, which he calls one of the most celebrated productions in metal, may be copied by casts, and brought to England as a
specimen of art. Now that beautiful production was of as early a
period a:s 1506; it was made between 1506 and 1519, and it, is the
shrine of St. Sebald, in his church at Nuremberg; an exquisite piece of
work-so beautiful, so elegant, as that no iconoclasm had dared to touch
it (though I must say that Nuremberg had been preserved from the reproach of that error)-but there it is, in its freshness and its beauty
a~ it came from the artist's hand; in the center, a sbriue of silver, in
which is tbe body of the saint, and around it what may be called a cage
or grating of the most perfect metal work, and with statues of most
exquisite workmanship. Now I do wish this to be brought to Englanda copy, that is, of jt-not merely because it will show what was done
in ages that we consi<l.er hardly emerging froru barbarism; not only what
beautiful inspirations religion could give the artist; but because it will
how to those who are trying to raise the character of any art the trite
principle 1tpon which alone it can ever be raise!to what it was then. They
will ee the artist portrayed upon it-Peter Vischer; they will see him
with bi. apron on; they will see him with his chisel and his mallet in
bi,· hand; they will see that he aspires to nothing more than to be a
handi •raft man, a workman in metal, who yet could conceive, and then
d ign thi mo t :magnificent production of man' hand.
noth r exampl , something of the same ort, we shall find in a
n irrhl> rin°· country. There i at Antwerp, likewi e, a beautiful well
n ar th ath ral; and if you ask who it was that produced thi , you
will h r that it wa n who ometim · had been known a a paint r,
au<l
her , und "r th mor familiar app llation of the "BlacJ~ mith
~· n w rp/ a
1a ·k mi h; and ther i a piece of ir n-work: which
I f ar tha n t om· m , t
r:C t, work could turn out- rtain1y not,
ou1<l
· mpar d with it.
nd Quintin Mat y wa
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a poor school-boy, who, finding the heavy blacksmith's work too much
for him, took to drawing and coloring little images of saints, to be ·
given out in processions, and thus rose to be a painter and an artist,
finding his first profession too heavy for his strength.· But this iron,rnrk is a work of art; it is not a work merely cast in the lump, and
then put together; but it is a work that required genius, that required
great artistic skill; it shows that the artist even worked in iron; that a
Dlau who belonged to the very lowest branch of what ma.y be considered
the arts-laboring in metal-was able, notwithstanding, to imagine and
to carry out the most beautiful conceptions.
Now, coming to modern times, do we find anything of this sort1 I
content myself with referring to that last reporfwhich I have just mentioned-of the department of practical art. In that report there
are incorporated letters from some of our best silver and goldsmiths
upon the character of the artistic proficiepcy of the workmen. I
only rea.d one, for all in reality repeat the same sentiment. "At present
we seldom find an English workman who understands drawing. Not
one of our English workmen has a knowledge of drawing;" and it is
said that, without exception, these men will not even go to the school.
Attempts have.been made to bring them to the school of practical art, that
they may learn something of the principles by which the works in their
branch of productive art should be contlucted. They cannot be induced
to go and obtain that information, though it is nearly, or entirely,
gratuitously given. So little taste, so little feeling of art is there in
our workmen now. Can we expect they will produce works that will
d val those of ancient times, For there is this broad, immense difference: in one, the artist was the workman; now, the workman has only
a degree of intelligence above the machinery which be uses. He can
apply those means which are put into his hand; but can have no artistic
feeling to give the last touch, or even to bring things to ordinary perfection. On the other hand, we must be struck with the difference, that
in France there is much more taste, rnucl1 more knowledge, much more
intelligence, in the actual artificer; the exhibition showed, that, though
we had magnificent things in silver-work, and gorgeous obj~cts in
metallic productions, beautiful and . splendid, yety when :you came to
look at them with the artist's eye, you could not help observing the
immense difference between our English productions and those of France;
though, be it spoken to the glory of our English goldsmiths, they have
both the taste and the generosity and munificence to bring over and to
employ the very first foreign artists; and it was thus we did produce
s ome objects that stood in competition, not with those of the workman's
rivals, but with those of his own countrymen.
In Veeht there is an example· of what the artists in old times were.
He began as a cotton-spinner; he became a manufacturer of toys; then
a button-maker; and then he began to work with the chisel. His genius developed itself. He began to retouch and repair ancient_ armor,
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and then was tempted, S3eing that these were things sought after, (it
appears with the most honest intention,) to imitate them; and he found
that they ,vere bought and put in royal and imperial cabinets as real
work of what is called cinquecento. And then he imitated tbc shields,
working exactly upon Cellini's principle, that everything, however small,
is worked out separately, and then fastened together; that nothing i,s
cast, but that everything, to the smallest tip of the least finger 1 is hollow; and he worked on, and produced it by his artistic and careful manipulation. He began to work this way, and he found bis silver-work also
became considered as ancient, and was adopted into collections of vaiuable
antiquities. He then learned the power of his own genius, and he soon
rose; and, when the late revolution in :France took place, he had commissions for works to the amount of £60,000. And this was all his own
work, the production of his own bands. However, his losses were in
common with many others who had eng<diged in higher branches of art,
and he bas been since in this country; but certainly those specimens of
his work which we had in the exhibitiou were not ouly most beautiful,
but most exquisite; and many persons who took the pains to examine
in detail some of the works in silver, which were presented by one
French house in particular-the Freres Maurice-must have been struck
by the high artistic merit of them all. And they all are worked entirely
bit by bit hy the artist; and it was impossible they could be executed
but by an artist who could model as wen a.s draw, and who-knew how
to treat bis metal perfectly, so as to give all the softness, beauty, and
delicacy of the original model.
Now let us proceed to wl~at may be considered a big-her branch of
art, and that is sculpture. We shall find exactly the same principle
throughout; all the greatest artists of the most :flourishing period WP-re
men who dicltheir own work. Yon are probabl.v aware-many, I have
no doubt, are-at the present cla.y, when a sculptor has to produce a
statue he first of all makes his model in clay; probably a drawing first,
then a small model, then a model exactly as be intends the statue to be,
full- ized and completely finished; from this the cast is taken in plaster;
th block of marble· of proper size is put besrne it, and a frame over it
from which there bang threads with weights; these form the points
from which the workman measures, from corresponding lines, first to
th model , and then from these which are over the cast to the cast itlf; and by means of the merest mechanical process he gradually outs
aw "7th marble to the shape of his cast, and often brings it so near to
th fini. h d work that the arti t him elf barely pend a few week upon
it. ' lli. wa. o mu ·h the ca e with a very eminent sculptor that it i
w 11 kn wn he hardl~ v r had occasion to touch it.
w he wa not th way th ancient worked: they kuew p ,rfectl~·
w 11 tlu h r wa m r t lin in h few tonche which the ma t r-hand
~h- ·, ,
fr
th v r ~ b ()'inning of h work, than tber can be in
h · 1 w and 1 d ino- r
f ru chanical la or· and we find thnt
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those who were really exquisite sculptors in ancient times 'Were also
tlieir own worlcrnen. Vasari tells us of Orcagna, that he made at Florence
mven :figures, all with his own hand, in marble, which yet exist. Nmv,
0rcagna was certainly a, remarkable person. He was a sculptor, painter .
and an artist: and so justly vain, if one may so speak, of this varied
character of his art, that, upon his monuments or sculptures, he cails
1
himself a painter; upon his paintings, be always calls himself a sculptor. His paintings are to be found in the cemeter_y at Pisa. The most
beautiful and splendid of his works is the matchless altar in the chnrch
at San Michael, in Florence, of which, I am glad to say, there will be
an exact copy in the future Crystal Palace. This artist, now, whose
rnrk iH certainly most beautiful, most finished, as far as we can gather
from his life, actually clid the work with his own hands, and carved the
iohole of the 'marble himself.

I shall have occasion to speak of another celebrated artist under another head; and therefore I now will mention one who became very celebrated, and from whose life it is evident that he diu the whole of the
carving with his own hands, and that •is Brunelleschi. He lived at the
period when art was becoming truly most beautiful-the period which
just preceded the appearance, perhaps, of a still greater artist, but who,
in some respects, departed from the purest principles of art. He was
tbe contemporary of Donatello, and they were both Yery great friends,
and worked even in the same church. .An anecdote related by Vasari,
in the life of Donatello, will show us how truly Brunelleschi was not
merely a sculptor, but a carver who performed the work with bis own
hand. He tells us that Donatello had received a commission to carve
a crucifix, (which yet exists in the church of Santa Croce, under a beautiful painting by Taddeo Gaddi,) and that he produced what was considered a very fine work; but he was anxious that his friend Brunelleschi should see and approve of it. He invited him therefore, one day, to
inspect it; which shows that the work had been covered up and concealed during the execution. Brunelleschi looked at it, and said nothing. His friend Donatello felt hurt, and said, "I have brought yon
here to give me your opinion; tell me candj_dlywLat ·do you think of it 'f"
"Well, then," Brunelleschi said, "I will tell you, at once, that it is a.
figure, not of Christ, but of a peasant or a rustic.;' Donatello was indignant. It was perhaps the most beautiful specimen of the subject in
carving that had been produced; and be used an expression which became a proverb ; and I cannot help remarking how many expressions of
artists have turned into proverbs. The expression in Italian means
this: "Take a piece of wood, and make another." Brunelleschi did not
reply. He went home. Be did take a piece of wood. He said nothing
to Donatello, and he carved his crucifix. When it ·was quite finished, he
met Donatello, and said, '' "¼rill you eome and sup with me this evening"?" (Now I narrate this anecdote partly because it shows us what
the great artists were-that they were not great gentlemen living in any
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particular style.) " I will do so with pleasure," said Donatello. "Then
come along;" and Brunelleschi, as they went on, stopped alj the market,
bought eggs and cheese for their S-tipper, put them in an apron, and said
to Donatello, ''Now, you carry these to my house while I bny something
else, and I'll follow you." Donatello entered the room, saw the crucifix,
let fall his apron, and smashed the eggs. Brunelleschi soon fo1lowed,
and found Donatello with his hands stretched ont, and his mouth open,
looking at this wonderful work. "Come," said he to Donatello, "where's
our supped" "I have bad my supper," said he; '' you get what you can
out of what is left." .And then, like a true, noble-hearted, generous
artist, be took his friend by the hand, and said, "You are made to
represent Uhrist; I, only to represent peasants." Now, this shows, as I
said before, that this poor artist carried on his own work with his own
hands, shut up in his own house; in fact, that, as Vasa,ri tells us, be
never allowed any one to see it until it was qui tr. completed.
There can be no doubt that, among all the names celebrated in art,
there is not one that can be put in comparison with that of lVIichael Angelo; a man who, not merely from his follower, disciple, and intimate,
Vasari, but even from jealous and envious and ill-tempered Benvenuto
Cellini, receives constantly the epithet of '' the divine." No man certainly ever had such a wonderfulsoul for art, in every department: the
cnpola of St. Peter's, as an architect; bis Moses and his Christ, as a
sculptor; and his Last Judgment, on the ceiling of the Sistine Cl.lapel,
as a painter, are three monuments which would have made the eternal
fame, not of three, but of a hundred, artists in each department. Great,
noble, generous, and though perhaps somewhat in his temper not amiable, yet sternly honest in all his dealings, be seems to have been the
great center around which the art of his period revolved. There was
no one so great, so sublime in any particular branch of it, that did not
look up to Michael Angelo, and consider him his superior. It is acknowledged that Raffaelle went into the Sistine Chapel, and saw .Angelo's
wonderful works, anu changed entirely his style upon beholding them;
and it is particularly acknowle<lged by the writers of that time, that in
very other department-civil engineering, &c.-he was considered
equa11y snpreme. Now, you would suppose that this man, upon whom
ommL·. ion poured iu every day for great works, would have employed
a number of artisans to assist him; that he would have had carefully
pr par d model..:, which he would have intrn ted to skillful artificer ,
to Ii hten hi labor. But no such thing. There is every evidence
w < n d ·ire, that, f1om the beginning to the end, Michael Angelo perf rm 1 th whol of hi. own work; that he began with the piece of
marbl a. it came from h quarry; that, if not alway , pretty generally,
11 lid uot v •n
nde cend t make a de igu beyond a mall wax
m 1 l bu imm c1iat ly , t to work with ·hi 1 auu mall t on th fignre
whi h h h din hi · ima 0 ·iuation, an<l which 11 knew wa a · rnl lurking iu th iuaniurnt • l>l ck. Va ari h w u , in fact, from bi unfin-
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isbe<l pieces, in what way he must have mapped out the marble and
done the work himself; and that is why we have ~o mapy vast pieces
by him unfinished: either the stroke did not corirn out as he desired, or
it went too far into the marble, and spoilt bis labor. But so it is, that
by far the greater part of those gigantic pieces which be finished, if not
all, were the productions of his own band, as well as of bis intellect.
When about seventy-five years of age, Vasari tells us, he used to be
just as indefatigable with bis ·chisel and hammer as when he was a stout,
young man. He had near his bed-room, if not in it, (for he lived in a
most primitive and simple ·manner,) an jmmense block of marble, and,
when he had nothing else to do, he used to be hammering at that; and
when asked why be so continuously worked at this branch of his various arts, be used to reply that he did.it for amusement, to pass his time,
and that it was good for his health to take exercise with the mallet.
He undertook at that age, out of an enormous block of' marble, to bring
out four figures, larger than life, representing the descent from the
cross; and he had nearly worked out the figure of our Lord, when, lrnppening to meet with a vein that was hard and troublesome, he one day
broke it into half a dozen pieces. It was seen in this state by a friend,
and his servant begged it for him. It was put together, and it is now
to be seen at Florence. But Vasari says that it was necessary, in order
.to give him occupation, to get another large block of marble an~ put it
near his bed, that so he might continue at his work; and he began
another group of the same sort. This was at the age of seventy-five.
And Vasari gives us an interesting account of bow he worked: he says
he was remarkably sober, and while performing his greatest works, such
as the paintings, he rarely tool~ more than a crust of bread and a glass
of wine for his dinner. This sobriety, he says, made him very vigilant,
and not require much sleep; and very often in the night he used to rise,
when Ile could not sleep, and work away with his chisel, having made
for himself a·sort of helmet, or cap, out of pasteboard, and upon the
middle of this, in the top, he had his candle, so that tbe shadow of his
body never could be thrown upon the work.
Apropos of this, Vasari tells us an anecdote which is interesting as
showing the character of Michael Angelo and of his time. Vasari
observes that be never used wax caindles for this purpose, but a particular sort of candles made or'goat's tallow, which, be says, are particularly
excellent. Wishing to make him a present, be (Vasari) sent to Michael
' Angelo his servant one day with four bags of these particular candles,
containing forty pounds of them. The servant brought t.hem; and
~Iichael Angelo, who never accepted a present, told him to take them
back again, he would not receive them. The servant said, '' They have
nearly broken my arm in bringing them, and l shall not carry· them
back." ''Then do what you like with them,'' said Michael Angelo.
"Then," replied the servant, "I observed~ as I came to yonr ·house, that
just before your door there was a nice bed of just-hardened mud: HI go
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and stick all th~ candles in t,bis, and light them all, and leave them
there.'·' Michael Angelo said, '' No, I can't allow ·you to make such a
c::mfusion as there would be about my door; so yon may leave them.1'
This shows the homely and friendly way in: ·w hich the artists lived among
themselves.
We have a very interesting account of the manner in which he used
to work a,t his marble, from a contemporary French writer, who says:
"I can say that I have seen Michael Angelo, when he was about sixty
years of. age, and not then very robust, make the fragments of marble
fly about at such a rate, that he cut off more in a quarter of an hour than
three strong young men could have done in an hour-'' a thing almost incredible to any one who bas not seen it; and he used to work with
such fury, with such an impetus, that it was feared he would dash the
whole marble to pieces, making at each stroke chips, of three or four
fingers' thick, fly off into the air;" and that with a material in which,
if he had gone only a hair's-breadth too far, he would totally have destroyed the work, which could not be restored like plaster or cla.y.
Going now to another part of the world fo..r the same art, we return
to Nuremberg, and find a most magnificent piece of sculpture in stone, .
unrivaled in the delicacy and exquisite beauty of the work; that is
the tabernacle in the church of St. Lawrence. It rises from the ground
and goes up; not merely to the top of a very high church, running along
like a plant, with one of the pillars against which it is built; bu.t, as if
the church was not high enough for it, creeping far beyond, and making
the most graceful termination, which has nothing similar in works of
this sort. So beautiful and delicate is the whole work, representing all
the mysteries of our Lord's life and passion, that, for a long time, people
used to assert that it was not stone, but modele<.l -in some composition.
But it has been proved beyond doubt that it is stone. Now, the man
who made this was a mason-a cornrnon working stone-niason-Adam
Kraft, who built part of the tower of the church, .and whose name is
upon it as the mason who built it; and he, until 1490, when he was
fifty-three years of age, bad never attempted to work as a sculptor;
and yet, before be <lieu, he had not only executed many beautiful works,
aud among them a carved staircase in the tower, but this exquisite
work, which is without a parallel. He bas represented the whole of it
a· upportcd by three knee1ing figures, himself and bis two apprentices,
wh x cnted alone the whole work.
, th refore, that wherever there has really been grand or noble
w rk x cut cl by culptor , they have been artificers as well as designers j
th y ha e done the i orlc with their own hands, as well as imagined it in their
01 nfcm ies.
tu
now t an h rd par ment of art. W have tr ated of met1 · and arv d w rk in w otl and tone. L tu now got pottery. I have
alr , 1 · : n· <1 tha th : 1 autiful va , , known by th nam f Etrn. ·au r 'I'' r all • ma 1 rigiua1ly for d m tic u ; that, n qu ntly,
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they were made by the potter, and not by a fine artist only. This
It used to ~1e thought at one time that they were
all funereal, or of symbolical use, being found almost entirely in tombs;
l>nt it has been proved that the greater part of them were for the common
d.omestic purposes of the table and the household; that some, indeed,
,vere given as prizes at the games, tilled with oil; others were marriage
J>resents, kept with more care in houses, but still they were the work of
the potter, and must have been produced entirely by hand. Pottery
was so much considered as a branch ·of art, that in early Rome, in the
time of Numa, there was a college of potters; they were ennobled by
oeing made a special guild. Any one who went through the exhilJition
lilust have been particularly struck with the elegance of forms which
prevailed in an the Indian and also in the Turkish pottery; and the
wmrnon vessels, used to carry water on the head by the peasantry of
Italy and Spain, have the same elegance of form which very little of our
ehina, or of our finest pottery, can exhibit; arnl the question naturally
suggests itself, bow is this, that in many ·countries there should be such
beautiful productions, and at the same time that we should not be able
to give the same beauty of form 1 'rlie answer to this is given, I think,
~ery correctly by Mr. Digby Wyatt, in his beautiful work on the late
exhibition. He observes that "there ca,u be no don bt that the reason
of this beauty in the old pottP-ry and in that of the East is, that it is ma.de
entirely by the workman himselj::, There can be little doubt that the most
beautiful forms of Greek and Etruscan vases have been generated by a
simple process of formation, and by the refined delicacy of touch acquired
by the potter during years of practice. The perfect outline of some of
the commonest objects of pottery from India, Tunis, Turkey, and the
rest, demonstrate the methods by which contours equal in grace to the
Etrurian and those of Magna Grmcia have been produced. In the finer
work of pottery among us, a distinct person is employed to design from
him who makes t4e object,; the one makes the pattern, and a mold
js then made of the same figure as is given. But in the ancient and
· oriental objects, the beauty of form is attributed to the art being literally
in the potter's fingers j and he acquires by the mauipulation a fineness of
touch, a delicacy of eye, which enables him to produce lJeautiful forms,
· which no one in the abstract could imagine." This is corroborated by the
fact that in-the British Museum, in the great gallery where the Etruscan
vases are kept 1 you will find two-an~ if you search the Vatican and
Bourbon Museum, and all the collections in Europe, yon will not find
two-perfectly alike; there is a difference in them, which shows they
were not produced by a model, but simply out of hand; and I ha,ve no
doubt that the influence of this working in clay without a pattern is to
be traced in all the works in metal and in glass of the ·ancients; because,
no doubt, the eye of the man who worked in bronze had been formed
by hi familiarity with the beautiful patterns which came forth everv
day from "the hands of tlte workmen in clay. I find, too, His mentione~l
lias been fully proved.
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in Pliny, that when a knight named Octavius, in the time of Augustus,
wished to have a vase made, it cost him a talent, or upwards of £50, t-0
haYe tlle model made: which shows that the clay model was to be modeled before the marbl~ vase was sculptured. In this art, then, the producer is the designer, the artist is the artisan, and hence c01nes perfect
beauty.
Next to this must be mentioned a -very important branch of productive
art, in whicJ1 the art of design is always necessary to be in combination
with the actual manufacture; and that is china, or painting upon pottery. The Etruscan vases are often simple, sometimes of one color,
sometimes they have nothing of ornament; at other times they have
most beautifully executed, though sketchy, scenes of ancient mythology,
or very frequently from the "Iliad." These are done in a way which
shows there must have been hundreds of artists who could do that work.
Very frequently it was not a painter who did them, but the man who
was at work on th'e pottery throughout; and, although mere sketches,
they are considered as containing the elements of very beautiful drawing. If we come to speak of the art of modern times; a remarkable
instance of genius persevering in its work may be taken from the history
of Bernard Pn1lissy. He was an artist, but as a painter of comparatively
humble pretensions; for he tells us he used to paint figures, images, and
so on; bnt in this· he was an artist, to a certain extent. He tell us
himself, in the biography he has written, that in 1544, when there
seemed not to have been anything approaching to ornamental pottery
in France, he happened to see an Italian cup, which struck him as being
very beautiful; and he thought to himself, "Why could not this be
produced in France~" He set to work. He was a poor man, hardly
educated; but he had a great turn for chemistry, and was particularly
desirous of finding out a manner of enameling pottery, and especially
a white enamel, which he at length contrived to make. Ho took his
worked to be baked in glass-houses, and found Jt completely fail; then
he set to work in his own house, and built a furnace for the purpose.
He put his ingredients into the furnace; they would not set nor llarden.
He bad spent all bis money, and he gradually pawned all his clothes, and
burnt every article ·of furniture, to keep up the furnace, and pulled up
the fruit trees in his garden, and then the very floor of tbc house, to
k ep up the fire. Still the work was all spoiled. When he went out
the 11eople charged him with being a coiner; he was ridiculed a mad;
and , ry , ort of annoyance came on him. He persevered yet; and,
bavio" found that hi furnace would not act, he pulled. it down, and with
hi wn han<1: bringing the lime and brick., he built another furnace,
an 1 h n ,·a for , i x cl - and night watching the fire. Then he got a,
littl m n Y b havin" a c mmi,. ion to mak a survey, and cam ba k
t hi: w rl nnd ri 1 a"ain. Th mortar he u e<l how v r happ n d
h,
fi O
cl , {l ·i ll ' in it· and ju ta th p ttery We o-oin°· to et
b ar<l ~ 'l'a ·k and tll p l>l ., in th m rtar beg n to fl an<l. broke
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his enamel. He set to work again, and put his materials again in the
fire; and this. time there was a tremendous explosion, the ashes burst in
and the whole of his work was covered with black, so firmly set into the
enamel that it all had to be thrown away except a few pieces, by wbich
he made a trifle. For sixteen years he perseve~ed in this way, and
then was crowned with success, and produced the finest specimens of
colored and beautiful pottery, such as are to this day sought by the curious; and lie rece1ved a situation in the king's household, and ended
his days in comfort and respectability.
I could mention the beautiful earthenware of the sixteenth century,
known by the ~ame of "Raphael's waret because it is supposed that
Raphael himself did not disdain to make designs for common pottery,
pottery not to be used merely by the rich, but to be found in the common
cottages and houses of ordinary classes; the most beautiful specimens
being in the apothecaries' shops of Padua and Verona. There we have
the employment of high art in the decoration of a common and ordinary
object; for the pottery itself has no particular pretensions to elegance of
make, but yet one of these plates, thick, heavy, clumsy, and coarse as
they are, is worth a service of modern production as a work of art.
Another department is statuary in pottery, which presents some very
interesting features in the history of art. Its very origin is exceedingly
interesting. Pliny gives it to us as the invention of a certain potter, of
very ancient date, ·whose daughter, when parting with a youth to whom
she was engaged, did what I dare say some of you have done, made
him stand before the lamp, so as to throw his shadow on the wall, and
so sketch his head and face; and the father, wishing to preserve this
sketch, took some of his clay, and filled up the outline, and made a
bass-relief of the countenance. That piece of pottery, at the time when
the Romans first became acquainted· with art, and carried away the
monuments of Greece, was preserved in the temple of the Nymphs, at
Corinth, as a treasure of art-as the first germ from which had been
developed some of the most beautiful productions of that kind. At the
time of the Roman kings of the race of Tarquin, the inhabitants of Italy
had arrived at such perfection in this art that they used to make chariots,
horses, and other representations of clay, s9 well baked that they could
be placed in the open air, and stood for many centuries witllout injury;
and, in fact, we find them now among Etruscan monuments. The Romans
must also have learned well ho\v to paint them; because we find it
stated that there was an artist, whom Varro· particularly mentions, who
imitated fruit in pottery so perfectly as to deceive any one, and make
one think it was real.
But the most interesting example of this application of high art to
such products is what we find in the life of an eminent artist, and at the
sam e time a potter, Luca delia Robbia. He was put, when quite a boy,
a pprentice to a jeweler. He very soon began to make things in bronze;
h e gave up mere small modeling, and began upon marble, and succeeded
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very well. He worked the whole of the day at his chiseling, and sat up all
the night drawing. He was poor; he was hungry and cold; and the
only means he had of warming himself at night was to put his feet in a
basket of shavings, while he sat there drawing, and w:ould not be driven
from it. Now, t~ere was an education for him, beginning first with small
work, and exercising his patience and skill in that way. Sigismund
Malatesta, the great patron of art at Hirnini, was then building a splendid church, and be sent to Florence to find workmen to do the carving;
and Luca della Robbia was engaged for this purpose. He had at that
time been a silversmith's apprentice, had ex.e cuted works in marble and
bronze, and was set fo undertake that noble work at Rimini; and ho,v old
was he when Sigismund engaged him? He was fifteen! And what pains
and stud,y must have been gone through in that time by the poor boy to
rnakehiruselfreally an artist! He succeeded admirably at,Rimini, and came
back and received a commission to work with Donatello, to make a screen
for an organ, and a bronze door. After all this, he suddenly discovered a
totally new branch of art-modeling in pottery. He first contrived to
manufacture his own clay; he then discovered a mode of glazing it to
such perfection that centuries of weather do not in the least affect it.
He then contrived to color it in the most beautiful manrnw; and all
Florence, and every part of Italy, may be said to be filled with works of
art equal to anything produced in marble, and valued as high. He went
on improving his art; be began, then, tesselated pavements, and outsides
of churches, which are most beautiful; and then, taking to himself, not
a number of workmen to mold under him, but two near relatives of his,
who were also artists and sculptors in marble, and who had left marble
to come to work in clay, this family carried on the same work to the
third generation~ when the sei;ret of the art expired with the family.
But in those three generations, till Pope Leo gave the commission of
making the pavement of the Loggie Raffaelle, this family made an infinite number of original works of art, executed by hand, colored and
baked by themselves. Now, there is a whole family of artists, in whom
the productive and artistic skill were unite<l. In our estimation we
, hou1d ay what a descent that was for a sculptor in bronze and marble
t come to a mere potter l But I will read to you Vasari's sentiments
on that , ubject, who, as the great biographer of artists, and who liYed
am ng arti. t , au<l wa ,himself an artist, may be allowed to have a right
• ntim nt upon it. He says : "Luke therefore, passino· from one ort of
work t another, from marble to bronze, and from bronze to clay, did
n t fr m any idl nr. , , nor from being, like many others, capriciou ,
un;tc 11' an di content d with hi art, lmt becau e he felt him. If
drawn t n w pnr.·uit. and to an art r quiring le labor and time and
r ml •1-iurr bim m re fl'ain; h nee th world and the art. of design be ame
lll'ic:11 l wi h an mt rn•w n .fu1 and mo t eautiful · and Ile with glor 11 l prai:
imm ital an<l unfailing. '
'
\ · ar tol
· )liny tlia i wa iu th time of ugu ·tu tll prac--
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tiee was introduced of painting the walls of houses. Temples were
undoubtedly painted before; because he tells us, that, when the temple
of Ceres was falling into ruins, the paintings of Demophilus were cut
away from the walls, (as is sometimes now done with frescoes,) and put
into frames in order to preserve them. On one occasion, by the way,
the city of Rhodes was s~wed, when Demetrius besieged it, because he
feared a beautiful painting would be destroyed that was on the wall of
one of tbe buildings. This painting of walls corresponded to our paperhangings. What we do by putting on stained or colored paper, they
did with the brush and the skill of the artist. The walls of Porn peii
and Herculaneum are covered with most beautiful paintings, not merely
ornamental patterns and arabesques, but there is such a mixture of
the mere ornament, and of :figures perfoctly designed and colored, as to
show that there was no distinction made then between the painter of
a fresco and the house decorator; the artist wa.s hi1nself the performer of
the work, and so beautiful is it, that we have hardly anything in modern
times superior to what is commonly found on the walls of the priyate
houses of cities wbich were in a pr,ovince remote from the capital, and
which had no particular recommendation, that we know of, as seats of
art.
We have an instance, also, in modern times. Perhaps one of the
most beautiful productions of modern art is the painting of that gallery
to which I have alluded, wher~ we see that Rcrffa,elle undertakes to do
what now one woulcl never think of committing to the hands of any one higher
than a common house-decora.tor. No nobleman, nor even a monarch, would
think of asking the first artist of the kingdom to design the ornament
of a gallery, scroll-work, and grotesques, or mechanical ornament, which
now would be done by a common process or a common hand. But in a
former age there was no distinction made between what we now consider
the higher and the lower sorts of art; but the whole of art was regarded
c1,s one thing; the greatest of artistR considered it was his place to make
even the smallest work- which might be insignificant in itself'.- grnat
ancl noble, and to stamp the highest impres3 of art on the commonest
an.cl most ordinary commissions that were given to him.
I will now speak of a department of art which will interest you,
perhaps, more than others-art applied to textile fabrics. There is a ·
great diff~rence between what art can do in th:i.s department, and what
it can do for those t,hrough which I have passed; because the others
are in their nature more lasting; they are to continue for a time; they
are worth, therefore, the attention and care of artists of the very b,ighest class. The fashions of textile fabrics are perishable and fragile;
they are capricious and chal}geable; therefore it is impossible to have
the time, the leisure, and the same degree of labor expended on them
as is necessary to produce a great work of art. I have read witlt considerable pleasure, and can bear testimony to the important suggestions
in a pamphlet or lecture on this subject delivered in this city by Mr.
21 s
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Potter. He is quite correct in his estimate of the somewhat exaggerated
ideas which may exist of the power of art in connection with that which
is not <lnrable, and which, in reality, has its value, necessarily, for only
a brief period. I agree, therefore, with him on that subject; but at the
same time I accept as very important his concession that, even with
regard to that degree of art which is compatible with the nature of the
substance on which it is to be displayed, we do not do what we ought to
do, and that we fall short of our neighbors, the French; or at least, that,
while in that which is of secondary character we have put fortll such
perseverance and study as to have attaine<l an equality with them,
there is a point in that which is nio.re delicate ancl perfect which we have
not reached. This is an important concession. It appears there is some
reason wby, in France~ they can produce, even in printed fabrics, a
superior and more delicate artistic effect than can as yet be given here;
and I shall have to speak of the reason of this, which accords completely
with what I have said, because in these works, which are not made absolutely by handicraft, but with the assistance of mechanical skill, there
rnust be a distinction between the designer and the mere workman-a
mau who keeps the machine in motion, and puts the work through it;
although, no doubt, it is necessary for the des.igner also to have a con::,iderable acquaintance with the proce·s s by which his design is to be
brought out in actual manufacture. I only wish to observe how the
principle comes down here. You know the cartoons at Hampton Court,
tlle most perfect an<l finished work of art of lfaffaelle. You would. suppose these would be a labor of years, for they are all by bis own hand,
perhaps liardly aided by a disciple; and nothing can be more perfect
tllau the outline and artistic distribution of the parts of the painting.
'\Yhat were these cartoons '~ Simply drawings for the loom. Raffaelle
dill not think it below him to draw patterns which were to be sent to Holland
ot Belgiirni, a,nd there to be executed in the loom by weavers of a carpet.
Thi' ·hows how the Yery highest ideal art may bend without degradation
to a :ist practical art \vith all its powers and resources; and where the
Huion of the two in the same person cannot be got, tLen we have to think
f the means by whicll the harmonious combination of both may be
hl'ou ·ht to produce one effect. While upon this subject, I am ten;,ivted
t qno~e ·ome beautiful liues upon the subject from one of our oldest
1 u wi:e, t poet8; one who calls himself, upon his tomb, "the servant
or Ou cu Elizabeth, he councilor of King James an<l the friend of Sir
liilip 'i<l.n .. ·, Lorcl Brooke. Speaking as if it ,;as considered in those
day. · flt, th impul. ·es of intln try mu t be entirely regulated by the
·nli 11 g- P' w ·r he pr scribes the duty of that in reo·ard to the production
f 1uannfactn · : :
b
0

' To which nd, pow r must nnr cries erect,
tHl tho. c track. chcri ·h which use many hands;
Yr.t i-1ic:h as more hy pain~ tllan skill effect,
Anil. o hy. pirits more than vio-or stand;
\Yh,:r h~- ,•aC'h ·n·atnr may it 1f .·u, tain,
\.n 1 wuo ·x · ·I, add honor t their gain. '
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Another reurnrk I will read, which comes in the same passage, because
it seems as, written in that age, prophetic of what may be considered
the characterist.ic commercial policy of this day-that policy which particularl:y owes, if not its origin, certainly its greatest impulse, to this .
city of Manchester. He says:
"Now, though wise kings do b)7 advantnge play
With other states, by setting ta.x on toys,
Which, if needs do permit, they justly may,
As punishment for that vice which destroys,
To real things yet 1niist they carefnl be,
H<Jre ar,d abl'oacl, to keep them custom free;
Providing clothes ar,cl food no burden bear,
Then, equally clistribnting of trade,
So as no one rnle what ·we eat or wea1·,
Or any town the gulf of all be made;
For, thongh from few wealth soon be had and known,
And st.ill the rich kept servile by their own,
Yet no one city rich, or exchequer full,
Gives states such credit, strength, or reputation,
As that far-seeing, long-breathed wisdom will,
Which, by the well disposing of creation, .
Breathes universal wealth, gives all content,
Is both the mine and scale of government."

Now, gentlemen, I wish to come to some general results. vVe haYe
seen, that so far, in every instance we have examined, icherever
there has been real beaiity and perfection of work, it has been in oonsequence of the JJractical art, and of the fine art, 'which oitght to work
together, b,;ing rnost closely combined, and, as nearly as it can be done, in
the sarne indi·vic1ual, or else in the most perfectly harmonious coopera-

tion. Now, we must watch verJ carefully whether the plans which are
being proposed for artistic education-to be applied t.o productionwill tend to combine these two characters better, or fnrther to separate them. I ·come to the conclusion, that if art has alwavs flourished
in its perfection when the two hav~ been combined; a1;d if, on the
other hand, it is acknowledged that at present art is not applied
to manufactures as it might be, and if it is, at the same time, the
clearly Yisible fact that our artisans and workmen are not artists-I
think I ha Ye a right to conclude that th-is separcitio1i of the two cha,rcicters
·is the cause of our inferiority, and that, therPfore, the education ichich we
are to prep<;ire for those who are to carry producti1,,1e art to its perfection
must be one whic1i will c01nbine, closer than is now done, these two clepcirt'lnents of what I consider one ancl the same thing, Now, is it or can it be

so by the education we are now giving, I observed that what I have
said till now has been acknowledged long before by one of the greatest
authorities in matters of art-tb~t is, Dr. Waagen, the director of the
Royal Gallery at Berlin. He was examineu, in 1835, before a committee
of the House of Commons on the imprmTement of arts and manufactures,
and he said that q in former times artists were more workmen, and the
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workmcu were more artists, as in the time of Raffaelle; and it is very
fr,
clesimble to restore this happy corrnection." I was glad· to find this
of
corroboration of what I intended to say. He says again, "We have,
~]
then, to endeavor a connection between these two, the prc1ductive and
oi
beautiful art." Now, I ask what class of art was it which was in comd
bination with productive a1~t, to make it the parent of such a beautiful
1)1
offspring in every department f lt was not low art; it was not the
a,
mere knowing how to sketch an object from nature;· it was not merely
l)
linear drawing; it was not merely elementary art: but it was high art,
b
and the highest art. In every one of these cases the state of society
\1
was such-from what causes I do not undertake here to say-that it
did permit the highest artists devoting themselves to what now they
contemn and would despise; and, on tile other hand, there was such
honor given to the product of industry, that, when it really had the
stamp of beaut,y upon it, it rose of itself to the department of hig~ art.
Let me illustrate what I consider the danger to be guarded against
by another example. When you go into a ~icture gallery now, and you
see the portrait of a man, why do you care the least who that man wast
You see the splendid effect; the countenance, which .perhaps has not a
beautiful feature in it, but which, b,y the noble expression, by the beautifol tone of color, by the majestic character thrown around the head,
by the harmony between the parts, even by the accessories, is made so
glorious that you can gaze upon it for hours. It may be a doge, it
may be a merchant, a soldier, or a prince; you care not: you see there,
not the portrait 7 bnt you see the painting by Titian, or by Rembrandt,
or Vandyke; and the artistic merit so completely swallows up all the
i<lea of personality of him who is represented, that, unless it happens
to be some one particularly known, yon never take the trouble of inquiring whom the painter represents. And why so~ Because then portrait-paiutiug had not uecome a distinct department of art. There was
110 such thing then as a person who called himself\ta portrait-painter,
who tbongllt he could produce a, noble likeness of a man by merely giving
a fac- imile of his features; but portraits were paiutiugs by men who
who eonld hay·e painteu an historical painting of the highest character,
and to whom it woulJ have been thought not unbecomiu ~ to commit tlle
great st arti tic works imaginable. But h1 modern times the portraitpaint r i." au entirely different per ou, and the picture produced by
tliat ·la:: of arti. t are unfortunately of but little. value except to tho e
,vbo ham a p r onal intere t iu the su~ject of tlle pol'tDait. Yon know,
to , that ,- ry one of the e portraits, which cover such a va t extent of
th wall of th .·hibiti n, will be transferred. to the plac of honor o,· r
th ·him1H· ·-pi ce in the hou. e of the own r; aud, when hi· 011 rrrow.
111 i will Ul' put on oue si<le, that a portrait of the inh ritor may take
it: pla<' : ancl in th n .- t g n ratio11 it , ill be tran £,rrc<.1 to. me o h r
_nor ont-of'-th -way ·om r f th ho.t1. , until at l tit will fiud, m r e
11omiui u: p ·iti n thau Ure. at. · du ·t, 'topping up a, m1°·hol toke p
1
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out the inclemency of the weather.

From what does this come,
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Simply

from the attempt to divide art into parts-to say that there shall be a class

of men who can do a portrait, but who cannot ~lo a historical or other
great painting. And you find a difference when some of the great artists
of the present day-for there are some truly gr.eat artists in Englanddo put their hands to what is considered another department of art, and
!)aiut the portrait of a friend, or of any one else; it becomes in itself
a, fine creation of art, and it will not perish when_ the person is forgotten;
but it wiU be known by the name of the person who painted it, and not
by the name of the person who sat for it. In this way, too, high art,
when applied to a lower branch, raises its character. This is what ought
to be the fundamental basis of artistic education. If we really mean to
make more than improved designers or draughtsmen for mechanical
work, we must have great cirtists who are not afraid to work mechanically
at the same time that they are great artists;
must have the feeling
that ~rt commits no unworthy condescension in giving immediate assistance to the processes of production. The famous artists of whom I
have been speaking were, as we have seen, men who worked at their
business, and yet were not considered as working men; they were considered as artists, and treated as such. And it is that, I am afraid,
which makes the great difference between our time and theirs. Art,
unfortunately, is not now considered so noble as to give rank and station,
as it did in those days. I do not mean that the great artists, those who
devote themselves to what are considered works of high art, do not
receive patronage and countenance, and even high honor; but we find
that in those days such distinctions were bestowed on the artists themselves in productive toil. There is not, perhaps, any part of the history
of art more interesting and beautiful than those portions of Cellini's
memoirs which show us the manner in which he was treated; he used
to go, when he pleased, to the pope to take him drawings and models;
he speaks of going in without even waiting to be announced-going in
the evening, after laboring all day in his workshop, as a matter of course.
He was treated in the same manner by the grand duke of Tuscany, aµd
by the king, Francis the Ifirst; when he was working for him, the king usecr
to go at any hour and visit him; and Cellini gives rather a characteristic
anecdote, proving how very familiar such visits were. One day, while
at work, and, as usual. rather in ill temper, an apprentice or servant did
something which displeased Cellini, and be roughly t·ook the youth by
the shoulders and pushed him across the room. The apprentice fell
against the door, which was just then opened by the king, and he fell
fairly into tbe king's arms. Such was the familiar way in which kings
and great personages usedto visit Cellini, and ·find him in bis apron
among bis workmeti.. But I believe, myself~ that it is not patronage
which art wants in modern times. Patronage it has; you, gentlemen,
here, many of you, I know, would not scruple to go far beyond the mere
calculation of interest, were it in our power to raise, by your patronage,

we
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any one who gave evidence of genius, and reward him as he deserved.
It is not patronage, but honor, that art wants.
Now speaking of the department. to which I have just alluded, there
'
.
is a passage worth quoting from Mr. Ward's book, "The World and its
Workshop," on the diffeFence between English and French designers in
the textile fabrics. "France has studiously cultivated the art of design,
and advanced its professors to the rank of gentlemen; in England, on
the contrary, with some exception, it has been degraded to a mechanical
emJ?loymeut, and remunerated at weekly wages. France has, in consequence, a species of industry to which we have no claim- the production of design for exportat.ion." Now, having drawn these general
conclusions, we must come to some practical applications. The first,
that we must avoid making too great a separation between_that char·
acter of art which it is proposed, now, to impart to our products and
the higher departments ·o f arts. I have observed that the separation
of art into two departments, high and low, seems to be dangerous,
and it will, perhaps, prove fatal. You may edueate a great number of
good designers, persons who will ma,k e tolerable drawings, and with
rapidity; but the influence upon these which are considered the lower
stages of art must come, not from below, but from above; it is only art
in its highest department that gives the tr.ue feeling of proportion, the
right sense of harmony, whether in color or in design, that gives also
that sense and feeling of the adaption and propriety of things to their
purpo e, which is indispensable. Any one must be surprised at seeing
the extraordinary combination of the styles of different countries and
times in our works of art, from the want of a regular artistic education.
I therefore think that the first thing which must be done is to try an
education which will not give merely a great degree of elementary
art,istic power, but that, while we give what may be called the rudiments
of al't to every one, if possible, so as to give t,h em all the opportunity
of developing a higher taste and power, if they possess it, we must not,
in looking beyond that, satisfy ourselves with the idea that we can
educate a great number of artisans to a rniclLlling degree of artistic
·feeling, in the hope that thereby we may influence the character of our
manufactures; but we must endeavor to combine the two, to bring
down the high art to mingle with the lower, in the feeling that it is the
common interest and duty of artists to improve the productive arts ,
and to carry into act'ual work-not m,ercly into design-the powers which
th~ · po:.· ., .
Th Yidence of fr. Skene, before the committee of the Hou e of
wm n ', i ' to tlie ame effect. Ile and. Mr. P tter, and e,ery other
Wl'it r I he v
n, an-reed that we are not equal with the French in the
m r <l licat p r, ti u. f art , pplied to manufactur , an<l ' P cially
in t . til fabri ; an<l he gives thi · rea -on: ,, The y tcm of France i:::s
, r · lift'er 11 fr m tba of thi,· ·ountry b can ·e iu France arti 't of the
fl r. t 1m. uc mpl 'J' their time-" nd' make it a m t profitable part
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of their employment-in pattern-drawing, and they are paid very high
prices by the manufacturers." This, then, accounts for everyt hing,
because it is the union . of high art· in design with manufacture that
makes the French superior. The evidence of M. Ooquerel, who is
himself an eminent architect and designer, shows that a distinguished
artist, who became president of the French Academy of Arts at Rome,
and one of the first of his day, was employed at Sevres, in the china
manufacture; and he states, also, t.lta.t of fourteen or fifteen French
artists of the first rank, educated at Rome, with whom he was acquaint ed, many were scruttered through France assisting in the different
manufactures. Fiuding the market for the highest class of artistic works
so limited, and so full, these men, instea.d of sinking iuto despair or committing suicide, as ha,s been seen in similar cases, turned their high
ta.lent to the assistance and improvement of manufactures; and the,y are
not thought to have dishonored themselYes by doing this; nor is it considered. their superior education was thrown away upon them in qua,Jifying them for the posts they now occupy. Why should it not be so
here~ Let auy one go into the exhibition of paintings in London , and
look arouud the walls; he will, perhaps, find only a small mun ber of
artists who can, with any hope of advanciug themselves in the, path to
eminence, continue in what they may consider the highest department
of art; and I cannot but think there are many in distress, persons who
might be making an honorable livelilJood, if they would apply their
talents to what they would wrongly consider, perhaps, a <legradjng·
employment, but which is most honorable-the improvement of art in
its productive department.
The second step which seems to me .of the greatest importance, is to
fawiliarize the people with art. This I know is a very trite topic, and
one which can hardly be considered to require from us much attention.
I know it is proposed to make museums in every part, and I think that
excellent. But we must observe how it is that that familiarity with art
has been obtained by other people; it has been, not so much by having
places to which people were to go to see art, but by rendering it familiar
ernrywhere to their eyes. The ancien_t Greeks, proceeding from other
considerations, which we, as Christians, could not for a moment wish to
have considered, such as the public spectacles, and feasts, and ceremonies
of Greece, filled their whole country with worl~s of art. Any one that
will read the works of Pausanias, or the first book alone, will see bow
impossible it was for an Athenian to go ten yards in any direction in
the city without seeing some beautiful work of art. On every side there
were monuments, and statues, and temples, of the most beautiful workmanship and design; and the people became impregnated with the sense
of artistic beauty; aud therefore u·hoever, even a niechanic, put his hand to
any work, worked under the influence of that feeling. In a later period, in
R ome, there was the same plan of filling the public buildings, the streets
a nd squares of the city, with sculptured monuments and with paintings
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hnng np so that the people could gaze on them; and Plin·y gives us a
long .list of paintings put up by different emperors; and, by way of
showing what was thought by the Romans of our northern ancestors, he
says, that among those paintings on the walls of the Forum there was
one of a shepherd; and when a German ambassador came to Rome, he
w·as asked at what price would he value that picture~-_whieh shows
tlrnt it was considered by the Romans to be wo~th a high price, quite
beyond a German's estimate; he, having so little idea of art that he did
not consider that question applicable to any possible artistic merit, said,
"Why, I would not have the man, if he were alive and breathing, if you
would give him to met-he considering it was the value of the ma,n, as
a senant, and not of the picture, that he was to regard. In a later age,
at Florence, Vasari tells us how he and Michael Angelo, and other
artists, used. to meet together, and then go from church to church to
see the beautiful works of art in each, and then to discuss and criticise them. In the middle ages it was the Ohitrch, no doubt, which gaYe
to public admiration the specimens of fine art, an<l kept them before
the minds of all, and, in fact, made the people be artists. The consequence of this was, that, as Cellini tells us, when his statue of Perseus,
after having been finisheu, was_ put into a public place, and when he
uncoYered it for the first time, "It so pleased God, that, as soon as ever
rny work was beheld by the populace, they set up so loud a shout of
applause, that I began to be comforted for tbe mortifications I had
undergone; and there were sonnets in my praise every d_ay fastened up
ou the gate, and the very day I finished my work twenty more sonnets
were set up, with the greatest praises of the work~ and Latin and Greek
poems were published. on the occasion." So well had the Italian public
learned how to appreciate a noble work of art!
Now, I look forward with no small expectation to what will be done
by the new exhibition which is preparing, (this refers to the Manchester
exhil>ition,) because I know that great paius have been taken to collect
cast· and copies of whatever is most beautiful in every department of
art, b ginning with the most remote period, down to the present time;
and if it be rmLlly open to the public, and if, especially, it be open for
,·omc portion, at least, of that day on which alone the artisan can enjoy -it,
then I am sure it will do more toward raising the feeling of the people
for art, and consequently toward intro<lucing an improved practice,
than any :et of le. ons or any teaching coultl do. A very strong remark
i: made _Y Dr. Waag n, before that committee, when m;ked if they shut
up th · mn eum at nerlin a they do iu England, at certain time , to
uabl · :irti:t' to copy; he say,, '' By no mean , because I believe art i
fa1· 11101· promot ,(1 h the p ople , ecing it than it is by auy number of
arti:t · m, hnrr ·opi ''.' But it app ar to me there has been a deficiency
iu tlw general education among it in tlte 1natter of artistic cultUtre. I cauno lrnt l> ,trnck with thi · wh n I · e that am uh all the coll O' aml
,.cli ol h ·l ngiu<.. t thi. ·otmtry,, or ,·p ctabl and. richly udow cl
y
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there is not one of them, so far as I know, which has 11iade any collection or
rnuseiim that might train the young men who are ediwa,ted there in a f amiliarity icith art. I do not think any college in either of our univ-ersities,
Eton, or any of the schools, keeps before the eyes of its young men examples of painting, sculpture, and of other arts of design, which might
accustom them during their early years to admire and appreciate art,
and thus to contribute afterward their influence to elevate its character.
At the same time, I must observe with sincere pleasure that this is not
the case with our Catholic colleges; that, poor and unendowed as they
are, there is not one of them which bas not striven, at the same time
while it has prO"dded itself with a library, far beyond the proportion of
its means, if compared with what others have clone, to provide also some
works of art, and keep them constantly before the students. At Stonyhurst there are many beautiful things, carving, lapidary, silver-work,
and jewelry, especially for church purposes. Ushaw, or St. Cuthbert's
College, near Durham, is another instance; the walls there are covered
with paintings, many of excellent masters, and engravings_ _ of great
b eauty; there is a museum filled with specimens of art; the sacristy of the
chapel is growing with proofs of the encouragement _given there to
modern artists, as well as with carefully-collected specimens of ancient
art.
·
I may be allowed to revert also to the days which I spent in St. Mary's
College, at Oscott. There, through the munificence of a departed nobleman, and under the guidance of the refined taste of the greatest artist of
this day, because a practical disciple of all the arts-Mr. Pugin- there
was collected a museum which would have been worthy of a larger establishment; beautiful specimens of carving, of enameling, and metal-work
of every sort, so valuable that persons were sent from the department of
practical art on purpose to make molds and copies of the specimens; and
almost ?,11 the cloisters were covered with paintings, some by very respecta ble artists, and others good copies. The students were thus brought
up in familiarity with choice objects of art, which bas had an influence
upon their lives since, and induced them to patronize and encourage art.
That collection, moreover, was, in the most liberal way, thrown open ~o
every one who chose to come ancl visit us; we never saw any feeling of
n arrow partisanship or exclusiveness of religious distinction; the house
u sed to be visited every day by parties of people from the neighborhood;
and nothing gave me greater pleasure than to see the young men who
u sed to come there, and who were permitted to walk freely through the
h ouse. There was, at no great distance, a very considerable establish m ent for education, richly endowed, and having everything that could
encourage the study of literature; but it did not possess, as it appearec1 7
a single object of artistic interest within its walls; and often did the
s tudents of that establishment come up to St. Mary's and roam freely
through it, and receive every courtesy. And that was at a t ime when
0 ·cott was considered almost the cente..r of a strong proselytizing tendency, and I know that :personally I was much more engaged in contro-
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yersy then than I am at the present moment; and it was pleasing,
therefore., to see that there was no feeling on the subject which could
make it be apprehended as unpleasant for those young men to come to
us. Bodies of those young men used to come to St. l\fary's with letters
from their principal, couche<1 in the most courteous terms, asking, as a
favor, that his students might be allowed to attend the establishment,
which could have very little other merit to many than as it was filled
with works of art; and on one occasion he informed me that, when any
of the students of his house were particularly well-conducted, and had
especially distinguished themselves, the best reward he could give them
was to S<'nd them with a letter to us, to come an<1 see Oscott College.
~ow, it will gi,Te you all pleasure to know that this generous, liberal, and
gentlemanl,f-minded individual, the hea·d of that neighboring college,
was-the Rev. Prince Lee.
One thing more, I will observe, is importa.nt-that we 1nust not narrow the sphere of art. There is a tendency to do so in this practical scheme
of education. I observetl in the late report, which may be considered
as a programme of the depa.rtment of practical art, that there are
prizes proposed for artistic designs in three different departments-for
printed garments, fabrics for carpets, and for paper-hangings. Now,
one of 'the conditions of the four drawiugs to be sent in to compete for
the prize in all three instances is this: '' the designs to be fla t , not imitative, but conventional, without relief, shadow, or perspecti,Te." Now,
that is the medireval principle, and cannot apply to other styles of art;
ancl you are narrowing the sphere of art if you dictate, as a necessary rule
of all desig11s in those three departments of producti rn art, that there
8ha11 not be relief or perspective in the painting; that the flowers must
all be of one color, and. that there must be no shadow, and no attempt
to copy nature, but that the forms must be all "conventional," that is,
such as a rose spread out in t,o four parts, with a point between them,
and. the lily changed into a jleur-de-lis, and no natural forms to be truly
imitated. Now, it is folly to think of competing with French art if our
artisans are to be educated 011 that principle, because the beauty of de..·i0·11 where nature is copied-where the flower glows in its own colorswill carry tile ta te of the public, anu I think rightly, in preference to a
ries of flat and un haped <lm;igns. I thiuk it is a wrong principle; and
wl1y? .Arti 't · will tell you that tile carpet is nothing more than a backgr UIH.l for the furnitme; that the banging of a wall, paper 01· whatffver
it ma - b i.· uothino- bnt a backgrouud for the furniture; and tlierefore
tha th'·' mu t b quiet and of a, lower tint, with nothing brilliant, and
u att mp at tb. repr entation of natural object'. Now, I deny this
JJl'in ·iple j th' - ar uot ba ·kgroun<l. The paperiug of toe wall i in tlrn
pla · of th' auci ·11 1rnintiu(T u tll wall; and I do not ·ce why if you
ul. • aY itl ,rhat Y r ma - ofl>ud the y - uch a· fal, p l' ' P cti,eth 'l' .• ho 11 l uot b all th b auty and bofow of natural object ofreu to
t 11 • J>l ·tm ·u pap riu,r f th wall. If wear t oll ·t mt1.·cnm ', to put
·f r'
.·p cim n fr m th I aintiug f Polllp ii, and
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then to tell them that these wall paintings are done on a false principle,
because they are good representations of natural objects, and n_o t merely
conventional drawings, how are we consistent, Arnl if you tell a young
man who designs patterns for carpets that there must be nothing there
which would not be, naturally, in such a position-that there must be no
sky or flowers there-then you go to rnaJrn it a mer~ pavement and nothing better. I should say that the real carpet should take the place of
the ancient mosaic. The ancients thought it not amiss to represent whole
scenes on their pavement, with sky and rivers, men and horses; and Pliny
tells us there were many celebrated men for this sort of work in Greece;
but the most celebrated of all was Sosias; and he says among his other
works at Pergamus there was a remarkable one which was called '' The
Unswept House." It was a representation which certainly does not give
us a very good idea of cleanliness of domestic habits-of a floor on which
all sorts of refuse had been left to lie about, fragments of meat, and the
shells of crawfisll, and everything which untidy people might leave after
their meals. Such were the notions the ancients had of designs. I
should, therefore, be inclined to fear that if we began to cleal with art
upon a too confined basis, and on principles which belong only to one
period of the history of art, and if we now insist on their l>eiug ma<le the
sole basis of artistic education, we shall produce cramped a,nd narrowminded cirtists, and never enable them to take, advantage of the great
classical patterns to improve their taste.
In concluding, I think among the greatest errors that language has
imposed upon us, there is none more remarkable than the sort of antagonism which is established in common language as between nature and
art. "'Vil.,. e speak of art as being, in a certain manner, the rival of nature
and opposed to it; we contrast them-we speak of the superiority of
nature, arnl depreciate art as compared with it. On the otller hand,
what is art but the ejJort that is made by human slcill to seize itpon the transitory features of nciture, to give them, the stam,p of perpetuity ? If we
study nature, we see that in her general laws she is unchangeable; tlle
year goes on in its course, and day after day pass magnificently through
tbe Sall1;e revolutions. But there is not one single moment in which
either n~ure, or anything that belongs to her, is stationary.. The earth,
the planets, and the sun aml moon, are not for any instant in exactly
the same ,relation mutually as they were in another instant. The face
of nature is l'.Onstantly changing; a,nd what is it that 1Jreserves that for
'US but cirt, which is not the rival, but the child, as 't,()ell as the handmaid, of
nature? You find, when you watch the setting sun, how beautiful and
how bright for an instant! then how it fades away! the sky and sea are
covered with darkness, and the departed light is reflected, as it had
been just now upon the water, still upon your mind. In that one evan.
escent moment a Ola.mle or a Stanfield dips his pencil in the glowing
sky, and transfers its hue to his canvas; and ages after, by the lamp
of night, or in the brightness of the morning, we can contemplate that
e"ening scene of nature, and a.gain renew in ourselves all the emotions
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which the reality could impart. And so it is wHh every other object.
Each of us is, but for the present moment, the same as be is in this
instant of his personal existence through which he is now passing. He
is the child, the boy, the man, the aged one bending feebly over the last
few steps of his career. You wish to possess him as he is now, in his
youthful vigor, or in the maturity of his wisdom, and a Rembrandt, or
a Titian, or a Herbert seizes that moment of grace, or of beauty, or of
sage experience; and he stamps indelibly that loved image on his canvas ; and for generations it is gazed on with. admiration and with love.
We m/ttst not pretend a fight against nature, cind say that ioe will rnalce art
different from what she ,is. I will read you some beautiful lines, which
show how our art must be derived from nature. I translate them from
the excellent poem of Schiller, addressed to artists:
The choicest blossom which the parterre warms,
In one rich posy skillfully combinedSiwh, infant .Art crept first from Nature's arms:.
Then are the posies in one wreath entwined .
.A second Art, in manlier bearing, stands,
Fair work of man, created in his hands.

I believe the idea of these beautiful lines is taken firom the anecdote
which Plip.y has preserved to us of the contest of art between Pausias
the painter anc~ Glycera the flower-girl; she used to combine her flowers
with such exquisite beauty that they excited the admiration of the chief
of artists, and he did not think it beneath his art to copy on the canvas the operation of her naturally-im;tructed :fingers; and then she, in
hGr turn, again would rival the picture, and produce a more beautiful
bouquet still; and the painter, with bis pencil, would again rival her,
and produce by his art the same effect as she bad done with the flowers
of'nature. Let us therefore loolc on a,rt but as the highest image that can be
made of nature. Consequently, while religion is the greatest and noblest
mode in which we acknowleclg·e the magnificent and all-wise maJesty of
God, and what he has done both for the spiritual and the physical existence of man, let us look u,p on art as but the most grcwefu-l and natural tribute of homage we can pciy to Him for the beaiities which he has so lavishly
scattered over creation. Art, then, is to my mind, and I trust to·you all,
a sacred and a reverend thing, and one which must be treated with all
nobleue · of feeling aud w~th all dignity of aim. We must not depress
it; the education of our art must always be tending higher and higher;
we must fear the po sibility of our creating a mere lower class of artists
which would degrade the higher department , instead of endea·rnring to
bl ml ud harmonize every department, o that there shall cease to exist
in th~ mind,· of men the distinr.tion betu·een high and low art. I will con·lu l with anoth r beautiful, entiment from the ame poem:
1

The l)p may teach thee au inclu trious caro;
The wonn, in kill, thy ma tor thou mu t own;
'\Yith higher spi rit , u·i.':Jclom thou dost share,
Dnt A rt, man I hast thoii alone.
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The diamond, called by the Greeks '' adamas," from its hardness and
infrangibility, has attracted the attention of amateul's of precious stones
from the most remote antiquity.
In regard to hardness, says Lucretius, diamonds are placed in the
first rank, as they resist the blow of a hammer.
"Adamantina saxaPrima acie constant, ictus contemnere sueta."

The second of these peculiarities is much more easily contested than
the first; for notwithstanding all the fabulous assertions of ancient
authors, the diamond, which scratches all other bodies and can be
scratched by none, is easily broken by percussion, and is suscept,ible of
cleava.ge, that is to say, of being readily divided by pressing steadily the
sharp blade of a steel instrument in the direction of the natural seams
of the stone.
When the rude Helvetians captured the treasures which were found
in the tent of Charles the Bold, more sumptuous than those of the King,
they divided with their hatchets some of the diamonds of this prince, to
the great detriment of their value, as the entire stones were worth much
more than.the pieces into which they were divided. If we examine the
many compilations from the ancients made at the time of the renaissance,
we shall find a mass of undigested learning 6n the subject of gems.
Notwithstanding the uncertainty of the names which he applies to many
of the precious stones, Pliny is still highly esteemed as a compiler from
ancient works now lost, and as an author of the first class. It ·was he
who 'dared to undertake the composition of a history of nature analogous
to what had been done before his time in regard to nations. The term
natural history has become so familiar to us that the idea it conveyed,
namely, a history of all things that contribute to make up a world,
minerals, vegetables, and animals, has almost entirely lost, the original
magnitude of its signification. And in this connection it is worth while
to pause for a moment to remark that scieuce in its progress, as it has
become more teal and important, has gradually become more and more
modest. Where, as with the Greeks, the word nature, phys-is, signified
tbe generation or origin of beings, with us it is restricted to the system
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of objects that constitute the physical universe, and is not applied to
the occult cause by which they were produced. Here, as everywhere
else, science, iu order to make real progress, bas abandoned ambitious
metaphysical speculations for sagacious observations and wild hypotheses for sober facts.
It would be interesting to trace the history of gems in connection with
the history of man from the times of Aaron's ephod to those of the pastoral cross of the archbishop of Paris; from the time of the presenting
of rubies, sapphires, emeralds~ diamonds, topazes, sardonyxes, amethysts, the carbuncle and loadstone, as offerings in t,he temple of J npiter
and other pagan divinities, to that of an accumulation of wealth of
a similar character prior to the sixteenth century in the treasury of
Christian churches.
But, without attempting this labor, we may observe, in passing, that
these precious gifts, the offering~; of the piety of the faithful, have not
always been faithfully preserved. When, during the reformation of
Calvin and Luther in Germany, and later, in the ti me of the French revolution, this votive wealth was delivered over to the civil authorities, it was
,discovered that many fraudulent substitutions had been made, and that
paste bad very often been substituted for the primitive gem.
The famous London Exposition of 1801 prided itself upon the possession of the great diamond, the Koh-i-noor, (Mountain of Light,) captured
from the Maha-radjas of India, and presented to Queen Victoria. As
to the antiquity of this g·em, it is asserted that it was worn by Karna,
King of Anga, three thousand and one years before our era. Observe
the preciseness of this date. I have nothing to offer in objection to it,
and am even ready to grant the truth of the assertion ; for who can
prove the contrary or vVe can say, howeyer, quite as much in behalf of
the truth of the marvelous properties ascribed to precious stones by
antiquity and the middle ages, and admit without hesitation, as they
have done, the inflneuce of the planets and other celestial bodies. For
the cure of all diseases of a moral or nervous character, wherein the
imagination exercised a predominant influence, gems were tbe sov-ereign
remedy. In declaring to a patient that an emerald, placed at the bead
of hi ued, would cure hypochondria, drive away nightmare, calm palpitation of the heart, euliven the imagination, or dissipate mental troubles,
succe wa a. sured by the faith alone in the efficacy of tho remedy. The
expectancy of cure in these affections was itself the cam;e of the cure,
and in all of the conntles cases in which the moral exercised an influence over th physical, an imaginary cause must pro<luce a real effect.
In hort, < con. tant tendency to self-deception of the human mind, which
l ad u. t rPganl only accidental succe es, and to take no note of
failur ',
ntribntecl to mail.ltain the belief in the hidden virtues of
pr ciou ' .' t 11 · , It iR not above ha,lf a, century since diamoud and
otb r g m: w re b uowed from rich families to be applied in he cur
of 1 cal di.· ·a. e:. Car , howernr, was taken when the jewel wa intro-
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ducecl into the month, for toothache or sore-throat, to secure it by a
string, to prernnt its being swallow-eel by the patient.
The stu<ly of precious stones, which may seem frivolous when these
are considered only as objects of ornament, rises in importance when
looked npon in connection with commerce, optics, and mineralog_y. The
classic Hai.iy, creator of crystallographic mineralogy, has not <l.is<lained
to publish a book on precious stones, in which he leaves nothing to be
uesired in the way of description. Iu his preface he acknowledges his
obligations to 1\1. A chard, mineralogist an<l. lapidary, of I>aris; and I
ought to say as much for M. Achard, the son, without whose aid I should
not ha--ve felt able to compose this article.
·
What is the diamond? It is the most rare and the most priceless of
minerals. What is carbon 1 . It is one of the most common of known
substances,. found in the earth in immense quantities and furnished by
all plants and trees in great abundance. The diamond is priceless,
since one of pure quality, of the weigllt, of a twenty-five-franc piecethat is, of 125 carats- will ham a money ,alue of at least four millions
of francs. Now, the value of an equal weight of carbon is scarcely anything, and yet the two are identical ; the diamond is only carbon crystallized. Every one knows that if a body is dissolved in a liquid-for
example, common salt, saltpeter, sugar, or alum, in water-the deposit
left by evaporation of the liquid will present regular geometrical forms.
Salt assumes a form identical with that of playing-dice, to which the
Greeks gave the name of cubes; saltpeter presents elongated bodies
with four fl.at sides and square ends ; sugar takes the form known as
rock-candy; and finally alum crystallizes into pointed pyramids. This
latter form is precisely the same as that under which nature presents
u s with the crystals of carbon called diamonds.
As soon as the character of the diamond was discovered, chemistry
aspired to emulate nature in producing the gem from carbon ; but up to
this time science has been baffled in her attempts-nature has not been
( induced to reveal the secret of her process. These geometrical products
of nature, wllen not worn by attrition, are as smooth and as polished as
the finest cut glass. Colored crystals are also produced hy nature as
well as white ones. The red ruby, t,h e blue sapphire, the green emerald,
the yellow topaz, the violet amethyst, and the crimson garnet are all
the products of her unrivalled laboratory.
Chemistry, it is true, furnishes us with hundreds of crystals of differ- ·
, ent forms, according to the eharacter of the substances of which they
are composed, and many of them are not found in mineralogy. Nature,
howen, r, as if by way of revenge, has produced in the course of ages,
and under the influence of actions scarcely as yet recognized, crystal~
which art, directed by science, has not been able to imitate. Such is
emphatically the diamond, and many other minerals not embraced among
g ems. To the study of these geometrical forms, whether the products
of nature or of art, the celebrated Haii.y, about the beginning of this

r
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century, gave many years of bis life, and out of this study created a
new science, one of the titles to glory of the human mind.
Pythagoras and Plato bad without doul>t given attention to crystallography, since in their schools they announced the marvelous proposition that nature, in the depths of her recesses, occupies herself with
geometrical problems, and that God geornetrizes incessa,ntly,
Ael oeor ycGJµeTpel.
The old alchemists contended that the philosopher's stone coulu be
produced from · the commonest substance possible, and nature seems to
have favored this idea in produciug the most costly gems from the most
worthless materials. She converts, as we have seen, a small quantity
of black and friable carbon into a transparent diamond of a hardness
and brilliancy uuequaled. She takes a little of the glaz_ing·- wllich the
potter uses in his ordinary operations, and, coloring it witv a trace of
iron, prouuces a ruby or a sapphire. From a little worthless pebble, with
slight additions, she forms the topaz, the emerald, and the amethyst.
Some of the last-named gems have been reproduced in the furnaces of
Sevres in the same manner, without doubt,, as nature has elaborated
them, in her vast volcanic workshops, by those mysterious operations
which have giYen to Vesuvius the title of the great cryst,al manufactory.
Every one knows of the sarcasm with which Rousseau reproached the
chemist Rouelle, demanding of him that be should produce corn from
the chemical mate.rials of which it was composed, rather than destroy
that already made in its analysis. What would he say if he had seen the
chemist produce carbon from the diamond, as readily as from a bit of
wood or sugar, while he was powerless
the carbon to create tlle
precious gem,
It might seem at first sight that those countries containing diamond
mines, or mines of crystallized carbon, were the most favored; but this is
far from being the case. The mines of Golconda, and of Visaponr in
India, of Brazil, of the Ural, and of Borneo, are not worth a moiety of
tho e <leposits of coal with which nature, a little p:usimonious in regard
to France, and still more so toward the vast territory of Russia, has
endowed Belgium, England, and to an immense extent the United States.
By way of illustration, we can state that England, with all her wealth,
doe. not import precious tones of a value greater than twelve or thirteen millions of francs, while her mines of coal yield 1:1, value of five hundred millions of franc per annum. How precious is this coal!
Th liamond i. commonly found imbedded in a sort of reddish cement.
ometim •: the rock containing them requires to be broken, and often
th , a1Hl at the lJa. c of tonents, or the earth which ha received the
wa t~ of diamond-bearing rock., i. gathered, and . ubmittcd to frequent
"·a ~1imrr · hv ma ·hinery, to .·elude the gravel and stoue prior to the
hand-wa. hincr which ··cure, the gem.
Diam ud · arc ahrn ·: fonml ·overed by a rough oat, whfoh i., in fa t
tlic pr <luct f th ch ·mical a ·tion of the ·rystalline formation.
Tearly
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a 1 the other crystals, and especially those of quartz, are much more
brilliant in their na.tural state. Had Socra.tes, who regarded the natural
man as a block of ~arb1e, from which art can create .a beantifur statue,
kuown of the transformation created by the cutting of the rough diamon<l, he would certainly liave preferred this comparison. The difference, howevf.r, in money value between the cut and the uncut diamond
is not so great as might be supposed. For if the rough diamond loses
half its weight by cutting, on the other hand, its value is doubled. lly
the operation, witl10ut estimating the dust. remaining, which has a
value in tlte arts from its being employed in polishing many gems as
well as the diamond itself.
The ancients do not appeal' to have had a suspicion that the diamond
could be cut. They only knew it in its natural condition as a stone,
having eight triangular surfaces, and in every direction presenting a
double pyramid.
Louis de Berqueu, an artist of Bruges, about the middle of the fifteenth
century, conceived the idea of cutting it at first by rubbing two diamonds,
one against the other. If, in fact, we cement two diamonds on wooden
handles, and rub point against point, we shall, little by little, grind them
away, and obtain an artificial unpolished surface. To polish this surface
we must use a circular plate of steel or of cast iron, like a grindstone,
placed horizontally. Bat it is easy to see that if a, diamond is ,merely
placed against this grindstone, it would require a century to produce a
polished surface . . A l that can be obta,ined by this process are grooYes
cut in the iron or steel. To effect the desired olJject,· a happy thought
suggested itself to Berqueu to sprinkle the surface, against which the
diamond was rubbed, with diamond dust mixed with oil. The surface
obtained in this way is regular, smooth, and perfectly polished. After
the discovery that, facets could be produced in the diamond, experience
indicated in each case how a particular stone should be cut to ,produce
the most advantageous effect.
There are two principal styles of cutting'. The .fir8t is called the
brilliant. In order to produce this style, the diamond to be cut. must be
pointed. If not naturally in this form, it must he. reduced to it artificialiy.
The points on tb.E; upper surface are ground down a, little more th all onebalf, aml those on the lower or under surface one-eighth.. Then the light,
eutering through the larger upper surfaces, strikes the bottom surfaces,
i ' reflected. backward, traverses the side facets, is refracted, and prod uces
prismatic effects. Every one knows what is the result when white light
is decomposed into the colors of the rainbow, and coming to the eye,
with every variety of hue, produces wha.t is called the luster of the
diamond. For this effect the light should uot be voluminous, for there
might be neutralization of these colors, and white light be reproduced.
~ or should the facets be too large, for then the eye would receive all
the ·e colors at once, which would. also reproduce white light.
The large d.iamonds, the Regent, belonging to the crown of France,
22 s
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and the Koh-i-noor, belonging to tlmt of England, are cut with facets
too large, and not sufficiently numerous. It would have been better if
·the large upper surface, called the tcible, had been cut in a series of
smaller facets, made to slope toward the edge, as Ls done for small
colored stones.
The following is my method of studying the effect of a diamornl: I
pierce a ho1e in a white card a little larger than the diamond to be examined. Then passing a ra.y of sunlight or that of the electric lamp
through this hole, I place the stone in the path of this ray, at a certain
distance from the hole, bPhind the card, so that it shall receive the light
on the table of its anterior surface. Tlie r:1ys reflected from the table,
and also those which pass through into the :uamond, are reflected back
on the card, where they exhibit a white image of the table, surroundetl
by small bands iridescent with all the prismatic colors. Now, if the
colors are considerable in number, well separated, aud eqtrnliy spread
around the white reflection of the table, the diamond has beeu well cut.
Ec.1,ch of the bands indicates one of the lusters of the stone, which may
therefore be counted, and, conse(Juently, in this way, the number, tbe
quality, and the symmetry of the lusters can be <letermine<l; errors in
cutting can be detected; and the form to produce the best effect can be
ascertained. I have al wa,ys intended to undertake by this method the
study of the principal <liamoncls of France, but have always postponed
it, being, litre Homer, too much pressed with other work.
'rlie second. kind of cntting is called, for what reason I know not, tlie
rose. It consists in Maviug a large, srnootll surface .u nderneath, and in
covering the uppersurfa,cc with a great number of small frwets, in order
to pro<luce on the face, by the reflection from below, lusters and colors
similar to those of the brilliant. This cutting is used for s tones of a,
flat form, the weight of which would be too much dimiuislJed in reducing them to the form of the brilliant. In tllis manner the great Indian
diamou<l of h11gland was originally cnt, before it was presente<l to the
Oueeu; in cutting it as a, brilliant it has been re<luced from 18G to about
10~{ carats. It is scarcely nece8sary to say that, by the proces8 I bave
frcn, the rose-cuttiug can be as well verified as that of the brilliant.
[u l>oth, large facets should be avoided even for tbe larger diamoucls.
A; to th identity of the diamonu kno wn as the "Sancy," the uame of
011 of th" captain of ilemy the Fourth there is no .10·1·el ment among
.
'
b
conuo1s.· 'LU''. .All tll dinmolld which prcten<l to this 1iamc ·weigh from
[;,j t 70 ·arat., and ar cut iu the form of a, flattened pear, almo t
ronncl n .-lu pc call d he pendalogue, haYino· facet, above and l> low,
ernral imitation diamond' ut
witll a ;mall flat .-urfa 011 the top.
in thi.- ;Ly! lrnx giY n achuirabl e:ff cts, and I think tlJat it 'houl<l
hay' hecu a I pt <.1 in L •nttiucr of both th crnwn <liamo1Hl of En land aud th r uirh cliam ml kuown a· the 'tar of the outh, pr · ut l
thP
·ad my f ·i nc · b,· 1\1. Dufr ;110 •• 'lhi. kiu<l r ·uttirw
whi ·h I Y ntur
· 11 th l~ncy, m rit.' a; much att •ntiou as h
1
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known bv the name of the rose or the brilliant. If from a single.
luminons~poiut, multiplied by facets, we obtain several colored lights, it
is evident that from a nnm ber of lumin ous points more splendid effect,s
will be prodnced. For this reason the light from a number of wax ·
candles or from uncovered jets of gas is more favorable to the brilliancy
of the diamond than tbat from lamps or gas inclosed in globes of ground
g]ass. Therefore those who Rell diamonds ,Yould do well to remember
that if in exhibiting them they substitute for tho one or two large lamps
frequently employed; candelabra containing a number of wax: candles,
the character of the gem will apparently at once be changed, and it
will resemble in brilliancy that grouping known as the parterre or basket
of flou:ers.
Whenever I have been invited to see an amateur collection, among
which there was one princely diamond, (that is, above 10 carats weight,)
I have often given the owner great aud unexpected pleasure by lighting
on a mantle-piece from eight to sixteen wax candles, thus calling forth,
as it were, all the latent splendor of the gem. The reflection in the mantle-mirror doubles the number of candles; and if we turn our baqk to the
mirror while holding the diamond in the hand, about the level of the
eye, and vibrating it rapidly, the most beautiful effects are prodnced.
If t.bis secret had been known to Prince Potemkin, who enjoyed like a
s~·barite the company of his beautiful diamonds, he would have obtained
am ucb higher pleasure from bis favorite contemplation . In the splendid
apartments of the Tuileries nothing is more easy to remark than the
great difference between tbe brillia,ncy of these gems in the rooms lighted
by wax eandles compared with that obtained in those where gas-jets
are inclosed in gronnd-gh,ss globes. Walking, dancing, every movement
of the body, however slight it may be, varies very perceptibly the ever
changing play of the lights of this transcendently beautiful gem.
It is remarlrnble that the price of diamonds has remained invariable for
several centuries. A perfect diamond, weighing one carat, is worth about
200 francs. Double this weight, and yon quadruple the price, which is
as the square of the weight, so tlmt one weighing 10 carats would cost
10 X 10 x 200, or 20,000 francs, whicJ1 would be more than that of a firstclass solitaire. Though it does not cuter into our plan to speak of the
arrangement of diamonds, and the best manner of setting them, which
is properly the business of the jeweler, we will say that recently, admirable effects ha,ve been produced, at a great saving of cost, in substituting for one very large stone a diamond of more moderate dimensions,
surrounded by eight brilliants of one carat each. Suppose we have for
the middle stone of the necklace a diamond of four carats, worth 3,200
francs, surrounded by eight stones of one carat, worth 1,600 francs.
We get for 4,800 francs au effect equal to that of a 10-ca,rat dia,lllond,
which would cost from 20,000 to 25,000 francs.
The mines of India, at Golconda, Raolconde, Visa.pour, held for a
long time tbe monopoly of the diamond market of the world. Of late,
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however, Brazil has added its productions, ,vhich, llaving almost always
a, slight yellowish tint, contrast finely with the diamonds of India. It
is from Brazil, at present, that nearly all the diamonds sold in Europe
are obtained. These are first sent to Amsterdam to be cut, thence to
Paris and London to be set, and thence they find their way through
commerce to every part of tbe world. Borneo also fumishes a few hundred carats of dtamonds. Hmn l>oldt conjectured that, from their formation , the Ural ].\fountains ought to produce diamonds" and resea,rcll has
justified hi~ :grediction. It does not appear, however, that these deposits ham even yet been made productive in the way of regular mining.
Algeria, also, has had the reputation of producinr; diamonds, and we
have seen, in the possession of amateurs of mineralogy, specimens said
to come from this locality; but whether these came from a real or supposed deposit, they have had no place in commerce, and the same may
be said of the Californian and Australian diamonds. In general,· tlle
proportion of diamonds in circulation augments with tkit of the population that can afford to purchase them, which causes their price to
remain nearly the same at all times. .A panic due to the discovery of
some new diamond beds in Brazil, about the year 1845, caused a temporary fall in the price of this gem, but the equilibrium was soon
restored, and now, at London as at Paris, a diamoml of one carat is
worth the old price of 200 francs, more or less.
The number of stones which surpass in weight 100 carats js extremely
limited. It fa estimated that among 10,000 diamonds only one will
be found weighing 10 carats, and consequently this will merit the
name of princely. Russia, France, 'fnscany, and England possess dia
monds weighing over 100 carats. By far the chief among these, on
account of its beauty, is the Regent, so called becaut;e it was to the
Prince Regent that England owed its acquisition. All these large diamonds come from India. The Star of the Soutli, of which we have just
, poken, and which was shown to the Academy of Sciences January 3,
185G, came from Brazil, and wa · obtained from one of the nmr mines,
th <li covery of which caused the transitory depre sion of tlte diamond
market. It wa · found in July, 1853, and weig-ued 254½ en.rats. This
· m apprared perfectly limpicl, and without that tint which ba been
the r :iproa h of Brazilian diamond . The cutting of it as a brilliant
r due ditto lrnlf it' original w -'ight, which will make it about the same
that of th H g nt, which i 136½ carat . To ham cut it in the form
wlti ·h •all th -:1ancy, would baYe left it three-fourth of it original
w ight and hav giv n it a mu h more Rplendid lu. ter. Wb n I
wi.-11 Jd t ,• u o·ff t thi. th diamond had already be n
nt to Am terlam. I wa. xhibi cl a Pari iu th T at expo 'ition of 1 1 i36. It i.~
,. tim, tr l c w i 0 ·h 127 ·arat ·. I i, on of th fiv diamond s to " ·hi ch
h 11, m of so er ·oM ha.· b n x ·ln.·iv ly appliecl. Ev rythiug- in cli<:atc· hat the unmlwr of th ., p erl 8 · min •raJ. i: extr me]y r ·tri ·ted.
:iJH· - · f 'W h, Y r , , rd cl th<' ardnou ]al.) r of · ar hin('/' for th m.
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If no more should ever be found, it will be on account of their extreme
scarceness, which recalls a saying of Tacitus with regard to the iJea,rls
of England : "It is rather nature that fails in their production than
the avidity of man iu their discovery.'' Hitherto Borneo has contributed
no diamond of anv considerable size. It is true, however, that the
almost impenetral~le forests of this ·equatoriaJ isle have prevented a
thorough research. A late number of the Journal of the Geographical
Society of London gives about 2,000 carats as tlle annual product of
the mines of Borneo, which have never yet yielded a diamond· of 36
carats. The monopoly of the government of Holland in this matter is
found to be quite profitless, and it is probable that, as in Brazil, a considerable portion of the production is abstracted by contraband trade.
The rank of a diamond can only be approximately determined by its
weight. If, for example, it is not of a beautiful water, perfectly pure,
colorless, and limpid, it cannot recei-ve the title of sovereign. Furthermore, if its luster is not brilliant, it will have to be recut to render it perfect, and in this operation it will lose weight,, The Regent and the Koh-inoor are equal in beauty, but the Regent of 136 carats is more rn.Iuable
than its rival, which bas been reduced in cutting from 186-t-6 carats to
102½ ~ carats. The diamond of Tuscany is of an inferior color, a, yellowish lemon. The great diamond _of Russia is ratlier ill-shaped; it is like
a pigeon-egg cut in half, with facets over its whole contour. It, is only a
big stone, a species of heavy rose much too thick. If the Kob-i-noor and
the Star of the South had been cut in the Sancy form, it is probable
that with a brilliance eqq.al to that of the Regent they would have surpassed it in weight. The Star of the South~ when .I saw it in the possession of M. Dufresnoy at the Iustitute. weighed 254½ carats ; but by
injudicious cutting,' I regret to say, it was reduced to 127 carats.
Permit me further to remark in regard to Hie Sancy- form that it
always admits of a subsequeut cutting into that of tlrn brilliant, aud is
easily experimented upon. For this reason it is prudent not to sacr1fi.ce
until the last e:,:tremity so much weight as · must be lost in reducing a
stone of the form of the Indian or Brazil <liamond by the ordinary cutting. I have seen at Amsterdam a model of the form which the latter
would take by or<linary cutting. It will be like the Koh-i-noor, that is
to say, not sufficiently thick for the size of its face.
In comparing the Engli:sh diamond with t.he model of 100 carats given
by Jeffries it will be found that its extent of face is almost double what
it ought to be for a diamond properly cut.
It would be a curious speculc1tion to follow the future history of the
Star of the South after having shone at the French exposition. ·what
name will this sovereign diamond assume? Will it be Albert or Francis
Jo epb 1 The proud Americans, sagacious estimaters of all commercia.I
values, will they have tllc ambition to possess one of tbese rarl3 production of nature "? "How have yon managed to put so immense a price
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on this pearl~" asked Philip II of an eastern merchant. '' Sire, I knew
there was in the world a King of Spai.n to buy it."
Thus far we have said little for science in this dissertation, ancl yet
precious stones, and, in general, all crystals, from their geometrical
forms, their chemical and mechanical properties, their weight, their color,
their action on ligllt, and their electrical qualities, they all offer the most
delicate as well as interesting applications of the principles of physics.
Haiiy conceived a crystal to be made up of an assemblage of minute
parts or molecules, each having the same definite form. From a few of
these elementary molecules, which ·he called primary forms, he was enabled to build up all the forms wllich occur in nature, and in so doing be
was leJ. to inquire whether the same elementary forms migllt not give
rise to more than one derivative form, or, in other words, whether the
same substance could not crystallize in more than one form. Nature
replied that she had anticipated his question by producing a specimen
of the anticipated form. By the application of rnatllematical analysis
to the fertile conception of Haiiy all the forms of crystals which can
possibly be produced by an aggregation of a gi·ven elementary form, as
-well as the forms which are incompatible with a particular elementary
molecule, can be foretold, and these predictions are, in all cases, found to
be in exact accord with the actual facts of observation; while the
cllcmist and the mineralogist are continually adding to the list of crystals
of theoretica11y possible forms, in no case bas one been obtained of an
a priori incompatible form.
ILmlness is an important quality by which valuable stones are
di 'tiuguished. Iu the cutting of the Koh-i-noor it was found that it
require<l a whole day to produce facets which could be commonly forme<l
iu the course of three hours. It was also found necessary to increase the
l'a.pi<lity uf the rntation of tlle wheel on which tlie diamond powder is
spr 'ad. In an experiment made some years ago at the expense of the
ln,'titute, a black diamond of Borneo was put in tlle bands of Gallais,
th' diamond-cutter. Ou this he wore out a steel .wheel and a large
qnautity of ordinary <liamon<l. powder without making the least impres~ion 011 it surface. It lost none of its rouglrness, altllough loaded with
a ·ousi<l ral>le weight, aud heated almost to whiteness by the rubbing
<f tl1t• wh 1, which rnvolYecl with . uch velocity as to emit a continual
. hc)\·;pr of Hpark, during the operation.
Tlii · intra -table sub 'tance required the powder of black diamonds,
Ii]·' it: ·lf, to produce the desil'e<l effect, and doubtless some day tbe
J> ml r of la ·hliamon ls will be u cd to ad·rnntage in cutting the ordi11ary <l ia.m n1a:wella inotherproces esoftheartR. Bveryoneba ·eeu
a 0 -Iazi r wi 11 a minut r>oiut of < diamond trace UJ)On O'lass an almo ·t
.
'
b
imp ·n· ptibl 0 T OY' in the rn8t of tbe gln.s8, which renders it ea ily
rnngibl in a, ·i,· u lir ction. tis conjectured b. , , ome that th an,i ·nt · in ugrc Yin<r n, c ppliir alHl rubies ham u ctl a diamond point
a: a huriu and th fini. h f .·om part.· of cameo and intaglio d ply
1
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cut would appear t,o warrant tbis supposition. An art has been lost to
!;'ranee. Who will restore it 1 Since the last eucoura,gements gi ·rnn to
c:ngrrwing 011 stone by the Empress Josephine anu Napoleon I, everythingof this kind comes to us from Italy, and there is not a single glyptic
monument of the reig1rn which have succeeded the Empire.
The diamond is heavier than rock-crystal and lighter than white
sapphire. It has almo_s t the same weight as the white sapphire of Brazil, called goutte d'eciu. It, is often confoun<led witlJ. tbese three stones,
which resemo1e it in whiteness. Let us see tlien how these may be distinguished by the weight.
It is known that if a real diamond be suspended by a fine thread from
a delicate ba1ance, aud when in perfect equilibrium it be immersed in a,
glass of water placed immediately under it, it loses two-sevenths of its
weight, or, in other words, two-sevenths of its weight in air must be
adde<l to the pan from which it is suspended to restore the equilibrium
when the diamond is in the water. In like·manner, a diamond weighing
21 carats loses in water about 6 centigrams. A white sapphire of
the same weight loses only rL fourth of its weight vvhen weighed in
water, tha,t is to sa.y, about 5 centigrams. A piece of rock-crystal in
tlie same conditiollS loses 8 centigrams. Hence, whenevtr any species
of crystal weighed in water loses more than two-sevenths of its actual
weight, it cannot be a diamond. vVe shall presently see how the diamoud is distinguished from the white topaz, which, like itself, loses in
water two-sevenths of its weight.
Chemical tests being, in general, very difficult of application, and in\'Ol ving a, loss of the substances {:Xamined, need not here be <l.escribed;
but we shall point out an optical test of a very delicate character which
traces at once the line of dernarkation between the diamond and all
other colorless gems; we refer to that of doulJle refraction.
In looking through a transparent stone at a detached object, such as
the point of a needle, or a small hole pierced iu a card, the object is seen
double, as if there were t,wo needle-points or two holes. This phenomenon is ·Called double refraction, and is exhibited bJT all white or
colorless gems except the <.liarnond. .A.s some little dexterity is required
to readily exhibit this curious property, the object to be looked at and
the stone should be fixed at the proper distance apart on a support by
a little modeling-wax, so as to be more conveniently seen b:5r those interested in the experiment. M. Baiiy was oftp,n called upon in consultations
of this kind, and sometime.s, in the case of a strnpected fraudulent sale,
he gave his testimony i11 court as an expert in regard to the character
of gems. The white topaz of Brazil produces double refraction, and
may at once be recognized by this quality as a false diamond. I have
a painful recollection of a, visit from an English geutleman, who brought
for my examination a magnificent white topaz, which, bad it been
diamond, ~vould have been of immense value. It was very easy for me,
from tlrn cutting of the stone, to percei,re the double refraction; but
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such was the agitation of the owner, and so convulsively did bis band
tremble, tllat I was obliged to attach the stone t,o a wooden ruler with
a bit of green wax before I could render the phenomenon clear to llirn,
The instant he saw the double refraction, tl.le bearing of which I bad
explained, he seemed overcome Vv'ith emotion; and aft.er rema.ining some
minutes in a half-stupefied condition, he suddenly rose and abruptly
took his leave, doubtless to hide his emotion, too powerful to be controlled. He afterward seut me his card, apologizing for his ltasty
departure, but I never learned what great interest I had compromised or
what hopes I had dissipated in thus determining the character of the
stone. In the work of Mawe, it may be seen that the white sapphire
and the white diamond owe their high price to tbe fact that they are
often fraudulentl~r substituted. for diamonds. Mawe might have added,
also, the white zircon, which is heavier eYen than the sapphire, and
which much more resembles tLe diamond. To exhibit one of these stones
in dress as a real diamond may be only a small exhibition of ,anity,
but to sell one for a diamond is a'telony ";hich, fortunately, is recognized
as such by our courts of justice.
I need scarcely add tbat the zircon, like the white sapphire and topaz,
possesses· the qualily of double refraction in a high degree. The test of
double refraction is a very convenient one, because it can be exercised
without unsetting the stone, and without any complicated apparatus.
A little practice enables any one very soon to learn how to recognize the
phenomenon; and this is not much to pay for gaining so absolute a means
of identi(ying a false diamond.
Diamonds are capable of being colored in various ways.· .A. slight
tinge, as in the case of the great Tuscany and the R,ussiau <liamouds,
detracts from the value.; but when a <liamond is found of a lively and
rich color, it is very much sought after as a very rare specimen. The
Marquis of Dree possesses seYeral of this kiud, and especially one of
fine ro e tint. The specimens which have tbis character are called stones
of a:tfection, and. really their owners sornetirnes regard them with a sentiment which fully justifies the 11ame-. Among tlte crown diamonds of
France there was one of triangular shape, of a fine sapphire blue, and
wei 0 'hing GO carat . ~rhi di appeared. at the time of the theft of these
diamond:, none of which, exeept the Regent, were ever recovered, <loubtle. becau e this latter wa of more difficult sale tu.an the re t. During
hi. im ri onment, the thief eujoyeu. ~Lm011g his companion s great consi ration on account of the rnacruitude of hiH villaiuy. On what may
not i ·tin ·tiou b ba d in thi world ~
But be won<lcr of all c lor d <liarnouds i · the blue one, o-wned by )Ir.
p th form of whi ·h ha ' l,, u enoTaY <l iu her .port of the L n<l 11
E.'I , ition. Ma we ·haract riz .· j a supcrlati ely beautiful. It w igb:
,1 ·ara : and oft '11 ac · nling tc, Mr. T 'nnaut, unite: the bltw ·olor of
th ;, pphir' with h pri:nrntie lu:ter and brilli,mc·e of th ' liatn nd.
•\· r · u wh ha · :tu i ·tl h, play au 1. tu., fi'<:!et f pl' ·ion:· :ton•: in
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any brilliant evening assembly has remarked that the sapphire, sparkling as it may l>e by day, becomes dull and lusterless ju the light of
lamps, wax candles, or gas. It would be curious to know whether the
same loss of brilliance happens to the blue diamond of Mr. Hope, which
I do not hesitate to place beside the sovereigns in value, because, though
less heavy than they, it surpasses them in rarity. The term stone of
affection is scarcely an inappropriate name for this precious object,
though it is sometimes applied with more questionable propriety. I once
saw a stone a,t M. Bapst's, known as a black d·ianwnd, which had the
color of a tobacco-leaf, and was only admirable on account of its singularity. Louis X,III, however, selected it for the crown of France, at
24-,000 francs, hut it was never placed there. Such diamonds are al ways
cut very thin; for what is the use of thickness in a stone which is not
transparent, anu of which the superficial brilliance is quite vivid 1 If
to an amateur such a stone should become one of affection, he certainly
would run no risk of having his taste disputed. It is curious to remark
that Pliny 1:mys almost the same thing of Nonius, who, owning a
beautiful opal, preferred to quit Home as a proscribed traitor, rather
than yield to .Antony his stone of a:ffection. "It was," says Pliny, "an
astouishing instance of tyranny on the part of Antony to proscribe a
citizen for the sake of a gem; but we can none the less wonder at tbe
obstinacy of Nonius, who, rather than give up his beloved opal, suffered
himself to be exiled from his country. Iu reading the interminable list
of marrnlons qualities attributed before the seveuteenth century to gems,
we may understand something of the extreme value set by the possessors
of'f)recious stones on these treasures. The native Indian princes are great
amateurs of cliamomls, and seek for them with great assiduity. In one
of their collections I ha.ve seen a small natural diamond, with brilliaut
points, encased in the red cement which ordinarily envelopes the stone
in the mine. rrhis specimen, which was a~out the size of a small hazelnut, and in which the little diamond was •enshrined within the cement,
formeu an object well adapted to excite the wonder and admiration of
the mineralogist, as well as the superstitious regard of the princely,
though unscientific, owner.
Mawe states that of all values the least Yariable is that of the diamond.
He cites various crises which have occurred in England in tlie quantity of
diamonds received, and shows that, with regard to price, these crises have
been generally very light and of short duration. There have l>eeu two
great panics iu the djamond market since 1840. The first was ou the discowry of the new mines in Brazi1, about 1848 or 1844. The second was
in France, and followed the commercial shock causeJ bv the revolution
of 1848. The pl'ice of <liamonds tllen rose and fell with ~ther securities
and in precis ly the same proportions. The price is now about 200 francs'
the carat, a price indicated by ,Jeffries reaching to about 250 francs.
}L Castelnau, in llis Voyage across South America,, hints ·that the fall
in the price of diamonds came from a dirninut.ion in the taste of society
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for these brilliant and other frivolous decorations. If the depreciation •
in the value of diamon<ls is to depend on a decline in the taste for luxury
and ostentation, a desire to shine, an<l even on the cupidity of man, a
rich commerce in these gems may be assured in London and Paris for
many centuries to come.
"\Vitliout recurring to theAra.bicin Nights, or to the legends of the middle
ages, where gnomes and griffins are seen jealously guarding these treasures of the earth, and only uy tlle force of some cabal allowing mortals
to obtain them, it is evident that a great value assigned to a small
quantity of mineral substance lrns given rise to singular changes in
fortune. I do not know on what foundation Mawe says that Lieges,
embassador to the court of B::wlin, obtained from the King of.Prussia a
treaty of :1lliance, offensive and defensive, by dazzling bis <:>,yes with
the splendor of the Regent, for the cession of which by France the abbe
allowed the King to entertain a hope. Frequently tbe precious stones
of sovereigns have beeu use<l as pledges for the payment of debts; but
these transactions a,re comparative1y of little interest, aud we prefer
much more to conternp1ate the incident of a poor gardener of Golconda
finding in his garden a beautifnl stone, which proving to be a diamond,
afforde,1, not only ease and comfort to himself and his family, but
opened to his whole country a source of riches. We a1so prefer to dwell
on the fortune of a poor negress who found tl1e Star of the South, in July,
1853, while washing tbe sands of tlJe Bra:tilian mine of Bagagen. A.c·
cor<ling to the ancients, Hercules prest<led over the discovery of treasures. By this perhaps they wisheJ. to in<licate tbat what is truly valuable can only be attained by untiring iiHlustry. But be this as it may,
the <liscovery of a gem "ms never considered by them as a favor from
Hercules, but as the reward of la.bor.
An aDecdote of notable fidelity iR connected with the Saney, which is
worthy of repetition. This gem was bought at Constantinople during
an emba sy, by a baron of the '1.ame of Saucy, for 600,000 livres. During
tbP. mnny years iu which Henry IV, after the death of his predecessor:
wa.~ rather an appendage to the throne than King ju reality, several
of hi:; barons rendered him pecuniary assistance, aud, among others,
th Baron of Saucy who placed the diamond bearing Lis name in charge
of a domestic, to be delivered to the King. In the brigandisru which
then <l"solated Frauce, tllis scrvaut was attacked aud assassinated.
or a long tim his ma ter kucw 11ot what bad become of him; bnt
aft r much srnrching it wa ' di. covered that he had been kille<l in a
r ain rnral <:ommnn , and that bi. body wa interred iu the cemetery
1 elongi11g to the locality. ·when 'OlHlolence on this discoYer;y were teukr ·<l tc the ar n on tu lo.-. of hi8 plemlid je"·el, he replied, "You
gentlem n; ince I 110w lrnow wh re to find
th hocly of m · . n ·<nt
know <1: , where to find my diamond." Ia
fatt wh •n th h cl · wa: di:int rH d the cliarnoud wa found; it had been
w. 11 w 1 b · h man t . cur i from hi a, ailant .
1
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I mav in thjs· connection also recite an incident comjng within my
person~l knowledge. I bad intrusted a diamond of considerable -value
to a young trader t o be recut in Amsterdam. He there, however, met
with reverses, and returned to Paris in a state of the grea,test destitution.
During the last days of his homeward travel he was obliged to live upon
the wild fruits of the earth, and to sleep in the open air. Although I
found him on his return in an apartment with bare walls, and bis couch
a bed of straw, he had been faithful to his trust. He hauded me my
jewel, apparently unconscious of merit, merely claiming from me the
price of the recutting. After this sad epoch, fortune smiled upon him,
and in his prosperity I fancy that I see a providential recompense of
such rectitude amid unusual temptation .
The art of making diamomls has been almost as eagerly sought as that
of producing gold. The problems are not, bowe-ver, the same in princivle, since to.make a diamond is simply to erystallize carbon or charcoal;
while in pi·oducing gold the a,1chymists attempted. to change the Yery
nature of bodies, and to make gold of all things. Modern chemistry
having burnt the diamond, and cliscoYerell that the product of its combustion is the same as that obtained by tl1e burning of charcoal, we
would suppose that some peculiar compound of charcoal might be found
which, submitted to such process as would allow the carbon to separate
very slowly in a condition of perfect stillness, would produce regular
crystalline forms.
It is thus that sugar, salt, and alum are <leposited ·when the water
which held them in solution is evaporated very Rlowly and in perfeet
stillness. Looking at it in this light, there is a curious substance which
rendel's the experiment of diamond-making a hopeful matter. It is not
generally known that in combining sulphur and carbon a colorless liquid
is produced resembling water, arnl containing really nothing but sulphur
and. carbon. If by some process the sulphur could be got rid of, either
wholly or partially, we might expect to see tbe carbon deposited in the
crystalline state. So far this hope lias failed. Many other plans have
also failed, so that at this day the crystallization of charcoal is by most
persons a thiug despairecl of. Despretz, a member of the Institute, was
howernr, of a different opinion. By means of the voltaic l>attery he has
obtained on a thread of platina. small crystalline depositions, which, by
their form and hardness, seem to be really embryonic diamonds. These
crystals, or rather, let us say, these particles of diamond dust, ha Ye been
used in polishing hanl stones, in the same manner as ordinary diamond
powder. The scientific question is then resolved. But this., ingenious
and sagacious academician <lid not stop here. He organized, as we
may say, hundreds of prepanttions to facilitate the precipitation and aid
cry tallization of charcoal nnder the influence of electricity, art agent
which iu the researches of men is the obeuient servant of his will. These
int resting facts lead us to indulge the hope that perse-reri~1g and sagacious labor will be rewarded by success in the crystallization of carbon,
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and the manufacture of the diamond. Although this result might not
be advantageous to commerce, it would be so to science. Nowhere does
nature s110w us the diamond in the locality where it has been formed; it
is now only obtained from ground wbich has changed its place, so that
we get no light on the primitive conditions of its crystallization, a circumstance "bich seems to confirm the Yimrn of Dcspretz, which is, that
in Brazil, side by side with tllc diamornJ, there occurs a cmious substance
as hard as tho diamond, wLich is called by the Portuguese carbonado, and
in trade at Paris carbone. Speaking of the mines of Brazil, Tennant
says of it: "There is found here a considerable quautity of a black substance of the same specific gravity as the diamond, laminated or rather
composed of a succession of la.mine11a genera,lly broken into separate
fragments. It is too imperfectly crystallized to be cut; thougll it possesses in places the brilliance of the diamond, and can be red uced to
powder for the polishing of other stones. Its name, carbonculo, is due to
its having an appearance re~embling charcoal. lVIay not this be the
same substance as that artiticia11y obtained by Despretz ~ In the age
of Louis XIV, it was tboug!_!.t that it was quite possible to increas~ the
size of diamonds by placing them in certain solntious, just as .Ri piece of
salt may he inureased in size by placing it in a solution of tbe iSarne
substance. Despretz lws, doubtless, considered the property that a,
cr,ystal possesses of attracting and regularly arranging nround itself
particles of matter analogous to its own . At present this is tlle whole
scientific condition of the subject. Let us wait for future developments.
Several years ago tlrn premature announcement of t,he artificial production of diamonds agitated all Paris. Baron Tlirnar<l, howeYer, by
an experimental examination reassnred tl1e many merchants aud families
who b ad been alarmed on account of the threatened depreciation of their
fortunes, based on tlle value of this queen of gems. · Since this time the
number of diamonds has i11 creased in France, and is every day iucreasing,
Yen rnorc rapidly than in England, aud now reprPsents an immense
capita1. Accol'<ling to the remark of A.cli::ird, there is no article which
eiucr resolcl, suffers so little loss, solittle<lepredation,wbileattbe same
time it is always in demautl. It may aJmost ue consWered a circulating
mf'<lium for high Yalues. Fnrthermol'e, in the actual state of physics
and ·ll('mi.try, nothing ,varrants the fear that the artificial ,vill e,-er
omp t , with tb 11atural product. The case is ana1ogou' to the wellknowu prodnc·tion of t.he golu pi ces made by 1\I. Sage, from gold exrac:t<'<l from th ashe · of certain burneu veo-etable nbsta11ce:::;, a, beautiful
·ei ntific result lmt by no means lu •1·atiYc , siucc e,-ery piece of twenty
frnn ·: · :t 1~.j fran ·.· in tu, lll.:lking.
In lik<' ma nuer, w mny :ny that if th proce.-. were kno"·n, tl1 artifi ·ial n ·m wonl<l <·o:t mor than its worth.
'lhc oth r pr ·<·ion.· , t nC>: luw be n <1 :ignat d" ·olon d gem~. In
fa ·t th ·ir princ·ipal mcl'i i: th beaut. - of <·olor mid p1ny of lio·b whi h
< i:tiw•·ni ·It•.· th m l n t thi: w • Illa - a<lcl bar 1u ,., •. whi ·h iu:nr •: tb ir
1
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preserY:.1tion, and which is one of the most important <nrn-lities tlrnt a
precious stone can possess. Pliny sa,y s that in gems we see all the
majesty of nature united in a small space, and that iu no other of her
works does she present anything more admirable. According to him,
the first one who wore a precious stone was the Titan Prometheus.
Released from his bonds and impressed by some ideal sentiment, he inserted in a piece of his chain a fragment of the rock to which he had
been fastened, and thus formed a ring, which he ever after wore in memory
of his misfortunes. Is there not some allegorical sense in this story of
the construction of the first ring f What leads us to this supposition is
the mysterious personage himself who is made the wearer. This grand
personage Prometheus, the benefactor of man, who gwrn him tire stolen
from the gods, has always been n~nerated in antiquity for bis opposition
to the imperious domination of ,T upiter.
The ancients included also, under the name of gems, stones engraven
either in relief or in intaglio, and in this forlll of art they have left us
the most adrnirabfo productions that the imagination can conceive.
Here, as in sculpture, the moderns have neither surpm;sed nor even
attained to the perfection of the works of antiquity. En graven stones,
which were used as seals, are now the most precious and valuable of
relics, while they afford. us definite mineralogical ideas as to the various
kinds of ornamental stones known from the earliest period of history.
Stones of color do not probably, at the present day, represent more
than one-tenth of the total value of gems, while diamonds may be estimated as ninety per cent. This was different among the ancients. With .
them the diamond was hardly known as an ornamental jewel, because
it was uncut, and did not exhibit those vivid colors which now place it
in the highest rank among precious stones. IrurthPrmore, our system
of lighting with lamps, gas, or candles, throws ui)OP- all objects tints
very unfavorable to the natural color of gems. Thus the garnet, turquoise, amethyst, and even the opal, lose much of their luster in the8e
artificial lights. 'When a colored stone is placed in the pa,t.h of the solar
spectrum, its colQr will vary with the portion of the spectrum which
falls upon it; and two stones of the same color, but of a different nature, will exhibit different effects. Thus a paste, placed beside a fiue
colored stone, betrays its worthlessness. A simpler method .of testing
stones is to look at them through a bit of glass colored re<l, yellow, blue,
or green. Every stone will exhibit under this test properties peculiar
to itself, and by which its na,ture ma,y be recognized.
Since w·e have spoken of_ paste, I would remark that in spite of the
high price of fine stones, there are fewer "fal~e ones used than at first
we should be incliued to believe. Paste, colored or not, is only a v~ry
fine glass overcharged with load and enamel, analogous to the best
quality of cut-glass for table seryice. In the early times of its substitution for preeious stones, it was cut very carefnll,Y; now it has become
common and cheap and inferior in workmanship. Besides, national
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riches a.ngmonting from da,y to day, an<l the insufficiency of paste for
beauty and durntion becoming more and more apparent, a greater expense for something of imperishable ,alue is preferred to a less price
paid for what is really an article of no permanent worth. We are now
long past the tiwe when the Duchess of Berri, arriving in France, received for her briJal ornaments only paste, and when, in order to make
the-Duke of Wellington a present in diamonds of less than a million
francs in value, the Paris . trade was obliged to borrmY from the civil
list a certaiu nurn ber, guaranteeing their restitution in kin<l.
Before speaking further of colored stones, a question presents itself:
Can science explain the coloring of these gems 1 There are, I suppose,
fmy persons who do not know that the white light which reaches us
from the sun and other heavenly bodies can be decomposed into a number of colored rays. Thus, when the light of the suu pa·s ses through a
triangular prism, it is bent, and will trace on a white card placed opposite to it . an iridescent ban<l, in which Newton has marked seven colors,
according to some idea of analogy with the seven notes of a musical octave; au idea which is, after all, without foundation, since every p~ism
giyes its own peculiar band. Tlrn idea was by no means new. Tbe
Greeks and Romans entertained it, and Nero, who in <lying pitied the
·world for losiug so grcH,t an artist as himself, has sung it in verse. A
chil<l. blowing a soap-bubble produces colors as splencli<l. In a word,
every thin plate of any transparent substance whatever becomes colored
under white light. Striated surfaces also offer effects not less brilliant;
so that, to c1othe certain insects more vividly, nature bas grooved the
tissue that envelopes t,h em. 'Ille globules of clouds between us and the
moon produce a1so, with white light, the most vi,;;id colors; and, above
all in beauty, the iris or rainbow, which the sun paints jn a tliousand
colors in tlie droJjs of the falling shower, is t.Le transceudent effect of decomposed light. Nature always, with a palette, so to speak, charged only
with white, knows the art of sprea<ling over an· her pictures the magie
and glow of the most brilliant coloring. But we have not exhausted
all the resources of this coloring, the secret of which is the light itselt:
Ilow hall we explain the whiteum; of the snow, which covers onl' phtnet
at ither pole, and on the summits of the loftiest mountain , Ilow ac·otrnt for the perpetual greennes of countries covered with plant and
tr 'e ·, he blue of the vast aerial ea which envelopes the earth, or the
·olor of th gr at oc an which re. t on its . urface ~? Ilere scienc j in
d fanlt. 'Ih ·au of tb color proper to l>odies i only lrnlf p rcefre<l;
au l w' ·au ay ·till that which lluygliens said at th en<l of tli eYen t ntll · •ntm · 'In ·pite of tbelabors of lil cw ton, uo one ha ;yet fu11y di. ·
· ,. •r ·<l th' ·au· of th ·olor of bodi., . ' \\ c m1J ' t th o admire, with n I> ·n ,tratin<T 11 •ir ,· er •t th unparalleled re<l of tl1 oriental ru .Y,
th pm' -ellow f tb t paz th uuming1 <l o-r •uu .· of th, m ral l,
h' :of' blu · of th :apphir and th ri ·h yiol t of t11, amrthy~ t. Thi.'
h 0111 • thinrr lw i: · v ·r · of whi •h we. ball I •,ff to po ·teri~y.
1
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In the enumeration that follows we shall place the precious stones in
the order of their.actual value. This order varies.little in different parts
of the world. When an extraordinary demand, however, occurs, tha.t
causes a, rise in price of any particular gem, there flows into the
marke t such an overplus of that gem, that a fall in value is a t once
effected. This is the case at present with the beautiful Hungarian opal,
which in the last ten years bas become abundant, the mines producing
it being more actively worked on account of the high price of these
stonei-::, which for a while bas surpassed that of the sapphire. The oriental ruby is, for its price as well as its beauty, the :first in rank among
eolored stones. In order to appreciate its color in its :finest quality we
must compare it with the blood as it spirts from an artery, or the red
ray in the solar spectrum. It is the pure red on the pa.inter'b palette,
without any admixture on the one side of orange, or on the other of violet.
3Iany of the stained-glass windows in our ancient churches, when traversed by the rays of light, give this color in its brilliance. The ruby is
excessively · hard, and, after the sapphire, which surpasses it a little in
this respect, is tlle :first of stones, always excepting the diamond, to
-which there is nothing at all comparable. According to a perfectly just
remark of :M.. Charles Achard, more competent than any one in France
to give an opinion touching the trade in colored stones, there is a great
· difference between these and the diamond, which, from the minutest
specimens to those of princely or sovereign size, have a fixed price proportioned to their weight, as is the case with gold and silver. As for
rubies arnl other gemis, the ver,y small specimens haYe hardly any value,
and it is only whei1 of some weight that they command high prices.
Rubies are, therefore, much used for watch-pivots, and, from tlieir
abundance, are of little value; but for a ruby of 5 carats, uonble the price
of a diamond of the same weight will be paid. If the ruby weighs 10
carats, triple the vah-ie of a diamond of the same weight may be asked
for it; which price would be about 20,000 to 25,000 francs. All the
world admits that a perfect ruby is the rarest of a.11 the productions of
nature. Its tint shows to the i:;amc advantage by day as by lainp ligllt;
but to render the color more resplendent it should be placed in the midst
of the red rays of the spectrum in such a manner that the rest of the
colors do not fall very near it. The possessors of choice collections of
stones can repeat this interesting experiment with various stones, placing
each in that color of the spectrum which is analogous to that of the
stone itself. It is a severe test for the purity of the tint; for if pure and
unmixed, the stone will appear completely black in every other light but
its own. Milky and turbid stoneR ~annot bear this test.
When Pegu was annexed to the British East India Possessions, it was
thought that that country, so rich in rubieR, would send many of these
tones, so jealously guarded by the Ill(lian princes, into the European
market. Such has not been the case. It is not yet proYcn, however,
that the ruby mines :1re still worked; and this part of Asia is tlie least
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known of all the countries of the globe. Merchants in rubies will never
cease expatiation on the number of tigers, lions, elephants, and venomous serpents which people tlie forests and the plains of this country,
whieh, according to them, is only accessible by the openings of the
rivers from the sea. The actual state of the island of Borneo, as autheutica11y giyen, seems very much to confirm these rather interested accouuts. I do not know that the rajahs attach a superstitious importance
to the possession of rubies, but it is certain that they never sell any of
considerable weight. W"ith the Koh-i-noor, Runjeet Singh possessed a
no less precious ruby, which was of the shape of the large end of an egg
that had been cut in two. This enorrnons gem made a, part of the necklace of tliis prince, and was estimated by him, without any fear of finding
a purchaser, at 12,500,000 pounds sterling-about as much as 300,000,000
francs. vVe know nothing of the quality or weigbt of this ruby, which
has not yet been brought to England. Tlle ruby is, with the sapphire,
the zircon, and the garnet, one of the heaviest of stones. In water it
loses only about the fourth of its weight.
The Indian princes set their beautiful rubies in the collet of a ring,
somewhat elevated, and surround. tliem by several rows of small diamonds, so tha,t ~he whole produces a kind of <lisproportionate elevation,
contrary to our i<l.eas of good taste, which admits but a single stone in
a, simple French setting, the stone not too prominent-for example, in
<liamom1.' , a solitaire of three or four carats.
'Ihe composition of rubies is no less extraordinary than that of t:ue
diamond. Like the sapphire, the ruby is nothing more tliau a bit of
cryi:;tallized earth, colored by iron, wbich naturalists call tbe painter of
nature. It. is not too much to repeat the strange assertion, that nature JJ:i s
ma<le th e most precious stones with the most common materials, we will
say tlrnt thi · kind of cartll, calle(l alitminium or clay, and the white pebble
or rock-crystal, called sUioa, or flint, form the base of nearly all gems. Opal
i:::; rock-crystal ,,ith water. Topaz joins a little fluoric acid to silex and
alnmininm. The emerald, the cry:::;olite, the aqua-marine, the tourmaline,
and th ~enla. e contain another clement besides silex and alumiuium, viz:
glu oinc. Fina1ly, garnet is so ferruginous that it acts on tue magnetic
n "<11<•. 'l'he zircon, a tone very little esteemed in France, lJas for lrn se
a p ' ·nliar kind of arth callecl zircone.
1 , · aCC('S Ory to tho ruby, "\Ve may mention a stone less cleep}y reu in
· lor ·alk•<l the spinclle ritby. Tlrn crystalline form of tliis differ from
tha f th' Ol'i ntal ru y, ·wbieh i. a ·ix- ided cylinder, cut quurely at
bot h ·11Cl: · ,rhil tbc f4pin lk ii-:, like the diamou<l, a double pyramid.
Tb ' 11 a1n of bala ·s ruby lla,' l>een O'iY ,n to a ton of fag-al, which
: ·wral author ' 1· rrar,1 as a real ori utal ruby, only ha Ying a le - - ri ch
·ol r . 'Ill ' a n ·i nt <lid 11ot apply tll narn ruby to this ,,ton . It i ·
<·a11 · l hr I lin. ' · trlnmcule (in ·,rn<l< c •nt •oal,) and l>y OYicl and tll
l>OC' t .· pyrop ' r tha wbic·b ha. th, ·olor of fir Fla1111,wr, imilantc pyropc.
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With us the '10rd carbuncle is little used except to describe a ruby of
consi<lerable size. Pliny has e·ddeutly confounded the Indian ruby '1ith
the garnet, which is found evcrywllere. Certain rubies cut sphericallya form whicll is called calotte spherique, tallow drop, or cabochon-present in the middle of their red tint aw hite six-rayed star, "'hich changes
with tlrn position of the eye and forms in the sunlight a beautiful spectacle. This effect is called asterie. It is found also in the sapphire, a
near relation of the ruby; like it, being composed of aluminium, and
colored by iron, differing only in its color, which is blue, while that of
the ruby is the most vivid and purest red.
Next in rank to the ruby
place the emerald, of which Pliny says
no gem has a color so .agreeahle. This stone, which comes to us from
Peru and New Grenada, is very soft, llanlly scratching rock-crystal. It
is found in beautiful green crystals, implanted and produced in a kind
of freestone of a wllitish color; and we can comprehend no cause other
than electricity for such a deposit as that of the emerald iu the midst
of a stone differing both in nature and in color from this gem. Nero,
who "'as near-sigllted, used an emerald, hollowed on both sides,
througll which to look at the games in the amphitheaters. This was
doubtless the first approach to spectacles, since this invention does not
date very far b,tck.
The emerald, like the ruby, is a six-sided prism and squarely cut at
the ends. This stone is very light, losing in water more than one-third
of its '1eight. Its tint is so lovely that we overlook its want of hardness, ,Yllich might properly almost exclude it from the rank of distinguished gems. At the time of the conquest of Peru a magnificent
emerald was sent in homage to the Pope; and several years aft.e rward
the emerald mines there were said to be exhausted or lost. .About
twenty years ago the principal of a large establishment in Paris, l\f.
l\1ention, recei,:ed from South America some magnificent specimens,
which quite reviYed the emerald trade, continued since without interruption by O!Jarles .A.chard. Tlrn deeper the hue of the emerald the
more it is esteemed. It is the largest end of the crystal that is the most
strongly colored. The emerahl loses none of its brilliance in artificial
light; a Yalnal>le property in oul' modern societ.r, where c1H great reunions are lleltl at night. Hati.y iI1cludes in the emerald family the
aqua-marine and the beryl, one of a greenish blue, the other yellow,
but both being like the emerald iu form a,nd chemical composition.
The emerald, as well as all stones whose color we wisll to <lernlop,
should be cut with a, flat upper surface, surrounded by retreating facets,
contimred all the way un<lemeath. The orientals cut tllem in broad
thin plates, which, apparently, ought to show the colors of tlle stone to
the best ndvantage; but the reflection of white light from tho large
upper surface becoming minglctl witll that which traverses the gem,
ren<ler. · tlJe hues of the latter less discernill1e. This is the r·e ason why
they are not cut with a table and. surrounded. by facets; for thus in
23 s

we
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avoiding a large reflecting upper surface, the stone is made to exhibit
its fundamental color throughout its whole extent. The emerahl, though
much cheaper than the beantiful ruby, is nevertheless much admired
and sought for. We might almost call it a" stone of general affection,"
so much is it esteemed by the many.
The sapphire, which comes after the emerald, is the hardest of colored
stones. It rua,y be considered as a blue ruby, or the ruby as a red
sapphire. With Haii.y and Mawe, we can say that aluminium is susceptible of crystallizing in almost all colors. The mineralogical species to
which the sapphire belongs is called the corinclon. After the red corin. clon, or oriental ritby, comes the blue corindon, or oriental sapphire. Sometimes the corindon is of a beautiful yellow color; then it is called oriental
topaz. More rarely it is of a violet hue; then it takes the name of orientcil arnethyst. Finally, it may be perfectly colorless, like rock-crystal,
when it greatly resembles the diamond, with which it is sometimes confounded, but by its greater weight and its double refraction it may be
easily distinguished.
By the microscope there may be discovered, in certain prile sapphires,
traces in the direction of the faces of six-sided prisms. The light reflected by t,h ese internal filaments produces three small brilliant tra,ces
transversely to the filaments and to the faces of the prism. The crossing of these little bright lines forms within the stone a six-pointed star,
which gives to tbe stone the name of starry sapphire; Among the orientals these stones are highly esteemed, .e specially when they exhibit
the star in a ground of deep blue. Uorindons of all colors are susceptible of being thus marked. In bis voyages in Africa., 1\1. Abbadie wore
a blue starry sapphire, wbich often commanded the respect of tbe
natives. There are stars on a red, blue, or yellow ground, a.cconlin g to
the color of the corindon. As yet, this phenomenon bas never been
seen in the white sapphire. I have just said that this reflection arises
from little filaments within the stone. These may result either from
, ome foreign· substance or from minute hollows left by the regular disposition of the particles at the moment of crystallization. lf, in stead of
trying to observe these starry appearances by reflection, the stoue is cut
that it can be looked through, then the phenomenon can be easily
e n. Unless the stone is of a very perfect crystallization, the observer
wh take for the point of sight a lighted candle, placed at a moderate <listanc , will p rceiYe these little luminous lines of light crossing all the
ri , of filaments wliich the mineral contains. .According a. the stone
ha. , £ ur or ix id d form, we have a four or six rayed star, an<l if the
filam nt ar all in one direction w ha ea luminous band.
11 . ratchiug with th point of a diamond a plate of gla in various
dir <· i n , w proclu bau<ls of light of the ame numb ,r fl tlrn traces
np n th urfa
wbi ·h ar alway. in a tran '° r e din•ction to the e
''
imply pro<luc a, tar in , pr ading with the
upo a plate of thin gla s. It i nccc arr
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for this that the coating should be very thin so as merely to dull the
glass, and that the finger should be moYe~ directly across-for example,
from right to left, or from above downward; then looking through it at
a, lighted candle, there will be seen a band of white light crossing the
rlirection of the lines of tarnishing. If the same operation is performed
in t'IXo directions on opposite sides of tlle glass, then a four-limbed cross
will be formed by the two luminous bands which cross each other before the eye.
Ceylon produces a greenish stone traversed by :filaments of white
amianthus, which is called the cat's-eye, and-which is usually cut spherically and <1nite prominent. "\Ve see in it a floating band, which comes
from the play of light on the lines of amianthns within it. In general
with these cnrious aeci<lents _of light exhibited by exceptional stones,
the color of tlle starry radiance should contrast as m11ch · as possible
with the tone of the stone itself. In simply scratching crossed lines on
a, beautiful carnelia,n, I have succeeded in prodnciug a white cross on a
red ground . In minerals this starry quality is Yery ,aluable, because
it reYeals the primitive form of the substance in which it is found, and
I repeat tbat, by looking through a stone suitably cut, we find tllese
luminous transverse bands in a great variety of crystallized minerals.
There is a very hard dust employed. in the arts, called emery, a, powder used in rubbing or grinding· down bodies with hard surfaces. This
snbstance is a species of coriudon or sapphire, containing a tolerably
large proportion of iron, which bas been substituted for the almninimq.
at the time of the fonna,tion. of the stone. This substitution is quite
common in chemistry and miuera1ogy. It is believed. that the Chinese
succeed, by patience, in cutting diamonds with emery. This must be
very s low work, because the stone of which emery is composed is very
much softer than tlrn <liamornl; it is like Rlrnrpeuiug steel by rubbing-it
on paper or linen. However, if patience ca11 work miracles, it is doubtless reserved for the Chinese to accomplish tllis result.
We shall pface after the sappllire, the opal, which comes from Ilungary and Mexico. The Hungarian opals arc much tlie superior, and
have not the disadvantage of <.leterio_ra.tiug witll time. Some years ago
the opal was higher in price than the sappllire; but increase in value
· inducing a more active working of the mi11cs, the price of opals, beautiful as they are, fell to wha.t we find it at present. For the perfectiou of
an opal, it $honld exhibit all tltc colors of the solar spectrum, d.isposed
in small spaces, neither too large nor too small, an<l with no color predominating. The opal is sometimes called tlrn lrnrlequin, in allusion to
the great ntriety of colors which it d.isp1ays. The substance of the opal
is of a milky line and of a pale greenish tint. Tbis milkiness is generally known by the term opalescence. It is the color of water in wllich
a little soap has been dissoh-cd. 1H order to explain the brilliant color~
of the opal, we may imagine iu tllc stone a great number of isolated fissures, of variable wiu.th, but always very narrow. Each :fissure, accord,
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ing to its width, giYes a peculiar tint similar to the effect produced by
pressing two plates of glass together: we may recoguize Yiolet, blue,
indigo, red, yellow, and green, the last two being exhibited more rarely
than the others.
As a proof that the brilliant colors of the opal are due, as we have
said, to narrow fissures, similar colors may be produced by partially
fracturing, with the blow of a hammer or a wooden mallet, a cube of glass
or even a rock-crystal. Colors obtained in this way are known in optics
by the name of colors of thin plates, aud are of the same character as
those of flowers, which result from the oYerlaying of the transparent
tissues of which the petals are composed. Herein lies the secret of all
their varied hues from their first opening uutil their final decay.
Sometimes the opal is colored only in its substance, has not so great
a play of light as when it is variously traversed by :fissures, and then it
is not so much esteemed. Again, it may have extended fissures exhibit- ·
ing a somewhat changeable single color-red, blue, yellow, or green.
The Empress Josephine once paid a very high price · for a pair of these
stones, it being then the fashion to wear two bracelets exactly ali~e,
and it was qnite difficult to get two stones perfectly matched, since the
interior disposition of the fissures of the opal, which gfres its peculiar
play of color, depends entirely upon accident. At present it is only the
harlequin opals that are nrnch yalued, and those of Joseplline would
not now bring a tenth of their former cost.
Except for _ear-rings, the opal should be set singly, with or without a
surrounding of small brilliants, whose viYid lusters and scintillations
contrast favorably with tlle tints of the opal.
The opal is not a very hard stone. In its chemical composition it is
only hydrated quartz-that is, white pebble, com Lined with water.
Heat, expanding its fissures, varies its colors, and pressure obviously
produces the same effect. I have thus often chauged, witllout perma,,
neut alteration, the colors of a beautiful Hungarian harlequin opal.
B fore the revolutionary tempest, in tlle clo~ing years of the past century, the finaneier cl'Augny possessed a harlequin opal of great beauty.
It wa' a perfect oval, 21 millim eters long, and from 15 to 1G millimeters
in br adth. Esteemed as entirely perfect, the stone had. a great celeb·
rity. I do not know if d' Angny ran, like the senator N onius, any risk
of vro. cription <luring tbe y ar of terror; but certainly if he did, it was
n
u account of his posse~sion of this uuparalleled opal, since the
wr 'tch d tyrant of '03, who old to foreigners the treasures of St.
D ui:, and of many other churches, for 80,000 francs, diu not dream of
p, l.· xliibi inn- all tll color' of tlle rain bow.
' It op l of l'An rrny, the V'llue of which I have no~here seen e tiL m tim a 0 ·o into the hand of Count Wali Id. The opal
f th iz of • haz 1-nut, whieh he e1 ct c1 from amonrr all
h c n pani n of hi exil , wa e timnt ,c1 at 20 000,0 0
whi ·h, a corliug t tlle xact ta.l>le of l\1. Dur au <l la ~Ialle
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in his book on the Political Economy of the Romans, is about 4,000,000
francs. Now, if we recollect that before diamond-cutting was understood, the opal was the only stone which, receiYing the white light of
day, ga,e it back refracted in a thousand magic tints, this price does
not appear too much fo.r a gem which was the Koh-i-noor or the Regent
of Rome. The opal, at the same time that it is the lightest of all gems,
losing in water one-half its weight, is also one of the softest. Those of
India are somewhat superior in these respects.
In actual value the Paris market places, next after the opal, two
stones of an un<l.ecided greenish yellow; viz, the chrysolite and the peridot.
The first is clrnracterized by its lively luster, its polish, analogous to
that of the sapphire, and its warm bright tint. It is the" stone of affection" of Sir David Brewster, so celebrated for bis researches in optics.
The cbrysolite,-or Cymophane, has often the milkiness of the sapphire. To
enumerate its other properties we must enter the broad field of modern
optics, speak of double refraction, of polarization, and the colors which
a.re exhibited in the light which traverses crystals, and finally of the
three kinds of colored rings, namely, those with black lines, those with
black crosses, and those without either lines or crosses. The rings in
the chrybolite, as in the topaz, are of the first kind. This is not, however,
a, distiuguishing property, since it can be made to appear, with a little
dexterity, in almost all cut stones. As to the peridot, or oUvine, its color
is deeper than that of the chrysolite; it is al ways of a greenish olive,
mingled with yellow, the green predominating; is very soft, scarcely
scratches glass. Its lack of hardness gives an appearance of dullness
to its edges. The peridot-, which comes to us from India, is there used
as ornaments of harness, as well as are the flatly cut emeralds of the
same country. Ceylon, which is above all other places distinguished
for the production of colored stones, does not conti'nue to furnish the
peri<lot, which, however, is not rare in the lava from volcanos, although
the specimens are too minute to be wortlly of the art of the lapidary.
I have often seen in the possession of an amateur interesting collections
of t~ese small crystals, which, viewed by lamp-light and under a microscope, verified all the crystallographic fo,ws of Haiiy. A crystal of a
peculiar property, though of the minutest dimensions, was to this eccentric amateur what the Star of the Soiith would be to an ordinary collector
of diamonds. His long and minute investigations gave him great facility in the study of minute gems. From a stone covered with small crystals he would select one which, under the microscope, and properly
lighted, would present the most interesting scientific indications.
The peridot has the distinguished honor to be the only precious stone
that has thus far been found in aerolites falling from the sky, although
the e little olive stones are of no great value if sol<l. by the carat; but if
suitably cut in their matrix, they afford, if not very beautiful, certainly
very curious, specimens. I need scarcely say that the existence of a
crystallized stone found in bodies falling from the atmosphere refutes the
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idea that these meteorites are formed suddenly by tlle condensation of
exhalations from the earth. The regular disposition of the pa-rticles of
a substance in the form of a crystal requires immense time as well as perfect freedom of motion.
From the peridot we pass to the garnet, which is a ferruginous stone
of a ueep-red color, and often wanting in transparence. It is, however,
sometimes found of the beautiful color called peach-bloom. To the perfection of colors it is necessary that~ specimen should join a regularity
of tint, wanting which constitutes a defect easily perceived by an eye
properly trained. There is sometimes found with cut garnets a very
pretty assemblage of stones injtixtaposition, which gives a very ·agreeable appearance of black mingled with red. The only garnet I bave ever
seen of any value is the hyacinthe, a stone of a luscious orangy yellow
color, having a little the appearance of candy made of brown sugar.
~rhis stone, which Haiiy wrongly separates from garnets, is not much
esteemed except by amateurs or collectors of curious specimens. The
Hollanders formerly cut garnets into a pearl shape, which were strung
·in necklaces and used as money among the slave-traders. As in sapphires, asters may be observed in garnets, and I have been able to
Yerify, by the cutting, all that this phenomenon indicated of tb.e structure of the stone.
In the garnet can be developed crosses with six and also witli four
limbs, besides straight and. oblique crosses, without counting certain
circles of light resulting from a cutting perpendicular to the asterial filaments.
Both for mineralogy and also for optics the study of gems affords
many important facts. It is to the study of mineralogical optics that
Ma1us, Arago, Fresnel, and Biot, in France; Huyghen.s, in .Holland;
W ollaston and Sir David. Brewster, in England; and Seebeck and
Haidenger, in Germany, owe so much of their renown, and to which the
science of' light is indebted for its most beautiful discoveries.
Pliny gives 110 Latin name to the garnet, but confounded. it with all
stone of a red color, under the bead carbunculi. It is the heaviest of
g m , aud like the diamond does not possess double refraction. From
the white garnet of' Norway very excellent microscopic l~nses have been
macl , although it is orclinarily from the diamond. that small and -exceedingly powerful len es of this kind are formed. The cutting of such lenses
i Y ry liffi.cult, and the price commensurate with the labor and .skill requir cl ju the operation. I may here observe that another mineralogial r al having iu 0 'le refraction, the amphigene, strongly refractive
n l 1 r£ ctly olorle , may also perhaps be used to form small, powerful
l 11,
h topaz, wb
nam i d riv d from its yel1ow color, is a mineral
alliz in pri s, and i u ceptible of being ver 11 arly
r I . Th y ar of all color , and come principall from
h ugh ilJeria also fumi hes them. The price of
T
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the yellow variety, which, strictly speaking, only ought to bear the name
of topaz, bas wonderfully declined during the last quarter of a ce~tury.
The Brazilian topaz cannot be confournled with the oriental, which is a
beautiful corindon of a yellow color, deepening almost to orange.
Although the topaz is not considered a very brittle mineral, it is said
that the Emperor Ma.ximinius, who broke the teeth of bis horse with a
blow of his fist, and the leg of a beast by one of his rosal kicks, was so
strong in the hands that he could crush topazes as we crush a 1ump of
sugar. . The topaz ki.s been for a long time a great favorite, especially
with the Spaniards, but with the caprice of fashion it has of late years
greatly decEned in the estimation of the public.
.
It was on the white topaz of Brazil that Fresnel made the important
discoveries of double refraction with two axes. It is, also, the topaz
which bears the name of water-drop, which is made so often to pass for
the diamond. In mineralogy this' stone serves as one of the types of
comparative hardness. Thus, we say a stone scratches glass, scratches
rock-crystal, scratches topaz and . sapphire, according to the various
degrees of hardness. :For example, the Brazilian topaz cannot scratch
sapphire, which is one test of a diamond. The black diamond of Borneo
scratches every stone, even diamond itself. As to the perirlot and opal,
they scratch nothing, not even or<linary bottle-glass, which I use in experiments of this kind; as to window-glass it has become too soft of late
to be used as a test, since for economy it is now made with too large a
proportion of alkali.
The blue topaz of Brazil has never as deep a tint as that of the
sapphre; it is only an aqua-marine of superior quality. Of all topazes,
the only one highly esteemed is that artificially colored, of a pale rose
hue, by means of fire. For the specimens that we wish to experiment
with we must choose those of a deep yellow or rich orange color. Afterward they are placed in ashes or sand and submitted to a red, or even
a white heat, more or less prolonged. When they are taken out we
:find the tint changed to the light red of ~hat is called ruby ba.lais or
ruby br'Ulee, (burnt ruby.) The gay color of this ruby is very pleasing
to the eye. A dilettante once remarked to me, "This stone has an
a;niable character." I was entirely of his opinion as to the moral of
this gem, alt~ough there is ~ertainly nothing very sincere in the means by
which it acquires its beautiful tint. If, like the olivine, the topaz had
been enveloped in volcanic fires, it would naturally have become a riiby
balais, and no cloud woulu have rested on the truthfulness of its
character.
··
The mineral species which the topaz forms is characterized by a certain quantity of fluoric acid, which it contains exclusively of all other
gems. This stone, moderately heated, becomes electric and will attract
light movable bodies. A delicate linen thread, suspended vertically from
one end, is attracted by the warmed. topaz aR it would be by a stick of
sealing-wax after being rubbed on cloth. The topaz shares this curious
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character only with the toimnaline. This latter stone, of which we shall
say ver.Y little as a gem, is highly prized in optics on account of its polarizing qualities, wllich arc utilized in a great variety of apparatus. Itis
without any brilliant luster; and though proposed as a stone for mourning ornaments, to compete with j ct, j ewelers have not yet made up
their minds to emp1oy it for this purpose. For a really rich mourningdecoration, black diamonds are the gems to be used, as they have been
in Portugal in decorating the crown-royal. The earliest specimens of
tourmalines came from Ceylon through Holland. The red tourmaline
of Siberia, called also siberite, is pretty enough for a ring; it occurs
in minute crystals. The amateur of whom I have spoken had in his
collection very small siberites, from Corsica, of a crystalline form and
exquisite in color; they woul<l. lrnv-e served as gems for the decoration
of the Liliputians. There are beautiful green and blue tourmalines,
which come from South America, aud are called Brazilian emeralds and
sapphires. The aqua-marirn'l, the name of wllich indicates its sea-green
hue, is a stone of a mineralogical character similar to that of tbe emerald, but little in demand. at the present time. It is possible that there
may be an augmentation in its price, since no new ones are received in
market. This stone loses nothiug of its appearance in artificial light,
and it is sometimes curious to see a magnificent decoration of sapphires
wanting in effect at night, while a cheaper one of aqua-mariue is not
only preserving it& splendor, but seeming to gain in brilliance by candle-light. The English regard aqua-marine with the partiality the Spanish hacl for the topaz.
This stone takes a beautiful polish, and preserves it for a long time.
It is le~s hard than the topaz, and possesses many optical qualities, on
which our limits will not permit us to touch .
We come next to the aniethyst, tbe name of which signifies a specffic
against llrnnlcenness. It is a true rock-crystal of a beautiful violet color;
it is essentially a daylight-stone. Nothing is wanting to this lovely
gem but rarity. Pliny employs the word ametbystize as synonymous
with Yioletize. Modern savans, with their lynx-e;yes, find ,a difference
between violet rock-cryRtal and pure amethyst. The latter is characteriZ<·<l by a series of little undulated strata, which is wanting in the
"\"i 1 t rock-crystal. There are pecimens of colorless quartz which
ha, a structure similar to tllat of the amethyst. ·w hen certain agates
con. i:t of Yery thin ]ayers of a uniform thickness, tlley take tbe color
of th • pectrum and are called iridescent agates. 1 t is probable that
th myrrhin v-a ' , whose Yalue reaches some hundreds of thousand of
fran ·. w r ·nt from irid cent agate . Sir DnYid Brewster ha gi-ven
th xact th ory f thi. iridc cencc, ignorant that I llad already done
f r him in the report of the In titute.
Th • m phil .·oph r lla. al:o d mon stratcd that tho color of en,sh 11. i. , 1. lu t h ir surf. c being triatc<l l> uudulatiu rr and
clo 1 ~ l pr ximat
minu line ; for, if we take th impr sion of
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one of these shells in finely prepared wax, we get the colors as well as
the form of the specimen. l\'.Iyrrlline vases were sohl at 70, 100, and 300
talents. The talent was about 540 francs. vVe ma:y find among minerals many stones which, beh1g cut, will make excellent gems. There is
the euclase, a weak emerald in color, but not so hard as a real emerald.
The amphigene is as pretty as the white sapphire. The prehnite is a
tolerably good celadon. It is ·somewhat remarkable that researches in
mineralogy have led to nothing new in the way of precious stones. This
illustrates a remark of Ilumboltlt that mineral nature is the same from
one end of the world to the other, which cannot be saitl of either the
~egetaole or the animal kingdom.
There is no hope, then, of our finding anything beyo.nd diamonds, rubies, sapphires, topazes, emeralds, and amethysts. The only resource
is the laboratory. To obtain new gems man must not count upon nature
but upon his genius.
In terminating the list of precious stones let us say a wonl about the
white pebble or rock-crystal. This is nothing but flinty saud, crystalli.zed
and variously colored. Almost all false gems, so called, are made from
rock-crystal or quartz. Thus rock-crystals, cut like the diamond, as
Rhine diamonds and Alengon diamonds, are called false diamonds. It is
only violet quartz which makes the true amethyst. Recently an attempt
has been made, with considerable success, to imitate the yellow topaz
with rock-crystal of the same color. There is developed in the stone a
very rich, -velvety, orange color. A.s to all the reflections, the tints, the
degrees of t.ransparence, or of opalescence-in fine, of all the forms which
quartz, a veritable proteus, can assume, a volume would hardly suffice
to detail them. Formerly rock-crystal was used for clrnndeliers and
many other articles for which glasE, is now substituted. Tbe ancients
were cognizant of the power balls of rock-crystal possess to concentrate
the sun's rays and of setting fire to bodies. · Physicians also used them
to cauterize certain wounds, in accord with the adage, "After medicine, the knife; after the knife, fire; after fire, nothing." ~hese balls can
likewise be employed as microscopes, especially when they are small.
1\-finute nature might have been studied as well by the ancients as in our
day had they been so inclined.
I ha.ve not mentioned turquoises, of which there are two kinds,
both without transparency, One of these is ma<le from the teeth of
the mastodon and colored with copper, a green celadon. It is a kind
of fossil ivory. The other is a true mineral of the same greenish
blue color, and is a great deal admired; it costs about fortv francs
the caret. The turquoise is perfectly hnitated by porcelai~. This ·
stone, without transparency, can scarcely be reckoned among gems:
it is rather a kind of natural enamel. We have also omitted feldspar:
which contains an alkliiline principle, and which yields stones having a
mother-of-pearl luster, but without colors. However, when feldspar is
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of a golden-yellow tint, covered with little reddish spots, it is cut like a
gem, but is at the preseut time very little known; it is called civenturine.
After t.l1e consideration of crystallized minerals in nature, we should
attempt the imitation of them in the laboratory. I do not mean such
imitation as paste and color produces. I refer to the reproduction as
naiure gives tlle gems to us, and propose the maldng of real precious
stones, such as has been attempted in the case of the diamond. I have
already said that Ebelman, at Sevres, has crystallized aluminium and
silex thus making a true spinella. 1\1. Despretz, in the experiments
by which be bas volatilized charcoal aud the diamond, has also
~elted aluminium and silex~ He has obtained from these substances
little hollow sphBres, lined inside with crystals, like the c:.1vities which
are found in mines containing crystals of various kinds. Iu all the experiments of Despret.z, the exceedingly intense heat which he produced
by electricity only served to dissipate the particles of the diamond
without producing any crystallization. It is therefore evident that the
diamond is not an igneous production. Its origin is probably electric;
but what was the epoch of its first production from ordinary carbon,
and where did its crystallization begin?
According to M. Boutigny, the carbon of the earth conies from
showers of hydrogen, united with carbon, which watered as it were the
earth when it was too hot to receive ordinary rains. We have not yet
seen the uearing of this hypothesis on the crystallization of the diamond.
I have already said tLat sulphur and carbon, in uniting together, produce
a liquid ::is limpid as water or pure alcohol. Now, with this it might
be well to try the following experiment: Having filled a strong iron
bottle with the liquid, and having covered it with an iron stopper, firmly
screwed into the neck, I would place it in an oven at 200 or 300 degrees
centigrade of heat. .At this temperature the iron of the bottle and the
sulphur would possibly react upon each other and enter into com bination. Now, the sulphur, uniting with the iron, would leave the carbon
free, which might thus slowly arrange itself in the crystalline form. I
merely propose this experiment, which might require a long-continued
h at of uniform temperature, to illustrate the play of chemical affinity.
It i pos ible the effect would be analogou!-2 to that which takes place
wh n a porou, body is plunged into a saline solution, which ab orbs
the water and leaves the salt crystallized on its surface. We should
in£ rm tho e who may be tempted to try this experiment, that the
fluid within the bottle would acquire by heat an immem;e repulsive force,
ufil ·i nt to br ak almo t any ves el inclosing it, e pecia11y one of iron,
aft r th rn tal ha been acted ou by sulphur. The old alchemist freq u ntly m ,t with ·eriou accidents in their attempts to transmute mercur • by o • rb tiu it iu lose<l iron ve el .
haY ju t aicl that th re i very little chance that nature will
furni h u. · with any n w mineral . We mu t therefore <l peud on the
1· • ult.
f the la or tory, au<l x, mine every ub tance who hare.Inc · ·,
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polish, transparence, and crystallization render them suitable for gems.
We may nfterward discover the method of coloring them, which wouid
not seem a, very difficult task, from the fact that tb.e coloring-matter is
always a foreign substance, and that, in many cases, gems have already
been artificially colored. Ebelman, by evaporating ·ether from silica,
has obtained beautiful specimens of paste, exactly resembling onaI.
Though man may never be able to discover all the processes of nature in
the production of objects ·o f curiosity or practical utility, yet be is every
day inducing her to disclose some of the secrets of her operations, either
as she reveals them spontaneously in the changes of the eart.11 or is
forced to repeat them under the coercion of her own agents-heat, light,
and electricity.

ETHNOLOGY.
OY THE LANGUAGE OF TUE ABORIGD".U IYDIANS OF AMERICA.
BY GEORGE

Gnms.

Among the questions submitted for consideration at the m~eting
of tue American Philologi al Convention in J·u1y, 18D9, was the fol·
lowing: '' What more efficient measures can be taken to presene
from destruction the languages of the aboriginal Indians of .America ~"
This communication embodies the substance of my individual views, as
then offered, and I now take the liberty of presenting them to your
consideration in the belief that the Smithsonian Institution possesses
the only appliances adequate to the task.
The introduction to this topic might suggest an account of what has
already been done in the collection of materials on those languages; but
this would involve a multitude of details, chiefly the names of books,
to criticise which would be out of place. A very full catalogue of all dictionaries, vocabularies, grammars, and grammatical notices prior to the
year 1858, was compiled by Dr. Hermann E. Ludewig, and published in
London by the Messrs. Triibner, with corrections by the late Professor
Turner. From this it appears that, with the exception of a comparatively small number of languages, out of over thirty distinct families
enumerated by Mr. Gallatin, and not including those of Texas, New
Mexico, Arizona, or the Mexican States, there are no grammars or dictionaries worthy of those names. Of the rest of those north of the present Mexican line nearly all that we have consist of mere word vocabularies, such as have served for the comparisons by which the various farnilie have been distinguished. These are for the most part confined to
the forms adopted by Mr. Gallatin, and are either of sixty or at most
one hundred and eighty words, too few to allow any but very close
affinities to he recognized, and many of the 1'0rcls ill adapted even to
that object. Without disparaging labors of this kind, a very necessary
preliminary to further exalllinatiun, it is certain that they do not fill the
r quirerncrits of philological science at the present <lay. The collections
alr a<ly pnblishe<.l, and tho e in manuscript in the possession of the
Smith onian In titution, soon to be put to press, cover nearly the whole
of the Am rican and Briti h possessions, with the exception of a few
w Mexican pueblo and some scattered and unascertained tribe .
'\ ith th publication of these last, what may l>e considered as the primar - cla. ification of the Indian tribes in those territories, on the basi~
of lingui tic affinity, i about complete. To go beyond this some new
stand rd i · required.
T
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I woulcl suggest, in the :first place, the preparation of a far more copious vocabulary, to be based on the ideas exhibited in the languages
already known. The words should be arranged not alphabetically but
according to subjects, as the only mode consistent with intelligent inquiry, and as permitting the distribution of special or local words;
for instance, objects familiar to one nation and not to another. Such
a vocabulary shoulu consist of not iess than :fifteen hundred words, and
an even greater number would be advisable. In selecting these words,
particular reference should be had also to such as are radical or contain
radicals, and plain instructions be giYen by which the collector, if he has
leisure and inclination, may dissect them.
.
Secondly. A. large number ·of well-digested phrases, based upon these
words, calculated to draw out the different forms of speech, and from
which the grammatical structure of the language can be deduced.
Thirdly. The preparation of a succinct and popular statement of
the most striking peculiarities of some of the different languages as
deriYed from grammars already published and of well-known authority.
No one who has ever attempted, for the :first time, to acquire an Indian
language but bas been foiled, over and agaiu, by a want of knowledge bow to direct his inquiries; and the most intelligent student has
labored for a long time without success, where a slight clew would have
guided him. Although there are certain characteristics which pervade
almost all American languages, they yet differ greatly from one another
in the degree in which these are marked, and often in the method in
which they show themselves. Some languages, also, have evidently
reached a far higher degree of culture, so to speak, than others. In
fact, there is as much difference in the grammar and syntax of different Indian languages as in those of the ludo-Germanic stock. In
many of tliem a mo<lifi.cation of the numerals takes place according to
the nature of the ol>ject counted, sometimes indicating whether the
object is auimate or inanimate, at others various other qualities, as form,
&c.; an<l the numl>er of these modifications varies from two in the Selish
(one applied to the :first, the other to the second clasR) to over forty in
the Oakchiquel. In the Otchipwe, or Cbippeway, language, on the other
band, where the nouns are all divide<l into animate and inanimate, there
are a variety of cha,nges in the cardinals, but none on that principle;
while in their place there are certain numeral verbs which are animate
or inanimate according to the object expressed. In the Cherokee this
principle is not found either in the nouns or numerals, nor are the latter
modified at all; but tlie mo<lifications, which are numerous, including
animate and iuauimate, are confined to the verbs, maIJy of wbicll change
accor<liug to the quality of the object in which the action term inates.
For exam11le, the ver"b '' to take" ·sin English simple, no matter what
is the nature of the thing taken, but in Cherokee tlwre is one form
signifying to take a pliable object, another to take a long object, others
to take a liquid, an upright, or a· living object, a.ml the particles indi-
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eating these go through all the conjugations, moods, tenses, numbers,
and persons. It will at once be seen under what difficulties the student
labors who is not forewarned of these modifications.
It would, of course, be unwise to swell a work intended for popular
use, with all the nice distinctions of these languages, but it is desirable
tl.Jat the main features of some leading ones be pointed out; an<l in my
opinion the best arrangement would be to take each part of speech consecutively, and to show tho-se features as varying in di:fl:'erent langua,ges,
Those persons who have time and leisure for closer and more intimate
study could afterward refer to mo:r·e elaborate grammars.
Such guides, in the nature of instructions, "How to Observe and What
to Obsen·e," should, of course, be disseminated widely through the . A. rmy,
among missionaries, agents, surveyors, and other persons rei;;iding in or
traversing the Indian country. It is hoped that in this way a stimulus
may be giYen to the exertions of many who only require to know in what
direction to employ their leisure and tastes.
In order to the :fit preparation of complete and exhaustive. works on
the indigenous languages, it is, however, necessary that there should
be fit collectors in the :field. Among those who have given most time
to the actual stu<lj7 of our Jingnistics but few can afford to devote themselves to procuring new material. It is chiefly by missionaries, and by
the Catllolic priesthood especially, that the most valuable works on the
ubject have been prepared. ·willing collectors of vocabularies have
not been wanting, but of trained men there are few or nore.
It appears to me tllat to accomplish any thorough and satisfactory
result, an attempt sllould be made to prepare the laborers. It is possible
that a foundation may hereafter be created for a professorship in some
leading college where the teaching of .American philology will form an
important item, if not its exclusive object; but that woukl, at 1Je8t, reach
only a few indiYi<luals. Some wi<ler method must be adopted to instruct
a larger number. There ltas, as yet, been little or nothing of" UniYersal
Grammar" taught at any of our institutions. Grammars of special
languarrc are taught, it is true, but with hardly an attempt to show
tlt common source whence these are derirnd, or to exhibit tbe phonetic
clt, n<re · undergone iu the lapse of time aud under physical influences,
or to trac' back tlrn ideas which h,tYe developed from single roots, words
f widely <lifforcnt signification, an<l none at au 'to develop the principles
J ·iu rr at the root of all peech.
i rnry trne tllat in a short collegiate course, pursued for tbe most
part _l> for tlie mind has b come mature enough to grasp at more than
tll fact ' of languao-c, and where utility is the presumed. basis, it would
imp 'Sibl t incluc.le uch training to any considerable extent, but
th · ur'-3 migllt · t be pointed out for after-inquiry. When the time
com -an it i to be hoped it will befol'e the la t ,estiges of the
• b riginal tongue :lmll barn di appeared-in which general gramm ar
b c m a. c mmon part of cducatiou, tlie curious moues of tllougllt
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presented by the .American natives will doubtless excite the interest of
the student, and m"ery opportunity be sought of gathering up· their
remains. How many languages which have arisen since primernl man
first trod the earth have perished from its face, each indicating, to a
certain extent, in its mere words and forms, not only the outward circumstances in which those races mornd, but the degree of their mental
culture and the uharacter of their thoughts. Ethnology has no surer
basis than an intelligent philology. One of the least functions of the
latter is to bring together or distinguish races.
There is one important point on which I llave said nothing. I mean
the alphabetic system to be adopted. I am clearly of opinion that the
Roman and Italic letters should l>e used where-ver practicable, and that
they are in most cases sufficient. The alpliabet prepared by Professor
Whitney for the Smithsonian Institution is simple and fotellfgible,
though in particular cases it needs supplementing. Foreign characters
and redundancy of diacritical marl~s are objectionable on many grounds.
It is the difficulty with most systems, as with that of Lepsius, that they
are beyond the comprehension of any but their inventors, or at least
require too varied a knowledge and too great nicety for any practical use.
When a work is undertaken by a European, other than an Englishman,
it is better, perhaps, that he should write as in his own tongue. That
{ will carry a definite meaning at least to those who understand its pronunciation, and will insure a degree of certainty not otherwise to be
relied upon. The explanation, iu writing, of unusual sounds is al ways
a hazardous experiment.
The preparation and publieation of such a vocabulary, phrase-book,
and grammatical guide as I lmve indicated would, it seems to me, properly come within the objects of the Smithsonian Institu tion , an<l. I feel
assured, from the interest you luwe al ways manifested in original philological research, that the subject will at least meet with consideration.

I

ON ANTIQUITIES IN SOME OF THE SOUTHERN STATES.
BY

H. C.

WILLIAMS.

NEAR VIENNA, VIRGINIA, December 30, J 8G9.
Agreeably to pr0mise, I send to the Institution a few specimens of
Indian arrow-beads, all that I Imm been able to collect. I regret tllat
the number of perfect ones is so small.
In Franklin County~Tennessee, in the days of my youth, when the ·
country was fast filling up by emigrants from the older Sta..tes, Indian
relics, such as broken pieces of pottery, pestles, axeR, lJeads of war-clubs,
and arrow-poiuts, were of frequent occurrence. There was
memorial
in that part of the country to induce a belief that it had l>een inhabited
by any race of aborigines, but the general diffusion of the articles above

no
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named may be received as satisfactory evidence of its having been a
lrnntiug-grouud to some not very u.istaut village or encampment. The
burial-mounds near Chattanooga and Sparta iudicate those places as
beaclqnarters of the tribes for a long duration of time.
The fragments of pottery were generally of a dark color, not very
hard or compact, with white specks mingled through the mass as tllough
small pieces of shells had been mixed with the clay, anu. had not been
converted into lime by the process of burning. The pestles anu. other
implemeuts were fabricated .from stones of different colors, apparently
of a clay basis, and corresponding, in appearance, to rocks which are
common to the Blue Ridge. No such rocks occur between the ..Apa1::Lchian chain and the Rocky Mountains. The arrow-heads were made
from quartz, which of this kind is not found in that country, tlle siiiceous
minerals, except the sandstone, being more or less cherty, with a semiconchoi<lal fracture, often associated with and sometimes embedded in
the limestone below the coal seams. Rarely an arrow-head of this
mineral was discovered.
•
The mounds near Chattanooga ha-ve been already noticed by your
correspondents. I would it were in my power to direct attention to
another interesting locality. Of this my only knowledge is obtained
from a publication, I think in _the j'ear 1825, in the Review, a newspaper
printeu. at Sparta, the seat of justice of White County. As well as my
memory serves me, Dr. Fiske and some other ·gentleman made an examinatiou of an ancient cemetery near that town, and, finding no remains
of adult::;, came to the conclusion that tlie country bad been inhabited
by a race of pigmies. The graves were numerous, covering more than an
acre, were generally three feet long and. eighteen inches deep, with a" cof
fin" of slaty rocks. Tb.e bones were so mucb. decomposed that they fell
to piece~ after a few moments' exposure to the atmosphere. Perbaps a
file of tile Review for that year may be in the Department of State, for
in it wel'e published the laws of Congress, auu. it wUis then the custom of
th Department to biud and preserve such papers. I mention this to
nal>1e person investigating Tennessee antiquities to aniil themselves
f th iul'orrnation furui~IJed by writers wbo observed and described
t!Jo i11tere tiug objects before they were changeu. 01· obliterated l>y the
hand of ciYilization. In this connection no book will be so likely to
the attention of the curious as Ilaywoocl's Ilistory of Tenne ee.
It 1.
lJ • r 'gretted that this, oue of the earlier books pnblished beyond.
th .1 11 ,,·lumics, i uow o carce in the State where the author was
on
f th · fir.-t and able t of it jmists.
In -lo.-i11°· thi.· communication, iutending iu another to notice the
I ·alit. · of fiornc monn<.l.- an<l fortification , not allnuell to by any of ·our
1-r '-'J>O 1cl u t.- a· I ha rn. cen, I will state that when on an excnr:ion in to
th' 'tat' of 1 rl-ansa8 in th year 18.37, I came to a place where dou t1 '- an imm 11. c mun r f arrow-h ad~ hacl he •n rnauufactm d.
t
wa · 11 •tu· the summi
f a ridge about two miles nol'th of the Ilot

ari: ·
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Springs, and west of the road that passes over the ridge. At that place
there is an outcrop of tlle milky white variety, an iutermediate stratum of
the celebrated Arkansas novacitlite. There the hill-side for about one
hundred yards in length was literally covered by thin chippings of tllat
mineral. Dr. Sibley and Dr. Dunbar, who explored the Arkansas,
Washita, and Red Rivers during Mr. Jefferson's administration, mentioned in their report that they had discovered a place where Indian
implements had been made. I have not seen the report for many years,
and cannot say whether this is the locality alluded to by them, but think
it is, for they were at the Hot Springs, and there is not another mineral
in the Sta,te so well adapted as the novaculite to this purpose. · This .is
the only place in the Southwest that I have seen which affords ·a ny evidence of the fabrication of implements used by a people whose history
is unknown. At Santa Fe, in 1858, a geutleman showed me several ·
arrow-p_oints that had been formed out of the obsidian found in that
country, and a few days afterward, in the village of Casa Colorado,
I gathered up a small quantity of that mineral in thin flakes that had
obviously been chipped off in fashioning arrow-heads. By careful attention to the mineral characteristics of those ancient implements, especially when composed of as rare minerals as the novaculite and obsidian,
we may be able to trace the migrations of _the people who used them.
The report of Dr. Sibley, no doubt, can be found in the congressional
documents of the period or in the reprint of them by Messrs. Gales and
Seaton. It contains information that would be appreciated by persons
engaged. in ethnological or philological researches. Among other things
it states that two tribes of Indians, the Natchez and Tensaws, if my
memory is correct, were at war, that one party was disastrously defea,tecl,
and escaped over the Mississippi into Louisiana. On making a halt, the
first thing they did was to throw up a mound. This is the only record
that I have seen of a mound being constructed within traditional
history.

ETHNOLOGY OF THE INDIANS OF TIIE VALLEY OF THE RED RIVER OF TIIE
NORTH.
By DR.

w. H. GARDNER,

.Assistant Surgeon United States .ArrmJ.

The earliest explorers of Minnesota found the Dakotas· occupying all
this country they now roam over or have only lately ceded their title to.
In prebi toric times what race dwelt h ere cannot be told; the burial
mounds and crumbling skeletons, the "refuse heaps" and fragments of
rude pottery, point to some branch of the "mound builders," but whether
Nahoa , Toltecs, or Aztecs, will probn-bly never be known.
About Big Stone Lake, Lake Traverse, and the west bank of the Red
River of the North and the country adjacent, for many years past, the
24 s
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Sisseton and Wahpeton bands of Dakotas have resided; almost as rude
and ignorant as the lowest branch of the Athabasean stock, yet they
n.re tractable and show a desire for bettering their condition. Their
rnauners, customs, and language do not dHf'er essentially from the other
lmrnls of the great Dakota Nation, save from the aberrant branches, the
Yanktonais and Tetons; neither can those bands understand the Wahkantans, Wahpetons, Wahpecutas, the Wabashaw band, the Black-Dog
ha1Hl, the Red Wing band, &c. The language used by them is con·
structed on the well known polysynthetic plan, aud is so well known
that one or two dictionaries have been published of the language.
Polygamy is common among them, each brave haYing as many wives
as he chooses and can support, but lately some of them have embraced
the Christian religion and have "put away" all their wiYes but one.
Their Christian system, in.grafted upon their former fetichism, has resulted
iu a curious mongrel theology, which would puzzle even Buddha to understand. They have the same cruel instincts that always characterize a
race of hunters; hardly one has come under my observation that has
not more or less of small scars upon the body, purposely made with
fire or cutting instruments, to show they have "brave hearts,'' yet my
experience with them in ~ickness has been that they bear necessary
pain quite as badly as even negroes. Their tribal government is arude
<lemocraey, if that can be called a government whose most binding
la w i the lex talionis; nor do they recognize any head or chief save him
vd10 is bravest in war and most persuasive in council. Their legenus
nnd tra<litions are too well known to require only passing comment.
Some of them are pleasing and instructive; but the most of them are
pu rile beyond description, and it is very hard to tell what purpose of
national or social economy they could possibly subserve. The most of
them are detailed at length in "Mrs. Eastman's Legends of the Sioux."
Of the arts of life they are almost entirely ignorant; even the ceramic
nrt, with which most of savage tribes are necessarily acquainted, they
are now ignorant of, though it would seem that before their communi·atiou with the whites they knew something of this art and used pottery
made b:v themselves to cook their food in. After communication with
th white , and a knowledge of metallic vessels for the purpose of cookino- th· art of making pottery was gradually neglected until it has now
n lo. t. At all events the Jn<lians of these bands know of no way of
iliu · heir raw food now save l>y digging a hole in the ground and
Y •t'in o- it with the skin of an animal recently killed, into which are
I ur d th water and the food to be cooked · stones are then heated in
. nt fire and held in thi novel pot until
' the meat is done. A
an a<]Ja'
t th •ir c kin o-, rofe or o er, l\1on. ieur Blot, or the mo t ,Yonderful chef de cui ine that .v r rai ed a pot lid, would tand amazed to e
th w nderful h roo- n u ma. combined to make one of their olla , , bird. r I il . , a.ud fl he , berrie , herb , and root thrown
tog th .r into th p t all in pu,rus naturalibitS, and tew d into a di gu t-
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ing paste. And the amount of this one of these '" sons of 'the forest"
will eat, will cause even an anatomist to wonder at the distensibility of
the human stomach.
Until 18Gl those about this locality-chiefly Sissetons-lived entirely
by hunting and fishing. About this time some of them were furnished
corn and potatoes by their agent, and they commenced to cultivate the
soil, but . shortly afterward, from causes not relevant to mention here,
the Dakota outbreak occurred. The Sisseton and W allpeton bands
were implicated with the others, and the distrust and animosities this
has necessarily: engendered have much delayed their civilization.
The men are rather over medium height, are well made, and many of
them are intelligent-looking, some even handsome. The type of their
heads, with their "low defective forehead,'' the vertical occiput, the
prominent vertex, and great interparietal diameter, hardly need mention, though it is deserving of remark that the ''low .d efective forehead"
iS not so characteristic of the crania of the Sisseton band as of some of
the other bands of the DaJlota Nation. Their shades of color show considerable variation; many of them on the parts of the body not habitually exposed are not darker than many brunettes with us, while others
in the same band are of a deep bronze or even coppery brown color.
As a rule their hands and feet are small and delicately formed, and as
a people they are remarkably free from deformities. Their hard "struggle for existence" probably acts on the principle of "natural selection"
to keep up the best and hardiest of the stock, while the weaklings and
the deformed die off. I have seen but one deformed Indian during my
stay here. He was a Wahpeton with a simple case of "hair lip," which
its owner refused to allow me to operate upon. They are enthusiastic
and Qxcitable gamblers, and will stake their ponies and even their wives
on a game of ·'' moccasin." The females are short in stature and broad
and more ungainly than the males; · they possess great strength and
great power of physical endurance, as is commonly the case among
uncivilized tribes, where the women are the drudges and slaves of the
males. I am inclined to the belief that the females arrive at the age of
puberty before the age usual among civilized females .. I have seen one
Sisseton girl who was the mother of a healthy child-which she was
nursing-when but thirteen years of age, and two or three who were
mothers before they had quite attained ~he -age of fourteen ; though
this precocity may be caused by the promiscuous intercourse of ~he
sexes in their rude manner of life. Writers have spoken of the dreary
existence of Dakota women, and nothing that has been said can draw
too exaggerated a picture of the never-ending drudgery of their lives,
uncheered even by the hope of happiness in the spirit land; therefore
suicide is very common among them; even for trivial causes a Dakota
woman will cut a thong of buffalo hide and hang herself. A. case came
under my observation a few weeks since where the wife of one of the
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scouts here bung herself to the ridge-pole of her tent just because her
husband told her she should not make a visit which she wished to do.
Dueler the provisions of General Order No. ~7, Headquarters Department of Dakota, · St. Paul, l\fimiesota, dated l\fay 19, 1867, frieudly
Indians have been enlisted as scouts and guides, since which time fifteeu
of them have been on duty at this post iu that capacity. Those here
are a11 foll-blooded Indians of the Sisseton band of Dakotas. They are
ambitious and zea1ous in the performance of their duties, and take lL
pride in keeping their clothes, bedding, equipments, arms, and horses
neat and in good order, and I believe this is the testimony which all
their commanders will give; arnl it shows that they can be made ·ntluable auxilia.ries in prosecuting warfare against Indian tribes "avowe<;lly
and obstinately hostile." Those on duty here show no repugnance or
even disinclination to work, and the scouts have taken their regular
tour of "police duty" with the rest of the enlisted men, and have shamed
them by their willingness to do this duty. ~
One of the scouts here Js tattooed with a "totem" of an open right
baud, back to the front, placed vertically in the center of the forehead.
Tllis is tlle ou1y instance which has come under my observation of any
tribal or family mark or "totem" among tbem.
The Ohippmvas occupy the country east of the Red River of the North,
in Minnesota, about the Jakes forming the source of the :Mississippi
River and Re<l La,ke farther north. Though they are occasional visitors
to the post, tbey are situated too far away to be described as Indians
about the post.
Tile valley of the Red River of the North on both sides is the peculiar
habitat of ha,lf-bloods, (Bois Brules, or Couriers des Bois,) a mixture of
the blood of the lawless white traders (who until recent times we the
only white people in the country) and Indian women. These half-bloods,
the result of this mixture, are tall, well forme<l and hardy, with dark
eyes a,ucl swarthy skin, and black, straight hair, though occasionally one
i·
n with the hair curly. The general slrnpe of the head and face js
much like the Indians. Their vernacular is a patois of the French,
thoncrh they u. ually sp ak tbe language of both parents. They are
uatural-born hunter and trappers, scouts, guides, and interpreters, aml
ar a valuable link of communication between the tax-paying citizen
and th untamed red man. The e people have no "local habitation · ''
lik t}1 •ir half-brother , the Indian , th y live in tent, of tann cl buffalo
hich which th y rnO\? when , r and wherever inclination or the pur uit
f gam ' mav lead th rn. Tiley have the am fr dom from moral and
., ·ial r . traiut a · th Indian. Th y at anything ancl eYerytlling
en
the fl . h of l o-: and w h- poi on d with ;tl'i ·hnin , and think a f, tril
·alt r ww r lrnfl'al ww bo,ine boucl!e; th .y waUow in dirt and v nniu
ancl an• r ·markal 1 · h al h, · aucl trna ·i u of lit . Th ir v r , lab ri u .
liw. J>robahl - pr v •u th •m rr r b iuo- ver - prolifi
ut i a1 · a ·t t
mal · · tlll'm h •alth · au 11011 •r-liy u. E,·en :yplliliti · li · a ·e , wlli ·h (wi tll
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the loose virtue of their women) it would seem would be particularly
prevalent, do not appear to attack them at all. At least, not one .of
these cases among them has been brought to my notice.

•

ACCOUNT

OF

ANTIQUITIES IN Tl-IE STATE OF VERA CRUZ, MEXICO.
BY HUGO FINCK, OF CORDOVA.

A few general remarks relative the traces left by the aborigines of
this neighborhood may not be uninteresting. As a resident of twentyeight years in this part of the country, (Cordova, Huatusco, and Merodor,) and during my Bany botanical excursions, I have had good opportunities to examine them. These traces are of two kinds-the :first belonging to a semi-barbarous; the second to a half-civilizeclpeople, who,
for a long period of years, must have iived together as neighbors, but
in a state of continual dissensions.
Like the actual descendants of the Aztecs, the semi-barbarous people
built their houses, or rather buts, of light timber, covering the roof with
palm-leaves or dried grass. Nothing else was required by them in a
tropical climate, where the thermometer never descends below 55°
Fahrenheit. Of such constructions no trace whatever is left, and if it
were not for the innumerable mounds of stone of different dimensions,
some united, others isolated, and which were always annexed to their
dwellings, we would come to the conclusion, either that they bad no
dwellings, or that the countrl was very thinly inhabited. The very
contrary was the case. There is ba,rdly a foot of ground in the whole
sta of Vera Cruz in which, by excavation, either a broken obsidian
knife, or a broken piece of pottery is not found . The whole country is
intersected with parallel lines of stones, which were intended, during
the heavy showers of the rainy season, to keep the .earth from washing
away. The number of those lines of stones shows clearly that even the
poorest land, which in our days nobody would cultivate, was put under
requisition by them; furthermore, when we consider that tlieir implements of agriculture were very primitive or almost null, requiring a so
much larger space of ground for. their sustenance, we must come to the
conclusion tliat the population must have been immense, or at least as
large as the most populated districts of Europe. In this part of the
country no trace of iron or copper tools has ever come under my notice.
Their implements of husbandry and war were of bard stone, but gen- .
€rally of obsidian and of wood.
The small mounds of stones near their habit3:,tions have the form of a
parallelogram, and are not over twenty-seven inches high. Their length
i: from five to twelve yards, their width from two to four. On searchino- into them nothing is found. A second class of mounds is round, in
the form of a cone, always standing singly. They are built of loose
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stones and earth, and of various sizes; some as high as five yards, with
a diameter of from five to twenty yards. Excavation made in them
brought to light a large pot of burned clay filled with ashes, but
in general nothing is found. The third class of mounds, also built of
loose stones and earth, have the form of~ parallelogram, whose smaller
sides look east and west, and are from five to six yards high, terminating
at the top in a level space of from three to five yards in width, the base
being from eight to twelve yards. They are found. from fifteen tu two
hund:r:ed yards long. Sometimes several are united, forming a hollow
square, which must have been used as a fortress. Others again have
their outer surface made of masonry, but still the inside is filled up with
loose stones and earth. Near river-beds, where stones ·a re very abundant, these tumuli are largest. Principally in this latter class, idols, implements of husbandry and war are discovered, sometimes lying quite
loose, and at others imbedded in hollow square boxes made of masonry.
The last-described mounds form the transition to those constructions,
which are altogether built of solid masonry. I speak only of such as
are found near Cordova, Huatusco, Cotastla, &c., in the state of Vera
Cruz. One peculiarity of the last-mentioned ruins is, that they are all constructed at the junction of two ravines,
m~~g i··· '
B
,

1

,

, )

1

nability. Most of the larger barrancas
l\\
·
have precipitous sides from three hun\~
~,~,,~. .
VJ
dred to one thuosand feet deep, which .
guarded the inhabitants on their flank, .
4)
so that nothing more was required than
\ ,_
,,,
to build a wall from A to B, leaving a
~
(/'/ff
"1
'
·
w'f/J
small entrance in the middle, C, as a
\
pa sage, which could be barricaded in
1 \'11
time of war. Between Zacuapan and
1
Tl acotepec, at the Rancho del Castille,
~\~~\,1ff
1/~
at l\Iatlaluca, at Cotastla and Oonsoqui\\\,\\.·:\\
1
tla, uch constructions mm be seen to this
II
1·
day in tolerabl good condition. The int ri r of the e fortified in closures is in general large, sometimes holding
fr m four to five quare miles, and could be put under cultivation in
ca ·e of a i g .
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"~\1'1,:
#., "1/v,
t·w
~~

T~ ~vall B i in general from four to five yard hjgh, and has on
th rn id t rrace_ ~vith t p to 1 ad to the top. At other place th re
f m1 ·1r ular wall , the front one lower than the following
w n a h top rmit one per on at a time to pa fr m
r .. '1 h inn rmo t wall i om .time p rforated with loop1 h arr w c uld b thr wn.
r of ruin · ar f, nnd i.u ide th fortification, a mound
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altars, good level roads with a foundation of mortar. Most of these
monuments have good preserved steps leading to the top. In some
very small pots of burned clay are found filled with ashes.
Between the simple mounds of loose stone and earth and the lastmentioned monuments we may easily discern two classes of people-one
semi-barbarous and the other tolerably advanced in civilization-living
continually at war with each other, impeding ·on that account a ,higher
grade of civilization than that found at the arrival of Cortez with his
Spaniards.
Civilization in all countries has been very gradual and must always
have commenced in warm climates. It was i~ Asia, in Africa, in the
tropical parts of China, Syria, Egypt, &c., wliere we find the oldest
monuments, where the people as far as 3,000 years back bad made some
progress. The inhabitants of colder countries were, up to that time, in
a barbarous state, and only received civilization by contact with the
others or by conquest. This may be accounted for in the following manner: The first knowledge we have of man is in a tropical climate. It is
there where vegetation the whole year round is luxuriant; where fruits
of all kinds are abundant, furnishing him with food without exertion ;
where a hot climate dispenses with all covering against cold; where the
first necessities once satisfied he had leisure, if endowed with a lively
imagination, which is natural to people of bot countries, to ~et his wits
to work in order to better bis condition. One step followed another,
creating daily new necessities. Those of a strong arm imposed on the
weaker, and obliged them to work for them or for the community. In
this way civilization gradually advanced.
Now let us transfer ourselves to a cold country. Its primitive inhabitants had to guard against the weather in winter, which obliged them
to become hunters in order to slay the wild beasts which were to
serve them as clothing as also to allay the cravings of hunger. ·wild
fruits could only be gathered in summer and autumn, and were much
less abundant than in the tropics, so that their whole time was occupied
in attending to the necessities of their existence, or in guarding against
the cold of winter, being continually slaves to their wants, leaving them
no leisure to better their condition. History has shown that such bas
been the case throughout all cold countries1 and that civilization made
very little progress there until the inhabitants came in contact with
more southern nations. The same has liappened in America. Where
do we find the traces of higher civilization on this continent 1 Is it in
Briti h America, in New England, in Oregon, or in Patagonia 1 No!
In tropical America. The same causes have created the same effect.
Peru, Ecuador, Yucatan, and Mexico, all countries between the tropics,
have taken the first steps toward advancement. The yet existing monument peak for themselves.
From Palenque, in Yucatan, and Quito, in Ecua<lor, as centers, civi!ization ·pread north and south, but found much greater resistance by
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the neighboring savage tribes than in the olu continents. In some hot
countries, as Guiana, Brazil, topical reasons have reta,rdecl this ; as
yeady inundations; excessive number of insects, particularly mosqnitoes; wild beasts, &c.
After the first progress of civilization the neighboring savage tribes,
among which we may count the Aztecs, who appear to have been in
nothing different from our contemporary Comanches, Arapahoes, Sionx,
&c., made,like of old the Scandinavians, irruptions on their more southern
neighbors, destroying agairi partially what had been gained, but accepting part of the advantages of their conquered people. Tlrn inhabitants
of Central America were much farther advanced before the disRernination
of those barbarous tribes than at the arrival of Cortez. This is shown
by the ruins still in existence. It was a great misfortune. Those savages,
less docile than the Goths, were slow in receiving the advantages of their
conquest. Accustomed to a roaming iife, expert in war, they destroyed
in a few years what bad cost thousands to build. Then commenced a
reign of terror. The vanquished. were obliged to work for their conquerors, creating those rude monuments, as the stone-mounds, the
pyramid of Cbolulu, and other similar works, which could only haYe
emanated from the brains of half-savages, and been executed by a people completely enslaved. But this had its limit. The conquerors
gradually accepted such benefits from their vassals aR suited them, so
that if the Spaniards had not arriYed, civilization would haYe taken a
new start, as at this time the Aztecs were strong enough to keep at bay
all new irruptions from the north.
•
Aztec hieroglyphics are too obscure to give us a longer insight into
their history than for a century or two at most. Spanish historians have
given free scope to their lively imagination, exaggerating and distorting whatever came under their hands. The Spanish clergy seized and
burned what could throw any light ou history, and wrote about what
be t suited them. The real and only tme documents we can with safety
count upon are the monuments, ruins, implements of industry and war,
which are yet in existence; anything else will only lead us astray.

ACCOUNT OF ANTIQUITIES IN TENNESSEE.
BY E. 0. DU~XL'W.
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two points, which was always direct, without regard to obstacles.
Lately I had an opportunity of observing this peculiarity. vVhile will<ling my way around the base of a mountain in North Carolina, I saw
some Cherokees going to the same point as myself, right over the crest
of the mountain, by a more direct but more difficult route.
Chilhowee deri,es its name from two words, which mean fire and deer.
The Indians were accustomed to lrnnt by fire. At night they carried
before them torcbes-blaiing pine-knots-in the face of their game,
whicll, becoming frightened by the glare, were easily brought to a stand
and killed. by the hunter, who, resting his gun acro.ss the left arm, held
the torch in his right hand until the deer was enough terrified to be
shot down. The old trail over Chilhowee is used now by the "mail-boy''
once a week, and by foot-travelers like myself, who are warned uot to
take horses beyond the mountain for fear of their being s~o1en.
In Chilhowee Valley, after crossing its northern boundary by the pass,
I examined two mounds on the left bank of Little Tennessee and several rock graves, or tombs, near them. These tombs are unlike any
depositories of the ancient dead that I have observed. They were, undoubtedly, constructed by the "mound-builders,'' as similar ones were
discovered in the mounds containing similar relics. The great freshet
of 1867 uncovered a large -number of these graves on the "river-bottom" or alluvial terrace, which had been plowed. over for seventy years.
They are built of slabs of slate, nicely fitted together, about three inches
thick, four feet long, and two feet broad, inclosing receptacles, not of
uniform space-generally five feet long, four feet high, auu two feet
broad-covered with flat pieces resting upon the upright slabs, and conforming to the rounded corners of the to.:nb. The material had been
brought from the other side of the river, as no slate was found in the
vicinity of the constructions. They were fm,mcl to contain, for the most
part, fragments of human bones, too much decomposed to be removed
in considerable portions, implements of stone, and broken vessels of
clay. From the head of one I extracted a vase of black pottery, nearly
whole, shaped like a gourd; it had been filled with vegetable matter,
which, perhaps, was intended to sustain the spirit on its journey
to the other world, some flint arrow-heads, and a stone pipe. Charcoal,
ashes and burned clay indicated that fire had been used iu the burial,
by which bones and many other r ~lics were consumed.
Judging from the form and size of these graves, the dead must have
been inclosed in a sitting or crouched position, often bent nearly double.
The bones were those of adults, and their juxtaposition, in some instances, showed that they could not have been deposited indiscriruinately, after the decomposition or removal of the flesh, according to the
cu ·tom of some modern Indians. Fragments of the skull-bone, with
teeth and jaws, were found at the head of a gram which pointed toward
the west, and the bones of the foot at the other end. In connect.ion
with the first were vertebrre and other portions of the trunk and cor-
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responding members of the skeleton~ which had crumbled and fallen
down together, and which would naturaily occur if the body had been
set upright or slightly bent over.
I did not expect to find rock graves in a mound of earth, but after
clearing away rubbish and penetrating six feet below the top, near the
center, the workmen struck a slab of slate, which proved to be pairt of
the covering of a stone tomb. It was much like those scattered over
the "river-bottom"-more nicely constructed, however, and fitted with
more care-being arched m;er the top, at an acute angle, with pieces of
slate three inches thick. Owing to its situation, raised above the level
of the river and covered with sand to the depth of six feet, its contents
were better preserved than those of the grave£ just mentioned. At the
bead of it I took out a vessel composed of fine red clay and pulverized
muscle-shells, a foot in diameter, gourd-shaped, having a handle and spout
six inches long, and holding about a quart. It was preserved nearly
whole. Artificial fire had been kindled in the tomb, but it had been
smothered. by the throwing in of sand before all the contents were consumed. Besides some entire bones of the human skeleton, flint arrowheads and a large number of shell and stone beads were removed. The
beads could. be traced along the lines of the legs and arms, as if they
had been attached to the garment in which the dead was buried. Further excavations disclosed two more of these stone sepulchers, the first
three feet below the one tlescribed, the other two feet from it, ~n the same
plain. They contained only fragments of bones, charcoal, and ashes.
The mound, which was conical in shape, must have been fifteen feet
high an<l. fifty feet in <l.iameter. Successive floods had impaired its original dimensions. The last carried. away a section on the west side, expo ing a tomb and some valuable relics, which have n.ot been presenred.
Among them were large shells-pyrulas, probably, judging from ti.le decription, from the Gnlf of Mexico-such as I have discovered in two
other mound on the banks of the Tennessee, and which are deposited.
in the Peabody Museum of Ilarvard-Oollege. In connection with ma1-in , hell·, images in tone were found in this tomb. The mound was
compo cd of sand-loam taken from the bank of the river and raise<l
up011 a foundation of water-washed rock , four feet high from ti.le bed
f the tr am hard by. Tllere had b~en extensive. burnings throughout
tbi mound, at variou depths, indicated. by layers of charcoal, ash ',
an<l hnrnecl lay imply in honor of the dead or to consume their effect
and mortal part.·, or f r human. acriti.c to their mane .
, n r li •, , · · p fraO'm nt of charr 'd bone , not even ton impl em n : ha wonl 1 ~ · ap cl truction by fire were found, aft r ear ful
,·car ·hin n· a m111°· xt rl.'iv lay 1\ ,. I am in ·lin d to th opinion that ·aptiv : in w, r w •r fr 1, · ·lain an<l burn
for a acrifi -ial o:fferin 00 t the
<1 •acl in th t m
i: not pro a l that a p pl o part1 ·ular ab n t
, hown not only in th monnd-8 pnkher · bnt in
Y ·1· ll
plain, whicll w ma,r ' U po,' ·outaiu cl tllcir
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common dead, would have assigned a large number of their tribe, after
death, to a promiscuous or general conflagration. Fire, as is well
known, bore an important part in the obsequies of tlle "mound builders,''
but so as to show neither in the extent and composition of the charred
layers, nor in the kind of re.lies preserved~ t,he design of the burniugs. Two
other mounds were found in Chilhowee Valley, which will be described.
at some future time. The tradition, as derived from a lady over eighty
years of age, who lived in her youth among the Cherokees, is, that these
mounds were made by a people inhabiting the country long before the
recent Indian race; that their fathers found them there and did not disturb them, a statement which confirms all oral testimony respecting
those monuments.
Leaving Chilhowee Valley and crossing the Alleghany range toward
North Carolina, in a southeast course, having Little Tennessee River on
my right and occa,sionally in sight from the cliff's, my attention was
called, along the road, to " stone heaps," a class of antiquities not often
mentioned and seldom distinguished in books. After an examination
of the objects and a talk with Indians and t,he oldest inhabitants,·I came
to the conclusion that there were two kinds of these remains in this pa.r t
of Tennessee, which are sometimes confounded, viz, landmarks, or stouepiles, thrown together by the Indians at certain points in their journeys,
and those which marked a place ·of burial. At. a pass called '· Indian
Grave Gap," I noticed the pile which has given its name to the mountaingorge. The monument is composed simpl,y of round stones raised three
feet above the soil, and is six feet long and three feet wide. As the grave
bad been disturbed I could make no satisfactory examination of its cont ents. On the opposite side of "The Gap,'' a stone heap of another
description was observed, which had beeu thrown together in accordance with Cherokee superstition, that assigned some good fortune to the
accumulation of those piles. They had the custom, in their journeys and
war-like expeditions, at certain known points, before marked out, of
casting down a stone and ~on their return another. In this way, in
time, a landmark became a conspicuous object. It may be distinguished
from graYe-stone heaps, which werf~ composed of large round stones of
uniform size; the other of small stones, of no particular shape, such as
could be easily taken up and hastily thrown down. Four miles from
'' Indian Grave Gap," on the west side of my path, on a ridge destitute
of vegetation, I observed twenty-five of these stone heaps which covered
human remains. I examined a number of them, which were four or five
feet high and eight in diameter, and shaped like a bay-cock. Trees
three and four feet thick had grown and decayed on some of them. In
one I found pieces of rotten wood that bad been deposited tliere, fragment of bone , and animal mold. The deposit had been made on the
surface of the earth, covered with wood and bark, and crowned with a
cone of round stones. From the center of one heap three small belh:
were extracted, having the letters JR engraved on them . TheJ· mucll
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resemble sleigh-bells of the Northern States, and must have been obtained
from Europeans having intercourse with the Indians. The bells were
used as "tinkling ornaments" by Cherokee women in their dances, and
were attached to bear-skin belts that were boun<l. about their limbs.
The great number of rattle-snakes that I encountered on the ridge prevented a thorough examination of the place in the heat of summer, an
employment that may l>e resumed at a future time.
The stone hea,ps were put up, undoubtedly, by the Cherokees of a recent period. My researches did not throw much light upon theirantiquity,
but they were found to differ essentially, in structure and contents: from
the rock tombs of the '' mound-builders," ~'1,lready described, and they
must have had a later origin.
The Cherokee custom of burying the dead under heaps of stone, it is
well known, was practiced as late as 1730. After free intercourse with
the whites their custom of inhumation prevailed. with the natives. Considering the <l.ilapidation, the condition of the animal remains, and the
decay of Yegotation that indicated the former growth of trees of more
than a century, I regarded those piles that came under my observation as being two or three hundred years old. The bells, silver ornaments, and coin discovered in them belong, of course, to the age of metals
in tllis country, which may have begun on the banks of the Little Tennessee more than three hundred years ago. · In 1G90 trading-stations were
established there by northern adventurers.

ACCOUNT OF ANCIENT MOUNDS IN GEORGI!.
BY M. F. STEPIIENSON, G,UXESVILLE, GEORGIA.

The most extensive and perfect tumuli exist in Bartow County, on the
Rtowall River, near Cartersville, consisting of teu mounds, situated in
the bend of the river, and protected from attack on the land side lJy a,
moat, which is from twenty to thirty feet deep and was doubtless once
fill d with water. The central mound is square, and measures one huudr <l and fifty feet on the top,* with raised platform on the east side
tw nty feet high and forty wide, e,idently where sacrifices were offered,
a: an hlol of andstone was plowed up on it, with excavated di ks or
mortar ,ix inches in diameter and ·o f translucent quartz of elegant workmmd1ip, the tone axe, a mall native copper ves ·el, the perforated, hell,
(whi ·hi.' found in all the mound ,) the mica mirror, and the only gold
l>eacl. ,. r found, ua.tiv gold b ino· found in the neighborhood. Tilis
rn nn i' icrhty-ei()·ht fi thigh, and a few rotl :f rom it i, a circular one,
, i.·t ' i thigh wh· h twenty year. a()·o bad a parapet on top five fe t
in h ight. ' h r main<l r are mall aud onl,v alJout t·wenty f ct high.
'l wo point: iu th ditch ar e.·ca,Tat d an acre quar a de p a ' the
1
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moat, to procure earth to raise the mounds. ThP. valley and country
for thirty miles westward and. north ward is very fertile, and exhibits
eddences everywhere of having been densely peopled by the moundbuilders.
At the falls of Little River, near the Alabama line, on the crest of the
fall, are three chambers hewed out of the solid sandstone; and at Nacoochee the crest of a conical hill was cut off at about fifty feet, so as to
embrace an acre and a half, which on two sides is quite precipitous, and
on the others has a ditch and wall, which was formerly six feet high,
inclosing about twenty acres. This was doubtless used by De Soto in
the battle lie had with the Cherokees in 1540, which is proved by the
relics which have been found.
At Macon are stupendous remains, as also in Campbell County, on
the Chattahoochee. The Yond Mountain, four thousand feet high, of
solid granite, is a cone, crested with trees, but perpendicular on all sides
except one space, which was walled wit-h stone; so was the Stone Mountain, which is, without exaggeration, two thousand. three hundred and
sixty feet high, a cone, and accessible on one side only; this was walled
with stone. All defensible mountains in this country were fortified.
Neither the Cherokees, Creeks, nor Seminoles bad any tradition of this
extinct race, which is proved to have been a powerful and despotic nation from the extent of their territ'Jry and the stupendous character of
their fortifications and cemeteries.

EXPLORATIONS IN TENNESSEE.
BYE . A.

DAYTON,

KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE, April 9, 1868.
I left this place on Saturday last, and reached the house .of Wm.
Staples, in Roane Uounty, on the evening of the same day. I went via
Cross's Ford of the Clinch River; thence via Robertsville. The di.stance
is about twenty·-etght to thirty miles. Staples's farm is on the west side
of Poplar Creek and on the line of Anderson County. On M:onday I
made an examination of the salt well or lick, and tbe Indian remains
spoken of iu the newspaper article I sent you. They are located a mile
south of west of Staples's house, one-fourth of a mile from Poplar
Creek, and on a small branch, in which the water was about three inches
deep and four feet wide; it flows between bills, and a ,rnll is at the
base of one of the hills which is about one'hundred or one hundred and
twenty-fiye feet high. The rock is a clay sha.le. The well is about five
to five and a half feet in diameter, and is full of water to the top, which
i. about on the same level as the water in the branch. There was little
or no water flowing from it. It was possibly a little brackish or sulpburi ·h, but very little of either. The well <lid not appear to be stoned up, but
1
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to have been dug through the loose shale rock. I ran a pole down into the
water and mud from twel rn to fifteen feet, and it did not then touch
hard bottom. A quantity of logs and sticks had lately been taken from
the well; they were much decayed. On th,e opposite -side of the branch,
and a 1ittle down it, say about sixty to seventy-five feet from the well,
were In<lian remains. They covered a space of about thirty by fifty
feet, and about three to four feet above the water in the branch. The
soil is a vegetable mold from six to eighteen inches deep, through which
are found fragments of earthen-ware, ashes, and burned stones. I dug a
trench, twenty feet long and as deep as any remains were to be found,
along the center from one side of this place. The bottom of the branch
is the shale in place, and there is no deep soil, that about the well being
about a foot deep, made up of loose stone. This place was pointed out
to me by Mr. Staples as being the one s11oken of in the paper, and
where he had found fragments of earthen kettles of a diameter, as indicated by their curvature, of over three feet. Half a mile east of the
dwelling of Mr. Staples, on a low ridge, and about the same distance
west of Poplar Creek, are three mounds. They are on nearly a straight
line north and south, and one hundred and fifty feet apart. The south one
is fifty feet in diameter and six and a half feet high, round and oval on
top. They have au been plowed over for several years; very small fragments of bones are found about them now, and I was told that human
remain were plowed up on all of them. I dug a trench across the center
of the south one, nine feet long, seven and a half deep, and two wide; I
went below the streak of black soil the mound was built on. The earth
of the mounds is of the same color as that in the fields on all sides,
only it was streaked a little with <larker colored earth. The middle one
of the mounds was only about four feet high; I did not dig into it.
The north one was alJout sixty feet long from the southeast to the
no1thwest, of an oval shape, and about forty feet wide. I dug down
into this one about three and a half feet, and found nothing. In the
:fields I found a quantity ofa,rrow-heads, but not a, particle of pottery.
1\.. third of a mile to the southeast, on lower ground, is another mound
a little larger than the first one described. I did not dig into it.
I 1 ft Ur. Staple on Tuesday morning, and traveled -via the old saltork/ tllr e mile up the creek from his house. Salt was made here
~- 'ar' a fro, before the completion of the railroads; and Staples made some
th r clnrin the war, u ing the coal obtained from the hill. ouly onel1alf t tlir, -fourth of a mile from the well· but a the brine i w ak it
'
d ,' n pay now to work the well. I reached
the house of Alfr d
r · · 11 th w t icle of 1inch River, and five miles down it from
'lint< n ab u n n. I had heard of th finding of many Indian relic
on th· > :it , i l f the riv r, on the 1aI.ld, of G org and J bn John·on tll' · lu vin
n waA1ed out of tb oil on the riv r-bottom by
11 <l oflc: · ar. I cro . cl th river and went to th hou e of . R.
empl y had found and g, ve me th hal-
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low round dish I send yon, and the soapstone pipe. The piece was
broken out of the side after it was found. Of Robins's people I also got
the jar, and the smaller jug, or whatever it may be called. I then went
to the Johnson's; they had had two ·larger vessels than these, but let
the chil<lrcn use them for playthings, and they broke them up. Jerry
then showed me to the place on the river where these things had been
found; the water is now twenty-five to thirty feet below the level of the
bottom, and it was covered, judging by the marks, along the higher
land, six to twelve feet deep. Along this bottom, for one-half to threefourths of a mile, and for one hundred to three hundred feet from the
bank, every yard of the soil has fragments of pottery, burned sandstones, and shells, and flint fragments, but I did not find a single arrowhead here. At the lower end of this bottom the water washed out the soil
three to five feet deep in spots, covering from one-half to one acre. In these
pits were found these vessels. I could see along the banks of these pits that
the remains reached to a depth of only twelve to sixteen inches. The
soil did not appear to have been washed off only where these pits were
excavated; nor was there any appearance of mounds, and I was told
that there never had been any on this bottom. Last year the field was in
corn; this year, wheat. Many of the specimens of earthen-ware appear
freshly broken, as if done in plowing. I saw many very small fragments of bo,ne, and I believe that there is now a large quantity of these
earthen vessels buried in the ground, for these I have, must have been
buried, and for a purpose. The owners would certainly have thrown
away only the broken ones. I had no time to dig, and only stopped my
surface search at dark. Wednesday I traveled up the west bank of the
river to Alfred Taylor's. Here the water 'had washed the soil off of
·some three to five acres, and there were great quantities of burned
sandstones, fragments of flint, &c. Very few fragments of earthenware were·to be seen here. Here lVIr. Taylor said that the flood of 18G2,
which was much greater than that of 1867, washed out many articles,
bones, &c.; one, a stone jar, some person carried away, as well as many
other things; but I could not hear of any of them being in the neighborhood at the present time. You will see by the large fragments of
soapstone that they likely made vessels of that article. I hear of other
places, one Watson's Island, where there were many articles waslied out
by the flood, and there are a great number of mounds along the Tennessee and its branches; and if there are any questions in regard to the
mound-builders yet unsolved, I think thi~ country the place to solve
them in. Did they bury their dead in the bottom or on the top oftbe
mounds; or did they bury them in or :near their villages; . and did they
bury one of the jars or pots with them; or was something hidden in the
buried vessels, I think that nothing but careful digging will solve
these questions.
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SOME ACCOUNT OF THE SARCOPHAGUS IN THE NATION AL MUSEUM NOW
IN CH!ltGE OF TIIE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION.
BY REAR-ADMIRAL A. A. HARWOOD,

u. s.

N.

De'ceniber 17, 1869.
I recognize this sarcophagus as one of two monuments removed from
elevateu grounds just in the rear of Beirut, in Syria, and embarked on
board the United States frigate Constitution, the flag-ship of the Mediterranea,n squadron, of which I was at the time :first lieutenant. I left
the ship shortly after, and on my return to the United States learned
from reliable sources that one of the sarcophagi referred to had been
presented by Commodore Elliott to Carlisle College, in Pennsylvania,
and that the other, after having been offered to General Andrew Jackson to be buried in, and the old hero's declining the honor, was deposited in the Patent Office as the tomb of the Emperor Alexander Severus.
As you have probably observed, there is no inscription on this coffin,
(to give it its English name;) consequently who the occupant was, or
what bis position, is a subject of pure conjecture.
The somewhat profuse carving upon it might suggest that its former
tenant was "well to do in the world,;' but the style is hardly chaste and
simple enough to encourage the supposition that he or she was of imperial or patrician rank. Nevertheless, for nearly twenty years this relic
was exhibited in a public building of the metropolis, labeled as the last
resting-place of the Emperor Alexander Severus, and nobody took the
pain to question the accuracy or expose the absurdity of the legend.
It wa ' founu near to the one referred to as having been presented to
Carli le Uollege, which is inscribed with tlle name of "Julia )famaea,"'
au<l iu virtue of that fact assumed to be the coffin of the .Roman Empress
of the same uame, and the wish th us becoming "father to the thonglit,"
tlie conti<ruous receptacle was incontinently credited as having contained
the mortal remains of her imperial son.
Any 1· ,, pectable coffin in the ame grave-yard would have had as good
a ·laim to tlie honor of having iuclosea an emperor; but after a11 1 the
fir · ,'t p to be taken honld have been to ascertain who tlle Julia roferr <l to b th i1rncription was. She might have been a relative of the
Empr '·'-', th mother of Alexander, both because the Empre. s wa of a
~~yro-Ph '11 'C'1an family; and b can ·e the style of the arcophagus, incorT< ct] • l'l'pr : -nt d a. 1J r., is .·imple aud elegant, aud sucll a might
}iay • <'011tai11 d th bon .
f th kin woman of an empre , bnt the
in:(']'iptiou "'hich I ·opi
·arefnlly at the time, very couclu. iY 1 •
tahli.-hc: th fa ·t that h wa, not th Emprc s :Mamaca. It run a
,VASHINGTON,
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which, ifl ha Ye not lost all my Latin, means Julia Mamaea, daughter ~f
Caia, lived thirty years.
·
The Empress Julia Mamaeawas not the daughter of Oaia, but of Julia
Soernias; the legend on her tomb should therefore be I. FIL, and not
C. FIL. Then she was killed in Gaul with her son Alexander, in a
mutiny of the soldiers, on the same day.
According to the best authorities, he was just thirty years old when
this event took place. , None make him more than thirty-three. Assuming the least probable as the date, then, if the sarcophagus at Carlisle
College be that of the mother of Alexander Severus, she must have given
birth·to her son when she was but three years old, which is, to say the
least, unusual.
.
In brief, that the sarcophagus now deposited at the Smithsonian Institution was taken from an ancient cemetery at Beirut, in Syria, and
brought to the United States by Commodore J. D. Elliott, in the frigate
Constitution, and by him deposited in the Patent Office, and thence
transferred to the Smithsonian Institution, would be a plain and truthful label to put on the relic.

ACCOUNT OF THE DISCOVERY OF A STONE IMAGE IN TENNESSEE, NOW IN
POSSESSION OF THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION.
BY EDW. M. GRANT.

.A1.tgust 12, 1868.
The history of its discovery is as follows: Near Strawberry Plainsa station of the East Tennessee and Virginia Railroad, about sixteen
miles east of Knoxville, Tennessee-there is a cave, one of the mans
hundreds of those natural curiosities that are to be found in the belt of
country lying between the Ohio River on the north and Northern Mississippi, Alabama, and Georgia on the South, the Mississippi River on
the West, and the Atlantic Ocean. This cave is in the direct line of
march of De Soto's expedition to the Mississippi River; many of bis
forts, and other traces, being sti.11 visible at the present day in that section of country. In the early spring of 1867 I had a force of men building the large bridge over the Holston River at Strawberry Plains; and
during one of the various visits that I made to the work I saw this stone
image, which hadjust been found in the cave referred to, about one-half
mile from its mouth, I think, by a man named Douglas, who was wandering about in the cave one Sunday. It was attached to a stalactite
or stalagmite at the back of the head, where a fresh portion of the rock
can now be 9bserved, evidently having been chiseled from one of the
formations mentioned, an operation that required considerable skill and
patience, as the red Tennessee marble, which it is cut from, is very hard,
and its crystalline formation renders it very difficult to carve. Do,u.o-las
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE,
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was away from home at the time, and consequently I could not obtain
it from him. My evident desire to possess it, however, attracted the atten.
tion of my foreman, Mr. B. F. Price, and after Douglas returned Price
purchased it and sent it to me by express as a present.
It has been examined by several persons who have paid considerable
attention to Indian antiquities in the South, and none of them has ever
seen anything like it. Traditions here indicate that the tribes who
inhabited this country were not idol-won;hipers; still, this may be
erroneous. The cave in which this image was found has never been
explored. I believe the inhabitants in the n,e ighborhood are too superstitious to make many explorations in such places, and the .:finding of
this image did not tend to allay their apprehensions; consequently there
may be many other traces of the worshipers of this idol in the mazy
passages of this subterranean labyrinth. Very few of the immense
numbers of these caves have ever been thoroughly explored. Some of
them have been traced many miles, and hundreds of passages, in every
direction, discovered, but no termination was reached in any of them. I
have been in one of these caves that I think surpasses the far.famed
Mammoth Cave of Kentucky.
I believe that the belt of country referred to in the beginning of my
letter is richer in interesting features of geology, mineralogy, antiquities, &c., than any other section of this continent. It is a region that
never has been scientifically surveyed, and promises a rich field for the
naturalist', geologist, and mineralogist, as well as the antiquarian.

ON MIXED RACES IN LIBERIA.
BY EDW.

D. BLYDEN.

[The writer of the communication ~rom which the following extracts
are given is a pure negro, a native of St. Thomas, and now professor in
Liberia College. The letter was addressed to a member of the board of
directors of tlle American Colonization Society.-J. H.]

conduct pr p rly an el mentary
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school. The reason is that pains and money ha-rn been bestowed upon
J?ersons largely mixed with Caucasian blood, who, if males, have mostly
died, or if females, have got married and assn med the cares of a family.
It seems that the females of mixed blood, who are not obliged to put
forth much exertion, and not subject to much exposure, last longer thnn .
the males. It appears, also, that mulattoes born and brought up in
America, if they can pass through the acclim.,ting process, stand the
eJimate much better than those born here, but only by engaging in as
little physical or m~ntal labor as possible. Persons having an admixture of foreign blood are very frail, easily take cold, and seldom recover
from a severe attack of illness. This will account in part for our want
of enterprise and progress here. Such men have had the lead and mana,gement of things, and, by the fearful example of their disastrous inactivity, have been obstmctive guides: discouraging all energy and go-a-

lieadativeness.
Before the question of race came up here, mulattoes died just as they do
now, but it was not noticed. Their mortality was put down to the general unhealthiness of the climate. But since Professor Freeman, in his
a.ddress of July, 1868, called the attention of the people to the startling
• history of mixed breeds on this coast for the last two hundred years,
the mixed classes have been watching with alarm the numerous indications of the frail tenure of their existence.
I have been for the last eighteen years connected with educational
matters here, and feel safe in giving it as one reason why we are no
better off in men to take charge of schools and. churches, that the attention of educators has been principally devoted to persons of feeble constitutions.
The idea was that the presence of white blood imparted greater aptitude for learning, and such persons were to be fitted for t eadiers.
Black boys of hale and hearty physique were left to grow up unnoticed.
l\Iany of them have taken to sea-faring life, or gone to reside as permanent trauers among the natives,· who might now be active workers in
our destitute fields. But with all the ad vantages afforded to the 111isce, gens, still the only professors for the college yet produced in Liberia
are pure negroes; and the only man with enterprise, energy, and talent
enough to explore the interior, calculate distances, and construct a map
is a pure negro; and in the future, if we have any scientific men here,
botanists, mineralogists, chemists, &c., they are sure to be pure negroes,
and perhaps from the native tribes.
·
But what has become of the half and three-fourths white proteges?
In the Alexandria high-school we had Armistead, Miller, Fleming, MelYille, Augustus, Fryzon, Samuel D'Lyon, Colston, Waring, James H.
Roberts, all are dead. In Liberia CoUege, we have hau James H.
Evan,, J. J. Roberts, jr., Beverly Russell, J. T. Chambers, John Henry,
J. H. Harris, Edmund J. Payne, all dead. J. W. Leone is a raving
maniac, and may die at any moment. In connection with this, I would
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like you to rea,d a letter which I wrote last year to Mr. William Tracy,
of New York, dated September 11, 1868. Facts, it is said, are God's
arguments. I venture to affirm: that if the names I have just cited had
b 'en negroes, three-fourths of them at least would have been living
to-<lay; for in all that space. of time I know of only one negro connected with either institution who has <lied, N. R. Richardson, of sunstroke.
,
Now, who is to blame for these things 1 No one in the past; but if
tlJey are continued in the future, after God has presented his arguments,
then those who continue them must be blamed. I do not charge guilt
upon any one in the past, for I believe that these things were not done
at the instigation of wrong passions, but under the delusion of a fa,l~e
theory. And you, gentlemen in America, proud of your race and blood,
ha,ve thought, perhaps, that it must, as a matter of course, endure here,
wllen strengthened by a negro basis, and bring to the negro an accession of improving mental qualities. But your theory has not stood the
test. So far as physical health and vigor are concerned, I would rather
take my chance here as a pure Caucasian than as a mongrel. The ad-.
mixture of the Caucasian and negro is not favored by Providence in
inter-tropical Africa, whatever may be the case in America. Let me
beg you to look at this matter at once before wasting any more thousands upon an impracticable scheme. God does not intend that the
Egypt of America shall be reproduced in this African Canaan. If persons who are half anu three-fourths Egyptian could live and thrive herer
if the families whose disappearance and extinction I have noticed in my
letter to Mr. Tracy could have lived and carried out their views, and
gratified their tastes, we should long since have had a miniature Egypt
here with its caste feelings and prejudices.
The friends of the negro in America must learn to believe that the
Il("lTO can exist and pro per without the aid of white blood in his veins.
Now that slavery is abolished in America, and the blackR are being
educated, it is to be hoped that all good men will discourage, as far as
JlO,'. ible, the "miscegenation" doctrine.
The negro race is injured
by it far more than the white, for by prejudice the nondescript progeny is
·011 io·ned to our i<le, even if they are three fourths or seven-eighths
whit', and thus involve u in an in xtricable "muddle." This is certaiul , , v xed que tion. But the higher plane to which the American
1wople hav attain d by the recent revolution has given them loftier
Yi, w: aud witl r mpatbie. , and ha furni hed the mean of education
for the n gro, whi h will upply the tramdtion process from bi low
. tat t am r int lli cut and r pectablc po ition . Re. pect for the
11 '''T i
· miuo- m r and m r , in the progre of event in Am rica
th happy di tiucti n of' ur ag . The n gro i being taught to re pect
him: ,lf an
n h will think it n h nor to mingle hi blood with
tlu f the auc ian Indian, or Mongolian .
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. ON SHELL-HEAPS.
BY REV. JAMES FOWLER, OF NEW .BRUNSWICK.

I have lived for a number of years near the coast, but have never
enjoyed the pleasure of discovering any of these heaps, and, ai::; the
result of my inquiries, have come to the conclusion that none such
are to be found along the shores of this county or the neighboring
county of Northumberland. Their absence may be accounted for by
the fact that the whole coast is very low, and, being composed of the
soft sandstone shale of the carboniferous formation, is constantly wearing away by the action of the waves. Within the last ten years the sea
has encroached several rods upon the land. A.t Bay du Vin a church
was erected about fifty years ago at such a distance from the shore that
it was thought the sea could never reach it, (the bank or cliff being ten
feet high,) but the church toppled into the sea five or six years ago,
and the burial-ground that lay around it will soon have disappeared.
Ten years ago a single storm, in October, removed the coast-line from four
to five rods inland in exposed situations, and changed the appearance
of long stretches of the shore. If shell-heaps ev_e r existed on this coast,
• they must long ago have been swept away by the constant encroachments of the sea. .Again, there are portions of the mainland protected
by outside beaches running p_a rallel with the coast and separated from it
by distances varying from a few rods to a mile. These are composed of
loose sand, and are continually changing their positions, owing to the
::i,ct.ion of winds and tides, so that any heaps that may have accumulated on them must have been buried or swept away long ago.
The coast of the Bay of li'undy is composed of harder rocks than our
coast, and is consequently better fitted for preserving any deposits on
the banks. I do not see, however, why heaps should not be found in
some of the more sheltered bays or recesses of the coast, but I have
not yet been able to discover their existence.
I have made inquiries about the stone implements of the aborigines,
and have succeeded in securing two arrow-heads and an ax. Several
have been found in this locality; but as those who find them are ignorant
of their value, they never think of preserving them, and they soon disappear, or are broken up by children. Shoul<l these I have be of any
service I can forward them.
I regret that I am incapable of furnishing you with more positive
information , but negative conclusions are sometimes valuable.

3SO

ETHNOLOGY.

ON THE USES OF THE BRAIN AND MARROW OF. ANIMALS AMONG THE
IJDUNS OF NORTH AMERICA.
BY TITIAN R. ~EALE,
Un-itecl States Patent Office.

The uses of the brain and marrow of animals among savage people
having become of interest in connection with the ethnological researches
which are being prosecuted with so much ardor in this and other countries, a, brief exposition of the facts relative to the subject, ob_served by
myself, and collected from the writings of others, may not be unacceptable for the Smithsonian report. It may not, perhaps, be improper to
state, as introductory to the subject of this communication, that I
am, with one exception, (that of General Swift,) the only survivor of
the celebrated expedition of Major Long to the Rocky Mountains. We
owe this delay of the inevitable summons of the grim messenger principally to the fact that we were the youngest of a party numbering twentysix. I was appointed as assistant naturalist and draughtsman of the
expedition, and, among other duties, was directed by the letter of my
instructions to give attention to the method employed by the natives in
the preparation of the skins of animals killed for food or for their furs.
The material used for the preservation of the skins is principally the
brains of the animal from which they were taken. While the skins are
fresh, or in their green state, they are stretched on the ground, and
scraped with au instrument of bone or stone, resembling an adze; the
adhering portions of flesh are removed, and the surface is then plastered over with the brains, mixed in some cases with the liver, and on
this is poured, from time to time, warm water in which the meat has
been boiled. The whole is then suffered to dry, after which the skin is
ngain subjected to the action of the brain and bot water, further
,trctched, and, while still wet, scraped and rubbed with stones until perfectly dry. It is further softened by rubbing and passing it backward
and forward over a twisted sinew, stretched horizontally. The brain
of an animal i · sufficient to dress its skin; but, in some cases, a less
quantity is sufficient for the purpose. I have myself used this process
in th pr paratiou of kins, but have found animal brains inferior, as a
cnring mat rial, to a mixture of saltpeter and alum. The Indian, how" •r ha.· no choice, and makes use of snch materials as he can procure,
~ ll(l whic-h probably from accidental discovery and subsequent expel'i·m· h lrn. found to produce the desired effect.
1 he marrow of bone. of animals ha · generally been esteemed as alu.xnry: and among th ln<liau · f thi continent is held in high estimation,
l'~ rti ·nlarly that f th bou · oft 1 buffalo, tho lk, the moo o, and tlle
<l ·r. 'Ih round h01w:,; of thc:e animal, are roas ed on the coal · or beliir · th! fir· th 1 .:plit \\'ith • , tone h, tchet, and in omc ca ·e with a
· dg '1rh: n in l •tw ·Pu the comlyle., wh 11 th boue ha the e ter-
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ruinations. The marrow is then scooped out with a piece of wood cut
into the form of a spoon, and eaten on the instant by the members of the
party, seated around the camp :fire. A feast of this kind can only be
fully enjoyed after a successful hunt. When the marrow is collected in
quantity for storing during the hunting season, which occurs usually
twice a year, the bones of the larger animals are broken into small fragments and boiled in water until all the marrow which they contain and
tbe grease which adheres to them are separated, and rise to the surface,
when they are skimmed off and packed in bladders, or in the muscular
coat of the stomach and in the large intestines, which have been previously prepared for this use. Not only is the marrow of the large
bones of the limbs preserved in this manner, but also that of the vertebral column. The bones of this are comminuted by pounding them with
a stone hammer, similar to those which are plowed up in the Eastern
States.

REPORT OF AN EXPLORATION OF ANCIENT MOUNDS IN UNION COUNTY,
..
KENTUCKY,

Made by the reqitest and at the expense of the Smithsonian Institution.
BY SIDNEY

s.

LYON,

JEFFERSONVILLE, INDIANA, July 29, 1868.
I have made to the Institution the following shipments: First, from
Sbawneetown, one box containing casts of all that was left of the
famom; '' Foot-print Rock," the last of this rude carving having been
destroyed or removed since my examination in 1858. Second, four barrels of specimens from the Lindsay mounds, or that from which was
taken the·parcels sent by myself several years since to the Institution.
These articles were taken from the land belonging to Leonard Rol>erson, but the property bas since changed ownership. Third, three barrels and three boxes; the barrels contain articles from mounds 37 and
38, shown on diagram No. 6; box No. 2 contains articles from the Lindsay mound, and a few from other places; box No. 3, articles from
McOoughelis mound, in the rear of Raleigh, Kentucky; box No. 4,
some of the best articles from mounds 37 and 38.
The results of this exploration have been of less interest than I expected. I encountered unforeseen difficulties. The greatest trouble was
to get and retain good laborers, and the utter impossibility of boarding
them near the :field of operations. During the last twenty-two days the
men had to walk four miles to and from their work, w.ith the thermometer
at 05°. An expedition, to operate most efficiently, should be provided
with tents and encamp near the work. The ·company should be organized before starting and not depend on assistance which may be procured in the country. There is a, great field for investigation on both
side of the Ohio, near the mouth of the Wabash River. The people of
the country have little or no exact information as to the number or locaion of the mounds. When a :fi.cl<l is cleared inclosiug a mound, and
bon , ar ploughed up, the fact becomes known, but the existence of
m und, in the wood or on the ridges is almost unknown; and as they
ar m1doubte<lly very numcron, au explorer would :find work enough
to cl.
I

a
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This group consists of three
sub-groups. The one most
eastwaruly is composed of
two mounds. No.1 is 80 feet
in diameter and 10 feet high;
No. 2 is 40 feet in diameter
and 4 feet higll. The middle
sub-group consists of four
moundsl 71 feet* distantfrom
200
Nos. 1 and 2; Nos. 4, 5,
and 6 are severally 45, 45, and 40 feet distant from No. 3, which is 60
feet diameter and 8 feet high ; Nos. 4, 5, and 6 are 33 feet diameter;
Nos. 4 and 5 are 3 feet high; No. 6 is 5¼ feet high.
The. most westwardly sub-group consists of seven mounds. No. 7 is
a large one, about 70 feet diameter and 10 feet high; Nos. 10 and 11 are
4 feet high; Nos. 8, 9, 12, and 13 are 3 feet high; Nos. 8, 9, and 10 are
60 feet from No. 7 ; Nos. 11, 12, and 13 are from 33 to 35 feet from the
bases of Nos. 8, 9, and 10 severally.
This remarkable group of mounds is situated in Union County, Kentucky, about two miles from the ferr;y-landing opposite Shawneetown,
and about half a mile south of the "foot-print rocks." Mounds Nos. 1,
3, 6, and 7 were opened near the center many years since by Dr. Gieg·er.
I could not learn if anything had been taken from them. The appearance of disturbance left by the excavation of Dr. Gieger indicates that
the openings made by him were not sufficient to develop the full contents of the mounds.
I opened mounds Nos. 2 and 4 by digging a ditch about 5 feet wide
from the margin of the mounds to the middle of each, expanding the
opening at the center to a circle of 8 feet. The ditch and center of the
mounds were excavated to the original soil; nothing was found in either.
The mounds 2 and 4 were begun on the soil and composed of a loose
sandy loam, probably obtained in the neighborhood.
Nos. 1, 3, and 7 are large mounds, the others are low and flat and have
the appearance of the mounds which I consider as cornmon burial
1nounds.
All the mounds of Diagram No. 1 are on
a flat, low ridge, about 40 feet above highwater of the Ohio River.
This group of fonr mounds (Diagram No. 2)
was visited with the intention bf excavating
No. 3, but it was not possible to get men to
walk so far. My attention was called to this
group of mounds by Mr. Richardson, of Uniontown, who had knowledge of tht: opening
of mound No. 3 for the purpose of interring a
Diagram No. 1

1/ _

* Tllo measurements above are fJoru base to base of the mounds and not from center

to center.

· · · ·
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negro man, who desired to be buried there. In digging the grave,
skeletons were discovered and also three or four earthen vessels,
These mounds are on .the lands of Mr. Burbank, about l½ miles west
of the group on Diagram No. 1. No examination was made of the
country lying immediately between these groups.
The Lindsciy m-01,incl.-This is an isolated mound, there being no other
nearer than half a mile. It is situated on the low hills which form the
margin of the fiat lands on Buffalo Creek, a tributary of Cypress Creek,
of the Ohio, about four miles in the rear of Raleigh, Union County,
Kentucky. It terminates a low point of a low ridge and is about 33 feet
in diameter. It was examined in 1854 and many skeletons discovered,
with specimens of pottery; with three skulls. The latter were forwarded
to the Smithsonian Institution at that time. This examina,tion having
reyealed the character of the mound, I determined to explore it thoroughly. The work was begun on the west side (the lowest) and the
whole examined by trenches from 4 to 6 feet deep.
On the west side bodies were found covered with six feet of earth,
forming there about five separate layers. The bones of the lowest layer
wel'e so tender that they could not be remoYed, and deeper digging
was not made. It is therefore not known whether the lowest bodies
in this mound were reached. It would appear that the general plan of
burial was to scrape the' surface free from all vegetable matter, and deposit the body on its back, with the head turned to the left side. The
bodies at the bottom of the heap, so far as could be ascertained by the
examination, were buried without weapons, tools, or burial urns, (pots.)
No traces of vegetable matter could be found in the fine siliceous earth
with which these deeply-buried bodies were ~overed. To the depth of
three feet from the surface, some of the bodies had with them burial
urns. Tbey were found near the bouies of infants and young persons, and
it was with difficulty a single fragment of the bones could be procured by caving in the face of the digging. The bones of old and
adult persons were well preserved in the siliceous loam, but very imperfectly in clay. Three or four tiers of skeletons, of later burials, were
covered with clay. It i ~ probable that as many as three hundred
bodi s, infant and adult, were~ buried in this mound. All the flints
an<l other works of art founu entire were packed in the four barrels and
box . . To. 2 seut. The pre sure of the roots of the trees growing upon
alH around the mound had broken many of the bmial urns. Several of these, of unmmal form, were sent without any attempt at
r t ration. ....To bodie. w re buried exactly iu or near the center of the
1 n1tion, lmt, t'1 y appear to ham been arrang d in a circle, head inwanl for th< fir. ]a · r, and xtended toward the mnrgin by an additional cird<• or mor, of bo<li .·.
dnlts and children w re buried tog tber,
th la ter lyi11 n· be w en th form CI. Toward th margin of thi mom d
on tL. ea.-t, idc·, th 1· wa: :om irregnlarityin th burial.·. Three odie
•r fo m l h a l utwanl, thr
or foul' lying nearly at right angles
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to the radii of the circle. No urns were found with any of these
irregular uoclies. Some of them lay in clay were too tender for removal.
.A poplar tree was felled ten years ago at the margin of this mound,
of which the rings, counted at the time, indicated an age of two hunrlred and forty -nine years. A root of this tree, over OI!-e foot in diameter, ran nearly across tbe mound. At one point where this root
was cut away were ·found four tien of bodies under and two above it.
Two or three excavations had been made long since into this mound,
through one of which the large root passed, showing a greater antiquity
than that of the tree. The colored earth showed, in one of these exca va-·
tions in section, an inverted cone witll irregular outline four and a half feet
at the surface and one foot wide at the depth of five and a half feet.
This hole or evidence of an excavation extended down to the earth of uniform color. At the bottom were found the skull of a female elk, two
odd jaws of bears, and a small bnndle of deer-bone awls. Three other
of these ancient pits contained bodies. The direction of the heads
was irregular, not conforming to the common method of burials.
With one body flint weapons were found; this was at a depth of
five and a half feet. The parcel of flints in box 2, the deer-horn tip8~
and the fragment of elk-horn were found with this body. The principal
works of art obtained were the specimens of pottery.
On the northeast side of the mound the original soil was reached. Ou
the west side it was not met with at a-depth of G½ feet. The entire mound
was dug away except at the margin, and where large trees interfered
with the work on tbe northwest side. The first burials either were
made by those who had no works of art, or no superstition er usage
, requiring such articles to be buried with their dead. No bark or vegeable substance was U8ed to cover and protect the bodies, or else they
have entirely disappeared.
The character of the earth forming the whole mound, except at the
northeast side, is such that it may be traced to a considerable excavation,
distant one hundred and fifty yards toward the southwest. The mound
was evidently formed by bu'-rfals made on a cleanly-scraped surface, on
which the body was laid, and then covered with the yel1ow sandy loam
from the pit just alluded to.
The burials to the depth of three feet from the surface appear to have
been made in the same form and manner as those below, and the addition of the burial vases distinctly marks either a change of art or superstition. The irregular burials are those made by excavation in the
mound, an<l. filling the hole over the bodies. A critical examination of
these holes satisfied me that no sharp tool was used in making them.
Sticks and the hands appear to have been the implements employed.
In the Lin<l.say mound are three kinds of burial : those without works
of art; tllose with works of art bo<l.ies laid on the surface ; and those
of the deep excavations, which contain badly preserved bones, and
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cut through t he ancient surface. Th e graves dug were filled with
mixed and discolored earth. Such a moun d as the Lindsay mounci"I
t erm a common burial-place, or a burial-place of the common people.
Diagram No. 3

W-uoa

Wuod

'l'here are other mounds somewhat differing from the pre0eding and
evidently for a different use. Of these, No. 1, Diagram No. 3, is an example. This mound is about 125 feet in diameter, and from 9 to 10 feet
high. It was examined by digging a ditch 45 feet long, 6 feet wide, and
8 foet deep; beginning about 10 feet from the southeast side, curving a
little toward the north to avoid a large· tree, and at tlrn middle bearing
under in va,rious uirections to obtain any articles that mjgllt ha,e
been buried near the center of the structure. Here I found notlliug. I
learned after my work was done that many years ago this mound bad
·been examined and some articles obtained at a center opening.
Al hough I added notbiug to the collection, I ascertaiued that thi
monmhvas of a different coustruction, and evidently for a very different
pmpo 'C from that of the burial mourn.ls.
'file e.·caxation exL.ibH a central nucleus of sand, about two feet bi~·h
and twenty feet in diameter. This was built upon, preser-viugtlrn rounded
form, the layers of earth thicker in the center, aud gradually becoming
• thiun r toward the margin, nntil the work was completed. Tbe earth
Y ~r th
·a1Hly c nter app ars to have been depo ·ited in loads of about
tl.'11 •l a ·h of the oil an<l 'Ub oil of the surrounding field ' , di mark <l iu ection into mottled. layers ; such a, structure a '
Ill
if he ·oil aud sub ·oil were excavated frorn 1.3 to 1 "'
hi ·h · <l p arouu th mound. ..1.Jear the margin of the mound wa
·omHl < pit a out thr' f • ·t in <liam ter, cxteu<ling iuto tbe , ub. il
about wo fc ·t, filled. with alt mate la_yer of arth and a ·h . The ap-
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pearance was such as would be presented if a pit were dug of the dimensions stated, a considerable amount of wood burned in it, after a long
interval of time (leaves and earth ha,ing accumulated half a foot thick)
a large fire again made and .long continued, producing an inch thickness of ashes, the fire suffered to burn out and no coals left, thus adding
successiYe layers of ashes and earth until the hole was full. The fires
must have been repeated seven or eight times, lining the entire hole
with ashes, and gradual1y filling the excavation.
No. 8, Diagram 3, was uext examined. This is a low mound, 45 feet
in diameter, formed of sandy loam, very uniform in quality and color.
Rounded pebbles of the same character and general appearance as those
on the shore of the Ohio, one and a quarter mile distant, were found
buried in groups of two, three, five, arnl seven. Attracted by this grouping of the pebbles a large amount of labor was bestowed on this mound.
It had evidently not been made for a burial-place.
No. 3 appearing of the right form, and not being on cultivated land
liable to be injured by the excavated materials, was more than half dug
over by my party to a depth of three feet. lt yielded broken pottery,
rough fragments of flint, burnt surfaces from one to three feet deep,
but nothing worth preserving.
.
By permission of the proprietor, and promised payment for the corn
<lestrosed, I opened mound No. 4. This, like the Lindsay mound, proved
to be a common burial-place. Pottery and broken pots strewed· the
ground. The top of the mound had been reduced by cultivation. Some
of the bodies had been balf cut away by the plow, and most of the burial vases broken. I dug this mound entirely over. The bones found
were very tender. With one skeleton was a parcel of paint, a large
double-pointed flint, and a small one; an arrow-head, a small piece of
specular (~) iron ore from Missouri ·or Arkansas, and some small flints.
The broken pot was a large one, placed near the shoulder on the left
arm. Only a few of the burial urns escaped the plow, roots, frost, and
the spades of my men. I sent in the box (marked McOoughtry mound
on some of the parcels) every thing supposed to be of interest. My
own experience teaches me that clay or tough, loamy soil is not as
good a material to preserve the bones and pottery as tLe fine siliceous
earth. (Loess of Dr. D. D. Owen. See Kentucky Reports.)
I next b<'gan operations on the first range of low hills immediately in the rear of Uniontown, nearly south of the mouth of Highland
Creek, Diagram No 4. This group consists of seven mounds, three large
and four small one·s. Southeast lies a group of three, and south of these
another group of three; Nos. 14 and 15 are about fifty yards apart,
40 feet diameter, 8 to 10 feet bjgh, about the size of Nos. 3, 4, and 5.
Nos. 1, 2, G, 7, 8, 9, 19, 11, 12, and 13 are low mounds, varying in size
from 25 feet to 60 feet diameter, and from 3 to 4 feet in height. Near
die mouth of Highland Creek is a Kitchen mound. There are a few Indian burials along the line of the river bank. . These are covered. with
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clay, evidently subjected to the action of fire. Mound :No. 1 was examined by a ditch from east to west, 4 feet deep, 30 feet long. Thi.·
<litch cut out the center of the mound and reached the subsoil. Some
Diagram No. 4

~mnll fragments of pottery and a few irregular chips of flint, and the
character oftbe material forming the structure, were the only evidence
of it artificial nature.
l\iound No. 5, one of the three large ones of this group, we dug away
about one-third. On the southeast side several skeletons were found,
at a depth of about 3½ feet; two or three skulls without bodies, and
f,;Orne parcels of bone,, evidently dismembered before burial. AU the e
int rment appear to have been secondary. This mound is compo ed
of matC'rials dfffering in character, and resembles mound No. 1, (Diagram . . .To. 3.)
. . found .i: o.. 9, 10, and 11, on examination were found to be of clay
and therefor , a' already explained, a detailed investigation wa not made .
. .l\Ionnd 14 bad been durr into for an ice-hou,.e yanlt. Mr. tT, W. Hacrar
i:-on of th party who built the ice-house, and who ai<led in the xca,ation mad the following tatement in reference to this mound:
a <1 pth of G~ feet, near the center, we found the bod of a man
bnri cl in a. ittiug po.·ition. Near hi. h ad, on the west ,·ide, wa found
a vari ty f m ticl : -a point d fliut-anow or spear-hea 1, from 10 to 1:.
ill(:h : loug '~ t
in ·he. wide, b autifnlly ma<le; it wa, not a c1oubl poin cl flint n t hacl , gr o,· . for fa teuing; three circular ton . half
an iu ·h thi ·k, au iu ·h and a half in diameter, concaYe 11 both ide · a
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:hole through the center, the margin grooved like a pulley, (we called
these pulley stones,) with about five small perforations from the center
of the margin of the pulley, in the direction of radii, to the opening in
the center; an article five inches long made of copper nearly in the
form of an awl, the large end or handle very much oxidized, (probably
had a wooden handle;) a flat stone with holes; an earthen pot broken,
contents about one gallon ; a thin piece of copper one-sixteenth of an
h1ch thick, irregularly round, covered with some woven fabric not un{ like fine linen. The diameter of the disk of copper was about three
I inches."
·
In box No. 2 is a copper disk, which was found in a low mound with two
other pieces similar in form and size, by Mr. McKenny, who states that
the three disks appeared to be the ends and middle of a'' spool," which
when found had on it' what appeared to be the remains of a fine t"ine

or coarse threa<l. The mound from which this copper article was taken
was a low one, 10 feet in diameter. Being in a field, it was soon plowed
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down to its foundation, which was a circular pavement of stones. These
being in the way, they were dug out and removed. On the north side
of the pavement was found a heap of ashes, and lying across the pavement, nearly in the center of it, the bones of an adult. No other work
of art than the disks was found. The earth removed from the center
was about 18 inches deep.
The mounds near Uniontown not proving of sufficient interest for my
present purpose, I proceeded to examine a locality near the mouth of
Lost Creek, opposite Wabash Island, Union County, Kentucky. Diagram No. 5 presents a rough sketch of this remarkable collection of
groups of mound~. When I first examined this serjes of mounds I
noted them roughly on a sketch. As my knowledge of their number
increased, _and my book being too small to map them on a scale, I
proceeded to measure the distances between the several mounds, and
to estimate their height. I beg·an on the 8th mound and made the following measurements and estimates, from center to center of mounds:
Copy of notes.
8. Mouncl in field, 5½ feet high, 90 feet diameter; distance between 8 and 10, 354 feet;
distance from 10 to 12, 54 feet.
12. Diameter 33 feet.
In the following notes the distances given is that between two mounds, as for
example between 10 and 13:
10 and 13, distance, 54 feet; 10 is 3 feet high.
12 and 13, distance, 84 feet; height of 12 and 13, 4 feet; 13 is 40 feet diameter.
13 and 15, distance, 120 feet.
13 and 16, distance, 159 feet; 15, 42 feet diameter ; 1G is 54 feet diameter.
16 ancl 17, distance, 51 feet; diameter of 17, 36 feet.
17 and 18, distance, 81 feet; diameter of 18, 33 feet.
18 and 19, distance, 165 feet.
13 and 14, distance, 80 feet; diameter of 14; 40 feet; 18 is 3 feet high.
14 and 20, distance, 54 feet; diameter of 20 is 74 feet; height of 20, 7 feet.
20 and 21, distance, 71 feet; diameter of 21, 33 feet ; 3 feet high.
14 and 22, distance, 75 feet; diameter of 22, 4~ feet; 3 feet high.
22 and 23, distance, 114 feet; diameter of 23, 72 foot; 3 feet high.
23 and 24, distance, 69 feet; diamet~r of 24, 66 feet; 8 feet high.
24 ancl 25, distance, 75 feet.
·
25 and 26, distance, 75 feet ; mounds 25, 26, and 27 are 3 feet high ; diameter of
mound 26, 3f3 feet.
26 ancl 27, di tance, 100 feet; diameter of 27 and 28, 40 feet.
2 arnl 2D, di tunce, 50 feot ; <liameter 33 feet; height, 3 feet.
20 and 30, distance, 63 feet ; diameter 33 feet; height, 3 feet.
30 and 31, distance, 75 fi et; diameter 33 feet; height, 3 feet.
31 anc1 32, li.tance, 45 fo t; diameter 20 feet; height, 2 feet.
32 ancl 3:J, distance, 75 foot; diameter 33 feet; bei<•ht, 5 feet.
33 and 34 <li.-tancc, 100 feet; cli11m •ter 33 fi et; height, 5 feet.
35 from , lli taucc, 00 fi•ct; diameter 80 feet; height, 6 feet.

To. . 2, ', 4 5, , 7, &c., are quite close together on the back of a
, bar 1 narr w rid rr •
o. 4 i an oblong, rectangular mound, about 30
i et long, .;. / £
wi<.1 on t p,
to 10 fe .t high. Mound 5, 6 and
7 bay b •nu
£ rburial pla e within tho lat few month . Mound
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22, 23, and 24 were partially examined. They did not prove to be common burial-places, and were abandoned for the present. These mounds
are formed of sand, different from that found in tbe hills near by and
that used for the covering of bodies in tbe common bnrial-places. The
material used appears to lmYe' been taken from the drifts of fine sand
washed by the Ohio River in to the overflowed land.
The operations were then carried on iu mounds 37, 38, and 46. I was
attracted to mound 37 by stones standing near the center of it. This
is the only mound examined by me in which stones were used to form
any portion. No. 37 is an oblong or pear-shaped mound, the largest
part being 65 feet diameter; the neck, 42 feet lon g. The greatest length
107 feet ; greatest width, 65· feet. 'rhe scale of Diagram No. 5 is too
small to exhibit the form or arrangement of the grot1p to which 37 belongs. It will be better seen on Diagram No. 6.
Mound No. 37 (Diagram
No. 6) was opened on the
northwest side, at a point
which appeared to be the
margin of tlle artificial part
,,_
ll'l_u_.3-s-----1 of the hill. The discolorao ' /j<1mtre/!3 tion from tlJe lea:ves and decomposed vegetable matter
penetrated the earth about
three feet deep. At the depth
of two feet bodies were encountered. The earth was
well thrown back and an open_____..;;::.;,__;;;:;___..;.___...______. i ng 14 feet Ion g and 5 feet
<10.,•p was made, giving a, face on the side of the ditch toward the mound
14 feet long by 5 fed deep. The bottom of the ditch appeared to be the
suhsoil of the country, a stiff clay. B.r digging into this clay it was
fouud to be very stiff, and full of a whitish mold not unlike that found
within the skulls, nind at the bottom of some of foe burial urns or pots.
During the progress of the work tbis clay wns found to cover aU the circular part of the mound removed. (See Diagram No. 6, mound 37.) In
contact with the clay 5½ feet deep the hones were very tender. vVllen
near the center of the mound I bau a,n opening made into the supposed
subsoil, and found it to he a coat of stiff moldy cla,y covering bodies
buried one above another to the depth of 12½ feet. At the base of the
clay, Gfeet deep, was fonud an irregular pavement of limestone, evidently
obtained from an outcrop of the "Uarthage limestone" occurrjng half
a mile to the nortli. The same limestone forms the bed of the Ohio River
between the Kentucky sllore and the head of Wabash Island, one mile
<li tant.
The margin of the moun<l at (3 feet below the summit and on a, line
with the pa,-cmeut vrn. composed principally of small pieces of the same
26 .'
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rock. The pieces composing the pavement varied in size from 20 to 150
pounds weight. Many of the bodies found at the base of the clay appeared to have been covered by slabs of the stone forming the pavement
set up slanting toward the body with the ends of opposite stones resting against each other, t,hus roofing the body in.
The bodies beneath the day did not appear to have been buried in the
order generally observed in tbe moumls lleretofore examined. Beneath
the clay bed, to the depth of 6 feet, the bodies were evideutly buried by
covering, after having been laid upon a cleaned surface, with the sandy
earth obtained from ~ome of the banks, marked a, b, c. (Diagram No. 6.)
A large excavation was made be1ow the clay and pavement and many
bodies removed ; the bones were quite tender. No works of art were
found . The liole was filled np and the work carried across the mound
to the depth of ·the mouldy clay.
l was particularly interested in the fact that in .this mound there was
an absence of all works of art in the deep burials, and less regularity
and system in the manner of arranging the bodies than that observed
in the later burials or the urn-burying tribes. As in the Lindsay mound
the deeper-placed b)dies did not iuvariably lie on the left side, aud the
bead was sometimes on oue side, sometimes on the other, sometimes
thrown forward or backward. The mouth was frequently OI>{'n, retaining a horrible expression. No fragment of pottery or flint was found
under the clay layer in mound 37. Two or three of the skulls of the
deep bnrials will be found in barrel No. 5 shipped from Uniontown,
Kentucky.
·
,
The burials above the clay layer of this mound conform generally to
tlle plau of those of the Lindsay mound: Leaus inward, lying on the
left :-iide, &c. There do not appear to haYe l>een so many pots buried
as there were bodies. The use of the burial urns seems to have been
more frequent at the burials in the Lindsay and McCoughtery mounds
thrn in this one. Some of the last bodies placed in this mound witll an
um were very slightly covered. Two bodies wbieh were found with
nm were covered from the head to the hips with rough stone similar
in arrangement to tho ·e bodies alluded to which were found under the
cla ' lay •r of tbi mound. A few vases were found entire, but the greater
uuruhcr w re broken. Some appeared to haYe been broken l>efore they
w •r pla ·cd with the dead body about to be covered.
"itli ·ome of th bodie., about 3 feet below the surface, there
· ·mred a par 1 of mall, long, round bone . In one of these par·<·l.· wa. · a n rdl mad of bou e au<l an ornament made of the shell
of a11 1111io al:-;o a pair of unio . liell drop·. The hnrry and <li,'comfort
of IH• ,vo1 k f rhid n, Y 1-v ·arefnl xaminatio11 of the artides, or au
att mp t
k t ·h t ny of th m. .1 ·in g-le double-pointed flint wa tb
<ml, - arti ·l<· of ,·t n ~ nncl in th moun<l, antl tlli not in a11,r a1 par nt
• 1111 • ·ti 11 with a
l1
t <Ip •ar cl to ha,ve b n <lroppetl upon
1
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the top of the mound, and was found not deeper than six inches below
the smface. In workiug southwardly, toward the white-oak, in mound
3 7, foe end of a discolored line of earth, 3 feet wide, was e,ncountered.
This was carefully followed 5 feet <leep to a skeleton, the head lying
tmrnrd the north, feet south. This was eYidentl.v an interment made
in an excavated pit. Extreme caution w~s used in removing this body.
The bead n-as found entire. Near the head, in the position of the eai::s,
were found the -two copper bells packed in box No. 3.
In making the origiual excavation for the reception of this body, at
lea st three bodies, or parts of bodies, had been removed, and this body
placed as deep as the third or fourth tier of layers, the head restiug on
th e layer of moldy clay, so frequently referred to. There were ·three
or four other burials made by excavating in this mound, but as nothing
worthy of note was found with them they require no special description.
The bones removed. by digging the graves referred to appear to have
been earelessly thrown into the grave over the newly buried body, but
ne,Ter in immedhtte contact with it. ,
A consi<lerable excavation was made into the elongated neck of this
mound. Urn burials extended down about 5 feet, regularly disposed.
The digging was carried 9 feet in deptl1, and great irregularity was observed. At the depth of 5½ feet the body of a youth was found. The
skull and long bones were sent in barrel 6. This body may be known
by the base of a deer's horn packed with the skull. The whole born
was bmied just above the face, the head slightly elevated, directed
outward, and toward the falling land or slope. P·arcels of bones disc onnected were found buried in this part of the mound, in excavations
which cut through former burials; heads disco1.mected from bodies, loose
bones, &c. With one of the regular covered burials, about 3 feet deep,
were found some ornaments made of panther's (') teeth. Two or three
feet distant from this body was found a parcel, in discolored earth, contaiiling parts of a jaw with feline teeth and some pieces of vertebra of an
unknown animal. 'rhe number of relics obtained was very small, when
the amount of work done in the examination is co11sidered. A considerable number of long bones were presernd and packed in barrel No. 5,
also one entire vertebral column. The material among these bodies is
the same as that in the Li11d8ay mound, but generally the bones are not
a well preserved.
There are several mounds in this group of grander proportions tl.1an
~ o. 37, which would <loubtless prove of great interest if thoroughly exa mined- 300 or 400 cubic yards carefully rerqo-ved from some of these
11,0 1rnds woul<l probably yield many Yalua ble and interesting results.
In tl1e group of mom1ds 2, 3, 4, 5, G, an<l 7, (Diagram 5,)· the mounds
5 and 6 are tbe site of a recent burial-place.
~found No. 36 (Diagram No. 6) "·as examined by a ditch 5 feet wide
and 18 feet loug, extending from the south side· northwardly beyond.
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the center. It proved to have b een a k itchen , bein g composed principally of ashes of unio sh ells, broken pottery, bones of animals,
&c. A small ax or skin-dressiug chisel was found at the surface. The
fragments of pottery appeared to be 1mrts of vessels, differing in form
from those found in tbe mounds. The vessels were larger, thicker, and
generally parts of sballO\,v dishes. The fragments of _one vessel, resembling tllese, was found in mound 38, and oue in the neck of 37. These
fragments are among the articles from these mounds sent to t he Smithsonian.
l\1ound 38 (Diagram No. 6) was thoroughly examined. It was a, low .
mound, about 4 feet high and 45 feet in diameter. Figure 38 (a ) (Diagram 6) shows the amount of surface uncovered. in this mound.
It appeared to have been completely covered by two layers ·of the
bodies of the vase-burying people. On the southeast side were found
three of the stone burial-places, of ,1, later period than the vase burials,
some of the vases and bodies ,vitll which they were buried having been
removed to give place for these later structures. A trench from 4 to
6 feet wide had been workeu o,·er through the center of the mound,
from the stoue boxes toward the northwest, disturbing the bodies.
Sometime this later digging cut a previously buried body in twain,
leaYiug the head and feet, in place, tL.e more recent bnrbl having been
made in a line nearly at right angles with tbe body partially removed .
Tllis disturbance rendered. the work very difficult. While tracing one
body longitudinally ~mother was encountered lying at right angles,
e-tl1er aboYe, below, or cutting through the body being traced.
Iu the undisturbed part of mound 38 the bodies observed the arrangerneut referred to at the Lindsay mound.
It was in tho disturbed part of monnd No. 38 that the two pipes were
found . I was careful that the Jecomposed portions of the st0ne on oue
of the pipes. should be pre en--cd, for it may possibly give some hint as
to the l •ugth of tim these articles have been buried. A small conical, Imped article was found with the body, and also the black stone with
liol • · through it. 1 1mm seen tLis kind of an instrument used by tlie
Pah-Gt 8, of Southeastern NeYada, for giYing uniform size to their
ow- ·triug.·.
A f '" bnnal urn witll ·e, n ears were found in No. 38. I do not recollP ·t tlwt auy of thi form were found in any other mound. The bones
iu m nn<l ;3' w r not, o firm a· tllo e found in other mound. . Many
ho 1i ', · wcr di -in terr cl of which bon , were ufficiently firm to pack up.
Barr ~1 ....
ontains th , mo:t p rfoct skull, from monnd 38. A cou·icl ·ral>l<> uumb •r of long bon • from this mound will be found in barrel
... ~o. -.
omitt cl t m ntion an article found in mound 37, circular in
fo1m , ppar nt1 · form ·<1 f bon .
With th ' •.· · ption of tlJ<' opp r l> 11 all th articl f und au for,nm cl t the [n.-tituti<>n ~ re of th n1<.l t form and Yid ntl th prou ·t fa primitiY' 1' <ple. Th fa ·t of th b 11: ha, i1w been found in
T
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a dug burial-place indicates a later burial and a race of different habits.
I have no hypothesis as to the time these mounds were made. They
do not appear to have been constructed by a warlike race. Only two
bodies, of about 1,000, that I have encountered seem to have been
buried with anything like arms.
To one who has made a study of the mound-builders, the groups of
mounds (Diagram 5) wo·u ld offer great inducements fo::- investigation.
I have observed some remarkable facts in reference to the mounds,
but they are too few in number and too disconnected to form a good
foundation for a true theory of the life and condition of the moundbuilders of this district. A careful examination of the cranica by a.
competent person will perhaps throw some light on the intellectual condition of this people.
This report is hastily written from my notes ma.de in the field. It may
serve, however, as part of the basis of a re.gular work, to be prepared
by some properly qualified person who may have the results of this investigation before him. In my examination of the mounds I was compelled
to pack away the articles collected as fast as they came to hand, the sun
affecting the bones injuriously.
To any one who may continue this work I would recommend the
months of September a.nd October, with tents, and all such con,eniences as will enable the party to make full notes. Let the laborers
be hired for the trip, a.ncl informed as to what they are to do and
bow they are to do it. Many crania and burial-vases in good condition when reached, were broken by the haste, awkwardness, or
carelessness of the men. With proper preparation and careful, industrious laborers, important results may be expected.
Probably many of the articles, especiall:r the bones sent, w-ill be thrown
out as useless. Some of the bones were packed up arnl forwarded to
show how much they were decayed. Many long bones were sent to determine the stature of these people. It was a common remark during
the work that the bones were of very large size. I think the men were
generally under size- not so large as the men of t,b is age.
A considerable number of ribs were taken from the Vnclsay mound
under the fo1pression tp.at they indicated bodies less round than the
pre ~ent races. This question I am not able to answer; but I have, on
much reflection, concluded that the peculiar form of these ribs is in a
great measure due to the pressure of the earth on the bodies.
In unpacking the bones sent I would recommend tlrnt en.ch parcel as it
i opened be washed and dipped in weak glue, ,vbeu dry, tliat each bone,
intended for preservation, receive a thin coat of the best copal varnish.
Thi s was the treatment I gave to the bones sent to the Institution in
1 3G, taken from the Robinson mound.

SKETCH OF ANCIENT EA.l{THWORK.S ON TIIE UPPER l\HSSOUIU.

BY

A.

BARRANDT,

C. E., of Sioux CUy.

The arcb~ological remains of the Upper l\/Iissouri 1 frorn the mouth of
the Yellowstone, in a soutbeaster1y direction as far down as Bonhomme
Island below Fort Randall, exhibit a progressive change of structure
and outline from t,be most simple to the most complicated. During my
stay in that region, 186!:>-'70, I bad occasion to visit several of those
ancient fortifications. Among the most important aucl well preserved
is one existiug about nine miles south-southeast of tbe Missouri
a.nd within ba lf a mile of Clark's Creek,. Dakota. The main work is
in the form of a parallelogram, three hundred and forty feet long, one
hundred and ninety feet wide, and twenty and twenty-five.feet high;
the walls are, on a.n average, seYen feet thick at tbe summit. Tliere are
two openings, one facing the west, twenty-four feet wide, and the other
racing south, only uine feet wide. ~rbe space inside is now full of cottonwood and asll trees. Several large l>locks, of sandstone, roughly hewn,
\rnre fouud, but tbe walls and a ruined portion of what appeared to be
tlle remains of a smaller inclosure, were of calcined clay, changed by
burning into a brick color. Following the l>anks of the creek for
half a mile, we came to the remains of a wall of about :five feet in width
aud in some places a.ttaining the height of from three to five feet. We
traced the wall for about four lmndre<l. yards; it runs for about one
hundred and :fifty yards from east to west, then turning at right augles
from north to south, the cud of which reaches the edge of a, deep and
precipitou ravine, beyond wbich we could not fin<l any traces of ruins.
Al>0nt two hundred and fifty miles up the Bighorn Iliver we found
aL o auother 1.:ug mass of ruins, ,vllere was probably the site of a large
mound city, but none are now existing; they have all crumbled away,
anu from a, large oak tree that we felled, I found that they must base
o ·cnpi c.l tbi,· Rpot at lea t six hundred years ago, as the tree grew on
th , r main' of what ha<l beeu probal>ly tlie fargest mound. We found
tlia tll "· m Lrnd had, for tlle mo ·t part, l>een constructed of turf aud
a<lob
r un-dried brick · of iuf rior manufacture, which accounts for
th ir 1 ca
T .
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soutb, the ends reaching the banks of the creek. Within the area of these
remains of gigantic walls we found se,-eral small mounds of from twenty
to forty feet in circumference, and from ten to fifteen feet high.
Further up the Yellowstone I fonnd tberemnins of an ancient city of
mounds. It is situated about one lm1alred and forty miles from the mouth
of that riYer, on a bluff of about one hundred aud eighty feet iu height.
It seems to ba\~e been regu]arly laid ont. The streets are regular~ and
the mounds equidistant from each other. In tlie southeast quarter of
this city, on the wiclest of the streets, is one of colossal dimensions, sixtythree feet in diameter at the summit, and twenty-seven feet high.
We could not find any opening in this mound, but sncceeded by digging
into several of the smaller ones to gathn remains of some sun-dried
pottery; and in one we also found several arrow-heads of stone, fragments of flint, &c. I counted these mounds, and found eighty-seven iu
good state of preserrntiou, and about sixty-three in r~ins. I am satisfied that the remains of the elongated mounds, which are found alwayi::
on the outskirts of a city, were designed and used for fortifications,
though I have not been able to determine if there were any ditches
around t11em. Again, on the banks of the Moreau river, a few miles
from its mouth, we discovered another of the mound cities, containing
about two hundred mounds, and a number of the elongated ones, ,vhich
form a regular line of outworks, each wing reaching the bank of the
river. Again, about two and a ]rnlf miles furtller back to the nnrth
upon an elevat.iou of the ground there is a group of the largest mounds
I have ever seen. They are built very near together, aud are perfect in
their form. There are no ditches at their base, and they are wanting in
other appearance of fortifications. Yet I believe them to have been
used as forts, and that they were placed here to guard the approaches
to tbe town from this direction.
.
There is still another group of mounds located on the banks of the
Great Cheyenne; these resem l)le those last·described-not so large, but
more in number.
On Bonhomme Island there are also remains of fortifications, which are
describe<l in Lewis and Clarke's journal of their expedition np the Mis:souri, 1804-'5-'6.
This hasty sketch of some of the ancient remains in the Missouri
Valley, though the result of the observations of two years, is principally
drawn from the liasty entries in a diary; therefore no pretensious are
made to minute exactness. As, however, the preservation of a record
of the sites of the ancient remains, and every fact connected with it, is
important to the student of arclueology, this sketch, brief and imperfect as it is, may afford some d~1ita of interest in regard to the character
of the race of men who ouce thickly peopled this country.

ACCOUNT OF ABORIGINAL RUINS AT SAVANNAH, TENNESSEE.

BY

J.

PARISH STELLE.

These ruins occupy high rolling ground, on the east side of Tennessee
River, immediately on the west edge of the ·town of Savannah, Tennessee. North and south they measure, from outer earth-works to outer
earth-works, thirteen hundred and eighty-five yards, and east and west,
five hundred and fifty yards. The inner line of earth-works is distinctly traceable, and consists of an embankment thrown up inside from
a deep trench, twelve or fourteen feet in width. A.t every eighty yards
there is a redoubt, each one extending outward twenty yards, excepting
thos0 at the angles, which project thirty.
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The outer line of earth-works appears to have been much lighter. At
some points it is still visible, while at others, especially on c.nltiV'ated
grounds, it has entirely disappeared. In the diagram the obliterated
parts are represented by dotted lines, aud the distinct portions by continuous lines. The outer works are fifty -five yards from the inner, and
parallel with them . They also haye regular redoubts eighty yards
apart; but the redoubts are longer thau those of the inner works,
measuring forty yards along the line, and fift.;y-five yards at tbe angles.
The two lines are so arranged that the redoubts of one generally alternate with those of the other.
The earth in which these trenches ha.Ye been dug is a tough red clay,
intermixed with gravel, exceedingly hard to exca,vate. In fact, the entire elevation upon which the ruins lie is composed of the same material, down almost to low-water mark of the river, where a deposit of
limestone begins.
The relative position of the mounds have been located on the diagram
by careful measurement.
l\foun<l A : Ten feet high, forty yards east and west, and sixty yards
north and south. I made a large excaYatiou in tbe highest part of it,
going down in shape somewhat as shown by the dotted line. At tbe
depth of a foot and a half we came upou a human skeleton, lying on its
back, with the head to the south. The bones were so decayed that but
few could be taken out. At the left side of the head was a Yase, containing the remains of a shell. Tbe root of a tree had grown against
and broken the vase, but I took out all that could be found. At the
right of the skeleton, abont where the hand 8hould have been, if tl1e
arm lay at the side, were found three flint implements- knives, I suppose-and a small polished stone that had probably been used for painting purposes. Nothing more ,vas found in this mound. We dug down
to the solid earth in two places, as shown by the dotted lines. The
mound was composed of a soft alluvial soil, evidently brought from the
river bottom, about two hundred yards distant, and down a steep bill.
Mound B : A small one, into which we made a large opening in the
center, and at one foot down obtained a stoue irnplemeut, which was the
only article found . The composition of this moun<l was the same as that
of A.
Mound O: Double mound, four feet high. Into this we went down to
solid earth in tvro places, but found nothing, except some bits of charcoal and other evidences of there having been fire at several points.
It was made up of alluvial soil, the same as A.
·
l\Iound D: Has a house upon it, and therefore could. not be opened.
:Mound E: Small mound in the garden, with a large tree upon it. I
did not open it.
Mound F: Double mound, seventy yards long, forty yards wide at
wide ' t point, and twelrn feet high. We dug down to solid ground by
two large excavations starte<l at the highest points. Within t,l iree feet
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of tlle surface, m the excavation, fragments of pottery utensils were
found. Nothing further was discovered. Tllese mounds, unlike the
precediog, were com.posed of the tongb clay and gravel of the ridge
npou which they stood. A. depression near at hand showed where the
material bad lJeen obtained.
l\Iound G: Fort,Y-five yards in diameter at base, and twelve feet high.
Two large ~bite-oak (Quercus alba) trees were upon it. In one, which
had beeu cut down, two lrnndred and fifteen rings were counted, m;:ikfog it two hundrecl and fifteen yea.rs old. We dug a large circular
exca,ntion in the center on the top. The earth at the surface gave
indicati0ns of having been iutensely heated. A.t two feet clown we
came npon a lmman skeleton lying on its back, with the hands at the
sides, and the head toward the east; the Lones badly cleca.yed. At
three and a half feet we found auother skeleton, lying precisely the
same as the first, and immediately under it. At five feet we came
to loose stones lying upon one another, and rounded up rnoundshaped, which we removed, to the amount of several tons, when the
solid earth was reached, and a skeleton was found lyi11g exactly as the
others, but furtlier east, tlie feet of this one beiug immediately under
the beau:-; of the other two. The stones seemed to have been thrown
directly upon the body; consequently most of the bones were more or
less broken. The skull was crushed entirely flat. A.t the left side of
the head were found tlJree copper relies, lying just as I ha,e tied them
together. The string still to be seen in one of them is made, 1 think:
from the bark of papaw, (Asimina triloba, Dun al,) a circumsd11ce worthy
of note, as it proves tliat material to be almost imperishable. :\fodern
Indians used it extensively for strings and ropes, and I can recollect
wlien our ,outliern and western people did tlie same. It was prepared
by peeling the bark from the trees when the sap was up, and sinking it
nuder water, to remaiu several weeks, to" rot," as it was called. When
tak<·n ont the inner separated from the outer bark, arnl split up into
very thin sheets. It was the e sheets that were use<l, and after haying
0
·ou through tlii . process tliey were mnch stronger than tlie entire bark
\nt.· before. I sentl you a slip of "rotted papaw bark." Immediately
npou the brea t of tbe thfrd keleton was found the frngments of a shell
omam •11t.
othing further was discovered in '' G,': though we made
arefnl a11d extensive search . The composition of the mound, aside
from th :tones already mentioned, was light surface oil, which seemed
t hav lw<·n :craped up from the high land .
louncl I : 1. larn-e mound, ten feet high. It is under culti,ation
ancl th •rrfor <·aunot b op 11 d before autumn .
.. Ioun<l I: Ha: a hou.' uvou it, and therefore no examination could
mad.
I nnd ,J: I: h laro· . t mound in the group. It i over one bundr d
·arcl: in limn t rat th ba , thirty f et hio·h, and perfectly J v l n
th t p. "\"\ ri rrn- d a win lla
an<l unk an eight-foot baf iu th
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center, down to the solid earth, but found nothing, except now a.nd then
a broken flint or fragment of pottery. We tllen dug iu the sides, permittinp: the earth to fall into the shaft, until we Lad a large excaTatio11,
fo the shape rcpresente(l on the diagram, but still found nothing. \Ve
next madP- excavations twelve feet deep, at various poil1ts, but discovered
nothing iu any of them, except in one. Ilere, within a few inches
of the surface, we came upon broken fragments of brick, or burned
e 'th, exhibiting some kiud of molded work. They were i11 wusiderab1e quantities, and looked as if they might origiually have bt .en hollow
columns. If solid columns, the fragments would certaiuly have been
larger; the specimens seut are of average size. Immediately under
these, about one foot below the surface, was what might l>e styled a. tile
floor, perfectly level and smooth. We removed the earth, and found it
to be somewhat cresc~nt-shaped, covering a space of forty-four feet one
way, aud sixteen the other. How m_uch Jarger it bad been we could
not learn, for roots had grown into it aud broken it up. Tbe Wing, if
such it can be cal1ed, was about an inch thick, and seemed to have
been made by spreading tempered clay smoothly upon a leveled space
of earth and then hardening by means of fire built on top of it. Tllere
·were no seams to indicate that it bad been made otherwise and laid.
down iu sections. Nothing else was found, except some charcoal around
the edges.
..
Like F, this large central mound wascoruposedoftough clay and gravel,
making it very hard to dig. ·within a short distance were three great
depressions, from which the earth of which it was formed had evidently
been taken .
Mound K : A low mound, eighty yards in diameter at the base. vVe
op(.'ned it in various places, as shown in the drawing. Six feet in the
center brought us to the bottom, eighteeu inches of which was composed of a soft, black earth, in which were fouud bones, deer horns,
shells, fragmeuts of pottery, &c. In this deposit we also fouu<l two
stone implements, probably used for pounding corn, opening sbell-fish,
or something of tl1e kind.
Mound.Lis similar to K in every respect. In addition to the usual
rnelange of black earth, bones, shells: &c., we found one pounder and
two pieces of re(l stone, which, I suppose, had been used for painting.
We also found one fl.int knife. Persons not familiar with such relics
might mistake these knives for arrow or spear beads, from which they
differ in not having notches workeu in the large end for the purpose of
attaching them to a shaft.
~found M: Thirty ~·ards across at base, all(l fl.ye feet high. At two
feet down we came upon a fossil shell and a beautifully-finished little
. tone; I call it a paint mortar. There was no sign of bones, which
lead · to the supposition that these articles were simply buried there for
safe-keeping. At four feet d.own we found a large and splendid stone
implement. It was lying near one side of the mound, and appeared to
1
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have been lost there, as there were no visible marks of anything further.
Nothing more was found in this mound. The composition, light soil, as
usual, sbows that it had been ga,t hered from the surface.
l\fonnd N: Fifteen yards across, and three feet high. Two feet <lown
we found a broken stone implement, which was ttie only article obtained.
The composition of the mound was the same as M.
:\found O: A double mound, forty by seventy yards at base of largest
end, aud eight feet high. We excaYated at thTee points, and found t,o
to be of no interest whatever. The third one, at the large end of the
mound, proved otherwise.' vVe started down through reel aud crumbly
earth, indicatiug that it had been exposed to high heat. The deeper we
went the stronger the indications of fire became, until finally, when three
feet below the surface, we came to a bed of charcoal, or rather what
proved to be a charred Jog lying horizontally. We opened the mound
thoroughly, and found that it had three furnaces passing in at the base
of the lower side, (the mound is on inclined ground,) and running parallel, about six feet apart, almost entirely through to the base of the
higher side; that is, ranging upward through the mound at the angle
of the surface of the solid ground upon which the mound stood. They
had been formed by first digging trenches into the earth, two feet wide
and eighteen inches <leep. Over these, rude arches had been thrown,
formed of irregular masses of tempered cla.y, probably sun-dried. Some
of the, e masses we took out entire. They are about as large as a man
could handle conveniently, and having been immediately in contact
with the fil'e, are burned very hard.
In the spaces formed between these furnace trenches, and near the
center of tbe mound, were found two small piles of human bones, (one
pile iu each space,) which seemed to have been thrown together without
regard to regularity. I do not think there could have been more than
about two skeletons in each pile. They were completely charred by the
heat from the furnaces, arnl consequently were yery tender to han<lle.
Ou dr;yiug out they became much harder. From tbe three main fornae trcnche. went up a large number of small flues, eight or ten inche'
in diamet r, who c wall had also been formed of tempered clay, and
w re now burned very hard. At some pciuts tlley rose directly toward
th .'urfa · of the mound, while from others they wound and twisted
about through it iu various directions, all skillfully pia,nneu witll a view
t on ,·ryin o- tb h at to all parts of the pile.
{mming through th mounu horizoutally, at different elevation ,
''" r' h rge Joo- ', till r tainiug their entire shape, but completely charred.
\\T trac ·cl one from nd to 11(1 eio-htcen iucue. in diameter and tweny- w fe lon<r, Th •11Cl.- shO\r d that ther had been burned off to
mak' tli pi f'e t11 d ,'ir d 1 •nrtlt, and their o·r at irr O'nlarity of outline led m to thinl- that th op ration had been performe<l ,rhile th
I <r wa.' :r t r n aucl r tain <l it, ap. TlJe burning had eddently
n for· •d by pt fo,,. dry pi c of wood aero-. the log and ke pin(1
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them carefully 1 ' chunked up," and the i rregularit,i es were due to the
different positions of the cross-pieces; the log, in consequence of being
green, having immediately ceased to bnrn wl1en there was no direct
contact.
In addition to these charred logs there were a number of upright ·
post~, also charre(1, which seemed to have beeu p1aced in position as the
earth had been filled in, to prevent too great, a pressnre. upon the flues.
Somo of them were more than a foot in diameter and five or six feet
long. Their ends presented the same irregular outline as t,he horizontal pieces. I found one piece of split timber four feet long, eight
inches wide, and two inches thick. Its ends showed that it had 1Jeen
broken to its existiug length by main force, for, although a solid coal,
the splinters were yet perfect.
I saw nothing about any of these timbers that indicated t heir having
been worked by other means than fire, and if there had been anything
I wou1d certainl:f have noticRd it, for they were entire, just as they bad
been placed in the mound, merely large, solid coals. The coal was in
as good a state of preservation as if burned but yesterday, as you will
see by the specimen sent. Two of our blacksmitlls have examined these
specimens. Both agree that one kind is chestnut, ( CaBtcinea vescci, Linn.,)
but differ with reference to the other- one claiming that it, is poplar,
(Lir-iodendron ·tiilipij'era, Linn.,) while the other pronounces it our yellow
pine, (Pinus rig-ic1a,, Miller.) · The two former trees grow abull{lantly
about the locality of the ruins, but the pine has not grown nearer than
four or five miles since the country has been known to w,hite people.
Every part of the large end of this mound, from l.>ase to top, hacl
been affected by the heat from the furnaces and flues. In fact, it was
one huge brick, hard burned near the base, and softer toward the top.
The earth seemed to lrnve been thrown up loose; none of it liad been
tempered except that forming the arch of the furnaces and the walls .of
the flues. There were no fragments of pottery, or dross, or cinders, or
anyth ing else upon which a hypothesis could bo based touching the
object for which the mound had been used. Ashes in the furnaces,
bones, burned earth, arnl eharred timbers, as already mentioned, were
the only things found after a most carnful and exhaustive examination.
]\found P: This mound, about fifteen yarl1S across and four feet high,
was opened by curiosity-seekers two years ago. Report says they found
nine copper spools like those taken from' G, a copper wedge, and a stone
paint ruortar, as I call it in default of a, better name. After diligent
inquiry among the people interested in the digging, I have succeeded in
obtaining the "wedge," tbe mortar, and part of one of the spools. Tl.ie
di coloration in the concaYes of the mortar is due to something put i11to
it ince it was foum1-indelil)le ink, (nitrate of silver,) I think. The
markings around the edge were the same when found.
The parties who did the digging assure me that they saw no bones,
ut I tl1ink they must have overlooked them, for on openiug the mound
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more thoroughly I found fragments of a human skull, but no other
bones. These fay near the edge of their opening; hence I conclude that
they must have taken the skeleton out. I also found, lower down, three
fragments of stone implements. The composition of the mound 11as
surface soil, as usual.
Mound (~ : Twenty yards across at base, and nine feet Ligh. At
eighteen inches down we came upon a bed of coals an<l burned earth,
evidently where a large fire had been. At tbree feet, i n what appeared
to be a deposit of ashes, we found a copper relic; at four feet, lying
alone in the yellow earth, a stone implement; at four a,11(1 a half feet,
what seems to be a copper plate attached to a fragment of matting; nt
six fePt, a second stone implement like the first; at eiglit feet, lying
immediately together, three pieces of lead ore; and at nine feet, on the
solid earth, a small string of copper beads.
.
There were no bones or other things in this mound indicating that it
bad been used as a burial-place. A.11 the articles found, except the copper wheel, lay immediately i~ the yellow earth, and there were no discolorations in the adjoining soil, which must have been the case had
perishable articles been buried with them.
•
I think you will find tl1e beads are hel<.l together by the same imperishable material to be seen in the copper relics found in G.

SHELL BEDS.
There are two extensive shell beds in connection with these ruins,
one ou each side of the riYer. That on the eastern side has l>een under
cultivation for years, and lying immediately upon the surface it is not
iu so goo<l a condition as it would otherwise bav-e been. It covers about
lrnlf an acre of ground, and is some eighteen inches in thickness. I
exvlored it pretty thoroughly before this seasonis cl'op was put in, and
in the collection marked "R" you will find the result, together with
s me of the shells composing the mass.
The heel on the west side of the river w;:1,s eniirely undisturbed until
I xamin <lit. It covers a, little less tha,n half an a,cre, is abont two
fi e in thickues , and lies three feet below the surface; that is, the
overflow· of the river have mnde a sedimentary deposit upon the hell
d tliree fe ~ thick. Taking i1Ho con. ideration that tbi river eldom
v rflow oft uer than once in a vear and ROmetimes but once in several
.,
'
c•ar:, that it.- water are not then as muddy as mo t other river at
,·u ·h time, and that l>Pi110' a mountain ·tream it soon ub ide._ , we can
f rm at le•, -'L some i<l •a ot th age of tbi, bell bed. In addition to
thi_., I nm ~ ·, y th r i.· now growing upon it a burr-oak tree, ((Juercu
m ·m ·co-pa . . Ii ·h.-. ) full, - ·ix fi
in diam t r .
.-p1or ·d thi' u <l c·ar •full. - allll you will find an a: ortment f what
1 tai i · l in th · 11
i 11 marke "S, too·etber witll p cim 11 f be
1

s
l:!
e
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shelJs. The broken pottery was in great abundance, and stems to have
been broken vessels tLrown away with the shells an<l other refuse. The
same shell-fish are now to be met with in the river, but they do not
seem to be in great abundance, judging from what are fouwl along tlle
shore. It is possible that they are more plentiful at the bottom of tl10
ri,,er, however, and that these "old-time people'' had some way of
dredging them up.
The river is wearing tlie bank aiway where the bed crops out; consequently I had a very -good opportunity of noting its position. It lies
perfectl.Y hor'izontal, and, for some distance up and <lown the riYer on
either side of it, the caving lJank is literally dotted with places where
fires seem to have burned for a long time; the earth is burned hard
and to redur.ss, and ashes and coals are there. In digging out the
places I found several with three stones iu the center still occupying tr iangular positions, as if arranged for the purpose of supporting cooking
utensils above t he fire. T hese fires were generally on a level with the
bottom of the shell bed .

•

ACCOU~iT OF ABORIGINAL mHNS 0~ THE WILLIAMS FARM, IN IIA.RDIN
COUNTY, TENNESSEE, TW@ l\HLES BELOW SAVANNAH, TENNESSEE.
By J.

PARISH STELLE.

These ruins occupy a set of ridges running to\vard the bottom lan<ls
of tbe Tennessee River, about two miles below Savannah. The fronts
of the ridges terminate in steep bluffs rising fifty feet above the level of
the bottom. .Aloug tbe foot of the bluffs there js a series of springs,
spreading and forming swampy lan<l.s, and through these lands, also at
the foot of the bluffs, runs a line of earth works, made precisely on the
p1an of the earthworks in tlle Sa-vannah ruins , with the exception that
there is bnt one line traceable instead of two. It seems to have been
located in the swampy grounds where the springs came out, with a view
to having th': <litch ahvays full of water, which must barn been its condition . The redoubts are about eighty yards apart. Most of the work
is traceable; tlrn points at which it is not clearly so I have in<licated on
the dia.grarn by dotted lines .
.r o other liue of earth works save this at the foot of the bluffs is to he
seen; hCUCC WC must iufor tu~l:t the defenses Oll other Siu.es of the town
were stockades, or sometlliug of the kind. Tlle regular line of moun<ls
lJack (A, P, V, W,) would h~aJ to tbe conclusion that there had been
other d<'fon::;ei;;, a1H1 that these mounds were erected for the purpose of
overlooking them.
AH the mon1H.1s of the group were carefully opened; th e markings 011
the diag-ram :--hmY tltc Rhapo and position of the excavations made.
A.-Tbis is a rouuc1-slwpeL1 mound, twenty yanls across and fiye feet
high iu the center. Upon its sillc is a dead white oak, (Quercus alba,)
over hree feet in t1inrncter. \Vent to the l)Ottom in the center, but
fonrnl 11othing. Compo:ition _yellow clay without 11:ravel, showing that
the mat 'l'ia1 had l>eeil taken from the smface of the ridge, as gra,el
o ·cnr · a, ,'hort distance beneath .
.-Tc•u ~·anls acroi-;s and four feet liigh in center. Same character
a. A . '.A1t C'nbrely tllrough it, bnt fournl nothing.
'.-T ·11 yard. acro,'f' and fom feet high in center. Sarne character
a: B · op tH.'<1 it with :amc re . . ult.
1 . -.. l>ont ;:;am :ize, and preci ely Ramo character as O. Opened it,
bu fnmHl not!.Jino·.
h-T ·n yard: a ros: aTHl sL· fret high. .At ightecn inche down
' · :am npon a llnnrnu :keieton lyirw with its hca<l tO\rnrd tbe outlica:t. Th 1 on : were Yery badly <1ccay<'U . Tli< r , ·ere a few ·hell.
wi h the hon .-. ..,.othin g rnor wa: f uu<l. Upon tlie :idcof tlii s mound
'l'' i: a whit oak ,·lump v r three fe ·t in diam eter.
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F.-Five yards across and two feet high.

Contained nothing ..
G.-Fifteen yards across and four feet high. vVhite oak tree over
two feet in diameter growing upon it. At two feet down came u·p ?n a
few fragments of decayed bones, _so far decayed that we could make nothing of them.

H .-Twelve yards across and three feet high. On removing the surface, we found the mound to be nothing more nor less than a great she11 heap. Gave it a thorough turning, but found nothing save such things
as are usually met with in these shell beds.
I.-Ten yards across and three feet high. Another mound composed
partially of shells, though not entirely, as was the case with H. The shells
were intermingled with yellow clay. At one foot down found a stone
implement-probably a plow or hoe. Yori will observe that the large
end of t he implement is much worn, the probable result of working iu
the earth. There was nothing more.
27 s
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J.-Ten yards wide and three feet high. Contained nothing.
K.-'rwenty yards across and six feet high. Contained nothing.
L.-Ten yards across and two feet high. Contained nothing.
l\L-Ten yards across and two feet high. At the bottom found a small
stone implement lying alone in the yellow earth, apparently lost there
when the mound was being made. There was nothing more.
N.-Twenty-five yards across and eight feet high. At two feet down
came upon shells and fragments of pottery in considerable abundance.
At three feet down, fragments of charcoal were to be seen, a:nd the earth
had a reel appearance, indicating that it had been intensely heated. At
six feet down we found an imperfect stone implement. There was nothing of further interest.
O.-Ten yards wide and three feet high. Contained ~othing of
interest.
P.-Twenty yards wide and five feet high. Contained nothing.
Q.-Eigbteen yards wide and three feet high. A few scattering shells
were found, but nothing of additional interest.
R.-Fifteen yards across and four feet higl;l. Found one large arrow
or spear-head, but nothing further.
S.-Twent.y yards across and six feet high. Contained nothing.
T.-Ten yards across and two feet high. Nothing of interest.
U.-'rwenty-five yards across and six feet high. A few small flint
implements were found scattered here and there, as if Jost at the time of
building. Nothing more.
V.-Twenty yards wi<le and five feet high. Contained nothing.
\V.-Twenty-two yards wide and six feet high. There were some
trace of bones a few inches below the surface, but they were Bo much
d caycd that nothing coul<l be made of them.
X.-Twenty-three yards wide and five feet high. Three feet down
there wa a deposit of black matter, looking as if some perishable subtance, a a log of wood, had decayed. There was no sign of bones or
anything else of interest.
.- ixty yard across and seven feet high. Composecl of black alluYial oil, evidently brought up the bluff from the river bottom. Exam·
in d it carefully, but found nothing.
Z.-One hundred yards across ,and ten feet high. Composed of black
oil from the river bottom, the same as Y. Found traces of bones, evid ntly human, immediately on the solid earth, but the character of the
oil m, king up the mound had cau ed them to deca,y so badly that but
lit l
uld be made of them. There was nothing further of intere t .
...-Thiry yard aero and twelve feet high. Thi mound ha three
arm . ru nino- out from it, a hown in the diagram. They were evid ntly f r th purpo of affording an ea y a cent to the summit-the
a ly, too te p to be a cended with ea 'e. Three f, t
up n me bp.dly decayed human one , and with th m
ance which eems to have been matting. At even£ et
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we found fragments .of charcoal and reel burned earth one foot thick,
and four or five feet in .diameter. At nine feet we found another stone
implement, evidently used in working the eartll. It has been broken,
and on that account may possibly have been thrown away by the workmen engaged on the mound. There was nothing further worthy of note. ·
CHARACTER OF THE MOUNDS.
All t.he mounds of this group, with the exception of Y and z, are
composed of yellow clay, evidently taken from the surface of tbe ridges;
and all, with the exception of &, are rounded on top and reasonably
regular in outline. In general character, they seem to differ somewhat
from the Savannah group, for none of them appear to have been places
of deposit ; in fact, I do not think there is a blirial mound in the association. I am of the opinion that the few bones taken out are not those
.of the mound builders, but that they are the remains of more recent
Indians, buried in the mounds by mere chance, or because their elevation above the common level gave them attractions as burial places.
The arrangement of this ' 4 Williams Farm" group has quite strongly
impressed me with the belief that the mounds were made for two special
purposes-one set, as A, P, V,W, and perhaps others, to stand as watchtowers, from which to overlook the defenses, and the other set, as A, C,
F, O, S, U, W, X, to act as. the lamp-posts of the town; that is, erected
for illuminating purposes. I am led to this latter conclusion by their
situation at the heads of the valleys. Fires kindled upon them even
now, (and they must have been much taller originally,) would light every
foot of valley making up into the town site. Add to these a few that
might be selected upon the interior of the ridges, and the illumination
of the entire site might be made complete. I found the same arrangement in the Savannah group. In fact, I have found it so in all the
groups that I have visited.
SHELL BEDS.

There are a nnm ber of shell beds in connection with these ruins, but
since they do not differ in any particular from the shell beds of the
Savannah group, I have thought it best not to go into any particular
exploration of them, or to trouble·you with specimens.

FOSSIL WOOD.
In the same box with this I send you some specimens of fossil wood,
taken from "Chalk Bluffs" on Tennessee River, in Hardin County,
Tennessee. The'' Bluffs'' are caving banks, about three hundred feet
high, washed at the base by the river.
I. The piece marke<l thus will explain itself. It is a sample of what
I wrote you about as being part wood and part stone.
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II. Fragments broken from the trunk of a tree six feet in diameter,
Eight feet of what appears to be the butt end of this specimen is exposed,
the remainder (no one knows how much) runs into the bluff.
III. Broken from a specimen seven feet long and four feet in diameter.
IV. Ba,rk. Is washed out of the bluff in considerable quantities.
V. Specimens broken from the end of a log three feet in diameter,
sticking squarely out of the bluff, embedded \n the center of a sevenfoot stratum of yellow sandstone. Bounding the ~tratum above and
below are thick bands of iron ore.
VI. Sample of the yellow sandstone mentioned above.
VII. Sample of the deposit in which most of the fossils are found.
VIII. Specimens picked up at random about the bluffs.

TERRESTRIAL PHYSICS.

THE EARTHQUAKE IN PERU, AUGUST 13, 1868.
[Extractfrom letters of John V. Cam1Jbell, superintendent of the Arica and Tacua Railroad.]

TAdUA, Novernber, 1868.

The sight of A:rica would fill with dismay any one who had known the
place before. The destruction bas been cornplete, and more need not be
said, were it not that the ruins and signs of the great devastation
that meet one on all sides make the aspect of the place so painful that
people who once see it are afraid to look on it again. The lower part of
the town is a heap of ruins, except where passages have been cleared to
serve as streets, while in the upper part, beyond the reach of the tidal
wa-ve, many walls and parts of houses are still standing, but so cracked
and shattered as to be quite uninhabitable, and they evidently show
that, even without the aid of the sea, Arica was a mass of ruins after
the heavy shock of the earthquake. Further back on the pampa, going
toward .Arapa, the people have bullt their wooden sheds in great munbers and with ·much regularity. It is said this will be the future site
of the town.
In the part of the town that was washed by the sea the confusion_of
the ruins is indescribable, and the effect of the waves is bewildering.
Alongside the mole is the stationary engine-boiler of the railway~ also
the remains of the two locomotive-tenders; up in the market-place is
another tender, one of the boilers of the flour-mill, and one of the iron
girders of Mr. Regan's turn-table, all large pieces of iron weighing
many tons, that have been carried by tbe force of the waves more
than seven hundred yards. Facing Eusert's house, or rather the site
where it stood, is one of the locomotives; farther on, facing Nugent's
house, is another; and a few yards farther, the third, all in the sea,
broken and completely worthless. The strength of the wave is, however, more apparent at San Jose, where the piers of the bridge have
been cut off, on a level with the bed of the river, and carried in large
compact blocks of masonry intact, four, :five, and six hundred yards on to
the Lighest ground behind. The tubular girders have been carried a
similar distance, and many broken.
The bed of San Jose River has been filled up about four feet, wbile our
em baukment on each side has been washed down, and the temporary track
we have bu~lt passes over the bed of the river with a culvert of only
three feet. This of course the floods will carry away in winter, aiid
how we shall ever manage to construct a permanent bridge I cannot yet
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conceive. From San Jose to near the side track at Chacalluta, fully
four miles, the railway track has been torn up and obliterated, the large
sand-banks at Chiucoro have disappeared, and an open, level bead1
remains. The vessel Wateree is on the pampa five hundred ya,r ds inland,
and about eighty from the highest ground ; the America lies in the same
line, about two hundred ;yards nearer the sea; while between them are
the shattered remains of the Chai'ia,rcillo.
The waves approached nearer the hills than I ever could have thought
possible, and the pampa for miles is strewn with wreck. The beach all
along is covered with large stones, mixed up with sea-weeds, pieces of
wood, of furniture, of machinery, and of boats and vessels; the mixture,
which also includes rags, and abundance of papers, custom-house documents, etc., is, however., quite beyond any attempt at description.
Very few people can give a clear account of the catastrophe. Almost
all appear to have been paralyzed with fear, and certainly they bad
good cause. Nugent is almost the only one who appears to have been
collected and to have watched the progress of events. He says that
when the sea receded, the anchorage of the steamers, which was in
seven fathoms (forty-two feet) water, remained dry; that all the vessels
were dragged seaward except the Ohaifarcillo and A. Riviere, which
remained aground, and high and dr:v at their anchorage. Many miuutes
elapsed, during which the sea a,ppearecl to be gathering itself up, until
at last it came like an enormous dark green wall, and swallowed up
everything it could reach. The wave came over the top of the custom
hou e, which will give some idea of its altitude.
The line to which it reached is forty-five feet nine inches above highwater level, which, added to the forty-two feet that it had. receded, will
give a wave nearly ninety feet in height. The current was very strong,
the log of the Wateree says sixteen miles, and a,ppears to have been
circular like a whirlpool. The vessels could do nothing, aud were carri d about like chips. The A. Riviere was never seen again, but fragment of her wreck were washed ashore. The Chai'iarcillo, a much
trong r ve ·el, came ou shore completely smashed; and from the fact
of h r having five or six turns of her cables around her hull, we Rurmi e
th t be mu. t have turned over as many times before her anchor parted.
The 1 s of life o far a certained is about five hundred and fifty,
b tw n th town and the bay. There were some singular e cape:.
J n illiam ' wi.D and children were carried. in and out by the wave ,
of which th re w re 1 v n in all, a number of timeR, and were :finally
p , it cl
th hi ·h ground. Vacarro, who, having a brok n leo-,
pl.: e b bi fri nd in a large launch, was carri cl in and out
ry tirn , an We 1 ft at la t among the ruins of the church of an
r hor eat the mill wa. carried off by the wav aud
af rw r l wa £ und unhurt on the little i land iu the middle
ri , ar

till in a

au

way, as you may judg for your-
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self, when I mention that the best-housed man in Arica is Ausdell, who
is liYing in the remains of a first-class railway-car. I stay with him
when in Arica.
Tacua bad a marvelous escape. Only a few very old houses, these
principally at the corners of the streets, wb~re they bad no support from
other walls, came down. Of course every building suffered; but beyond
plaster and paper falling down, and cracks at all the joints, I do not find
much damage in any of our property. The dwelling-house stood well,
and I have now increased confidence in its strength-a consolation, you
may be sure, as we have seldom less than four to six earthquakes daily.

*

*

TACUA, September 15, 1869.
Months have appeared years since I last wrote you, so horrid have
been the times through which I have passed, and yet I have to be grateful that I and my family are yet alive. I allude to the dreadful visitation of yellow fever, which now, thank God, has passed away.
It commenced in Arica in November, and up to 31st March, 1869, the
official records alone show one thousand nine hundred and fifty-nine
burials, but the real mortality was over two thousand five hundred. Of
our contract-men in the station and workshop seventeen out of twenty
died. In July, 1868, I shipped at Liverpool a blacksmith, John Parry,
with bis wife and three children, and I was in Arica when they reached
their destination. First a child died, then the mother, the father followed, and I was taking measures to send home the two orphans, when
they died also. The family was thus wiped out completely, and there
were many other similar cases.
In Tacua the fever broke out with the suddenness of an explosion and
swept to their last rest over three thousand three hundred souls. The
mortality would have been much greater, but the people fled to the bills
and in that way escaped contagion. Among my wife's relatives we lost,
counting grown-up people only, her aunt, and two of her sons, and two
cousins. I lost four clerks, and among them our book-keeper and cashier,
men we cannot readily replace.
Our situation through March, .April, and May was awful; we were
expecting death at every moment and continually sorrowing for the
loss of one friend after another. At times there were no bakers and no
bread, no butchers and. no shops. All the apothecaries died and their
places bad to be taken by amateurs. The carts were insufficient to
carry the dead, and three relays of cartmen died in succession. The
cemeteries were filled to repletion, and then the bodies were thrown
into trenches. We are now walling round these trenches, and they take
over seven thousand feet of wall to inclose them.
I have recalled to my memory a time that now appears to me a
horrid dream, and I bad better turn to a more agreeable subject. You
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will now comprehend my long silence, as since the 30th J\fay I have been
busy at reorganization, drilling new hands, an<l pulling up heavy arrears
of work.
As you ask me for particulars of earthquakes, I will tell you the
result of my long-continued observations. Their course here is invariably from the mountain range to the sea-in this district from east by
north to west by south. Walls built north and south-that is, across thA
course of movement-are those t,hat suffer most. Many have fallen and
all are more or less injured. Wans built east and west suffer little if at
all, except occasionally when they are at the corner of tlle street, and
then only a few of the last ado bes fall.
The movements appear to have the greatest intensity or rather effect
in sand. The walls of houses built on sand when they do not fall, a
most frequently they do, are left in a crumbled condition, crashed and
shattered in every direction. It is clear that the earthq~rnke movement
imparts a variety of movements to sand. I think, too, t,h e force that
causes the movements acts in the line of least resistance, or tries to liberate itself where it finds its work easiest.
You remember the "big cut" on the A. and T. line and the conglomerate that you so often anathematized. That conglomerate, howe-ver,
resi ts earthquakes, and I attribute the preservation of Tacua on the
13th August, 1868, to the town being built on it. Not a stone falls in
the big cut, and I have a hole in tLe yard c,f my house fifty-one feet
deep, all through this formation, with an old wall two feet from its edge,
that I was sure would have fallen in, but to my great surprise everything remained sound and intaet. This conglomerate is, as you know,
,·ery tough and must offer immens-e resistance to the earthquake force.
Our rock here is all tracbyte tuffa, a few stages only removed from
pumice-stone, and offers little or no resistance to the earthquake shocks.
llou e built on it fall easily.
The earthquake waves are low and only measure a few inches in
b ight. The damage they cause appears to me more owing to <l.uration
than to altitude of the movement. The earthquake of the 24th ultim o
la ted nin ty econd and left things standing; while a duration of :fiTe
miuut would have brought them down. The effect of this last earthquak on ve els at s a you will find in the Valparaiso papers of la t
mail in the ca e of the ship Payta. The water appeared to ruu away
fr m th v
l's ide , and the people in her feared being nbmerged.
11 , a fifty- even mil
outh of Arica, in a dil' ct line a t and we ·t
with I lay , now, a then, iu a violent tate of ernption, and mu t
u, Y
n caught in th Y ry c nt r of th mo,•ement.
~ t ' of au artli uak on a train in moti n ar '\\Orth m ntionn the 1 th f ugu t, 1 ' G , th Pr We11t (onr y ry fir, t , ud
n in ) t k up th train, (r gulation load 011 hundrc and w nty
n, ~ r in lud 1, ut x ·111 ·iy of l ·omotirn and tend r tw 1 t ·-tw
au l on -half to11 ,) 11<1 wa · going at about
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it sud<lenly stopped with a smart shock. Mr. Ansdell, who was a passenger, thought something had given way on the engine, while Braithwaite, the driver, thought the stoppage was caused from behind. The
train, however, would not move, so the steam was shut off and both got
down to examine matters. They could hardly stand on the ground, and
at once perceived the true state of the case.
Earthquakes are very frequent yet, and the people are in a state
of panic, a German astronomer, Falb, having predicted our total destrnction on the 30th September or 1st October; while an Englishman,
Saxeby, defers the event until the 5th of October. The people are ~eserting .Arica, and the authorities are making us bring up the customhouse to Tacua. On the rail way we can barely keep our work going.
Iu Tacua two-thirds of the population aire sleeping in tents. I never
before witnessed such a fright. People refuse to transact business until
after the 5th of October, or when purchases are made delivery is stipulated for after that date.
Several shocks, and two very severe ones on the 20th and 24th of
August, have enforced the German's predictions, and it is becoming
heresy to argue against him. The Cordillera is to be the shore of the
Pacific.
The anniversary of the 13th .August was a great day in .Arica. There
were masses and religious processions to pi·event a repetition _of the
great cataclysm, but the people were very anxious, and passed the day
on the hill-tops, relieving themselves at intervals by prayer and flying
Yisits to the taverns. .All, however, passed off well.

THE ELECTRO-MAGNETIC SEISMOGRAPH.
BY PROF. PALMIERI, OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NAPLES.

[Translated by B. 0. Duncan, esq., United States cons·ul, and furnished to the Smithsonian
Institution by the Departrnent of State.]

In all the instruments invented up to the present time for registering
the movement of the earth's surface, the force itself of the motion of the
earth has been charge<l with the labor necessary for preserving the trace
of the shocks ; and tu.is is the reason why slight oscilla,tions of the soil
could not be regist,e red. In the seismograph, which I am about to describe, it is the electric current whieh performs the labor, and, therefore, it is possible to have a registering apparatus capable of the greatest precision even for the slightest shocks. It is also possible by means
of this apparatus to perceive the registbr of many vibrations of the earth
which would otherwise escape observation . .
Suspended above a small iron cup containing mercury is a fine brass
wire coiled into the form of a cork-screw, of about fourteen or fifteen turns.
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The diameter of the wire 1s about one millimeter, and that of the spiral
twenty or twenty-five millimeters. This spiral is supported at its upper
extremity by a thin elastic spring, and can be elevated or lowered by
means of a screw. The lower extremity of the spiral is terminated in
a cone of copper, pointed with platinum, which is kept at a very minute
distance from the mercury contained in an iron cup, which is placed on
a column of wood or marble. The distance from the point of platinum
to the mercury may be varied at pleasure, but once fixed upon it remains invariable, in spite of any changes of temperature, owing to a
very simple system of compensation; the rod which sustaius the spiral
being of a metal which expands upward, with an increase of temperature, as much as the spiral is lengthened downward. The iron cup and
the sptral are in communication with the poles of one of Daniell's galvanic batteries of two couples.
If the surface of tlie earth is agitated by a vertical shock, even
scarcely perceptible, the point of platinum will touch the mercury below
it, and will complete the current of the battery. Then two electro-magnets, which are in the same circuit, will attra-0t their armatures or
keepers, and the first will stop the running of a clock, which marks the
<lays of the month, the hours, the minutes, and the half-seconds; and
will thus register the exact moment of the commencement of the shock.
At the very instant the clock stops it gives a signal of alarm by means
of a bell. The second electro-magnet in drawing its armature sets free
the p ndulum of a second clock, which had been stopped out oft.he vertical line, and this clock in running causes a band of paper to move at
the rate of three meters an hour. At the same time the arnrn,ture of
the second electro-magnet presses a pencil against the paper as it passes
over a little pulley, and causes it to trace a series of dots on the paper,
corre ponding iu length to the duration of the shock; the shock ha.Ying
cea <l, the paper will continue its movement unwinding from one cylind rand winding up on another; and if another shock occurs, the pencil
will r gi.,ter it a before by another series of dots, and thus continue;
o that the intervals remaining unmarked will indicate the hours of
r po , and the part' marked the duration of the oscillations.
T oth r ·piral , formed with different numbers of coils, are suspended
< 11 rnagn t , under which are placed some iron filings, which adhere
t th rnarrn t wb u they oscillate vertically; and thus they pre errn
tll tra of Y rtical sho ·k . One of these spirals causes a light needle
t m
n a graduated arc, and thus measures the extent of the o cil1 ti
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be sufficient to notice one of them. A certain quantity of mercury having been poured into this tube, a wire of iron or platinum is put in thPbranch with the greater diameter, and another platinum wire is placed
at a very small distance from the surface of the mercury contained in
the branch with the smaller diameter.
On the surface of the mercury contained in th~ branch with the smaller diameter is placed a floating piece of iron suspended by a fine silk
thread, which passes over an ivory pulley, with a counter-weight so regulated that if the floating piece is raised by the mercury it remains separated from it, (at the point to which it bad been raised;) and as the axis
of the pulley has attached to it a long and light needle, it is evident
that this needle will deviate when the floating piece rises, and that remaining fixed, it will indicate upon the arc of the graduated circle the
number of degrees it has traced. If there be a horizontal shock in the
direction of one of these tubes of mercury, the mercury will be agitated m the two vertical branches, but, undergoing more perceptible oscillations in the branch with the smaller diameter, it will raise the :floating
pie13e of iron, and will cause .the n~edl,3 to deviate in a corresponding
manner. But at the same instant the mercury will touch the point of
the platinum wire, and the electric current, which will thus have passage, will excite the two electro-magnets before mentioned, and will act
in the same manner as already explained for vertical shocks. The
deviation of the needle will indicate the direction of the shock ; and if
the shock is not in the exact direction of the tubes, its real direction
will be indicated by two needles.
By the aid of the electric current, shocks may be registered which
would otherwise escape notice on account of their extreme slightness,
for the trembling of the surface has no resistance to overcome, provided that the points of platinum are placed very near the surface of
the mercury. I have added some auxiliary apparatus for shocks a little
more violent. For instance, I have placed at the base of the column the
mercury-apparatus of Coulier or of Cacciatore. At the extremity of the
metallic wire I have suspended a mPtal globe, which, in oscillating,
m,J ves the light horizontal tubes by which it is surrounded.
One clock is intended to make known with the precision of a half-second the beginning of the shock; but to know the hour in which the
sbock occurs, the other _clock will suffice; for the length of the paper
unrolled by the wheel, and the hours marked by the needle, will indicate
sufficiently the time. This apparatus registers all the shocks that take
place, indicating the duration of each and the time that elapses between
them. ; but it cannot give the nature and intensity of each of them.
By)t we ca!l know if all the shocks were vertical, and also their maximum. intensity. We can likewise know if all were horizontal, and if
they had the same direction, or if the direction was different. We can
al o know if there was one shock of one kind, and another of a different
kind. 'Ihis seemed to me sufficient for registering the movements (trem-
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blings) of the surface, which are frequent on Vesuvius, but which are
very rarely observed. The apparatus being visited at least three or
four times daily, at the ordinary hours of observation, and the alarmclock announcing the moment·when the shocks occur, the instrument
rna,y always be put back into its normal condition. This is the reason
why I have not thought it necessary to add other parts, which would
render it more complicated.
But for violent earthquakes, which compel the leaving of the house,
and which render the visiting of the apparatus dangerous, one can, by
the action itself of the violent shocks, register the character, the duration, and intensity of each of them, with the aid of an auxiliary apparatus that I have long ago prepared in my mind, but which I have not
~-et had executed. My principal object was to discover the slight movements of the surface which hitherto escaped us entirely. The seismograph above described has not only given me the surest indications of
approaching eruptions of Vesuvius, but it indicates also the violent
earthquakes which occur in Italy and the entire basin of the ~1editerranean, even the eruptions of Etna a·nd of Santorin.
Irr localities exposed to violent earthquakes this apparatus sh()uld be
p1aced on a solid foundation of masonry, constructed immedia.tely on
the urface, and protected by a covering of wood capable of resisting
the shocks.

ON TUE DISTRIBUTION OF FOREST-TREES D' MONTANA, IDAHO, A.ND WASH·
INGTON.
BY W.W. JOHNSON.

In accordance with the promise made, I submit the following views of
the di tribution of forest-trees oYer that portion of the Northwest compri ing the Territories of Montana, Idaho, and Washington, or more parti •ulal'ly the region extending from the forty-fifth to the fiftieth parallel
f north latitude and from the one hundred and teuth meridian to
the Pacific Ocean. This part of our continent is traversed by three
,·y. t ms of mountain , the Rocky, Bitter Root, an<l Cascade Range .
T!J mountaiu ystem of the two first named occupy a space of about
tw hundred miles in wid~h, or from about the one hundred and twelfth
th on lnmdred and venteeuth m6riclian, while the latter lie in
th 1 ·1m
f the on hundred and twentieth meridian, and their general
dir -ti n i north ancl ontll; the"'e are approximate location·, and are
'tat a limit of d ' ·ription. The trav ler through the Rocky an l
,i t r oot I untaiu' w uld be unable to tell where he left the on r
•ut ·r cl th th r. The valley· of tlie main water-cour e are broad and
im •l'l • ·., wllil th bank· of v ry tream are fringed with ab 1 f
" tt uw d, with willow,·, ald 'r , and a ·mall birch under T wth.
\' hil' th · lllouu taiu 'Plll' · aud ridge,' w hicll form tlle boundarie ' of tll ·e
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valleys, and in which these streams take_their rise, are timbered more or
less heavily with the several varieties of firs and pines, the loftier
ranges, say from six thousand to eight thousand feet in altitude, are
clothed with a thick growth of tall black pines, which are from three to
ten inches in diameter, of from thirty to fifty feet in height, while the
lower ranges and spurs have firs and pines from saplings up to six and
nine feet in diameter, the tallest trees being probably from one hundred
to two· hundred feet in height. Geological formation has something to
do with the growth and variety of timber, the granitic soils being apparently preferred by the pines, while the firs are the most abundant on
the limestones and old red sandstones. Upon nearing the limits of
vegetation upon the ma~y peaks wh9se summits are seldom destitute of
snow, the ·stunted pine appears to be the only tree which struggles there
to maintain its foothold.
West of the Bitter Root River, which washes the eastern base of the
formidable range of mountains called in one locality the Bitter Root and
in another the Oreur d'Alene Mountains, the character of the country
changes. The streams which meander in sinuous courses through the
canons, gorges, defiles, and ravines of this region, which has a width of
from seventy to one hundred aud forty miles, are confined to narrow beds
between mountain spurs, and the entire face of the country is covered
with a for~st which has forbidden, until lately, even the hardy and adventurous miner from exploring its fastnesses, and determining the
heads and courses of its draini11g streams. After leaving the western
base of this mountain-bed we enter the great plain of the Columbia,
where no trees are seen, except along the water-courses, as on the eastern
side of the mountains, over a vast plain which presents to the eye the
appearance of a rolling ocean tossed by contending billows. Crossing
this plain, up nearly to the summits of the Cascade Mountains, a distance of about one hundred and fifty miles, we agaiu enter into the
timber, which stretches thence in an almost unbroken forest to the Pacific,
where the trees of pines and firs assume gigantic proportions, and ha Ye
given to Washington Territory the reputation of affording the best spar
and ship timber in the United States, if not in the world. To the north,
when you enter into the region of the Upper Columbia and its tributaries, which rise in the damp lake country of the British possessions, as far
as my experience goes, the fiftieth parallel, the country yields ns fine a
growth of timber as in the mountain regions to the sou.t h of it, similar
in character, but wider in its extent. This country is devoid of any
extensive prairies, and is but sparsely inhabited, and has been imperfectly explored.
Having thus given the outlines of the distribution of the trees over
the tract set forth, I would suggest the theory which presents itself to
my observation, as accounting for the treeless valleys, prairies, and plains
which form so large a part of our great ·w9st. When I first entered tlrnt
country, nearly eleven years ago, I was Pmch struck by the absence of
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rains in summer on these plains. Showers would come up as they do
in the eastern part of the United States, but seemed to be drawn and
swept along the sides of the mountains, where tlley expended their
moisture, giving only to us in the prairies the comfort of their shadows.
I noticed this in a residence of some five years in the Walla-Walla Valley, on the southern boundary of the great plain of the Columbia, as
well as in the many valleys of Montana. Living, a,s I have for several
summers, under canvas, and my business calling my attention to the
cloud$ and the trees, my experience t4ere corroborates my observation
in Walla-Walla, as showing that tbe showers of surnm~r are of much
more frequent occurrence along the mountain-sides, and are always of
longer duration among the timbered peaks and foot-hills than in the
lower and treeless portions of the country. The trees grow always along
the streams, where there is a constant supply of water, although the soil
may not differ in any material respect from that in the immediate vicinity, which, being dry and unnourished by rains, afford no nutriment
to the seeds of the cottonwood, the pine, or the fir. Not only the abence of rains in summer, but the absence of snows in winter, are a preventive to the growth of forests. Thus, we see t,h ese valleys are sel<lom visited by snows of any depth, from twelve to twenty-four inches
bei1w the limits of deposit in ordinary winters, and frequently the fall
m·er their surfaces does not reach a depth of over five or si inches,
while in the elevated lands of the mountains in the timber, snows of from
thr e to seven feet are of almost universal occurrence every winter, and
in the northern latitudes referred to, while the altitude is not so great,
·till the now deposit is as great and as widely diffused.
A, another evidence of moisture being a controlling element in the
growth of trees, wherever a spring starts out of a mountain-side, otherwi.' tr •eless, a clump of timber marks the spot 1 and is an almost sure
, i<rn of it presence; and wherever a tree is planted and supplied with
it. r qui. ite amount of water, the growth is as thrifty, as hea.Jthy, and
a ' en<lul'ing as in its natirn forest.

INFLUENCE OF THE AURORA ON THE TELEGRAPH.
BY

w.

D. SARGENT.

HA.RRISBURG, PENNSYLVANIA,
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he liberty of la ing before you ome crude ob ervation f
ffi ct of the aurora on telegra1>h lines on the night of the
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color up to about 11 o'clock, when the whole northwestern part of the
heavens was a brilliant red, reaching to the zenith, the. color fading
gradually to the north to a strong white light, and then rising again in
the northeast, but not so brilliantly as in the northwest. At this time
(11 p. m.) I came to the office and had one of our lines disconnected from
the batteries and the ends grounded at Ha.rrisburg and Philadelphia.
'L'his arrangement gave a current a trifle ·stronger than the regular batteries aud in the same direction, galvanometer deflecting to the right.
At 11.45, after one or two breaks, the current changed, the galvanometer
needle deflecting to the left; at 11,55 back to the right; at 12.10 to the
left, where it remained until 1 o'clock, when I went home.
After the galvanometer needle deflected to the left, at 11.45, the current
became very unsteady and weak; was only sufficiently strong to move
the relay for a few m~nutes at a time. The galvanometer showed a,
current of varying strength all the time.
Sunday, September 25th, the aurora again appeared a,bout 8.30 p. m.,
but not near so brilliant as on the former evening.
I had a wire connected as before, Tiz, to the ground at Harrisburg and
Philadelphia. This produced no effect whatever on the relay. The galvanometer at 8.40 deflected to the left; 8.45, right; 9, left; 9.20, right;
9.21, left; here the current was very changeable, the needle fluttering
from side to side; at 9.22 again to the right, where it remained until
10 p. m., when I went home.
The galvanometer I have is Dr. Werner Siemen's universal galvanometer.
[The change in direction of the current may possibly have been
due to tlle greater action of a beam of ~he aurora on the easterly part
of the wire between Harrisburg and Philadelpllia., and afterward of
another beam on the westerly part of the wire. It is therefore important to note whether a change of a similar kind takes place in a wire
extending north anµ south.-J. H,l
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NEW CLASSIFICATION OF CLOUDS,
. BY PROFESSOR ANDRE POEY,

Late director of the obse,.vat01·y at Ha1,ana.
HISTORICAL SKETCH.

The meteorologists of antiquity felt the need of distinguishing the
different appearances of clouds, but were, at the onset, completely bewildered by the great variety of form which they assumed, apparently
without order. Aristotle* :first studied the phenomena of clouds in relation to their optical properties-their power of reflecting and refracting
light, and the production of rainbows, halos, and coronas. Theopbrastus,t his disciple, afterward vaguely observed the forms of clouds relative to the predictions of change of weather. He remarked, for example, that the appearance of straight horizontal layers of clouds on the
ummits of mountains is an indication of wind and rain; but these
attempt evidently must have failed, because the natural classification
of objects in the time of Theophrastus was unknown. It was not until
1 01 that the great naturalist Lamarck, t and in the year after the celebrated Engli h meteorologist Luke Howard,§ perceived the possibility of
r ferring the clouds to some fundamental types, following the example of
th natural cfassi:ficationfor living beings adopted by Linneus. Lamarck,
who pointed out the importance of the study of the forms of clouds, det rmined six principal types, which be denominated clouds en ba,layures,
* Am TOTLE.

t TnEOPIIRA Tus.-Liber de ventis, et opuscula de signis pluviarum et tempestatis,
auct. Tbcophra to, in lat. vcr . et illustr. apud Franciscum de Franciscis Bonaventura.,
V n tii , 1594, 4 parts, 1 vol., 4to; Eresii Theophrasti qua supersunt opera et excerpta
Librorum quatnor tomis comprehen a Jo. Gottlob Schneideri, Lipsire, 1818-'21, 5 vol.,
8v , vol. ii, pp. 466-476, 599-605; vol. iv, pp. 719-756; vol. v, pp. 163-173.
t LA:\IAn K.-Annuairo metcorologique, Paris, an x, No. 3, p. 149; an xi, No. 4, PP·
126-1 ; an xii To. 5, p. 159.
§ H W no.-Tilloch' Philosophical Magazine, 1803, vo1. xvi, pp. 97-107, 344-357; vol.
xvii, pp. 5-11, pl. vi, vii, viii, with some changes not affecting the nomenclature in
R ' 'y lopmdia, 1 19, vol. viii, art. cloud; in Nicholson's Philosophica1 Journal, 1 12,
v 1. xx;·, pp. "5-62, withont plates; in uppl ment to the Encyclopredi,bBritannica 1 2-1,
v 1. iii pp. 202-205, art. cloud, with plates, and the ac1dition of a set of new term for the
m <1ifi ati n , int nd c1 for the use of Engli h readers; The Climate of London, London,
1 3 , v 1. i pp. x.xxix-Lu..·ii · n tho fo lification of Clouds, and on the Principl of
th ir r cluction, Sn. p n ion, and D truction, h ing tho substance of an e ay read
b for th A k ian ci ty in the s ion from 1 02 to 1 03, i su d s po.rat ly, in 1' 3-2,
ndon, vo., without plat s; id, L ndon, 1 64, in 4to, with lithographs.
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(sweeping;) en barre, (bars;) pommeles, (curdled;) · groupes, (grouped;)
en voile, (veil;) and attroupes, (piled..) The year following, 1802, Luke
Howard. proposed a classification of clouds still more elaborate tlrnn that
of Larrmrck. It is a remarkable fact that these two savants, who labored
independently of each other on clouds observed in two different countries, should have arrived at almost the same fnndamental types, and
especially at the determination of the same clouds, though designated
by different denominations. Thus, iu the seven types which Howard
has established, we find the first five types of Lamarck, according to
the following table:
'l'ypes of L:tmarck.

En balayures, (sweepings). __ ...... ____ .. ______
En barre, (bar) _____________ . _. _. ___ ........ _.
Pommeles, (curdled) ... __ ............ __ .... _. . .
Gronpes, (grouped) ............................
En voile, (veil) ............ ··----· ______ ......

Types of Howard.

Cirrus.
Cirro-stratus.
Cirro-cumulus.
Cumulo-stratus.
Nimbus .

.As to the two other clouds of Howard, the stratus being but a mist,
and the cimmli1,s corresponding entirel;r to his own mtmulo-stra,tus, since
he made double use of these identical forms, we see how the :five true
types of Howard are fundamenta1ly the same as those of Lamarck. If
we consider that my new type of fracto-cunwlus is found in the classification of Lamarck under the name niiage attroupe, (piled cloud,) adding
besides my two other types of pallio-cirriis and of pa,ll-io-curnulus, the
last being a modification of Howard's nimbus, ,rn have the classification of clouds established by me in 1863, which I shall describe in the
following exposition. The types which seneu. as the base of Howard's
nomenclature were very happily chosen, since, as 1-Gimtz well observed,
they are connected with anterior atmospheric changes, and cousequently
furnish us with indications of approaching chan ge of weath er. Howard in his classification, which is a.lmost entirely based upon the for·m of
the clouds, distinguishes tllree simple modifications : The cirrus: parallel flexions, 'o r <liverging fibers, extensible by increase in any or in nll
directions; the cunw,l'lts: convex or conical heaps increasing upward
from a horizontal base; the stratus: a widely extended, continuous,
horizoutal slieet, increasing from below upward, from which the two
following iutermediate modific<1tions are derived: The cirro-cmnul'lls:
small, well -defined, roundish masses in close horizontal arrangement or
contact; the cirro-stratus : horizontal, or sUghtly inclined masses attenuated toward a part or the whole of their circumference, bent dmvnward or undulated, separate or in groups consisting of small clouds
having these characters ; and, finally, the two following compound
modifications : The curnulo-stra.tus : the cirro-stral'lls blended with the
cumulus, an<l either appearing intertwineu. with the heaps of tho latter,
or superadding ci wide-spread structure to its base j the cu1niilo-cirro-stmtiis
vel nimbiis : "The rain-clouu, a cloud or system of clouds from which
rain is fc:: Hing. It is a horizontal sheet, above which the c'irrus sprcac1s,
while th cumuliis enters it laterally and from beneath." I shall point
2 s
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ont below the frtult,y interpretation which has been given by all tlle
wl'itcrt-, to the description of Howard's two types of clouds, the stratu~
allll nimbw.,, then the defects of this nomenclature, which I reject, and
the new classification which I substitute, although since the time of
Howard no other classification having been hitherto proposed, the followiug are some partial attempts which have been made on the subject.
In 1815 Thomas J. :M:. Forster* reproduced, ·w ith some remark::;
Howard's description of clouds, adding an English nomenclature of
common names. In 1817 A. lVIiiller t proposed the removal of some obscurities in Howal'<l's descriptions, founded upon obser-vations which lie
had ca,rrie<l. on for twenty years at Vienna, in tlie north of Germany,
upon the. northern and southern slopes of the Alps, on the banks of the
Rlline, and in France. In 1832 the celebrated meteorologist. Kamtz+
determined a new form of clou<l.s under the name of strato-cu.rnu,lus, or
nigllt-clomls; tll~tt is to say, the reverse of Howard's cumulo-stratns.
But before his death, M. Kamtz himself acknowledged to me that Ile
no longer attached any importance to his stra.to-curnulus, and that I could
erase it from the nomenclature of couds. In 1857-'58 W. S. Jesons·
published t,wo notes upon the form of cirrus and other clouds. Ile
endeavored to account for their formation by laboratory experiments,
which he }rnd made with vapor of water. fo 1863 the lamented Admiral Fitz Roy, II having in charge the meteorological department of
the Board of Trade, (London,) proposed the adoption of an augmentatfr termination in OJ'I/US, and a diminutive iu itus, to the nomenclature
of Howard, in the following manner: From cirrus he forms cirronus
and cirtitiis; from cirro-stratus, cirrono-stratus and cirrito-stmtus, and
Ro on. Not only does this modification refer to the less or greater
qnautity of clouds without changing the primithre form, but it is
subject to great error in practice without being warranted in tbi.
uy either the observation 01· the plates of Fitz Roy. Finally, in 1 G3,
pl'Opo ·cd to the Academy of Sciences of Paris the determi11ation of
the new types, which I have named palliwn (pallio-cirrus aml palliocwnulus) and fracto-cimiitlus, the description of which will be found
farther on.~ W'l1011 one con i<lers the imperfection of Howard's old
·la,·)')ification, the difficulties of di stingnishing eacll stratum of cloud.,
• Fou 'TEn. - ntcrsuchnno-en tiucr die \Volkcu 11n<l anderc Er chciuungcu in dcr
.Atmo.·pbiil'c, Ans. d. J<runz, 2. Aufiao-e, L eipzig, 1 19; Researches abont Atmo phni
Plt:cuom na London. I 15, 2d clition, pp. 1-113; id. , Loudon, 1 23, 3cl clitiou, pp. 1-11:t
t lH'LLEH.- ' ilbert
nnal u clcr Phy ik, 1817, vol. lv, p. 102; Bihliothe11uo un i,·et,. •llt· ,le 'eni•vc, 1 17 vol. v, pp. 6-12.
, KX:1nz.-L,~hrbuch <l<•r 11 •t •orologi , Leipzi 1 31, vol. i, p. 377; Vorlc nno-cn iiu r
• fct, ,rnlogi,·, Halle•, 1 rn; icl., transla ted hy Cb. Martin!';, PariA, 1 4~, p. 11(). pl. iii.
,JJ,. O, · .-Philo~opLical Ma,,.azino 1 37 vol. xiv, pp. 22-:15; 1 3 , vol.xv, pp. 2-11--2;;3.
II I'n-z-1 <>Y.-Thc W'rathcr Book, London, 1 63, p. 391: pl. ix, .-.
~ l'<>LY.- ur cl 11.· nonv au.· t Tpcs <le uuages ob. •rve. a hi Ifavanc clcnommc. 1' lli11111 (pallio-c:inn. Pt pa.llio- ·umnlu.) et fracto-cnmnln s-Compt -ren<ln,' ck 1.\. ·au <:mi
l · ."<·icnc,· cl Paris, 1 6:3, vol. lvL, p. 361; Aunuair cl, la ociete 1ctc<?rol rriquc ,l ·
Frau <' 1 .6:J, vol. .·i p. 53.
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with their corresponuh1g elements, and especially the considerable
length of time that an observatory must spend in making a good observation, according to our present faulty method, we are less surprised
at the little progress that a study so interesting bas hitherto made. I
mnst add an importrmt fact, which lws passed completely unnoticed: that
the classification of Howard also is faulty in the definition of stratus
and 11/i?nbus. Kaimtz's treatise on meteorology gives tbe following definition of stmtus, which ha::, been since blindly adopted by all meteorologists : "It is a horizontal banc7, formed at sunset and disappearing
at sunrise." On the contrary, Howard's dt"i1nHion has always been tlrnt
the stra,tus '; is the lowest of clouds, since its inferior surface commonly
rests on the earth or water; this is properly the cloud of the night, the
time of its first appearance being a,bout sunset. It comprehends all
those creeping 11iists which, in calm evenin gs, ascend in spreading
sheets (like an inundation) from the bottom of valleys and the surface
of lakes, rivers, and other pieces of water to cover the surrounding
country." In continuation, Kamtz, describing the cirrono-stratus, remarks that '' these clouds f~rm horizonta,l strata, which, at tbe zenith,
seem composed of a great number of thin clouds, while at the hol'izon,
where we perceive the "~ertical projection, we see a long and very narrow
band." Thus for the strcitiis we have a horizontal band, and for the
cirro-stra,tus at the horizon another band, long and very narrow. .According to this sa-vant, between these two bands there is no distinctive mark
save the hour at which they appear. But as the bands cirro-strcitus are
frequent exactly at the rising or setting of the sun, it is very difficult to
distinguish these two orders of clouds. It must be added that the cirrus
and the cirro-cumuliis show a tendency to <lispose themselves in bands
parallel with each other, which at the horizon may be equally confounded
with those of stratits and cirro-stra.tits. As to the origin of the stnitus
can we, without confusion, giYe tbe name of cloud to a phenomenon
already designated as mist? The sole connection which exists between
a cloud and a mist is in the first precipitation of vapor of water in the
atmosphere, and its greater or less condensation. It is when the mist
is elevated to the region of inferior clouds that it is condensed under the
form of a cu1nuliis, and the visible vapor of water takes its first forms.
Hitherto the mist was but a shapeless mass of vapor molded, so to
speak, by the accidents of the earth an<l sheets of water, and following
the permanent or tram;ient outlines of these surfaces. It seems that
Howard's first error was calling a mist a cloud, and the graye responsibility rests upon his SUCCeSSOrS Of giving the mist· Of this writer as i:L
true cloud under tbe form of a horizontal band. This error has "been
extemleu to the different plates published in 1815 h;r Forster, iu w'Lich,
neYertheless, the stratus is not given as a, band, but ratller as a mist
rai eu at the horizon. But this representation is equally faulty, as it
give no idea of a mist co-vering the surface of tho earth. ..As 8arly as
1820, in Brande's* work, the stratus appeared as forming a horizontal
" BRANDES.-Untersuchungen zur Witternugtikuncte. Leipzig, 1820, p. 385.
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band, which was reproduced by Kamtz in 1840, and by Schii.bler* in
hi four splendiu .engraved plates in 1849. In fine, the plates which
were published by the Smithsonian Institution t at Washington, and
in 18.::i!J by tbe chart departmeut of the Freuch minister of ma.rine t
to serYe as instructions for seamen and observers, were reproductio11
of those of Kamtz. The French edition aloue contained two plates,
of ,,·hich the first embraced the simple forms of clouds, cirrus, stratus,
citnwlus, and nimbus, and the second the compound forms, cirro-cumuIus, cirro-stratus, and cuniulo-stratus, with four variable cirri. Howard'
Plate VI, on the contrary, published.. in 1803 for the first time, in Tilloch's
Philosophical Magazine, represents the stratus as a mist spreading aboYe
.a lake surrounded.. by hills. Thus far in relation to the erroneous interpretation given to Howard's stratus. vVe now proceed to note another
enor hitlrnrto propagated, relative to the nimbus. In the · first place,
Kiimtz's definition, which all the late meteorologists ha,ve adopted, i.
a· follows : When the curnulus is piled up and becomes more dense it
pa ·es to the state cunwlo-stratits, which often takes at the horizon a
black or bluish tint and passes to the sta.te of nimbus, or rain-cloud.
Thi· is di ·tinguished by its uniform gra.y tint and its broken edges, the
clouds which compose it being so much confounded.. that it is impossible
to di. tinguish them. Thus the single primordial and distinctive charact 1· which results from this definition is that of a rain-cloud, and tbel't'·
for we hall ca.11 every rain-cloud nimbus, as has been done to the present
tim . It secondary charactcl'istics are : 1st, a tint of uniform gray;
2d, it. e<lges broken; 3d, confusion of all the clouds of which it i ' composed. .All this gives no i<lea of the most essential element, namely,
the recil form, of the rain-cloud. 'Though the definition of JGimtz, and
other writer·, is not that of Ilowanl, this observer has not given one
mor intelligil>le an<l exact. We see that he unconsciously felt the
f rmation of rain-cloud, but was not very settled in his description. I
am : peaking of the double sitperposecl stratitm, the inferior formed of
cumu lus, which it designate., and the second. . uperior stratum of cirru.,
whos .·istence wa Ya 0 ·nely felt by Howard. The remainder of bi ·
l finition i cumulus cirro-stratus iel nim,bits def. mibes vel nubiwn confl ri ·o (supern6 cirra.ta) plnvian ~ffundens. A cloud or system of loml '
from whi ·b 1\. in i falling i · called a rain-cloud. It i a hol'izontal 11 t.
ahoY which the cirru .·pr ad·, wllile the cwnitlus ent r in laterally
an,l from b 11 ath. In th >r isolated pa sage. of hi long <le cripti n
f the nim u.· h icl ,a f tlli double .'tratum appears yet more plainly.
'loml.· in au ou f h pr · din()' modification., may increa
·ompl t lv
b. 'lll' th .-ky. n fore thi effi ct tak s plac th r
i. t.- flt a greater altit1ule a thi11 li "·ht y il, or at 1 a a hazy tnrbidu
T

, n1C·nLEH.- rn111l ·iitzl' 1l1·r ~let orologi1• Lripzi", 1 .HJ.
• 'L\. ' I~.'Tn "TJC>.· ,Ya. hirwton
.. Y.\-·1:c ·uorT.-1' r ·11c:h tra11. latiou of tho" Bxplanaiioll, antl ailing
Li ·ttt ·naut .1< ury,' P~ri ·. 1 :-,u •Ho.
, \Jil'H
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\t'hen this has considerably increased we see the lower clouds spread
themselves till they unite in all points and form one icniforni sheet. It
will rain duriug this state of the two strata of clouds, one passing beneath the other and each continually tendin;· to horizontal, uniform diffusion, (the superior stra.tuni is often seen in this case to partake of_cirrus,)
although they should be separated by an interval of many hundred feet
in elevation. The intermediate space on these occasions is not supposed
to be at any time free from a conducting medium of different watery
particles, enabling the opposite electricities to neutralize each otller.''
Hence we see that this description of Howard's nim,bus has no connection with that given by Kamtz and the late writers, of a cloud intermediate in form, which, according to the latt~r, is supposed to lrn;rn the
property of producing rain. It is not the property of any cloud to produce rain, but it is produced hy the reunion by the electric action and
reaction upon the aqueou,t, vapor of two superposed strata of clouds, the
superior being cirrus and the inferior cuniitliis. It is this latter cfrcurnstance that Howard has neglected to properly establish. All the
plates which have been published, not excepting that of Howard, give
no idea of this double stratum which constitutes the rain-cloud, that
is, the ni1nb1{,s of Howard, · or properly my pall-ium, (pallio-cirrus and
pall-io-curnulu,s.) I now proceed to point out the error equally inherent
in the three orders of clouds denominated cii1niilus, curnitlo-stratiis,
and strato-curnulus, ancl to show· that they can a.U be reduced to
the second type of ciinwlus. I remark, in the first place, a great
confusion, or it may be a great similitude, between the cinnitlus
and the cu1nulo-stra.t1,is j afterward I observe in the sky other cumuli,
whose characters partake of more than these two types; for example,
M . Kamtz's definitions, which are genera11y accepte<l. M. Kamtz says:
"The cumulus is often seen in the form of a hemisphere, reposing itpon ct
horizontal bcise. Sometimes these hemispheres are piled one upon the
other, forming those great clouds accumulated at the horizon, which
resemble at a distance mountains of snow."
Now for the cumulo-stratus: "When the cwniilus is piled up and
becomes more dense, it passes to the state of cmniilo-stratiis, which often
takes at the horizon a black or blui sh tint and passes to the state of
nimbiis or rain-cloud." Thus, it is sufficient that the eurnitlits be piled
up and become more dense in order to be changed into cu1nulo-stratus,
strikingly implying great developmeut in the horizontal base, which is
not mentioned, thongh it is one of the most essential characters of this
type of clouds. While, on the other hand, this horizontal base it,;
expressly pointed out in Kitmtz's definition of cumiilus. In a, wor<l,
these fundamental points are found equally in the formation of cmm.llus
an<l. cuniulo-stratiis : 1st, a horizontal base ; 2d, a superior hemispherical
dome; 3d, a formation by increase from below upward. Tbc points of
difference as to the cwnulo-stratus rest upon the irregularity of the
ba e of the convex summits, and the aggregation from below up ward;
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upon the greater density, dark coloring, and semblance of their isolated
masses to a mountaiu chain. These <.li:fferences are so accidental and
insignificant that Howard and Forster could not <listinguish them
in tlleir definitions, and ther are forced to aver t.liat these characters
,Yere found here and there at such points that they were easily confounded. We see there is no reason to maintain a radical separation
and a double denomination for two forms of clouds which are of the same
kind and whose slight modifications are not even continued. It is
therefore more exact to preserve the single denomination of cu1niilus for
this seeond type, which embraces at once the two characteristic forms
of cloud- on the one side the accumulation of hemispheres, and on the
otller tlrn horizontal base, which are always inseparable.
Let us now pass to Kamtz's description of strato-curnulus : "It is
composed of dense cloudy masses, round or extended, ba41y defined at
the edges, which appear in the afternoon, increasing toward evening,
until during the night the whole sky is completely covered., disappearing
the next morning some hours before sunrise and finalJy replaced by the
true cmnulwi. These stra,to-ciirnuli are composed of very dense versicular
rnpor, like tlle cumiili and cumiilo-strati. They differ by their dependence
on different hours of the day ; they have also some analogy with the
strati by reason of their extension, but are distinguished by greater
altittHlc; yet they approach the cumuli. In winter the strcito-cumiilus
often eovers the sky during entire weeks; but as tlie sun approaches
tlte zenith, his rays <lis olve these clouds, the vapors rise, and the
cumuli are formed." We find again in Kamtz's definition of stratoc1mi11lus tlle s~tJnc confusion as in Howa,rd's description of cum/Mlo-strcitus,
whieh I pointed out above. Tlle terms "cloud.y mm~ses rounded, ext 'tHl ed, or yet badly defi.uecl at the euges," embrace three expression
which are mutually exclusive, so tllat it is impossible to know the true
form of tlle cloud, for if the cloudy masses are rounded they are not
e.·t n<lrcl in E:fontz'~ sense, and still less are their edges ba.dly defined.
·· to the pliy::;ical con 'titution of the strata-cumulus, it is the same,
~wc·orcli11°· to Kiiimtz, a.· that of cioniilus and cmnulo-stratus, that i ' to
, ay composed of very den e versicular vapor.
In fin , "the strato-cumulu approaches the stratus by its exterior, but
1: :eparate<l from it by greater altitude." I have already aid that w·e
<:an ·ompare th stratus-mist with no other form of cloud. Hence nothi 11g r 'main: but th hour of the appearance and djsappearancc of tlle
.-trato-cumulus, (which scellis to b the fond.amental distinction Klimtz
wi:h<'tl to , abli 'h ) t : parnte them from the cwnulus and cumulo.·tratu,'> acl<l 0 d t th •ir ·outinuanc in wint r for whole week at a time.
n a, w ml the str to-cwnuli, with IGimtz, are tbe cloud of the uio-ht
nnd of wint ·r pred minatino- <lmfog the ab. cnce of the solar ray aud
li. · ln·<l nth a.pp •aran ·' of th ·nn. On tlJi,' latter cir ·nm. tanc .
Y1 r •ma ·k tha th' li: in ·ti n of C'1 ud. of the ni<>·ht mad b Kiirutz
owal'Cl app ar · t hay no foundation; I ha·r n neyer be n aqle
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to pnceive them. So true is this, that these two savants are nowise
agreed upon this point, which has given rise to the new variety of Ki.imtz.
With Kliimtz, the cloud of night is the strato-cmniil1,is, while with Howard it is the stratus. On the other hand, since the stratus is not a true
cloud according to Howard himself, but simply a mist or hoar-frost, the
distinction between the cloud of night and the cloud of day niust become wholly superfluous . . I will close this proof of the non-existence of
stra,to-ciwnitliis by reminding the reader that Kamtz himself told me
before his death, without discussion, that he no longer attached any importance to his cloud of night, and authorized me to erase it from the
nomenclature of Howard. In the exposition of my new classification of
clouds, published in 1855, in the Annual of the JJfeteorological Society of
JJ'rance, while pointing out the identitr of the cumulits and cit1nitlo-stratits,
I retained both these determinations, because the term cumulus did not
designate its peculiar cloud-type as well as cumulo-stratus. But, as c-wnnlo-stratus is derived from two species of clouds, it is preferable to keep
the generic name of cuniulus for tlie two identical clouds described lly
Howard, attributing to them the character given above.
DEFINITION OF CLOUDS.
Emry country, according to its geographical position, topography, &c.,
has its own type of clouds. Here the cirrus predominates; there the
cunntlus. All these different appearances of clouds are everywhere intimately connected with some particular couditiou of climate, which
pmrnrfnlly influences health, agriculture, navigation, and a thousand
other objects of importance to humanity. They show us at every instant the direction, the velocity, and the altitude of the superior currents which afterward determine the winds at the surface of the earth.
We may regard the clouds as a weathercock in t,he sky, constantly indicating changes so long as a single one, however small, exists, and therefore a profound study of them, in their diverse, scientific, and social applications, becomes of high importance. For this \\'e should consider
their nature, form, quantity, direction, velocity, and azimuthal rotation.
Despite the scientific interest and the practical valne ,vbich is attached
to this subject, the study of clouds is unhappily in its infancy. It is rarely
we find clouds included in the meteorological registers, and when they
are 'O the characteristics above mentioned are omitted. Some observers
simply write'' clouds;" others denote the form, or, it may be, the quantity,
the direction, or perhaps all these three elements, but neglect the velocity,
and especially the azimuthal rotation to which I was the first to call
attention and which is not yet understood.
We now proceed. to present, the basis of a new classification more in
harmony with the actual facts of the science, and which is the fruit of
t"enty years' assiduous study of clouds in the Antilles, Mexico, the
United States, and Europe.. From the beginning of my meteorological
inv stigations in the tropics, where the entire phenomena of the atmo-
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sphere assume a character of simplicity unknown in higher latitucles, I
haYe more and more felt the necessity of a reform of Howard's nomenclatnre. I was unable to understand his stratus, nimbus, cimiulostrntus, and strato-curnulus. It was not until I had an opportunity to
consult Howa,rd's original work that I perceived the errors into which
Klimtz and other meteorologists had fallen. I had then to introduce
into Howard's classification the modifications which the continued progress of meteorology requires, in order that the nomenclature may
be more in harmony with our advances in this line. I acknowledge
with pleasure "that Howard's classification, which has existed without a
rival for more than half a century, was originally based upon profound
study, directed by great acuteness of observation.; unhappily, however,
it is too plainly stamped by the locality where his studies were prosecuted. I refer to the gray and cloudy sky of Great Britain, whence
result his strata-mist, his imperfect distinction of the two great strata
cirrus a,nd cumitl1ts, or his nimbus, (the rain-cloud,) the difference which
he has estal>lished between curnu.Zus and cmnulo-stratus, besides many
other faulty details of description in relation to cirrus, cirro-stratus, and
cirro-cwnulus.
I ha11 now proceed to give the derivation of my three new clouds.
When certain clouds spread out uniformly over the whole face of the
h aven and ·assume a gray or ash color, under which state rain may
oceur for hours or whole days, what name do we gi rn them, They are
n t Ilowar<l's nimbus, as we conceive them, and as they are generally
<l cril>ed; they are neither stormy nor electrical ; they yield only a :fine
and continuous rain . Under this stratum we Ree constantly other clouds
of more or less ex.tent, but alwa.y s isolated, becorniug lost in it and
increa:i11g its thickness. But just before this stratum begins to break
np, and <luring this operation, we see these same formless fragments
tletach them eh es and fly to other regions. This inferior stratum i not
alon ; for "·hen it tli 'rnptiou is completed we see through it another
:tra um of cloud:, whiter and less dense, which breaks up in its turn,
ancl C'n<l: l>y di appearing in an opposite direction to that of the inferior
ave we a name for thi~· -variety of cloud so common in time
· tratnm .
f rain from the inter-tropical regions to high latitudes, ei:;pecially in
wint r luring the fall of 1::now, Doe Howard's term nimbus and hi
<.1 ,: Tiption of it an wer for it designation, Certainly not. We appl
th 11am nimbus to th ' ingle storm-cloud, as well a to this inferior
,·tratnm or to th united , trnta and thi , without le trical ma11ifc ta.
'
tH>n,'. T< thi. ·lotul I girn the name palliwn.
·w11en tlle , uperior
:trntum i: form cl of cfrnu; it ·on titute the pallio-cirrus and ·w hen the
iuf ·rior ., rat mn i · formed of ·wnulus it on stitute: the ;allio-cwnulu, .
Th' fra ,rm nt: f ·l n<l: whieh <liffi,r entirely from the cwnulu · 01· cwnulo8lt"atu s ar tll fracto - ·iwwlus.
wlu ha
n :aid the n c
i y f dis inO'niRlli11 · the. tw
· iff r n name' i · vident; but thi n ce · 'it.y r · ' nlt:, mor -
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o,er, from the fact that the stratum of cirrus is formed many hours, and
even days, before that of citrnitlits, especially in the equatorial regions,
and disappears after it. Without this distinction, we are obliged to call
the first stratum of the pallium cirrus, and the second citmitlus j but as,
under this state of strata, the form and physical properties of cirrus and
cumulus change completely, confusion and errors continually result.
Regarding Howard's classification as a whole, while retaining t,he two
t_ypes of cirrits and cu1nulus, together with his two deri\·ative clouds,
cirro-stratus and cirro-cumulits, I reject entirely his stratus, nimbus, and
citmulo-stratus, as well as the strato-cumulus of Kamtz, for the following
reasons: Thestratv.s,* because it is not (according to Howard) a cloud
properly so called, but·a mist, or hoarfrost, or the effect of optical illuRion, a cirrus, cirro-stratus, or cirro-cumulus, seen in perspectiYe near the
horizon; the nim,bits, for the reason that the name i8 an inexact denomirrntion applied to an idea as vague as it is incorrect from the moment
that curnulits is not truly rainy, as far as it is found dis1Jlayed, forming
a stratum as dense in appearance and below a second superior stratum
of cirrns, equally rainy; the citrnulo-stmtits, because it differs in uothing
from cumulus, according to Howard's own definition, these two forms
possessing in common the three fundamental characteristics of his cloudtypes and their derivatives, namely, horizontal bases, superior hemispherical basins, and the ascending aggregation of their aqueous n.articles ; and, lastly, strato-cumulus, (Kamtz's cloud of night,) because this
modification answers no better to clouds of night than Howard's stratus,
and because its other characteristics correspond to cumulo-stratits.
On the other ha!1d, as I have said before, I substitute for nim,bits the
pallimn, which I subdivide into pallio-cirrus and pallio-cumulus, according as its stratum is composed of cirrus or cumulus. 'l'his term bas the
triple advantage of embracing the character, the form, and the effect, as
the cirrits or cumulus forms the rainy stratum. I introduce, in fine, the
<l.efinition of a second intermediate form, which can be rigorously distinguished from the preceding by the double relation of cause and effect.
This is the fracto-cmnulits, fragments of cloud floating about without
determiued form. Before their transformation into cumul1ts, they are
precipitated or detached from the inferior surface of pallio-c·um,ulits, and
are spread out in horizontal bands a,t the top of the cumulits on the approach of gusts of wind. These fracto-c·umitli differ from the cwnitlus
in that they have neither the horizontal base nor the superior hemispherical form, while they are not much extended; but when they are
a little more increased we see at once forming at the center of the fragment a space more den~e and blackish than the rest, which gradually
settles until it constitutes the horizontal base of the cumitlus, (vel cir,~
.,. In Howard's Plate VI, published in Tilloch's Philosophical Magazine, in 1803, be represents th is cloud as a mist spreading above a fake surrounded. by hills. All succeeding
meteorologists have inisnnderstood this plate, and. given the stratus as a baud. spread
out at the horizon.
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rnulo-stratus,) the upper part becoming rounded by degrees. Thus the
jracto-cwnulus is the infancy of the ~uniulns, other1--vise called cumulostratiis, the terms beiug synonymous.
Tllis new classification is wllolly based upon the nciture, the form, the
quantity, the direction, the velocity, and azimuthal rotation of the cloud,
of each stratum, fully characterized by the origin, intimate constitution,
aud meteoric products of the vesicular vapors and congealed particles
which constitute them; for, in tlle intimate nature of clouds, there i
one fundamental condition to be established, <l.epending upon the pbysic::tl force which first acts upon their constitntion: it is the element of
heat. Clou<ls are therefore distinguished into snow-cloiids and ice-clouds,
of which the constitueut particles are more or less congealed; then iuto
clouds of aqueous vapor, of which the vesicles, empty or full, float in a
medium above the freezing-point.
Under this fun<l.amental aspect, there are but two types of clouds,
properly so called, the cirrus and the cumiilus. To the cirrus are attached
three tru nsi tional forms, the cirro-stratus, cirro-cumulus, and pa llio-cirrus;
and to the cwniilits, two other transitional forms, the pallio-cumulus aml
the f racto-cumuliis.
The following is a table of my new classification of clouds compared
with that of Iloward :
NO:MENCLATURE OF HOWARD.

First type .......... Cirrns.
DcrivatiYcs ____ 5 CitTo-stratus.
{ Cirro-cumulus.
Seconcl type ........ Cumulus.
D •rivtLtives ...... Cnmulo-. tratus.
Third type ......... Stl'atns.
Derived from the three types .. Nimbus.
NEW

·o?lmNCLA.TUUE OF POEY.

Fir t type... ... . . . . CirnuJ. ............

. .

r

1

Cirro-strntns . . . . . . ,
.
Den rn.t 1ves _... ~ irr?-c~~~rnlns _. ___ ~ Ice clouds, snow clouds.
lPalho-c urns .......
• <' on<l t,vpe.. . . . . . . C111n11 lns. . . . . . . . . . . ~
crivative. _... _) Pnllio- ·urnulns . . .. Clouds of aqueous vapor.
' l .Fracto- ·nmulus ....

J

:Xo.I.

ILLUSTRATION OP CLOUDS.

'll0U'8 (lltHVAHD) CUHL-CLOUDS.-More thnn six untl 0110-fourth miles in altitude.

No. II.

Figs. 1 aud 2, cat's tails; figs. 3 autl 4, twisted tufts; fig. 5, plunrn~e; fig.
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of the cirru,s down to those nearest the earth where the fracto-cum,ulus
is produced, as the vapor of water passes from the state of frozen particles to th~t of aqueous globules, or vice versa,. However, th e palliocwnitlits, which serves as a transition from the two types and their derirnti ves, is found a little more elevated than the cumulits.
I have thought it proper to modify Forster's nomenclature by substituting names more in harmony with the form and nature of clouds. I
give, in cont inuation, the old and the new classification:
Forster's nomenclature.

Poey's nomenclature.

Cirrus . . .. . .. _. _ . .. __. _ . _. . Curl-clouu __. . .. .. . . . Cur l-cloud.
Cirro-stratus . ____ .. _.... _. . Wane-cloud. ____ . .. .. . Thread-cl oud.
Cirro-cumulns. _____ . : . . . ___ Sonder-cloud .. . _. ..... Curdled-cloud.
Pallio-cirrns . . . . _.. . . . . .. ..•. ____ . .... . _. .... . _. . Sheet-cloud.
Cumulus . . __. .. __ . .. __. . . . Stacken-cloud _... .. •. . Mownt-cloud.
Pallio-cum ulus .. . __ . ___ .. . _. . ... __ . . .. ___... . . _. . Rain -cloud.
}'racto-cumulus . ___ . .. .. . .. _. _. . _... .. _. . . . . . . . . . Wind-cloud.

With the exception of cirrus, whose name curl-cloud approaches nearest the form of that cloud, all the determinations have been changed.
The pcillio-cumi1,lus replaces the nimbus, also named rain-cloud.
I . -CIRRUS, (HOWARD .)

Oitrl-cloud- cirrus, so named by Howard, (the "cat~s-ta.il" of sailors,
illustration No. I , figs. 1, 2,) is composed of filaments which resemble a

twisted tuft of cprled hair, (illustration No. I, figs. 3, 4,) plumage, (fig.
5,) the flo,ving tail of a horse, (illustration No. IL fig. 6,) or a fine pencil,
(illustration No. III, fig. 7 ;) at other times are disposed in long, straight
bands, parallel to each other, or divergent, palmated, or like a herringbone or vertebral column, (illustration No. IV~ fig. 8,J their greater axis .
oriented according to the sailing- of the cloud and the direction of the wind
at that altitude, which soon makes itself felt at the surface of the earth.
When it forms two or more systems of straight, parallel bands, by an
effect of perspective they appea1~to diverge from their point of departure at the horizon , and to converge toward the point of the horizon opposite, as do the rays of the rising and setting sun .
The cirrus is always white- sometimes brilliant, sometimes pearlydull. The earliest and latest reflections of the solar rays upon these
clouds color them with a delicate rosy tint, more or less intense, according to their density. Their movement is exceedingly slow, and their
altitude is not less than 10,000 yards, (more than six and a quarter
miles.) These clouds are the highest, apparently, slowest, most rarified,
most variable in their forms, and. the most extended. The appearance
or disappearance of cirrus proclaims the end or the commencement of
good weather. The barometer sinks and. then rises, all the accompanying meteorological phenomena undergoing a similar change. We quote
from Howard. :
They are first indicated by a few threads penciled, as it were, on the sky. These increase in l ength, and new ones arc iu the rnc~n time added to them. Often the firstformed threads serve as stems to support numerous branches, which in their. turn give
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rise to others. The increase is sometimes perfectly indeterminate; at others, it has a.
very decided direction. Thus the first few threads being once formed, the remainder
will be propagated in one or more directions later:1lly, or obliquely upwanl or down·ward, the direction being often the same in a great number of clouds visible at thf:'
same time; for the oblique, descending tufts appear to converge toward a point in the
horizon, and the long, straight streaks to meet in opposite points therein; which is
tho optical effect of parallel extension. The upward direction of the fibers or tufts of
this cloud is found to be a decided indication of rain; the downward as decidedly indicates fair weather. Their dnration is uncertain, varying from a few minutes after the
first appearance to an extent of many hours, and even days. It is long when they
appear alone aud at great heights, and shorter when they are formed lower and in the
vicinity of other clouds. Thi1:1 modification, although in appearance almost motionless,
is intimately connected with the variable motions of the atmosphere. Considering
that clouds of this kind lrnve long bMn deemed a prognostic of wind, it is extraordinary that the nature of this connection should not have been more studied, as the
knowledge of it might have been productive of useful results. In fair weather, with
light, variable breezes, the sky is seldom quite clear of small groups of the oblique
cirrus, which frequently come on from the leeward, and the direction of their increase
is to windward. Continued wet weather is attended with horizontal sheets of this
cloud, which subside quickly and pass into the cirro-stratus. Before storms they appear lower and denser, and usually in the quarter opposite to that from which the
storm a,rises. Steady, high winds are also precedecl and attended by streaks running
across the sky in the direction they blow in.
II.-CIRRO-STR.A.'l'US,

(How.A.RD.)

Thread-cloud, (illustrations Nos. V and VI.)-Howard's cirro-stratits is
distinguished from the pure cirrus by its :filaments being smaller, more
compact, more ramified, and, so to sa,v, completely stratified. They are
lower an<l more dense, for the sun's rays often pierce them with difficulty.
Their whitish tint is clrarer, and it becomes rose-color in similar circum, tances. Their motion is a little more rapi<l. When at the horizon 1 we only
seeing the vertical projection, tllcy ta.ke the appearance of a long and very
narrow band. Accordiug to Howard, '' this cloud appean:; to result from
the snb idence of the fibers of the cirrus to a horizontal position, at the
same time tlrn,t they approach each other laterally. The form au<l relative po 'ition, when eeu iu the distance, frequently give the idea of
hoal of fish. Yet in this, as iu other instances, the str-ucture mu, t be
att '11<l )d to ratller than the form,, which -varies much, pre. en ting at
tim : the apr earauce of parallel barn, or interwoven streak Jjke the
rain f poli shed wood. It is thick in the middle, and atteuuated
to"·arcl the cd 0 ·c. 'Ibe distinct appearance of a cirrus, howe·rnr doe
not l wa · · pre cde th production of this aud the last modification.
'Ihe ·irro-stratus pr . · cl wincl and rain, the near or di tant approacll
f whi ·h ma · m ,tiJuc · be e ·tima.ted from it. greater or le~ abun auc' ancl p .rman 11 • • It i. almo.-t ahrny to be een in th interYal; of ,'torm.-. 'om time thi · and tlle ci1-ro-cwnulus appear to 0 ·t•th r
in th :l· · ud Y u' alternate with ach ther in the ame clom1 wb n
h · <liff ·r< n \. ln i 11.· wl1i ·h n. u are a uriou 'pectacle; ancl aju 1rrn ma · b form cl f' th w ah 1· lik 1 to n u by obserd11°· wbi ·h
l!fi ·ati u fin, lly pr 'mil.·.
the modification wllich
1
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most frequently exhibits the phenomena of the solar and lunar halo, and
(as inferred from a few observations) also the parhelion and parase1ene.
Hence the reason of the prognostic of foul weather, commonly drawn
from the appearance of halo. Tlrn frequent appearance of halo in this
cloud may be attributed to its possessing great extent at such times
witli little perpenclicnla.r deptll, and the requisite continuity of snbstauce.
This modification is, on this account, peculiarly worthy of 1..nvestigation."
III.-CIRRO-CUl\IUL us,

(HowARD.)

Ou.rclledcloud, (illustrations Nos. VII and VIII.)-It is suffL~ient t.hat the
cirro-stratus sinks a little, or that the temperature of the region it occupies be slightly elevated, in order to give birth to Howard's cirro-cumulus. Iu the first place, the axes of the strice grow round; then, by degrees, tlie entire stratification becoiues so, until it resembles carded cotton, which we call frizzled elouds or curdled sky; in French, when it is
completely covered, rnwutonnes or pommele; in Spanish, cielo enipeclrad.o.
On the contrary, if the c-irro-cumulus is elevated a little, or the temperature is lowered, it returns to the type of cirro-stratu,s.
The cirro-cumuliis is more dense and lower than the cirro-strat'll,s, from
whicli it is derived, though generally the edges of the small accumulations or of the entire mass of cloud are transformed into cirro-stratiis,
wherever, from a greater elevation or a lower temperature, the congelation is more vigorous. Its motion is also more rapid, its color slightly
grayish, and it may be tinged rose-color or rather reddish.
The cirro-stratiis, and especially the cirro-cii1nul1,.s, is remarkable from
a chairacteristic of the highest importance, which has escaped the Raga city
of Howard and his successors, viz, the distribution of congealed aqueous
vapor. It exists in tlrn mostfautastical combinations, reproducing all the
formations of our continents and seas. Here, a, deep bay with promontories, capes, peninsulas, isthmuses, &c.; there, a river, brooks, lakes,
&c.; fartlrnr on vast continents and open seas. The outlines and the
eutire mass of each of these are besprinkled with cirro-cumuliu1, sometimes edged with cirro-stratits, whose Yolumes of little balls diminish and
vanish from center to circumference, while in the empty spaces is
the pmest azure of the heavens. (Plate.) Should it be a Jake, the
water will. be represented by the blue sky, and terra firma, by the cirrocutwul11-s which surrounds it. By carefu11y studying all these transformations, we can observe in them a striking analogy to the phenomena
of the precipitation and congelation of dew. There must be at this
altitude, iu the same stratum, one above the other, portfons of the atmosphere having different degrees of density and of temperature, in, order
that the congelation of aqueous vapor sltouki take place in so variable
a manner.
The influence of cirro-cwnulus upon the temperature at the surface of
the earth if:; so marked that the human hodv feels it at once. A ciirdled
sky at the new moon, on a calm night in the tropics, is a sky compara-
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tivcly gfacial, an effect probably due to the nearness and the q_aantity
of snow wllich compose this type of cloud.

The cirrus being much more elevated and the cirro-stratus much less
abundant, although both formed of glacial aiglets, have not tlle same
influence on terrestrial temperature. According to How~>rd, the cirrocwniclus is formed from a cirrus, or a number of small separate cirrus
by the :fibers collapsing, as it were, and passing into small, roundish
masses, hi which the t exture of the cirrus is no longer discernible,
although they still retain somewhat of their relative arrangement. This
change takes place either throughout tlrn wllole mass at once, or progres~ively from one extremity to the other. In either case the same
effect is produced on a number of adjacent cirri at the same time anu
in the same order. It appears in some instances to be accelerated by
the approach of other clouds. This modification forms a very beautiful
sky, sometimes exhibiting numerous distinct beds of these small connected clouds, floating at different altitudes. The cirro-cmwulus is
frequently seen in sumnwr, and is attendant on warm and dry weather.
It is also occasionally and more sparingly seen in the intervals of showers
and in winter. It may either evaporate or pass to the cirrus or cirro-

stratus.
IV.-PALLIUM, (POEY,) (vel nimbus, HOWARD.) .

Under the generic name of pcilliwn I have classed two forms of cloud,
which present the appearance of a mantle or veil of considerable extent,
of very compact texture, well defined at the edges, of excessively slo"'
motion, and embraciug the visible vault of the sky. As the pallium is
formed of cirrus or of cicrnulus, it is distinguished into pall-io-cirrus aud
1utllio-cwnulus. The appearance of tllis cloud signalizes bad weather,
an<l its disappearance, good weather.
Tlle stratum of pa,llio-cirrus is :first produced, and some hours or day
afterward that of pallio-cumitlus is fOl'rned under it. These two strata
l'"Imliu iu view at a certain distance from each other, and in tlleir reciprocal action an<l. reaction are accompanied with storms and heavy rain ,
au<l with con iderable electric discharges. They are both electrilied,
l>nt with contrary igu ; tlle superior stratum of cirrus is negati,Te, and
the inferior one of cumulus is positive the same as the rain whieh i
.
'
' l k •110·ag- '<.l, while the electricity of the air at the surface of the earth
.1. · n o-ativ . But when tlrnse two strata attra,ct
'
each other a dischar 0 ·e
L· pro<ln · •d and be inferior tratum continues to pour out the . urpln:
wat r iL ·on~aiu cl, without giving any sigu of electricity, more than th
air in contact, with t.he eart.ll . This 'tate continue until the inferior
· t ratnm op 11. afterward the ·nperior, and then disappear, one after
th oth r, rnc w thcr ' tl ·ce ding. The pallium chi fly pre<Iominat <lnrin:,- th• rain '. a u iu tropical re<riou.·, ancl in the hio·h r latitud
clnring wiu r a th tim _of falL' of ·no, . A part of tlle pallio-cumulu ·
·hi ·h h: .' n b u r •<.lu ·p 1 or ha.' not b u ·catt ,reel to oth r r rrion~.
<ratli r. , t he 11 riz 11, and i, tmn form d into th cunuclu . A t tllc
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pallio-cirrus, it disappears entirely if fine weather is maintained. Let us
now see what are the iuher~nt characters of tb.e two pallio.

V.-P ALLIO-CIRRUS,

(POEY.)

Sheet-cloud,(illustrationNo. IX. )-Thepallfo-cirrusisformcd by the accumulation of a cirro-cumulus, which is vi::-;ilJly sinking, or appears already
formed toward a point of the horizon in tlle stratum, corresponding to this
latter type. In the first case it is a little lower, more dense, less compact.,
more rapid in its movement, grayish, and often shows some traces of polarization. In the second case it is a little higher, less dense, more compact,
less rapid, pearly whitish, impenetrable to the solar rays, and without a
trace of polarization. In the two cases it appears generally in the southwesterly horizon, showing the presence of the superior equatorial current, and determining the fall of rain while it remains above and oppo~
site the pa.llio-cumiilits. When a breach is made in this inferior stratum
it is speedily produced in that of the pallio-cirrus j sometimes it has
already been formed in the latter. .After the rupture of this stratum,
the pallio-cirrus is trausformed into .cirro-cunrnlus, studded with cirro.strafas. On the approach of pa.llio-cirrits we observe the following meteorological manifestations: the barometer falls, the th ermometer rises,
tho relative humidity increases, the tension of Yapor diminishes, and
a little after t.he wind at the earth is felt from that direction.
VI.-CUMULUS,

(vel CUi\1ULO -STRATUS,) (HOWARD.)

Mount-cloiid, (illustrations Nos. X andXI.)-Howard's cumitl·us,( orcum,.1,ilo-:5trcitus,) summer and aqueom, vesicle clouds, (the" cotton-balls" of sailors,) always appear in the form of ahernisvhereor arcsofacircle, a,ndrepose
upon a horizontal base. When these hemispheres are piled upon one another, there are formed great clouds accumulated at the horizon, similar to
mounta,ins in the dista.r1ce covered with snow. Their contours take ma.uy
form~, human, animal, and of every kind, more or less bizarre and fantastic, which inspired the poet Ossian with his finest images, and have
given rise in mountainous countries to many popular traditions.
When the curnitliis moves along the horizon, it is, excepting frcwtocwnitlus, the most rapid of all clouds. But when it is piled up along
the horizon, in summer toward the south, iu wi11ter toward the north,
it is excessively slow, and remains a whole da,y scarct;l.Y moving. It
then extends perpendicularly or oblique1y toward the zenith. Its
ronndish summit is of a glittering whiteness, and when elevated high
enough, it is dyed rose color morning aud ernning like the cirrus. The
center of the cloud is grayish, the base slate color or black. The base
of the curnul1is a] ways rests upon the horizon, and is little elevated during a storm. It follows the directiou of smface winds. Upon the plateau of the valley of Mexico, the cumulus completely disappears during
the winter half of the year, a.nd appears anew during the other six
mouth . In um mer it appears a bout eight or nine o'clock in the morn-
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ing. It attains its highest elevation from two to three o'clock in the afternoon, dnl'ing Ute greatest heat, after which it fades away gra.d.ually,
au<l. a little after sm1-<1owu disappears entirely behind. tlle hills. Thus
cwnulus in l\Iexico is only visible in summer and during the <lay. Howard. says:
Clouds in this modification are commonlv of the most dense structure; they are
formed in tlie lower atmosphere and move a loug with the current which is next the
earth. A small, irregular spot first appears, and is, as it were, the nucleus on which
they increase. The lower surface continues irregularly plane, while the upper rises
iuto conical or hemispherical heaps, which may afterward continue long nearly of the
same bulk or rapidly grow to the size of mountains.
In the former case they are usually numerous and near together, in the latter few
all(l distant; uut whether there are few or many, their bases lie always nearly in one
horizontal plane; and their increase upward is somewhat proportionate to the extent
of uase, and nearly alike in many that appear at once.
Their appearance, increase, and disappearance in fair weather are often periodical
and keep pace with the temperature of the <lay. Thus they will begin to form some
hours after sunrise, arrive at their maximum in the hottest part of the afternoon, then
go on diminishing, and totally tlisporse about sunset.
But iu changeable weather they partake uf the vicissitudes of the atmosphere; sometime evaporating a.lmost as soon as formed; at others suddenly formiug antl as quickly
passing to the compound modifications. ·
'£he cu,nulus of fair weath.er has a moderate elevation _and extent, and a well-defined,
roumled surfac . Previous to rain it increases more rapidly, appears lower iu the
atmei. phcr , and with its urfacc full of loo8e tl eeces or protuberances.
Tho formation of large cnrnulus to leeward in a strong wintl indicates the approach
of a calm "·ith rain. ·w hen they do uot di8a,p pear or subside al>out sunset, but continue to ri~e, tbirnder is to be expected in the night.
Independently of tho berrnty and magnilic.:m ce it ad!ls to the face of nature, the c1imnlus
servc8 to strecn tlie earth from the direct rays of the sun; by its multipliecl r eflections
to diffu;;e, all(l, as it were, economize the light, and also to convey tho product of evaporation to a distance from the place of its origin. The relations of the cwnnlus with
tli · state of t he lmromcter, &c., have uot yet Leen enough attended. to.
0

VII.-PALLro-cmrnLus, (Po:ilY.)

Rain-cloud (ill ustra.tio u No. XII. )-T]w.pallio-cum/ulits is produced by the
a· ·umulatiou of fracto-cirnutlus, wllich is gradually extcIH.l ed nuder the
form of a uniform and compact tratum. Tlli ·, stratum i · coustantly ~u taiuc<l. 1> · th ' entrance of new fra cto-cwnuli, wllieh increase its thicknes
until rain h 0 'ins; then tllefracto-cunwluscea 'es to penetrate it, antlpa --e
along th tratum of palliu-cumltlus, but before the eucl of the raiu it i di uowr ><l auc\\· from the .·trntum, wllich grow tu.in, i broken up an<l di app 'ar.·. ' It pallio-cwnnlus i.' low 'r, more den e, le · compad, more
rapi<l tban th· JJallio-cirru ·, and i, :late-colored or gl'ayi:h. The thi ·k cir
alHl mor : c·ompa ·t thi · :trntum is, tb lono·er ,vill the raiu continu ·
hut a· .'0011 a.- a hn a ·h i. mad i diseugao·c., frao·m nts of czwwlu.·,
(/m ·to-cwHulu.· ) whi ·h rapidly cli.' app<~m·, whil, th r maiuder ar pil 1
up at th· horizon in tht• form of c1wwlu. . Ih pallio-cwnulus appear.'
aln o:t alway., from he· n rth ,c.vt . howing th i11fcrior p Jar •m'r ut,
which ,·om l'C'a ·h ,., Ji .'Ul'fo • of tli • ( al'tl1. Th~ 111 .t, ro1o 0 ·i ·al ma11if ·. tn iou.- 1 ·t ·1·min ' b · h ·m ar , in y r ·, t tho.
f JJetllin- irru ; tu
1
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barometer rises, the thermometer falls, the relative humidity diminishes, and the tension of aqueous vapor increases.
VIII.-FR.A.CT0-CUMUL us, (POEY.)
Wind-cloud, (illustrationsN os. XIII andXIV.)-Theclouds which I have
denominatedfracto-cumulus are isolated fragments of cumulus, more or less
considerable, without determinate form, jagged at the edges, the lowest and
lllost rapid of all, and whitish, grayish, or slate-colored, according to their
density. As soon as an invisible storm bas broken out in the distance,.we
see them movingwith great rapidity, almost grazing the highest buildings
and tallest trees; their borders are ·greatly torn and white, contrasting
strongly with the grayish stratum of superior pallio-cumulus.. Th.ey. are
visible day and night, and often traverse the :firmament from. northeast
to southwest without interruption for many days, while the sky above
and in the intermediate space is perfectly clear. In winter we see them
alone under a blue sky, sending in their passage to the zenith interrupted showers of rain, accompanied by strong gusts of wind, which
occasion a very slight elevation and oscillation in the barometric column.
In the Antilles these clouds produce the disagreeable winter rains, and
in Europe the March storms. They generally follow the direction of
the wind prevailing at the surface of the earth.. When this wind is
contrary to the direction of fracto-cumulus, it soon takes the same course.
A little before a storm or tempest arises, there appear a series of very
·s mall fracto-cumuli, which move rapidly, almost to two-tbirqs of their
l::teight, along a considerable mass of cumulus,. which is stationed very
often, as if immobile, near the southern horizon. Soon these fractocumuli become more abundant, less rapid,. and form a horizontal band,
which cuts the cumuli near their summit.. This appearance is a warning
sign for sailors, as it announces a squall. In fact, the fracto-citmuli
become more and more developed~ an exchange of opposite electricities
takes place between them, and the storm quickly arises. It is, therefore, the same little cloud, of which I haye spoken above, that, returning
/ then from the combat, comes now to offer new battle. The aggregation
of fracto-cumulus forms the pallio-cumulus, and increases and constantly
maintains this stratum.

NATURE OF THE CLOUDS DEDUCED FROM THE FORMATION OF HALOS, CORONAS, AND RAINBOWS.

We can further distinguish the nature of clouds by the optical phenomena to which they give rise, according as their intimate constitution
is more or less connected with a certain degree of aqueous vapor, in the
state of snowy or glacial conge1ations of the strata corresponding to the
fo rmation of each type. The following are some facts which I have oberved at Havana, which it is important to verify in other regions:
Generally speaking, cirrus, more especially pallio-cirrus, gives rfa;e to
a l arge
and lunar halo of 22° radius. When it is produced by the
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sun, it sometimes presents the seven colors of the spectrum, although
nsnally there is only a single internal tint of orange, terminating at
times in a little red. On the contrary, the great halo produced by the
moon 1s almost alway~ white, and seldom exhibits the tint of orange
without the red.
The cirro-cumuli produce the lunar halo of ahout 2° to 4° radius,
which may be triple or formed of sixteen prismatic rings with an internal tint of red. This halo is still more brilliant when it takes place,
rarely enough, with cirro-stratus.
The fracto-cumuli are the only clouds which do not produce halos,
but they do produce complete coronas or segments of arcs, according
to the extent of the fragments which traverse the lunar disk. These
coronas are also prismatic, having a blue internal tint.
The pallio-cumulus and the cumulus form neither halos nor coronas,
but solar and lunar rainbows. In :fine, aqueous vapor extremely dissoked, elastic, uniformly distributed in the higher regions of the atmosphere, without much altering the transparency of the air, gives rise to
the formation of a little halo. Their unique coloration, in brown or russet, light or dark, as well as their size, is intimately connected either
with the density of aqueous or elastic vapors or their altitude; their
dimeu ions may vary from the borders themselves of the lunar disk up
t0 2° radius. We find them in every lunation.
QUANTITY OF CLOUDS.
We measure by the eye the blue vault of the sky, or the quantity of
·d ii le clouds, which can then be determined according to a conventional scale in decimal fractions from zero (0) to unity, (1.) But it i

preferable to take directly the quantity of clouds, and to repeat this
·alculation for each quadrant, upon each stratum and upon each type,
il-1 t ad of restricting ourselves to the ensemble of the sky, paying no
atten ion to their nature, as has been hitherto everywhere done.
II ere i the mode of proceeding : We explore the first quadrant,
au<l if we find three different types of clouds-for example, the cirrus
l Yat d, cumulus at the horizon, andfracto-cumulus low and isolatedw judge one after the other, according to their extent in height and
r adth, th space which they occupy relatively to the 90° compri ed
fr m north to east, and from the horizon to the zenith of this quadrant.
,y then writ for example in the corre ponding columns 0.4 cirrus 0.3
cumulus, and 0.2 fracto-cumulus. If the quadrant examined i completely
r d by a ingle •loud, wo mark unity, (1,) and its corre ponding
· If1 nth contrary, there i no cloud, we place 0. We r p at in
turu the ame op rati n in the three other quadrants, from soutbea t
northwest.
fr m u hw t, and fr
t time the q an it f loud a ociated with other of a diffi r nt
natur i
. mall
n i ti O" m r ly f fr, gm nt , that it would b xtre ely <lifil ul t mak a ju ·t c lculation, and then w mark i olat l
T
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c7oitd of the corresponding type. During a continuous rain, when the
sky is completely covered with a pallio-cU?nulus, we are sure to :find above
it a second stratum of pallio-cirrus, which occasions this rain. So after
this examination we write in each quadrant unity for these two types.
But as ~oon as a breach is made in the stratum of pallio-cumulus, then
care must be taken not to confound the quantity of cloud corresponding
to each of these two strata, which are perceived one after the other.
With a little attention we come perfectly to know each order of cloud
anu the space it occupies.

DIRECTION OF THE CLOUDS.
We should note in another column the direction of each type of cloud
corresponding to the first sixteen cardinal points of the compass. For
this purpose, we must observe the space whence the cloud sets out, and
that of the opposite horizon, where it isi lost. When the cloud traverses the zenithal region, the observation -can be easily made. There is
only a single position which can give rise to error by an effect of perspective, which takes place morning and evening, when the cumuli are
not removed from the limits of the horizon, where they have a very slow
march and disappear at the opposite side in the same parallel plane.
We think then that a cloud freely sets from east to west, or vice versa,
either by the north or by the south, when it has rather an inclination
from northeast, from northwest, from southeast, from southwest, or any
other. If it is at sunrise or sunset, if the wind is from east to west,
or if the vane rema;ins stationary in one of these directions, we may be
certain that the o.umulus pursues this horizontal course perpendicularly
·
to the meridian.
Often it is very difficult to grasp the direction of cirrus, because of its
extreme slowness, and the ~onsiderable quantity and great extent of its
filaments, which are oriented on every side. The attention must be principally fixed upon the side of the displacement of the ridge or central
trunk whence this multitude of bands and lateral :filaments is detached.
The march of cirrus is then almost alwa.ys in a longitudinal plane or
parallel to the longer axis. By a law of perspective, the parallel bands
appear to diverge from a point of the horizon, and on the other hand to
converge toward another point diametrically opposite; but the observation of the point of convergence on the opposite horizon will give the
mode of orientation.
There is another optical illusion, against which we must especially
guard, in order not to commit a very grave error; for it appears each
time that below a stratum of superior and very slow cirrus, we perceive
a second stratum of inferior and rapid cumulus. In this case the cirrus
seems to march rapidly in the opposite direction to that of the cumulus,
when, in reality, it is following the same path, but more slowly. It is
an illusion analogous to that remarked in a railway carriage when the
object closer to us file rapidly past in a direction contrary to that of the
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locomotive; while objects more removed, beyond the second plane, mo,e
iu the same uirection. We cannot caution observers too much agam. t
this error, especially when there are three or four strata of superpo ed
clouds, some having the same direction, and others opposite ones.
Very often, also, the cirri are so slow that it must take many hour
to comprehend their march. This extreme slowness contributes to a
lateral movement perpendicular to their advance still more pronounced
than that of the cumuliis or other types of clouds; to this mu t be
au.decl their :filamentous form and the great number of their ramification .
In this case the observer must take a bench-mark upon some elevated
structure in the city or the summit of a mountain or top of a tree, verify.
ing it from hour to hour, and if these precautions are not yet sufficient,
wait until the cirrus has passed the meridian or disappeared at the opposite horizon. Genera11y, at the observatory at Havana, the direction
of cirrus is definitely noted upon the register only in the afternoon
although it has appeared at five or six o'clock in the morning.
When a cumulus is swelling up from a base below the horizon toward
the zenith it presents the appearance of a motion which must be <frtinguished from. the true direction of the cloud.
Cirrus, cirro-stratus, and cirro-cumulus come generally from the southwest, bowing presence of the superior equatorial current.
Oumiilus, citmulo-stratus, and fracto-cumulus, on the contrary, appear
toward the northeast, determining the inferior polar current. But tb.e
cmnuli from June to December generally take a middle direction, from
the east, under the influence of the northeast and southeast trade-winu
while the fracto-cumulus accompani~s the polar current from the northea t, from December to May, when this last, going against the current
from. southeast of the southern· hemisphere, draws near the equator and
cau es the trade-wirnls to descend from north to east-northeast, or ea t.
l\Ioreover, the pallio-cirrus and the pallio-cumulus serve alternately a.
a transition between these two opposite currents, the equatorial and polar,
although the first type accompanies more frequently the superior curr nt and the second the inferior current; so that these two pallia
a_lt rnate in the.,following order:
,
Cirrus,.
}
;pirro-stratus,
Superior equatorial current.
Cirro-cumul us.
Pallio-cirrus. ,
Pallio-cumulus.
Cumulus.
} Inficnor
. po1ar current •
F ract o-cumu1us,

VELOCITY OF CLOUDS.
nt nn rtainty as to the velocity of cloud , the difficultie
whi h ar pr ent d t a ingle b erver, perhap , deprived of uffi i nt
knowl clg or uitable in trument to undertake directly this calculation
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makes it only possible to determine it visually and approximately. As
a general rule, clouds appear more rapid the nearer they are to the surface of the earth, and slower the farther they are removed from it.
Therefore, the fracto-cumulus, which almost grazes the summits of
mountains and tops of trees, is more ra,pid; while the cirrus, which is
found in the torrid zone with an alt.itude of at least 10,000 ·to 15,000
meters, (six and one-fourth to nine and three-eighths miles,) is the slowest, seeing that it remains for hours at a time almost immovable.
We adopt the four following terms: Slow, very slow, rapid, very rapicl,
which suffice to express, with sufficient exactness, all velocities of cloud s,
because there is no case where we need a more minute nomenclature.
The absolute determinations, especially very rapid, being the most difficult to seize, we must guard against making use of them before we are
perfectly acquainted with the march of the cirrus, which loiters for
hours, describing a little arc, and that of the fracto-cumulu,s, which has
variable velocities. But after a few appearances of clouds with high
velocity, the observer will be able to judge them correctly.

AZIMUTHAL ROTATION OF CLOUDS.

In a note presented to the French Meteorological Society, May 10th,
1864, I showed, from 280,320 observations made at the observatory of
Havana, that the law of the rotation of winds formulated in 1827 by M.
Dove is perfectly applicable to clouds, and it is this same rotary direction which determines the rotation of the inferior winds, and modifies
all the meteorological phenomena; in a word, that meteorology must be
taken from above, according to the profound remarks of M. Biot, at the
French Academy of Sciences.
M. Dove's law of the change of winds may be thus recapitulated : 1.
When in . the northern hemisphere, currents of air coming from the
equator, alternate with polar currents, the wind makes the tour of the
compass oftenest io. the order south, west, north, east, and south. 2. In
the .southern hemisphere it is the reverse, south, east, north, west, and
south. 3. The influence of the wind upon meteorological phenomena,
combined with this law of its change, shows two parts of the compass,
opposed in all respects, the region of the east and that of the west, where
th e atmospheric variations offer a correspondence with the instruments,
which it is easy to understand. We see, therefore, that this important
law of M. DoYe can assist us in scientific prevision, if we add M. BuysBallot's method of ecarts, which consists in taking the difference between
the highest and lowest standing of the barometer, thermometer, &c.
N ow, if the change of ~louds, from cirrus to fracto-cumiilus-that is
to say, from an altitude of at least, 10,000 meters· to the surface of the
earth-really obeys the same law as the change of winds, then our preYi "ions acquire a greater degree of certainty.
In 1863 the wind at Havana completed twentv-three rotations conjointly with cumulus; these latter, twenty-five rotations; cirro-cumulus

.

'
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eighteen, and cirrus, seventeen. Two rotations, from 29th of June to
19th of October, were not accompanied with those of the wind.
Sometimes we find that all the strata of clouds, up to the cirrit-S, complete their rotation at the north on the same day and at the same hour.
At other times, and these are the most numerous, the wind gains upon
the cumuli,, these on the cirro-cumuli, and these latter on cir1ri; that is
to say, from below upward instead of from above downward, as before
their rotation. This fact Aeems to contradict the hypothesis that the superior currents determine gradually the inferior currents. This, however, is owing to the fact that the currents are inclined, forming very
nearly an angle of 45° with the surface of the earth, so that they are
first felt at a point more to the north, falling by degrees until they attain all the points of their journey toward the south, through which
they have passed above, till their extinction naturally, or by the shock
of opposite currents. This appearance of the inferior current before the
superior is especially frequent in low regions. It is presented :firn
times against four between the wind and cu1nuli,s, and four other times
simultaneously. In the higher regions, six times to :fi. ·ve, the cirrocumulus appeared before the cirrus, and in three other cases at the samr,
time. The cumuli, in their turn, gained eleven times against two upon
the cirro-cumuli, and twice again they happened at the same time.
By rea on of the opposition or inversion of temperature between land
and ea, the wind tends toward the south in the evening, and in the
morning toward the north. The influence of these local movements of
the breeze is such, in the general circulation, that it may retanl the
rotation of the wind, which terminates at the north, not only many
hour , but besides from 90° to 1800 in azimuth. The action of the eabr eze seems to be more considerable than that of the land-breeze; but
the breezes are much less sensible upon the cumulus and cirro-cumulus,
e pecially when these latter are elevated, and they do not seem to reach
the region of the cirrus. The continuance of each rotation varied considerably in 1863, as follows :
Days. Hrs.

For the cirrus, from ____ •••..•••• __ ••••. _. •
For the cirro-cumulus, from .... __ . _... _ . __ •
For the cumulus, from ______ ..• ______ • ___ .•
:For the wind, from . __ . _______________ • __ •

5
3

3
4

5
8
3
O

Days. Hrs.

to 49
to 62
to 36
to 71

11
5
22
9

The month of July did not present a single rotation of any of the. e
fi ur 1 m nt . It houl<l be remarked that the greater number of tlle
rota ion arc a companied by another rotation in the cum,itlu ·;
win
that tho
f cirro-cumulus are more rare and less corresponding with
th fir t; and that, in fin , tho e of cirrus are still further remov . It

al

p ar that the r tation are 1 s frequent in th higher r gi n
at th urf:
nd that the fir t of the cirrus, due to th quat-0rath r to the we t, and pecia,Jly to the outh;
of h cumitlus, ari inn- fr m the polar curr nt
ar c n.fin d m re t the r gi n of the ea t, from north to outhea t.
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Whatever may be the regularity presented by the circulation of the
winds, and of the clouds in the tropics, and whatever care, also, is
ta,ken in studying it, this circulation is not yet exempt from perturbations which mask a little the precise moment of the beginning and end
of each rotation. The southeast trade-winds, and the configuration of
the ground, are among the number of general disturbing causes; while
the land · and sea breezes, the cloudiness of the stratum of cumulus,
which is more or less time prolonged, and covers that of oirro-cumiilus,
or these lat.ter that of cirrus, their inclination in space, and consequently their transformation accidental an4 sudden, constitute the local
disturbing causes.
I surmise, besides, the existence of great annual rotations produced
by the earth's motion of translation in its orbit analogous to those produced by the rotation of the earth on its axis, both classes of rotation
belonging to each climate of the terrestrial zones, having regard to the
distribution of continents and seas, and to their physical constitution.
These annual rotations appear to commence and terminate at the north;
for the cirrus in October, for the oirro-<Yu,mulus in November, for the
cumulus in December, and for the wind in January. According to this,
the superior current employs a month in accomplishing its rotation from
stratum to stratum, continually approaching the surface of the earth,
and three months in reaching it.
Lieutenant Maury claims that the trade-winds are so constant and
uniform that their direction no more changes than the current of the
Mississippi. I do not share the opinion of this sai,ant, for the observations at Havana demonstrate, on the contrary, that the north tradewind varies from northeast, and sometimes north-northeast, up to eastnortheast, chiefly from December to May; the time at which the current,
from the northern hemisphere appears to be stronger than that from
the southern, and consequently it approaches the equator. In the second part of the year, from June to November, the south polar current,
being morn intense, drives back the first, and adyances to the latitude
of Havana, and probably to the parallel of 30° north, the trade-wind
then varying from east-northoost to southeast; so· the limit of the displacement in latitude of the trade-winds depends more particularly on
the respective intensity of the polar cu.rrents of each hemisphere. We
see, therefore, that the time of appearance which I have established for
fracto-cumulus and cumulus seems to correspond with the displacement
of the trade-winds.
In fine, it is at the moment when the rotations of the wind and of
cumulus correspond toward the south west with that of the equatorial
current that storms and great showers have generally taken place, in
presence of a compact stratum, and a condensation of superior palliocirrus, and another stratum of inferior ·pallio-cumulus. But as soon as
the wind and the ciimulus revolve to the west1 the storm begins to clear
off, and the barometer rises. When these first two rotations terminate
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at the north, the weather is completely reestablished. The stratum of
pallio-cumulus opens up, is broken, and continues thus to chase from the
southwest; then it revolves, in turn, toward the north, in order,
later, to commence a new rotation. . The second stratum of superior
pallio-cirrus proceeds in like manner, and disappears also.
Such are the principal facts concerning the azimuthal rotation of the
winds and clouds, and, in general, of the diverse questions which have
been treated in the course of these summary instructions, on which it
is of the highest importance to fix the attention of observers in all
parts of the world. Indications analogous to those which the observations made at the observatory of Havana have furnished us, should
they be contradictory under identical latitudes, either by reason of the
difference in longitude, or by the difference in the topography of tbe
countries explored, will not be the less important on this account, and
they will conduct us to a true conception of atmospheric circulat·ion altogether, by putting us on the track of rational and scientific previsions.

EVAPORATION AT PALERMO.
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ON THE EV!PO RATION OBSERVED AT P A.LERMO IN 1865 AND 1866.
BY

P.

TACCHINI.

[ Tra,_islated for the Smithsonian Institution from the Meteorological Bulletin of the Royal Observatory of Palermo.]

Evaporation is one of the most important elements bearing upon
climatological relations, but one which, until now, has been little studied.
In Italy there are some few stations in which such observations are conducted, although by different methods. In the determination of this
element many difficulties and anomalies present themselves, insomuch
that it is regarded as the ]east certain of all the problems offered by
meteorology. Yet the instruments devised for the measurement of
evaporation have been of late greatly improved, and in our opjnion that
of Vivenot is to be regarded as among the best. In our observatory the
evaporation is observed simultaneously with two atmometers, one of
which, being that of Gasparin, is entirely exposed to the direct action of
the air and the solar ra.ys; the other, that 0f Vivenot, is stationed with
the other instruments of meteorology, designed for the temperature and
humidity, that is to say, is defended from the direct action of the wind
and sun. These two atmometers were described 5n our Bulletins Nos. 1
and 4 for 1865. The series of observations which we are about to present extends tqrough twenty mouths, from May, 1865, when a commencement was made with the atmometer of Vivenot, to December,
1866, inclusive. This interval is undoubtedly too short for arriving at
definitive conclusions; but on a comparative examination of the curves
of evaporation with those of the other meteorological elements, we have
always observed a constant relation, especially in regard to the tempemture1 force of the wind, and humidity, as may be verified by the monthly
reviews. In consequence of this, I propose to determine these relations
from the observations made, that is, to seek an expression for the evaporation in functions of those elements, whence a first approximation
may be obtained, serving as a contribution on our part to the researches
on the climate of Italy.
[We are unacquainted with the atmometer qf Vivenot; that of Gasparin consists of a shallow vessel of tinned copper, one meter square,
and fifty centimeters in depth. In one corner of this is a fine screw
placed perpendicularly, with a micrometer head at the top, and a fine
point at tbe bottom, by means of which a small fractional part of a ruillimeter of the depression of the surface of the water can be estimated. It
is also furnished with a maximum an9- minimum thermometer, the bulbs
of each being sheltered from the direct rays of the sun, while they partake of the temperature of the surface of the water. This apparatus :is
freely exposed to the open air and sunshine. · Care is required that no
water is allowed to fall into the vessel from rain, or if it does fall in, to
allow for the quantity.-J. H.]
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Table of the elements which have been employed in the researches on evaporation, as obseri1ed with the Vivenot atmometcr, transcribed from, the
monthly bulletins.
Total

Months.

Tempera- Humidity. Force of Daily evapo- evaporation of
ture.
ration.
the wind.
the month.

1865.
~lay ....................

June ..........•.........
July ....•.....•.........
August ....•............
September ...•..........
Octobor ...•....•.......
November •..............
December ...•.. . . -... --

+20.5
23.5
2fi.O
26.7
23.4
20.3
15.9
12.3

68.9
63.5
64.3
64.7
67.3
75.5
69.0
73.3

7.4
11.2
9.7
6.9
9.2
10.9
9.0
8.0

3.394
4.719
5.113
5.268
4.329
2.746
2.790
2.151

105. 215
141. 581
159.082
164.008
12c9. 921
85.132
83.nO
66. 688

11. 6
14.0
15.2
16.7
18.9
22.5
26.1
25.0
23.4
20.0
15.9
12.9

75.0
71.4
64.6
67.1
66.9
71. 8
63.7
66.0
72.3
70.6
68.9
73.0

8.9
9.2
11.3
8.2
6.5
5.4
9.8
7.9
4.4
5.4
7.6
9.2

2.492

77.240
84.720
121. 080
115. 410
131. 411
132.960
214.047
183.460
122.752
10 .2 5
96.318
71. 740

1866.
January .......•.•..••. .
February ............•..
March ...•..............
April ............•......
May ....................
June .•.............•....
July ....................
August .............•••.
Sept mber ..............
Octob r .. . .............
Nov mber •...........•..
D ceml)or .........•••.•

2. 819
3.906
3.847
4.239
4.432
6.905
5.918
4.089
3.493
3.211
2.314

From the above table it will at once be perceived that the prime productive cau e of evaporation is the temperature, the action of which
may b promoted by the force of the wind and impeded by the humidity.
If, therefore, we consider the quantity of evaporated water in relation
alone to the temperature as the sole cause, we may de<luce the equationwhence-

390.8

t= 78.175

t=+ 0.20004
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then of the three elements, temperature, humidity, and force of the wind,
we establish with the data of the t able, for the daily evaporation, 20
equations of condition, which being resolved by the method of least
squares yield the following normal equations:

+

8.10. t 26.78. h + 3.22 .f-1.63=0 ~
26.78. t+ 95.93. h + 11.45 ./-5.33=0
- (1.)
3.22. t + 11.45. h + 1.45 .f-0.65=0
wherein t, h,f, are the .coefficients of the temperature, humidity, and
force of the wind, to be determined. The equations (1) being resolved,
we obtain the following values:

t= + 0.20675
h=

f=

+ 0.01517
+ 0.11006

1vhich coefficients indicate that with the increase of the temperature
md force of the wind, the evaporation also augments, while it diminishe.s with the increase of the humidity, which, in effect, is also shown
by the actual review of each month. The formula, then, of the evaporation, by the Vivenot atmometer placed in the shade and defended from
the direct action of the wind, will be the folowing :
E=T . 0.20675-H . 0.01517 + F . 0.11006
in which T indicates the temperature in centesimal degrees, H the humidity in hundredths of saturation, F the horary velocity of the wind
in kilometers. If, with this formula, we calculate the daily evaporation
for each of the twenty months under consideration, we obtain the following :figures, whieh we transcribe, beside those resulting from observation, with the relative differences:
Months.

Evaporation
calculated.

Evaporation
observed.

Difference.

Millimeters.

Millimeters.

4.024
5.144
5.485
5.317
4.847
4.269
3.246
2.257

3.394

Millimeters.

5.113
5.268
4.329
2.746
2.790
2.151

2.255
2.839
3.320
3.374
3.624
4.177
5. 526
5.054
4. 244
3.696
3.094
2. 574

2.492
2.819
3.906
3. 847
4.239
4.432
6.905
5.918
4.089
3.493
3. 211
2.314

1865.
May ...... . __ ...... __ ..... _..... _....... .
June ....... __________ .. _____ . _____ . _. _..
July ... __ ... __ .. _____ .. __ . _.. _____ . ____ .
Aug ust .. _. _........... _..... _.......... .
September ........ _.. _. . ..•..........••..
O ctober ..••.............•..••... : ... ___ _
N ovember ... __ ... _.. _...••..•.......••..
D ecember .. __ ... ___ .. __ •..• __ •...••••••. _

4.719

-

0.630
0.425

-

0.049
0.518
1. 523
0.456
0.106

-- o. 372

-

-

1866.
J anuary ....• ____ ..••....•.•...•••..••...

February ...•....••.. ______ ·---- ~....... .
March ...... _. ____ • _..... __ ... _____ ... __ .
A pril .•••••. ___ ••. ____ .. _________ . _.. ___ .
May ... _.. ___ .. ____ . . . ___ .. ______ .. __ . _.
June ...... ·----· ....................... .
July . . - - - -.... - -.. - - - -... - . -.. - - - -.. - - . - .
August . .. __ .. _•..•.. _.... _... ____ ... _. _.
September .... _.. _. __ .. __ . _.. __ . _.. __ . _.
October ... _. . _.. _..... __ ... ____ . _.... __ .
November .... __ .. _.. _.. ____ .. ___ ... _.. _.
December ...... . ..... ···--- .•............

+ 0.237
0.020
+ 0.586
+ 0.473
+ 0.615
+ 0.255
+ 1. 370
+ 0. 864
-

- 1.155
- 0. 203
0.117
- 0.260

+
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Hence it would appear that if the daily evaporation be calculated in
± omm.6; and although this
difference may seem considerable, yet, taking into account the small
number of observations, and the anomalies which ordinarily occur in
this element, as well as the excesses of the weather experienced in the
two years of the observations, it will be seen that the variations in the
evaporation are distinctly represented.
If the daily mean be thus calculated from the total of the twenty months,
with T = 19°.5_4, H = 69.13 and F = 8.31,
It will be found............................... . . . . . . . . = 3m, 913
.And the mean of the observed evaporation ......... ... .
tllis way we incur the risk of an error of

Difference .•..........................•........ -

-

om.on

So that the total of the calculated evaporation.for the twenty
months is found ................ '. ................... . =2386m,93
2393m_7s
While that from observation ........................... .
Whence the difference .......... ~ .................... .
.As a proof of the manner in which this formula may represent the
course of the daily evaporation, we have calculated it for each day of
the month of October, 1866, selecting this month for its variety in tlie
different elements, so that the evaporation does not proceed directly in
accordance with any of the curves of th~se elements.
The sum of the daily evaporations calculated for every day
of this month gives a total of ............................. 113mm_34
While the observed amount was.......................... 10smm.29
Whence results a difference only of ............ ·........•....
.And from the course of the evapora.tion we have constructed the curves
of evaporation as observed and calculated, which will be found in the
annexed table, and which clearly demonstrate their conformity; thus
proving the di tinct exactness of the formula and the excellence of the
iu trument in its sensibility to the variations of the different elements
which concur in the production of evaporation.
It i not at present po ible to establish the exact ratio of the evaporation in the different ea on and month , because the proper elements
ar wanting. In r gard to the meteorological year 1865-'66, we have
th evap ration di tributed in the following manner :
Millimeter .

int r........................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
pring · - - - - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
........... . . . .............. - ... .
................................. -. . .
~

22 .65
367.DO
530.47
3,...7.36
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that is to say, least in wjnter, greatest in summer, nearly equal in
spring and autumn, being more restricted in the latter season, for
reasons which will be easily perceived from the following table :
'd't
Forceof
Tempera- H
ture.
urm 1 Y· the wind.

Seasons.
Winter
.................•......•......... ··········
R •

s~~~e; ·.-.·.·::.·.·_-_-.-.-.-.-.-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_::::::::::::::::::::
Autumn ................••......... - ... - - - . · · · · · - · ·

12.7
17.0
24.5
19.8

8.7
8.7

74.6
66.2
67.2
70.6

7.7

5.8

For a first approximation, therefore, we may calculate the mean daily,
monthly, and annual evaporation, as well as that for the seasons, by
employing the coefficient only of the temperature, t = 0.20675. Thus,
taking the mean monthly temperature derived from the observations
of seventy-six years, we form the following table:
Months.

evapora- Monthly evapo- Mean quantity
Mean tern- Daily
tion as cal- ration as cal- of rain as obperature. culated.
culated.
served.
Millimeters.

January ....•......•..•.••. +10.98
February ..................
11. 15
March .. .......... ........ .
12.42

ttar;i_._._._._._. --------~: ::: ::: ::::

June ......................
July ................. _.. _.
.August ....................
September .................
October ..........•...... ..
November .................
December .................

14.86
18.59
22.34
25.04
25.22
22.98
19.68
15.57
12.30 '

2.270
2. 305
2.567
3.072
3.843
4.619
5.176
5.214
4.751
4.068
3.218
2.544

Millimeters.
71. 74

Millimeters.

70.37
65.12
79.59
92. 16
119.13
138.57
160.46
161. 64
142.53
126.11
96.54
78.86

63.55
72.69
42.65
26.60
17.21

15. 80
9.11
51. 88
71. 65
72.28
83.80

Hence, as regards seasons, the evaporation results as follows :
Millimeters.

Winter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Spring . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Summer. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Autumn ............. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

214.35
290.87
460.67
365.18

Annual mean . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1331.07

In regard to the water which fell, it will be seen that in the months of
January~ February, March, and .December, the evaporation was nearly
equal; and that the annual evaporation was eqiial to twice and onejourth
, the quantity of rain.
THE G.A.SP.A.RIN EVAP0R.A.T0R.-With this atmometer the inconvenience constantly presents itself that, on days of rain, the indications
point to erroneous results, through the impossibility of applying the
1
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just correction for the water which falls, especially when there are very
light showers, which cannot be measured by the pluviometer; whenti-e
the evaporation given by the Gasparin atmometer during the months
when there has been rain will be always inferior to the re.ality. To
have therefore, the true ratio between the indications of the two atmo,
meters,
and to correct those of the Gasparin instrument, we procee d'm
the following manner : From the sums of evaporation, given by the two
instruments in days when there was no rain, is deduced the ratio between the two evaporations for each month, and from the evaporation
observed with the atmometer of Vivenot, on the days of rain, is derived,
by means of the ratio, the corrections to be made in the indications of
that of Gasparin.
In the following table will be found the monthly sums of this atmometer thus corrected, and which differ from those given in the single
bulletins, because the aforesa.id correction is then not applied. Hence,
to determine a formula representing the evaporation according to the
Gasparin atmometer, it is to be remembered that in this instrument the
action of the force of the wind must needs be greater than for that of
Viv:enot, and that it is necessary, moreover, to take into account the direct action of the solar rays, as we have not the temperature of the
water by that atmometer. We will suppose this action of the solar rays
proportional to the sine of the meridian altitude of the sun, for the effect
of tile olar rays may be modified by the presence of clouds, diminishing
that action whenever they interpose between the sun and station. On
the other hand, the action of the daily temperature and the humidity
will, for this instrument, be the same as for that of Vivenot; whence
the coefficients relativ-e to these two elements will remain the same. If,
then, we calculate the part of the evaporation due to these two elements
and u1Jtract it from the daily evaporation of the Gasparin atmometer,
th r maiuders of evaporation will be due to the direct act.ion of the
olc r ray , the direct action of the wind, and the serenity. With these
rem~ inder will be established the equations of condition from which
ar to be found the coefficients, a, v, and f, relative to the sine of the
m ri<lian altitude of the sun, tlle serenity, and force of the wind.
In the table which follow will be found united all the necessary elem ut that i to ay, the mean value of the sine of the sun's altitude
£ r v r ' month, which we will denote by sine h, the volume of the
1 ud , the force of the wind, daily evavoration of the Gasparin inst.rum n th total for every month, by both the atmometer , and tlleir
r lati n · finally the remainders of that of Gasparin, calculated as has
b "11 ab Y tat d.
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'+-<

0

Months.

Sinh.

Q)"2

0

i:::;::

~-S

~s::i

;:: 0

'd'o

p,-

-d

8~

r

fl,

Millimeters. Millimeters. Mill-imeters. Millimeters. Millimeters.

1865.

May .. .......... .

June .............
J uly ...... . ......
August ... .... ...
September .......
Octeber ... .......
Kovember .......
December ...... ..

Total
Difference,
Daily
Totalin the evaporation,
G-V.
evaporation. month.
Vivenot.

0. 945
0. 967
0. 958
0. 911
0. 816
0. 682
0. 548
o. 478

38
28
15
11
24
50
55
61

7. 4
11. 2
9. 7
6. 9
9. 2
10. 9
9. 0
8. 0

5. 753
7. 074
7. 977
7. 490
6. 002
3. 524
2. 751
1. 928

178. 33
212. 21
247. 30
232.18
180. Oti
109. 32
82. 54
59. 78

105. 21
141. 58
159. 08
164. 01
128. 92
85.13
83. 73
66. 69

1. 695
l. 313
1. 554
1. 416
1. 397
1. 284
0. 986
o. 896

2. 528
3.145
3. 538
2. 913
2.149
0. 439
o. 482
0. 531

0.515
0. 630
0. 768
0. 882
0. 945
0. 967
0. 958
0. 911
0. 816
0. 682
0.!548
0. 478

53
36
49
34
43
27
6
17
30
46
38
43

8. 9
9. 2
11. 3
8. 2
6. 5
5. 4
9. 8
7. 9
4. 4
5. 4
7. 6
9.2

2. 209
3.159
4. 974
5. 833
5. 568
6. 232
8. 911
7. 547
5. 002
3. 236
2. 863
2. 495

68. 46
88. 46
154.19
175. 00
172. 61
186. 95
276. 24
233. 97
150. 05
100. 32
85. 89
77. 35

77. 24
84. 72
121. 08
115. 41
131. 41
132. 96
214. 05
183. 46
122. 75
108. 29
!:lo. 32
71. 74

0. 886
1. 044
1. 274
1. 516
1. 313
1. 406
1. 291
1. 275
1. 222
1. 926
0. 8!J2
1. 078

0. 924
1. 321
2. 785
3. 371
2. 648
2. 634
4. 442
3. 342
1. 223
0.139
0. 593
0. 931

1866.

January ........·.
February ........
March ... ........
.April ............

~!:::::::::::::

i

~b;;t·::::::::::
September .....•.
October ..........
November .......
December ........

With the numbers of the 1st, 2d, 3d, and last columns are, formed
twenty equations, which, treated by the method of least squares, J·ield
the three following equations:
12.50. a+ 503.18. v+ 117.15 .f- 34.75=0 ~
503.18. a+29270.00. v+5883.60 .f-1117.61=0
- - - (2)
117.15. a+ 5883.60. v+1449.90 .f- 341.62=0

These equations (2) being resolved, we finda= +2. 9227; V=-0.0651; f=+0.2642
The signs of these coefficients agree with the considerations before
stated, and the value off, coefficient of the force of the wind, gives a
result more than double that determined by the Vivenot atmometer, as
we had supposed would be the case in the independent description of
that instrument.
The daily evaporation of the Gasparin atmometer, indicated by E',
w@uld be represented by the formulaE' =T. 0.20675-H. 0.01517+F. 0.2642-V. 0.0651+ (sin h) • 2.9227
where T is the daily mean temperature, H the humidity, F the force
of the wind, V the quantity of the clouds expressed fo hundredths of
the sky obscured, and sin h the sine of the meridian-altitude of the sun.
Calculated by this formula, we obtain the following results for the daily
evaporations, which in the annexed table are placed beside those observed, as well as their relative differences:
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1866.

1865.

:Month.
Calculated. Observed.

O-C.

e:(: : : :: :: :::):)) ::::::: ::::

Calculated. Observed.

O-C.

Millimeters. Millimeters . Millimeters. Millimeters. Millirrutters. Millimeters.

May........................

June........................
July ...........• ,...........

.Au!!llst .............. : . . . . . .
September..................
October.....................
November................ . .
December...................

5. 466
7. 890
8. 823
8. 345
7.105
4. 701
2. 666
o. 935

5. 753
7. 074
7. 977
7. 490
6. 002
3. 524
2. 751
1. 928

+o. 287
-0. 816
-0. 846
-0. 855
-1. 103
-1. 177
+o. 085
+o. 993

tr:i im ~! m

4. 599
6. 093
9. 465
7. 846
5. 373
3. 521
3. 404
2. 591

5. 568
6. 232
8. 911
7. 547
5. 002
3..236
2. 863
2. 495

+o.

_
+~- 139

54
- · 2~9
-0.
-0. 371
-~- 285
- · 541
-0. 096

From the differences it is seen that the results obtained by this instrument also are sufficiently exact to be capable of being approximately represented with the special formula, and the accord between
the calculation and the observation seems to us satisfactory, regard
being had to the construction and conditions of situation of this appa-ratus.
The daily mean thus calculated from . the elements of the twenty
months gives a result equal to 5=.156, while the observed mean was
5=.027-; whence we have the difference, omm.129, so that the total
evaporation as calculated for the twenty months is found to be equal to
3,145=.16, and the sum of the evaporation observed 3,071=.21-difference, 73mm .95.
The daily mean, as calculated for 1866, gives a result of 4mm. 7852,
and the total in the twelve months, 1, 745mm .60, while the observed wa; '
1, 769mm.49_difference, 22mm.s9,
Knowing, therefore, the mean force of the wind, the mean humidity,
and at the same time the clearness arn.l temperature, we shall be in a
po ition to verify approximately the mean monthly and annual evaporation by this atmometer exposed to the direct action of the wind and
ray of the un. \Ve have not all these elements, and herice cannot at
pre ent apply the formula in its entirety. But, for a :first approximation, we may take account solely of the temperature, humidity, and altitude of the un, having the coefficients of the force of the wind and volume of th cloud contmry igns; in effect, thus calculated the·evaporation:£ r 1 66 re ult differently from that observed, which was 1, 769=.o
by only 5<,mm.o.
By making the calculation, with the relative humidity transcrib~d
fr m th nly c nnium in which p ychrometrical observations were
u ·t , h vaporation in the open air yields the results denoted in
tb £ 11 wing t 1 , a well for the daily mean as for the total of each
m n h and a ·h ec n, together with the annual' mean:
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s~

<l) '"'
..,;,P

Months.

A

+'
~

~~

~~

~

+'
;s

.:I
i:'3 ......

Sin h.

J anuary ........ +10.98
J?ebruary ....... 11. 15
March .......... 12.42
April. ........ .. 14.86
May ........... 18.59
June ......... .. 22.34
July ........... 25.04
August ........ 25.22
September ...... 22.98
October ........ 19.GS
NoYember ...... 15.57
December ...... 12.30

~s
78.7
77.7
77.2
76.1
73.5
72.0
70. 1
69.3
73.5
75.7
75.9
80.7

~:3
,..q ce

I>
0
<l) ......

0

P,

~ i:'3
I>

~

~

0.515
0.630
0.768
0.882
0.945
0.967
0.958
0.911
0.816
0.682
0.548
0.478

By seasons.

~~

~~

..., '"'

----

-

d

6
~
ce d

.

,..q p,-,

<l)

2.595
2.982
3.654
4.508
5.502
6.366
6.925
6.838
6.034
4.926
3.682
2. 730-

80.45
84.24
113.27
135.24
170.56
190.98
114.68
211. 98
181. 02
152.71
110.46
84.63

Winter .......

249. 32

Spring ........

419.07

Summer .•....

617.64

Autumn .......

444.19

---

.A.nnualmean.1, 730. 22

In relation to rain, by comparing the total monthly evaporations with
the-mean quantity of water which falls in each month, and which will
be found recorded in one of the preceding tables, it will be seen that
the evapora,tion according to the Gasparin apparatus is about equal to
the rain only in the months of January and December, being always
greater in the other months j the annual evaporation is very nearly
thrice the height of the water which falls, and equal to once and a third
of that in the shade, or as denoted by the atrnometer of Vivenot. From
the quantities of the monthly evaporation calculated after both instru·
ments let us take the differences referable to the different positions of
the atmometers, and transcribe them in connection with those actually
verified in 1866. G-V indicates the Gasparin evaporation less that of
the Vivenot atmometer.
Differences.
G-V from calculation.

Millimeters.

January. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
February. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
March . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
April .................... _. . . . . .
May ........................... ~
Ju~e .. - .........................
July ..... . . - . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . .. . .
August. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .....·
September . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
October .................. _... __ ~
November ...................... _
December . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

+ 10. 08

+19. 12
+33. 69
+ 43. 08
+51. 43
+52. 41
+54. 22
+50. 34
+38. 49
+26. GO
+13. D2
+ 5. 77

G-V observed in 1866.

Millimeters.

-

8. 78
3. 74
+33.11
+59. 59
+41. 20
+53. 99
+62.19
+50. 51
+27. 30
- 7.97
-10. 43
+ 5.Gl

+

The above differences, if we consider the disturbances to which the
Ga pa,rin atmometer is exposed from rain and clouds discover a suffi30 s
'
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cient agreement, and at the same time show that these d~ff~r~nces ~crease from January till the month of July, and then chmm1sh un_t1l
December, in wliich occurs the minimuw of difference for the two mstruments.
In calculating the evaporation by clay and that by night for each
month, we have found the following munbers :
Evaporation.
Months.

By day.

By night.

Ratio.

Millimeters. Millimeters. Millimeters.

January . . . . . . . . . . . ........•..... _............... .
February ........................................ .
March .................................•..........
A-pril ............................................ .
~,fay .....•..••••.............•....•.•••••....••...

Juue .....................................•.......
July ............................................. .
August .......................................... .
September ... ·.................................... .
October .......................................... .
November ....................................... .
December ..................... _.................. .

1. 96
2. 35

0. 64
0. 63
0.70
0. 87
1. 12
1. 38
1. 63
1. 82
1. 76

3. 06
3. 73
4.21
4. 18
3. 91
3. 62
3. 25
2. 76
2. 4;j

3.26

1. 67

1.95

2. 48
1. 93

1. 20
0. 80

2. 07
2. 41

2.95
3. 64
4. 38
4. 99
5. 30
5. 02
4. 27

Thus the greatest evaporation at night occurs in the month of August,
the least in February j the rat-io between that of dciy cind night increases
from October to ;Jfarch, and then cliniin·ishes gra,dttally till October.
From what we have thus been able to compile it would evidently seem
that for a complete study of the subject of evaporation it is indispensable to have two atmometcrs, one to be stationed with the other meteorological in truments, and defended from the direct action of the wind
and rays of the sun, the other entirely free. For the latter purpose the
con"truction of the Gasparin atmometer is suited, for the former that of
Viv not, tbou 0 ·h it might be expe<lient to give to this last greater dimensions than those heretofore employed.

ON THE ELECTRICITY OF INDUCTION lN THE AERIAL STRATA OF THE AUIO·
PllERE WUICII, IN THE SHAPE OF A RING, SURROUND A CLOUD THAT
I RE. OLVING INTO RAJ , SNOW, OR HAIL.
BY P1toFE OR Fn. ZA ... TTEDEscur,
Of the Royal Vi netian Institute of &iences, Letters and Arts.

[ • .·tra.ct d fr m Vol. XII, s ries III, of the Transaction of the In titute.]

ELECTRICITY
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INDUCTION.
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precise methods and under favorable circumstances, I feel at liberty to
deny the free negative electricity of a serene sky, and also the existence
of clouds endowed, as a property, with this electricity, maintaining that
the negative electricity only manifests itself with the falling of the rain,
hail, or snow, through the effect of the influence of the positive electricity,
which is copiously developed on the resolution of t,h e clouds into water.
I deem it useless to explain how negative electricity may also be present when rain falls on the place of the observations, for this i1:1dicate:::;
another more intense rain which is proceeding at a certain distance."*
The Rev. Padre A. Secchi shows that he holds the same doctrjne, for
he says:
'' ~n regard to the fact asserted by Professor Palmieri that negative electricity is not present in a serene state of the sky, except in tlie
case of rain actuallJT falling on the spot, or at least at some distance .oft
and in Yiew of the horizon, I have found it to be constantly verified."
Be also recognizes a primary negative zone, which attends a storm
through the effect of indtiction.t
The opinion of Professor Palmieri, thus sustained by Rev. Padre A.
Secchi, is wanting in point of positive proof. It would be necessary, in
order to supply such proof, that an experimenter should be stationed at
the center where the cloud which is being resolved into rain is directly
superincumbent, and should investigate the kind of electricity of the
falling shower; while other experimenters should be placed around its
periphery, so as to form a ring, each of whom should explore tbe
nature of the electricity of the air S'urrouncling the dissolving clond.
By a complete experiment like this, the problem propounded by Professor Palmieri might be solved. The rain falling at the center, endued
with positive electricity or with negative electricity, should be found to
have around it a circle of negative electricity or of positive electricity.
I requested Pa,dre .A. Seccui to make this experiment in the environs of
Rome, but he a&sured me that it could not be carried into effect there
on account of the topographic difficulties of the hills which encompass
that city. Not being myself able to prosecute the experiment on a
large scale in the Euganean region and the circumjacent cities of
Vicenza, Lignano, Badia, Rovigo, and Padua,, I limited my views to a
cabinet experiment, which, nevertheless, appettrs to me sufficient for the
solution of t~e proposed problem. I suspended to a thread of silk a
hollow sphere of bra,ss, which I proceecled to electrify now positirnly
and again negatively. Arrangin·g around it the wire of a straw electrometer ancl bringing it successively nearer to the . electrified svhere, I
" Bollctino rnetcorologico clell' Osscrvatorio del Collcgio · Romano, Vol. II, No. 15, p. 113,
for the year 1863: Letter from Sjgnor L . Palmieri, <lircctor of the Osseri:atorfo Vesuviano,
to Padre A. Secchi.
t Bollelino 1ncteorologico dell' Osservatol'io tlel Collegio Romano, Vol. II, No. 17, p. l'W,
for 1 G3: Reflections of Professor I<'mncnsco Zantcdeschi on the article of Padre A
ccchi, entitled : Allie sttulii cli, clottricita atrnospherica.
'
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closed it at the distance at which the straws began to diverge. I now
te~tecl with an essayer the nature of the electr~city of the electrorneter.
I found that if the electrified sphere was positive, the electricity of the
electrometer was a,lso positive; but if the sphere was electrified negatively, such also was the elec~ricity of the electrometer. From this
extreme point, on carrying the electrometer toward the sphere, I saw
the tension always continue to increase without any change occurring
in the species of electricity. An electrified solid then has around it an
electric atmosphere of the same name. We should not confound, therefore, the distribution of the electricity presented by an isolated solid conductor at its surface, submitted to the influence of an electrified body, with
the distribution of the electricity presented by the ethereal space surrounding that electrified body. This difference I demonstrated in all
its particulars and circumstances in my memoir entitled "New experiments rega,rdiug the origin of atmospheric electricity and the electroiStatic induction of the isolated solid conductors of Zantedeschi." *
I arri\'f~d at the same result by causing an artificial shower to fall from
a certaiu height, which shower I electrified positively and negatively in
snccessi<rn, by means of my electrical machine, for the two electricities.
Tho electrometer placed at a distance from the falling- rain, which
scarcely gaye signs of tension, and which was next advanced to the
!)lace where it was raining, manifested an increasing tension, without
;yieldiug any signs of a changed electricity.
The following is a description of the experiment; A car was constructed
witll four wheels, which moved upbn two threads stretched horizontally
like the tn·o lines of a railroad. The wheels as well as the threads were of
gnm-ela. tic, in order perfectly to isolate the car suspended by bodies commonly recognized as conductors. The vertical walls of the car and the horizontal floor were formed of con<l ucting substances, but the floor was perforat d. throu rrhout in or<ler to give passage to a kind of artificial rain,
wlJ 11 the cavity of the car ·was :filled with water. At one end. the floor
f th car communicated by means of a conducting-wire with the
lectric machine, which, wllen charged positively, electrified positively
th , i. olated car with the water which it cont~Lined, and, charged negatively ·liargCLl with negative electricity the aforesaid car and the wa.ter
·011hin ><l iu it. E .·mninin°· with an clectrometer the kind of electricity
of th falling rain, I have found that it wa of the same nature with that
of th ·l ·tric machin , that is to ay, positive if I had used the po itive
,1 ·e ri ·it · of th machin , an 1 negative if I had employed its negative
1°<:tricit ·. IL Yin rr a ·ured m ·. lf of tlli re ult, I proceeded by m an
f nu i:olatin()· thr a<l of ilk or gum-la attached to the other ud. of the
fl > r t ln'in rr th ]J ·drom ·t ol'ic 1 trical car int tlte proximi y of a
.· r, w alway. div rged more in proportion
raw- ·I'· r m •t r. Th
a the c1i tan: fr n th f, llin · rain <limini ·h 1 wi bout, howev r
by Victor .. Ia. son, 1 ;;.1, aud at V n-
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changing the kind of electricity. There must, of course, be the zero of
tension, which occurs in solid and isolated conductors submitted to the
electricity of foflnence, as it is now commonly termed in the schools,
and I should say this zero of tension was immersed in the ethereal space
electrified with the same electricity with wllich the body existing at the
center was invested. I invite physicistffto repeat my experiments, since
by them may be oyerthrown the doctrine of atmospheric electricity of
influence in the air; and, still more, the law, enunciated by Signor Luigi
Palmieri, and confirmed by Padre A. Secchi, regarding the negative .circle
which surrounds the cloud that is being resolved into rain, snow, or
hail.

ON THE PRESENCE OF ELECTRICITY DURING THE FALL OF RAIN.
BY PROF. PAL:'IHERI, OF THE VESUVIUS OBSERVATORY.

[Translated for the Smithsonian Institution.]

All the observations upon atmospherical electricity made during
storms before 1850, the date of my first memoir upon electrical meteorology, had established the presence of electricity of greater or less
tensions-alternately positive and negative-and consequently neutral
during its passage from one phase to the other. During the frlll of rain
in calm weather electricity had been observed to be sometimes positive,
sometimes negative; and many authors, as Kamtz, were induced to distinguish positive and negcitive rains. Quetelet alone had observed that
during the same fall of rain there might be positive and also negative
electricity. During this confusion I found, in 1853, a very simple law
that determines electrical manifestations during the fall of rain, hail, or
snow; having been enabled to discover it, thanks to a movable conduct0r
and to the possibility of placing it on the Vesuvius Observatory, 637
meters above the level of the sea, and under the clear atmosphere of
Naples, through which objects can be seen at a great distance. This
law can be expressed thus: When rain falls there is ct considerable developm,ent of positive electricity, with a zone or wave of negative electricity,
followed by another of strongly positive electricity.
The breadth of the zones depends upon the e.x tensivencss of the showers, and also upon the conditions of the air surrounding the clouds that
resolve themselv(?S into water. The course followed by the rain whi1e
falling through a more or less extensive space, according to the direction
of winds, gives the observer an opportunity to note the passage from one
pbase to another; and if rain was falling on a given point with tbe same
intensity, and without change of direction, the observer would have continually the same phase. The breadth of the zones alters rapidly during
the appearance of lightning, and then soon returns to its previous state.
Any variation in the intensity and extensiveness of the showers causes
changes in the breadth of the zones, and therefore the observer is easily
1
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euablcd. by all those causes to note the passage from one phase to the
other. Snch is tbe origin of every ph~notllenon previously observed.
After having established this law by many personal observations, I did
not fail to seek for its corroboration in the records of the obserrntions of
others; aud many facts mentioned by Beccaria, seerne~ to me derived
from that law, which is otherwise corroborated in a description of a fall
of hail observed by Oward. Q,uetelet, upon hearing of this law, examined the records of his o,rn observations, and found it corroborated by
them; and be then proclaimed it also, taking my observations into account, but not giving me clearly the priority of discovery that undoubte.dly belonged to me. Afterward others confirmed said law, which I
11m...er failed to verify whenever opportunity offered, the best conditions
being to have a very extensive horizon and a rain or storm commencing
at a considemble distance from the observer, approaching him with the
wiud, and then leaving him behind. These are, in fact, tbe only conditions in which it is possible to verify tlle truth of the above-mentioned
law.
On the 20th of September, 18G8, on or about 11 o'clock a. m., there
appeared above the sea, in a westerly direction, somewhere beyond the
Ponzie Islands, a cloud of very small dimensions. Suspecting a storm,
I used the apparatus with movable conductor, and noticed a strongly
positive tension, indicating a distant rain; and suspending the con<.luctor in an elevated position, the oscillations of the gold plates of Bohnenberger's electroscope indica,ted lightning. The wind was very weak
au<l corning from southwest, bringing the storm toward the observator,Y,
..A.t noon the tension became negative, and after a few moments, during which it ,-vas null, and when already could be heard the thunder-claps
of the approaching storm, the negatiYe tension increased so as to emit
, park.·; thunder was beard more distinctly, and rain was seen falling
ou the Oampania. At 1 o'clock p. m. rain was falling upon the observatory, and the tension, pa~sing through o, became posith·e. A.t 3 p. m.
rain had ceased to fall on the observatory, but was falliug over Uastellamarc giving again a strong negative tem:iion. Over the l\founts of
'a.·tcllamare it ceased to rain, arnl positiYe electricity returue<l, but with
a weal· lP11. ion of 1.::,0. Had the storm kept on its primary course ea t
of th ob.·ervatory, there should haYe been a strong positiYe ten ion
(+ w ). In thi · ca · , th r fore, the last pha e alone failed to be observed.
Vb ver found him _lf in elevated places, or upon the open ea, mu. t
have often noticed two or mor rain , a ·h di tiuct from the other, falliJ:,,· with, mall iut •rval. b tw en tlrnm; all(l thi,· explains why appar ut
·-·c pti m. m· oft u record ,(1 again,·t th m1iv r ality of the law. L t
11: :nppo.
for in . taut , that on th :pot wl1cre i · th ob, crver a raiu i
follin,,. wl il , n th r : r n°·cr, fall.· at, ome li.'tanc · then it becom .
. ·nt th, t if p . i iv an<.l n ,,·atfr 1 cfri ·ity ,, r ' to be obtaill d
,,rnl
f >Ill tl1 • fir: :tr no- 'l' than from th
on<l, wi h th rain falling upon
h · 'l rrnt ry th r :h nld 1 iu i n rrath- 1 ctri it ?. Aud tbi i ·
1
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the origin of the assumed negative raius, as well as of the supposed negati"ve clouds, two errors as yet taught by some ·authorities. After twenty
years of study of electrical meteorology, I believe I have acquired the
right to rej~ct many errors, without caring about t.he names of those by
whom those errors were accredited. Bnt, giving a proper interpretation
-to the facts recorded by diligent and eminent observers, instead of objections to the truth of the principle I have exposed, we discover in them
the proof of what I have said. Many, for instance, upon the authority
of Beccaria, a;ffirm the production of electricity in pure atmosphere, (ciel
sereno, ) and I have demonstrated that this can·only take place when, at
some distance from the place of observation, rain, hail, or snow is falling. Now, by a careful perusal of the illustrious electrician's works, we
see that, instead of a refutation of my principle, there is in them what
might entitle him to the right of priority in the discovery. The following passage from Beccaria's works seems quite clear: "Electricity in pure
atrnosphere is cilways in excess, anrl whenever in serene atmosphere electricity in defect is observed, it has been carried there by wincl from some
part of the atmosphere, as distant as it rnight be, 1,ehere there are actitally
cloitds, snow, rain, or hail." It is evident that the diligent observer
derives tlrn electricity in such case from a distant region, not serene,
and, instead of the infl.nx, believes it to be carried by the wind ;
but the fact of electricity becoming neeative aner the storm had passed
the place of observation, and was carried eastward by a gentle wind, as
previously described, would be sufficient to preclude the idea of the wind
as carrier of negathTe electricity, even had I not observed, a hundred
timeR, electricity with the most perfect calm. Suppressing, therefore,
the word cloud in Beccaria's sentence above reproduced, it will remain
a fact that negative electricity in serene atmosphere is obtained only
when, at a distance from the place of observation, rain, hail, or snow is
falling.
Peltier had observed negative electricity in presence of certain clouds
of a dark-bluish color, and thought that their electrical nature might
be made known by their color. When clouds at a distance resolve
themsel yes in rain they exactly assume that color described by the French
physicist, and the falling rain produces negative electricity. Thus my
observations are confirmed, not refuted.
.
The existel!-ce of clouds loaded with negative electricity pertaining to
them has been attributed either- to the negative electricity often observed
with a fall of rain at the place of observation, or to the same electricity
observed. in presence of clouds. ·vve have explained bow the first is
produced; the second is a certain sign of distant rain. On the Vesuvius
Obseryatory clouds often pass in such a way as to surround the whole
building; yet in many years of continued observations, with fixed and
movable conductors, I have never met, under those conditions, with
negative electricity.
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CLIMATE OF KANSAS.
BY R.

s.

ELLIOTT,

Incl?lstrial agent Kansas Pacific Railway.

POND CREEK STATION, KANSAS PACIFIC RAILWAY,

September 22, 1870.
I have been on the Plains nearly all the time from early in May till this
date. There has been much dry weather, but I have not seen one cloudles ·day; no day on which the sun would rise clear and roll along a canopy
of brass to the west. There has always been humidity enough to form
clouds at the proper height, and on many. days they would be seen
defining, by thin fiat bottoms, the exact line where the condensation
became sufficient to render the vapor visible. The sun would be only
partially obscured at intervals, the condensation not being of a, character
materially to lessen the effect of his rays in giving us heat and light,
until in the after part of the day, when appearances of a storm were apt
to present themselves in some part of the heavens; only, however, too
often to pass away without giving us the desired shower.
I conclude from all this that abundant moisture has :floated over the
Plains to have given us a great deal more rain than would be desirable
if it had been precipitated.
Sometimes a storm would be seen to gather near the horizon, and we
could see the rain pending from the clouds like a fringe, hanging apparently in mid-air, unable to reach the expectant earth. The rain stage
of condensation had been reached above, but the descending shower
wa revaporized apparently, and thus arrested.
In a moderately calm day-for our calms are only moderate in this
airy region-I have observed little columns of dust to arise in all direction , generally widely scattered. These usually, if not always, coincid d with mirage in all directions ; not that they appeared in the
mirage, but coincided in the day of their appearance. The mirage,
how ver, very often appeared on <lays too windy for the little columns
t b formed; they being only whirlwinds rendered visible by the dust
tak n up. ·within forty-eight hours after the litt.le column phenomena,
I hav not d that the wind is apt to be coming strongly from the northw r<l, lad n with a mist or scud that sometimes reaches the dignity of
of wind are often very sudden, from southward-the
, ilin I oint in ummer-to all points, but mainly to the north.
time thi" chan ·e i. observed during the progress of a rain-storm
eem t
<lu to a ort of local or limited cyclone; but the differtw en tlle . outb and north winds seem to for bi
,
ann t uncl r t, nd how a circuit of a few hundr l mil · in he heated prairie ·b.ould so cool'a current that had only
Ir
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whirled by us a very short time before. If we reject the cyclone theory
we must suppose parallel but opposite currents, in streaks, thus:

~
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On 15th July last I witnessed a fine example of this sudden cl1auge
of direction and temperature in the wind. A storm arose, with lightning in the west, the southwest, and the northwest. The railway train
was going eastward at the distance of about three hundred and twentyfive miles west, from Kansas City. We were soon enveloped in the
storm, rain, and .wind so strong from the north that the wheels of the
c.oaches.cpuld be felt grating their :flanges on the south rail, and the
rain, striking the end windows of the car, ran across in a true horizontal line. In a, few minutes the temperature had fallen so low as to be
uncomfortable; but in a run of not, I think, over ten miles, we were
again in the wcirm, winds usual at that season, and these, by contrast,
seemed to be the hot winds sometimes experienced.
These hot winds are not, so far as I have observed, apt to be constant
in one place for any considerable length of time; they strike your face
suddenly, and in perhaps a minute are gone. They seem to run along
in strea,ks, or ovenfulls, with the winds of ordinary (but rather high)
temperature. They do not begin, I believe, till in July, as a general
rule, and are over by September 1, or perhaps by August 15. Their
origin I take to be, of course, in heated regions south or southwest of
us; but their peculiar occurrence, so capricious and often so brief, I
cannot explain to myself satisfactorily.
I have no rain-gauge record at hand for this and past seasons; but I
may remark that this season, since about 15th of July, in these distant
plains, has given us rain enongh to make beautifully verdant the spots
in the prairje burned off during the" heated term" of July. From Kit
Carson eastward the rains have been, I think, exceptionally abundant.
All through the summer we have bad dew occasionally; and it has been
remarked that buffalo ineat has been more <lifficult of preservation than
heretofore; facts indicative of humidity in the atmosphere, even when
but little rain-fall was witnessed. Turnips sown in August would have
made a crop, without irrigatiou, in this vicinity, four hundred and twenty-two miles west of the State line of Missouri, and about three thousall(l two hundred feet above the sea-level.
Facts such as these seem to sustain the popular persuasion in Kansas,
that a climatic change is taking place, promoted by the spread of settlements westwardly; breaking up portions of the prairie-soil; covering
the earth with plants that shade the ground more than the short grasses,
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tlrns checking or modifying the reflection ·o f heat from the earth:s surface, &c. The fact is also noted that even where the prairie soil is not
distnrbed, the short buffalo-grass disappears as the ''frontier" extends
westward, and its place is taken by grasses and other herbage of taller
growth. That this change of the clothing of the Plains, if sufficiently
extensive, might have a modifying influence on the climate, I do not
<.1011bt; but whether the change has been already spread over a large
enongh area, and whether our apparently or really wetter seasons may
not be only part of a cycle, are unsettled questions.
The civil engineers of this rail way believe that the rains and humidity
of the Plains have increased during the extension of the railroads and
telegraphs across them. If this is the case, it may be that the mysterious electrical influence in which they seem to have faith, but do not
profess to explain, has exercised a beneficial influence. What effect, if
any, the digging and grading, the iron rails, the tension of steam in
locomotives, the friction of metallic surfaces, the poles and wires, the
action of batteries, &c., could possibly or probably have on the· electrical conditions, as connected with the phenomena of precipitation, I do
not, of course, undertake to say. It may be that wet seasons have
merely happened to coincide with railroads aud telegraphs. It is to be
observed that the poles of the telegraph are quite frequently destroyed
by Jightni11g; and it is probable that the lightning thus discharges in
mauy places where before the erection of the telegraph it was not apt to
<lo so, and perhaps would not reach the earth at all.
I trespass on yonr attention with these crude remarks, not knowing
but wllat I might possibly lead your thought to something of value in
connection with meteorological phenomena in this distant but interestiu o- region. You will readily see that I have no claim to the po·ssession
of meteorological knowledge, in the higher sense of the term.
I may state that during the past season, from April to July, wheat
wa · grown and matured, without irriga,tion, at a point on the Plains
thre hundred and seventy-six miles west of Kansas City, and two thousand nine hundred and forty-eight feet abo-ve the sea. A sample bas
b n, nt to the Department of Agriculture. This wheat, about meridian 1 1, su. ·tain, the views of the article I took the liberty of sending
yon in l\larch la t on the " Olima,te of the Plains."
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ACCOUNT OF A HAIL-STORM ON THE IlOSPIWRUS.

From Porter's ( Comrnodore) Constantinople, 1835, Vol. I, pp. 43-4.7.

[Our attention has been called to the following account of a remarkable bail-storm: published iu the letters of the late Commodore Porter,
of the United States Navy, a work now ont of print and not likely to
meet the eye of meteorologists.-J. H.]
·
·
On our way from the residence of the minister to meet the _Reis
Effendi, at Oandalie, half way between this and Constantinople, aml a
few minutes after leaving the landing, I witnessed a scene the most
awful and appalling that the imagination can depict.
In a six-oa,red kaick, the American minister, his sec1~etary, &c., and
myself, with his kervoss, started with the treaty and regal ia of a.bout
thirty thousand dollars worth of snuff-boxes, which you might haye put
in your coat pocket. We had got perhaps a mile a.nd a half on our
way, when a cloud rising in the west gave indication of an approaching rain. In a few minutes we discovered something falling from the
Leavens with a heavy splash, and of a whitish appearance. I could not
conceive what it was, but observing some gulls near, I supposed them
to be darting for fish; but soon after discovered that they' were large
halls of ice falling. Immediately we heard a sound like rumbling thunder, or ·ten thousand carriages rolling furiously over the pavement.
The whole Bosphorus was in a foam, as though heaven's artillery bad
been discharged. upon us and our frail machine. Our fate seemed inevitable; our umbrellas were raised to protect us; the lumps of ice stripped
them into ribands. vVe fortunately had a bullock's hide in the boat,
under which we crawled and saved ourselves from further injury. One
man, of the three oarsmen, bad bis hand literally smashed; another
much injured in the shoulder; Mr. H. received a severe blow in the leg;
mK right hand was somewhat disabled, and all more or less injured.
A smaller kaick accompanied, with my two servants. They were
both disabled, and are now in bed with their wounds; the kaick was
t erribly bruised. It was the most awful and terrific scene that I ever
witnessed, and God forbid that I should ever be exposed to such another.
Balls of ice as large as my two fists fell in to the boat, and some of them
came with such violence as certainly to have broken an arm or a leg,
ha<l they struck us in those parts. One of them struck the blade of au
oar and split it. The scene lasted, may be, five minutes; but it was
fivG minutes of the most awful feeling that I ever experienced. When
it passed over we found the surrounding hills covered with masses of
ice, I cannot call it hail; the trees stripped of their leaves and limbs,
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and eYerytbing looking desolate. We proceeded on our course, howeYer, and arrirnd at our destination drenched and awe-struck. The ruin
had not extended so far as Candalie, and it was difficult .to make them.
comprehend the cat1se of the nervous and agitated condition in which
we arrived; the Reis Effendi asked me if I was ever so agitated when
in action ~ I answered no, for then I had something to excite me, and
human means only to oppose. He asked the minister if he was ever so
affected in a gale of wind at sea. He answered no, for then he could
exercise his skill to disarm or render harmless the elements. He asked
him why he should be so affected now. He replied, "From the awful
idea of being crushed to death by the hand of God with stones from
heaven, when resistance would be vain, and when it would be impious
to be brave." He clasped bis hands, raised bis eyes to heaven, and exclaimed, "God is great!"
Up to this hour, late in the afternoon, I have not recovered my composure; my nerves are so affected as scarcely to be able to hold my pen
or communicate my ideas. The scene was awful beyond an description.
I have witnessed repeated earthquakes, the lightning has pla.yed, as it.
were, about my head; the wind roared, and the waves haYe at one
moment thrown me to the sky, and the next have sunk me into a deep
abyss. I have been in action, and have seen death and destruction
around me in every shape of horror; but I never before bad the feeling
of awe which seized upon me on this occasion, and still haunts, and I
feel wiJl ever haunt me. I returned to the beautiful village of Buyncdene. The sun was out in all its splendor; at a distance all looked smiling and charming, bu~ a nearer approach discovered roofs covered with
workmen repairing the broken tiles; desolate vineyards, and shattered
window . My porter, the boldest of my family, who had ventured an
in tant from the door, had been knocked down by a hailstone, and had
th y not dragged him in by the heels would have been battered to
d ath. Of a flock of gee e in front of our honse, six were killed, and
h re t dr adfully mangled. Two boatmen were killed in the upper
part of the village, and I have hear<l. of broken bones in abundance.
l lany of the thick brick tiles with which my roof is covered are
, ma. ·h <l to atom , and my hou e was inundated by the rain that uc. cl cl tlti. vi itation. It i impos ible to convey an idea of what it
,va.. Imagin to your lf, however, the heavens suddenly frozen ov r,
all(l a. ,·mld nly rok n to pi ce in irregular masses, of from half a
p und t < pound w ight, and precipitated to the earth. My own er,-an .· wri 0 ·h d · \ ral pi c of' tllree-qnarter. of a pound, and many
w ,r_ fc llll(l hy ther. f upward of a pound. Tb re were many which
f ·ll aronncl h b ' t iu which I wa that appeared to me to
a lar(J'
, .- th w 11 f h lar · -, iz 1 wat r d ant r . Iba eh ard of a t ut
tr ·e in m - n i rbl rllood iut tll
r t ·h of whi h a ma of j
fi 11
, hi ·h I 1i t e tr •ea.' th ngh it bad b n riv u by aw dge of iron.
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A.CCOUNl OF A. HAIL-STORM IN TEXAS.

BY LIEUTENANT GEORGE M. BACHE, U. S. A.

One of those terrific hail-storms often heard of, but seldom experienced, visited this city last evening.* Captain A., Doctor B., and myself were returning from a day's :fishing some ten miles from San Antonfo, in an army ambulance, about 7 p. m., when we :first noticed indications of rain. Dark clouds were rising in the northwest 1 accompanied
with a great deal of what we at first supposed to be heat lightning.
This gradually became more vivid, the clouds blacker,, the thunder began to make itself heard, and our first supposition of a light shower
changed to a certain prospect of a severe storm.
The mules were put to their most rapid gait, with the hope of reaching town before the tempest assailed us, but to no purpose; it broke on ·
us when we were about two miles from home. A :fierce wind from about
due north, driving sheets of rain right in our faces, put a. stop to any
further progress, and compelled us to turn the ambulance from the direction of the storm into the "mesquite" bushes, where we prepared
ourselves to quietly sit and take the result. Suddenly, however, something struck the side of the ambulance, with a noise similar to that of
a stone violently thrown-another, and another-and now we hear tbe
resounding thuds on the bodies of the mules, and the war of the elements has commenced in earnest. Neither mule nor man was prepared
for this, and the former, beaten to infuriation, dashed off wildly h1to the
mesquite bushes.. It was impossible to see, and, fearing a capsize and
a <lrag in the chaparral, we jumped out, still not realizing what was upon
us; for all this had happened in a few moments of time.
Continuous blows on the head, body, and legs soon enabled us to realize the serious nature of our condition. Stones of ice of all shapes and
of the size of the fist, cut and bruised our bodies, and with our arms
crossed above our heads we rushed to secure the slight protection of a
mesquite bush, there being no trees on the prairie. vVe were each at
different times knocked down by blo,vs about the head; one of us, Captain A., thTee times. Out, bleeding, bruised, and still with no prospect
of abatement, not knowing how long such a phenomenon might last, nor
how soon we might be rendered senseless, we felt our situation as by .
no means enviable.
In the mean time, the mulesr which having again headed the storm in
their fury were nearly s.tunned by repeated blows on the head and sides,
-ll

May 10, 1868.
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came near us, being driven before the storm, but too mnch weakened to
morn rapidly. We took advantage of this and leaped into the ambulance, choosing the lesser evil. Providentially the wheels of the carriage became lockP-d in a rail fence, and the mules were too much exhausted to do any more running. We put the seats over our heads, antl
thus protected, drenched, shivering with cold, and continually be~teu
ou the legs and sides, we awaited the subsidence of the storm. The
falling of the hail lasted twent,y-two minutes, commencing at half past
eight p. m. It was accompanied with heavy rain, bright blinding :flashes
oflightning, a,nd a con tin nous roar, varied with sharp crashes, of thunder.
Tlle rain ceased with tlrn hail, but fell very heavily again during the
night, causing a rise of nearly twenty feet in tlle San Antonio river.
The curtains of our ambulance were cut to ribbons, and we scarcely
thought the mules would live through the t empes t, but they did, and,
though much bruised and stunned, brought us safely to town. With
black eyes, bloody heads, smashed bats, bruised arms, and torn and
mrnldy clothes, we appeared as if we luu] just come from a free :fight
and llad been Yery badly used. Indee<l, experience only could llave
conviuced us that auy one could. have endured exposure to such a violent torm a,ud lived.
"\Ve found our l1.0nse flooded with water, and all the window panes
aud venetian blinds on its north side smashed to pieces. Persons who
w·ere in the house desnribe the noise of the hail as it struck the roof
and ides as exceedingly terrific. I1he next morning the town pre. 11ted the appearance of a bombarded city. Tb.e Louses appeared as if
thon and of sllots had been fired against their walls and roofs at pointblank rauge. The walls of our house, covereu. with a,n inch thickness of
pla ·ter on the out ide, sltow, as in,the iuclosed photograph, the innumeral>l d nt.· made by the hail. Shingle roofs were broken lJy the hail and
·att r •d iu pieces by the wiu<l. Large holes were cut through tin roofs
and <Tntter . Several hon e. were entirely unroofed · amoncr others, that
•
'
b
of 0- u 'ral Ma on, who, with his family, took refuge iu a doorway. The
·w, 11 of au old church were blown down and its roof deposited in the
·tr· ,t. Tree , in ome instances, were torn up by the roots, and in
oth r.· thrown down. In one case a hail-stone peuetrated the roof of a
lwu: n.11<1 did not pend it force until it reached the floor. The trees
aucl 1 n. ·lw., were ntirely t1ipp cl of their fo]iao-e
and small brancbe cut
l'l-·
Tl1 Indian
· corn ,vai; ut down as if with0 a' scythe, and vegetables
11
•
, ncl
w •r b at n into the Toun<.l. The large t authenticated tone
hav h ard. f w icrh d two pound·, though there are yariou
f fiv ml 'i.·-pound r.. The ton probably averaged from
•i ,,·ht nn ,.,, and w 1 f the ize of the :fi. t and upward . The
oun<l · an l ther about , mu t haYe been few
al)(l far b ·tw u ct n llino- ould hav with tood them. They w r ·
l1T<· 1 •nlal' in .-ha) , . if in th ir 1 :c nt, many had been frozen tog th r
an 1 thu · f rm d ou urn' a lrnr<l a r ck.
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A. woman who, with her husband, had camped out on the prairie, ha.cl
two ribs broken, and was thought to be fatally injured. A dog was killed
outright; and there are numerous cases of cuts and bruises, more or
less severe. There are also reports of fatal casualties to human life in
the vicinity, which havo not yet been authenticated. The momentum
of the hail-ston~s is shown .by the fact, as witnessed by myself, of a hole
about four inches in di ameter through both sides of a sheet-iron stovepipe which rose from the roof of a small out-house in the garden and
did service as a chimney. Boards of fences were knocked off and split
in pieces, and trees barked as if· by cannon balls. I think the storm of
hail not to have extended over· a path of more tlian two miles in width.
We hear of the storm having visited other places, but having no communication, save by stages and a semi-weekly paper, we have not yet ·
learned its course. The hail came down at an angle of about 30° from
the horizontal; and lowered the temperature from 90° to 64° Fahrenbeit.
The day had been close and sultry. The temperature again rose after
the storm, and the stones on the ground were soon melted.
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